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Treatise of LIS

1. Discuss the parameters to evaluate the performance of the library
services.
Effectiveness must be measure in terms of how well a service
satisfies the demands placed on it by its users. An effective study might,
for example, ask whether reference questions are answered to the users’
satisfaction or whether a library provides wanted materials to its users
when needed.
Weiss argued that most evaluation decisions relate to whether or
how a library should:
i)
Continue a programme. For example, should a junior high school
library continue purchasing extensively in the field of mathematics if that
material is rarely used?
ii)
Institute similar programmes elsewhere. For instance, should a
public library expand a practice of interfiling adult and juvenile non‐fiction
to all its branch libraries or just to those with no separate children’s room?
iii)
Improve its practices or procedures. How can special librarians
improve their recall rates for online searching, for instance, without
overloading company researchers with irrelevant citations?
iv)
Add, drop, or change specific programme strategies and
techniques. Should an academic library change the locations of its displays
after discovering that some less accessible locations fail to promote use of
the displayed titles?
v)
Allocate resources among competing programmes. Should a 30%
serials budget cut be applied across the board, or should the heavily used
scientific journals be cut less than the less frequency consulted humanities
journals?
vi)
Accept or reject a programme approach or theory. Should a
corporate library reject the notion that its researchers will voluntarily use
the library to keep up to date and instead establish a selective
dissemination of information (SDI) service?
1
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2. “Research comprises methodology & purpose and it is in respect of
these components that research in library science is found wanting” –
comment. Or, Mention the various methods of research.
Research in science and technology and social sciences is well
established. However, need for research in Library and Information
Science (L&IS) has not been fully recognized. This is especially true in
developing countries India. Social and economic pressures are building up
which are making more persons to go in for research degrees and research
projects.
The research methods whichever applicable in library and
information science have been categorized as follows:
1.
Historical Method
If we are to understand our present environment, then history is
essential. History is a written methodical record of its development and it
helps to explain the present in this way. History of library and information
science is the continuous methodical recounting of the past events
pertaining to the establishment, maintenance and utilization of
systematically arranged collection of recorded information. Hence
historical method is adopted in the research of this discipline it will be
foundation for improvement on the basis of the past study. It can also help
to find out various shortcomings in this field on the basis of the past.
2.
Survey Method
A survey is a systematic collection of data concerning a system, its
activities, operations, persons involved in that system. Thus the library
survey is defined as a systematic collection of data concerning a library its
activities, operations, personnel working in the library and its users. This
purpose is to make a specialized type of investigation to improve library
services. Thus library surveys are conducted either to assess an existing
situation or to check library system or to evaluate the area of librarianship
in order to remove shortcomings.
3.
Case Study Method
Case study method is a technique in which an institution is
recognized as a unit of study and various aspects to the unit are studied
deeply. In this method, emphasis is on principles and processes rather
than the transfer of factual information. It represents real solutions drawn
from practice and providers an opportunity to enquire skills in analysing
problems, making decisions and solving them. This method can be used in
2
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library management system analysis cost benefit analysis, cost
effectiveness, library effectiveness and computer application in libraries.
4.
Delphi Method
Delphi method is basically a technique of obtaining consensus
among experts opinion on a given problem. A questionnaire is prepared
translating the aims and objectives of research. The identified problem is
put up to the panel of experts in many rounds till a consensus agreement
is achieved. The basic theory behind this technique is that consensus
opinion among majority of opinions will have greater credibility and
authority than then the sunrise of only the most articulate/spokes persons
is a group of participating respondents. In the formulation of library
legislation, policies making for libraries, curriculum design, methods of
teaching and evaluation, processes of decision making and in manpower
planning this method can be used.
5.
Statistical Method
Statistical methods are being used for aggregative analysis and
intensive study of individual unit is outside its scope. This method is based
upon quantitative analysis. By using this method the researcher can study
the problems related to libraries such as budget estimates, library
planning, assessment of library services and library forecasting studies.
There are various methods of research applied in library science
which is discussed above but there is still lacking of suitable method.
3. Distinguish between search strategies and search tactics/expression.

Sl.
No.
1

2

Search Strategy

Sl.No. Search Tactics/Expression

Search strategy provides
the facility to select the
optimum
path
for
searching a file or a
database.
This includes a number of
considerations
and
measures which are to be
taken before and while
conducting a search.
3

1

Search expression is the
search query or search
statement or search term.

2

This includes (1) the
concepts or facets to be
searched, (2) terms which
appropriately
represents
the search concept, (3) the
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3

4

Good search strategy
requires
knowledge
about the nature and
organization of target
database(s) and also the
exact need of the user.
Successful
pre‐search
interview
helps
to
organise a good database
which facilitates the
searching.

3

4

feature(s) of the retrieval
system to be approached,
(4) the measures to be
taken in revising a search
statement, and so on.
Pre‐search interview is
essential to understand the
search expression of the
users which helps to build
up a good database.
Skills
required
for
Information
Staff
for
successful
pre‐search
interview: (1) ability to
conduct
personal
communication
(2)
conceptual
skills
(3)
analytical
skills
(4)
knowledge
of
file
organization
(5)
understanding of indexing
policy
and
vocabulary
control
(6)
subject
knowledge.

4. Describe the search strategies used in retrieving the information.
Search strategy provides the facility to select the optimum path for
searching a file or a database. This includes a number of considerations
and measures which are to be taken before and while conducting a search.
Search strategy encompasses several steps and levels of work in
information retrieval. Meadow mentions that search strategy includes at
least three decision points which a searcher has to reach. There are many
questions which need consideration in formulating an appropriate search
statement, like –
1.
2.

the concepts or facets to be searched and their order;
term(s) which appropriately represents the search concept;
4
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3.
4.

the feature(s) of the retrieval system to be approached;
the measures to be taken in revising a search statement; and so on.

Developing a good search strategy requires knowledge about the
nature and of target database(s) and also the exact need of the user.
Understanding of the user’s exact requirement has much impact on the
actual search and retrieval process. In some cases, the user may only want
some relevant items on a given topic, in which case the task of searching
will obviously be limited. Conversely, the user may want to get all relevant
items (obviously with as less number of non‐relevant items as possible), in
which case the search must be exhaustive. Meadow identifies three kinds
of search, viz.
1.
2.
3.

High recall search: When the user needs to find out all the relevant
items on the stated topic;
High precision search: When the user needs only relevant items,
i.e. as less number of non‐relevant items as possible;
Brief search: When the user wants only a few relevant items as
opposed to all relevant items.

There are three types of Boolean searching in information retrieval
i.e., OR, AND, NOT. The logical sum ‘OR Logic’ is the class union operator.
It is the result of common elements (through merging) of two
classes/items e.g., (COMPUTERS) OR (INFORMATION RETRIEVAL). The
logical product ‘AND Logic’ is the class intersection operator. It is the
result of elements common to both classes/items e.g. (COMPUTERS) AND
(INFORMATION RETRIEVAL). The logical difference ‘NOT Logic’ is the class
exclusion operator. It is the result of elements common of first class/item
which do not also belong to the second class e.g. (INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL) AND NOT (DBMS).
All these three operators may be combined in one search
statement, e.g.
(INFORMATION RETRIEVAL OR INFORMATION SCIENCE) AND
(ONLINE OR COMPUTERS) AND (DEVELOPING COUNTRIES OR THIRD
WORLD) AND NOT (DBMS).
5. Discuss the various steps involved in the digitization of information
resources in a library.
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Introduction
Librarians have experienced a series of changes over the past
decade with the movement of information resources from the physical to
the electronic and the availability of funding opportunities for this process.
Many technologies and services are available to improve access to books,
journals, manuscripts and other printed materials in libraries and archives.
Digitization is taking place on a global scale. Large and small organizations
around the world from many different sectors (museums, archives,
libraries, art galleries, government and commercial) have been creating or
converting resources into digital form for a wide range of users. Many of
these projects have made significant contributions to preserving and
increasing access to the cultural heritage of a nation by collaborations
both nationally and internationally. However, this is likely to change in the
future as many organizations seek to gain the benefits of digitization and
can be seen the relevance to their core missions, or institutional objectives
and therefore plan strategically for the changes, in order to happen
efficiently and effectively. Strategic planning is necessary because
digitization affects the infrastructure of IT, staff, service delivery and
organization structure. Digitization is an exercise in change management
and therefore developing a framework is a must before implementation.
Definition
Digitization, often referred to as image capture, is the process of
creating a digital representation or image of an original artefact through
scanning or digital photography.
The term digitization refers to the process of converting objects
and documents, such as photographs, manuscripts printed texts and
artwork in digital form. Technically, it is the process of converting
information from a physical format into a digital one. There are two basic
kinds of digitization:
•
Image capture (e.g. using a camera, scanner or other capture
device)
•
Information capture (e.g. scanning a document to create electronic
text)
Digitization Framework
The digitization framework consists of the following elements in general:
1.
Inventory of digitization projects;
2.
Raising awareness of digitization;
3.
Training and re‐skilling staff in digitization activities;
6
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Developing networks, collaborations and
digitization activities;
Obtaining funding to support digitization;
Instigating digitization projects;
Enhancing the IT infrastructure; and
Strategic planning and policy development

relationships

for

Inventory of digitization projects
Identify all potential projects and create a database containing
details of potential projects with rough costings. Librarians preferred the
“consultancy approach” i.e. the Digital Projects Librarian discussing and
suggesting ideas with them and then making recommendations on their
behalf. Excellent collection knowledge, understanding of user’s needs and
digitization principles was required for librarians to be able to make
suggestions.
Raising Awareness of Digitization
To raise the awareness among staff, create intranet and Internet
pages on digital projects and allow them to access freely. Then discuss
with the people and find out their interest both internal and external in
digitization. Digitization invoked fear in some people (fear of technology,
changes, making mistakes, creating extra work).
Training and Re‐skilling Staff
To develop and enhance knowledge and expertise in‐house, send
key staff on training courses, e.g. scanning workshop, etc. Request them to
read about digitization issues and projects in journals, web resources and
listservs.
Developing Networks, Collaborations and Relationships
To establish useful contacts for help and collaboration join
international digital listservs, attend conferences and training. Discuss with
the National Library staff and participate with National Digital Forum. The
best source of help and contacts is the Diglib listserv (an international
listserv for digitization professionals and librarians). Internationally, people
are very willing to help and share their experience.
Obtaining Funding to Support Digitization
7
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Apply for University funding like Teaching Improvement Grants,
Vice Chancellors Development Fund and also look for national or
international agencies for funding or grants. Establish a small budget for
ongoing digitization. Special grants may cover setting up an initial project
but not ongoing maintenance. A digitization maintenance fund should be
built into the budget if possible.
Instigating Digitization Projects
To create and deliver owned resources digitally (e.g. exam papers,
e‐resources, poetry, art images), it has to be followed a detailed project
plan including costings and timeframes. Set up project teams and involve
several staff, e.g. systems, digital services, cataloguing, subject librarians,
managers, lawyer. Outsource some work due to lack of
experience/equipment/staff‐in‐house. Use the experience gained to
further develop the projects and obtain more funding.
Enhancing the IT infrastructure
Trained staff is fully able to utilize existing and new technologies to
create, deliver and manage digital projects. The key components required
for the infrastructure are:
•
Hardware, e.g. scanners, PCs, Digital camera
•
Software, e.g. image manipulation software, XML editors, OCR
programmes
•
Library management/Digital object management system
•
Network
•
Authentication system; and IT staff
Always check the existing hardware and software, whether that
would be useful in projects (e.g. scanners, digital cameras, CD‐burners,
databases, OCR and image manipulation software, PDF writer, XML
editors). Then only enhance for purchase of additional hardware and
software (scanner, server, storage device, finereader, etc.). There is a need
for training on new software and also plan for the future storage
requirements.
Strategic Planning and Policy Development
Plan and achieve digitization effectively by including digitization
activities in the library strategic plan. Develop a digitization policy that will
outline goals, guiding principles, selection criteria, management and
access to digital collections, digital standards and guidelines to follow,
8
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intellectual property rights and digital preservation. The policy needs
regular updating.
Basic functions involved in setting up a Digital Library are:
•
Identification and collection of content to be digitized;
•
Classification and digitization of these contents;
•
Editing, formatting and storage of the contents;
•
Designing search engines to search and access the contents
selectively;
•
Publishing contents for end user access digitally.
The methodology of digitization is expressed by using the flowchart
as shown in following figure.
Designing HTML
links/Install Digital
Library Software
like DSpace/GSDL
etc. and naming of
the digital library
web page

Acquiring of
scanner, PCs,
Cameras, necessary
software etc. &
providing IT skilled
staff
Selection of
rare/necessary
documents

Developing index
pages for
searching/Input the
scanned data
through above
stated any software
and proper indexing
as required

Scanning of texts,
Photographs,
audios, videos etc

Preparing the final
web
template/Linked
with Institutional
online connection

Proofreading and
comparison/Naming
of the files

Figure 1: Digitization steps
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Step 1: Acquiring of scanner, PCs, Cameras, necessary software etc. &
providing IT skilled staff
Before digitization, acquiring of infrastructural items like scanner, PCs,
cameras, necessary software as well as provision of IT skilled staff is very
necessary.
Step 2: Selection of rare documents for digitization
After step 1, selection for digitization is a difficult process having much in
common with choice to acquire, microfilming, and withdrawal, and with
other tactical decision‐making that is vital to the work of libraries. The
alteration of textual, visual, and numeric information to electronic form
from preparation and adaptation to presentation and archiving include a
range of procedures and technologies with widely varying insinuations and
costs. The judgements we must make in defining digital projects involve
the following factors: the intellectual and physical nature of the source
materials; the format and nature of the proposed digital product and how
it will be described, delivered, and archived; how the proposed product
relates to other digitization efforts; and projections of costs in relation to
benefits.
Step 3: Scanning of rare documents
In order to undertake the HTML based digitization of the texts,
photographs/images etc. documents, the next step is their conversion in
electronic format. It is better to scan the documents by using the Minolta
PS7000 scanner for quick and automated as well as better scanning. In
case of digital library, audio and video files can be directly inputted into
the software as per their required format.
Step 4: Proofreading and comparison/Naming of the File
In case of HTML based digitization project, proofreading and comparison
of acquired texts, images can be done for clarity, cost and ease of access.
In case of digital library project, after scanning of all necessary documents
naming the same in a relevant manner1 for easy access.
Step 5: Designing HTML Links/ Install Digital Library Software like DSpace/GSDL
etc. and naming of the digital library web page
In case of HTML based digitization project, scanned documents can be
encoded into HTML, a special language read by Internet browsers and
other computers to read the information accurately and they can be
placed online.
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Step 6: Developing the index page/ Input the scanned data through above
stated any software and proper indexing as required
An index page with the overall listing of the document titles can be done
to search the collection.
Step 7: Preparing the final web template/Linked with Institutional online
connection
In this step the final website can be launched on Windows platform.
Digitization Process in different representation:
Pattern:1
•
Scanning at the highest resolution at an appropriate level of quality
to avoid rescanning and re‐handling of the originals;
•
Creating and storing a Master image file;
•
Using system components that are non‐proprietary;
•
Using image file formats and compression techniques that conform
to industry standards;
•
Creating backup copies of all files on a stable medium;
•
Creating meaningful metadata for image files or collections;
•
Storing media in an appropriate environment;
•
Monitoring and recopying of data as necessary;
•
Outlining a migration strategy for transferring data across
generations of technology;
•
Anticipating and planning for future technological developments.
Pattern;2
•
Obtaining Documents – Collecting documents to be digitized
•
Registering Documents – Registering documents to keep track to
them
•
Scanning – Transforming hardcopy into electronic files (image
format)
•
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) – Converting documents from
image to text format
•
Proofreading and Reformatting – Making corrections to the
document text and layout
•
Producing the Final Version – Adding metadata and other elements
to complete the product
Need for Digitization
11
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Digitization requires a long‐term commitment of time and
resources. The need for embarking on a digitization project, which might
include:
•
Providing better access to unknown or little used collections;
•
Offering better search and retrieval facilities for an image
collection;
•
Providing a better understanding of original works through
improved indexing or some form of digital image enhancement;
•
Creating resources that are suitable for use in Learning and
Teaching;
•
Enhancing the public knowledge, recognition and understanding of
the collection;
•
Back up, Long term preservation;
•
Data capture;
•
Integration with business systems;
•
Serving fragile originals from wear and tear (i.e. to preserve
documents that allows people to read them without damaging the
originals)
•
To reuse the documents for different purposes in different
purposes in different formats (e.g. to use images in a slideshow)
and also to adapt the content for a different purpose (e.g. to
convert the text of a report into training materials)
Checklist for Digitization
A project manager has to be identified to take care of planning and
preparing project and execution of the same. The checklist for digitization
may include:
•
What type of digitized text is needed? (pages, full text, images,
etc.);
•
What functions need to be supported to deliver? (PDF, TIFF, JPEG,
GIF, display, search, navigate & print) ;
•
How much quality is needed? (Image quality, size, time, artefacts);
•
What are the planned outcomes for the source materials?
(structure, storage location, circulation policy, handling);
•
How will people find the digital objects? (catalogues, Web indexes,
access points);
•
Are there any restrictions to using the digital objects?
(unauthorized users, payment);
•
What lifespan is envisioned for the digital resources? (duplicate
copies, periodic data checks, disaster recovery plans, etc.).
12
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The materials may include digital images, searchable text files,
structural metadata, administrative metadata, catalogue records or
other discovery metadata and links.
Key Issues for Managing Technology
The essential issues for managing a technology‐based project are:
•
Formal project planning;
•
Risk and resource management;
•
Feasibility studies and piloting of the project;
•
Accurate costing of the project
Project planning is essential to the successful implementation of
any technology based project and particularly one involving digitization. A
holistic overview of the whole lifecycle of the project is important to ensure
that the objectives, aims, available resources and the deliverables are
complementary. The basic tasks are:
•
Assessment of the need for digitization;
•
Selection of materials;
•
Deciding the goals from the information content of the originals;
•
Deciding how to reach the final product and to maintain/preserve
the resource over time;
•
Finding the funds for the project;
•
Planning the project and assigning resources;
•
Rights management;
•
Digitisation feasibility study – to determine digitization procedures
and benchmarks;
•
Preparing the originals for digitization procedures and benchmarks;
•
Preparing the originals for digitization;
•
Conversion – such as scanning;
•
Adding metadata (technical, administrative and subject‐based);
•
Quality assurance checks to ensure the output conforms to
specification;
•
Make provision for archiving and preserving the data;
•
Return originals to their place in the collection;
•
Mount data;
•
Resource support;
•
Final evaluation of project.
6. Explain WWW and discuss fundamental technology associated with it.
Or, Write briefly the genesis and development of World Wide Web.
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The World Wide Web is a system of interlinked hypertext
documents accessed via the Internet. With a web browser, one can view
Web pages that may contain text, images, videos, and other multimedia
and navigate between them using hyperlinks. Using concepts from earlier
hypertext systems, English physicist Tim Berners‐Lee, now the Director of
the World Wide Web Consortium, wrote a proposal in March 1989 for
what would eventually become the World Wide Web. He was later joined
by Belgian computer scientist Robert Cailliau while both were working at
CERN in Geneva, Switzerland. In 1990, they proposed using "HyperText [...]
to link and access information of various kinds as a web of nodes in which
the user can browse at will" and released that web in December.
Connected by the existing Internet, other websites were created,
around the world, adding international standards for domain names and
the HTML. Since then, Berners‐Lee has played an active role in guiding the
development of Web standards (such as the markup languages in which
Web pages are composed), and in recent years has advocated his vision of
a Semantic Web. The World Wide Web enabled the spread of information
over the Internet through an easy‐to‐use and flexible format. It thus
played an important role in popularizing use of the Internet. Although the
two terms are sometimes conflated in popular use, World Wide Web is not
synonymous with Internet. The Web is an application built on top of the
Internet.
Berners‐Lee's breakthrough was to marry hypertext to the Internet.
In his book Weaving The Web, he explains that he had repeatedly
suggested that a marriage between the two technologies was possible to
members of both technical communities, but when no one took up his
invitation, he finally tackled the project himself. In the process, he
developed a system of globally unique identifiers for resources on the
Web and elsewhere: the Universal Document Identifier (UDI) later known
as Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and Uniform Resource Identifier (URI);
and the publishing language HyperText Markup Language (HTML); and the
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).
The World Wide Web had a number of differences from other
hypertext systems that were then available. The Web required only
unidirectional links rather than bidirectional ones. This made it possible for
someone to link to another resource without action by the owner of that
14
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resource. It also significantly reduced the difficulty of implementing Web
servers and browsers (in comparison to earlier systems), but in turn
presented the chronic problem of link rot. Unlike predecessors such as
HyperCard, the World Wide Web was non‐proprietary, making it possible
to develop servers and clients independently and to add extensions
without licensing restrictions. On April 30, 1993, CERN announced that the
World Wide Web would be free to anyone, with no fees due. Coming two
months after the announcement that the Gopher protocol was no longer
free to use, this produced a rapid shift away from Gopher and towards the
Web. An early popular web browser was ViolaWWW, which was based
upon HyperCard.
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) was founded by Tim
Berners‐Lee after he left the European Organization for Nuclear Research
(CERN) in October, 1994. It was founded at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Laboratory for Computer Science (MIT/LCS) with support from
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)—which had
pioneered the Internet—and the European Commission. By the end of
1994, while the total number of websites was still minute compared to
present standards, quite a number of notable websites were already
active, many of whom are the precursors or inspiration for today's most
popular services.
The terms Internet and World Wide Web are often used in every‐
day speech without much distinction. However, the Internet and the
World Wide Web are not one and the same. The Internet is a global
system of interconnected computer networks. In contrast, the Web is one
of the services that run on the Internet. It is a collection of interconnected
documents and other resources, linked by hyperlinks and URLs. In short,
the Web is an application running on the Internet. Viewing a Web page on
the World Wide Web normally begins either by typing the URL of the page
into a web browser, or by following a hyperlink to that page or resource.
The web browser then initiates a series of communication messages,
behind the scenes, in order to fetch and display it.
First, the server‐name portion of the URL is resolved into an IP
address using the global, distributed Internet database known as the
domain name system, or DNS. This IP address is necessary to contact the
Web server. The browser then requests the resource by sending an HTTP
15
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request to the Web server at that particular address. In the case of a
typical Web page, the HTML text of the page is requested first and parsed
immediately by the web browser, which then makes additional requests
for images and any other files that form parts of the page. Statistics
measuring a website's popularity is usually based either on the number of
'page views' or associated server 'hits' (file requests) that take place.
While receiving these files from the Web server, browsers may
progressively render the page onto the screen as specified by its HTML,
CSS, and other Web languages. Any images and other resources are
incorporated to produce the on‐screen Web page that the user sees. Most
Web pages will themselves contain hyperlinks to other related pages and
perhaps to downloads, source documents, definitions and other Web
resources. Such a collection of useful, related resources, interconnected
via hypertext links, is what was dubbed a "web" of information. Making it
available on the Internet created what Tim Berners‐Lee first called the
WorldWideWeb (in its original CamelCase, which was subsequently
discarded) in November 1990.
7. Critically evaluate SOUL software. Or, Describe the salient features of
one library management software package developed in India.
SOUL is the state‐of‐the‐art library automation software designed
and developed by the INFLIBNET.
Strong features of SOUL:
Following are few of the strong features of SOUL, which should introduce
librarians to use SOUL in their libraries.
•
Windows based user friendly software, well‐designed screens,
logically arranged functions with extensive help messages make
the software user friendly;
•
It is based on client server architecture allowing scalability to the
users;
•
It uses RDBMS to organise and query the data;
•
SOUL does not need an extensive training;
•
It is specially designed to work in the large academic libraries,
capable of handling large number of records;
•
It is a multi‐user software and there is no limit on simultaneous
accesses;
16
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports internationally known standards such as CCF, MARC21
and AACRII etc.;
Provides export and import facility and adheres to ISO 2709
format;
OPAC is versatile and very user friendly with all options in built;
OPAC is accessible over the web (WEB‐OPAC) using any General
User Interface based browsers;
Provides comprehensive list of reports, master databases and
authority files;
Provides facility to create, view and print records in regional
languages;
Functionally it covers every conceivable operation of university
library;
Available at affordable cost;
SOUL has been fully tested at a number of university libraries and
critically evaluated by team of experts and practising librarians.

There are six modules in SOUL. These are Acquisition, Catalogue,
Circulation, Serial Control, OPAC, and Administration.
Though SOUL has many advantages but it is not free from
problems. These are some problems regarding Book/Thesis and Journal
enumerated below:
Book/Thesis Database:
•
Total unique title does not change automatically after saving a
particular book data entry;
•
Report does not show “by collection type” (of book database) and
application is going to terminate after this operation ;
•
Problem in duplicate checking: does not show details of the title by
clicking the title. For this you have to go to edit mode;
•
In Web OPAC, type of material of thesis shown as “Film” wrongly;
•
Does not show any report regarding User Service (CAS) and
application is going to terminate after this operation;
•
There is no provision regarding Reading Room Issue/Return;
•
OPAC upgrade utility of SOUL which is supplied by INFLIBNET to be
uninstalled for abstract entry of thesis because upgrade utility installed
computers create this problem;
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•
Problems in entry of a particular Accession No. of a same book (e.g.
there are 20 copies of a same book and creates problem regarding entry of
accession number of 17th copy);
•
After a long time idleness of monitor SOUL shows DB Process Error;
•
Wrong membership code does not deleted through group deletion
option;
•
Category, Department and Course/Designation in the membership
data entry worksheet are not alphabetically arranged (if you press ‘L’, ‘M’,
‘S’ etc. for quick access of drop down menu you can’t access) ;
•
No provision regarding entry of department in thesis worksheet so
does not show the report regarding department wise thesis;
Serial (Journal/Periodical) Database:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
¾
¾
¾
¾

Problem regarding entry of back volume journal;
Does not show all information in Common Communication Format
(CCF) in OPAC mode;
Problem in generation of new code in case of any edit in database;
New request shows in database after deleting the same;
a) Suggestion → New Request → Department b) Title Entry →
Department. Are both Department same?
Are Payment voucher/order number and Receipt note number
same? If so, in what sense? (Payment/Acknowledgement part)
Is the forwarding number different from receipt order? If so, how?
Acknowledgement details for whom and how it can be proceed?
What is the subscription period – Financial Year or other? [In case
of Title entry]
What will be the lead time?
What will be the invoice remarks, forwarding remarks, and
forwarding numbers in invoice processing?
In case of non‐availability of publisher’s or distributor’s name what
should we do?

8. Discuss PERT/CPM. Explain the need for time management in libraries.
Meaning of PERT/CPM
A technique of control in the planning process that is highly
appreciable to library operations is PERT (Programme Evaluation and
18
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Review Technique), developed a number of years ago by the U.S. Navy’s
Special Projects Officer to plan the Polaris weapon system. A method of
planning and scheduling work, PERT sometimes called the Critical Path
Method (CPM). CPM WAS developed by the DuPont Company. It involves
identifying all of the key activities in a particular project; devising the
sequence of activities and arranging them in a flow diagram; and, finally,
assigning duration of time for the performance of each phase of the work
to be done. This technique consists of enumerating events whose
completion can be measured.
One of the essential differences is that PERT recognizes that the
actual activity times are not deterministic, but instead may have
considerable chance variation. CPM, on the other hand, ignores the
chance element associated with the activities and thus employs only a
single estimate of the duration for each activity. As stated previously, PERT
was originally designed to plan and control large systems implementation
where little past experience has been accumulated; however, CPM
addressed itself to construction type activities for which some experience
data were available.
A typical example of the former would be the research and
development required to structure an information system to transfer
NASA space technology to industry. No experience was available on
information scientists, engineers, programmers, and computer hardware
to implement such a system; therefore, it was probable that the times for
activities in the network representing this system would have considerable
variance. But in the construction of a new library, one could draw from the
considerable experience of professional librarians and architects to obtain
more reliable estimates of activity times.
PERT (Programme Evaluation and Review Technique) is a more
precise method for scheduling tasks within projects. While Gantt charts
show sequence and time, PERT shows sequence by detailed activity and
time by hours, days or weeks PERT also shows which task of a system
development project or implementation may become a bottleneck. In
other words, PERT charts enable the planner to determine which task may
be the one that could delay the entire project. You should use PERT
charting when a more precise and detailed planning methodology is
required.
PERT is a planning and control tool for defining and controlling the
efforts necessary to accomplish project objective on schedule. PERT is a
unique method of graphically illustrating the interrelationships of events
19
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and activities required to bring a project objectives on schedule. PERT is a
unique method of graphically illustrating the interrelationships of events
and activities required to bring a project to its conclusion.
The basic difference between PERT and CPM is that in PERT 3 time
estimates are used, while in CPM only one time estimate is used.
PERT is a statistical technique. It is both diagnostic and prognostic,
and it is used for quantifying knowledge about the uncertainties that are
faced in completing all of the individual project activities that lead to the
successful conclusion of a major system project. It is a method of focussing
management attention on:
a.
Danger signals that require remedial decision in order to prevent
the materialization of problems.
b.
Areas of efforts in which tradeoffs in time, resources, or technical
performance might increase the possibility of meeting the major
schedule dates of a product.
PERT is a tool that aids the decision‐maker but does not make the
decisions. It is a technique that the systems analyst can use to:
(i)
Establish coordinated and definitive job activities at the lowest
organizational responsibility level.
(ii) Determine relative importance of each activity.
(iii) Simulate real or proposed changes in the project and show the
effect of these changes on the project.
The department manager or the project leader needs a method to
organize activities. PERT offers them a method of visually seeing what
must be done. PERT provides these management people with:
(a) An excellent medium for coordinating the various project tasks,
particularly if the project tasks are separated geographically.
(b) A definite plan in which each analyst really understands each
portion of the whole task and the relative importance of each
activity is easily determined.
(c)
A basis for determining the time to complete each task within the
project, as well as the total time required to complete the entire
project.
(d) Identification of tasks that will delay the entire project if specific
tasks do not meet the planned schedule.
(e) The means for rescheduling in order to reduce the total time
required to meet the projects objective.
(f)
The criteria for measuring the projects progress.
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Need for time management in libraries
PERT is management tools for defining and integrating what must
be done to accomplish the project’s objectives on time. It provides a
precise method of planning for the development of a new product, the
installation of a new computer, the planning of a major systems study and
many other projects.
PERT can be carried out either by using hand calculation methods or
by using a computerised PERT programme. When the analyst is using a
computerized programme, the input format and the specialised output
format of the PERT programme for whichever computer the company has,
must be learned first. PERT hand calculations are often advantageous for
small networks of a approximately 150 events or less. Even when a
computer facility is available, usable results often may be obtained by
hand in a shorter overall elapsed time and at less cost than is possible with
use of the computer.
A PERT network consists of events and activities. All of the required
events are connected by arrows that indicate the preceding and
succeeding events. An event (A, B, C, D, or E) is the beginning or ending of
an activity. An event is looked as a milestone.
C
Start

A

E

Finish

B
D
Events have no time dimension and usually are represented by a
circle or a box. An activity links 2 successive events together and
represents the work required between these 2 events. An activity must be
accomplished before the following event can occur. Activities are
represented by an arrow.
This example of a PERT network contains 5 events (letter A through
E) and 6 activities (represented by arrow). In summary, each event
represents the accomplishment of a task and each activity represents the
time it takes to accomplish that task.
9. Define thesaurus. Discuss its use in information retrieval.
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UNESCO has defined a thesaurus in terms of its function and
structure.
In terms of function:
A thesaurus is a terminological control device used in translating
from the natural language of documents, indexes or users into a more
constrained ‘system language’ (document/information language).
In terms of structure:
A thesaurus is a controlled and dynamic vocabulary of semantically
and generically related terms which covers a specific domain of
knowledge.
The conceptual structure and terminological control provided by an
information retrieval thesaurus contains:
1.
Structured system of concepts with indication of hierarchical
(broader, narrower, and coordinate) and associative relationships
between concepts, and
2.
All the terms that denote a particular concept; i.e. synonyms.
Essential features: (i) Contains more specific terms, (ii) It normally
avoid inverted terms (e.g. ‘Architecture, India’), (iii) Headings are not
subdivided, (iv) Relationship display is more extensive, and (v) It uses “BT’,
‘NT’ and ‘RT ’ for depiction of different types of relationship (also uses USE
or used for and SEEN or seen for).
The thesaurus, in machine‐readable form, performs a number of
extremely important tasks in a computer‐based retrieval system. It is an
essential element in the system, interfacing directly with the indexing
operation, searching operation and possibly, with a publication
programme. Some important functions that the stored thesaurus may play
include the following:
1.
Checking for consistency and acceptability of terms. Each new
batch of indexing records, in machine‐readable form, may be
checked against the stored thesaurus to ensure that all terms are
valid, are spelled correctly, and are used correctly (e.g. main
heading and subheading, combinations are acceptable). Search
strategies may be checked in the same way.
2.
Maintaining statistics on the use of terms. It is very common for
system to maintain a record of the number of times each term is
used in indexing (the “posting” or “tallies” for the term). These
records are updated each time a new batch of index records is
22
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3.

4.
5.
6.

added to the data base. These statistics can be printed out or they
may be displayed at an online terminal. They are of use in
vocabulary maintenance or revision and are also value in telling the
searcher, or allowing him to estimate, the number of documents
that will be retrieved by a particular strategy.
Maintaining the “tracings” necessary to ensure that, if a term is
deleted from the vocabulary or otherwise modified in some way,
all the terms that are connected with this term (through some form
of reference) are also appropriately modified.
Automatic optimization of search strategy.
Facilitating the conduct of generic searches.
Automatic generation of cross references for printed indexes.

10. Hypertext and Hypermedia – features and functions
The term hypertext, coined by Ted Nelson, describes a vast
network of text fragments linked together, an electronic writing and
reading system that uses the power of the computers for more than
editing and display. Hypertext is basically text which has been dressed up
with extra feature like for formatting, image, multimedia, and like other
documents to Internet service. A hypertext system has three prominent
components:
i)
ii)
iii)

a database of text;
a semantic net which connects the text components; and
tools for creating and browsing this combination of text and
semantic net.

In short, hypertext is a text database plus semantic net plus
interface. Hypertext systems allow users to traverse complex networks of
information quickly. Authors can easily link passages and references;
readers can freely move among text fragments to find sources of
quotations, journal article references, definitions, and related passages.
From the writer’s point of view, hypertext systems are the next
generation of word processing. In addition to word processing features
like block moves, search and replace, and spell or style checking, the
hypertext writing tools can extend the writing process with telescopic
outlines, posted notes that do not affect the main text, electronic book
marks, and browsing modes. From the reader’s point of view, hypertext
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systems are a new generation of database management. Full text is
accessible from multiple perspectives, for various purposes, and through
different search strategies.
Features of a Hypertext System
The concept of hypertext is simple: windows on the screen are
associated with objects in a database, and links are provided between
these objects. The features of an idealized hypertext system can be
outlined as:
i)
ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

The database consisting of a network of textual nodes.
The windows on the screen correspond to nodes in the
database on a one‐to‐one basis, each having a name or title
displayed in the window.
The standard window system operations are supported
windows can be repositioned, resized, closed and put aside as
small window icons. The position, size, column and shape of the
window or icon give cues to the contents of the windows.
The windows can contain any number of link icons representing
pointers to other nodes with the mouse causes the system to
find the referenced node and to immediately open a new
window for it on the screen.
The user can easily create new nodes and new links to new
nodes for annotations, comments etc. or to existing nodes for
establishing new connections.
The database can be browsed in three ways: i) by following
links and opening windows successfully to examine their
contents, ii) by searching the network for some string or
keyword, iii) by navigating around the text using a ‘browser’
that provides a direct two‐dimensional graphic view of the
underlying database.

Hypermedia
It involves the presentation of information in media that most
effectively communicates it contents and provides the user with the
means and sequences of information in ways that are most appropriate to
a given task. This term hypermedia is generally used to refer to
information containing high proportion of graphics and images and almost
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always used where the information also includes video sequence or any
form of animated information.
11. What is performance audit? Discuss the aims, scope and types of
performance audit. What are the ideas behind performance audit in
library? Discuss the process and essentials of performance audit in
library?
Meaning
Performance Audit (PA) refers to an examination of a programme,
function, operation or the management systems and procedures of a
governmental or non‐profit entity to assess whether the entity is achieving
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the employment of available
resources . The examination is objective and systematic, generally using
structured and professionally adopted methodologies (Wikipedia).
According to INTOSAI Auditing Standards, it is defined as “ an audit of
economy, efficiency and effectiveness with which the audited entity uses
its resources in carrying out its responsibilities (INTOSAI, 2004). Therefore,
performance audit ensures economy, efficiency, and effectiveness.
Aim of PA
The aim of PA is to improve accountability and support good
governance. In its assessment of how resources are being used, a
performance audit would highlight areas where improved service delivery
is required; identify potential cost savings and services that can be
reduced or eliminated and analyse inefficient gaps or overlaps in
programmes or services.
Scope of PA
One of the key qualities of a PA is its flexibility. The audit scope can
vary, focusing on financial and/or non‐financial information – and it is
customised to suit the needs of that entity. It can review the whole
organization; a particular division; a service line or function, such as
human resources, that cuts across the entire operation; or a single issue
that can involve several separate organizations.
PAs are not governed by the rigid standards and frameworks
governing statutory audits. The audit methodology is tailored to suit the
unique circumstances of each audit according to its objectives – with the
overriding aim being to objectively and systematically assess programmes,
functions and activities to help officials improve their use of scarce
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resources. In essence, a performance audit contributes to ensuring that
the right things are to be done in the best way and that maximum value is
obtained for the amount spent on each activity by the organization in
delivering its services.
Types of PA
Generally, there are four types of PA:
1.

Audits of a programme or activity in a single entity;

2.

Protective security audits (examines security arrangements);

3.

Cross‐entity audits (reviews the same activity in a number of
entities or the administration of a programme by a number of
entities); and

4.

Follow‐up audits (reviews the implementation of recommendations
from a previous audit).

Ideas behind PA in library
The ideas behind the basis of performance audit in libraries are as
follows:
•

It is important to assess the economy, efficiency, and effectiveness
of all activities of libraries and, for that purpose, an audit is needed,
which examines and evaluate such matters and which may
contribute to better spending in libraries, better accountability and
management.

•

Secondly, it is important to know the realities of the service
provided by the libraries and to know one’s current performance
according to the organization’s objectives, mission & vision for
which the library is functioning.

•

Thirdly, it is helpful in detection of fraud, waste and abuse in the
functioning of library system.

•

Finally, an overview and insights into all library activities and have a
conclusion to improve its performance or helpful in decision‐
making to make a change.

Process of PA in libraries
In performance auditing, it is often done by trying to answer two
basic questions:
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•

Are things being done in the right way?

•

Are the right things being done?

The first question is primarily aimed at the ‘producer’ and is
concerned with whether policy decisions are being carried out properly.
This question is usually associated with a normative perspective; i.e., the
auditor wants to know whether the librarian or head of library has
observed the rules or requirements. In order to widen the analysis, the
question may be extended to whether the activities carried out are also
considered the most appropriate – provided that the right things are being
done. Until this stage in the process, performance auditing has been
mainly concerned with different aspects of tthe economy or the efficiency
of operations.
The steps for analysis becomes considerably wider when the
second question – whether the right things are being done – is asked. In
other words, whether the adopted policies have been suitably
implemented or whether adequate means have been employed. The kind
of question refers to effectiveness or impact on libraries and its users. A
performance auditor might, for instance, find a chosen measure
ineffective and inconsistent with objectives.
Outputs are the result of inputs and actions taken to achieve
specific goals. Theoretically, it should be possible for performance auditing
to scrutinize all components and relations in the input‐output model,
except for the component on the far left. The two basic questions given
above are still relevant, as is the wide range of perspectives that can be
applied to answer them.
Essentials of PA in libraries
Performance audits are rarely seen in the public sector and also in
libraries. With the progress of time and need, organization knows its
importance and trying to implement the same for good performance.
Therefore, PAs are a valuable management tool, carefully structured
around tough, nationally recognized auditing principles – principles that
cannot be ignored if the best intentions of legislators and the desires of
the public are to be realized. As defined by the US General Accounting
Office Auditing Standards (AKA Yellow Book) the essentials of PAs are as
follows (Gendron, 2007):
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•
Independence: Auditors must be independent, both in fact and
appearance from personal, external, and organizational impairments to
independence;
•
Sufficient, competent, and relevant evidence must be obtained.
Self‐assessments do not count;
•
Efficiency, economy and effectiveness (program audits) are the
three standards that define performance audits. They are a three‐legged
stool;
•
Comprehensive written reports must be communicated to
designed authorities in a timely fashion; and
•

All performance audits should
government auditing standards.

follow

generally accepted

Keeping in mind the above essential quality or factor, the policy
maker, government or the organisation should come out with clear‐cut
policy and guidelines for implementation of PA in libraries.
What performance auditing will not do is to question an
organization’s policy. The formulation of policy remains the mandate of
government or organization at all levels. Rather, a PA would examine
policy making measures, the effects of policy and how well policy
objectives are being met. For example: have policy goals and objectives
been set, are they clearly defined and approved at the appropriate level by
the appropriate authority; are supporting policies and procedures aligned
with higher level policy; and are policy assumptions based on appropriate
motivations and relevant and reliable information?
12. Discuss the essential aspects of collection building and management
in libraries.
Cooperative collection development is typically expected to meet
one or several of the following, not necessarily compatible, needs:
1
Broadening Access
Scholars require ready access to the full printed record, yet
comprehensive acquisitions are beyond any library’s reach. Distributed
collecting responsibilities will enable groups of libraries to acquire a wider
variety of materials than anyone could manage on its own.
2
Containing Cost
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Research libraries spend a great deal to duplicate materials held at
other institutions. Coordinated acquisitions will save money by minimizing
redundancy. Cooperative collection development is the best way to
contain library costs.
3
Improving Coverage
Publications from some world areas remain uncontrolled and
unsystematic. Even the richest and most conscientious library will miss
some materials. Cooperation improves the chances for complete coverage.
4
Ensuring the Exotic
Universities face intense fiscal pressure. Most academic libraries
are charged with supporting present and future scholarship, implying
acquisitions that may receive neither early nor frequent use. Cost‐cutters
may see such purchases as a frill. “Esoteric” acquisitions can be justified in
the context of a national cooperative plan.
Arguments asserting the virtues of cooperative collection
development are buttressed by two technological trumps. In the first
place, successful cooperation presumes both a common knowledge of
what has been acquired and efficient mechanisms for document delivery.
Online bibliographic databases and electronically based interlibrary loan
support these requirements as never before. The second and still
embryonic development centres on electronic formats. Digital
communications and electronic storage nullify the logic of ownership and
the logistics of location. The promise ‐ and challenges – of electronic
cooperation are fundamentally new.
13. What are the implications of Intellectual Property Rights on
electronic information?
Several technologies have been developed (and many more are
being developed) to provide digital information such as electronic
copyright management systems and Digital Rights Management (DRM)
technologies. Many academic institutions and publishers took initiatives to
develop secure technologies for delivering electronic information to users,
especially in a networked environment. These include Performing Arts
Teaching Resources Online (Patron), Electronic Reserve Copyright
Management System (ERCoMS) and the Electronic Library and Information
Retrieval Online Project (ELINOR), Project Cited, RightPages TM Service,
TULIP, Security and Rights Management System. Use of cryptology (usage
of encryption and decryption for security and privacy of information in
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cyberspace), digital signatures (of publisher/customer identity, ID
numbers, date time, unique transaction number), digital watermarks
(digital signals or patterns inserted into a digital document). are also the
security measures for e‐resources. Argent, Cognicity, Copyright,
EIKONAmark, Giovanni, JK_PGS, Musicode, Digimarc, PixelTag, StirMark,
SureSign, SysCoP, unZign, etc. Are some of the watermarking tools
available in the market place for the purpose.
Digital Rights Protection Technologies: It is also known as electronic
rights management systems ensure copyright through identifying and
protecting the content, controlling access to and use of the work,
protecting the integrity of the work, and ensuring payment for the access.
These use one or more technologies to ensure access to bonafide users
only. DRM technologies prevent illegal users from accessing the content;
they make it more difficult for illegal users to access digital content. DRM
controls access rights using Technical Protection Measures like encryption,
watermarks, electronic marking, distribution of content and providing
access keys to authorised consumers, enforcing permissions, transaction
processing, and also usage tracking. The DRM software facilitates mode of
payment (e.g. pay per use, subscription, licensing), rules for accessing and
distribution.
14. Examine the distinguishing features of AACR2 & CCC with examples.
There are many significant changes from AACRI. These changes or
salient features are furnished below:
1.
Single text, in AACR2 instead of American text and a British text of
AACR1. It is for International Bibliographic Description;
2.
Non‐book materials are given greater attention in AACR2 where as
AACR1 is a book oriented code;
3.
New terminology introduced in AACR2. Heading (AACR1) is
introduced by new term – Access Points, Collation, Imprint and
‘Statement of Authorship’ (AACR1) are introduced by ‘Physical Description
Area’, ‘Publication, Description etc. Area’, ‘Statement of Responsibility’
respectively. New terms such as ‘Extent of Item’, ‘Item’, ‘Database’ etc. are
accepted in AACR2;
4.
AACR1 is considered for pre‐machine cataloguing, while greater
attention to ‘machine processing of bibliographic records’ is given in
AACR2;
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5.
In AACR2 subseries has been treated better than in AACR1. Parallel
title of series and other similar information take their places in AACR1;
6.
No definition is provided for conferences and congresses in AACR1
(Scope of the terms only on page no. 133). But AACR2 defines the terms;
Two units of GMD, following title proper to indicate the medium of
7.
publication are given in AACR2; one for British agencies and other for
North American agencies;
8.
Provision of prescribed punctuation to indicate the beginning to
indicate the beginning or conclusion of an element of description area is
made in AACR2;
9.
In AACR1, corporate body can be considered as an author. In
AACR2, the concept of corporate authorship has been given up. On
practical reason, rules for corporate responsibility has been considered
under Chap 24 in AACR2;
10.
Rules for works of multiple authorship or collections with collective
title under the editor(s) – direction have been dealt better in AACR2 than
in AACR1. AACR1 suggests editor as the entry element, while AACR2
prescribes for that works the title as the entry element;
11.
Greater attention given to geographic names in AACR2 under Chap
23. In AACR1 rules
for geographic names as part of heading for
corporate bodies are provided under Chap 3 of Part I;
12.
For legal publications, in AACR1 certain kinds of publication
(e.g. Laws, constitution, court rules, treaties etc.) are to be considered as
‘form’ heading which are parts of ‘author heading’, where as in AACR2 this
problem is treated with introduction of uniform title e.g.
AACR1
AACR2
India. constitution
India [constitution]
13.
Introduction of ISBN and ISSN is made in AACR2;
14.
Description gets first consideration in AACR2, which is very
important for descriptive cataloguing and agreement on general principles
of description has been achieved in this connection Part I is based on ISBD
(G);
15.
Description of an item is suggested to be based on the chapter
concerning with the class of material to which a particular item belongs;
16.
In AACR2, the examples are very clear, especially in the ‘Notes
Area’;
17.
Treatment of serials in AACR2 has been dealt better to achieve
consistency;
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18.
Provision of alternative and options is made in AACR2 to attain
different problems with regard to levels of details in different contexts;
19.
Less emphasis is given on Main Entry in AACR2, while much
emphasis is given on it in AACR1.
Salient features of CCC:
1.
Complete Catalogue Code: CCC in all respect is a complete code for
cataloguing the books and other reading material.
2.
One Man Effort: CCC is the unique contribution of the labour and
devotion of Dr. Ranganathan. There is no other man’s contribution
in it.
3.
Rules for Classified catalogue: In this code mainly the rules for
preparation of classified Catalogue Code are only given, which is
based on the class numbers.
4.
Rules also for Dictionary Catalogue: Rules also have been provided
for preparing dictionary catalogue in its first edition which was
published named as Classified Catalogue Code with additional rules
for Dictionary catalogue.
5.
Based on Canons and Principles: CCC is altogether a distinct
cataloguing code based on canons and principles evolved by
Ranganathan. Hence the foundation of the code is based on the
normative principles and canons of cataloguing.
6.
Objectives: The main aim of constructing this code was to satisfy
the subject approach of the readers coming in the library.
Therefore, it was originally prepared for subject cataloguing, but
the rules of dictionary catalogue are also provided in it by
Ranganathan.
7.
Special Rules: There is special provision of rules for compilation of
union catalogues, periodical publications, national bibliographies,
indexing and abstracting periodicals also.
8.
Use of Chain Procedure: The chain procedure is the unique device
in CCC which is most important contribution of Dr. Ranganathan for
the art of cataloguing. It is a mechanical device to derive the
subject headings from class number either for class index or for
subject headings to be used for a dictionary catalogue.
9.
Language of the Library: Keeping in view the language of the library
this code is constructed, the language of the library is that in which
the number of books is more and is called the first language and
the second number language is called favoured script.
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10.

Economical: The economy is the main feature of this code. It does
not allow the use of imprint and collection in the catalogue entry
which are considered to be a part and facet of an entry for
identification of the documents. The book number constructed in
accordance with Colon Classification of Dr. Ranganathan indicates
the year of publication of the document. An additional information
to the title statement of the entry in CCC is the edition of the
books.
11.
Symbiosis: CCC has established a symbiosis of classification and
cataloguing.
12.
Free from Language Problem: CCC is free from the restriction of
language unlike the other codes inspite of their non‐local nature. It
has achieved this by taking into account the following basic
concepts.
(a)
Language of the library
(b)
Scale of language
In which the language of the library comes first and the other
comes in the descending sequence of favouredness. This also implies the
concept of script of the library and favoured script.
15. Highlight the important points of user information needs vis‐a‐vis
information seeking behaviour.

Information Seeking Behaviour and Information Needs
Information seeking behaviour is concerned with the integrative
utilization of three basic sources: 1) People, 2) Information and 3) System.
While the first two categories have to do with content, the last category
has to do with the means of delivery of information.
A tentative definition of information seeking behaviour may be
attempted the field composed of studies that are concerned with ‘who
needs what kind of information and for what reason: how information is
found, evaluated and used, how these needs can be identified and
satisfied’.
In other words, ‘information behaviour (or information seeking
behaviour) is meant those activities a person may engage in when
identifying his or her own needs for information, searching for such
information in any way, and using or transferring that information’.
The ‘information’ and ‘need’ in ‘information need’ are inseparable
interconnection. Information need is an individual/group’s desire to locate
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and obtain information to satisfy a conscious/unconscious need. Human
information behaviour is the totality of behaviours (active/passive) the
people engage in to gain access to, organize and use information. Thus, it
will include not only pro‐active steps to gain access but also the passive
reception of information, which then, or later, turns out to be of use.
In day‐to‐day work, lack of self‐sufficiency constitutes information
needs. This information needs represent gaps in the current knowledge of
the user. The purpose of a library or an information system is of course to
fulfill some needs for documents and information for users/potential
users. Such needs may, be related to educational activities, research
activities, professional activities, recreation activities, cultural activities or
personal development. Apart from the expressed/articulated needs, there
are unexpressed needs, which the user is aware of but does not like a
need is specific, and generally time bound either immediate/deferred to
express. But the information services provider may be able to bring to light
these needs.
Factors Affected by Information Needs
According to Crawford (1978), information needs depend on:
•
Work activity;
•
Discipline/Field/Area of interest;
•
Availability of facilities;
•
Hierarchical position of individuals;
•
Motivation factors for information needs;
•
Need to take a decision;
•
Need to seek new ideas;
•
Need to validate the correct ones;
•
Need to make professional contributions;
•
Need to establish priority for discovery etc.
Information needs are affected by a variety of factors (Paisley, 1968) such
as:
•
The range of information sources available;
•
The uses to which the information will be put;
•
The background, motivation, professional orientation and other
individual characteristics of the user;
•
The social, political, economic, legal and regulatory systems
surrounding the user; and
•
The consequences of information use.
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Information needs identification is a complex process. Some of the
factors adding to the complexity are:
•
Same information is perceived by different users differently as their
information need. (Value system of users differ due to the nature
of work and it affects factors such as the information products and
services).
•
Researchers need original documents whereas planners need
digests of ‘point of view’/opinions;
•
Information is put to different uses (R&D personnel, Application
developers and Technicians all put information to different uses);
•
Need is satisfied by having access to the identified information in a
particular package and form, and at a suitable time;
•
The flow of information and channels of communication are
complex and add to the complexity; and
•
Individual preferences and behavioural aspects add a further
dimension.
Apart from the complexities mentioned above, there are problems
due to individual behaviour too:
•
A user may not like to reveal his/her need as s/he may like to show
that s/he is above (any) requirements and that s/he knows his/her
sources. To divert or mislead s/he may give or just because
someone else is getting an information s/he may give a pseudo
need to receive the same information.
•
Further, an interaction of all the above factors makes the process
of identifying information needs akin to carrying out an
investigation or detective work, and is one of the ‘grey areas’ of
research in Library and Information Science for the past few
decades.
Objectives of Information Needs and Uses Study
The study of information needs and uses is a rational activity when
viewed as a means to an end. Ben‐Ami Lipetz (1970) describes the
objectives of studying information needs and uses as “a) the explanation
of observed phenomena of information use or expressed need; or better
yet, b) the prediction of instances of information use or still better; c) the
control, and thereby improvement, of the utilization of information
through manipulation of essential conditions. The achievement of such
objectives must be preceded by certain creative activities, d) the
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description of observed information use, e) the definition of convenient
and appropriate concepts for describing and dealing with information use,
and f) the theorizing of casual and quantitative relationship between
information use and associated factors.”
The following problems are encountered regarding assessing and meeting
rural community information needs:
Firstly, the rural backward communities have been living in the
darkness of ignorance. They do not know what are their actual needs,
naturally there is a discrepancy between the information provided and the
real needs of the communities.
Secondly, the information may not reach the people who need it
most.
Thirdly, it is said that the fault may be with the individual; that is
the person’s perception of what information is needed may be wrong.
Fourthly, it has been pointed out that the needed information may
be cut off by psychological or cultural barriers.
Fifthly, updating of community information needs is not done on
regular basis.
Sixthly, due to laziness of librarians and lack of staff, financial
resources and time, few library and information workers and their
respective resources centres conduct information needs assessment.
Seventhly, there is lack of knowledge of information needs
assessment techniques and difficulties encountered in developing simple
but reliable methodologies for collecting data on community information
needs.
However, these problems must be solved to provide better
information services.
16. Implication of Second Law of Library Science with reference to
Resource Sharing.
In the context of libraries, resource sharing denotes a mode of
operation whereby the functions are shared in common by a number of
libraries. The age‐old concept of library co‐operation and present day
approaches of consortium, network and system are relative to the
principle of resource sharing.
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The forces compelling libraries to resort to resource sharing are
many. They have been intensifying also. The extraordinary dynamics of
information gives rise to financial pressures upon libraries and information
centres for coalescing into a network in order to share resources rather
than duplicate, so that the sum total of the book purchase fund of the
country is stretched to the farthest extent to obtain maximum number of
titles, no matter where they may be actually held.
The soaring cost of reading material as against tighter and
increasing forces libraries to share resources. There are now more users to
be served by libraries than before. The information requirements of users
are becoming more and more diverse and complex. There is also a time
pressure on the supply of information. There is, thus, an imperative need
for widening information coverage extending the sphere of service and
accelerating the speed in the supply of information. A library, whatever be
its status of affluence cannot hope to be self sufficient in all its resources
and facilities. A multitude of individual libraries, without co‐ordination and
liaison between them and viewing each other in a competitive spirit to go
about in their own way cannot stand the strain of the environmental
causes mentioned above. On the other hand, the spirit of sharing the
resources would entail the participant libraries in a system to benefit for
advancing their individual goals and objectives. Each library in a system is
both a giver and receiver and is strengthened by the mutual interaction
and understanding.
The imperative need for practicing resource sharing among
libraries in India and other developing countries is even more urgent and
necessary than in the industrialised countries. The resources of developing
countries are naturally limited and they should be put to maximum use by
the largest number of possible users. The developing countries may also
have the advantage of planning their library system, while in a stage of
development, around the concept of resource sharing as they may not be
facing any legacy adversely affecting such an approach.
Second law ‘Every reader his/her book’ will be satisfied only if the
resource sharing within the libraries is being effective.
Laxman Rao has very aptly described the need for consortia.
“Library consortia has been formed to deal collectively with the problems
of purchasing online products, to benefit from the best possible volume
pricing, and to secure the best terms of agreement from online
publishers.” Collaboration in library collection development is becoming
indispensible to serve the needs of users with a view to:
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1.
2.
3.

Increase the library’s access base
Avoid unnecessary duplication of materials in a region or group
Multiply library materials purposively within the constraints of a
limited budget
4.
Facilitate accountability to external agencies
5.
To develop specializations locally
6.
Enhance the image and prestige of the library
7.
Enhance the user base‐access from the desktop of the users
8.
Place emphasis on access than ownership
9.
Benefit the nation as a whole to increase the use of books and
information and cut costs
In response to the fragmented and uncoordinated acquisition of
library materials the need for collaborative collection development is
increasing day by day.
‘Resource’ applies to things or actions to which one takes to a
resource at the time of need. As a general term, resource can include
material, equipment, people, time and money. The term when used alone
would not necessarily imply any reciprocity. ‘Sharing’ entails an
opportunity or allotting or contributing to something that is owned to
benefit others. It is to give or receive a part of something or to enjoy and
assume something in common. ‘Resource sharing’ taken together entails
certain reciprocity and implies a partnership in which each participant has
something useful to contribute as well as to receive from others and there
is willingness and ability to make available when needed.
17. Role of Abstracting and Indexing Services in information transfer
(with example).
Guidance into the primary literature is provided by indexes to
journals in which articles appear and by the secondary services in which
articles are abstracted and indexed. Issues of such journals nearly always
contain tables of contents, their entries consisting of titles of the articles,
names of the authors, and numbers of the pages on which the articles
start; arranged in page‐number order. The articles are selected and
arranged for publication by the editor, who also may prepare the table of
contents.
Subject and author indexes are usually prepared for a volume of
issues, generally at the end of each year. These indexes are most likely to
be prepared by the editor of the publication or by an associate. The
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subjects reported in the article are identified and guidance to them is
provided by index entries. Titles of articles in science journals usually give
a good general indication of the subject covered; sometimes a KWIC title
index is provided instead of a subject index. If the index to an annual
volume of a journal is small, no special effort may be made to control
terminology or prevent scattering of related entries. The effort invested in
preparing the index for a primary journal may be minimal because the
searcher is expected to skim the headings to locate any scattered
references. Helpfully, the introduction to any serial index should alert the
searcher to this kind of scattering and to his responsibility to check for it.
Besides manual indexing of monograph and serials, there are also
some procedures for indexing viz. Computer‐aided indexing, citation
indexing, subject and author indexing, word indexing and concordances.
Each indexing system is important and the aim of the every procedure is to
locate the term scientifically and to easy, accurate and speedy retrieval of
information to the users. Automated indexing retrieves the information
more quickly and accurately than manual procedure.
Therefore, the most important guides to the primary literature are
the secondary publications produced by abstracting and indexing services.
18. Need for continuing education programme for LIS professionals in
information age ‐ Discuss.
Librarianship is generally considered to be concerned with the
principle and practice of selecting, acquiring, organizing, disseminating and
providing access to information in accordance with the specific needs of
groups of people or an individual. As every practicing librarian knows,
rapid developments in the global communication infrastructure in the last
decade or so have seriously fudged, loosened and erased the boundaries
of librarianship as we know it. Taking a broader perspective of the purpose
of librarianship and beyond, this presentation attempts to clarify, redefine,
reshape and expand the boundaries of our concerns as we move forward
to more discontinuous changes. The purpose is not to offer predictions,
solutions but rather to initiate and provoke reflection and discussion that
must take place right now amongst us in order for our profession to meet
the challenges of change.
Many of the key elements of librarianship identified in the informal
email summary what we would expect. What is interesting but not so
surprising is that there is a strong emphasis on users and less on library
collections and resources. This is probably one of the major but subtle
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changes in librarianship in librarianship in the last 20 years, there was
much more focus on building and organizing library collections. Even
reference works were very dependent on good cataloguing and
organization of library resources. Though everything we did then was also
aimed at helping the users, it was more implied than obvious. Today, we
seem to be more obsessed and anxious about our relationship with users,
and for good reason as we shall discuss.
“Librarianship is the discipline and profession that is concerned
with helping individuals obtain reliable information to increase their
knowledge in all spheres of their lives from the cumulated information
store of mankind”.
Samantha Ang’s definition focuses on the intermediary or bridging
role of libraries: “Librarianship is a bridge between two entities: people
and information. Librarians consider who may need this bridge, when and
where a bridge is needed, how it is to be built, how it can be best utilized.
We are the planner, architect, builder, and marketer of bridges”.
To play this role affectingly, it is implied that libraries need to have
a clear understanding of information and knowledge needs of the user on
one hand and the knowledge and availability of relevant information
resources on the other. The distinction also assigns an end purpose for our
roles, i.e. to help users obtain useful and reliable information that will
increase their knowledge in all spheres of their lives.
In addition to the professional skills mentioned, the librarian of the
information age must be equipped with a wide range of personal and
transferrable skills in order to manage the changing environment in which
s/he works. The importance of transferrable skills over information
technology skills (hardware, software, library management software
related problem solving, Internet and e‐book, e‐journal search) should be
highlighted here. Management (SWOT analysis) and interpersonal skills
will make librarians more effective managers of networked resources and
services. As Hastings says “it is more important that digital librarians
possess particular personal qualities (which are innate) rather than specific
technical expertise (which can be learned).
This is not to say that the way to avoid the electronic age is for
library professionals to stick their heads in the sand. The information
professional must change and adapt to the new electronic information
environment, he or she must learn about new technologies and be aware
of the strength and weaknesses of them. Librarians should not feel
threatened by computers and technical developments but should move
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forward with the new technology and take a pivotal role within
organizations. Information professionals within libraries are playing an
increasing role in dealing with information in electronic format s by
creating web pages to promote their services to external customers and
choosing automated library management systems. Skills in information
organization are more necessary in this age of information explosion.
Library and information professionals have a key role to play in this era.
For example, librarians are well equipped to take intranet/Internet
projects through the various stages of design and maintenance as they
understand their users and their organizations information needs and
have the range of skills to manage knowledge effectively. The role of the
librarian in this context is to help users find information they require then
provide them with the tools to assess and use the resources for their
individual needs. Creth suggests that librarians achieve this by “actively
seek (ing) out of users in a variety of settings” and by making “full use of
information and multimedia technology” by offering instruction in a
variety of formats (including web based instruction and online tutorials).
In the Internet/Information age role of librarians are: a) as
intermediary in search b) as facilitator c) as end user/trainer d) as Web site
builder or publisher e) as researcher f) as interface designer g) as
knowledge manager/professional h) as shifter of information resources.
To improve the Technological skills, Communication/Interpersonal
skills, Educational skills, Change management/transferrable skills
continuing education programme is very much essential.
19. Any library network of India – main features. Or INFLIBNET as a
coordinator in academic & research libraries in India.
INFLIBNET
•
A major National Programme initiated by the UGC in 1991
•
Head quarters at Gujarat University Campus, Ahmedabad
•
Started as a project under the IUCAA
•
Inter‐University Centre of the University Grants Commission (UGC)
in 1996
•
Involved in modernizing and networking of university libraries and
information centres
•
To promote scholarly communication among academicians and
researchers
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Vision and Mission
Its vision and mission is as follows:
•
Leveraging on the latest technology, create a virtual network of
people and resources in academic institutions with an aim to
provide effective and efficient access to knowledge through
perseverance, innovation and collaboration.
•
Provide seamless, reliable and ubiquitous access to scholarly, peer‐
previewed electronic resources to the academic community in all
educational institution with a focus on services and tools,
processes and practices that support its effective use and increase
value of this information.
•
Build and strengthen ICT infrastructure in educational institution
with value added services.
•
Develop tools, techniques and procedures for secure and
convenient access management enabling users to access
information in electronic format from anywhere, anytime.
•
Develop resource selection guides and online tutorials for effective
delivery and usage of e‐resources.
•
Facilitate creation of open access digital repositories in every
educational institution for hosting educational institution for
hosting educational and research content created by these
institutions.
Objectives
•
To promote and establish communication facilities to improve
capability in information transfer and access, that provide support
to scholarship, learning, research and academic pursuit through
cooperation and involvement of agencies concerned;
•
To establish a computer communication network for linking
libraries and information centres in universities, deemed to be
universities, colleges, UGC information centres, institutions of
national importance and R&D institutions, etc. avoiding duplication
of efforts;
•
To establish information and library network – a computer
communication network for linking libraries and information
centres in Universities, Deemed universities, colleges, UGC
Information Centres, Institution of national importance and R&D
institutions, etc. avoiding duplication of efforts;
•
To facilitate academic communication amongst Scientists,
Engineers, Social Scientists, Academicians, Faculty Researchers and
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Students
through
electronic
mail,
file
transfer,
computer/audio/video conferencing, etc.;
To understand system design and studies in the field of
communications, computer networking, information handling and
data management;
To establish appropriate control and monitoring system for the
communication network and organize maintenance;
To collaborate with Institutions, Libraries, Information Centres and
other organizations in India and abroad in the field relevant to the
objectives of the centre;
To promote R&D and develop necessary facilities to create
technical positions for realizing the objectives of the centre;
To generate revenue by providing consultancies and information
services; and
To do all other such things as may be necessary, incidental or
conducive to the attachment of all or any of the above mentioned
objectives.

Functions
1.
Promote and implement computerisation of operations and
services in the libraries and information centres following a
uniform standard, in order to facilitate pooling, sharing and
exchange of information towards optimal use of resources and
facilities.
2.
Evolve a national network interconnecting various libraries and
information centres in the country and to improve capability in
information handling and service
3.
Provide reliable access to document collection of libraries by
creating online union catalogue of resources in various libraries
4.
Provide access to bibliographic information sources with citations,
abstracts etc. through indigenously created databases and by
establishing gateways for online accessing of national and
international databases.
5.
Train and develop human resources in the field of computerised
library operations and networking.
6.
Collaborative with institutions, libraries, information centres and
other organizations in India and abroad.
7.
Create and promote R&D and other facilities and technical
positions.
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Activities
Union Database Management
One of the most important activities of the Centre is the
development of the Union Catalogue of resources namely ‘IndCat’ which is
an important source of bibliographic information that can be used for
collection development, inter‐library loan as well as for copy cataloguing
and retro‐conversion of bibliographic records.
Sl. No.
1
2
3
4

Database
No. of Records No. Of Universities
Books
1,06,77,998
112
Current Serials
22,471
201
Serial Holding
57,523
112
Theses
2,20,206
238
Table 1: Current Status of IndCat

Other than IndCat, INFLIBNET has developed:
(i)
Experts: 15,880 records with profile of the subject experts serving
the Universities.
(ii)
NISSAT project: 24,000 profiles of the experts in the field of
Science & Technology
Software Development
Considering the requirements of academic libraries for library
automation, the SOUL (Software for University Libraries), the state‐of‐the‐
art library management software has been designed and developed by the
INFLIBNET Centre. The Current Unicode based SOUL 2.0 has six integrated
modules i.e. Acquisition, cataloguing, Circulation, Serial Control, OPAC and
Administration. This is window based software working on client‐server
architecture. The software adheres to the international standards, i.e.
MARC21, RFID, ISO 2709 and other international bibliographic standards.
The software has more than 1600 installations across the country.
Human Resources Development
One month Training Programme: meant for operational staff of
libraries. 18 such programmes were held for around 350 persons;
On‐site Training: Staff from INFLIBNET Centre visited 31 universities
to train the library staff members for a week;
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CALIBER (Convention on Library Autimation in Education and
Research Institutions): Annual convention in collaboration with a
university in different region on a theme related to library automation was
started in 1994 and continued upto 2002.
International CALIBER: CALIBER shifted to International CALIBER
and it was started in 2003 and it has been continued (in 2010 there was no
convention being held).
PLANNER (Planning on Library Automation and Networking in
North Eastern Region): This convention is basically for North‐Eastern
region to promote library automation and networking. It was started in
2003.
Workshops: Six workshops for senior level staff (University
Librarian and Deputy Librarian) of funded libraries were conducted
Network Management
Currently libraries funded subscribe to any of: ERNET, VSNL, NET,
NICNET, INET Wide Area Network: proposes to setup a LAN. Proposes to
establish a LAN in university campus which will be connected to library
LAN.
Assistance
Over 123 Universities funded so far University of Burdwan,
Burdwan; University of Calcutta, Kolkata; Jadavpur University, Kolkata;
North Bengal University, Darjeeling; Rabindra Bharati University, Kolkata;
Vidyasagar University, Midnapore; Visva Bharati, Santiniketan etc.
•
One time grant of Rs. 6.5 lakhs for the purchase of computers,
network related equipments, subscribing to telephone lines and
preparing the sites, etc.
•
Recurring grant for the first five years to meet the salary of
‘Information Scientist’, data entry work, telephone charges,
consumables and maintenance charges.
•
Libraries will also be provided with SOUL software.
•
The staff working in these university libraries will be trained.
•
Participating libraries will have to contribute their holdings data to
the INFLIBNET
Services
Online access to databases: http://www.inflibnet.ernet.in
SEWAK for off‐line/e‐mail access to INFLIBNET databases:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Using your e‐mail account, click on compose. You are now ready to
send an e‐mail.
Against
the
Recipient
Address
enter:
sewak@forum.inflibnet.ernet.in
In the message area, enter your query details in the following
format:
Query: type of database: result option: search option = particulars
of “search option”.
For filling up above details, choose from following options;
Type of database

20. Discuss the criteria for evaluation of website. Or, Examine the
characteristic features of primary information sources in non‐print
media. Or, Evaluation of Electronic databases.
Website/primary information sources (e.g. Electronic Journals) in
non‐print media evaluation criteria:
1.
Accuracy
2.
Authority
3.
Accessibility
4.
Arrangement
5.
Currency
6.
Coverage
7.
Completeness
8.
Objectivity
9.
Response time
10.
Stability
11.
Style
12.
Target Audience
Accuracy
•
Is the information reliable and error‐free?
•
Are there editors and fact checkers?
•
Currently no Web standards exist to ensure accuracy
•
Not fully developed
•
Almost anyone can publish on the Web
•
Editors and/or fact checkers do not verify many Web resources
Authority
•
Is it clearly stated, who is the author?
•
What is author’s position, qualifications, past writings etc?
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•
Is the author associated with an organization?
•
What are the basic goals and objectives of the organization?
•
How reputable is the publisher?
•
Who is the sponsor? Is reputable?
•
Is there any contact address, phone, fax, email address?
•
Often difficult to determine authorship of Web resources
•
Publisher responsibility often not shown
•
If author’s name is listed, qualifications are frequently absent
Accessibility
•
How easy it is to get to the site?
•
Can it be read by many kinds of software?
•
Do they prefer particular browser?
•
How easy it is to use the site?
•
Some of the e‐journals and in PDF format that require Acrobat
Reader
Mention to be made, if needed, about the name of the Software to
•
access the page
Arrangement
•
Should be logical
•
Easy to use
•
Links/Buttons of the Web Page should be consistent
•
Screens should be easy to be read
Currency
•
Is the content of the work up‐to‐date?
•
Is the publication date clearly indicated?
•
Whether the Page is dated?
•
When it is last updated?
•
How current the links are?
•
Whether any/some of the links expired? Or Moved?
•
What is the frequency of updation?
•
Are there any other indications that the material is kept current?
•
Dates not always included on WebPages
•
If included, a date may have various meanings, such as –
‐ Date first created
‐ Date placed on the Web
‐ Date last revised
Coverage
•
What topics are included in the work?
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•
To what depth are topics explored?
•
What languages are covered?
•
What time period is covered?
•
Web coverage may differ from print or other media coverage
•
Often difficult to determine the exact of the Web coverage
Completeness
•
Information provided should be complete
Objectivity
•
Is the information presented with a minimum bias?
•
To what extent is the information trying to sway the opinion of the
audience?
•
Web often function as a virtual Soapbox
•
Goals/aims of persons or groups presenting material often not
clearly stated
Response Time
•
How much time it takes to load a Web Page
•
Depends on the client server’s efficiency
Stability
•
Is the site stable?
•
Does the link address change frequently?
•
If the address changes, whether the old page is left open with new
link or address?
Style
•
Are the sentences and directions clear?
•
Is the grammar correct?
•
Is it interactive, so that user can use buttons, forms and feedback
instruments?
Target Audience
•
In each and every source the targeted audience should be defined
•
Relevancy varies with purpose and user’s needs
21. Discuss various types of budgeting techniques. Discuss any one of
them critically.
Or, Describe the different methods of formulation of budget and explain
which method is most suitable for a university library.
The word ‘budget’ is derived from ‘Bougette’ a French word
denoting a leather pouch in which funds are appropriated for meeting
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anticipated expenses. In fact this is behind budgeting. Thus, a budget can
be defined as a numerical statement expressing the plans, policies and
goals of an organization for a definite period in future. Budgets are mostly
expressed in financial terms through they can be expressed in non‐
monetary terms, such as unit of product, number of employees units of
time and others.
Techniques
There are various techniques of budgeting. But six techniques are
useful for library and information centres i.e.
i.
Line Item Budgeting: It assumes that previous years’ budget is
essential. The budget estimates for the coming year. The cost of the new
programmes or the inflation is added to new budget estimates. This is very
a simple way of budgeting, but it contains no specific measure of knowing
input output ratios.
In preparing budget estimates of the current year, the actual
expenditure of the previous year under each heading as well as budget
requirements of the coming year are clearly stated.
ii.
Lump sum Budgeting: A lump sum is allocated for spending wisely
in library. No specific allocations are made for purchase of different
categories. Lump sum budgeting is a crude way of allocating budget and is
not suitable for budget allocation in a big library.
iii.
Zero base Budgeting: Zero base budgeting (ZBB) is the extreme
opposite of line item budgeting. This type of budgeting does not take any
existing cost or programme granted nor does it recognize any historical
base for continuing support previous year’s budget. All the current
activities are looked afresh and budget allocations are made irrespective
of previous year’s allocation. The ZBB through impractical involves
intensive review of each and every library activity and to be realistic,
requires wide statistics.
iv.
Programme Budgeting: Under this type of budgeting allocation are
made for specific programmes after exploring the alternative ways of
providing a programme. For instance, an academic library may have
different programmes for different categories of users, say Book Bank
collection for weaker section of students, Research Programmes for
research scholars, Text Book collection for undergraduate students,
separate allocations are made in the budget for each programme.
v.
Performance Budgeting: A performance budget is an input/output
or costs and results budget. It shows costs matching with operations. This
type of budget is very common in government through which government
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attempts to show what it intends to do and at what costs. Performance
budgeting facilities to provide information on what the government is
doing and what it gets for the money spent. Thus, this budget highlights
the ends to be served by the government rather than money to be spent.
Now performance budgeting is increasing being used in business and other
organizations.
It leads to greater efficiency because it measures the activities in
terms of outputs. Naturally the focus of decision making and evaluation
would be on output rather than merely on expenditure. The remarks of
Novick, an expert on performance budgeting, are quite worthwhile. He
says that “programme budgeting (performance budgeting) for an
organization begins with an effort to identify objectives, and group the
organization’s activities into programmes that can be related to each
objective. This is the revolutionary aspect, since it requires grouping by
end product rather than by administrative organization or function. This
method allows us to look at what we produce‐output in addition to how
we produce or what inputs we consume. The programme budget itself
presents resources and costs categorized according to the programme or
end‐product to which they apply. Thus, such an approach is not limited to
governmental activities but it can very well be extended to other sectors.
This is substantiated by the fact that commercial banks in India are
following performance budgeting in their decision making and evaluation.
vi.
Formula Budgeting: This sort of budgeting is normally adopted to
ensure objectively. In formula budgeting, the resources are allocated
according to some predetermined standard. The basis of this standard
may be the number of faculty members, the research scholars, the post
graduate students. It may be number of prime volume to be purchased for
each category of users during a given period.
22. Application of RFID technology components in library.
RFID is the latest technology to be used in library for book
identification, for self checkout, and for sorting and conveying of library
books and also for theft detection. The aim of using RFID technology is to
increase the efficiency, reduce data entry errors, and free up staff to
perform more value‐added functions.
Among the many uses of RFID technologies is its deployment in
libraries. RFID system adopts all the five components to improvise the
library management system in the modern scenario:
i.
Book Drops
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ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

The Book Drops can be located anywhere, within or outside the
library. Possible remote locations outside the library include
MRT/train stations, shopping centres, schools, etc. This offers
unprecendented flexibility and convenience of returning library
items at anytime of the day, even when the library is closed.
RFID Tags
The all‐in‐one RFID tag revolutionizes collection management. Tags
don’t need to be visible to be read, so books and other media can
be identified quickly. RFID tag has a small memory in which its
unique identification number is stored and it periodically sends out
a radio signal carrying and conveying unique identification number.
It reduces the repetitive tasks of librarians and helps reduce long
queues and waiting lines.
Counter Station
This is a staff assisted station on services such as loan, return,
tagging, sorting and etc. It is loaded with arming/disarming
module, tagging module and sorting module. Arming/Disarming
module allows EAS (Electronic Article Surveillance) bit inside the
tag of the library material to be set/reset so as to trigger/not
trigger the alarm of the EAS gate.
Smart Card
By using such type of cards the check‐in and check‐out function
becomes easy, accurate and convenient to the research
scholars/library readers. User identification can be easily done
through the smart cards.
Readers or Sensors
The information contained in the RFID tag is read by an RFID
reader. RFID reader can perform fast and accurate inventory
checks and also search specific documents as re‐shelving, weeding,
on‐hold management.
RFID Antenna
Items check‐in and check‐out can be carried out at the highest
speed and most effectively, the circulation desk can process 1 to 15
documents simultaneously. The circulation desk can also read RFID
reader cards. Library staff has more time to spend advising readers.
Queuing time is reduced for optimal customer satisfaction.
Security System
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The security system allows to perform simultaneous reading into
the chip and activation and deactivation of the antitheft function.
Security system are ultimately library collection gate keeper.
23. How translation services overcome language barrier with special
reference to India?
Language barrier can be solved with the help of language experts
because they have full knowledge about the language of translation.
Solution to translation problem was also sought through
mechanical methods. Mr. Andrew Booth started work in this direction as
early as in 1946. Mr. Ashworth started the following steps in Machine
Translation:
1.
The foreign or input language is fed to the computer in machine
readable form;
2.
Each word received is compared with the dictionary of words
already fed to the computer
3.
Stop signals (for example, grammatical classes) excludes auxiliary
words and arrange the potential words in the store in the
syntactical order.
4.
Bibliographic control of translations
5.
Expertise among translators
6.
Proper standardization of technical terminology
7.
Proper training of translators is not available in many
institutions/s/countries
8.
Service with manageable cost
24. What is HRM? Discuss various elements of HRM in the context of LIS
centre. Or, Discuss the different facets of Human Resources Management
in a library environment.
The purpose of human resource management (HRM) is to
encourage workers to accomplish the goals of the organization in the most
effective way. Over the years, HRM has grown in sophistication, technique,
and purpose, but it retains its focus on the human aspects of s. HRM’s
importance is especially great in labour intensive s like libraries where the
essential functions of the are dependent on humans.
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HRM too often is dealt with as a secondary or tertiary function; it is
duties assigned to someone with other important responsibilities to fulfil.
The library workplace is becoming increasingly complicated and so
are the demands on the human resource manager. These demands come
from many sources: library workers, library patrons and library authorities.
Elements of HRM in LIS centre are as follows:
a)
Recruiting and hiring staff
b)
Orienting, training, and developing staff
c)
Evaluating staff
d)
Disciplining and terminating staff
e)
Monitoring equal opportunity and other labour laws
f)
Developing and implementing wage and salary system
g)
Developing and administering employee benefit programmes
h)
Developing and administering al policies and procedures
i)
Preparing and controlling personnel files
j)
Providing employee counselling and career planning
k)
Implementing and maintaining an effective communication
structure
l)
Developing and maintaining employee motivation
25. Discuss various indexing techniques in databases.
Index is the systematic guide to the items (i.e. book, article, report
etc.) as well as location. Indexing is the art of preparing an index. There are
three types of indexing i.e. pre‐coordinate indexing, post‐coordinate
indexing and free indexing.
Pre‐Coordinate Indexing
Chain Indexing: In this indexing technique, coordination of indexing
terms into the index description being done before the specific query
being made. Any systematic method of deriving Subject Headings for
Specific Subject, involving the determination of Chain in which the subject
concerned is the Last Sought Link. The context of ‘chain’ in the context of
Universe of Subjects is the foundation of Chain Procedure. A ‘chain’ is
deemed to be a structural manifestation of a subject. The term ‘Structure’
in this context refers to the parts contributing a subject and their mutual
interrelationship. A ‘Chain’ is thus said to be a modulated sequence of
subclass or isolate ideas. Therefore, the chain is nearly always derived
from a classification scheme, but not necessarily from a scheme and the
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method is intended to offer general as well as specific information to all
information seekers by deriving subject headings from the chain of
successive subdivisions that leads from the general to the most specific
level needed to be indexed.
But as the chain expressed the modulated sequence more
effectively in a notational classification of subjects, this method takes the
class number of the document concerned as the base for deriving subject
headings not only for Specific Subject Entry but also for Subject Reference
Entries.
Therefore, we may limit our definition of ‘Chain Procedure’ as
given by S. R. Ranganathan in his Classified Catalogue Code, Ed. 5, 1964,
Sec. FN 55, which is as follows:
“Procedure for deriving Class Index Entry (i.e. Subject Index Entry)
which refers from the name of a Class to its class numbers in a more or
less mechanical way”. A note is also given with this definition: “Chain
Procedure is used to derive Class Index Entries in a Classified Catalogue,
and Specific Subject Entries, Subject Analyticals, and See also Subject
Entries in a Dictionary Catalogue”.
Thus this method may be used to provide indexes not only to
Classified Catalogues and Classification Schemes, but also to other
systematically organised indexes even when they are arranged
alphabetically.
Post‐Coordinate Indexing
Uniterm: Uniterm indexing system is the best known co‐ordinate
indexing system based on term entry principle. It was Mortimer Taube
who devised in 1953 this new system of indexing which depends on
natural language and is free from the problem of a fixed citation order. Its
main distinguishing feature is that co‐ordination is done only at the output
or service stage and not at the input or indexing language.
1.1
Uniterms
The uniterms are single but significant words, just like keywords,
selected directly from the document to be indexed using of course an
appropriate index vocabulary. They represent the ideas or concepts
discussed in the document. In other words uniterms are units of
information contained in a document. If a document contains more than
one uniterm, it should be indexed under each uniterm. For example, a
document discussing ‘Management of libraries’ contains two concepts –
Management and libraries. So it should be indexed under both the terms.
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1.2

Indexing process
The processes involved in indexing documents according to a
simple manual uniterm system are as follows:
1.2.1 Providing Identification Number: The documents to be indexed are
first accessioned or at least a unique identification number is assigned to
each document e.g.
523 Management of libraries
718 Libraries and society
The accession file is maintained as well as in numerical order
1.1.2 Isolating Uniterms: The subject content of each document is
thoroughly and carefully analysed and appropriate uniterms or concepts
are isolated. In the above examples the unit terms will be:
For document number 523
(i) Management and (ii) Libraries
For document number 718
(i) Libraries and (ii) Society
1.1.3 Entry Making: For each uniterm a specially designed card of 5”x8”
size is prepared. The card has a space for heading where the uniterm is
written in capital letters. The rest of the space is derived into ten columns
0 to 9 for entering the document number.
1.1.4 Terminal Digit Posting: The number of each document containing a
particular uniterm is written in the card representing that uniterm. The
terminal or final digit of the document number determines the column in
which the number should be entered. In the above examples the
document 523 will be entered in column 3 and document number 718 will
be entered in column 8 as digits 3 and 8 are terminal digits of the
respective documents.
1.1.5 Filling: As new documents are indexed, fresh cards are prepared for
new concepts and if any document contains any of the concepts for which
cards are already available, its number is entered in the approapriate
existing cards and thus the process continues. All cards are filled in simple
alphabetical order.
Searching Process: When a request for documents on a topic is
1.3
received, the documents are searched in the following manner:
1.3.1 Analysis of request: The subject of the documents sought is first
analysed and translated into appropriate uniterms.
1.3.2 Calling of relevant cards: The cards representing those uniterms
are then extracted from the alphabetical sequence.
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1.3.3 Identifying relevant documents: The relevant documents are then
searching out by comparing the numbers in the called out cards. Terminal
digit posting helps in this work of number comparison. When a number is
found common in these cards it is presumed that the document
represented by that number contains the concepts represented by the
respective cards and is therefore, likely to be relevant to the user.
PRECIS: In very general terms PRECIS (Preserved Context Indexing
System) was developed by Derek Austin in the later part of 1960s as an
alternative procedure for deriving ‘Subject Index Entry’ for BNB consists of
two interrelated sets of working procedure, each concerned with a
particular part of inter‐term relationship. The first one is ‘Syntactical
Relationship’ and the other is ‘Semantic Relationship’.
Syntactical relationship is related with grammar of PRECIS. It refers
to the organization of terms in input string and their manipulation into
index entries. Here the order of terms in strings and entries are regulated
by a kind of ‘Grammar’ provided in PRECIS. Index entries are based on the
‘Principle of context dependency’.
Major task of the indexer involves: (i) analysis of the thought
content of the document (ii) assigning role of each candidate term i.e.
used term/descript term in the subject statement (iii) preparation of input
string with terms along with role operators and other codes if any (iv)
generation of index entries along with necessary reference entries (done
by computer).
It may be noted that the whole task of indexing in PRECIS guided by
second step where roles are assigned to each candidate term. Grammar of
PRECIS is based on a scheme of codes and role operators which form the
syntactical back bone of PRECIS and regulate the writing of input string.
It is based on role operators and codes. This is a pre‐coordinate
indexing system and it seems most helpful because it shows all types of
Specific Subject Heading, and also Subject Reference Headings. This
indexing system is computerized so it retrieves the information as early as
possible.
There are three types of role operators in PRECIS viz. Primary
Operators (0‐6), Secondary/Interposed Operators (f), (g), (p), (q), (r), (s),
(t), (u). Differencing Operators (always prefixed by $) (01), (21), (02), (22),
(n), (o), (d). Besides these, there are connectives (v,w) and theme
interlinks (x), (y), (z).
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POPSI: Postulate based Permuted Subject Index (POPSI), by name it
suggests, is based on the postulates of the deep structure Subject Indexing
Language (SIL) which has been derived through the logical interpretation
of General Theory of Subject Indexing Language (GT‐SIL). A GT‐SIL
developed through the logical abstraction of the structures of SILs viz.
those of Cutter, Kaiser, Dewey and Ranganathan.
Steps in POPSI
Let us state one example for this, ‘control of damages caused by
insect to rice in West Bengal’.
Step 1: Analysis: It consists of identifying different component
ideas associated with the thought content of the document in terms of
elementary categories of GT‐SIL (General Theory of Subject Indexing
Language)
D (Discipline)=Agriculture. E(Energy)=Rice. A (Action) on
E=Damage. A on A on E=Control. Cm(Space)= West Bengal. m
(Measurement) of A on E= Damage by insect pest
Step 2: Formalisation of Subject Statement: Subject proposition
resulted for step 1 is to be formalised according to the principles of
sequence of components indicating the status of each term.
Agriculture (D), Rice (E), Damage (A on E), Damage (by) insect pest
(m of A on E), Control (A on A on E), West Bengal (Cm)
Step 3: Standardization of Subject Proposition: It consists of
deciding standard term specifically in case of synonyms. Classarus is to
used for the purpose. Assuming that terms used in the step 2 are standard.
Step 4: Modulation of Subject Structure: It consists of interpolating
and extrapolating the successive superordinates of each manipulation.
Here we require ‘classarus’ to identify superordinate term of each facet.
Agriculture (D), Field crop, Rice (E). Damage (A on E), Damage (by)
pest, Damage (by) insect pest (m of A on E). Control (A on A on E). India,
West Bengal (one place).
Step 5: Organizing Classification Entry: It consists of preparing the
entry for generating organizing classification by allotting appropriate
number from POPSI table.
7 Agriculture 6 Field crop, Rice 6.1 Damage – damage (by) pest –
Damage (by0 insect pest 6.1.1. Control 5 India, West Bengal
Step 6: Decision about Terms on Approach: Deciding terms an
approach and also drawing cross referenceentries.
Rice, Damage, Damage....so on
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Step 7: Preparation of Associative Classification Entries: Preparing
an entry under each term of approach and repeatating the whole subject
proposition under each appropriate term.
Step 8: Alphabetization: All the entries are to be arranged
according to the alphabetical order.
Free Indexing
KWIC (Key Word In Context): Around 1958 Hans Peter Luhn
developed an indexing system based on the keywords in natural language
used mostly in scientific titles. As the name itself suggests, the keywords
derived for indexing purposes are in a particular context of the document.
Indexing Process:
1
Keyword Selection: The first important work is selection of
significant terms or keywords. This is done from the title of the document
and/or title like phrases. The selection may be done in two ways – either
an editor may mark the significant terms or a ‘stop list’ or ‘word exclusion
list’ may be fed into the computer beforehand so that the computer itself
can exclude the insignificant terms. The keywords thus selected serve as
approach terms. For a document entitled ‘Treatment of heart diseases in
India’ the significant terms or keywords will be (i) Treatment (ii) Heart (iii)
Disease and (iv) India
2
Entry Generation: Now index entries are generated with each
keyword serving as an approach term. The title is so manipulated that the
keyword comes in the beginning (or in the middle) followed by rest of the
title. Thus, in the above example there will be four index entries for the
four keywords, each of them coming in the beginning by rotation. The
format of the entries has been described separately.
3
Filling: The entries are filled alphabetically by keywords.
Format and structure
Each entry according to KWIC system consists of the following
three parts arranged in linear order:
1
Keyword: This is written either in the beginning or in the middle,
often in bold letters or capital letters or is underlined for easy filing and
searching.
2
Context: The rest of the title besides the keyword is used as the
context. A stroke (/) separates the last word and first word of the title. The
context helps in efficient retrieval.
3
Reference: A code number or symbol identifying the document is
added at the extreme right end.
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Thus the index entries of the title mentioned above will be:
Treatment of heart diseases in India
‐ 25
Heart diseases in India/Treament of
‐ 25
Diseases in India/Treatment of heart
‐ 25
India/Treatment of heart diseases
‐ 25
If the keywords are brought in the middle, the entries will look like:
In India/Treatment of heart diseases
Treatment of/Heart diseases in India
Of heart diseases in India/Treatment
Diseases in India/Treatment of heart

‐ 25
‐ 25
‐ 25
‐ 25

KWOC (Key Word Out of Context): According to KWOC system, the
whole title of the document is used as context along with the keyword.
Because the filling is not in the normal place, KWIC indexing seems
unfamiliar, and a further development of this kind of title manipulation is
to move the keyword back to its normal place at the beginning of the line,
but to follow it by the complete title, rather than by some altered form as
in catchword indexing. This gives the advantage of having a popular
appearance – filling word at left – and also of presenting the whole title as
it stands, but to set against this it is not so effective as KWIC in KWIC
indexing in bringing together titles which contains the same pairs of
words. Consider the following tiles:
Manual of library classification
‐ 25
Library classification on the March
‐ 25
Public library administration
‐ 25
In KWOC indexing these were filed as:
Library
Library classification on the march
Library
Manual of library classification
Library
Public Library Administration

‐ 25
‐ 25
‐ 25

26. Describe the criteria for evaluating an information retrieval system.
An evaluation is basically a judgement of worth. In other words, we
evaluate a system in order to ascertain the level of its performance or its
value. Lancaster mentions that we can evaluate an information retrieval
system from three points of view viz. How well the system is satisfying its
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objectives, that is, how well it is satisfying the demands placed upon it;
how efficiently it is satisfying its objectives; and finally, whether the
system justifies its existence.
An evaluation study can be conducted from two different points of
view. When it is conducted from managerial point of view, the evaluation
study is called management oriented. On the other hand, a study
conducted from users’ point of view is called user‐oriented evaluation
study. Many information scientists advocate that evaluation of an IRS
should always user‐oriented, i.e., evaluators should pay more attention to
those factors which can provide improved service to the users. Cleverdon
mentions that a user‐oriented evaluation should try to answer the
following questions:
1.
To what extent does the system meet both the expressed and
latent needs of its user community;
2.
What are the reasons for the failure of the system to meet the
users need;
3.
What is the cost‐effectiveness of the searches made by the users
themselves as against those made by the intermediaries;
4.
What basic changes are required to improve the output;
5.
Can the costs be reduced while maintaining the same level of
performance;
6.
What would be the possible effect if some new services are
introduced or an existing service is ceased.
It may be noted that like other kinds of systems, we expect the
best possible performance at the least cost from an information retrieval
system. We can thus identify two major factors, viz. Performance and cost.
Now if we try to determine how do we measure the performance of an
information retrieval system we would go back to the question of its basic
objective. We know that an information retrieval system is designed to
retrieve all those documents in a collection which are relevant to a given
query, at the same time it should hold all those documents which are not
relevant. The system, therefore, wants to retrieve relevant and only
relevant items. The question of relevance thus becomes an important
factor. We shall come to this issue shortly. We also want to assess how
economically does a system perform. Calculation of costs of an
information retrieval system is not quite easy as it involves quite a number
of indirect methods of calculation of costs. Lancaster mention the
following major factors to be taken into consideration for cost calculation.
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1.
2.

3.

Cost incurred per search
Users’ efforts involved –
‐ In learning how the system works;
‐ In actual use;
‐ In getting the actual documents through back up document
delivery systems;
‐ In retrieving information from the retrieved documents.
Users’ time –
‐ From submission of query to the retrieval of references;
‐ From submission of query to the retrieval of documents and the
actual information.

A number of studies have been conducted so far to determine the
costs of information retrieval systems or subsystems. Saracevic mentions
that S.C.Bradford was the first person who used the term relevant in the
context that it is used today in the field of information science. In the
context of information retrieval system relevance is a measure of the
contact between a source and a destination, i.e. between a document and
its user. Saracevic mentions that the majority of works in information
science have concentrated on determining –
‐ What factors enter into the notion of relevance; and
‐ What relation does the notion of relevance specify.
Both of these issues further require to identify the factors or the
performance factors which are the parameters for assessing relevance. In
the following section we shall try to identify the performance criteria of an
information retrieval system.
In 1966, Cleverdon identified six criteria for evaluation of an
information retrieval system. These are:
1.
The recall, i.e. the ability of the system to present all the relevant
items.
2.
The precision, i.e. the ability of the system to present only those
items which are relevant.
3.
The time lag, i.e. the average interval between the time the search
request is made and the time an answer is provided.
4.
The effort, intellect as well as physical, required from the user in
obtaining answers to the search requests.
5.
The form of presentation of the search output which affects the
user’s ability to make use of the retrieved items.
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6.

The coverage of the collection, i.e. the extent to which the system
includes relevant matter.

Vickery identified six criteria which he grouped into two sets as follows:
1.
Coverage – the proportion of the total potentially useful
literature that has been analysed.
2.
Recall
– the proportion of such references that are
retrieved in a search.
3.
Response time – the average time needed to obtain a response
from the system.
The above three criteria are related to the availability of
information, while the following three are related to the selectivity of
output according to Vickery.
4.
Precision
– the ability of the system to screen out irrelevant
references.
5.
Usability
– the value of references retrieved, in terms of such
factors as the reliability, comprehensibility,
currency etc.
6.
Presentation – the form in which search results are presented to
the user.
In 1971, Lancaster proposed five evaluation criteria, viz.
1.
Coverage of the system.
2.
Ability of the system to retrieve wanted items (i.e. recall).
3.
Ability of the system to avoid retrieval of unwanted items (i.e.
precision).
4.
The response time of the system.
5.
The amount of effort required by the user.
All these factors are related to the system parameters, and thus in
order to identify the role played by each of the performance criteria
mentioned above, one has to tag each one with one or more system
parameters. Salton and McGill identified the various parameters of an
information retrieval system those are related to each of the evaluation
criteria.
Evaluation criteria
System parameters
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Recall and precision

1. Indexing exhaustivity
Recall tends to increase with increase in
exhaustivity of indexing terms
2 Term specificity
Precision increases with the specificity of the
index terms.
3 Indexing language
Availability of measures for recognition of
synonyms, term relations, etc. which improve
recall
4 Query formulation
Ability to formulate accurate search request
5 Search strategy
Ability of the user or intermediary to formulate
adequate search strategy.
Response time
1. Organization of stored documents
2. Type of query
3. Location of information centre
4. Frequency of receiving of users’ queries
5. Size of the collection
User effort
1. Accessibility of the system
2. Availability of guidance of system personnel
3. Volume of retrieved items
4. Facilities for interaction with the system
Form
of 1. Type of display device
presentation
2. Nature of output
‐ bibliographic reference, or abstract, or full text
Collection coverage 1. Type of input device and type and size of
storage device
2. Depth of subject analysis
3. Nature of users’ demand
4. Nature of core subject area
5. Physical forms of documents.

It may be noted that some of the performance criteria, mentioned
above, can be measured easily. For example, the parameters related to
the collection coverage, and forms of presentation are related to the
collection coverage, and forms of presentation are related to policy
matters, and thus are defined by the system managers beforehand.
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Response time and user effort can be measured without much difficulties.
However, the two other criteria viz. recall and precision cannot be
measured so easily. In fact, measures to these factors often raise a number
of problems to the system investigators. Quite evidently, much research
efforts in the area of evaluation of information retrieval systems have
concentrated on these two factors.
27. “The book is no longer the primary sources while for communication
of current information” – Discuss the statement.
We know that sources of information are divided into three
categories viz. Primary Sources, Secondary Sources and Tertiary Sources.
Primary sources of information are first generated information e.g.
Journals, Conference Proceedings, Books etc. etc.
The above three categories of sources are based on sequence of
generation of information. Information generated from R&D Process first
published in the national and international conference proceedings. After
that, acquiring the exhaustive information or editing the information those
published in the book form.
But after the invention of Internet by Tim Berners‐Lee, information
can be available globally and the R&D works are being published in the e‐
journals as well as in print journals or simply in e‐journals publication so
web is also the primary source of information. In the present context, web
source is primary source of information rather than book or printed
journal because web publication contains most nascent thought compared
to book or printed journal publication.
28. Steps to implement TQM programme – Discuss.
TQM is a system of continuous improvement employing
participative management and centred on the needs of customers.
Based on the work of Deming with Japanese managers and others
outlined 14 steps that managers in any type of organization can take to
implement a total quality management programme.
•
Create consistency of purpose for improvement of product and
service. Constancy of purpose requires innovation, investment in research
and education, continuous improvement of product and service,
maintenance of equipment, furniture and fixtures, and new aids to
production.
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•
Adopt the new philosophy. Management must undergo a
transformation and begin to believe in quality products and services.
•
Cease dependence on mass inspection. Inspect products and
services only enough to be able to identify ways to improve the process.
•
End the practice of awarding business on price tag alone. The
lowest priced goods are not always the highest quality, choose a supplier
based on its record of improvement and then make a long‐term
commitment to it.
•
Improvement constantly and forever the system of product and
service. Improvement is not a one‐time effort; management is responsible
for leading the organization into the practice of continual improvement in
quality and productivity.
•
Institute training and retaining. Workers need to know how to do
their jobs correctly even if they need to learn new skills.
•
Institute leadership. Leadership is the job of management.
Managers have the responsibility discover the barriers that prevent staff
from taking pride in what they do. The staff will know what those barriers
are.
•
Drive out fear. People often fear reprisal if they “make waves” at
work. Managers need to create an environment where workers can
express concerns with confidence.
•
Break down barriers between staff areas. Managers should
promote teamwork by helping staff in different areas/departments work
together. Fostering interrelationship among departments encourages
higher quality decision making.
•
Eliminate slogans, exhortations, and targets for the workforce.
Using slogans alone, without an investigation into the processes of the
workplace, can be offensive to workers because they imply that a better
job could be done. Mangers need to learn real ways of motivating people
in their organizations.
•
Eliminate numerical quotas. Quotas impede quality more than any
other working condition; they leave no room for improvement. Workers
need the flexibility to give customers the level of service they need.
•
Remove barriers to pride of workmanship. Give workers respect
and feedback about how they are doing their jobs.
•
Institute a vigorous programme of education and retaining. With
continuous improvement, job descriptions will change. As a result,
employees need to be educated and retained so they will be successful at
new job responsibilities.
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•
Take action to accomplish the transformation. Management must
work as a team to carry out the previous 13 steps.
The more common approach to developing quality in libraries and
information units has been the adoption of TQM. TQM involves staff
understanding their role in delivering quality through clarifying what is
expected of them. In addition, it is important to foster a management
approach which empowers and motivates. Andrew Forest describes the
difference between an ordinary approach to service where staff have no
authority to make decisions and the TQM approach where staff can do
anything (within reason) to please the customer.
29. Define information and library networks. How libraries are getting
from network?
According to Rajsekharan, “A set of interrelated information
systems associated with communication facilities which are co‐operating
through more or less formal agreements and institutional arrangements,
in order to jointly implement information handling operations, with a view
to pooling the resources and better serving the users. They generally
follow identical or compatible rules and procedures”.
With the information explosion, librarians and information scientists need:
•
More and more documents – and that also through resource
sharing;
•
In more efficient way of servicing than the past. Library network is
offered as a solution to bridge between the available information and the
users of the information spread far wide networks, plus the inter‐library
co‐operations offer an opportunity to combine material services and
expertise in order to achieve more than on library can do alone;
•
For providing efficient service internationally, there is a need of co‐
operative efforts and organizational pattern of a network which may make
possible the sharing operational activities in a greater way;
•
The limited finance call for interdependence of the libraries or
information centres;
•
The emergence of computer and other technologies is further step
towards establishment of networking. Computer can help for first
communication, and maximum use of services and can avail greater
facilities. Since a network is inspired with producing expected effect by the
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assistance of Internet, the development of network gets expansion more
and more;
•
There is a need of reducing the cost of library and information
services and the duplicating of library resources;
•
To provides speedy service manually or mechanically coordinated
efforts under network programme gives better result;
•
As information is ever growing, the need to keep pace with it is
ever increasing. In order to render sufficient service to the users. This
problem is now bringing faced better with network system.
30. Role of UGC in the development of library network in India. Or,
Describe the steps taken by UGC (India) to develop network of academic
libraries in India.
The National Commission of Libraries and Information Science
(NCLIS) in its National Programme Document defines a library network as
“two or more libraries/or other organization engaged in a common
pattern of information exchange, through communications, for some
functional purpose. A network usually consists of a format; arrangement
whereby organizations are available to all potential users. Libraries may be
in different jurisdictions but agree to serve one another on the same basis,
as each serves its own constituents. Computers and telecommunications
may be among the tools used for facilitating communication among them.
Key issues in the establishment of library networks in India:
•
Enforcing the standards in data conversion among the libraries who
create their databases independently;
•
Unequal utilization of the database since members of the network
vary in their size;
•
Inadequate library training programme to create the expertise in
database development;
•
Exorbitant cost involved in creating and maintaining the databases
in terms of software and hardware for joining the network;
•
Non‐supportive attitude from the management of the institutions,
to support the network activity.
We can perform resource sharing process under three major phases:
•
Library Cooperation: This is the first phase of resource sharing
where several libraries come together for the mutual benefits of the
respective users. In this phase the documents were only in print format
and the stress was on use through inter‐library lending.
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•
Library Network: This is the second phase; here libraries will link
together with the help of Information and Communication Technology.
Here also the documents are mainly in printed format, bibliographical
databases of the holdings of all the libraries can be accessed from any
library and required documents can be procured through document
delivery service.
•
Library Consortium: This is the third phase where the libraries are
come together to acquire and share e‐resources. In the third phase the
documents are mainly in digital format which can be accessed directly by
the users of any member library.
India is a vast country with large higher education system. Today
there are more than 400 universities, and over 18000 colleges providing
higher education to more than 7.8 million pupils. The number of teachers
engaged in teaching and research in various institutions & universities is
3.1 million. Apart from research carried out in universities, there are many
R&D institutions devoted to research in specific areas. Efforts have been
made in India by libraries and Government agencies
In India, library networks started with the initiatives of NISSAT in
forming CALIBNET in 1986, DELNET in 1998 and other networks
subsequently to promote resource sharing among libraries. The UGC setup
INFLIBNET in 1988.
The Government of India, through University Grants omission
(UGC) initiated UGC‐Infonet e‐journals consortium to provide scholarly
access to electronic journals and databases by the research and academic
community throughout the country. This consortium was launched on the
concluding day of University Grant Commission’s Golden Jubilee
Celebrations by His Excellency, The President of India, Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
on 28th December 2003. This initiative is a great boon to academics and
scholars in the country.
31. Evaluation of different steps of information retrieval system. Or,
Explain the major steps involved in the evaluation of an Information
Retrieval System.
Lancaster identifies five major steps involved in the evaluation of
an information retrieval system, which are –
1.
Designing the scope of evaluation
2.
Designing the evaluation programme
3.
Execution of the evaluation
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4.
5.

Analysis and interpretation of results
Modifying the system in the light of the evaluation results

Step 1
An evaluation study is conducted to determine the level of
performance of the given system and also to identify those factors which
are the reasons for weaknesses of the system. In other words, an attempt
is made to find out the different parameters and their interrelations with a
view to assess their contribution towards the overall performance of the
system. The first step of an evaluation study entails the preparation of a
set of objectives which the given study is going to meet. The purpose and
scope of the whole evaluation programme is set at this step. It is also
considered how the evaluation study will be conducted – in a laboratory‐
type set up or in a real‐life situation, at what level will it be evaluated, i.e.
macro‐evaluation or micro‐evaluation and so on. The probable constraints
– in terms of cost, manpower, etc. are also mentioned at this stage. In fact,
a detailed plan is chalked out at this stage which forms the basis of the
rest of the programme.
Step 2
Once the basic objectives are set and the proposed plans are
chalked out, the designed goes on to identify the points on which data are
to be collected. In fact, this step entails the determination of the
parameters on which data are to be collected, and also proposes the
methodology. A detailed plan of action is to be prepared which is to be
followed for collection of data. It is also necessary to draw up a plan for
the proposed manipulation of data for reaching a conclusion. It may be
noted that while conducting an evaluation programme, the designer might
need to control some of the parameters of the system. It is, therefore,
necessary that while preparing the detailed plan of action, the designer
points out which parameters are to be held constant during the study and,
possibly, how it is to be done. In most cases, the detailed design of the
evaluation programme is prepared by supervisory staff and system
analysts, while the actual evaluation study is executed by other staff
members. It is, therefore, required that the design should be clear at all
points. The design should also mark the major caution points where more
care is needed to avoid faults.
Step 3
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It is needless to mention that this step takes the longest time in an
evaluation study. The system personnel collect data in a way prescribed at
the design stage. In most cases, repeated numbers of observations are
required to avoid sampling error and biasness. Although the evaluator at
this stage has to follow the plan of action thoroughly, he/she may find
some interesting features of the system which were not mentioned in the
design. It is thus required that there should be a communication between
the evaluator and the designer at this stage so that he/she can
communicate any interesting observation which might call for redesign of
the evaluation programme.
Step 4
The whole fate of the evaluation programme rests upon the
method of interpretation of results and its accuracy. On the one hand the
evaluator has a set of purpose and objectives of the evaluation
programme and on the other the observations, i.e. the data collected on
different parameters. Although the methodology for manipulation of the
data is determined at the design stage, the evaluator might need to make
some changes so as to arrive at a better conclusion. Once the data has
been manipulated in a suitable way, the evaluator gets a set of results
which is to be interpreted in the light of the set of objectives. The
evaluator might need to conduct failure analysis so as to justify the results
and also to suggest improvements. Lancaster mentions that the joint use
of performance figures and failure analysis should answer most of the
questions identified in the work statement for the evaluation.
Step 5
Finally, the retrieval system is modified, if necessary, in the light of the
results of the evaluation study.
32. Differentiate derived term and assigned term indexing with
examples.
Sl.
No.
1

2

Assigned Term Indexing

Sl.
Derived Term Indexing
No.
Can judiciously select and
1
Can select or match terms
assign terms inclusive and
that are provided as input
beyond those that are
text or as dictionary look‐
actually used as input.
up terms.
Make
associations,
2
Cannot make associations,
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inferences and judgements
in assigning index terms.
3

Can select or exclude index
terms based on a variety
and a combination of
semantic, syntactical and
contextual
connotations
and considerations.

3

4

Indexes a micro‐document
(say an article) by scanning,
reading
critical
portions,
understanding the concepts,
and using one’s own subject
knowledge
and
previous
experience – the selected
index terms are less in
number.

4

inferences and judgements
in the same manner as a
human indexer can.
Cannot select or exclude
index terms based on
semantic, syntactical and
contextual considerations.

The number of index terms is
likely to be more hence there
can be redundancy. Reduces
the time in analyzing the
document.

33. Discuss the need and usefulness of users’ studies in libraries.
User study or survey may be defined as systematic study of
information requirements of users in order to facilitate meaningful
exchange between information systems and users.
In other words, user studies are conducted mainly to know the
precise information needs of user so as to plan, design, organize and to
operate the information systems to meet those needs.
Before planning and designing an information system the user
studies must be conducted from time to time to provide efficient services
and to modify the services in accordance with the varying needs of users.
A number of authors have suggested that user studies are not as
valuable to the individual library or the profession as they might be.
Generally, the criticisms are that the studies use vague or varying methods
of measurement, are subjective, collect information that is too general (or
that does not require library users to be critical enough) to be useful in
correcting problems, or have methodological defects (for example,
Brittain, 1982; White, 1985). Surveys with these problems may produce no
firm recommendations or recommendations that inspire little confidence.
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These difficulties, however, can be overcome if particular attention
is paid to research design. Samples must be scientifically derived, and all
proposed approaches to the gathering of data must be critically examined
to determine their validity and reliability. Appropriate statistical
procedures must be applied in the analysis and interpretation of the
survey results.
Most of the studies attempt to gather quantitative data in an
objective manner using acceptable research techniques. Subjective
surveys – those that seek the opinions of library users‐ also have value.
After all, it is important to know how people feel about the services being
provided.
A well‐conducted survey of users can produce data of potential
value in the evaluation of library services. At the very least it can give a
useful indication of how satisfied users are with the services provided and
can identify areas of dissatisfaction that may require closer examination
through more sophisticated micro‐evaluation techniques. Such data can
be used in a variety of ways. For example, Anderson and Miller (1983)
reported on an opinion survey conducted at the University of Cincinnati
libraries before the adoption of an automation programme. The survey
proved its value because it revealed “notable discrepancies between long‐
standing assumptions about user behaviour…and the actual user
perceptions.” The automation programme then was designed to meet
actual user needs. Whitlatch (1983) and Hannabus (1987) also pointed to
the value of user surveys in establishing service priorities and planning
future services. And Powell (1988), in a comprehensive review, stressed
the importance to librarians of user studies and user oriented
performance measures.
The library profession will continue to debate the value of studies
that attempt to collect data and opinions from library users. There is no
doubt that the design and implementation of reliable user studies is a
difficult task, and it is likely that many studies of little or no utility have
been performed in libraries. Nevertheless, the intrinsic value of opinion
surveys, especially those conducted through some form of questionnaire
or interview, should not be underestimated; after all, opinion surveys are
at the heart of much social science research and also play an important
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role in the marketing activities of many corporations. The fact that surveys
of users and potential users are very much useful to librarians to cater the
services in a proper way.
34. State the economic and social Implication of information in
knowledge society.
The present society is called knowledge society. As the information
generated in the society in the geometric progression ratio so information
is flooded in the society. Original information is being published in e‐
journals, print journals, books etc. Such huge information have
educational, cultural, economical, social implications.
Economic implications of information:
•
Unpublished R&D information for a particular product e.g. Nano
technology of Car manufacturing or method of manufacturing of goods
etc;
•
Information publication regarding share growth or down;
•
Information publication regarding economical development and
projects initiated for that. Such information to be communicated to the
beneficiaries also;
•
Information publication regarding the sign of different MOUs,
establishment of small scale and heavy industries, Road etc.
These information are published in governmental reports, non‐
governmental reports, patents, literature etc.
Social implications of information:
(i)
Projects for the development of people in Below Poverty Line, SC,
ST, Minority Community people and managerial information for the
successfulness of the project;
(ii)
Information regarding various projects for the benefit of the
citizens e.g. provision of purified water, establishment of houses for
needy, establishment of market complex for unemployed, Rail & Road
construction and extension programme for good communication of
citizens and business items;
(iii)
Establishment of educational institutes, hospitals, library,
entertainment park, irrigation facility for agricultural development;
(iv)
Information regarding social justice, empowerment of women;
(v)
Provision to stop terrorism, social unrest, robbery.
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These type of information published or unpublished (some
information may not be published due to security reason) for the societal
development.
35. Define databases. Explain some databases with suitable examples.
Library and information units have always compiled databases.
Catalogues, files and lists of borrowers are all types of database. Such
applications comprise a series of related and similarly formatted records.
The information manager is also likely to encounter databases in a number
of other contexts.
A database is a collection of similar records, with relationships
defined between those records. A database system may comprise a
number of linked databases.
Databases can be categorized into either reference or source
databases.
Bibliographic database is a kind of database of Reference database
which include citations or bibliographic references, and sometimes
abstract of literature. They tell the user what has been written and in
which source (e.g. journal title, conference proceedings) it can be located,
and if they provide abstracts, will summarize the original document. So
Bibliographic database contains descriptive information about documents
– books, periodical articles – the data typically included in these databases
are titles, authors, journal names, volume are number, dates, keyboards,
abstracts, etc. Inquiries about the database are intended to develop a list
of document numbers of references which satisfy the needs of users
concerning a particular subject. Such databases exist for numerous fields.
Bibliographic databases can be divided into two categories:
(i)
Internal databases and associated services
(ii)
External databases and associated services
The internal bibliographic databases are those created by libraries and
information centres of their published holdings, such as:
(i)
Books
(ii)
Serials
(iii)
Articles in periodicals
(iv)
Proceedings of conferences, subject reports, etc.
(v)
Manuscripts, theses etc.
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External bibliographic databases comprise online catalogues of the
following types:
(i)
Abstracting and citation databases like PSYCINFO, the machine‐
readable counterpart of Psychological Abstracts. And SCISEARCH, the
machine‐readable counterpart of Science Citation Index and Current
Contents, the publications of the Institute for Scientific Information, USA
(ii)
Local, metropolitan, regional, national and international
bibliographic networks. The following are examples.
Local: A network in a campus or an institution such as IIT Bombay,
or IIT Kanpur
Metropolitan: A city network like DELNET or CALIBNET
Regional: A proposed network like NELIBNET for North‐East India
National: A network like INFLIBNET
International: A network like OCLC that has outgrown its local,
regional and national character and is used the world over.
(iii)
Databases of indexes to newspaper e.g. New York Times
Information Index or National Newspaper Index published in USA.
(iv)
Databases of union catalogues e.g. National Union Catalogue of
Scientific Serials in India (NUCSSI) – NISCAIR (formerly INSDOC)
(v)
Databases of reference services like Ulrich’s Periodical Directory
(vi)
Full text databases provide the relevant information directory and
give complete texts of documents. It contains not only full text of the
document but tells source also, hence we can get primary information
alongwith full text. Therefore, these are called full taxt databases by which
the user do not has to do more other efforts for searching, because the full
text is already present there e.g. The New York Times via NEXTS.
36. Mention the state which enacted library legislation in India so far.
India achieved her independence on 15th August 1947. In 1948 the
Government of India passed the Imperial Library (change of name) Act. By
this Act the Imperial Library at Calcutta became the National Library of
India. In 1954, the Government of India passed the Delivery of Books
(Public Libraries) Act. The Act was amended in 1956 to include
newspapers.
1
Model Library Act/Bill
Following the recommendations of the Sinha Committee the
Government of India appointed a committee under the Chairmanship of
Dr. D. M. Sen for drafting a Library Bill. This was submitted to the Ministry
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circulated the Bill for comments to State Governments and professional
associations in 1964. A revised version was brought out in 1965. As noted
earlier, Ranganathan prepared in 1930 a draft Model Public Libraries Act
for India which was revised in 1972 and which formed part of the
proceedings of the All India Seminar on Public Library System held in
Bangalore during 28‐30 April, 1972. Another Model Public Libraries Bill was
prepared by the Library Legislation Sub‐Committee of the Planning
Commission in 1966.
2
Library Legislation in States
Many constituent states considered the idea of library legislation
but they have met with little success. 15 States have so far put into the
Statute Book their Public Library Acts.
2.1
Tamil Nadu Public Libraries Act, 1948
Originally it was called Madras Public Libraries Act. In the
development of public libraries, the then state of Madras turned a new
leaf on the historic day of October 25, 1948 when the state legislature
passed the Madras Public Libraries Act. It got the assent of the Governor
General on January 22, 1948 and came into force from April, 1950. The
name of the State was changed to Tamil Nadu on the First January, 1969.
Accordingly, the Act has taken the present name. However, this was the
first library legislation in India.
2.2
Andhra Pradesh Public Libraries Act, 1960
Prior to the enactment of this Act, public library service in Andhra
region was run under the Madras Public Libraries Act, 1948 and public
libraries of Telengana region were governed by Hyderabad Public Libraries
Act, 1955. The State of Andhra Pradesh was formed on November 1, 1956
by joining Hyderabad state and a part of Madras. On April 1, 1960 Andhra
Pradesh Public Libraries Act was passed. It was amended in 1964 and
1969. In general the Act is a great improvement of the Madras Act.
2.3
Karnataka Public Libraries Act, 1965
It was enacted as the Mysore Public Libraries Act in 1965. The Act
ensures a state‐wide network of public libraries in the state of Karnataka
by providing a separate Department of Public Libraries.
2.4
Maharashtra Public Libraries Act, 1967
The State of Maharashtra came into being on May 1960 under the
Bombay Re‐organization Act, 1960. The Maharashtra Public Libraries Act
came into force with effort from May 1, 1968.
2.5
West Bengal Public Libraries Act, 1979
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The West Bengal Public Libraries Act was enacted “to provide for
the establishment of Public Libraries in the State and to regulate, guide,
control, supervise and to grant recognition to the exciting libraries in the
state as also to provide for a comprehensive rural and urban library service
in the state”.
2.6
Manipur Public Libraries Act, 1988
Manipur Public Libraries Act was passed in 1948 to provide the
establishment and maintenance of public libraries in the state.
2.7
Kerala Public Libraries Act, 1989
The Act provides for the constitution of a State Library Council. The
Council will consist of 65 members, of whom 61 members will be elected
by the general body of District Library Councils, one each from a Taluk and
5 members nominated by the Government.
2.8
Haryana Public Libraries Act, 1989
The Act provides for the constitution of a State Library Authority
with the Minister‐In‐Charge of Libraries as the Chairman and Director of
Libraries as the Secretary. Other members will include the Sectaries of
Libraries Department, Education, Finance, Culture, Local Bodies, Social
Welfare, State Development and Panchayat Department, the Director of
Public Relations, the Librarian of the Civil Secretariat, the State Librarian,
Vice‐Chancellors of all Universities in the state, President of the State
Library Association, and 5 nominated persons.
Enactment of Public Libraries Acts in Mizoram, Goa, Gujarat,
Orissa, Rajasthan, Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Pondicherry and Bihar have
taken place in 1993, 1994, 2000, 2001, 2005, 2005, and 2006, 2008 (2007‐
08?), 2008 respectively. Non‐functional Public Library Acts are Kolhapur
(1945) and Hyderabad (1955).
The enactment of Public Library Law undoubtedly ensures
enormous advantages for the system. It is in the interest of growth and
better functioning of these libraries. Broadly speaking the law lays down
the structure of the library systems, ensures its development on an
approved pattern, and prevents its haphazard growth following the whims
and fancies of politicians and administrators.
37. Need of classification and cataloguing in the digital era.
This is the age of ICT. ICT applied in every parts of the society,
library is not the exception. From the inception of ICT, library works and
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services are being computerised starting from Acquisition to Circulation.
Now Book Selection, Book Ordering, Duplicate Checking, Book Acquisition,
Data Entry of Books and Journals, Issue/Return of Books, e‐journals, e‐
books publication all are possible due to the advent of ICT. But we can’t
ignore the classification and cataloguing, be it through manually or web
Dewey or others. Without classification and cataloguing we can’t publish
the CIP data, can’t arrange and index the books. Classification defines the
class number and book number which facilitates the arrangement of books
and searching of books and cataloguing facilitates to search the position/
call number of books and the detailed of the books and journals. So
without classification and cataloguing, library work and pinpointed service
will not be possible.
38. Explain the different types of bibliographic standards.
What is Standard?
A standard should provide (1) a unified structure, (2) a statement
of minimum expectations, and (3) guidelines to determine when absolute
uniformity in execution is essential and when it is not.
ISO 2709
In 1973, ISO published its standard 2709. “Documentation –
Format for Bibliographic Information Interchange on Magnetic Tape,”
which must be used in conjunction with other ISO standards relating to
character sets and tape labelling. This is the same as the American ANSI
Z39.2 and BS: 4748. It regulates only the essential structural features of
MARC as a variable field format and is not even limited to bibliographic
records. Librarians use this standard also to format records in name and
subject authority files, including all links. Archivists use a format known as
MARC (AMC) [AMC=Archival and Manuscript Control]. ISO 2709 based
formats can be, and are being, used to process any kind of information
requiring variable‐length fields, bibliographic or other.
The delimiters, content designators, record directory, and label are
all part of ISO 2709 specifications. Only the following features are
regulated in absolute terms:
1.
The record and field delimiters are each described as a particular
type in the character set
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2.
Every tag must be three bytes long and the label must be twenty‐
four bytes long, with specified data in fixed locations therein (some bytes
in the label are left underlined; a local use may be defined).
ISBD
The International Standard Bibliographic Descriptions (ISBD) date
back to 1969, when the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing sponsored an
International Meeting of Cataloguing Experts (IMCE). This meeting
produced a resolution that proposed creation of standards to regularise
the form and content of bibliographic descriptions.
The ISBD specifies the requirements for the description and
identification of the most common types of published resources that are
likely to appear in library collections. The ISBD also assigns an order to the
elements of the description and specifies a system of punctuation for the
description.
ISBD for different types of library materials with year are furnished below:
•
ISBD(M) – 1971 (1973 in several other languages) [M= Monograph]
•
ISBD(S) – 1974 [S=Serial]
•
ISBD(M) revised to bring it into line with ISBD(G) and first revised
edition was published in 1978.
•
ISBD(CM),ISBD(NBM) and revised ISBD(S) – 1977. [CM=
Cartographic materials]
•
ISBD(A) for older monographic publications (antiquarian) and
ISBD(PM) – 1980. [PM=Printed Music]
•
ISBD(M), ISBD(CM) and ISBD(NBM) republication – 1987
[NBM=Non Book Material]
•
ISBD(S) republication – 1988
•
ISBD(CF) – 1990 [CF=Computer Files]
•
ISBD(A) and ISBD(PM) – 1991
•
ISBD(G) republication – 1992 [G=General]
•
ISBD(CF) became ISBD(ER) – 1997 [ER=Electronic Resources]
To date, in this general revision project, ISBD(S) was revised to ISBD
(CR) for serials (S) and other continuing resources (CR), and was published
in 2002. A revised ISBD (M) was also published in 2002, and a revised ISBD
(G) in 2004. ISBD (CM) and ISBD (ER) underwent the world‐wide review
process and were revised following that process, but were not finished at
that time because work was begun on a consolidated ISBD, resulting from
a decision by the Review Group at the Berlin IFLA Conference in 2003 to
form the Study Group on Future Directions of the ISBDs.
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The terms of reference of this Study Group were set out as follows:
•
To consider the issues and values of an ISBD that combines into a
single document provisions for the entire Family, with different chapters
for the information specific to a particular type of material;
•
To improve consistency of terminology and content throughout the
ISBDs.
•
To consider administrative issues related to the Review Group’s
growing workload; and
•
To assign priorities to new and ongoing projects to ensure timely,
balanced completion of Review Group’s agenda.
There was quick agreement on the feasibility and usefulness of
producing a Consolidated ISBD. The Study Group was charged by the
Review Group with preparing a definitive text. Its work has been guided by
the following Objectives and Principles:
Objectives:
•
To make records from different sources interchangeable;
•
To facilitate their interpretation across language barriers;
•
To facilitate the conversion of such records to machine readable
form;
•
To prepare a consolidated, updated ISBD from the specialized
ISBDs in order to meet the needs of cataloguers and other users of
bibliographic information;
•
To provide consistent stipulations for description of all types of
resources, to the extent that uniformity is possible, and specific
stipulations for specific types of resources as required to describe those
resources.
Principles:
• The primary purpose of the ISBD is to provide the stipulations for
compatible descriptive cataloguing worldwide in order to aid the
international exchange of bibliographic records between national
bibliographic agencies, national bibliographic agencies and
throughout the international library and information community (e.g.
including producers and publishers).
• Different levels of cataloguing will be accommodated, including those
needed by national bibliographic agencies, national bibliographies,
universities and other research collections.
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•
•
•

The descriptive elements needed to identify and select a resource
must be specified.
The set of elements of information rather than the display or use of
those elements in a specific automated system will provide the focus.
Cost effective practices must be considered in developing the
stipulations.

ISBD Specified Eight Areas for Bibliographic Data
1.
Title and Statement of Responsibility Area
2.
Edition Area
3.
Material or Type of Resource Specific Area
4.
Publication, Production, Distribution, etc., Area
5.
Physical Description Area
6.
Series Area
7.
Note Area
8.
Resource Identifier and Terms of Availability Area
<Fingerprint (for older monographic resources)>
Searching Protocols/Standards
Z39.50
There are several technologies available to implement real time
research, like Z39.50, SRU (Search/Retrieve via URL)/SRW (Search/Retrieve
via Web), CQL (Common Query Language) etc. These are basically kinds of
protocol on which application services can be developed. The ‘http’ (Hyper
Text Transfer Protocol), is the protocol of the WWW that is most widely
used for hosting different services including various web transactions and
mail. However ‘http’ is not without drawbacks, when it comes to accessing
more than one database using a single interface. For example:
1.
HTTP does not support the concept of ‘session’
2.
As it deals with understand data, it results in poor indexing and
noise in the retrieval
The Z39.50 species a client/server‐based protocol for searching and
retrieving information from remote databases. In other words Z39.50 is a
protocol which specifies data structures and interchange rules that allow a
client machine (called an ‘origin’ in the standard) to search databases on a
server machine (called a ‘target’ in the standard) and retrieve records that
are identified as a result of such a search. This specification describes the
application service definition and the protocol specifications for real time
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searching. “Z39.50” refers to the International Standard ISO 23950:
“Information Retrieval (Z39.50): Application Service Definition and
Protocol Specification),” and to ANSI/NISO Z39.50 – 1995. It is maintained
by International Standards and Maintenance Agency, Library of Congress.
Basically, Z39.50 is designed to enable communication by
specifying both a general framework for transmitting and managing
queries and results, and syntax for formulating queries between
computers, typically those containing huge bibliographic data, like library
catalogues.
Apprehensions about Z39.50
It is still under development for different extensions as well for
basic element mapping
1.
2.
3.
4.

But,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Not widely used
It is too complex to implement
It is often deemed that is not required any more as we have web
It sometimes does not work due to complications in
implementations

It is fairly matured standard
Fairly widely implemented for LIS work
Organizations like museums, art galleries, archives have started
using it. Latest version supports non‐bibliographic information
It is still useful in web environment. In fact, Web provides access to
more than one Z39.50 enabled backend databases
Supports maintenance of centralized union catalogues

39. Explain the role of multimedia in libraries.
Multimedia comes from the Latin words “Multum” and “Media”
means able to communicate more than one way is electronic media that
uses multiple forms of information content and information processing
and simultaneously to inform or entertain the (user) audience about
ultimate goal or project.
Multimedia is digitizing information from a number of sources,
text, sound, picture, video, music and recording it on a computer system
where it can be manipulated and recombined. Multimedia is the seamless
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integration of data, text, images and sound within single digital
information environment.
According to Bill Gates (Microsoft), “Multimedia is the integration
of audio, video, text and graphics within an electronic interface that is
ultimately delivered to the user via CD‐ROM or network.”
Those are: (i)Text (ii) Sound (Audio) (iii) Graphics (iv) Animation (v)
Video
Multimedia can do the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Produce large amount of textual information
Recreates sounds of musical instruments
Play back recorded sounds
Show pictures and movies on the monitor
Access information stored on computer disk

System Requirements for Multimedia
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

486 DX2 + Graphics Accelerator Card
8 MB RAM
512 MB HDD
SVGA Graphics Card
CD‐ROM drive
Sound Card, Microphone
Keyboard, Mouse

SVGA Graphics Card
•
•

Display on the screen needs display card
The Display Card should be able to display various colors for
representing pictures
¾ These cards are often known as 24 bit cards
¾ They can support 16.7 million colors

CD‐ROM
•
•

Compact Disk Read Only Memory
It is used to read data from CD
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•

CDs are used to store software, text information, installation files,
music, movies, pictures etc.

Sound Card
•
•

Sound Card act like a tape recorder which can play and record
sound
While recording sound, the card converts incoming sound into
digital information. The sound card modulates (change the
frequency emulate the sounds of various instruments. The quality
of the sound card depends upon sampling rate.

Video Capture card
•
•
•
•

This card captures movies or pictures from the external device like
TV, VCR or camcorder.
This card has two models
¾
Still Image Grabber
¾
Frame Grabber
When a music CD is loaded in CD‐ROM drive, Windows Media
Player automatically checks the CD and lists the first track and
starts playing the first track
Buttons for the following are available on media player to alter the
song selection
¾
Fast forward
¾
Rewind
¾
Pause
¾
Go to specific track
¾
Play

Image Format
•
•

Scanned images are pixel based images
These images can be in the following format
¾
.TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) allows image compression
¾
.BMP (Bit Map) (uncompressed format)
¾
.GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) most popular
compressed format
¾
.WMF (Windows Meta file Format)
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¾

.JPEG (Joint Photographic Expert Group) allows maximum
image compression (glossy image compression)

Softwares for manipulating scanned image
•
•

Adobe Photoshop: Different images can be put together using its
tools e.g. putting a dog on the moon surface along with an
astronaut
Adulus gallery Effect: used for creating special effects e.g.
¾
Control of darkness of shadow
¾
Control of level of fine detail in brush strokes
¾
Control of level brush texture in the final image

Animation
Animation graphic file depicts movement of an object like man
walking, birds flying etc. It is achieved by displaying several still pictures
(frames) in predefined sequence. The speed of displaying images should
be 30 frames/second for representing continuous motion.
Tools for Animation
•
•
•
•

Animator Pro
Animation Master
3D Studio MAX
Ray Dream Studio

Voice Recognition
•
•

The feature of the Voice Recognition software involving speaking
into the microphone and is to make computer to perform some
task by the voice command
In Cube is one of the most popular software for the above.

Multimedia Project
Multimedia presentations may be viewed
•

Projected locally
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•
•
•
•

In person on stage
Played locally with a media player
Transmitted over the Internet
A broadcast may be live or recorded

Broadcasts and recordings can be either analog or digital electronic media
technology.
Categories of Multimedia
Multimedia may be broadly divided into
•
•

Linear Projects
Non‐Linear Projects

Linear Projects: active content progresses without any navigation control
e.g. cinema presentation.
Non‐Linear Projects: offers user interactivity to control progress.
Usage of Multimedia
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arts
Engineering
Medicine
Mathematical and Scientific Research
Education
Industry
Multimedia Messaging System
Miscellaneous

Arts
¾

¾

There are multimedia artists, whose minds are able to blend
techniques using different media that in some way incorporates
interaction with the viewer.
One of the most relevant could be Peter Greenway who is melding
Cinema with Opera and all sorts of digital media.
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Engineering
In Mechanical and Automobile Engineering:
¾
¾

¾

Multimedia is primarily used for designing a machine or an
automobile.
This lets an Engineer view a product from various perspectives,
zoom in on critical parts and do other manipulations, before
actually producing it.
This is known as computer‐aided design (CAD) or computer‐aided
engineering (CAE).

Medicine
¾
¾
¾

Doctors can get trained by looking at a virtual surgery.
They can simulate how the human body is affected by diseases
spread by viruses and bacteria.
Then the techniques are developed to give the training of virtual
surgery.

Mathematical and Scientific Research
¾
¾

Multimedia is mainly used for modeling and simulation in
Mathematical and Scientific Research.
A scientist can look at a molecular model of a particular substance
and manipulate it to arrive at a new substance.

Education
¾

¾

Multimedia is used to produce computer‐based training courses
(CBT) and reference books like encyclopaedia and almanacs in field
of Education.
The term Edu‐tainment (Education + Entertainment) is used
especially for multimedia entertainment

Industry
Multimedia is used as a way to help present information to
¾

Shareholders
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¾
¾

Superiors
Co‐workers

For providing
¾
¾
¾

Employee training
Advertising
Selling products all over the world

A virtually unlimited web‐based technologies.
Multimedia Messaging System (MMS)
MMS is an application that allows one to send and receive
messages containing Multimedia. MMS is a common feature of most cell
phones. It can give related information by navigation in non‐linear fashion.
This can speed‐up learning and improve the user experience, when added
to multiple elements such as pictures, photographs, audio and video.
Miscellaneous
Multimedia is heavily used in entertainment industry for
¾
¾
¾

Developing special effects in movies
Animation for cartoon character
Designing multimedia games (available on CD‐ROMs or online)

Applications of Multimedia
Multimedia applications at a glance are:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Advertising
Business Presentations
Computer Simulations
Education
Entertainment
Government Services
Journalism
Nonprofit Services
Professional Training
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¾
¾

Software Interface
Spatial Temporal Applications

In other way the applications are as follows:
•
Community Information
•
Corporate Section Information System
•
Education and Training
•
Geographical Information Systems
•
Home Shopping and Entertainment
•
Language Training
•
Multimedia Mail Facility
•
Personal and Global Information System
•
Reference and Information Sources
40. Discuss the distinguishing features of CCF.
The unique features of CCF attract many institutions, information
centres, and other organizations of various countries are mentioned as
under:
1.
It can be used to produce catalogue cards as all the necessary data
elements are incorporated.
2.
It is used friendly and rather catalogue friendly for no cataloguing
rules are imposed.
3.
It is a flexible and very popular format among UN organizations and
international bodies. Many developing countries are adopting it for the
creation of bibliographic records in machine readable form Bibliographic
agencies following AACR2 can be conveniently converted to CCF format.
4.
It provides basic data elements and has facility for optional
elements and private fields thus enabling an agency to incorporate new
standard elements considered important.
5.
It facilitates a library and bibliographic agency to use a single set of
computer programme for the exchange of data.
6.
Some of the mandatory data elements are flexible and can
accommodate verifying descriptive practices.
There are problems of its use either along with tag numbers or as
subfields and the format such as patents, standards, and cartographic
materials. It is evident that on the whole CCF is a more flexible format that
could be equally applied to the libraries and databases of all types and
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sizes and would be useful as a guide for the establishment of an internal
format for an individual institution’s own records.
41. Illustrate the different modes of formation of subjects.
In 1950, Ranganathan put forward the viewpoint that subjects in
the universe of knowledge can be formed by means of four modes of
formation; these are loose assemblage, lamination, dissection and
denudation.
The following are the modes of formation of subjects and isolates,
or relations between the components of a subject:
1. Loose assemblage 2. Lamination 3. Fission 4. Fusion 5.
Distillation 6. Agglomeration; and 7. Cluster.
Loose assemblage
(i)
Loose assemblage 1: In this mode of formation, “two or more
subjects – simple or compound – are studied in their mutual relation. Such
a relation is called “inter‐subject phase relation” and gives rise to a
complex subject. The phase relations taken under this mode of formation
are: (i) General relation [the relation of mathematics to biology] (ii) Bias
[Physics biased to biology] (iii) Comparison [Physics compared with
chemistry] (iv) Difference [the difference between physics and chemistry]
(v) Influence [the influence of physics on biology] (vi) Tool [the application
of statistics to the study of library science].
(ii)
Loose assemblage 2: In this mode of formation, “two or more
isolates from one and the same schedule are brought into mutual relation.
Such a relation is called “inter‐subject phase relation” and gives rise to a
complex isolate of Kind 1. The relations may be any one of the kinds given
under Loose Assemblage 1. The phase relations taken under this mode of
formation are: (i) General relation [the relation between Jainism and
Hinduism] (ii) Bias [Bias of Bernard haw to Shakespeare] (iii) Comparison
[The comparison between Hinduism and Buddhism] (iv) Difference [the
difference between human physiology and disease] (v) Influence [Sikhism
influenced by Hinduism] (vi) Tool.
(iii)
Loose assemblage 3: In this mode of formation, “two or
more isolates from one and the same array of order higher than 1 in one
and the same schedule are brought into mutual relation.” Such a relation
is called the “Intra‐array phase relation” and gives rise to a complex isolate
of Kind 2. The relations may be one of the kinds given under Loose
Assemblage 1. The relations may be any one of the kinds given under
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Loose Assemblage 1. The phase relations taken under this mode of
formation are: (i) General relation [the relation between city residents and
rural residents] (ii) Bias [The bias of UDC towards DDC] (iii) Comparison [CC
compared with DDC] (iv) Difference [the difference between rural folk and
city folk] (v) Influence [The influence of CC on DDC] (vi) Tool.
2.
Lamination
Lamination 1: In this form of mode, “One or more isolate (I) facets
are combined with a basic subject (BS).”
This mode gives rise to a compound subject.
Examples: Sociology (BS) city (I) poverty (I).
Lamination 2: In this form of mode, either “1. Two or more species
of basic subjects going with the same primary basic subjects are
compounded over one another, giving rise to a compound basic subject,”
or 2. Two or more isolates from the same schedule of isolates are
compounded, giving rise to the compound isolates.”
Examples: Study of radiation according to wave mechanics, here
the subject is a compound basic subject got by the combination of the
basic subject “radiation physics” with the basic subject “wave mechanics.”
3.
Fission: In this form of mode, “a basic subject or an isolate is split
into subdivisions,” Subject specialists refer to such a process as
Fragmentation.”
Fission by Basic Subjects: The primary basic subject “philosophy
may be fissioned into the following secondary basic subject: logic,
epistemology, metaphysics, ethics and aesthetics.
Fission of Isolate Ideas: The fission of an isolate idea may be
achieved in the following ways: (i) As an array division, or (ii) As the
combination of a principal isolate and a speciator.
Example: Fissioning the isolate idea “Asia” gives us array division
such as Iran, Nepal, Afghanistan and so on.
Dissection: This term is used to denote fission when we consider
the array of divisions of an isolate or of a basic subject resulting from
fission.
Denudation: This term is used to denote fission when we consider
one and only one subdivision of an isolate or of a basic subject resulting
from fission. E.g. India.
4.
Fusion: In this form of mode, “two or more primary basic subjects
are fused together in such a way that each of them loses its individuality
with respect to the schedule of isolates needed to form the compound
subject going with it.” This gives rise to a new primary basic subject.
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Examples: Biochemistry (Biochemistry is a primary basic subject
achieved by the fission of “biology” and “chemistry”), Astrophysics,
Medical Jurisprudence, Educational Psychology, Geopolitics.
5.
Distillation: In this form of mode, “a pure discipline is evolved as
primary basic subject from its appearance in action in diverse compound
subjects going with either different basic subjects or one and the same
basic subject.” Distillation gives rise to primary basic subjects.
Examples: Management Science, Research Methodology, Statistical
Analysis, Astronomy, Microbiology, Forestry.
6.
Agglomeration: Agglomeration is the process of the collecting
together of entities into large masses without cohesion among the
components.” Earlier, this was referred to as partial comprehension. An
agglomerate can be a basic subject, or it can also be an isolate idea.
Agglomeration may be made up of consecutive constituents or even non‐
consecutive constituents.
Examples: Agglomerate of Kind 1: Natural Sciences, Physical Sciences,
Biological Sciences, Social Sciences, Humanities.
7.
Cluster: Sometimes, together all possible information about a
“phenomenon” or “entity”, may require the attention of several specialists
from different disciplines. This kind of research may involve
interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary research. In the cluster form of mode,
“several specialized studies on a particular phenomenon or an entity are
gathered together into a field of study.
Examples: (a) Area study (geographical area forms of cluster) (i)
Indology (Indian studies) (ii) Nipponology (Japanese studies) (iii) Orientalia
(Asian studies) (iv) Occidentalia (Europian studies) (b) Generalia person
study (multifaceted personality forms the focus of cluster) (i) Tagorana
(Rabindranath Tagore is the focus of cluster) (c) Entity or phenomenon
(entity or phenomenon of study for focus of cluster) (i) Soil Science (Soil is
the focus of cluster) (ii) Surface Science (Surface is the focus of cluster) (iii)
Space Science (Space is the focus of cluster) (iv) Ocean Science (Ocean is
the focus of cluster).
[Stages of development of Interdisciplinary Subjects: The chart given
below indicates the stages of development of Interdisciplinary Subjects.
Stage
Mode of Formation
Resulting Subject
First
Loose Assemblage
Subjects involved are
complex subjects
Second
Lamination
Compound Subjects
Third
Fusion/Distillation/Cluster
Basic subjects]
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42. Explain the concept of ‘Spiral of Scientific Method’.
Spiral of scientific method: Dr. S.R.Ranganathan has characterized
the working of the scientific method by a never ending spiral movement.
He denoted for convenience the four cardinal points of the cycle: (1) Nadir
(2) Ascendant (3) Zenith (4) Descendant. It is schematically represented in
the following diagram. Each cycle implied in the spiral will be followed in
the clockwise direction.
(i)
The Nadir marks the accumulation of facts experienced;
(ii)
The Ascendant marks the accumulation of empirical laws derived
from facts of experience;
(iii)
The Zenith marks the fundamental laws sublimited from the
empirical laws sublimited from the empirical laws;
(iv)
The descendant marks the deduced laws implied in the
fundamental laws.
FUNDAMENTAL LAWS ZENITH3
GENERALIZATION
ABSTRACTION
SUBLIMATION
INTUITION

PARTICULARIZATION
CONCRETIZATION
DEDUCTION
INTELLECT

EMPIRICAL LAWS ASCENDANT2
DEDUCED LAWS
DESCENDANT4

INTELLECT
INDUCTION
ABSTRACTION
GENERALIZATION

NADIR FACTS1

SENSES
EXPERIMENTATION
OBSERVATION
CONCENTRATION

PARTICULARIZATION

Fig 1: Spiral of scientific method
The four cardinal points give rise to four quadrants in each cycle
implied in the spiral. For convenience of reference, the quadrants have
been numbered 1 to 4 respectively by Ranganathan as follows: Quadrant 1
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is the one between descendant and nadir, Quadrant 2 is one between
nadir and ascendant; Quadrant 3 is the one between ascendant and
Zenith; and Quadrant 4 is the one between Zenith and Ascendant.
Ranganathan gives the description of the quadrants as under:
Quadrant 1 corresponds to the stage in their development of
subject in universe of subjects, confirming to scientific method, in which:
1.
Primary senses are used either in their native state or with the aid
of instruments of various intensity of powerfulness;
2.
Observation are made of knowees, either with or without
experimental interference and conditioning; and
3.
Facts and Found
Quadrant 2 corresponds to the stage in which:
1.
Intellect is used either by itself or aided by machinery constructed
to speed up the work of intellect and to give relief to it in some measure;
2.
Reasoning is made with the aid of inductive logic including normal
equations and statistical and other calculases to boildown the numerous
facts accumulated at the nadir to a small number of inducted or empirical
laws.
3.
Inducted or empirical laws are formulated.
Quadrant 3 corresponds to the stage in which:
1.
Intuition of some intensity is used unmediated by the primary
senses or the intellect;
2.
The inducted or empirical laws stand boiled down to a very small
numbers.
3.
Progression towards ultimate generalization.
4.
Progression towards ultimate abstractness.
5.
Seizing of fundamental laws and their recording.
Quadrant 4: with the use of intellect to the formulation and
recording of deduced laws:
1.
Use of intellect by itself or aided by machinery;
2.
Reasoning with the aid of deductive logic including mathematical
and other classes;
3.
Progression towards particularization;
4.
Progression towards concreteness;
5.
Derivation of deduced laws and their recording;
6.
Deduced laws must include one and all of the induced empirical
laws.
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7.

The number of deduced laws exceeds that of the empirical laws if
fundamental laws have been seized with intuition of adequate
intensity.

Thus, we find the process of observation corresponds to quadrants
1 and 2, the process of
formation of hypothesis to quadrant (sector) 3 and testing of hypothesis
to quadrant (sector) 4 in the cycle.
Re‐entering into spiral: Two things happen in re‐entering
1.
Observation and experiments are made to variety the validity of
new deduced laws.
2.
Further continuous observation and experiment lead accumulation
of new empirical facts.
So long as the deduced laws are verified empirically to be true and
the new empirical facts are find to be inconformity with the implication of
the fundamental laws, there is no further movement in the spiral. As and
when new empirical facts appear to contradict the new fundamental
laws, scientific method is applied and new cycle gets into full swing and
carries the spiral of scientific method further. This cycle is liable to be
repeated without end. This method is easily applied to natural sciences
because:
(a)
Observations can be impersonal.
(b) Experiments can be made without hindrance.
(c)
There has been continuous sharpening of mathematical calculation
necessary to make induction and deduction.
Spiral movement of four cardinal points i.e. Nadir, Ascendant,
Zenith, descendent and their activities is known as “spiral of scientific
method”. It is found that Spiral of Scientific Method helps to:
(d)
Learn something about the intrinsic attributes of a subject;
(e)
Learn about the stages of development of a subject;
(f)
Understand better the kinds of work involved and the kinds of
ideas produced in the different stages of development of a subject;
(g)
Envisages the different patterns or modes of development in the
universe of subjects;
(h)
Study comparatively the modes of development of different
subjects and group of subjects;
(i)
Predict the likely trend of development in a subject in the near
future, this will help in designing scheme for classification of the subject
and in documentation service;
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(j)
Examine the affinity among large regions of knowledge, such as
these comprehend subject, subject cluster etc. This, in turn, will help the
classificationist in placing these subjects in helpful positions in the universe
of subjects and thereby in the scheme for its classification;
(k)
Observe the interaction between different subjects at the level of
collection and use of data and at the level of fundamental laws and their
applications to specific cases in each of the subjects; and
(l)
Get a historical perspective of the development of a subject or of
the universe of subjects as a whole.
43. Discuss the role of public library as mass media.
Libraries have now‐a‐days developed certain new types of work in
addition to the normal work of the library such as the provision of books,
reference services, etc. This extension of the normal work of the library to
other related and associated fields of activities may be referred to as
‘extension service’ of libraries.
How extension service is carried out:
The ways in which library extension service has been made and can
be carried out are as follows:
(a)
More positive way in which the library service can be promoted is
by publicity. It makes a direct special appeal to each reader. He is not only
realiser the existence of the library in his neighbourhood, but also feels the
necessity as to why he should use it. This publicity is done by (i) printed
publicity book lists, folders, booklets, catalogues etc.; (ii) Talks to local
audiences, (iiI) Inclusion of stories in the local press (iv)publicity on local
radio and television programme.
(b)
The staging of exhibitions within the library precincts or away from
it is also adopted as a means to attract attention of the people exhibitions
are arranged in connection with local activities as agriculture and
horticulture shows, music and drama festivals, conferences, seminars etc.
Adequate publicity is also done by way of giving posters, hand bills,
advertisement in the press, radio and television.
(c)
Arrangement of public lectures is another way in which the library
service is promoted. Lectures are held on local or topical interest with the
help of slides or movie pictures. Select book lists on the subject the talk
are also distributed. Similar to the public lectures for adults, libraries
arrange also for story hours and other attractive forms of extension
services to establish contact with the children of the locality.
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(d)
Allied to exhibitions and lecture programmes are the book week. It
is normally featured as a children’s book week. Book week for adults is
also held. It many advanced countries the holding of a National Book week
is also a normal feature.
(e)
Play readings, film displays, musical and dramatic activities, adult
education classes, discussion groups and other things have all been added
to the list of extension activities of the libraries. In UK, the public library
centres play an important part acting and play reading groups. Since 1930,
the extension activity was enlarged to include services and counseling to
the adult education agencies and community groups in America. Prior to
this the emphasis was chiefly on library services to individuals, gradually
the emphasis changed to service to groups. The reasons are 1) to fulfil an
expressed need; 2) to reach individuals through groups; (3) personal
contacts; 4) to help a group to achieve its educational objectives; and 5) to
stimulate use of library books. This service to groups is considered to be an
effective way to encourage use of the library among the apathetic reading
public.
(f)
Besides, there are many, particularly in the rural areas, for whom
printed books are not the best means for communicating ideas. For such
people, in the developed countries, there is provision for non‐book
materials such as, recordings, radio‐transcriptions, motion pictures,
filmstrip, lantern slides, television etc.
(g)
The use of book mobile plays also a very important role in library
extension work. The purpose behind the introduction of the mobile library
system is to extend library service to far flung areas where it may not be
possible to establish permanent library centres. The book mobile is in itself
a natural medium of library publicity.
(h)
Gradually there has grown up a number of other types of extension
services. In these are included the services to the blind, children at school,
adolescents, the prisoners, the patients and the old persons are all cared
for by the library staff.
(i)
Another form of extension service is the celebration of local
festivals and special days of the year dedicated to particular persons or
ideas. Libraries also participate in the local fairs.
Library extension service is a process of taking better libraries to
more individuals. This is done with the help of various internal and
external aids. The purpose of library extension is one which calls for
efficient organization, and management as also an understanding of book
and people.
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44. Describe & justify the different elements of DCMES (Dublin Core
Metadata Schema).
Dublin core is widely accepted as a simplistic set of metadata
elements for description of electronic and online resources. A mapping of
between the elements in the Dublin Core and MARC fields is necessary so
that conversions to Dublin core metadata can be extracted from existing
MARC21 data. The basic Dublin core style metadata might interact with
MARC records further in various ways.
Enhancement of simple resource description record: A cataloguing
agency may wish to extract the metadata provided in Dublin Core style
(presumably HTML or XML) and convert the data elements to MARC fields,
resulting in a skeletal record. That record might then be enhanced as
needed to add additional information generally provided in the particular
catalogue. Example: Retrocon projects to convert data and use as basic
record for compilation of a national bibliography.
Although standard markup languages such as HTML and XML
provide for flexible use of metadata to describe Web content, the
flexibility that is a positive characteristic of general purpose markup
languages translates into a negative due to the absence of metadata
standardization in markup languages. The solution to this is generally
thought to be found in metadata schema. “A metadata schema consists of
a set of elements designed for a specific purpose, such as describing a
particular type of information resource.” Many competing metadata
schemata have been developed, some designed to achieve general
purpose use and some for highly specialized purposes. Metadata schema
are intended to do for the organization and representation of information
on the Web what bibliographic standards such as the Anglo American
Cataloguing Rules did for libraries.
Any metadata schema is a form of artificial language, but metadata
schema differ from controlled vocabulary in that a metadata schema
makes no attempt at being a complete listing usable terminology.
Metadata schema possess three essential characteristics: (1) syntax (2)
semantics (content), and (3) structure. Any of these characteristics may be
implemented at a variety of ranging from fundamentally simple to
extremely complex.
1.

Elements related mainly to the Content of the resource
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2.
Elements related mainly to the resource when viewed as
Intellectual Property
3.
Elements related mainly to the Instantiation
•
Title
Title of the Resource
•
Subject
Subject, Keyword
•
Description Annotation, Abstract etc.
•
Source
Resource (physical, digital) from which the current
resource was derived,
digitized etc.
•
Language
Language of the Resource
•
Relation
Relationship to other Works
•
Coverage
Geographic or Temporal Coverage
•
Creator
An entity primarily responsible for making the
content of the resource.
•
Publisher
Publisher (Person or Institution)
•
Contributor Contributing Person or Institution
•
Rights
Rights Management Statement (or Link to),
Copyright
•
Date
A date associated with an event in the life cycle of
the resource.
•
Type
Resource Type
•
Formats
Format, File Type, also Physical Medium
•
Identifier
Resource Identifier: URL, URN, ISBN etc.
•
Audience
Intended user for resource.
45. State the importance of various services provided by OCLC.
OCLC is a nonprofit, membership, library computer service and
research dedicated to the public purposes of furthering access to the
world’s information and reducing information costs. In 1967, colleges and
universities in Ohio founded the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) to
develop a computerized system for libraries of Ohio academic institutions
to share resources and reduce costs.
In 1977, OCLC adopted changes in the governance structure that
enabled libraries outside Ohio to become members. Ohio College Library
Center became OCLC, Inc.
In 1981, the legal name of the corporation became OCLC Online
Computer Library Center, Inc.
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Now, a regional computer system for 54 Ohio colleges of 1967
grown into an international network.
Services
•
Access Services
•
Collection & Technical Services
•
OCLC Forest Press
•
Preservation Resources
•
Reference Services
•
Resource Sharing
Access Services
Easy and cost‐effective ways for libraries to participate in the
emerging global, digital community.
OCLC Telecommunications provides access to its services through
TCP/IP Access Methods or Access Methods for Older Workstations.
OCLC Access Suite is an integrated selection of the latest versions of
OCLC access, cataloguing, and interlibrary loan software on one CD‐ROM.
OCLC Passport for Windows Software is the familiar Windows view
provides maximum efficiency in using online systems.
Telecommunications Information System (TIS) provides regional
networks and OCLC member institutions with web‐based access to
information about telecommunications facilities usage.
Collection & Technical Services
•
Integrated collection management, cataloging, and authorities
services
•
To help libraries increase staff productivity
•
Streamline the flow of library materials from the publisher to the
library user
•
WorldCat (the OCLC Online Union Catalog) – access to resources to
single institution could possess.
OCLC Cataloging Service
•
Automated copy cataloguing (OCLC PromptCat service)
•
Automatic delivery of upgraded OCLC‐MARC records (OCLC
Bibliographic Record Notification)
•
CD‐ROM cataloguing (OCLC CatCD for Windows)
•
Web‐based copy cataloguing (OCLC CatExpress service)
•
Customized contract cataloguing (OCLC TechPro service)
OCLC AsiaLink Service
Offers selection, acquisitions, and cataloging of materials in
Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Vietnamese.
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OCLC Conversion Services
Economical options for converting, catalogue cards to full MARC
records
OCLC Selection Service
Online service that automates the selection and acquisition
function with links to WorldCat and order requests based on MARC
records
OCLC Authority Control Service
Online service for libraries to efficiently and affordably correct or
modernize name, series, and subject headings in their library catalogs.
OCLC Forest Press
The DDC is published by Forest Press, which in 1988 became a
division of OCLC
Preservation Resources
•
Committed to preserving humankind’s intellectual heritage
•
The only in the U.S. devoted exclusively to providing high‐quality
preservation reformatting services to the library, archival, and
preservation community
•
State‐of‐the‐art laboratory in Bethelhem, Pennsylvania
Professional Consultation and Workshops: consultation,
workshops, and custom training programmes.
Pre‐filming Preparation Services: Prepares material for
microfilming, Duplication, Storage, Distribution.
Polysulfide: Polysulfide treatment protects silver images against
oxidative attack, Scanning preservation microfilm, Bibliographic Control.
Reference Services
•
Provide affordable electronic access to a rich range of information
– abstracts, full text, indexes, and bibliography – whether the user
is in a library, office, or home
•
Helps libraries deliver this information to the user by the best
means – online, interlibrary loan, document supplier, or library
archive
OCLC First Search
A single integrated online service for reference, interlibrary loan,
and document delivery – Current FirstSearch service – New FirstSearch
service.
Access to 85 online databases and more than 5 million full‐text
articles.
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Included databases: WorldCat, OCLC FirstSearch Electronic
Collections Online, OCLC NetFirst, and OCLC Union Lists of Periodicals.
•
Offers a variety of document delivery, choices, including E‐mail,
interlibrary loan, fax, overnight carrier, and regular mail
•
Access options include a Web interface, TTY interface, and Z39.50
connection.
•
Access to FirstSearch only through libraries
New FirstSearch
Integrating OCLC FirstSearch and OCLC FirstSearch Electronic Collections
Online
• Provide access to over 2100 electronic journal titles from the Electronic
Collections Online service
• Puts librarian in control with greatly enhanced administrative options
OCLC FirstSearch Electronic Collections Online Service
Powerful Web‐based electronic journals service providing access to
large, integrated collections of scholarly journals
OCLC SiteSearch Software
A family of information integration tools for libraries to build
electronic collections and access and share resources globally
OCLC WebExpress
Create a gateway to your library’s electronic services with OCLC
WebExpress, a powerful integration tool with web‐based administration.
CORC (Cooperative Online Resource Catalog)
State of the art, Web based system that helps libraries provide
well‐guided access to Web resources using new, automated tools and
library cooperation
Resource Sharing Services
•
Build on and strengthen the tradition of library cooperation
•
Combining searching, interlibrary loan, and document delivery into
a single, fast, low‐cost service
OCLC Interlibrary Loan (ILL) Service
Expands the reach of libraries on a variety of levels: OCLC ILL fee
management programme; OCLC Name‐Address Directory; OCLC ILL
Document Suppliers Programme; OCLC Usage Statistics Report; OCLC ILL
Monthly Activity Report; OCLC ILL Custom Holdings; OCLC ILL Custom
Holdings for Union List.
OCLC Union List
Develops cooperative collections and users shared holdings;
multiples resources and lowers borrowing costs.
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OCLC ILL Direct Request
ILL Direct Request will accept locally created ILL requests from your
library patron. Requests from your patron can be transmitted directly to
the OCLC ILL Service for immediate fulfillment.
WorldCat
•
OCLC Online Union Catalog.
•
More than 43 million records describing items owned by your
library or libraries around the world.
•
Each record contains library holdings.
•
Describes these types of items: books, journals, musical scores,
computer data files, magazines, newspapers, computer
programmes, manuscripts, sound recordings, films and slides,
maps, videotapes.
•
Does not include individual articles, stories in journals, magazines,
newspapers, or book chapters
•
Subject included: WorldCat covers thousands of subjects.
•
Coverage: Records date from about 1000 A.D. to the present.
•
Update frequency: New records are added daily.
•
Document Delivery: OCLC ILL link available
•
Basic searches by: Subject, Author, Title, Accession Number,
Government Document Number, Notes, Publication Place,
Publisher, Report Number, Series, Standard Number, Subject
Headings, Uniform Title
46. Describe the criteria used in performance appraisal.
Criteria/Methods of measuring performance
There is no perfect system for the evaluation of performance. The
sizeand sophistication of the library, the money and staff time available to
develop, implement, and maintain a system, and the purpose of the
system must all be considered. In addition, it is quite possible that
different types of systems may be used for different types of jobs. The
system used to evaluate a director will be different from that used to
evaluate a clerk/typist. Three approaches will be discussed here: trait‐
based, goals‐based, and behaviourally based systems.
Trait‐based systems
In the past, the most common evaluation method was a trait‐based
review, in which the evaluator rates the employee on the basis of general
characteristics. Such traits include quality of work, quantity of work,
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knowledge of the job, attendance and punctuality, dependability,
adaptability, initiative, judgement, co‐operativness, and personal qualities
such as leadership, honesty and appearance. In some of the never trait‐
based systems, weights are assigned to each of the factors so that more
important ttraits score higher in the overall evaluation. In addition, some
forms allow for narrative comments to be made so that specific examples
and explanations regarding the ratings are included.
Goals or effectiveness based systems
A goals or effectiveness‐based systems tries to overcome the
limitations of a trait‐based system by emphasizing agrees upon
performance goals rather than inherent characteristics of the employee.
Employees do seem to prefer this type of evaluation over trait‐based
systems. This approach was developed by Peter Dracker in a system called
Management by Objectives (MBO), which has received considerable
attention in the library press. The primary target is middle managers,
although attempts have been made to apply it to other levels as well. The
system is best administered only after the library as a whole has identified
its goals, so that the goals of individuals are consistent with the goals of
the organization.
Behaviourally based rating systems
Another method of measuring performance is to focus on
employees’ behaviour rather than on goals or on traits. One method,
caleed the critical critical incident technique, requires that the supervisor
maintained a file of notable performance (negative or positive) of the
employee. These incidents are then used as the foundation for discussion
and evaluation at the time of performance review.
47. In the light of the revision of a classification system describe the
salient features of DDC 22nd edition.
New Features in DDC 22
Overview
Edition 22 is the first edition of the Dewey Decimal Classification to
be produced in the context of the web environment. The web has enabled
to update the DDC continuously and provide those updates regularly to
the users. The web has expanded our access to information sources and
facilitated timely cooperation with our international user base. It has also
challenged us to provide features that promote efficiency and accuracy in
classification.
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Continuous Updating
Edition 22 reflects the continuous updating policy in effect since
the publication of Edition 21 in 1996. Edition 21 was the first DDC edition
to be published in print and electronic form simultaneously. Electronic
versions are being used and supplemental monthly web postings as our
chief vehicles for delivering updates to the users. From 1996 through
2001, Dewey foe Windows was issued annually. Since 2000, WebDewey
has been the main source for updates and a fully updated version is
released quarterly. Since 1997, selected new numbers and changes to the
DDC on a monthly basis on our web site (www.oclc.org/dewey}.
New Numbers and Topics
Edition 22 contains many new numbers and topics. These range
from new geographic provisions, e.g. the updating of administrative
regions in Quebec, to new numbers throughout the DDC for emerging
topics in fields such as computer science and engineering, sociology,
medicine and history. Many new built number entries and additional
terms have been added to the Relative Index to cover sought topics and
provide a wider base of entry vocabulary.
International Cooperation
Edition 22 has benefited from the ongoing advice of the Decimal
Classification Editorial Policy Committee (EPC) and our translation
partners. Both groups provide a diverse outlook that is referred in
improvements to terminology throughout Edition 22, and in updated
developments, particularly in geographic areas, law, political parties,
language, literature, and historical periods.
Classifier Efficiency
Two striking changes in Edition 22, the removal of Table 7 and the
streamlining of the Manual, have been motivated by a desire to promote
classifier efficiency. Table 7 is being removed and replaces it with direct
use of notation already available in the schedules and in notation 08 from
Table 1. Each manual entry reviewed with an eye toward classifier
efficiency. Information easily accommodated in notes in the tables and
schedules has been transferred from the Manual, and redundant
information already in the schedules and tables has been eliminated from
the Manual. The Library of Congress Decimal Classification Division is being
converted DDC application policies previously described in the manual into
standard Dewey practice. Basic instructions are being moved basic
instructions on the use of the Dewey Decimal Classification Principles and
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Application. The remaining Manual entries are being revised the in a
consistent style to promote quick understanding and efficient use.
Major Changes in Edition 22
In addition to the removal of Table 7 and the streamlining of the
Manual, there are several major changes introduced in Edition 22. 004‐006
Data processing Computer science is being updated. In Edition 21, a two
edition plan is being initiated to reduce Christian bias in 200 Religion.
Edition 22 contains the rest of the relocations and expansions in 200
Religion outlined in that plan. Developments and terminology for social
groups and institutions in 305‐306 are being updated, and removed many
near duplicate provisions in that schedule. Several improvements are
being introduced to 340 Law that relate to the law of nations, human
rights, and intergovernmental organizations. A substantial update is being
introduced in 510 Mathematics, including the relocation of some topics to
the new development at 518 Numerical analysis. 610 Medicine and health
is being updated and expanded, and improved indexing for medical topics.
From 647.94 to 910.46 are being moved facilities for travelers and to
specific area numbers in 913‐919, and introduced updated historical
periods throughout 930‐990. Likewise, Table 2 Geographic Areas,
Historical Periods, Persons is being updated. The name of Table 5 is being
changed from “Racial, Ethnic, National Groups” to “Ethnic and National
Groups” to reflect the de‐emphasis on race in current scholarship.
Provisions for American native peoples and languages in Table 5 and 6 are
being greatly expanded. A complete list of relocations, discontinuations,
and reused numbers in Edition 22 is available immediately following
Tables 1‐6.
48. Scope of outsourcing in Library and Information Centres.
Outsourcing often refers to the process of subcontracting to a third
party. A precise definition of outsourcing has yet to be agreed upon. Thus,
the term is used inconsistently. However, outsourcing is often viewed as
involving the contracting out of a business function to an external
provider. In this sense, two organizations may enter a contractual
agreement involving an exchange of services and payments.
Reasons:
(i)
Cost savings – The lowering of the overall cost of the service to the
business. This will involve reducing the scope, defining quality levels.
(ii)
Improve quality – Archive a step change in quality through
contracting out the service with a new service level agreement.
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(iii)
Operational expertise – Access to operational best practice that
would be too difficult or time consuming to develop in‐house.
(iv)
Capacity management – An improved method of capacity
management of services and technology where the risk in providing the
excess capacity is borne by the supplier.
(v)
Catalyst for change – An organization can use an outsourcing
agreement as a catalyst for major step change that cannot be achieved
alone. The outsourcer becomes a change agent in the process.
(vi)
Enhance capacity for innovation – Companies increasingly use
external knowledge service providers to supplement limited in‐house
capacity for product innovation.
All Librarians are interested in providing excellent library and
information services to their users. LPG economy has increased the
demand for varieties of information. Library professionals are making their
all out efforts to meet challenges of providing information. But, on the
other side Library and Information Centres (L&IC) are passing through a
critical situation: There are fast technological developments, there is a
shortage of suitable manpower, no assurance of long term money flow for
L&IC, and in most of the cases Library is considered as low priority area in
whole organization. Economic crunch is most affected to L&IC because of
many factors beyond our control. Under the circumstances to provide
more services to users with reduce budget or reducing purchase power of
rupee due to inflation, we can try to meet the users demand by
outsourcing (OS) some of the L&IC services. Hence, under the
circumstances, OS is a practical, wise, beneficial and economically viable
option for L&IC, if implemented properly after through planning. There are
many definitions of OS. But, ALA ‘Library Technology Reports’ define OS as
“Outsourcing is the contracting of activities to an outside individual or
organization in place of the use of in‐house staff.”
OS helps in‐house staff to concentrate fully on core or main
functions or services while getting subsidiary services or functions done by
others.
OS helps L&IC:
•
To provide correct and timely information to users
•
To create satisfied users
•
To run L&IC efficiently, economically and with minimum manpower
•
To reduce hidden cost of keeping current technology & L&IC
•
OS must be considered as a tool to provide better services using
less money and by assuming continuous services to users Community.
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Management and librarian should not have any objection to OS provided
there is timely completion of work at a reasonable rate/cost and agreed
quality is maintained.
Employing permanent staff for some of the one time jobs is a costly
affair for L&IC. Hence, there are opportunities as well as challenges, to be
taken into account by Library and Information professionals while
considering OS as a option. L&IC can outsource all most all activities
completely or partially and get benefit of OS. But, it is desirable that some
of the professional activities of L&IC are not outsourced such as
collection/information developments, its organization and making them
available easily to all users of the L&IC.
Now‐a‐days management and libraries prefer outsourcing of some
of the L&IC activities and services because of many benefits, such as:
•
OS controls the cost or reduces the cost involved in labour, space,
technology, etc.
•
OS reduces the risk involved in particular work, provided proper
care is taken in supervision, etc.
•
OS helps in expanding or starting new services at low cost.
•
OS reduces the operation and training cost
•
By OS, L&IC can achieve the desired results in targeted time and
with efficiency
•
Possible to provide some of the value added services to users
Some library professionals believe that OS is stealing library jobs
away from deserving librarians and par professionals. But, OS creates new
job opportunities for qualified library professionals having
entrepreneurship quality. They can form a team or a company and take
contracts for one time job completion from various L&IC. Such team can
very easily identify the problems and not only suggest solutions but also
execute/implement them efficiently and get desired results. They will
work like surgeon. As they are qualified library professionals, the time and
quality will be maintained.
Few of my fully qualified library science students had started such
contracting jobs for L&IC. They were successful and many L&IC in
Ahmedabad had taken benefit of their expertise. This was win‐win
situation for both. Whole team is now in USA. If minor and peripheral L&IC
services are outsourced then L&IC staff get a chance/opportunity to
concentrate on core activities of L&IC and provide them efficiently with
utmost satisfaction to users. This will increase the productivity of L&IC and
ultimately help in improving/changing image of L&IC.
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UGC‐Infonet consortia is the best example of OS of the electronic
journals for various academic libraries. It is beneficial to both libraries and
publishers. This is win‐win situation for both.
In short, benefits of OS are:
•
Best services to users
•
Curtain down expenses
•
Provide correct and timely services
•
Reduces risk for L&IC
•
Use of latest technology
•
No permanent financial commitments
49. Describe stages of experimental design with special reference to 4
cell design.
When more than one independent variable is included in a study,
whether a true experiment or a quasi‐experiment, a factorial design is
necessary. Because most real world outcomes are the result of a number
of factors acting in combination, most significant experimentation involves
the analysis of the interaction of a number of variable relationships. By
using factorial designs, researchers can determine, for example, if the
treatment interacts significantly with sex or age. That is, the experimenter
can determine if one treatment is more effective with boys and another
with girls, or if older girls do better on the treatment than younger girls,
whereas older and younger boys do equally well on the treatment.
The simplest case of a factorial design would be to have two
independent variables with two conditions of each, known as 2x2 factorial
design. This design would be used if a researcher decided to compare a
new (experimental) method of teaching reading to reading disabled
children with a commonly used (control) method, and also wanted to
determine if boys and girls would do differently on the two methods. Such
a design would look like the following figure:
Treatment
Experimental

Control

CELL 1

CELL 2

CELL 3

CELL 4
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Females

Males
Fig 1: Factorial design
With the design we have four cells, each of which represents a
subgroup (for example, experimental females, control males, and so
forth). This design will permit the researcher to determine if there is a
significant overall effect, known as main effect, for treatment and/or sex.
It also permits the determination whether these two variables interact
significantly, such that boys do best in the experimental condition and girls
do best in the control condition. If this were the case, the subjects in Cell 2
would have a higher average score than those in Cell 1, and the subjects in
Cell 3 would outperform those in Cell 4.
50. Mention the benefits of TQM.
What is attempted in the whole process of TQM (Total Quality
Management) is to introduce a new cultural change, through changing the
style of people management which is likely to bring about greater
participation from the employees who would work with the management
to achieve the organization goals and objective. Management rewards
comes from:
•
Work itself becomes more interesting through greater involvement
of employees;
•
Increase in general productivity
•
Lower absenteeism because of greater job interest and satisfaction
to employees;
•
Fewer grievances among the employees;
•
All round greater team spirit.
Top management must convey to middle management that it
believes in TQM approach with the design of a deliberate policy. Middle
management is expected to conduct their affairs keeping TQM policy in
view, conveying the decision to supervisors. Once the entire organization
is geared to the change, the new culture would get engrained in the
organization leading to success.
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51. Mention the barriers and problems of TQM.
A number of barriers to the implementation of TQM have been
encountered in all types of organizations, including libraries. Some of them
are listed below:
1.
The view that this is only another management fad of the day
2.
Management’s fear of the loss control
3.
Employee reluctant to recommend changes because of fear of the
management
4.
Business and industrial background of TQM might not lend itself to
the non‐profit sector, including libraries
5.
TQM requires a long‐term investment of time over several years as
processes are analyzed and an organization’s culture is changed. This can
cause resistance and other difficulties in these days of increasing financial
and other pressures.
What are the problems in implementing TQM? Problems can exist
in establishing a good relationship between management control and
promoting employer empowerment. Another problem encountered is
related to TQM statistical tools. An inappropriate emphasis on these tools
in complex service organizations such as libraries may result in TQM and
its goals being regarded as unattainable.
52. What are the main features of UGC‐Infonet e‐journals consortium?
The Government of India, through University Grants omission
(UGC) initiated UGC‐Infonet e‐journals consortium to provide scholarly
access to electronic journals and databases by the research and academic
community throughout the country. This consortium was launched on the
concluding day of University Grant Commission’s Golden Jubilee
Celebrations by His Excellency, The President of India, Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
on 28th December 2003. This initiative is a great boon to academics and
scholars in the country.
The main features of the UGC‐Infonet are:
•
It has Searchable Architecture to grow from University to affiliated
colleges;
•
Nation‐wide Terrestrial Backbone using Fibre Optic Links;
•
Integrated Satellite WAN supporting broadband and STPC VSAT
technology;
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•

Comprehensive Network Management Systems for overall
monitoring of the network, down to each and every device;
•
Linkage with other academic and research networks all over the
world;
•
Data security and virus protection using firewalls and intrusion
Detection Systems;
•
Dedicated Data Centre for Web hosting, e‐journals and Mail Boxes;
•
Mirror sites spread all over the country for content hosting;
•
Broadband Multimedia and Video Channels for Distance Learning
The UGC‐Infonet e‐journals consortium is wholly funded by the
UGC and is monitored by Information and Library Network (INFLIBNET)
Centre, Ahmedabad. INFLIBNET acts as a coordinating and monitoring
agency and liaisons between UGC, Education and Research Network
(ERNET) and all universities in the country.
The consortium provides access to nearly 9000 full text scholarly
electronic journals from more than 25 publishers across the globe. It
provides current as well archival access to core and peer reviewed journals
in different disciplines, such as, arts and humanities, social sciences,
physical and chemical sciences, life sciences, earth sciences, mathematics,
statistics, computer science etc. So far, 100 universities out of 171
universities, which come under the purview of the UGC have been
provided access to these e‐journals and this facility will be extended
gradually to other universities and affiliated colleges. In 2008, UGC
decided to adopt JCCC (J‐Gate Custom Content for Consortia) for all
universities it has extended Info Net facility. JCCC is a customized access
solution for both electronic and print journals subscribed by Indian
Universities and UGC‐Infonet’s e‐journals consortium under the aegis of
INFLIBNET.
53. Write about CSIR consortium.
NISCAIR (National Science Communication and Information
Resources) is the nodal agency for developing a “Consortium for CSIR
(http://202.54.99.7/ejournal/ejournalhome1.htm)
Laboratories
for
accessing e‐journals”. The activity shall range from creation to monitoring
of the access facility of scientific periodicals published by leading
international institutions. The Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR), one of the largest government‐funded organizations in India
established in 1942, has 43 national laboratories carrying out research and
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development work in the areas of Engineering, Biological, Chemical,
Physical, Environmental and Information Sciences. It has an estimated
5000 active researchers supported by approximately 16000 technical and
administrative staff. As support services, these laboratories have
established libraries and documentation centres on their premises. In the
year 2001 CSIR consortium was formed, basically to provide access to
electronic journals for forty three centres. The major objective of CSIR
Consortium is to strengthen CSIR library resources by pooling, sharing, and
providing electronic access to scholars and scientific circles of CSIR,
NISCAIR is the nodal organization for developing a Consortium for CSIR
laboratories for accessing e‐journals. Targeted to access over 4500
journals, this consortium has entered into an agreement with many
publishers, such as, Elsevier Science, American Chemical Society, American
Institute of Physics, and Springer. Attempts have been made to make
available the J‐Gate Custom Contents for Consortia (JCCC) to all
laboratories.
The objectives of this consortium are:
•
To strengthen the pooling, sharing and electronically accessing the
CSIR library resources;
•
To provide access to world S&T literature to CSIR labs;
•
To nucleate the culture of electronic access resulting into evolution
of digital libraries
Till date, CSIR has entered into agreement with 13 publishers to
access about 4042 International journals across the labs. Such access to
worldwide journal resources will play a very vital role and strengthen
research and development in CSIR laboratories, thus leading to knowledge
generation useful for socio‐economic development of the country.
54. Write about HELINET consortium.
HELINET (Health Library and Information Network) established by
Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences (RGUHS), Bangalore is a
consortium on a cooperative access model in Health Sciences and related
areas. The consortium subscribes 09 databases, 709 full text journals from
200+ publishers and several e‐books, Clinics and Year Books. Archival
access for 5‐10 years has been made available. The collection represents
all major health science disciplines – medical, nursing, pharmacy, dental,
etc. J‐Gate@HELINET, the Customized e‐journals gateway for searching
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and finding articles from over a million articles available through HELINET
has been created to facilitate single point access to all these journals.
55. Role of IT in library. Or, Discuss by giving examples, the impact of
information technology (IT) in library and information services.
Libraries are experiencing a significant impact of IT on information
processing, sources and services. Rapid technological developments
enabled libraries not only to improve the quality of existing services but
also to offer a wide range of new services to users. Today, libraries have
wide range of opportunities and variety of challenges offered by the rapid
development and wide application of Information Communication
Technology (ICT). ICT has become integral part of all library operations and
information services. This movement of using ICT in libraries has
dramatically changed the ways by which data acquisition, processing and
access has been carried out and the libraries have provided information
services. As this technology provides librarians with new choices, new
opportunities and new challenges, there has been a phenomenal progress
in the use of ICT applications in library operations and services in the
developed countries of world. ICT usage in Indian Libraries has also gained
considerable momentum in recent years, which is going to increase at
much faster rate in future.
The benefits of using ICT in Library and Information Centres may be
consolidated as:
i.
Improved efficiency of library operations
ii.
Improved quality of existing services
iii.
Introduced new services
iv.
Improved Collection Management
v.
Improved accuracy and control
vi.
Increased ability to share resources
vii.
Improved image
viii.
Improved management information
ix.
Eliminate duplication of efforts
x.
Rapid communication
xi.
Perform tasks not possible by the manual system
xii.
Improved uniformity and standardization
xiii.
Improved users satisfaction
xiv.
Facilitate effective utilization of funds, and
xv.
Facilitate to market library services
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56. Mention the required skill of information professionals in digital age.
To do professional work effectively and efficiently information
professionals need to develop following skills:
Professional Skills:
•
Identification of user’s information needs
•
Analysis & anticipation of user & organizational information needs
•
Ability to organize and store information for effective retrieval
•
Training, education & consultancy skills
•
Knowledge delivery mechanisms
•
Ability to add value to information
•
Methods of disseminating information
•
Awareness of technology skills & subject expertise
•
Knowledge of disparate information resources & how to
access/integrate them
•
Familiarity with research methods
•
Ability to evaluate information
•
Knowledge management
•
Knowledge of legal, economic & political aspects of information
Managerial Skills:
•
Understanding the organizational culture
•
Project management
•
Change management
•
Strategic planning
•
Financial management
•
Human resource management
•
Communication skills
•
Marketing skills
•
Vision and creativity
•
Liaison and negotiating skills
Web Designing Skills:
•
Knowledge of HTML, Java script, VB script
Web Search Engineering Basics and Information Seeking Skills
Open Source Software Management Skills for Setting up of Digital Library
Computer Networks
For successful implementation of Digital Library, it is essential that
LIS professionals are well trained and possess requisite knowledge and
skills in this respect.
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Knowledge & Skills
Librarians need to know understand –
•
Knowledge resources (books, journals, i.e. resources, Internet)
•
Technological facilities and resources (computer, online catalogues,
websites, LANs, file servers etc.)
•
Financial resources (Budget) Human resources (Skills for manpower
training)
Competencies that required to possess in LIS professional
•
Acceptance of change
•
Knowledge of user interaction with knowledge resources
•
Provide quality service
•
Be adoptive, flexible and resistant
•
Be resourceful
•
Posses excellent communication skills, constantly update personal
knowledge base by keeping in touch with the latest development
•
Create awareness among the users, make them accept the changes
•
Be an information management strategist, etc.
Technical knowledge required
•
Operating systems – Windows, UNIX, LINUX
•
Word processing, Graphics, Spread sheet & Presentations
•
Database Management Systems including the skills in Bibliographic
Database Management Systems
•
General purpose programmeming, Networking
•
Web page Development and Content Management
•
Information retrieval software for online, CD‐ROM and Internet
•
Library software packages, acquaintances with Digital Library Tools.
Role of LIS professional & skill requirement
•
As a Collection Developer
•
As a Teacher
•
As a Content Manager
Skills Requirement
•
Technical skills
•
Competencies
•
Managerial skill
57. SWOT analysis for librarian in the Internet age.
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The following are the strengths and weaknesses inherent in the
library science profession.
Strengths:
•
By the nature of their profession, librarians are service oriented.
•
Librarians are able to identify, evaluate and organize print as well
as electronic information resources.
•
Librarians understand what the user needs and are very relevant to
the user information requirements than other professional.
•
Librarians are able to train users to search and retrieve
information, which is a part of user education and information literacy in
his profession.
•
Librarians believe in the value of information sharing via
networking.
•
Librarians are experienced in management concepts, which are
most identical to the classification, cataloguing & indexing organization,
documentation, storing and making information available on networks.
•
Last, but not the least, ‘human touch’ they can impart.
Weaknesses:
•
The general feeling of the librarians is that they are threatened by
technological changes.
•
Librarians lack same level of technical knowledge in dealing with
computer hardware, software, etc. as the concerned professionals.
•
Librarians are no longer acting as gatekeepers of information
especially while using the Internet.
•
They are breaking users’ false perception that the Internet is
answer to their all information needs.
•
Librarians need to interact with the end users and IT professionals
to understand their specific information needs and to add value to their
products.
Opportunities:
•
There are numerous for the librarian in the Internet and Web
shared environment providing information in a timely and appropriately to
the users.
•
Universal Accessibility of Material
•
Patron Initiated Inter‐Library Services
•
Book and Reading Lists
•
Online Catalogues (Web OPAC)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Local Databases
E‐Newsletters
Virtual Reference Desks
Virtual Tours
Web Forms
Cooperative Cataloguing

Threats:
Is the Internet a threat to librarians? Will the increasing use of the
Internet lessen library value? Being the libraries offline complete with
those with online? These are some of the questions that are asked by
those who all of a sudden become aware of what is happening in the
library and information science field. It is a fact that information is no
longer print based alone. It is a fact that the Internet has become part of
day to day life of a majority of academic, business and Government
communities. It is a commonplace that information resources, library
users are turning to electronic media and phenomenal storage capabilities
have been built into DVD‐ROMs, portable hard disks, pen drives etc.
Information, in a nutshell, is not medium specify. It can be on print and
electronic sources. If libraries have to stay as information providers this
reality has to reflect in their content, constitution, and working. This reality
also should reflect in all budgeting and funding action of the libraries. The
change that is called for is best viewed as an opportunity to stay tuned to
the times rather than something undesirable.
In other way, the following are strengths and weaknesses inherent
in the library science profession.
SWOT analysis in the following way also:
Strengths
•
Librarians are creative, flexible, adaptive and service‐oriented;
•
Librarians are skilled in information literacy and use their
knowledge to solve information problems;
•
As librarians assist so many users across many subject areas,
librarians often see connections and have an overview perspective not
available elsewhere;
•
Librarians are able to identify, evaluate and organize print as well
as electronic information resources;
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•
Librarians understand what the user wants and are very close to
the user information requirements than other professionals;
•
Librarians are able to train users to search and retrieve
information, which is a part of user education in his profession
•
Librarians believe in the value of information sharing and
networking
•
Librarians are experienced in knowledge management concepts,
which are most identical to the classification, cataloguing, documentation,
storing and making information available on networks
•
With their training, librarians are more adept than the average
citizen at using search engines to locate and decipher reliable data
•
Librarians provide ‘Human touch’ while helping users which is far
more significant than a PC mechanically pouring the information.
Weaknesses
•
Libraries are expensive and require physical space. The cost of
books and electronic subscriptions continues to rise, and there always
seems to be a need for more office space
•
The fear among the fraternity is that they their very existence is
challenged by the advancement in technology
Librarians being deficient in technical knowledge of computers,
•
technology etc, are not being able to handle them very efficiently
•
Librarians are no longer acting as controllers of information
especially while using Internet
•
Misconception among the users about the availability of the
information on the net. Users are under impression that they can get
everything they need on the Internet very easily
•
Feedback mechanism in libraries is not systematic and lack of
initiative in this regard causes the inability to understand user’s needs.
Threats
•
Idea that anyone can search online databases obviates the need for
a librarian
•
The Internet “has all the information for free”
•
The Internet is more convenient; don’t have to go to the library
•
The Internet is more fun
•
End‐user searches
•
Publication costs and increases
•
Administrators’ lack of understanding of the library
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•
Standardization of the information available on Internet
•
The librarian stereotype is still strong, and too many view libraries
as outdated and as overhead only
•
An institutional culture that does not value the role of the library
may discourage potential users, thereby reinforcing the negative
perception.
Opportunities
The Internet has extent helped spur more people to use the
libraries because it has increased our hunger for knowledge and
information. There are numerous opportunities for the librarian in Internet
and Web environment in providing information services easily, timely and
appropriately to the users.
•
End of borders
User feedback
•
•
OPAC
•
Innovative services
•
Exploring new avenues
•
Universality of the collection
•
Librarians can take the lead as information managers and in
knowledge management.
Librarians should help the parent institution in dealing with technology
and the flood of information it has brought.
58. Discuss the steps for Total Quality Management.
TQM is an important strategic management tool and a systematic
approach with strong internal and external customer orientation. Total
Quality is a very human concept. It is based on several human feelings and
behaviour such as the following:
•
Recognition of achievement is very important to people;
•
People like, and feel a need, to share their experience;
•
Group achievements have the effect of group bonding and creating
a sense of belonging;
•
Success breeds success – people are encouraged by achievement
and feel a need to equal or surpass their best;
•
People want to be listened to and to feel important;
•
No one wants to feel like an extension of a machine or a desk;
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•

Everyone wants to have an opportunity for continuous self‐
development and self respect;
•
If you treat people like responsible human beings they are likely to
behave like them.
Based on the work of W. Edwards Deming with Japanese managers
and others, Deming and Walton (1986) outlined 14 steps that managers in
any type of organization can take to implement a total quality
management programme.
•
Create constancy of purpose for improvement of product and
service. Constancy of purpose requires innovation, investment in research
and education, continuous improvement of product and service,
maintenance of equipment, furniture and fixtures, new aids to production.
•
Adopt the new philosophy. Management must undergo a
transformation and begin to believe in quality products and services.
•
Cease dependence on mass inspection. Inspect products and
services only enough to be able to identify ways to improve the process.
•
End the practice of awarding business on price tag alone. The
lowest priced goods are not always the highest quality, choose a supplier
based on its record of improvement and then make a long‐term
commitment to it.
•
Improvement constantly and forever the system of product and
service. Improvement is not a one‐time effort; management is responsible
for leading the organization into the practice of continual improvement in
quality and productivity.
•
Institute training and retaining. Workers need to know how to do
their jobs correctly even if they need to learn new skills.
•
Institute leadership. Leadership is the job of management.
Managers have the responsibility discover the barriers that prevent staff
from taking pride in what they do. The staff will know what those barriers
are.
•
Drive out fear. People often fear reprisal if they “make waves” at
work. Mangers need to create an environment where workers can express
concerns with confidence.
•
Break down barriers between staff areas. Managers should
promote teamwork by helping staff in different areas/departments work
together. Fostering interrelationship among departments encourages
higher quality decision making.
•
Eliminate slogans, exhortations, and targets for the workforce.
Using slogans alone, without an investigation into the processes of the
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workplace, can be offensive to workers because they imply that a better
job could be done. Managers need to learn real ways of motivating people
in their organizations.
•
Eliminate numerical quotas. Quotas impede quality more than any
other working conditions; they leave no room for improvement. Workers
need the flexibility to give customers the level of service they need.
•
Remove barriers to pride of workmanship. Give workers respect
and feedback about how they are doing their jobs.
•
Institute a vigorous programme of education and retaining. With
continuous improvement, job descriptions will change. As a result,
employees need to be educated and retrained so they will be successful at
new job responsibilities.
•
Take action to accomplish the transformation. Management must
work as a team to carry out the previous 13 steps.
The more common approach to developing quality in libraries and
information units has been the adoption of Total Quality Management or
TQM as it is better known. TQM involves staff understanding their role in
delivering quality through clarifying what is expected of them. N addition,
it is important to foster a management approach which empowers and
motivates. Andrew Forrest (1994), describes the difference between an
ordinary approach to serve where staff have no authority to make
decisions and the TQM approach where staff can do anything (within
reason) to please the customer.
59. How TQM technique can be implemented?
Total Quality Management (TQM) as a management tool needs to
radically rethink the way in which a library is organized and performs its
functions. With its emphasis on meeting users’ needs TQM is seen as a
commitment to service with a flexible and future –oriented approach to
management. Susan and Barnard present a model for the implementation
of TQM in the library setting. It outlines a ten step process divided into
four stages shown in the following figure. The approach is a flexible one
that can be applied in different ways to a variety of situations depending
on the level of support for implementing TQM both within and outside the
library.
Phase 1
The activities covered in Phase one are quite useful to arrange a
seminar exploring the implications of current technological developments
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and other societal changes that enhance the growth of the library
community.
Phase 2
Phase two emphases on organizing quality once the commitment
to TQM and the decision on the TQM methodology and structure is made.
Quality/Service awareness, various aspects of library automation training
should be given to all employees.
Phase 3
Phase three involves an extensive evaluation of current work
processes and the relationship of these processes to customer needs and
expectations. Laying heavy emphasis on team activity, team members will
need extensive training on the customer service dimension of the quality
process including how customers judge services (e.g. reliability,
responsiveness, assurance).
Phase 4
In the process of expansion and integration (Phase four), training
can be extensive. Some employees even may need training even in new
job skills as a result of changed work processes particularly when a manual
library is being converted into an automated library.
1. Exploration

2. Decision

Phase one
First Steps
(Explore)

3. Leadership Planning
4. Operational Assessment

Understanding Customer

Phase two
Organizing
for Quality
(Prepare)

Vision and Guiding Principles
4. Identify Products Services and Customers
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(Start up)
5. Assess Customer Needs

6. Identify Critical
Processes

7. Pilot Projects
8. Skill Development
9. Strategic Plan

Phase four
Expansion
&
Evaluation
(Planning)

10. Divisional Planning
Fig 1: TQM Model for Library
(Source: Jurow & Barnard, 1993)
60. Mention the role of digital library.
The digital libraries, the electronic and virtual libraries are also
playing a vital role in the development. These libraries are occupied a
privacy place in the dissemination of current and up‐to‐date information
to needy clienteles. Among the above said libraries, the digital libraries are
very useful to researchers, scientists and others also.
The objective of the present paper is to highlight the importance of
the digital libraries, characteristics, functions and services of the digital
libraries.
Meaning of Digital Libraries
A digital library is consisting of digital materials and services. The
digital materials are items that are stored, processed and transformed via
digital devices and networks.
Definitions
Digital Library project, University of California has defined as, “the
digital library will be a collection of distributed information sources.
Producers of information will make it available and consumers will find it
perhaps through the help of automated agents”.
Characteristics of Digital Libraries
The transformation effects that digital technology brings into
information system are as follows:
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(a)
Collections: Digital library collections contain fixed, permanent
documents. While current
libraries have more dynamic collections, a digital library is quicker in
handling of information.
(a)
Work: Digital libraries are to be used by individual working alone.
There is work‐oriented perspective focusing on a group of information
analyst. Work being done and the documents and technologies that
support it.
(b)
Trans bordering Information: Breaking the physical boundaries of
data transfers within and outside the countries. It is viewed that the
support for communications and collaboration is as important as
information seeking activities.
(c)
Technologies: The digitization requires certain technologies. Hey
are basically grouped as:
(i)
Computer technologies with input devices that collect and convert
information into digital form. Such devices include keyboards, touch
screens, voice recognition systems, flatbed scanner, reprography copy
stand, high‐resolution digital camera, image navigator software etc.
(ii)
Storage technologies a variety of devices to store and retrieve
information in digital form such as magnetic tapes cassettes, floppy disks,
DAT Tape, and CD‐ROM smart cards, etc.
(iii)
Processing technology creating the systems and applications
software that is required for the performance of digital network.
(iv)
Communication technologies primary to communicate information
in digital form.
Functions of Digital Library
•
Provide access to a very large information collection
•
Support multi‐media content
•
Network accessible
•
Provide user‐friendly interface
•
Unique referencing of digital objects
•
Support advanced search and retrieval
•
Information available for a very long time
•
Also supports traditional missions of collection development,
organization access and preservation of information
•
Support editing, publishing, annotation and integration of
information
•
Integrate personal, group, enterprise, public digital libraries
Advantages of Digital Libraries
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Digital Libraries are essential to enable more people to create and
use vast amounts of distributed information and to contribute to the
quality and quality and quantity available via the web and the future
access frameworks. The World Wide Web (www) offers a bounty of certain
kinds of information to those willing to struggle through the repetitive
searching.
•
Provide universal accessibility
•
Access to more information than is possible to physically acquire
and maintain
•
Protecting rare books that are rapidly deteriorating due to over use
and poor storage conditions, the user can peruse them instantly
•
The e‐books and journals provide keywords, subject and various
other searches, provide multiple access and access through the campus
LAN
•
Facility for the down‐loading and printing
•
A tool for preservation and heritage
•
Saving the cost and man‐power required for publishing and
bringing our new edition
•
One copy of the document could be viewed by any number of
persons simultaneously. Saving space which is required for physical
documents.
61. Mention the role of librarian in e‐age. Or, Librarian is now a
cybrarian. Briefly describe the emerging competencies in LIS profession.
Librarians have traditionally been concerned with certain functions,
and most of these have their parallels in the Internet and electronic
publishing era. It is often suggested that some or all of these functions
become redundant in an era when increasing amounts of information are
available directly to users via the Internet. It will not be correct to say that
the role of the librarian will change entirely 360 degrees. Only those must
be viewed in new light adding a new dimension to it. Librarians can play
very important role in their organizations in following manner:
1.
Provider of Intellectual Access to Information in any format
Providing intellectual access to information is a role librarians have
filled for a long time. Traditionally librarians have done this via print‐based
resources. During the second half of the twentieth century the range of
available resources expanded to include microform, video and audio
formats. The final decades of the twentieth century witnessed a further
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explosion in formats, and libraries can now offer information in the form
of print, audio, video, microforms, numeric, computer programmes, or
multimedia composites of each. For librarians, the most important issue is
to provide the information in whatever form it is packaged.
Librarians and patrons will no longer be restricted to a single entity
where everything is stored, but rather librarians will be able to offer a
range of services and collections, linked together or made accessible
through electronic networks.
2.
Evaluator of Information Sources
There is an increasing diversity of information resources from
which to choose the most appropriate medium, will be the challenge for
the librarians in the coming period and that librarians must widen their
selection processes in order to decide on the right medium for each
situation. There are numerous free resources available on the web.
Whether or not to include these in the library catalogue is a very
important issue for the librarians to decide upon.
3.
Preserver of Information
The issue of preservation in the virtual library environment is a
complex one. Librarians and archivists have long‐established standards
and guidelines for the preservation and storage of print materials for long
term survival. The preservation of electronic and digital information
resources creates new dilemmas for librarians and archivists.
Digital media is in its infant stage, at least for Libraries, so there are
no proven and tested methods for its preservation. One of the significant
issues affecting preservation of digital information resources is the very
technology which creates them. These technologies have an increasingly
rapid obsolescence and the preservation of digital information is
dependent on ensuring that the software and the mediating technology
are also preserved.
4.
Knowledge Navigator
Information retrieval is the most important skill a librarian. The
increasing sophistication of search engine design is creating an
environment where anyone can, at varying levels of efficiency retrieve
information from the Internet. Without professional guidance many
searchers, particularly novice Internet‐users, do not exploit the full
potential of search engines and consequently do not retrieve all the
relevant information available to them.
The librarians make a significant contribution, often defining the
search, clarifying the researcher’s goals, and helping the researchers to
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understand their needs. In providing access to information, the librarian in
the digital environment must consider the requirements of any digital
resources, any hardware or software necessary, the most effective way to
refer patrons to the resource, and whether availability is limited to a
defined user group.
5.
Instructor/Trainer
One of the tasks that come with technology is training people to
use it. Librarians can play very important role by imparting training to
users may be in the form of teaching computer basics, introducing to them
various devices, tools and techniques used on Internet etc.
6.
Search Assistant
Librarians and information officers often carry out information
searches on behalf of research and managerial staff. In the electronic era
this will undoubtedly continue to be the case, as many members of other
professions have neither the time nor the inclination to carry out searches
themselves. Though users can conduct simpler searches themselves, for
more complex searches librarian’s help will be required to sift through the
ocean of Internet.
7.
Pollster
Librarians are well aware of the research methods and their
training makes them expert in locating the resources as well as evaluating
them in various fields of knowledge. Librarian will be the important link in
the information transfer cycle and will play the major role as the part of
the research team.
8.
Knowledge Manager/Professional
The information explosion has created far more information than
any one library can contain. The librarian is responsible for locating,
acquiring, disseminating and tracking information resources of many
types. This job might include database searching, interlibrary loans,
monitoring Internet newsgroups, or maintenance of a computerized
library and information system.
62. Write about SALIS.
Introduction
‘Society for the Advancement of Library and Information Science
(SALIS)’ is an association of like‐minded library professionals established in
March 2002. The primary focus was to provide need‐based service to the
profession and to work for the advancement of Library and Information
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Science. The current focus of SALIS is to reach the unreached LIS
professionals with rural settings in order to minimize the digital divide. It
also pays attention on the working library professionals of Public Libraries,
the segment which almost remains as an area of neglect. Currently, it has
five hundred members in its fold.
Objectives
SALIS has framed its objectives by considering and accommodating
the aspirations of its members particularly young and upcoming library
professionals. The objectives are framed after considerable deliberations
in appropriate forums. They are practicable, executable and achievable.
The execution of these objectives are reviewed periodically in its Annual
General Body (AGB) meetings. The President is reviewing the status of
implementation of these objectives chapter wise with the office bearers of
the respective chapters. The aims and objectives of SALIS are enumerated
below:
•
To promote the development and advancement of Library and
Information Science and Technology (LIST) and all related fields;
•
To provide a common forum/network of Library and Information
Science professionals to meet frequently and exchange their ideas and
share their experiences;
•
To organize and conduct events of interest to the members such as
meetings, lectures, seminars, conferences, training programmes, etc.;
•
To disseminate important scientific, technical and other
information relevant to the scope and objectives of the society through
publication of newsletters, reports, etc.;
•
To collaborate with the various National/International professional
bodies/agencies for the development of Libraries and Information Centres,
etc. as well as for the professionals;
•
To encourage professionals for their yeomen services to the
profession by giving awards etc.;
•
To undertake projects and conduct research, etc. in various areas
of LIST;
•
To promote application of Information Technology in Library and
Information Centres in order to provide timely and quality services to the
end users;
•
To take active measures to inculcate the reading habits for
developing the society.
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The structure of SALIS is federal in character. There exists a central
authority namely the Governing Council (GC) with elected/nominated office
bearers. The GC is the apex body responsible for policy making. The role of
the GC is to provide guidance and support for each chapter. Each chapter
has its own office‐bearers and functions under the guidance of their
respective Executive Committee (EC). The EC is empowered to take
decisions and is also the authority for implementation at local levels. Thus
the decision making process has been decentralized. Each chapter has the
freedom to organize programmes based on their local needs.
SALIS has opened regional chapters at the following cities with the
basic aim of providing services with a regional perspective as well as to
meet regional aspirations of its members. It is also contemplating to open a
few more regional chapters in the years to come in the cities like; Chennai,
Madurai, Coimbatore, Thiruchirapalli, Tirunelveli, Vellore, Nagpur and New
Delhi.
More than 800 professionals all over India are members of SALIS.
63. What are the basic objectives of any professional association?
Library and information associations play a vital role in the
development of the Library and Information Science profession and socio‐
economic transformation of communities by ensuring that information
institutions render quality information services. By organizing librarians
and information professionals, library associations create a forum for
meeting, exchange of views, sharing and solving technical problems and
learning from each other which is important if similar problems and
challenges are to be collectively addressed (Russell, 1989). Professional
associations encourage members to contribute to research and
publication in their field subject. In India, as in other developing areas,
associations suffer from such problems as lack of office/headquarters and
permanent addresses where, for instance, to send subscriptions and for
correspondence. Lack of office space and permanent staff, insufficient
funds, poor communication within and outside the association, leadership
needs and many associations’ effective contribution to the development
of the LIS profession, seriously understanding participation by members
who may perceive them as having nothing or little to offer.
The basic objectives of any LIS professional association should be:
a)
To unite librarians, information scientists, libraries, persons and
organizations connected with their subject field;
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b)
To co‐ordinate and co‐operate with concerned authorities for
developing of all aspects of library, documentation and information
services;
c)
To provide professional advice and to promote, facilitate and assist
in the use of new technologies in the field;
d)
To safeguard the professional status of librarians and of
information scientists by making recommendations to Government on
legislation and other matters affecting libraries;
e)
To organize meetings, lectures, workshops, seminars and visits to
promote effective LIS profession;
f)
To safeguard and promote the rights, privileges, status, interests
and welfare of the LIS professionals;
g)
To organize, conduct and control the professional education and
training of LIS persons;
h)
To promote and facilitate the study, teaching and research in LIS;
i)
To co‐operate and co‐ordinate with other establishments and
associations both national and international level and
j)
To do all such acts as are deemed necessary or expedient for the
attainment of the aims and objectives of the association.
According to a survey of librarians, (Frank, 1997) majority of the
respondents considered networking with colleagues to be most important
reason for their joining professional associations, while others felt that the
professional membership was important for retention, tenure, or
promotion, and they used professional memberships to influence
professional goals and to keep up with developments in the field through
professional journals. A very few members used LIS association
membership to speak or publish. Information professionals recognize that
they need relevant information to be effective in their positions and that
practical up‐to‐date information is shared at association conferences and
in association publications, list servers and websites.
For new members of the LIS profession in particular, these contacts
allow them to be exposed to a variety of viewpoints, encouraging them to
think creatively and look beyond the routines of their institutions. Through
associations, librarians can also contribute to the profession’s body of
learning by publishing in association journals, newsletters, and
conference/seminar proceedings and by presenting programmes at
conferences and continuing education courses. For those looking for
upward career movement, associations provide an opportunity to develop
leadership skills by serving as leaders/office bearers in committees,
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interest groups, divisions, and executive councils. Such positions give the
professional a chance to enhance his or her leadership, planning and
organizational skills and to demonstrate these skills to others.
64. Write about MLAI.
The need to organize the professional health science librarians into
an active and effective forum was felt for quite some time. In order to give
a practical shape to the need, it was on August 18, 1980 a large number of
prominent medical librarians/information scientists met in New Delhi and
resolved to form the Medical Library Association of India (MLAI). The
dream came into reality only when it was registered in 1981 as a
professional body under the societies registration act (India) 1960 with the
following objectives:
1.
Professional development for effective health science information
and library system and services through mutual co‐operation.
2.
To build up a body of professional experience that could be utilized
in the smooth effective functioning in libraries in the field of the
biomedical and allied sciences.
3.
To help libraries provide effective service to students and trainees,
practicing physicians, field workers, research workers and teachers,
administrators in the biomedical and allied fields.
4.
To device methods and techniques for the improvements in quality
of collection, storage and dissemination of information.
5.
To foster mutual co‐operation and assistance among the various
biomedical libraries in the country and the library personnel working
therein.
6.
To serve as an institution for the exchange of professional
knowledge and experience by organizing training courses, seminars,
conferences, lectures, workshops etc., and to promote the interests of the
biomedical and allied sciences, libraries and librarianship.
7.
To co‐operate with learned institutions and interest bodies –
national and international in the furtherance of these objectives.
MLAI has organized many conferences and seminars at various
parts of India.
65. Mention the strategies for self sustaining of LIS professional
associations.
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1.

Membership Drive
Raising awareness on library associations and their contributions to
LIS developments should be based on objectives and programmes. It must
be periodically evaluated to facilitate focused and proactive
programmematic approaches to raising funds. Major source of financial
survival for LIS associations have substantially reduced membership fees
for students who are still continuing studies in college. Library associations
in India should also provide a facility to potential members to pay
membership fee in instalments and similarly for the students, this
membership fees can be highly subsidized. Efforts should be made to rope
in cash rich corporate/industries as corporate members. Unfortunately
none of the library professional association in India has facility for online
subscription through their website (online credit card payments).
Development of such facilities is not difficult but its unavailability hampers
a lot of potential users to become active member. It is strongly
recommended that if, and when, an association has any money for
investment in services, the association should hire full time staff member.
The benefits are very clear. The staff can provide continuity and ensure
that the necessary statutory obligations are fulfilled.
2.
Short Term Courses/Workshops
To improve the professional competency of LIS professionals, by
organizing short‐term training courses in various topics is now a regular
feature of the continuing education programme. Library associations in
India regularly conduct several short time courses/workshops on
professional development of LIS professionals in the field of library
classification, library cataloguing, indexing, computer applications, digital
library, multimedia, information and knowledge management, collection
management, Web design, AACR II, MARC/UNIMARC formats, multimedia
and more recently on setting digital libraries using open source softwares.
Such continuing professional development activities must be intensified
and carried on in a consistent manner. An excellent example is of Delhi
Library Association. The finances of Delhi Library Association have risen
from a modest figure of Rs. 1000.00 in 1953 to about Rs. 27 lakhs in 2007.
This measure of financial stability is largely due to the training
programmes and other projects being conducted by the association. A few
of these courses are usually held in collaboration with University
departments, specialized institutions, national library of India and other
professional bodies etc. at different parts of India. It is suggested that all
professional associations in India should conduct all future courses jointly
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(co‐sponsored) and their dates should be informed well in advance
through Internet. If possible, in future the study material of these training
programmes should also be put on Internet as open source for maximum
use.
3.
Seminars and Conferences
In India, the trend is gradually moving towards joint
sponsorship/co‐sponsorship of seminars/conferences. Some of the recent
examples are:
•
National Workshop on Developing Digital Library using GNU E‐
Prints, 16‐20 September 2008, Mahatma Gandhi University Library,
Kottayam, Kerala [Organizers: MG Uni Lib and INFLIBNET]
•
NACLIN‐2009: 12th National Convention on Knowledge, Library and
Information Networking. Theme: Managing Knowledge, Technology and
Change in Libraries, September 22‐25, 2009, Panjab University, Chandigarh
[Organizers: DELNET and Panjab University, Chandigarh]
•
ICAL 2009: International Conference on Academic Libraries, 5‐8
October 2009, Delhi University. Theme: Vision for the Future. [Organizer:
Delhi University]
•
IASLIC 2009: IASLIC XXVII All India Conference on
Library/Information Users in Digital Era, 26‐29 December 2009, KIIT
University, Bhubaneswar [Organizer: KIIT University, Bhubaneswar &
IASLIC]
•
ILA 2010: 55th ILA Conference on Library and Information Science in
Digital Era, January 21‐24, 2010, Birla Institute of Management and
Technology, Greater Noida (U.P.) [Organizer: BIMTECH & ILA]
•
ICDL 2010: International Conference on Digital Libraries (ICDL)
Theme: Shaping the Information Paradigm, New Delhi, 23 – 26 February
2010. [Organizers: TERI & IGNOU]
•
ETTLIS 2010: 2nd International Symposium on Emerging Trends and
Technologies in Libraries and Information Services, June 3‐5, 2010, Jaypee
University of Information Technology, Waknaghat, Solan (HP) [Organizer:
JUIT]
4.
Joint Sponsorship
All the activities of library associations should be sponsored by
external agencies/Institute/vendors etc. either individually or jointly. This
will not only reduce financial burden on the library association but also in a
few cases, these sponsored activities can generate resources for
associations. During last five years Madras Librarians Associations (MALA)
has organized various lectures, orations, seminars, conferences and
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workshops for benefit of LIS professionals. The most important point to
note here is that all these events were jointly sponsored by one of the
following listed agency/ installation:
•
Roja Muthiah Research Library Trust
•
Madras Book Club
•
TN Police Academy
•
United States Consulate General, The American Library
•
Tata Consultancy Services
•
CSI, IEEE CS
•
Sundaram Medical Foundation
•
RCIS
•
Dept. Of Information Science, University of Madras
•
Guindy Campus Library
•
The British Council
•
Directorate of Public Libraries, Chennai
•
Computer Society of India
Thus, MALA was not only able to organize a large number of
activities but also generate sufficient funds for running its day to day
affairs. Similarly KLA has jointly organized two workshops with UNESCO in
2007 and one national seminar in 2005, which was co‐sponsored Raja
Rammohun Roy Library Foundation, Kolkata.
5.
Releasing Advertisements
Releasing advertisement in newsletters/journals/conference
proceedings’ etc. and also on website of Library Associations on Internet
site can be an important source of revenue generation. These
advertisements reaches more qualified information professionals, as the
members trust these publications to bring them the most accurate and up‐
to‐date information on developments and trends in their profession.
6.
Organizing Exhibitions
LIS professional associations in India should on a continuous basis
organize exhibitions for providing a platform to vendors for marketing
their various products and services. Exhibitions can be held not only during
conferences/seminars but should also during workshops. The vendors
participate in exhibitions as it offers them:
•
An opportunity to interact with decision‐makers who know the
information industry
•
Exposure to the most qualified audience in the information
profession
7.
Publications
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Ever since its inception, most of the professional associations are
publishing newsletter, journals, monographs, conference proceedings and
other types of documents. With the continuous increase in cost of paper,
printing, correspondence cost between authors and editors, distribution
cost, etc. this publication work has become uneconomical. Therefore,
most of the newsletter and journals published by LIS professional
associations in India are delayed by over six months. One can also find a
reasonably good number of combined issues of newsletters and journals
(for saving postal charges) because of financial constraints. A two step
action plan is suggested to overcome this problem. LIS professional
associations should gradually stop printed version of newsletters &
journals and move for online content management system. There are
many LIS professional groups actively maintaining blogs for information
communication. Indian LIS professional associations can also jointly
develop a single blog on Internet which can be used/serve as newsletter
by all LIS professionals in India. A few advertisements can also be placed
on these blogs for revenue generation. A single LIS information blog shall
not only save considerable funds but shall also contain more current
news/information for the LIS professionals, on a single site. Secondly,
printing of LIS Journals & bulletins can also be made online. It means
online submission of paper/articles, online editing by editors, online
incorporation of corrections, online correspondence and open access
publication, so that a maximum number of LIS professionals can use these
publications. Another surprise you find only in India is the overflowing
association’s office with old publication. These publications were printed
years ago, but could not be sold because of poor marketing. Efforts should
be made by LIS associations to sell these at highly discounted rates to the
users, so that at least a part of cost is recovered. Associations with liberal
views can also put contents of all these publications on their websites in
open access. Recent efforts made by IASLIC in selling old books conference
proceedings at 70% discount is commendable step in this direction.
8.
Translation Services
Translation services can be provided by library associations at
competitive rates to the potential users. This can be a useful resource
generation tool for professional associations. Presently IASLIC undertakes
English translation of documents from Russian, German, French, Chinese,
Japanese, etc. and also undertakes imaging of documents for archiving.
Money generated by providing these translation services can be used for
upliftment of LIS profession/professionals in India.
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9.

Library Consultancy Service
Library Associations can undertake consultancy services like
creation of computerized bibliographic databases, retrospective
conversion of records, preservation and conservation of documents,
cataloguing, classification and stock verification in public and private
organizations on competitive rates. Earlier GILA (now AGLIS) was providing
consultancy services for generating revenues. IASLIC also provide services
but on no‐profit basis. With a view to generate additional revenue, the
Delhi Library Association (DLA) has recently started taking consultancy
projects in Library and Information Centres. The association has
undertaken the job of indexing biomedical journals under NIC/INDMED
Project. With the most competitive rates, DLA have been entrusted with
the job of indexing biomedical journals. Besides generating additional
revenue, the project has helped professionals in acquiring competency in
indexing and abstracting of scientific writing/articles.
10.
Recruitment and Job Listing
Professional associations can have some mechanism for sharing job
listings. There could be a “classified” section in the journal or newsletter, a
section on a website, or a separate publication available to members only.
The association can start charging some fees for the fresh recruitments
made possible with the help of services offered by library associations.
Charges may be equivalent to one month salary/pay earned by the fresh
recruit.
66. Mention the key principles of quality library management.
A library has to identify its core materials and core competencies in
its specialised disciplines. While this affects ordering books, subscribing to
journals, online publications and library networks, it also means such a
library should undertake research in selecting Web resources on a
particular subject and gain competency in that field.
The methods of offering high quality reliable and user‐friendly
library services will be different in different types of libraries. Library
services conducted in the past such as selecting, acquiring,
managing/processing and disseminating information are still valid today in
the digitised environment. Today we need to package information in a
more selective manner because the digital resources are vast and diverse
in nature. The digital resources can include ant type of document including
the networked resources, multimedia resources, etc. Therefore, it is the
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evaluation of information that is important before packaging it and once
delivered it should prove to be useful and productive to the user.
Libraries should thus create portals on quality information in order
to make reliable information sources accessible through the Web. The
availability of reliable and accurate metadata is also going to be a major
characteristic of a good online resource. The libraries as disseminators of
reliable information are going to be important in the digital environment.
The reputation of a library will depend upon this aspect and on how it
publicises its services. The synchronisation of knowledge and information
resources with users needs will make the roles of librarians meaningful.
The management of quality library service in libraries changes from
one type of library to another. It would be important to oversee the
present condition of our libraries and the demands of their users,
especially in case of public and academic libraries.
Most of the public libraries in India do not function as public
libraries in the real sense. There is a need to maintain active contacts with
the public on one hand and local administrators on the other. An
appropriate library and management strategy could transform a public
library into a knowledge centre. The public library, thus, could play a major
role in the society. The public library could become an active agency for
introducing change in society. This would give it a prominent place and
attract sufficient financial resources from both the public and the
government.
The university libraries will have to consider the growing interests
of universities in distance education, pressures for raising additional
revenues, decreasing competencies in teaching new technical courses,
global competition in offering better education and degrees to students
and the diminishing relevance of campus education. Thus the university
libraries should invent effective roles in these spheres of competition and
contribute to the professional excellence in a university system. The other
factors that are of concern include:
a.
High quality courseware will become available online free or at a
nominal charge. This will affect the existing textbook sections in
the university libraries; and
b.
As good content will become increasingly available online, the use
of university libraries by students and faculties will proportionally
fall.
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Thus it is important that the university libraries deliver processed
and quality information to students and faculty which they would not be
able to get otherwise.
67. Mention the strategies for managing the resources and services of
university library.
“Libraries play a vital role in the world’s systems of communication
and education. The numerous resources and services that libraries provide
help people carry out their work, studies, and leisure time activities.
Libraries rank among society‘s most important and useful cultural
institutions...Libraries provide access to knowledge and information that
has been accumulated throughout history. People of all ages and all walks
of life including students, teachers, scientists, business executives, and
government officials – use library resources for their work. In addition,
large number of people turns to libraries to satisfy a desire for knowledge,
to pursue a hobby, or to read in their free time” (World Book
Encyclopedia, 2007).
Libraries are one of the marks of civilization. As the scientific
revolution took hold university libraries started to become significant,
taking on many of the characteristics that are recognizable in today’s
libraries. University libraries mainly contribute to the library wealth of the
nation and also are the ‘hearts of the universities’. University Libraries
providing access to organized collections, assist users in information
search, promote the research activities and projects and circulate
documents within the stipulated period of time. Most have automated
their operations for greater efficiency and provide additional facilities like
use of the Internet. These services are not enough to meet the
information service requirements of emerging knowledge society. A
number of alternatives are available for accessing academic information,
thus the university libraries monopoly for providing academic information
is getting eroded. University libraries are thus also facing fierce
competition from alternative information providers. Merely providing
more funding for developing collections, facilitating access to more
databases and having more space for reading is not enough for a modern
university library to meet the level of service requirements of a knowledge
society. Strategic planning is required for complete transformation of
university libraries for their ultimate conversion to knowledge resource
and service centres. Some common developmental strategies are:
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i.

Core Unit of the Institution
University library is often referred as the heart of institution or
nerve centre for various activities. However, when viewed from a senior
management perspective from an industrial age corporate mentality –
they often have been classified as overheads unable to demonstrate
visible contributions to the productivity and profitability of the enterprise.
University library system thus should not be considered a peripheral
service but one of the core unit of the institution central to the knowledge
activities of the university.
ii.
Development of Quality Control Methods
University libraries should develop quality control methods and
criteria to strictly evaluate and acquire print and e‐information resources
which the academic community may use.
iii.
Cross Disciplinary Communication
Libraries must jointly evaluate the open access Internet
information resources and create virtual libraries for rendering just in time
information. Libraries even must go beyond these efforts to collect
information and index useful blogs and thus create expert databases for
providing referral service to establish person to person contacts and link
information with information in the interest of generation of new
knowledge. They should also encourage cross disciplinary communication
of information among related fields.
iv.
Monitoring and Review Committee
Under the INLIBNET programme, the UGC must set up a monitoring
and review committee to speed up the process of retro conversion of
catalogue records in Indian Universities and set time targets for this so
that online union catalogue of Indian university libraries is made available
for the identification and location of collections. Libraries not having
adequate staff for this purpose must get this work done through
outsourcing. UGC may stop funding such libraries that are not making a
steady progress in this direction.
v.
Library Network
There is no place for stand‐alone libraries, university libraries must
get connected to various library networks. In addition to this, they must
integrate and establish synergetic relationships to other information
institutions to provide outreach services and make still greater
contribution for dissemination of knowledge. For instance agricultural
university libraries may collaborate with rural public libraries for
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dissemination of agriculture information and transfer of agricultural
technology in rural areas.
vi.
Information Literacy Programmes
There is a gap between users’ knowledge of information resources
and services and ongoing developments in the information world. Because
of this gap even the existing services such as e‐journals made available
under the Infonet are not adequately used. University libraries therefore
must organize information literacy classes to convert human beings into
human resources. At the national level, the UGC must develop a policy
document to integrate information literacy with the courses of study. This
will help to bridge the digital divide.
vii.
Continuing Education Programme
There is also gap between the existing knowledge of library
personnel and skills and competencies required to handle newly emerging
information tools and technologies. A continuing education programme
for library personnel should be in place for greater contribution of library
personnel. When the staff is trained new technologies and methods of
handling information automatically get integrated in their work culture. As
library professional role is no more limited to merely classification and
circulation of documents, they should also take initiatives to continuously
learn to improve their skills and competencies to stay competitive and stay
ahead.
viii.
Innovation
University library personnel should share ideas to develop
innovative library and information services. They should continuously find
ways to counter delays in information access, lower costs, and increase
service. “The common knowledge database projects at Rutger’s University
allows reference librarians to share resources
ix.
Administrative Reforms
University libraries should also introduce large scale administrative
reforms and do away with rigid rules in favour of flexible provisions which
help everyone. They should metamorphose into performance oriented
libraries and not procedure oriented libraries. If some procedures are
inevitable, they must save users time and should not be inconvenient for
users.
x.
Creation of New Services
University libraries should devise services, which may help in work
processes and work flow of the institution. For this, the university library
may even collaborate with other units of the institution. For instance, the
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library may collaborate with faculty to develop e‐content guides for
various courses of study, develop a online database of ongoing research
projects, develop information products and tools urgently required by the
institution, etc.
xi.
Information Technology Cell
University libraries should have strategies in place to deal with new
technological advances and developments. Universities must have
strategies to use every development in IT to their advantage. An
Information Technology (IT) cell be set up which constantly keep watch on
the developments in the IT and see what is relevant, cost effective and
latest hardware and software for the university library system. Latest
knowledge management tools and techniques and useful databases
should also be evaluated for their usefulness for the university.
xii.
Sympathetic Way
Users are hard pressed of time and no more visiting the university
library to spend their leisure or spending long hours to read any
document. They are mostly visiting the library with a purpose and when
they are looking for information, they are trying to solve their problems.
Professionals must help them in a sympathetic way, guide them through
wit and skill and ultimately seek reflection of satisfaction and smile on
their faces. Every university library must have its website to keep them
informed. Users are now facing the challenges of info stress and hence
they should not be loaded with information but provided most relevant
and pinpointed information.
xiii.
Efficient Consultancy
The ultimate emerging in house operation in the university libraries
is quality filtering and trafficking of information so that the right
information reaches the right person at the right place. The ultimate role
of university library professionals is to act as consultant to solve users’
problems at hand through information prescriptions and provide referral
services and thus build their capacities to make them more effective,
productive and successful in their work.
xiv.
Knowledge Resource and Service Centres
An average user is facing the double challenge of fast pace of
knowledge society on one hand and an ocean of information on the other
hand. Users generally have no time to find what is best for them in a given
situation. Here lies a great opportunity for university libraries to become
knowledge resource and service centres. University libraries however,
should constantly research what more they can do to serve the user
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communities, add value to library services and add convenience to the
lives of user communities and save their time. A knowledge resource and
service centre will succeed in its mission only when its users start
succeeding in achieving their objectives. As the information is getting
unbundled, these centres must provide information‐packaging service and
facilitate on demand customization of information packages. They should
constantly improve quality of their service and achieve zero defects
between asked and information supplied.
68. Explain Knowledge Society.
Present society has been labelled as knowledge society. The
phenomenon is global, transcending national borders and territories.
Development is dependent upon the ability to capture, share, distribute
and manage knowledge. This is equally applicable to individuals as well as
to organizations. In this society, knowledge is considered to be the only
basic resource around which all the activities of human beings are centred.
It is the key to economic development of individuals or a region or nation.
Knowledge can create a comprehensive wealth for the nation. It also can
improve the quality of life in the form of better health care, education,
infrastructure, other societal needs, etc. It has been seen in many
countries of the world including countries in the South East Asian Region.
The knowledge society can grow if accurate and appropriate right
knowledge is accessible freely to people. While the rich are using services
and facilities of libraries and their similar organizations. In recent decades
the progress of nations towards the information and knowledge society
has taken on some of the characteristics of a race which in some ways is
not unlike the arms race. National governments in many countries have
policies or are developing policies to accelerate progress towards the
information and knowledge society. They are impelled by the desire to
gain competitive advantage in an increasingly globalized world and by the
fear of being left behind. This may prompt heavy investment in ICTs and in
the promotion of information awareness and information literacy among
the broad population. Currently, there is a trend towards the use of the
term “society” in place of “information society”. In the knowledge society,
the term “knowledge” implies a resource that is richer, more structured,
more organised, more complex and more qualitative than the term
“information”.
69. Explain Continuous Professional Development.
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Continuous Professional Development (CPD):
It is considered crucial for any practitioner to remain up to date in
the knowledge and practice of his profession. This area has also received
very little attention from university administration. It is only recently that
programmes are being developed to improve quality of teaching through
CPD. Many American universities have started establishing strong faculty
development centres that conduct CPD activities on a regular basis. One
question that needs to be resolved is whether CPD should be voluntary or
mandatory. There is a provision of Orientation programme and Refresher
course for Lecturers and Librarians.
In addition to some other activities, CPD focuses on the following
areas:
1.
Faculty member as a teacher
The training activities in this area focus on teaching covering class
organization, in‐class presentation skills, teacher‐student interaction
(advertising, tutoring, discipline, politics and administration), and
evaluation of students.
2.
Faculty member as a scholar and professional
This area focuses on career planning, developing scholarly skills (proposal
writing for research funding, collaboration in research, and publishing),
and team, committee and administrative work.
3.
Faculty member as a person
An emphasis is now being placed on personal wellness management,
interpersonal skills, stress and time management, and similar areas.
Whether CPD activities are carried out it is imperative that faculty
development must be institutionalized.
70. How a “Good Professor” can be enabling?
Enablement of a “Good Professor”
Empowerment of the faculty is a new wave dominating the
academic discourse. This term, as such, has a negative connotation. It
raises questions whether faculty members are deprived of power, whether
power will be given to them by an external source, and, if conferred or
acquired, it will be used against someone else. A more appropriate
concept, and one with a positive connotation, is ‘enablement’, meaning
‘the act of enabling, or the state of being enabled’. The basic idea behind
empowerment is ‘enabling’ the teacher to perform his role more
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effectively and powerfully. It focuses on reorienting the faculty attitude to
become more effective teachers and researchers, to redefine their work
roles including participation in decision making, to provide opportunities
for learning or enhancing essential skills, and to develop competencies in
the application of relevant information and communication technologies
in teaching and learning. There are wider areas within the universities that
interact with and affect the role of the teacher. Such interactions must be
made more effective and humane. There needs to be a focus on the
overall improvement of the institution, making its structure and
management more responsive, effective and efficient in supporting
teaching, research and learning.
71. Discuss the Objectives of Total Quality management.
An organization which adopts the philosophy of total quality, and
its principles, is to be guided by a few general/principal objectives, in
addition to its own specific ones. These are:
•
Continuous improvement of the organization which must be equal
to greater than that of any competitor;
•
Continuous and relentless cost reduction;
•
Continuous and relentless quality improvement;
•
Total participation i.e. creating an organization whereby everyone
is working towards making the organization the best in its area of
activity, and to capitalize on the sense of achievement and working
in a world class organization.
72. Discuss about MANLIBNET.
Management Libraries Network (MANLIBNET) is the apex body of
library professionals in the field of Business Management is a movement
for sharing of resources and information among the libraries by fostering a
spirit of co‐operation and weaving them together in a networking
arrangement.
To achieve these broad objectives, MANLIBNET was initiated as a
movement in 1998 by bringing together over 40 Library Professionals and
Information Scientists at the first convention held in Ahmedabad. This was
jointly organised the Indian Institute of Management (Ahmedabad) and
Ahemedabad Management Association.
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This was followed by a series of conferences and Seminars at
various places including the Indian Institute Management, Lucknow;
Indian Institute Management, Kozikhode; XLRI, Jamshedpur; Institute of
Management Technology, Ghaziabad; National Institute of Financial
Management, Faridabad; Nirma University, Ahmedabad; ICSSR, Mumbai
and Delhi.
The main objectives of MANLIBNET are to provide a common
forum to the professionals; and to develop understanding and co‐
operation particularly among management and business libraries.
73. What is E‐Learning and E‐learning environment? Mention the factors
for successful implementation of e‐learning. Discuss India’s E‐learning
Initiatives.
Learning that is delivered, enabled or mediated by electronic
technology for the explicit purpose of training in organizations. It does not
include stand‐alone technology‐based training such as the use of CD‐ROMs
in isolation (Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development, 2002).
The term e‐learning has come to light in recent past when the
buzzword ‘e‐business’ first came into general use. Another terms that
express a similar concept are ‘Web‐based Instruction’, ‘Virtual learning’
and ‘Online learning’. E‐learning is that form of learning which uses a
network for delivery, interaction or facilitation. Getting connected to
Internet or any networks is essential for e‐learning, the learner or user
may get any information from the librarian by making request and if he
needs any clarification from the information he may ask the librarian. The
librarian responds to the user’s information needs and problems. The
trend in e‐learning shows the emphasis on communication and interaction
through user interface. E‐learning certainly provides a variety of
approaches to old ways of sharing knowledge such as traditional,
classroom based education training.
According to Derek Stockley (2003), the e‐learning is the delivery of
a learning, training or education programme by electronic means. E‐
learning involves the use of a computer or electronic device (e.g. a mobile
phone) in some way to provide training, educational or learning material.
E‐Learning Environment
An electronic learning environment is a collection of tools that
support learning processes. These tools generally include online discussion
forum (through bulletin boards or chat facilities); tools for submission of
group work; assessment tools (such as computer marked tests, computer
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managed submission of essays, or portfolios); access to teaching resources
(for example, curse notes, handouts or simulations); and administrative
course information. Most systems have simple interface that support
tutor’s design and development of courses.
An Electronic Learning Environments provide a range of inbuilt e‐
tools to support students in carrying out learning tasks. Electronic learning
environment systems offer a quick and simple way of using e‐tools for
online. They offer different advantages and rewards to tutors and
students. For tutors, they support different types of activities, including
content management and administration, besides support teaching,
content management is fairly simple.
The following five factors are thought to contribute towards
successful implementation of e‐learning:
Analysis: The identification of training needs, specification of
learning objectives, selecting and understanding the audience, and
deciding on the methods of learning.
Design: Creation of won be spoke application by selecting content,
media, type of interactivity available to learners, and user interface.
Development: Putting the design into action which involves
production of audio/video, programmeming of software, authoring of
materials, and testing.
Implementation:
Promoting
the
programme,
collecting
management information, and appointing skilled mentors.
Evaluation: Reviewing the performance of the programme against
its objectives, in terms of take‐up, efficiency, effectiveness, and return on
investment.
Few India’s E‐Learning Initiatives:
1.
The UNESCO‐SALIS e‐learning portal
The UNESCO‐SALIS e‐learning portal is a collaborative project of the
Society for the Advancement of Library and Information Science (SALIS)
and UNESCO office in New Delhi, which can be viewed at
www.salisonline.org. This e‐learning project aims to raise awareness and
enhance information literacy competency skills of laymen as well as
information professionals and educators in the South Asia sub‐region. Its
objectives are fully in line with UNESCO’s mandate to bridge the digital
divide and UNESCO’s vision of knowledge societies. Presently this e‐
learning portal has the following modules:
i. Information Communication Technology
ii. Information Literacy
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iii. Information Literacy Models and Standards
iv.
Life Long learning and development of life skills
v.
Information Literacy Assessment
vi.
Information services for the disabled people
vii.
Freedom of Information/Right to Information
viii.
Sample Information Literacy Programmes for Academic Libraries,
Public libraries, Special libraries, and Community Information Centres.
The Information literacy competency skills imparted here, have
been derived from the existing international standards, adopted by the
UNESCO, the International Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions (IFLA), American Library Association (ALA), and other
professional societies. Indian Library experts, in collaboration with lifelong
learning experts, have developed the content of the modules in this e‐
learning portal. In order to access the different modules and participate in
the Course Discussion Forum, a first‐time user should opt for the user
registration process. The learning system generates the unique login name
and password which are required for subsequent access. The e‐learning
model has used Moodle.
2.
LIVE (Library and Information Virtual Education)
It is an initiative of Indira Gandhi National Open University, New
Delhi to develop an in‐house Learning and Content Management System
for imparting online Education. It is envisaged as a complete virtual
learning environment suite covering all the activities from registration to
certification. In the first phase only the Master’s Degree in Library and
Information Science (MLIS) is being announced at international level.
The virtual learning environment has the following features and
process such as Walk in admission, Integrated multimedia courseware,
online counselling and mentoring, 24x7 learner support, portfolio based
continuous evaluation, Assignment Management system, e‐tutor based
practical, group based online seminar, online project platform, and online
term‐end examination.
3.
Consortium for Educational Communication (CEC)
The CEC is an inter‐university centre on electronic media
established by UGC (University Grants Commission). The CEC in
coordination with its 17 educational multimedia research centres, has
been producing television programmes in various subject categories in
English, Hindi and Regional languages. All produced educational
programmes are being regularly quality‐checked before the telecast at
CEC.
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The television programmes produced in CEC and broadcasted in
educational channels are reusable. Thus, CEC established the Learning
Object Repository (LOR) and the Digital Video Repository (DVR) to provide
worldwide access to these qualitative learning resources. The LOR is a
bank of short duration reusable learning objects for special benefits to
students and teachers for fact to face learning as well as to other users
globally.
4.
Indo‐German eGurukul on Digital Libraries
(http://drtc.isibang.ac.in/mmb/)
It is a collaborative project of Documentation Research and
Training Centre (DRTC), Bangalore and Goethe Institute, New Delhi to
facilitate self‐paced learning on Digital Libraries. Presently this e‐learning
portal has the following modules:
i.
Introduction to Digital Libraries
ii.
Digital Library Architecture and Digital Library Content
iii.
Digital Process
iv.
Digital Preservation
v.
Metadata and Interoperability
vi.
Digital Collection
vii.
Digital Library Management and Access Rights
viii.
Knowledge Organization and Retrieval
ix.
Digital Library Service
x.
Evaluation and Digital Library Case Studies
They developed it by using Moodle. Users follow a free registration
process for access to different learning modules and participation in the
user interaction forum.
E‐learning initiatives are largely achievable in a country where
policy frameworks, institutional frameworks, information infrastructure,
trained manpower, and financial resources are adequately available. On
the other side in the context of e‐learning initiatives is too often, that too
open access may remain non‐functional due to some internal dynamics,
pointing to the need for introduction and maintenance of proper
frameworks and manpower development in this filed. However Indian E‐
learning initiatives ensure global visibility and accessibility, resulting in
increased global recognition.
5.
Institute of Clinical Research India (ICRI)
Technology and Internet is increasingly playing a bigger role in
education in India. ICRI, the leading institute in Clinical Research studies,
has adopted new teaching methodology ‘Blackboard Virtual Learning
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Environment’. Blackboard is patented programme providing virtual
learning environment. It provides access to library resources, journals,
study materials, papers, lectures, and updates from ICRI’s partner
University in UK, Cranfield University, to its students in India.
To facilitate Virtual Learning Environment (VLE), all the students
will be provided with a laptop. Also, all the campuses have been made Wi‐
Fi enabled with LCD panels in all classrooms. Software called Turntin will
checks for plagiarism automatically the non original work is detected and
the students and faculty are alerted. We are confident the students will
benefit immensely from this teaching methodology.
6.
Virtual Science Learning Centre (VSLC) Model
Setup by Annamalai University for strengthening and popularising
science information and education among rural youth and school students
in Cuddalore district in the South Indian state Tamilnadu. In an attempt to
address this, VSLC promotes the capacity building, confidence building and
the personality development of the rural youth especially the young girl
students. It builds a “Partnership in Learning” (PiL) Programme between
the university and school girl students community through telecentres and
web portal.
7.
Sakshat – The one stop free portal for education
Education serves as the pillar to develop and enhance the human
resource potential and in turn leads to a more knowledgeable society.
Broadband Internet is a powerful tool to spread education deep into the
massive rural belt that India has. To exploit this vast potential and for
providing anytime, anywhere access to educational services. Ministry of
HRD has launched the ‘Sakshat’ portal. It aims at providing vocational skills
to empower the youth through e‐learning courses apart from providing
routine information such as board/university exam results, addressing
education and learning related needs of students, scholars, teachers and in
distance education.
The portal has been conceptualized keeping in mind the needs of
all students, from KG to Ph.D.
Open Source Learning Management System Tools
Another aspect of the impact of the open source movement on
education is the rapid proliferation of open source learning management
system (LMS) tools and other learning applications. Some of the most
widely used LMS tools are briefly described in Table and summarized next.
Open Source LMS Tools
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Moodle http://www.moodle.org/
It integrates pedagogical features
missing in many LMS tools,
allowing instructors to construct
customizable, online courses or a
wide range of course modules on a
flexible platform.
Bodington
http://www.bodington.org/
This Java‐based virtual learning
environment was developed by the
University of Leeds in the United
Kingdom. Bodington aims to
provide a flexible, durable learning
environment for large, complex
institutions
with
numerous
departments.
Claroline http://www.claroline.net/
Built on free technologies such as
PHP
and
MySQL.
Claroline
addresses the pedagogical needs of
teachers and learners, emphasizing
training technologies and well
structured online courses.
ATutor http://www.atutor.ca/
The ATutor learning content
management
system
was
developed by the adaptive
Technology Resource Centre at the
University of Toronto
Sakai http://www.sakaiproject.org/
It is a built and maintained by the
Sakai community. The core
software consists of generic
collaboration tools, with tools
designed for specific applications
(such as teaching and portfolio
tools) available.

Downloaded about
500 times a day.
More than 28,000
registered sites, over
a million courses, a
learning community
of 10 million
at
Shibboleth, Linux, Implemented
Windows, Mac OS University of Leeds,
UHI
Millennium
X, or Unix
Institute,
and
University of Oxford.
Provides services to
15000 users with a
single server
Linux,
Unix,
Windows, Mac OS
X, FreeBSD, and
any other system
that supports PHP

Windows,
Linux/GNU, Mac
OS X compiles
with SCORM and
MS/QTI

Available
in
35
languages and has
users in more than
80 countries

Compiles
with
W3C WCAG 1.0
and W3C XHTML
1.0
supports
content developed
in IMS or SCORM
Complements
commercial
software
like
WebCT,
Blackboard,
ANGEL Learning
and Desire2Learn

More than 17,000
registered
installations
worldwide

Adopted by many
reputable
universities
worldwide

Table 1: Future of E‐Learning System: Role of Grid Technology
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The concept of Grid has been taken from power grid of electricity
where grid is the backbone to carry the main power that is generated from
various sources and all users who have access to the power grid can share
electricity without knowing from where they are getting the electricity
without knowing from where they are getting the electricity. Like this in
computing geographically distributed various types of resources like, CPU
of computers, various types of servers or storages can be connected
through Internet with the help of web services to produce a super highway
of information’s, storages and computing power that can be shared by any
user from any part of the world. According to the IBM that most of the
computers on the web are idle in most of the time. Grid technology can
aggregate all of the powers from the CPUs to generate a super computing
power that will help millions of users to access various types of services
simultaneously. Grid computing unifies geographically distributed
resources in such a way that it seems to be a large powerful computer.
Grid computing extends this view to a large scale flexible, secure,
coordinated resource sharing among dynamic collection of individuals,
institutions and resources (Foster et.al., 2001). Next generation E‐learning
system must integrate all of these geographically distributed resources.
But for this large volume of information and related application or
simulation software’s there is a necessity of large storage. On the other
hand millions of learners can access or run these information’s or
simulation of application softwares. To manage these millions of activities
definitely we need largest super computing power which is not possible to
build by the scientists at present or near future. From this point of view
Grid is the technology that can combine storages as well as computing
power of the processors from various computers, servers of learning
resources that are geographically distributed around the world and
connected with web services. If it is possible with the help of Grid
technology then it can be ensured that there will be no difference
between on campus education and distance or E‐learning rather than E‐
learning system based on Grid will dominate the class room or lab based
education.
A software toolkit is used for addressing key technical problems in
the development of Grid enabled tools, services, and applications that
actually contain a “bag of technologies”. This toolkit is also used for
incremental development of Grid application and to implement standard
Grid application and to implement standard Grid protocols and APIs that
support open source license. This Globus Toolkit is responsible for
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authentication, scheduling, file transfer and resource description. Condor‐
G is also software that drives Globus toolkit to execute jobs of Grid or to
solve any kind of computing related problem. Condor‐G is the most
successful software for Grid services and has been already implemented in
various Grid related projects in Europe as it combines the strength of both
Condor (Runs jobs within a single administrative domain) and Globus
Toolkit (Runs job through many administrative domains) (The Globus
Project).
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Fig. 1: Integration of Grid Middleware for E‐learning
Conclusions
Quality education is the first priority for sustainable socio‐
economic development and with the help of ICT E‐learning is playing a
great role for spreading online education around the world even in rural
areas. Although ICT is reducing the difference between on campus
education and distance education still there are few limitations of E‐
learning for Lab based education due to computation power. Fortunately
Grid is the technology which can generate knowledge Grid with super
computation power to access that knowledge by sharing distributed E‐
learning resources. It is the responsibility of scientists to concentrate on
further research on Grid so that they can spread this light of the
knowledge for the deprived people of rural areas of Asia and Africa rather
than keeping it inside a small machine.
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74. Application of Mobile Technologies in Library Services.
Mobile Technology has now come up with “Libraries in Hand”
trend. Our librarians are in move to determine how these devices are
affecting information access and ensure that they are communicating with
patrons and providing web content in the most appropriate and effective
ways.
Libraries today are covering most of the technologies given by
mobile industry like PDA’s, Blackberry, iPod, Cellphones, UM PC’s (Ultra
Mobile PC) and mobilising library contents in a portable form suitable for
small screen and delivering short services in the form of
contents/information with device’s multiple searching features.
As not all content is optimized for the mobile network, so the Transcoded
Web is developing to transcribe content to fit into a mobile device. It’s not
perfect and some content is lost, but its happening. There is mobil.licio.us,
mobile blogger and a mobile My Space version. YouTube, zoom feature,
excellent touch‐based user interface iPhone.
(i)
Circulation and Other Services
Librarians will need to become proficient in using these devices to
enable users to access them anywhere from anyplace. Sirsi announced a
product called Pocket Circsoftware that runs on a PDA that allows library
staff to perform circulation tasks in any part of the library with wireless
connectivity. The addition of circulation information and book locations in
the library take advantage of the mobility of the device and add another
degree of self‐sufficiency to the transaction. Libraries may want to
consider providing access to circulation records, book due dates, overdue
notices, and ILL requests via cell phones and handhelds to better serve
their mobile patrons. It’s definitely seems a boon to the staff as free them
to serve user and perform both online and offline circulation operations
without having to be on the desktop workstation.
(ii)
E‐books and Databases Searching
The publishers are in move to convert content into an e‐book
format for mobile devices(ranging from Kindle, Sony’s e‐book reader, cell
phones, and other e‐book readers) CSS does allow for remarkable
functionality and formats the e‐books as you desire and provides a great
reading experience for the user.
The strong Internet browsing capabilities of new generation mobile
devices have increased demand for online mobile content, and the free e‐
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books normally available from Falbe Publishing’s main websites can now
be
easily
obtained
by
mobile
device
users
at
http://mobile.falbepublishing.com To create a positive and useful
experience for mobile Internet browsers, the new mobile website presents
a very brief and simple version of the publisher’s offerings in order to
accommodate small screens.
Only brief messages and directions on how to access content are
on the mobile website so users Google has worked with major publishers
to bring chapters, pages and volumes off of the bookshelf and onto the
mobile device. The end result would be downloadable e‐books which
Google users would store on their Blackberries, PDA’s and smart phones
(or mobile e‐book reading devices) along with the traditional PC’s and
laptops which would either be free & advertiser supported, or available via
‘on demand’ micro payments (… Google Checkout perhaps…).
Jens Redmer, director of Google Book Search in Europe, said: “We
are working on a platform that will let publishers give readers full access to
a book online. E‐Books are being provided by Overdrive, NetLibrary and
more, which can be used on mobile devices.
We also have lexisNexis content on the blackberry wireless
handheld, you can search the LexisNexis services or access you LexisNexis
publishers topic from the device. It’s a leader in providing integrated
information solution.
Ovid is also mobilized the critical information in the form of journal
articles, an instant access to vital information, drug, drug interaction, and
other topics.
(iii)
Catalogues and Ready References
ILS vendors are starting to make Mobile Optimized Catalogues ‐ so that
patrons can access library catalogues through their mobile device. AirPAC
product enables searching library catalogs as well as patrons can access
their library account, request and renew their items on their own wireless
device (PDA,Web enabled phones,web tablet, laptop), it’s a product that
will auto detect the type of device you are using and format accordingly
the catalogs without graphics for better viewing. libSirsi‐Dynix, Innovative
and even Library Thing have this option now. Ready Reference in the form
of various e‐book publications is available for a wide range of mobile
devices, also search with Mobile Ask, answer.com.
75. Information literacy forms the basis for lifelong learning in
contemporary society. Elucidate critically.
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Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) has been
widely quoted, “Information literacy is a set of abilities requiring
individuals to recognize when information is needed and have the ability
to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed information”.
Information literacy can be defined as the ability to know, to be
able to identify locate and evaluate the information sources. In other
words it is the ability to access, process and use information effectively.
Information Literacy forms the basis for Life Long Learning, and
libraries play a fundamental role in providing these skills. Information
Literacy has gained importance world wide over the last decade. It is being
increasingly realized that for an effective functioning of the democratic
world the citizens have to be information literate and they are able to take
right decisions for the development of their society with the objective of
transforming the world into a knowledge society.
Lifelong learners need to foster special skills to continue learning
throughout their lives and these skills need to be fostered by creating a
suitable learning environment. This proper learning environment which
fosters lifelong learning skills is known as “Information Literacy”.
Literacy usually denotes the ability to read and write. UNESCO
(1986) moves a step further and states that a person posses “functional
literacy” if he can use reading, writing and calculation for his own as well
as his community’s development. Nevertheless, reading, writing and
calculating is not sufficient to thrive in the modern super complex society
because there are many other formats in which knowledge is presented.
Literacy of these new knowledge formats has become crucial.
Skills of Information Literacy
Some of the major information skills required by the students as
defined by SCONUL (Society of College National and University Libraries)
Institutions in UK (ILA, 2005) are:
1.
The Ability to recognize a Need for Information
2.
The Ability to distinguish ways in which the information gap may
addressed (e.g. kinds of resources print and non‐print)
3.
Ability to Construct Strategies for Locating Information
4.
Ability to Locate and Access Information
5.
The Ability to Compare and Evaluate Information
6.
The Ability to Organize, Apply and Communicate Information to
others in ways appropriate to the situation. For example
7.
The Ability to Synthesize and build upon Existing Information
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A course in information literacy integrated into the core curriculum
is perhaps the best way to provide information skills to the university
students and this will ensure that they leave the university as information
literate citizens.
Importance of Information Literacy
The basic purpose of information literacy is to develop sense‐
making ability among the readers. Once the information seeker becomes
aware of the information gap and its critical consequences, he would try to
define his information need. Task, time, interest, and information are the
other parameters which influence end user’s information behaviour. The
end result of the whole exercise is independent learning and critical
thinking. An information literate person will be a competent person to
develop focus, find right answers, and build personal perspective. He
would be able to convert knowledge into information and information into
knowledge on continuing basis. Information literacy must facilitate sense‐
making and reduction of vast quantities of information into fundamental
patterns into a given context. This is in fact hallmark of Information
Literacy in knowledge management.
Aims of Information Literacy
•
To teach students how to find information and prepare them for
lifelong learning because they can “always find information needed for any
task or decision at hand.
•
To ensure that people understand how to, and why they need to
learn about sources in the information society.
•
To preparing students to enter the world of scholarship. The shift in
focus from teaching to learning in higher education can be paralled in the
shift from bibliographic instruction to information literacy.
Needs for Information Literacy
The greatest challenge for society in the twenty first century is to
keep pace with the knowledge and technological expertise necessary for
finding, applying and evaluating information. It is acknowledged that we
live in an information‐rich society where the amount of information in the
world is presently doubling every three years. Therefore it has become
necessity of 21st century to include information literacy in education.
We are living in the information age. Information is the basic
requirement for every human activity and it is important as food, air and
water. Information in itself has no value, but its value lies in its
communication and use.
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The need of information literacy may be essential due to the following
reasons.
•
Rapid increase in the stream of information due to information
revolution;
•
Advent of information and communication technologies;
•
Vast variety of information sources;
•
Changing shape of libraries;
•
Wide dispersal of information;
•
Increase in number of users, and
•
Research on complex and interdisciplinary topics
Medium of Information Literacy
a)
Visual Literacy
Visual information is everywhere: it is encountered in both
professional and leisure activities. The truly information literate person
needs to be able to understand and use “visuals”. These new skills are
increasingly important because, concomitantly, an appropriate use of
visual information supports the ability to think and communicate visually.
A visually literate person is able to interpret and produce visual
messages. The acquisition of such skills requires the adoption of new
teaching and learning strategies, at least in some domains, ranging from
art and design at basic level education, up to technological education on
methods and tools to develop effective visual representations.
b)
Media Literacy
It requires a person to “understand, produce and negotiate
meanings in a culture made up of powerful images, words and sounds. A
media literate person can decode, evaluate analyze and produce both
print and electronic media”.
The ability to decode, analyzes, evaluate, and produce
communication in a variety of forms. Media literacy is the ability of a
citizen to access, analyze and produce information for specific outcomes.
Those who advocate media literacy, recognize the influence of television,
motion pictures, radio, recorded music, newspapers and magazines on us
daily.
c)
Computer Literacy
Computer literacy is usually associated with technological know‐
how to manipulate computer hardware and software. Computer literacy is
the ability to understand and use computers. It requires an individual to
have the basic skills to operate a computer and to use software for such
tasks as word processing and analyzing and manipulating data on a
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spreadsheet. So computer literacy is the ability to use a computer and its
software to accomplish practical tasks.
d)
Digital Literacy
Digital literacy is the ability to appreciate the potential of ICT to
support innovation in industrial, business and creative processes. Learners
need to gain the confidence, skills, and discrimination to adopt ICT in
appropriate ways. Digital literacy is seen as a ‘life skill’ in the same way as
literacy and numeracy.
Digital literacy is fast becoming a prerequisite for creativity,
innovation and entrepreneurship and without it citizens can neither
participate fully in society nor acquire the skills and knowledge necessary
to live in the 21st century.
e)
Network Literacy
In a sense, networked literacy encompasses not only the skills
required to access electronic resources on networks but also all the
literacy skills categorized as traditional literacy, computer literacy and
media.
McClure (1993) described a network literate person is one who:
•
Has an awareness of the range of users of global networked
information resources and services;
•
Can retrieve specific types of information from the network using
range of information discovery tools;
•
Can manipulate networked information by combining it with other
resources, enhancing it or otherwise increasing the value of information
for practical situation;
•
Can use networked information to analyze and resolve both work
and personal decisions and obtain services that will enhance their overall
quality of life;
•
Has an understanding of the role and uses of networked
information in problem solving and performing basic life activities.
f)
Library Literacy
Gilton (1994) regards library literacy ‘not as the presence or
absence of skills, but as progressive stages… the library literate can follow
a systematic path or search strategy to locate texts and evaluate the
relevance of the information. She suggests, by analogy with the
progressive stages of literacy itself, from total illiteracy to full literacy,
there may be several stages of library literacy:
1
Pre‐library Literacy (Library Illiteracy)
The individual can not find a book on the shelf without assistance.
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2

Semi‐library Literacy
The individual can find books in a catalogue and on the shelf, and
find articles in simple readers’ guides.
3
Library Literate
The individual can follow a systematic search strategy to locate and
evaluate the most relevant information on a given topic.
4
Library Fluent
Understands patterns of communication and publication and is
able to generalize and modify a search strategy to meet a variety of
information needs.
g)
Information Technology Literacy
Information technology literacy is the ability of an individual to
work independently or with others, to use tools, resources, processes, and
systems responsibly to access and evaluate information in any medium,
and to use that information to solve problems, communicate clearly, make
informed decisions, and construct new knowledge, products, or systems.
h)
Information Communication Technology (ICT) Literacy
ICT Literacy = Information literacy + Digital Environments.
ICT literacy must bridge the ideas of information literacy and
technology literacy. ICT literacy is the ability to appropriately use digital
technology, communication tools, and/or networks to solve information
problem in order to function in an information society. This includes
having the ability to use technology as a tool to research, organize and
communicate information and having a fundamental understanding of the
ethical/legal issues surrounded accessing and using information.
Methods of Information Literacy Programme
Today information has become a major economic commodity and
citizens need to be educated for productive information use from
preschool through post secondary education libraries and librarians play
an important role in the education of people for effective and efficient
information use by teaching them information skills at all level of
education to enable to be informed citizens of the country. Information
literacy is considered as a powerful weapon for lifelong learning. It is
common to all disciplines, to all learning environments and to all level of
education. It enables learners to master content and extend their
investigations, become more self directed and assure greater control over
their own learning. The central mission of higher education is to develop
lifelong skills and provide the continued growth in the later career of the
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students. In these days of information explosion information literacy is
increasingly important. To perform the informed citizens there is an urgent
need to promote information literacy by the way of:
(i)
Lectures to educate large number of users
(ii)
Seminars and demonstrations to develop interaction between
students and library staff
(iii)
Printed guidebooks, newsletters, promotional leaflets describing
systems and databases, database user manual. It is the cheapest and the
most effective method for searching and it is available for use and when
required by the users
(iv)
Audio‐visual material like videotapes, films and audiocassettes; AV
materials are used effectively for demonstration the online searching
(v)
Individual instruction
(vi)
Online course/tutorials
The above ways are based on orientation and instruction method.
Orientation helps the user to learn the existence of computer based
information retrieval and services available i.e. where and how search can
be carried out. Through orientation students can show positive attitude
towards Internet use and the students are able to carry out online
searches. Another method is instruction is or information concerned with
users to be aware of online databases. No single method of promoting
information literacy is effective. Choice of training methods depends not
only on the learning effects but also on resources, equipment, cost of use
etc. so the method should be chosen after assessing the resources of the
organization and evaluation of the methods.
Approaches to Information Literacy
Basically approaches to information by users in library vary from
person to person. It also depends on the information seeking behaviour of
the users. Accordingly the approach to information literacy also varies.
However, in general the basic approach to information literacy can be
grouped as:
(i)
Information sources approach
Users’ behavioural approach
(ii)
(iii)
System approach
(iv)
Communication approach
(i)

Information Sources Approach
In source approach to information literacy, the emphasis is on the
sources of information which includes primary, secondary and tertiary
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sources of information. In this context it is highly essential for libraries to
arrange its collection properly. Also the library and information
professionals need to possess a thorough knowledge on the collection and
its arrangement, including bibliographies and different types of indexes.
Besides in the face of increased digitization, the physical sources available
in libraries seems to loose their significance. Still, the information source
approach to information literacy will continues to exist.
(ii)
Users’ Behavioural Approach
In users’ behavioural approach, although the emphasis is on user’s
attitude/behaviour, the emphasis is also rests on information sources. But
it is based on different premises and with a different outcome in mind. In
the user’s behavioural approach, the users are trained to know how
information seeking should be carried out and with the aid of which they
can tackle future information seeking and searching. To meet this
approach of users, the libraries needs to first encourage their users to
know about their library collections including electronic and online
resources, various information retrieval tools such as catalogue, OPAC,
abstracting/indexing/bibliographic tools etc. Then orientation is to given to
users about the search techniques in finding their relevant information.
Users needs to be provided with step‐by‐step guides that take them
through sequences of information searching, including information
searching in an electronic library environment which includes, choosing of
keywords, Boolean operators, truncation, proximity operators, phase
search, keyword search, and relevance evaluations. The users’ behavioural
approach gives considerable attention to the practical skills of information
seeking in relation to the ICT that provides users with increasing access to
databases.
(iii)
System Approach
In system approach to information literacy the overall emphasis is
given on the development of a system in libraries in which users are
trained about the various sources of information, the search techniques
and the methods to use these techniques in finding their relevant
information. It should be done in a phased manner. The system approach
typically starts by introducing problem formulation and information needs,
which is usually followed by a presentation of the different elements of
search techniques and source evaluations. This approach informs both
libraries and users that how users should think about this behaviour and
understand the information seeking process. Hence to become
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information literate is thereby, partly, a question of becoming aware of
the different elements of the library system.
(iv)
Communication Approach
The communication approach to information literacy is to inform
users and understanding of how information and information seeking
acquire meaning. It gives emphasis on suitable communication process to
make users information literates. In the opinion of Sundin [12] “the
communication approach to information literacy focuses on the social and
relational aspects of information seeking practices. It challenges the
portrayal of information seeking as an individual process. In contrast to
the process approach, information seeking is here understood as social
practices imbedded in other social practices which occur in institutional
contexts. Among the issues that the communication approach foregrounds
are the importance of interaction between users in information seeking,
the relation between cognitive authority and source evaluation, and the
significance of social navigation”. Similarly in the words of Pawley [10], such
an approach requires “sophisticated theoretical understanding, and access
to, if not membership of, a relevant interpretive community”.
Benefits of Information Literacy in Libraries
The advantages of information literacy to library are many folds. By
this along with users both library and library & information professionals
are benefited. The benefits can be summarized as follows.
1
Benefits to Library
(i)
More use of library collections across the institution
(ii)
Improved use of existing library resources
(iii)
Better access to e‐resources
(iv)
Improved information flow
(v)
Duplication reduced
(vi)
Better take up and integration of resources into e‐learning and e‐
research environments
(vii) Motivated staff
(viii) Proper utilization of library funds
2
Benefits to Users
(i)
Better use of library resources
(ii)
Access information efficiently and effectively
(iii)
Uses information accurately and creatively
(iv)
Evaluates information accurately and creatively
(v)
Evaluates information critically and competently
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(vi)

Strives for excellence in information seeking and knowledge
generation
(vii) Practices ethical behaviour in regard to information and
information technology
(viii) Understands the importance of information in a democratic society
3
Benefits to Library and Information Science Professionals
(i)
Increases work efficiency
(ii)
Greater independence leading to self sufficiency
(iii)
Improved access to information there by greater efficiency in
providing personalized reference service
(iv)
Enhanced professional development in the area of research and
information skills
(v)
Time saving
(vi)
Improved quality of information outputs
(vii) More effective sharing of information
Impact of Information Technology on Information Literacy
Due to rapid growth and development of Information Technology
(IT), large amounts of information have been published and are available
in every field of knowledge. Information technology has also made access
to electronic information (both online and offline) easier via computers
and Internet. At the same time, users are facing with a number of
problems such as frequent change of interfaces; lack of standardization
etc. which leads to confusion and a feeling of uncertainty. The IT has
affected information literacy in a number of ways. It provides access to a
vast amount of information without any geographical and language
barriers. Since much of this information is not organized, users require
specific search techniques and knowledge of available search engines
and/or subject guides. The level of information provided is not readily
apparent through the title, and the user is left to decide if a given source is
relevant to his/her needs. Also, the user has to evaluate the information
obtained with respect to quality, accuracy, timeliness and so on and all
these leads to uncertainty among users.
76. What is Digital Divide? How the libraries can bridge the gap between
information haves and information have‐nots.
The term ‘digital divide’ describes the fact that the world can be
divided into people who have and who do not have access to or capability
to use the modern artifacts, such as telephone, television, or the Internet.
The digital divide exists between those in cities and those in rural areas.
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According to a recent OECD publication, (www.oecd.org) the term
‘digital divide’ refers to the gap between individuals, households,
businesses and geographic areas at different socio‐economic levels with
regard to their opportunities to access Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) to their use of Internet for a wide variety of activities.
The digital divide reflects various differences among and within the
countries.
Bridging the Digital Divide: Necessity
The objectives of digital empowerment are to transform the quality
of development by reaching services to people and enabling them to
participate in the development programmes, decision making and to
improve the quality of the life. The access to information may revolutions
their thoughts, act as a resolvent against their traditional poverty, and
help them to learn new skills, to conceive new ideas and wisdom in order
to lead them to their empowerment. The rural information network can
allow knowledge services and certain kinds of products from node to node
across long distance; each node can serve as a community centre, a bank,
a medical centre, a government information centre, matrimonial office,
public telephone booth, a public library and educational resource centre.
Making new ICT relevant for development will, in a broad sense, improve
not only the productivity and competitiveness of ‘Third World Economics’,
but also the life chances of less advantaged groups and quality of social
relations within society as a whole. This requires a conscious effort on the
part of government and citizen.
ICT Initiatives in India to Bridge the Digital Divide
ICT or Information and Communication Technology refer to a broad
spectrum of technologies that allow users to get, produce, and share ideas
and resources. It is one of the key components of modern society which
facilitates the rapid growth and development of a country, with
globalization and liberalization of the world economy. People from every
corner have got the opportunity to communicate among each other and
made the concept of global village a reality, various programmes from
central and state governments and Non‐Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) are involved in the development of rural areas with the help of ICT
tools.
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77. Discuss the emerging issues in copyright in the wake of electronic
environment.
Meaning of Copyright
Copyright is basically, the right to copy & make use of literacy,
dramatic, musical, Artistic works, cinematographic films, records &
broadcast. The copyright is a proprietary right & comes into existence as
soon as the work is created. The concept of copyright which earlier had its
roots in the common law system, subsequently, came to be governed by
National laws in each country.
Copyright in a work means the exclusive right to make certain uses
of the work & depends upon the type of work. Copyright protection
ensures for the lifetime of the author plus 60 years, if it is published within
life of author.
Piracy & Infringement
Electronic piracy i.e. deliberate infringement of copy right for
economic gain. This is a threat to economic rights owners. The rights
owners are reluctant to allow their works to be stored in digital form as it
is difficult & sometimes impossible to control or detect the movements of
work electronically. Rights owners fear, therefore, that they will loose
control of their intellectual property. Once digitised & stored in a
computer, works can be transferred unseen (Elect copy).
Legal Protection & Penalty for Software/Database Piracy
Effective IPR & copyright protection promotes & rewards human
creativity in modern society & indispensable support for intellectual,
cultural & economic activity, by providing exclusive rights to inventors,
authors & creators of software programme & database etc.
But situation created by various technological developments has
put law under comprehensive review, by licensing, & law suits,
infringement & piracy is checked. Computer programmes, databases,
contents of databases are protected in electronic copyright,
bibliographies.
Reproduction of the work in any material form including storing of
it, in any medium by electronic means, sell, heir, distribute for profit
making, without license granted by owners or copyright registrar,
infringement, except under fair dealing for research & for private use, or
librarians making copies for the use of the library, if such document is not
available for sale in India.
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A copyright board determines the royalties payable to the owners
of the copyright based on some factor laid down.
Author’s special right is to restrain or claim damages in respect of
any distortion, mutilation, modification or other act to the said work which
would prejudice to his owner or reputation. The author/patentee can
exercise by the legal representation.
Any person who knowingly infringes or abates the infringement of
the copyright in a work/computer programme/database etc. shall be
punished with imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than six
months but which may extend to three years & with fine which shall not
be less than Rs. 50,000/‐ but which may extend to two lakhs Rupees,
provided infringement has not been made for gain on the course of trade
& business. The court may impose a sentence of imprisonment for a term
of less than six months or a fine of less than. Rs. 50.000/‐. Enhanced
penalty on 2nd subsequent conviction, will be imprisonment for a ten
which shall not be less than one year but which will extend to three years
& with fine which shall not be less than one Lakh Rupees but which may
extend to two lakh Rupees.
In UK the fine may extend up to Rs.5000/‐ plus cost the magistrate
court or unlimited fine in higher courts.
Copyright Protection Measures
The following security measures may be taken for copyright
protection in digital environment:
•

Digital Signature

•

Cryptography

•

Digital Watermark

•

Digital Fingerprint

•

Contracts

•
Sui Generis System
Among other measures are passwords, Electronic Copyright Management
System, Domain Names system etc.
78. What do you mean by Open Access Initiative? Describe some recent
developments in the area.
Peter Suber (2002) an ardent advocate of the open access
movement defines open access as “online access to scientific article
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without charge to readers or libraries. Committing to open access means
dispensing with the financial, technical and legal barriers that are designed
to limit access to scientific research articles to paying customers”.
Open Access Publishing: Indian Scenario
Open Access Journals
Beginning late 1990s, several journals from India started hosting
electronic versions of their journals on their web site. By 1999, Current
Science from Indian Academy of Sciences and Current Science Association,
Neurology India from Neurological Society of India, Indian Journal of
Critical Care Medicine from Indian Society of Critical Care Medicine and
Indian Pediatrics from Indian Academy of Pediatrics were available online.
Content pages of these journals were designed in simple HTML with link to
full‐text in HTML or PDF format. Search facility was missing in most of
these journals. Use of metadata, reference linking or any other kind of
interactivity was strikingly missing (Sahu, 2005).
Several journals in India, especially in the field of biomedical
sciences are now available free of cost in electronic format. Unlike, their
western counterparts, the Indian journals which have adopted open
access policy, do not charge the authors or their institutions for
submission or publication of their research work. More than hundred
journals from India are now available in open access. Most of these
journals also have their printed counterparts that are sold on subscription
basis whereas their online access is offered free of cost. Very few journals
are electronic only. Some of these journals only have browsing facilities,
except a few that provide search option. Most of the open access journals
in India require users to registration for the first time. The National Centre
for Science Information (NCSI) at IISc, Bangalore has initiated a project
called “Scientific Journal Publishing in India”, sponsored by Asian Media
Information and Communication Centre, Singapore (a division of IDRC,
Canada). Through this project, NCSI campaigns to the open access journal
publishers of India for early adaptation OAI‐compliant architecture using
Open Journal System (OJS) or similar software.
There are six major Indian publishers who contribute to most of
the journals in open access. These publishers are: Indian Academy of
Sciences, Indian National Science Academy, Indian MEDLARS Centre of
National Informatics Centre, Medknow Publications, indianjournals.com
and Kamla‐Raj Enterprises as shown in the table given below:
Name of
No. of
URL
Subject
Publisher/Host
Journal
Coverag
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Organization
Indian National
Science Academy
Indian Academy
of Science
Indian MEDLARS
Centre, National
Informatics
Centre
Medknow
Publications
IndianJournals.co
m

s
4

http://www.insa.ac.in/

11

www.ias.ac.in/pubs/journals/

38

http://medind.nic.in

e
Sc.
&
Tech.
Sc.
&
Tech.
Bio‐
Medicin
e

35*

www.medknow.com/journals.a Medicin
sp
e
10
http://www.indianjournals.com Sc.
&
Tech,
Medicin
e
Kamala‐Raj
7
www.krepublishers.com/KRE‐
Social
Enterprises
New‐J/
Sciences
* 37,783 full text articles are available on this website and
1,564,202 articles were downloaded in 2009.
Table 1: Open Access Journals Publishers in India and Subject Coverage
Institutional Repositories
Institutional repositories are becoming reality in the academic
realm of India. Availability of free open source software like DSpace, Green
Stone Digital Library, EPrints etc. encourage number of institutes of
national importance to build their institutional repositories. According to
SPARC (Scholarly Publishing and Academic resource Coalition) position
paper on institutional repositories “an institutional repository is a digital
archive of the intellectual product created by faculty, research staff and
students of an institution and accessible to end users both within and
outside of the institution, with few if any barriers to access”. The Directory
of Open Access Repositories (Open DOAR) lists 33 Indian institutes.
The first significant repository of research output from India is E‐
prints eIISc of the Indian Institute of Science, IISc, Bangalore
(http://eprints.iisc.ernet.in/) which is maintained by National Center for
Science Information (NCSI); Librarians Digital Library (LDL)
(http://drtc.isibang.ac.in/)
of
DRTC;
DSPACE
@
INFLIBNET
(http://dspace.inflibnet.ac.in) which introduces post prints and pre‐prints
article, CALIBER and PLANNER full text Proceedings, training materials and
other scholarly publications; Vidyanidhi Project of the University of Mysore
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(http://www.vidyanidhi.org.in/home/index/asp) is designed to act as a
national repository for e‐theses providing support to universities which
may not have resources to manage their own repositories; Indian Medical
Center (IMC) offer e‐prints achieve Open Med @ NIC
(http://openmed.nic.in); IIA repository of Indian Institute of Astrophysics,
Bangalore (http://prints.iiap.res.in); DSpace at INSA – Indian National
Science Academy (http://61.16.154.195/dspace; National Chemical
laboratory (NCL) (http://dspace.ncl.res.in/) ; National aerospace
Laboratories (NAL) (http://nal_ir.nal.res.in/) has a repository of aerospace
science with 418 eprints records; Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
(http://eprint.iitd.ac.in/dspace/); DSpace @ NITR National Institute of
Technology Rourkela (http://dspace.nitrkl.ac.in/); Eprints@IIIT, Indian
Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad (http://eprints.iiita.ac.in/);
C.B
Pant
University
of
Agricultural
and
Technology
(http://202.141.116.205/dspace).
Open Access Publishers: Worldwide
Individuals and institutions have been publishing journals in open
access since 1980s. With advent of Web in 1993, organized and concerted
efforts were made by societies and open access catalysts to publish
journals in open access. Some of the important open access publishers are
given below:
Name of
Publisher/Host
Organization
Biomedical
Central

No. of
Journals

URL

Subject Coverage

179

http://www.biomedcentral.com/

Biomedicine
(Presently Physics,
Chemistry
&
mathematics also
available)
Science & Medical

The
Public
Library
of
Science (PLOS)
(2000)
Bioline
International
(1993)

60+
(developing
countries)

http://www.bioline.org.br/

Medknow
Publications
Project
Gutenberg
(1971)

43 (India and
Abroad)
20000 full
text books
(2006)

www.medknow.com/

http;//www.plos.org/

Health, Biodiversity,
Environment,
Conservation and
International
Development
Medical

http://www.gutenberg.org/
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SPARC (1997)

8 titles

www.aqrl.org/sparc/

STM

Table 2: Open access journals worldwide with subject coverage
79. “Information policy often takes a broad perspective of matter,
addressing the main features of the system of activities especially
relating to structure, co‐ordination, information collection & some
strategic aspect of management” – explain.
Or, Explain the importance of information policy in the strategic
management of information collection and services.
Or, A National Information Policy is crucial for overall development of a
country. Discuss the components of such policy.
Definition
A National Information Policy is a set of decisions taken by a
government, through appropriate laws and regulations, to orient the
harmonious development of information transfer activities in order to
satisfy the information needs of the country. A National Information Policy
needs provision of necessary means or instruments such as financial,
personnel, institutional, for concrete implementation (UNISIST: II Main
Working Document).
Information has a very important role to play in the development
of the society. So, an information policy is a must to formulate basic
directions, to establish and maintain a consistent framework to meet the
developmental, educational and cultural needs, to adapt to the increasing
uncertainty, accelerated by change and complexity, to promote better use
of available resources.
Policy is the only way to direct, manage and develop library and
information services in a country. National Information Policy means a set
of decisions taken by a government, applying laws and regulation, to
orient harmonious development of the information dissemination
services, to satisfy the information needs of the country. A National
Information Policy would ensure access to professional and specialised
knowledge at the global level as the development of any country, directly
depends upon the planning and politics followed by the government of
that country.
Need for a National Information Policy
Information is for use. This simple statement encompasses a whole
range of information transfer processes, stemming from the recognition
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that information is a basic resource that transforms natural resources into
value added powerful wealth. The value and importance of information
and knowledge, therefore, demand their care, harnessing, management
and exploitation for use. The primary objective of a National Information
Policy is to achieve a progressive upliftment of the socio‐economic
development of the country through the provision of access to and
availability of information and knowledge with speed and efficiency to all
those who are involved in activities for national development.
The concept of library and information policy is new. Today
information is treated as a important source in all areas of development
whether it be social, political, economic, cultural, etc. It is because of the
ever increasing demand for information from all walks of life has the
importance of a policy is felt. And since, this information is being imparted
or disseminated via the libraries they are the means for collecting, storing
and organising information. Thus a policy had to be formulated on libraries
and information system.
In the context of India, a National Information Policy must
necessarily be governed by and form an integral and harmonious part of
the social, economic, educational, research and development and other
related policies which get formulated at various stages of our national
development. Further, the Information Policy needs to be property made
compatible with the Five Year National Plans of the country.
Objectives
Following are the objectives of the national policy on information:
1.
To improve the existing facilities in the country;
2.
To take steps in the improvement of existing information
technologies;
3.
To collect information related to scientific, technical and other
developmental activities of the country;
4.
To promote the collection and utilisation of national and
international resources needed to meet the present and future
information requirements;
5.
To provide computer facilities for fast information access and
retrieval;
6.
To develop and use efficient tools and techniques of document and
information handling;
7.
To encourage international co‐operation in the use of information;
8.
To provide financial support to the information organization and its
use.
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Salient Features:
A number of features that constitute the national information policy are
given below:
1.
To establish, maintain and strengthen the free public libraries: A
network of libraries would result with the district library, being the apex
library in a district, with public libraries at city, town and village levels.
These would, then part of the national network with each state having
their own library legislation.
2.
Every school or college established should have a library and a
qualified librarian: The policy states that science libraries are essential part
of education, there must be a state level agency for proper development
of school libraries of the state and a national agency for co‐ordination at
the national level. The policy gives University Grants Commission, the
authority for college and university libraries and suggest that all these
institutes form a network and share the resources.
3.
Development of information system and data banks in different
fields.
4.
Parent bodies should be committed to provide support and
infrastructure for libraries.
5.
The policy recommends for a system of national libraries consisting
of The National Library at Kolkata, national depository library, national
subject libraries and national documentation/information centres,
national databases of manuscripts, etc. A National Library Board should be
set up by the National Library of India for effective inter‐relation among all
these national libraries and also between libraries, archives and museums.
6.
Manpower planning and development: The policy also
recommends specialised information personnel who could apply modern
management techniques to information services.
7.
Library legislation and regulation of information flow: To meet
effectively, with the changing information needs of society; the policy
recommends a national library act to be enacted and supplemented by
model library legislation at the state level.
8.
Use of technology: Information revolution is undisputedly caused
by the unprecedented advances in technology. These advancements have
made accessibility to world information and knowledge possible, almost
from any part of the world. All these developments in information and
knowledge possible, almost from any part of the world. All these
developments in information technology have far reaching implications for
national information policy. It recommends the access and use of
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technology for enhancing the existing services and to exploit and utilise
the available resources to its optimum.
9.
Removal of communication barriers: Information, being an
important resource, any barrier in its free flow should be removed for easy
access and maximum use.
10.
National network of libraries: The national information policy
recommends the setting up of a National Knowledge Commission for
Libraries and Information Systems by the Government. This would take
charge of the national network of libraries, within which, would be
accommodated libraries in different levels from the rural society to the
modern society, form the school to the research organizations. The policy
states that the necessary financial support 6‐10 per cent of the education
budgets for systems, will be made available by the Government of India
and the state governments.
In view of library and information science professionals, the
Information Policy deals with issues relating to contents of documents that
carry all forms of information, institutional and organizational mechanisms
to collect, store, process, disseminate and make them available to a
variety of users according to their information needs.
Information is viewed as data processing in the broadest sense,
particularly in the context of collection, storage, processing, retrieval,
servicing organized data and information, that become essential for all
economic and social exchanges; and
In accordance with the definition given in the UNISIST main
Working Document, ‘Information is the symbolic element used for
communicating scientific and technical knowledge; irrespective of their
nature (numeric, textual, etc.), material carriers, form of presentation, etc.
It refers to both substance and contents of documents and to physical
existence; the term is also used to designate both the message (substance
and form) and its communication (act).
Knowledge is viewed as an organized set of facts or ideas, derived
from information, and presenting a reasoned judgement or an
experimental result, which is transmitted to others through some
communication medium in some systematic form. It appears in the form
of monographs, treaties, research papers, etc. which are collected in
libraries and information centres.
‘Information’ encompasses a whole range of activities that include
several overlapping elements. Thus a National Information Policy may
incorporate a wide range of endeavours as given below:
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1.

Discovery, Creation and Collection of Information
This covers work and activities of scientists, scholars, artists,
authors, raw data collectors and many others.
2.
Storage, Retrieval, Processing, Disseminating and Duplicating
Information
Agencies engaged in these activities are publishing industry, film
and television industry; data processing organizations, libraries and
cognate bodies like bibliographic, indexing and abstracting, reviewing and
archival agencies, etc.
3.
Distribution of Information
This category includes broadcasting networks and stations,
circulation of newspapers, books and journals, film distribution,
communication channels like postal, telegraph and telephone services,
etc.
4.
Hardware Suppliers
These comprise agencies which produce goods for hardware
industry such as computers and peripherals, telecommunication
equipment, printing presses, paper, ink, electronic sensing devices,
translating and display equipment, cameras, projectors and films.
5.
Information Market
This includes enterprises which use information hardware to
support their primary activity not forming a part of the Information
Industry; for example information in education, transportation, business
and industry, healthcare, demography, public safety, national security, etc.
both at the institutional and individual levels.
80.

Discuss about Content Management System (CMS).

Introduction
Today everyone living in the age of information it’s a dynamic
resource and support to education, research and development, but every
one require all information in the right from at the right time. In today’s
content management is going to play a crucial role for any one, any time
and anywhere. CMS’s important for delivering right information to the
right people at the right time. We are heard the buzz about the time,
money and resource a CMS can save us. It’s true that a CMS can save
money, time and resources, but these benefits don’t have to cost you a
penny (Carter, 2005).
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PresentlyInternet moves from presentation medium to dynamic
content provider, content issues are moving to the thinking of users. It
involves ensuring that users can able to access all the information of
possible relevance to them, because it is not valuable until it is accessed
and utilized properly.
CMS provide the way for revolutionary changes in library and
information centres, the libraries have a great deal of content to present
on their websites, their catalogue, online database, information about the
library, rules and regulation, links to the resources that the library offers
and digital repositories can easily contain hundreds of thousand of
bibliographic records, electronic articles, images and other files. Through
this way LIS professional can shifting the traditional library to e‐platform
and provide the dynamic, useful and organized whole library information
for our users.
Why Content Management System?
Content management is one of the most important tools foe e‐
platform. It has tremendous use in day‐to‐day life. These are following
points describing why content management system is required?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is essential for presenting qualitative and nascent information to
the users.
It allows efficient use of information generated inside the
organization as well as outsourced.
Require to manage a web‐based file which facilitates the users to
browse, edit, retrieve and downloading the required information
from the ocean of digitized knowledge.
CMS are necessary for cost saving, better economics od scale and
ensure quality and compliance.
CMS require grow business and handle large or even small scale
project.
It is very essential for presenting qualitative and exact information
to users.
It’s essential for automation and to get the quality for clients
require at the other hand.

CMS also provide the ability to:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Control information
Link to electronic network
Link to physical manufacturing and delivery system
Search and locate content on network
Retrieve information from network
Display information
Reuse information

Types of content
•
•
•
•
•

Graphics
Text
Multimedia
Database
File downloads

Categories of CMS
There are six main categories of CMS, with their respective domains of
use:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enterprise CMS (ECMS)
Web CMS (WCMS)
Document Management System (DMS)
Mobile Content Management System (MoCMS)
Component Content Management System (CCMS)
Media Content Management System (MeCMS)

Important parts of a CMS
Content management is the collection, management, and
publication of content. A CMS starts with a purpose and a set of target
publications. From these, a set content component is derived that serve
the stated purpose, and can be combined to create any of the target
publication. Its allow them to be created, managed, and drawn into
publications by a staff whose action are guided by a set of codified
procedure called workflows. To make the content available, the system
creates publications such as website, printed document, and email
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newsletters. A content management system is needed when there is too
information to collect, manage and published by hand.
The collection system is the tools and procedure to collect content
inside the CMS. Content collection can be broken into these categories:
•
•
•
•

Authoring
Aggregating
Converting
Editorial

The management system is the database/repository of all content
and meta information, as well as the process and tools to access, updated
and collect meta information. The database/repository holds all of the
content and meta information of the system. It is perform the following
function:
•

•
•

Store content
• Textual content
• Components
• Binaries and file‐based data
• Meta information
Select content
Manage content
• Security
• User maintenance
• Content tracking
• Transaction logging
• Bulk automated process
• Input/output process

The workflow system is the tools, procedure to assure that the
entire process of collection, storage, and publication runs effectively and
efficiently according to well‐defined timeline and actions. The workflow
system sets and chain of events around collecting, reposting, and
publishing. To be successful, the workflow systems should:
•
•

Extend over the entire process
Represent
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•
•

• Staff members
• Standard process
• Standard tools and their functions
• Time and data flow
Visual interface
Make meta information in the repository available

The publishing system is the tools, procedure to draw content out
of the repository and create publications, in other words the process by
which content is drawn out of repository and formatted into websites and
other publications, the following system must include:
•

•
•
•

Publication templates
• Target publication
• Formatting syntax
• Page structure and syntax
• Content components and meta information
• Standard text and binary files
A full programming language
Runtime dependency resolution
File and directory creation

Advantages of CMS
CMS is a necessary for maintaining an organizational website. It is
also important to ensure however, that beyond a general need, CMS
should be made to meet specific goal. Following are some of the
advantage of CMS:
•
•
•
•

CMSs are well written software and tested by a large community of
users.
To quality of the information on website and intranet.
Duplicate of information across the unit and platform increase
maintenance costs and error rates. Wherever possible, information
should be stored once, and reused multiple times.
The CMS should enhance the ability to provide a full‐featured, rich
environment for website visitors.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

CMS include enhancement to the quality of the site, and
downloading of the required information from a website is very
ease.
CMS streamlined to support rapid and simple updates to
information across the site.
Through CMS increase the amount of information published on
websites. The CMS deliver efficiency and management benefits to
support the goal of website growth.
Effective searching can be possible to retrieve particular
information.
The CMS improve capacity of website. Large volume of data can be
stored and accessible to the users as well as providing greater
transparency and accountability.
Direct staff communication, and ‘peer‐to‐peer’ sharing of
information are two of the most effective ways of spreading
knowledge. The CMS provide both an environment and the tools to
facilitate these processes.
The CMS allow find and track the key information.
Cataloguing, editing, referring, indexing and information transfer
can be done with ease and speed.
Effective and powerful searching can be possible to retrieve
particular information.
Reduce website publishing and maintenance cost, presently most
of the CMSs are available free of cost.
The CMS allow a wide audience to access the website.
Mostly CMS are easy to install.

81. Discuss the importance of retrospective conversion (RECON) is
moving from a manual system to an automated cataloguing system.
Need for the Retrospective Conversion
With the advent of computers and their increasing usage in
libraries and information centers, libraries are forced to undertake
RetroCon work. The RetroCon is done in two ways i.e. local and national,
the details of which are discussed below:
Provide reliable access to document collection of libraries by
creating on‐line union catalogues of monographs, serials, and non‐book
materials (manuscripts, audio‐visuals, computer media, etc.) in various
libraries in India.
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Provide information resource utilization through shared
cataloguing, inter‐library loan service, catalogue production, cooperative
collection development and to avoid duplication in acquisition to the
extent possible.
Enable the users dispersed all over the country, irrespective of
location and distance, to have access to information regarding books,
monographs, serials and non‐book materials by locating the sources where
from available and to obtain it through the facilities of new
communication technologies.
Furthermore, it is estimated that 50% collection held by
universities are similar, which means copies of the 50% books are available
in most of the libraries and every library creates a record for these books,
duplicating the effort by re‐cataloguing, which is already catalogued by
one of the member library. Secondly, with the existing support, it would
be difficult for every library to complete the process within the five years
period as the centre supports the libraries for five years period only. It is
therefore, becomes necessary to have an alternative mechanism to
complete this task within the prescribed time frame with supplement
tools, so that duplication can be avoided and also expected level of
computerization can be achieved.
Retrospective Conversion Tool
Keeping in view the large amount of resources spread across the
country, which needs to be converted in to machine‐readable form at
much faster rate, for libraries to offer better and efficient services to the
users, this Retrospective Conversion Tool (RCT) will be a handy & useful
one. The tool has been developed during the year 2002 by Database R & D
Group with the help of Database Development & Management Group,
which was finally accomplished by November 2002. The tool is based on
SOUL software, which runs on MS‐SQL and will be available on CD ROM,
which cannot be copied on other systems. It offers low cost option for
converting card catalogue into qualitative machine‐readable catalogue.
The local library’s records can be matched with INFLIBNET union catalogue
of records and process the matched records which can be saved according
to ISO–2709 format (CCF, MARC 21).
Union Catalogue of INFLIBNET contains 12 lakhs bibliographic
records of books in English language, contributed by participating libraries
which is based on CDS/ISIS database management system It gives online
access to the merged catalogues of university libraries. We expect that the
hit rate of match could be 60 percent.
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Retrospective conversion tool would reduce the time of library
staff in creating library records, maintain quality and uniform records;
upgrade the existing and future records of libraries and enhance the
automation process of the libraries. It allows searching, editing, card
(AACR 2) and spine label printing of local library collection by matching the
standardized records in both stand alone and network environment. It
would also help those libraries, who are in the initial stage of automation.
It is proposed that this tool will be distributed in CD‐ROM to the
universities with the Union database of books after taking proper approval
from the authority.
82. Discuss the objectives, functions, services of academic libraries.
Mention the agencies which contributed in the development of academic
libraries in India.
University libraries provide additional facilities for higher learning,
research and dissemination of knowledge publications. The university is
governed by the statutory laws of the concerned university. Today
university libraries have a very large role to play to meet a variety of
demands of information and knowledge to cope up with the
multidimensional activities of university.
Objectives and functions of University/Academic Libraries
University library helps the university in achieving the objectives of
the university. The major functions that are derived from these objectives
are as follows:
(a)
Development of collection
The collection of a university library is distinctively different from
college libraries. The collection have to cater to the needs of not only
teaching and learning, but also research, publication, conservation of ideas
and knowledge, etc. A major responsibility of the university library is to
build a collection of documents and other non‐print material carefully
geared to the academic needs of students, teachers, researchers and other
involved in academic pursuits.
The collection has to be made on the basis of experts advices. This
is normally achieved by constituting book selection committees, in which
faculty members are usually represented. As the library meets the
requirements of research of a large number of specialised projects, it is
necessary to acquire relevant documents such as reports, conference
proceedings, theses, dissertations, patents and standards and similar
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others. Besides print materials, non‐print materials such as microforms,
audiovisual kits, video‐audio cassettes/CD‐ROMs also should be acquired.
(b)
Technical Processing and Organizations
The larger stock of material acquired by the library should be
housed properly. As such classification system should be used which is
acceptable to the user community. The physical storage and filing of all
documents must be conducive to use. The catalogue of the library is a
consulted tool. Therefore the standard practices of cataloguing should be
adopted. IGC is also providing special grant for each university library in
the country. Therefore, no effort should be spared, if facilities and
opportunities are existed in the universities for computerization of the
libraries.
Services
The university libraries offer a number of library, documentation
and information services, which are as follows:
1.
Basic services: A university library consists of the basic services,
such as lending, reference, reading room facilities assistance in the use of
library and display of current additions etc.
2.
CAS: CAS in university libraries is provided through current
contents of journals, alerting services to important literature in selected
fields, SDI services for pinpointed information to the users, newspaper
clippings etc.
3.
Bibliographic services: Bibliographic services of a university library
include literature search, compilation of bibliographies on specific topics
and index to current literature.
4.
Condensation services: These services include preparation of
abstracts on specific topics, digest services, preparation of reviews in
progress/advances on specific subjects and state‐of‐art reports.
5.
Specialised services: University libraries also provide some
specialised services, such as users education, exhibition and special
displays, lectures and demonstrations, and user oriented seminars,
workshops, etc.
6.
Other services: In other services university libraries offer document
supply service, reprographic service, translation service and computer‐
based information retrieval.
Agencies which contributed in the development of Academic Libraries in
India
Education and libraries are the two joint sisters so one cannot be
separated from the other. And libraries are the main base of academic
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system and today they are treated as the heart of educational
organizations. The progress and development of a country is mostly
depend only on the libraries specially on academic libraries. In our country,
there is no better arrangement and system of libraries in comparison with
some other countries like USSR, USA, UK, France and Germany, etc.
Therefore efforts have been made since very beginning to constitute
various committees and commissions at time to time for the betterment
of academic libraries in India. These committees and commissions are
called the agencies. Their contributions are mentioned below.
(a)
Hunter Commission (1882)
Hunter Commission was set up in India in 1882 in British period for
the improvement of libraries. This commission reported that the students
have only the interest in reading the books of their study. They did not
have interests in other books of general knowledge. Therefore,
commission suggested for establishing the libraries in schools and colleges.
(b)
Indian University Commission (1902)
Indian University Commission was set up in 1902 with the efforts of
the then Viceroy Lord Curzon in relation with the matters of academic
libraries of India. This commission also forced to organize well the
academic libraries in the country for the progress and development.
(c)
Saddler Commission (1917)
With the aim of bringing improvement in the educational system of
India, Saddler Commission was set up in 1917. This commission recognised
the library as one of the necessary organ of the university and forced to
give a rank of its librarian also. It recommended also that a librarian is not
less than a professor in any case in the university and he should be treated
equivalent to the professor in his rank, scale, post, services, etc.
(d)
Radhakrishnan Committee (1948)
After independence in free India in 1948, a committee under the
chairmanship of Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, the great educationist, was set up
which was also called University Education Commission. The committee
reported so many suggestions regarding academic libraries for their
betterment.
(e)
Secondary Education Commission (1953)
The commission was set up for doing efforts for the extension and
developments of secondary education in 1953 in India. The commission
accepted the importance of the libraries in secondary schools.
(f)
University Grants Commission (1953)
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In fact, the development in the field of education in India have only
been with the establishment in 1953 of UGC developed a system in the
libraries for the progress of education, in which it announced to give
regular and extra grant for the books, periodicals, furniture, buildings,
tools and machines and staff of the libraries of colleges and universities. As
a result of it, the place of libraries became important in college and
universities of the country.
(g)
Ranganathan Committee (1957)
UGC of India set up Ranganathan Committee in 1957. Dr.
Ranganathan, the chairman of the committee determined the standards
for every worker of the libraries. The committee reported so many
necessary and important suggestions regarding academic libraries, as a
result of which such development and improvement at various levels of
academic libraries became possible in India.
(h)
Advisory Committee (1958)
The Indian government set up in 1957 an advisory committee in the
chairmanship of Dr. K.P.Sinha to give suggestions and advices regarding
academic libraries. It is also called as Sinha Committee which studied all
the suggestions given by all other earlier committees or commissions. In
the end it advised in its report (1958) to give financial grant for the
development of libraries by the government and to buy books for all the
libraries.
(i)
Kothari Commission (1964)
The Indian government set up a commission in 1964 in the
chairmanship of Dr. D.S.Kothari. This Commission gave its report which
was quite different from the previous commission’s reports. This
commission recommended that the provisions should be made in
university libraries to spend Rs. 25.00 per student and Rs. 500.00 per
teacher.
(j
New Educational Policy (1986)
The Indian government accepted new education policy in 1986. It is
regretted that no provisions had been made for the development of
libraries. In this situation, this is only the responsibility of UGC in India to
think and support to the libraries of the country.
83. IT has revolutionalized the LIS services – Elucidate.
The advent of the computer has made possible the creation of
many new types of documents. Broadly these are referred to as Electronic
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documents. Electronic documents are acquired in computer format &
published by releasing them to a central database.
1
Web Interfacing of traditional Searches
Online searching is the term commonly used to describe the most
typical area of library and information professional’s work. Significantly
online vendors such as Knight Ridder’s DIALOG & Data Star; OCLC etc. have
moved towards the stage where interfacing has become the standard.
Search results can be downloaded directly via the browser software.
Moreover, documents can be saved either HTML or tagged format.
2
Imaging
Libraries of today are having collections which comprise of
photographs, maps, detailed artworks, architectural sketches &
engineering drawings. With the availability of hi end servers; large
bandwidth; Image navigator software, there is no technical constraint to
produce a complete online solution for this specialized collection. Images
are scanned & compressed using a special encoding process, producing an
image that can be loaded quickly into a standard web browser.
3
Digital Environment
Many libraries in India are thinking to digitize their resources.
Digitization is a process through which information is converted into digits
for computer use. The conversion of information into this form makes it
possible to transmit information through one channel and to reduce the
risks of distortion. Moreover the use of digital language facilitates the
integration of computers, telecommunications & some other technologies.
This convergence results in easy handling of information at quicker speed
with more flexibility, improved quality & lower costs. These benefits have
attracted policy makers of our country to see the launch of various
digitization projects in India. Consequently, many libraries are in the
process of undertaking the digitization of resources encompassing rare
books, periodicals, patents, manuscripts, photographs and other pictorial
images.
4
RFID Technology
Libraries and Information Centres are often faced with the
dilemma of check‐out/check‐in of the resources. An automated
environment has helped circulation staff to a large extent but still long
queues particularly during peak hours create chaotic scenes in many
libraries. Slow pace of transaction at the circulation counter result in loss
of tempers by many users. In a fully automated library, check‐out & check‐
in of the material could be made faster with the help of Charged Couple
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Device scanners. Nevertheless, these hand held scanners do not give
liberty to the users for self check‐out/check‐in of the books. However, with
the installation of self‐checkout machines, apply self‐service technology to
the book borrowing function. Self Return Book drop allows depositing
book through an external book return chute. The moment it is returned,
status of the book in circulation database is updated thus allowing other
borrowers to check out the returned book right away. Radio Frequency
identification (RFID) technology plays a significant role not only in updating
the databases but also in Tagging and verification, shelf management and
stock‐take, and also in Theft deterrent system. Despite the many benefits,
handful of libraries have, so far, embraced this technology, lack of
knowledge on the part of librarians may be cited as one of the main
factors behind it.
ICT is a medium and a tool that enables the organization and
dissemination of information. It is a condition for delivery of information
from provider to users. The collaboration between reference librarians
and technology experts provides software solutions for online reference &
information services (such as LSSI’s electronic reference software &
Endeavor’s Encompass) to support –
•
Immediacy: To help users to receive quick library services any time
of day or night, any and every day of the week;
•
Interactivity: To help users to follow‐up responses;
•
Personalization: To help users to receive information package in
the way they want;
•
Mobility: To help users to access library services from any Internet
connected computer at anywhere & anytime. The wireless
telephony & wireless computing will increase the value of mobility
in future.
Database Search Services
Libraries all over the world are finding vital information through
online information retrieval services that provide access to thousands of
databases containing both bibliographic and primary source information.
Databases are also available as discrete datasets on optical discs like
CDROM & DVDROM. Users can either search these databases directly or
through intermediaries (such as library professionals). Databases that are
available in libraries for remote access via online search or for local access
via CDROM/DVDROM can be categorized as:
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Reference Databases: They refer users to another source such as a
document, an organization, an individual or full text of a document. These
may be grouped as:
Bibliographic Databases: Provide information on contents, location
and summarization through citations, bibliographic references and
abstracts.
Catalogue Databases: Provide information on the stock of a given
library or group of libraries. These databases generally include
monographs, journal titles and other library materials.
Referral Databases: Include directory type data such as the names
and address of organizations or individuals.
Source Databases: Contain original source data and act as one type
of electronic document. These are grouped as
Numeric Databases: Contain numerical data e.g. statistics and
survey data
Full text Databases: Contain databases of newspaper items, journal
articles, patents etc.
Alphanumeric Databases: Contain textual as well as numeric data
e.g. annual reports, handbooks etc.
Multimedia Databases: Contain information stored in a mixture of
formats (e.g. text, sound, video, picture animation etc.)
All the above mentioned databases are accessible remotely
through online services or locally through CDROM databases. The search
framework of online and CDROM databases is quite similar and includes
following components:
Formulation: It involves several decisions regarding sources, fields,
what to search for, and the search variants.
Action: In the second step, a search button needs to be pressed to
conduct a search and the user is expected to wait till the search process
ends.
Review of Result: In this step, user views the retrieved results by
selecting various display options such as size of display, display format,
order of items (by author, title, data etc.) and so on.
Refinement: If user is not satisfied with the search result, he/she
need to reformulate the search statement and conduct a new search.
Users can also refine a search and conduct a new search on the retrieved
set.
Online Database Service
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During the past 10 to 15 years, several related data processing and
telecommunication technologies have evolved and merged to make fast,
reliable and low cost online information services a reality. The components
of any online database service include:
•
Powerful time‐sharing computers
•
Interactive retrieval programmes
•
Telecommunication support
•
Access privilege
•
Machine‐readable databases
•
Fast, low cost terminals
•
Fast access disc storage devices
•
Networks
Web‐based Information Services
The Internet is a global collection of interlinked computer
networks, or a network of networks. It offers a gateway to myriad online
databases, library catalogues & collections, software and document
archives such as Telnet, FTP, Gopher and World Wide Web (WWW). The
WWW or simply web is the most innovative, the most visible, and the
fastest growing part of the Internet. Web supports multimedia,
hyperlinking and HTML formatted web pages can invoke programmes
(Common Gateway Interface) to process user supplied data (FORM). You
already have an idea about the integration of web and library automation
package in previous units of this block. Web can be utilized in library
services as global publishing platform in two ways. We can link local library
resources to the web for global users and we can organize global
information resources available in the web for the local users. The web
based information services may be discussed under two broad groups –
general web‐based information services and subject specific web‐based
information services.
Subject‐specific Services
Subject specific information resources are mainly available in the
web through three channels – Academic subject directories, Subject
gateways and Digital libraries.
Digital Reference Services
Reference services refer to the personal assistance provided to
users in pursuit of information. Reference service has remained the core
theme of library profession over the years. The increasing availability of
electronic information sources and services through web and digital
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libraries has altered the notion of traditional library services. The web‐
enabled reference services have many advantages –
•
It combines reference works together at one website and makes
them easier to find;
•
It achieves economics of scale in production and development by
tackling a number of reference works;
•
It provides a common interface for collection of reference sources
and allows meta‐searching and cross‐collection searching.
The available online reference and information sources may be
categorized into three broad groups:
•
Group I: Reference and information services from publishers,
database vendors and specialized institutions
•
Group II: Reference and information services provided by libraries
and/or experts through Internet
•
Group III: Reference and information services where users need to
conduct a search and find information through the web.
84. Considering libraries as an agent of change of socio‐economic,
cultural, educational and political developments. Discuss the role of
library as the heart of knowledge society.
Introduction
Libraries in general and public libraries in particular have a very
important part toplay in future development of the social, cultural,
educational and economic progress in a country. Library service to all
classes of people – the children, adolescents and young adults, adults, the
aged and the handicapped – is a social necessity for a co‐operative life of
culture and for the steady development of the social being. The library in a
society should be the heart from which every development in the
community radiates and gets irradiated. A local library should be the social
nerve centre of the locality.
Role in Society
In a developing country like ours special emphasis is given on
literacy, adult education and formal, academic education. The public
library should supplement the formal education in schools, colleges and
universities. It should provide books and other library materials for self‐
education, recreation, information and knowledge. It should also provide
for the neo‐literates and even the illiterates of functional literature, audio‐
visual materials and reading circles so that they may make the best use of
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their life in the society, become good citizens and discharge their social
responsibilities besides supplementing their traditional knowledge and
experience about their own vocation or calling.
Role in Economy
We are living in the age of ‘information explosion’. Information
which is recorded for communication has been growing in ever increasing
volume and rate in every field of human activity, more so in the field of
science and technology. Rapid scientific inventions in the recent past have
made considerable impact on the development of mind and means of
communication. The volume of reported knowledge resulting from day to
day discoveries has increased enormously. As such there has been
universal recognition that information is both a national and international
resource which should be utilised for the socio‐economic and
technological progress of mankind as a whole. In the context of
information explosion, it is realised that no nation in the world, not even
the most affluent and technologically advanced one, is now in a position to
gather required information for research activites and handle effectively
all the information generated in the world. This means, it is highly
impossible to acquire all the the information sources produced in the
world even by economically developed countries.
As such, every nation is at the outlook of an economic agency for
assimilation accumulation and effective use of all the information.
Realising the efficacy of library services, every nation has been establishing
National Library Systems and National and Regional Level Networks in
many disciplines to cater the information needs of different types of
information users.
Role in Culture
The library is a social and cultural centre in a community. Any
community consists of different segments based on their age, occupation,
language, religion and the like. Ranganathan states that “a library is a kind
of social power station where the minds of the members of the
community are energised”. A community comprises different cultural and
social groups like “children’s club, youth forum, different professional
association and societies. All such socio‐cultural groups in a community
need nourishment from the library. In fact the library should lend active
support to such groups to conduct their activities. It should identify itself
with their aspirations. In order to become a social and cultural centre the
library should organize lectures, exhibitions, cultural shows, local festivals,
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various competitions etc. with the support of different social and cultural
groups in a community.
The library should take interest in preserving the local history
collections. Each community boasts of its cultural heritage through the
works of art, sculpture, paintings, library manuscripts of the post. The
library fulfils this function by identifying and collecting such materials of
cultural value available in its locality. These local history collections should
be brought to the notice of the public of the community so that they can
pride in these cultural heritage.
Role in Education
To facilitate access to its resources for information and education
in planning this function the following questions require consideration:
Who are the residents who now make use of the library? Who are the
residents who would make use of it? If its services were known to them?
Who are the future users of the library collection? These and many other
similar questions need to be asked before selecting and organizing the
collections. For this purpose the library has to conduct systematic readers’
survey to identify the actual and potential needs of the community. On the
basis of such identification it should organize well balanced collection
suited to the needs of the area. It should take steps to select the
information sources which will suit educational levels, interests, vocation
pattern, nature of industries, agricultural products, etc. in the area. After
analysing the requirements of the users the library should organise the
collection through classification, cataloguing, indexing coupled with
bibliographic and other documentation work, to make it easily accessible
to them. It should also organize a programme of public information to
make its resources not only available but eagerly sought by its community.
For illiterates or neo‐literates it needs to organize audio visual or mass
media communication. In essence the public library has to provide
materials and services to promote general diffusion of knowledge and
information.
The success of democracy depends on universal education of
people. The democratic society now expects its member to be self
governing, informed, generous, tolerant, a champion of freedom, a citizen
of the world and desirous of leaving the world better for his stay in it.
When we consider such expectations of the society in respect of man as
individual, we realize the full potential of the library in society which can
only fulfil this expectation. To make democracy safe and beneficial, it is
necessary to keep every citizen informed of current events and provide
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opportunity for independent judgement and facility for elevating oneself.
Industrialization has led to intelligent conservation of all available
resources, maximizing production and transformation of raw materials
into beneficial commodities through improved technology. This requires
continuous dissemination of latest scientific ideas and know how.
Continuing education of one and all, all through the life is a social
necessity. This implies that the adult member in a society be self‐educated
to improve himself by acquiring new skills, information and competence.
The adult education is varied, informal and practical. The public library is
the most appropriate agency of adult education in so far as it provides
both the requisite reading material and environment for informal reading.
Apart from ensuring skill and competence in individual, continuing self
education brings a sense of satisfaction and enlightenment to man. In this
context the functional role of the library needs proper recognition and
appreciation. As an agency of adult education, it has used various
instruments of mass communication, with increasing use of audio‐visual
materials for disseminating information. In fact it is the only agency in
under developed countries for the promotion of mass education and for
the elimination of illiteracy.
Role in Politics
Libraries may be regarded as politicalcentres where every citizen of
a country is trained and disciplined so as to live and discharge political
duties in a democratic government. The democratic form of stae is being
evolved or establish everywhere in the world. One of the assumptions of
democracy is that sovereignty is inherent among all the citizens of a state.
For political reasons, the sovereignty of each may be exercised only once
in a few years. The form of its exercise is usually the vote cast at the poll.
The result of the vote is the delegation of sovereignty to a preferred few.
This delegation is liable to be withdrawn and transferred to another set of
persons at any moment. One implication of this democratic type of
political organization is that every citizen should be well informed person.
He has to be helped with correct information. This cannot be done by
party machinery as it will be biased. A democratic state has, therefore, to
set up an agency to distribute information impoartially. It wants also an
agency which can constantly improve the power of judgement of every
citizens by providing for his perpetual self‐education. The tools of
information and self‐education had for long been accumulated and made
to lie as deposits in libraries at the local, state, regional and international
level with the help of worldcat and union catalogues, it is easy to locate a
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particular information material which is not available in a particular library
system. In the field of information service, libraries prepare bibliographical
sources and through which bibliographical services can be provided. For
example, at the national level, the Central Reference Library (a Unit of
national Library) prepares Indian National Bibliography on the basis of
national output of publications. Like wise, State Central Libraries are also
producing their state bibliographies.
85. Bring out the genesis & growth of INFLIBNET & discuss its role in
information management and highlight its efforts towards consortia
approach to E‐journals.
Introduction
INFLIBNET is the National network of Indian University Libraries,
located in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India. The INFLIBNET’s beginning was
made in 1991 as a major programme of University Grants Commission
(UGC) under the Inter‐University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics
(IUCAA). The INFLIBNET Centre was established in May 1996 as an
independent, autonomous Inter‐University Centre (IUC) of the University
Grants Commission (UGC) with the target to network all the Academic
Libraries of Higher Education in India for promotion of scholarly
communication among academicians and researchers.
Human Resource Development and Consultancy
The Centre has organized 483 training programmes, workshops
and seminar focusing on the managing library automation and networking
and so far 26927 participants have been benefitted. The Centre has
initiated various programmes as part of the human resource development
activities such as CALIS, WANULIP, IRTPLA, SOUL Training Programmes,
International CALIBER and Convention PLANNER.
UGC‐Infonet Internet Connectivity Programme
Under this programme participating University has signed a
quadripartite agreement with UGC, INFLIBNET and ERNET in order to have
Internet bandwidth ranging from 256 kpbs to 2 mbps using Broadband
LL/SCPC/DAMA/FTDMA/RF Open Network Architecture. The INFLIBNET
Centre controls and monitors the network and liaisons ERNET, UGC and
Universities.
UGC‐Infonet Digital Library Consortium
This consortium provides current as well as archival access to more
than 5000 core and peer‐reviewed journals and 9 bibliographic databases
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from 23 publishers and aggregators in different subjects. So far 150
universities out of 171 that come under the purview of UGC have been
provided differential access to subscribed e‐resources under the
consortium. The Electronic resources subscribed by this consortium are as
follows:
Full‐text e‐resources
American Chemical Society (ii) American Institute of Physics (AIP)
(iii) American Physical Society (APS) (iv) Annual Reviews (v) Blackwell
Publishing (vi) Cambridge University Press (vii) Cell Press (Elsevier) (vii)
Emerald –Library Science Collection (ix) Institute of Physics (IOP) (x) Jstor
(xi) Nature (xii) Oxford University Press (OUP) (xiii) Portland Press (xiv)
Project Euclid (xv) Project Muse (xvi) Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) (xvii)
SIAM Journals (xviii) Springer Link (xix) Taylor and Francis.
Bibliographic databases: (i) J‐Gate Custom Content for Consortia
(JCCC) (ii) MathScinet (iii) SciFinder Scholar (iv) ISID (v) Analytical Abstract
(vi) Catalysts & Catalysed Reactions (vii) Methods in Organic Synthesis (viii)
Natural Product Updates (ix) Chemical Hazards in Industry (x0) Laboratory
Hazards Bulletin.
Information Resources @INFLIBNET
The articles published in International CALIBER AND National Level
PLANNER proceedings are being uploaded in to the Institutional repository
IR@INFLIBENT in PDF format and accessible at http://dspace.inlibnet.ac.in.
The Repository also has course materials, Newspaper clippings etc. So far
it has 500 full‐text articles.
New Initiatives include Open Source Software R&D, Access
Management R&D, Open Access R&D, Web 2.0, Lib 2.0 etc.
Publications
The Centre publishes following publications regularly. INFLIBNET
Newsletter (Quarterly), Guidelines for Data Capturing: A Manual,
Proceedings of International CALIBER & National Level PLANNER,
Information Brochures on INFLIBNET, its activities and services, course
materials on various workshops and training programmes, Annual Reports,
INFLIBNET Diary and Directory of Indian Universities and NUCSAL: national
Union Catalogue of Serial in Academic Libraries.
86. Examine the significance of LIS research in a developing economy
focussing the priority areas. Or, Elucidate need of research in LIS.
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Research in science and technology and social sciences is well
established. However, need for research in L&IS has not been fully
recognized. This is especially true in developing countries like India. Social
and economic pressures are building up which are making more and more
persons to go in for research degrees and research projects. It is being
realized that research in L&IS has an important role to play in the
educational process, creation of new knowledge in L&IS, solution of
problems faced by librarians/documentalists/information scientists. It is
considered that research programmes will enable the profession to
achieve greater academic and professional respectability.
Socio‐economic and technological changes have brought changes
in the information environment, information has play a crucial role. This
has led to need for highly trained personnel for providing information.
In order to utilize information effectively, national and
international information networks are being set up. These require
specialized manpower and research into information systems. For the
advancement of L&IS, strong research programmes are necessary. These
can help to sharpen existing methods, techniques and tools and also
enable designing of new ones.
Due to increase in the price of documents and salaries, scarcity of
resources, librarians are faced with tremendous problems, in the running
of libraries. Research can provide an answer to these problems. Research
can help to improve services to the users, lead to better utilization of
documents, etc.
Research in LIS briefly means, the collection and analysis of original
data on a problem of LIS, done within the library schools according to
scientific and scholarly standards. Research in this connection broadly
includes investigations; studies; surveys; academic work at the doctoral,
post doctoral, and research staff level; and in‐house or action research by
practising librarians; information personnel, and documentalists.
The need for research in LIS stems mainly from three reasons. The
first reason is the educational function of advanced study in LIS. The main
purpose of advanced training is to train that is, to impart to the student a
body of knowledge and of techniques about the subject to which he/she
had been insufficiently exposed during the earlier stage of professional
training, or not exposed at all. Advanced training leads to fruitful
specialisation in all thrust areas of this subject. The second reason involves
the critical function critical approach to LIS. The profession requires
students who can criticize, add to, and improve the professional
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knowledge and expertise. An important function of research is to be
critical. All the techniques, processes, and practices of librarianship which
are taken for granted in the beginning courses should be put to critical
examination. Such critical study enables the student to achieve and
develop skills in him/her. The knowledge developed within the profession
through surveys conducted by the faculty, librarian could be put to use,
and basic research on the problems of librarianship be undertaken. These
serve the critical function not for the sake of criticism, but for the
improvement of the professional practice. The third reason is the symbolic
function. This is a result of growing professionalism in library profession.
Since 1930s, proliferation of library profession was under way and the
profession began to see greater vistas of service opening before it.
Advanced training and research (leading to doctorates just like in other
professions) were recognised as prerequisites of library profession to be
treated at par with other professions. Starting with ‘Library Economy’
(1876), we are now in an information technology age, where we deal with
online services of e‐books, e‐journals etc., resource sharing among the
libraries through digital library system as well as for the end user located
anywhere of the world, library automation, RFID techniques for
surveillance, Unicode system for regional language documents entry and
so on. This leads to the Library and Information Science subject a
multidisciplinary approach with high impact of Information Technology,
Computer Science subjects and the experts of these subjects have been
involved in library related jobs e.g. Information Scientists, Programmers
etc. All these developments in science and technology have their effect on
library and information science. To cope up with this ever increasing multi‐
dimensional knowledge, we have to keep ourselves ready. This
necessitates research in our own subject field as well as in the related
areas of other subject fields.
There are many issues which require research in the developing
countries like India. These are as follows:
1.
Resource Sharing among College, University, Research and Public
Libraries;
2.
Sense making Information Seeking Behaviour;
3.
Human Resource Management in College, University, Research
and Public Libraries;
4.
Total Quality Management in College, University, Research and
Public Libraries;
5.
Knowledge Management in Libraries
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Digital Library & Virtual Library System
Institutional Repositories
Manuscript Preservation and Conservation
Library Automation Software (for maximum feasibility [with
Unicode support] in minimum price)

87. Resource sharing is essential to provide comprehensive Library and
Information services – explain in the light of consortia approach.
Library consortium is the most popular channel of resource sharing
these days. As per Oxford Dictionary “Consortium means temporary
cooperation of a number of powers, companies, etc for a common
purpose. It is an association of similar type of organizations/institutions
who are engaged for producing and servicing the common things/for
providing services for a specific purpose of its users...”
A consortium is said to be “a cooperative arrangement among
group institutions or an association or society”. Consortia are commonly
formed to increase the purchasing power of the collaborating institutions
to expand the resource availability and to offer automated services.
Consortia may be formed on a local, regional or international basis;
on a functional or format basis or on a subject basis. At present in India
two open‐ended consortia are functional at national level with a common
goal. These are: INDEST consortia which is functional with the aim of
catering to the information needs of technical education in India, and
UGC‐INFONET is there to fulfil the information needs of university
education system in India.
Library consortium is the virtual way to cope with the different
problems of libraries through proper coordination and cooperation. Apart
from these, duplication can be avoided as the situation calls for optimum
use of resources by rational use of funds. The benefits of a consortium
include:
•
Quality of service is enhanced
•
Cost of service is reduced
•
Duplication of stock is minimized
•
More information is available with less payment
Reasons for Consortia Approach
•
Increased international cooperation;
•
Proliferation of e‐information sources/sharing existing sources;
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•

Emerging new technologies tools‐developments in network
associated with electronic delivery, electronic journals and variety
of web‐based facilities that provide access to wide range of other
databases;
•
New information products and services;
•
Increase in user’s skill in search of information;
•
Economic competition and information access and delivery,
focusing more on electronic resources using leverage of a group
and common funding sources.
How do Library Consortia Work
a)
Loosely Knit Federation
The loosely knit federation is typically a local or regional
consortium formed at the grass root level. This is more a federation than a
consortium. It is governed by its member libraries, and usually has no
central staff or any central funding. It is very flexible and has low
overhead, but it also generates a low level of return. While these consortia
involve little risk or investment of time, it is difficult for them to achieve all
but the simplest of outcomes. With perhaps few common interests, and
no central authority, there is only limited or no group purchasing power.
With little agreement on electronic resources to purchase, request to
publishers and other information providers yield minimal return.
b)
Multi‐Type/Multi‐State Network
The multi‐type/multi‐state network usually has the value of a
central staff, but even if sub organized by type of library there is a purely
voluntary level of corporation among members who have little common
interest. Vendors generally provide the poorest database discounts
because the network cannot guarantee a specified level of participation.
The programmematic agenda of the consortium is likely to be highly
fragmented.
(c)
Tightly Knit Federation
At the next level, the tightly knit consortium has some of the
flexibility of the loosely knit federation, but is not encumbered by the
fragmentation of membership of the multi‐state, multi‐type consortia.
Tightly knit federation may have a sponsoring agency, and may have either
a focused membership profile or heterogeneous profile. Some dedicated
staff coordinates programme development, but does not control that
programme. The organization may rely solely upon institutional funding,
or may supplement their resources with foundation or other external
funding. The consortium may share a virtual or online union catalogue.
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Publisher discounts, for example, are likely to be greater than for both or
the either of two types of consortia, and there is more likelihood that
tightly knit federations will develop defined and beneficial
programmematic agenda over time.
d)
Centrally Funded State wide Consortia
Finally, the central funded state wide consortium has a sponsoring
agency and mostly separate source of funds. The central funds augment
what each campus would be able to purchase solely from campus funds.
Therefore, the central agency probably secures the contract and pays
many or all of the cost involved, such as for database subscriptions.
Members jointly agree on services to purchase based on shared interests.
Staff is available to further the programmematic agenda, and the central
administration may have a role in formulating or even mandating the
agenda and policies. Virtual union catalogues are either in place or under
development. In some cases, the central authority may operate
inefficiently, but with a central source of dedicated funds, member
libraries have more of an incentive to collaborate than with any of the
other models.
88. Application/Role of TQM in LIS.
TQM is the hybridaization of plus side of Taylor’s scientific
management and Japanese participatory management. W.Edward
Deming, Joseph Juran, Philip B. Crosby and Kaoru Ishikawa are the
pioneers in developing this new system of management.
Mass production of information is not the cliché any more but
quality information is what the customers are really looking for. In case of
library, rising cost of information services, customer dissatisfaction with
lower quality of information as well as declining enrolments of customers
have led to quality revolution.
The quality management in libraries is concerned with:
i) Overall customer service, ii) customer satisfaction, and (iii) cost
reduction. To achieve the goal of quality information products and
services, the internal operating conditions studied included: 1) attention
to customer requirements, 2) group process and problem solving skills, 3)
internal communication throughout the organization, 4) change to a more
participatory management, 5) timeliness of internal process and 6)
efficiency.
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TQM had enabled those areas in the library which implemented it
to accomplish improved quality service with the same workforce. They
were able to do this by utilizing customer surveys, flowcharting work
processes, analyzing the data, brainstorming solutions, developing
performance standards, and selecting and implementing solutions.
British Standard BS7850 defined TQM as “Management philosophy
and company practices that aim to harness the human and material
resources of an organization in the most effective way to achieve the
objectives of the organization”.
TQM consists of three terms. Each term is significant where,
Total
= Everyone has a role to play
Quality
= Doing right thing first time, every time, all the time
and
Management
= Art of making it happen
TQM embodies certain values and approaches common to libraries
today. Yet several of its defining and most extraordinary elements‐
continuous improvement, quality tools and measurement, and customer
focus planning not commonly applied in libraries.
TQM begins with leadership and focuses the entire on customer
needs. Quality improvements lead to service improvements which
increase goodwill of libraries.
TQM techniques and processes may differ from library to library
according to their necessity and applicability. It links the need to consider
radically rethinking the way in which a library is organized and performs it
functions with the turbulent, rapidly changing nature of the information
environment in which libraries operate. With its emphasis on meeting
users’ needs, TQM is seen as a way of linking the familiar time honoured
commitment to service with a flexible, future oriented approach to
management.
TQM principles can work in libraries, but one must know how to
work, within the TQM works best as we manage our best valuable
resources ourselves. The library of the future can only be created by the
librarian of the future. The most important element of a successful TQM
programme is its inherent philosophy of managing people. Second TQM
requires the library staff define progress in terms of meeting users’ needs.
Thus, the library application of TQM has library staff functioning as valued
partners in the process of meeting customer or library user needs. Library
managers must lead in the creation of a management culture that
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encourages employees to contribute, and gives staff the necessary
training in an organized way.
Since user needs will continue to change, quality service will
require a continuous improvement process.
We will be continually challenged to:
a.
identify customers
b.
identify customer expectations
c.
translate expectations into operational processes
d.
decide on how to measure service
e.
conduct evaluation of services based on established performance
measures
Reason for the concern with quality is the changing environment in
which all library, whether public or private sector are being delivered.
There is a belief that libraries need to operate even more effectively and
efficiently in the 1990s than was being argued for the 1970s. Then the
emphasis was mainly on providing certain level of service quality, within a
largely stable environment. Library managers tended to focus on efficiency
criteria: the numbers of reference transactions per day, the number of
books issued per day, the number of books issued per day, the number of
books and journals entered into online databases, the number of books
issued in the reading room, the number of journals issued in the reading
room etc. Effectiveness was not being considered as rigorously in
answering questions, such as:
•
In the library and information service performing these activities,
and offering those services which should be provided?
•
Are library and information service staff accomplishing al goals and
objectives?
•
How can staff ensure that the library and information service offers
high quality services and activities?
Efficiency

Effectiveness

How much?
How many?

Organizational goals?
What kind?

Inputs

How economic?

Processes
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How well organized?

How fast?
How much
do we need?
How many?

What is most
important?
Outputs

How well?
How do we get
is right?
How satisfactory to
clients?

Fig. 1: Highlights the Questions of Efficiency and Effectiveness in relation
to Inputs, Processes and Outputs.
Total Quality Management (TQM) in the library intends to make
changes in the all structure from traditional hierarchical to horizontal
structures, to bridge the gap between those on the frontlines and the
senior management. Here, senior management is responsible for strategic
decisions and policies and empowered employees must work together in
teams; to achieve excellence in the provision and promotion of excellent
information services they must be active agents of information transfer
rather than just keeper of knowledge.
Therefore, the active libraries and librarians must develop and
adopt modern management approaches and strategic visions like TQM
towards customer services on more cost effective basis and every act of
library should come under the scrutiny of TQM. TQM focuses on
continuous improvement in product and services, by elimination of rework
encouragement of teamwork, providing a flattened al structure with
greater employee involvement, and an increase emphasis on customer
needs. “TQM certainly offers excellent opportunities for the library and
information sector to improve quality and user satisfaction and to create
al structures and cultures fitted to meet future challenges”.
Therefore, application of TQM in libraries will provide a vital link
for managerial decision makers. Further, the staff become proactive rather
than reactive, and they no longer simply react to an administrative
mandate asking them to produce results, justify their worth, and relate
what they do to their host organizations and their strategies and goals.
Thus the TQM has been and will continue to be, an issue of strategic
importance to librarianship and will remain as an integral part of the
profession.
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89. Laws of Library Science – implications in information communication
technology. Or, Application of Five laws of Library Science in digital era.
Dr. S.R. Ranganathan is known as “Father of Library Science”. He
has opined the “Five Laws of Library Science” in the year 1931. According
to Dr. Ranganathan the entire process of library or an Information
Institution i.e. organizing, managing, disseminating & retrieving of
information are directly or indirectly related to these Five Laws. He also
replaced terms ‘Books’, ‘Reader’, ‘Library’, by terms ‘Document’, ‘User’,
‘Information’ respectively. During that time he had recognized there will
be a possibility of problems in information handling due to information
explosion.
Five Laws are very useful and is a guiding principle for a library and
information professionals. Nowadays we, the library professionals are
facing the problems of information handlings. Most of the professionals
have taken the help of IT in organizing, managing, disseminating the
information properly & systematically. That is why where the five laws of
library science is reconsidered in the context of ICT.
First Law – “Books are for use”
This law focuses on the selective use of information. For proper
uses of information there should be proper storage and dissemination of
information. Library or information professionals have always kept in their
mind that, they have to serve “Right information, to Right user at the Right
time”. Library automation helps in computerizing library collections, where
more than one user can retrieve the same information simultaneously.
The OPAC of the library system helps users in accessing the bibliographical
information from anywhere.
With the help of ICT across the globe at all levels, a number of
efforts have been taken to promote the use of information. Government
has also taken initiatives to serve the information to its citizens (upto
grassroots level) in the form of e‐government projects. Through Internet
one can avail information globally. The library and information
professionals have to perform the role of information navigator,
knowledge manager, information evaluator etc.
Second Law – “Every reader his/her books”
Second Law is user oriented law. Every citizens has the right to
access the information (Right to Information Act, 2004). This law guides
the library or information professionals to take care of information users,
so that they can access information without any obstacle. Here is a
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necessity of User Survey, User Study and User Education. User Orientation
may help in acquiring the need and satisfying the purpose.
Presently no information Center or Library is self sufficient to serve
all types of information to a particular client because of information
explosion, budget crunches in the library and raising cost of the primary
resources. But through the networking and the consortium approach of
the E‐journals, Ebooks, help to meet the needs of users.
Third Law ‐ “Every books its reader”
Third Law is information oriented. In modern situation information
professionals have to accept the information technology to organize and
manage the information. Except in rural area, most of the university and
institutions libraries in India are automated. Few of them have taken
initiatives in digitizing the collections. Now e‐books and e‐journals have
taken place into the libraries instead of the print collections.
Every piece of information should be serving to users. Thus information
professionals have to organize the information in such a manner that
maximum information is used by user correctly and properly.
Automated technical process of the library collection such as
Cataloguing, Indexing, and Abstracting etc. helps user in the context of the
third law of library science.
Fourth Law – “Save the time of user”
This law highlighted on, how fast information can be delivered to
its end users. ICT has helped user in getting their required information into
their laptop, palmtop, and desktops. Today’s the concept “library without
wall” has come into the picture. Through broadband connection
information professionals serve the information to its clients with in a
fraction of second. Day by day Internet is speedy and reaching to every
user irrespective of the place and time.
Fifth Law – “Library is a Growing Organism”
Keeping in view the information available and growth in the area, it
is impossible for the single library to acquire all the information of a
subject. There is space problem, staff problem and most importantly the
fund problem every library has. In the present electronic age, resources
are available in electronic forms, such CD‐ROM, DVD, VCD, Optical Disks.
Due to availability in electronic format of the resources, space problem of
the library gets no sense and smaller place can acquire billions of
collection. The main problem of the library is availability of inadequate
funds. In that case resource sharing and networking between libraries and
information centers are very much essential. To short out the library
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budget problem, consortium approach has come to the picture making
libraries agreeing to share the resources under common platform.
Conclusion
Due to Information Technology, there are so many changes
happened in the world. Information is growing rapidly. Information
Technology is the only solution to manage and organizes the information
in proper way. Today ICT application permits all human activities. Dr.
Ranganathan’s Five Laws of Library Science was written seventy four years
back and in spite of having so many changes in Library world, these Five
Laws still fits in today context.
90. Information is considered as one of three basic element of manmade
environment only after matter and energy – critically discuss. Or, Discuss
the role of information in national development.
For centuries the societies in their various stages of developments
have prospered on the basis of information and knowledge. Though, the
growth of new knowledge has been slow, incidental and sporadic in the
beginning but in later years, information has reckoned as a driving force
for all human developments.
It is increasingly realised and recognised that information and
knowledge and their application for transformation of non‐resources into
value‐added economic resources are the real driving power for human
material progress. This assessment has resulted in the creation of
institutions exclusively for research and development (R&D) activities. The
output of these R&D activities has been the generation of new information
and knowledge.
Information is regarded as a national “resource” like energy, water,
air etc., and an important ‘thing’ for the progress of a nation. The impact
of fast, reliable and inexpensiveness information will be as great as that of
electricity in national and international economy. IBM, the computer
company says that the information is like an inexhaustible and renewable
source of energy.
It is also regarded as a “commodity” because continuum ranging
from raw data to finished information, its regulation will be affected in the
future by the value of information as it is taken by tax authorities. It may
be expensive or cheap like any other community.
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Information is a processed or organized data useful for decision
making. According to G. Bhattacharyya ‘Information is a message
conveyed or intended to be conveyed by a systematized body of ideas or
its accepted or acceptable substitute’.
Need for information:
Everybody needs information for some purpose or the other. When
we want to travel we need information about routes, timings of the
transport services, hotel facilities and the like. We may gather information
from a friend or from a travel agency. We may also go to a library and
collect this information from some documents like travel guides, railway
time tables.
There are varieties of reasons why people seek information.
Consider the following typical examples of information needs of wide cross
section of people:
Socio‐economic Development
The organising principle for information systems and services today
is a mix of Science. Technology and Social Information (STSI) Development,
being a complex and multidimensional process, involves information and
knowledge inputs of Science and Technology and their applications. They
combine with other forms of society‐related information such as political,
economic, sociological, demographic, occupational, health, legal,
regulatory and environmental information to provide a complete
information universally. Development is said to be not merely cultivating
the physical resources, but also human resources as well. Any imbalance in
these development approaches weakens the overall capacity of a society
to transform itself.
Information Technology has revolutionised information processing,
storage, dissemination and distribution and has been the chief instrument
and a major contributing factor to changes in society. These technologies
are not merely rapidly developing, but they are also converging and
integrating, giving an unprecedented push to growth and development in
every space.
The daily life of an ordinary person is dependent on the access to
information for his day‐to‐day activities with the advent of IT, access to
such information is made very easy such as News on current events,
activities and personalities, weather, current programmes on television,
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radio, theatre, films, travel (road, rail, water and air), recipes, games and
quizzes, information for children, consumer advice, health tips, home
shopping, home banking, even encyclopaedic information, etc. A
consumer today is also informed through a variety of trade literature and
advertisements in newspapers, etc. Substantially the living standard on the
socio‐economic condition of the society has improved.
Education and research
•
•
•

Students need information relating to the prescribed syllabuses for
pursuing academic studies more specifically for passing
examinations;
Teachers need information for imparting education to the
students;
Researchers/Scientists need information on a continuing basis and
are considered the biggest consumers of information. Active
researcher needs four types of information i.e., current
information, everyday information, exhaustive information and
catching up information.

It is discussed that the researchers are the biggest consumers of
information. While the information needs of all types of users are
important in varying degrees, the researchers have unique information
needs which distinguish them from other user groups. Most of the
information systems and services have been developed to satisfy these
requirements. It is also mentioned that the outputs of research constitute
a major part of information handled by the library and information
services. Thus the researchers have the unique distinction of being both
consumers (i.e., users) and producers (i.e., generators or creators) of
information. The information needs of researchers are discussed below:
A researcher needs information for three purposes:
•
•
•

To keep up with new developments in his/her area of interest;
To get acquainted with the state‐of‐the art;
To gather specific pieces of data and information needed at
different stages of his/her work.
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Keeping up with current developments is one of the key objectives
and factors for success in the career of a researcher. This activity not only
updates his/her knowledge but also stimulates his/her thought process
and often suggests new ideas and experiments.
Before a researcher decides on a new project, he/she undertakes a
thorough literature search on the topic. He/she does this:
•
•
•

To get acquainted with the state of knowledge in the area (i.e.,
state of the art);
To identify whether there are shortcomings and gaps in his/her
state of knowledge and thus to asses further scope of work in the
area; and
To diminish the probability of duplication of work and thus to save
time, effort and money.

Even while conducting research, he might need some data say,
properties of a chemical compound, production of commodity or
information about a technique.
Thus research is essentially an information related activity.
Professionals
Professionals like medical and legal practitioners, need information
to pursue their vocations. The physician cannot afford to ignore the new
developments in the medical sciences. Their ignorance would be fatal to
the patients. Similarly, legal practitioners must keep in touch with the
latest case laws and judicial verdicts to ensure fair justice. Judges need
access to earlier verdicts or case precedents before pronouncing
judgements.
Engineers and technologists need information for solving technical
snag faced by them on the shop floor.
Managers (or executives) or business or industrial s need
information to enable them to take appropriate decisions relating to issues
having both short term and long term implications. They need more
information for taking decisions. They need more information for taking
decisions involving managerial issues.
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Government activities
•

Government officials (who are also managers) similarly need
information for decision making;
•
Legislators need information for arguing a point on the floor or
legislatures.
Managerial activities

Fusion of science and technology as integrated framework of
reference resulted offering much greater explanatory power. Technology
is the instrumental mode of rational action, this new methodological
development is also known as “intellectual technology” which constitutes
a set of algorithm that are embodied in a computer programme to
represent a formalization of judgements. Their routine application to
many situations is becoming predominant in the management of
organization and enterprises today.
Technology transfer
Information and knowledge have become a tremendous source of
economic and political power as they have become the principal driving
force for the acquisition of wealth, political strength and more knowledge.
Information rich countries of today are becoming even more powerful.
Hence, there is a strong need of technology transfer which is possible
though education, research and development, mass contact, Government
policies, business and industry, etc.
The above examples show that information is a vital input to
different types of activities performed by different categories of people.
We conclude that there are four major uses of information. The
first is knowledge for its own sake; that is an understanding of aspects of
the world in which we live even no action is necessarily going to be taken
on that knowledge. Secondly, we use information for professional research
in the sciences or technical disciplines, research which adds to the store of
knowledge. Thirdly we use information as a basis for decision making,
domestically, in business, in government, in social affairs and so on.
Finally, information serves as the heart of international understanding and
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cooperation. So information is considered as one of the three basic
element of manmade environment only after matter and energy.
91. Significance of Research Method. Discuss any suitable research
method in LIS research. Or,
Explain the application of Historical Method of Research in Library and
Information Science Research.
Research is considered to be the more formal, systematic, and
intensive process of carrying on a scientific method of analysis. Scientific
method in problem solving may be an informal application of problem
identification, hypothesis formulation, observation, analysis, and
conclusion. You could reach a conclusion what are the causes behind the
less use of library and reading room by employing a scientific method, but
the processes involved probably would not be as structured as those of
research. Research is a more systematic activity that is directed toward
discovery and the development of an organized body of knowledge.
Research may be defined as the systematic and objective analysis and
recording of controlled observations that may lead to development of
generalizations, principles, or theories, resulting in prediction and
possibility ultimate control of events.
Historical research is the research regarding the methods and
approaches of historical studies. It is included with many areas of
education. Its applicability in LIS research is enumerated below:
i.
History of Library: The Historical method of research is applied
when researcher tries to find out important land marks in the history of
any particular library or a group of libraries in any region during the given
period.
ii.
History of Library Profession: When the contribution made by any
person for the cause of development of library and information science
field is the problem of research, the historical method of research is the
best method to solve this problem.
iii.
History of Library Materials: In order to evaluate the library
material or collection on any particular subject, the Historical method of
research is found useful.
iv.
Impact of New Technology: Day by day technologies in various
fields such as printing, reprography, computer etc. are evolved which has
direct impact on the working of library. The historical method of research
can be applied to study such impact.
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v.
Development of Library Profession: The library profession has own
history there have been gradual development in it from 1930s. In order to
study the trends of development in library profession the Historical
method of research is the best suitable method. Example, Margaret
Corwin – an investigation of finite leadership in regional, State and local
library association 1876‐1953 is the best example of such study.
vi.
Development of Education for Librarianship: Since 1891, when
Melvil Dewey established the degree programme in library science at New
York State Library School at Albany, there have been various changes in
the education system for librarianship. Several researchers have studied
the development of the system. The Historical method of research can be
very useful in such studies.
vii.
History of Library Movement: Historical method of research is
applied while studying the history of library movement in any state,
country and region. Several notable works have been done in this field, yet
it is still very open field for research.
viii.
Role of Library Association: Various Library Associations such as
ALA, ASLIB, IFLA, LA, IASLIC etc. have been playing very important role in
the development of library and information science which can be studied
by applying historical method of research.
ix.
Library building: Library is a growing organism, the library develops
not only by collection but the modern scientific and technological
development also affects the library in different respect such as
fumigation chamber, photocopier (manual and auto), computer, audio
visual equipment require specific type of building arrangement. The
Historical method of research can be applied in this respect also.
92. Planning is considered with developing courses of action to achieve
the predetermined aim – critically discuss.
A textbook definition of planning is that it is an “analytical process
which involves an assessment of the future, the determination of desired
objectives in the context of that future, the development of alternative
courses of action to achieve such objectives and the selection of a course,
or courses, of action from among these alternatives. Planning is not just
behaviour but also a process; it is the process of getting an organization
from where it is to where it is to where it wants to be in a given period of
time by setting it on a predetermined course of action. Perhaps the most
important reasons for planning are to offset uncertainty and to prepare for
change, to focus attention on a clear direction for the future, to gain
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economical control of the operation, and to facilitate control. It is, of
course, impossible and impractical to plan for every action. The extent of
planning depends upon the situation at hand, whether it is charting the
future of the library or negotiating next month’s staffing of the reference
desk. A successful planning approach must build an understanding of the
library’s current needs and capabilities as an essential first step to
identifying future directions. To create a planning attitude, the concept
must begin at the top and be filtered down, accepted, and implemented
through policies, procedures, projects, and programmes. ‘A planning
document becomes today’s design for tomorrow’s action, a road map, if
you will, an outline of the steps to be taken starting now and continuing
into the future. The process leading to a written document should be
discussed with those most concerned and affected by the process. This is
an idealistic suggestion, because it is not always feasible for everyone to
participate in all of the stages of a planning process.
Because planning is a delicate, complicated, time consuming
process, it cannot be forced on an organization that is not prepared for
self‐analysis and the change that will result from the process. A bifurcation
exists, in which scientific evidence and rational thinking must be balanced
by a planning attitude and the interpersonal skills that facilitate the
process. Discretion must be exercised so that staff involvement in the
planning process does not interfere with fulfilment of the basic mission of
the organization. Occasionally, services suffer because resources are
diverted to the planning process and staff become so wrapped up in
planning that basic library tasks are ignored. On the other hand, it is not
unusual, in a setting where large amounts of energy and resources are
committed, to expect miraculous results and significant instant change.
Such expectations must be put into a realistic perspective.
The degree of staff involvement in planning depends on cost, time,
the importance of the plan and the perceived knowledge and interest of
participants. It is important that each person knows clearly the purpose of
the planning, the expected outcomes, and the role of each individual
throughout the process. At the least, the whole organization should be
informed about the plans that are taking shape. When this involvement
takes place, the greatest commitment will be achieved. The right
organizational climate must be created to encourage the success of the
planning process before it is even begun. If the staff and the funding
authorities are in agreement at this stage, then it is realistic to expect that
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members of the library organization will consistently use the written plan
as a guide.
This planning process, then, forces action on the part of the
institution as a whole. Members of the institution must evaluate and set
goals and progress toward them. Planning should be used daily; it is not a
process that the manager uses occasionally, when he or she thinks there is
time for it. Without daily planning, decisions become adhoc choices,
activities become random, and confusion and chaos often prevail.
93. Discuss about Collection Management of Electronic Resources. Or, In
order to meet the needs of its users effectively, a university library
should have a well‐defined collection development programme’. Discuss
with particular reference to university libraries in India. Or, Discuss the
model for building of e‐resource.
Electronic resources are revolutioning academic libraries. Many
librarians believe that these resources have changed the principles of
selection radically; some believe that they will virtually eliminate selection.
Although it is true that, the art of selection is undergoing profound
change, the selection of material is still crucial for libraries. The four basic
criteria for selection – quality, library relevancy, aesthetic and technical
aspects, and cost remain the same in the electronic era of information.
What they mean and how they are used has changed.
Collection management policy
No university in the 21st century operates on predictable growth
patterns, predictable user communities, and static programmes of study or
longstanding and unchanging strategic objectives. The information
environment for all universities and libraries is increasingly electronic.
Library budgets and space are not unlimited. For these reasons every
library must manage collections dynamically in line with policies which
support the primary aim of providing access to appropriate information
resources to support the teaching, learning, research and administrative
needs of the parent institution.
The library collection management policy recognizes:
•
The richness and depth of collections built over the years;
•
The need to develop these further in areas of uniqueness and
excellence in this institution;
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•
•
•
•

The need to preserve such material for future generations and
reflect the role of the institution and the library as a unique
regional resource;
The need of awareness of new ways of scholarly communication;
The need to consider new ways of access to such communication
appropriate to an electronic environment; and
The importance of operating increasingly in consort with other
universities on a national and international basis in terms of
collection management

The policy document is thus a guide to the addition, withdrawal,
location and availability of library materials in all formats, identifying
priorities and informing users.
The policy is intended to apply generally but exceptions may be
necessary and these are stated in sections of this document.
The policy is subject to ongoing review by the Library Collection
Management Group in line with changing needs and publishing aptterns. A
systematic review will take place every three years; the University’s Library
Committee will be asked to approve changes.
Library staff will take responsibility for ensuring the
implementation of the policies outlined in this document.
Issues
Though the electronic resources offer ease of used, wider access,
more rapid updating, cost saving over local maintenance and storage, the
librarians are finishing it difficult to define issues related to policy of
collection development and achieving of electronic resources. The
electronic resources require continuing management to a far greater
degree then print resources do. Librarians are confronted with the
following issues:
•
Budget: Acquisition of e‐resources involves allocation for budget
not only for the content but also for the access, which is technology
dependant. Various options of the e‐resources are available viz., remote
on‐line, local (tepeloaded) on‐line and Cd‐ROM options. With ease to
update, these resources are updated regularly. In view of the continually
shrinking budgets, it is becoming more difficult for librarians to
accommodate the licensing/purchasing cost of e‐resources. Librarians are
faced with challenges in making decision in choosing the most cost
effective electronic format, which are updated regularly.
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•
Quality of the product: Quality not the specific medium should be
the primary consideration in choosing the product. However, with the
newest publishing trend, www has become the principal platform for
today’s newest publishing initiatives. Researchers and users have come to
expect immediate information from a range of e‐resources that offer
convenient searching functionality.
•
Technological obsolescence: It is crucial issue for all the librarians.
The hardware related concern includes: reliability, upgrade‐ability,
maintenance, compatibility with peripherals, flexibility for other
uses/networking security from theft and tampering. Technological
obsolescence is the result of the evolution of technology: as newer
technology appears, other ones cease to be used. For e.g. CD‐ROM
workstation, hardware specification and configuration are constantly
changing as well as operating systems. The new media for storing digital
information rapidly replacing older media and reading devices for these
older media become no longer available. Newer versions of software
constantly render older versions obsolete and the hardware required for
the software also changes overtime.
•
Access (Licensing): Most publishers ogf information in electronic
format will restrict the use of their products through the use of license
agreement. These agreement needs to be carefully reviewed by library
staff before the product is purchased. Frequently, especially with
software, the license agreement is written on the product & by breaking
the seal, the user agrees to accept the license as stated. This is often
referred to as a “shrink wrap” license. The provisions of licenses will vary
from very liberal. Many of these agreement will go well beyond the scope
of the protection provided by the copyright act.
•
Copyright: The field of electronic publishing is changing rapidly &
the issue of how the current copyright laws impact all aspects of this
industry is not absolutely clear. The fair use doctrine applies to
information in electronic format as it applies to printed materials. Fair use
allows the downloading or copying of information for educational &
research proposes.
•
Human resources: Due to the constant changes caused by the
information and communication infrastructures, the post‐modern library
professionals face distinction between the world of print and postmodern
digital world. These distinctions involve resources services, facilities, users
and human resources and skills associated with librarianship. Further, the
volatile and pervasive nature of technological changes present library
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professionals with unprecedented challenges. The librarians need to
respond to the changes and acquire skills in locating, organizing,
manipulating, filtering and presenting information. The library staff needs
to constantly upgrade skills and knowledge, learn about using new
technologies and employ new techniques.
•
Data migration: Strategies for dealing with technologies
obsolescence include: migration of digital information to technologies
from which they are accessible, the emulation of obsolete systems, and
the preservation of obsolete technologies. While loss of data associated
with the deterioration of storage media (CD‐ROM, DAT Tapes, etc.) is
important, the main issue is that both hardware and software become
rapidly obsolete. Data from first Voyager Mission (early 1970s) are now
lost because they were stored on electronic media: the Jet propulsion Lab
has the media but they can no longer read the data. Much of the old NASA
data has been lost because it was stored on tape that has deteriorated.
Devices and processes used to record, store and retrieve digital
information now have a life cycle of between 2.5 years.
•
Ownership: The library is gradually moving away from the
ownership in the electronic era preferring remote access via Internet and
www etc. The ownership issue of such products is still more crucial as
most of the vendors/publishers do not permit the libraries to archive and
do not guarantee maintaining archival copies of such products.
•
Archiving of e‐resources: Paper for all its drawbacks has one big
advantage over electronic media. It can last for thousands of years.
Whereas, digital media is fragile and have limited shelf life. In addition,
new devices, processes and software are replacing the products and
methods used to record, store and retrieve digital information rapidly
within 2.5 years. The topic of archiving electronic publications still bears
more questions than answers. Up to now, it has not been decided who is
or will be responsible for archiving, what exactly shall be archived, and
where the archived material shall be stored. It can be assumed that
solutions will vary largely in different countries.
Electronic publications may contain text, graphics, tables, sound,
movies, or other types of data. They are not limited to the information
contained, but are to be understood as interlinked entities, which require
(and are required by) other distributed sources. As electronic media can be
changed more easily than documents on paper, they are more vulnerable
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than print publications. Archival data for electronic publications therefore
must include the following information (Garrett & Waters, 1996).
Many institutions are trying to find appropriate answers to the
question of how electronic documents can be prepared today for the (still
unknown) technology of tomorrow. In this context, we need to address
the uncertain durability and future availability of current storage media
like CD‐ROM and magnetic tape and the respective reading devices.
Deterioration of the storage media is a distinct problem, but an even
greater danger lies in the foreseeable technological obsolescence of the
equipment needed to use their content. As evolving technologies do not
necessarily replace previous ones, libraries theoretically have to provide all
kinds of reading devices in parallel – an unfulfilled task.
Factors influencing collection management
Recent years have shown significant developments in the
availability of electronically delivered learning material such as e‐books, e‐
journals and on‐line databases. This has not occurred in a uniform way
across all academic disciplines. There are some major advantages in
moving to electronic delivery of learning resources. Physical and
geographical access barriers to learning resources are removed. The
provision of e‐journals has enabled University Library to significantly
increase the numbers of titles it can make available. For these reasons,
University Library will explicitly move to electronic delivery information
where appropriate.
Range of stock
E‐resources include books, films, videos, radio and television
broadcasts, images, maps, datasets, case stidies, learning cartridges and so
on. Stock is selected by information specialists who are responsible for a
number of subject areas, usually corresponding to the subject interests of
schools. They liaise closely with academic colleagues, researchers and
students to ensure that no areas of study are neglected and that no areas
are over‐represented to the detriment of others. Just as there should be a
balance between subject areas so there should be a balance between
books and journals and resources in other formats. The recommended
ratio to maintain the book element is 50:50‐50% books, 50% journals,
binding, abstracts and online cost. In 2003 the ratio was changed from a
60:40 split to reflect the rapid development of e‐resources, particularly
access to full‐text documents. It will be subject to regular scrutiny.
Information specialists should aim to provide a wide range of material,
from textbooks to research monographs. The provision of a balanced stock
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with a reasonable depth of coverage in a wide range of formats is
dependent on an adequate book fund maintained over a long period of
time.
Number of copies
Other factors to be taken into account before purchase are the
availability of material at other local libraries (particularly relevant for very
expensive items or for serial publications which require a long‐term
commitment); availability in electronic format; and cost of purchase which
should be related to anticipated level of usage, convenience of ownership,
and cost of cataloguing and storage.
Stock Maintenance
Journals should be withdrawn from the stack, subject to the
considerations noted above, if they have no relevance to the University’s
teaching and research; or if the Library has not had a current subscription
for a lengthy period of time and the holdings are very incomplete, or relate
to a very short time scale; or if the journal is used infrequently and there
are better holdings available locally; or if there are secure, full text
electronic editions.
Journals and other serials, particularly long runs, should be
withdrawn only after careful consideration and consultation. Decisions
should take into account electronic access, other local holdings, and in
some cases journals and other serials should be offered to other local
libraries to make one complete run instead of several incomplete runs.
Implications of e‐journals
The collection management policy and the allocation of the book
fund will have to be adapted to take account of the acquisition of
electronic journals. The majority of titles are acquired through
arrangements, which give access to all journals of a publisher, in contrast
to the purchase of individual titles in the print collection.
Managing electronic learning resources
To an extent the electronic collection has not developed
systematically. This is partly due to the way the resources are made
available; to their uneven development across disciplines; and to the need
to establish a “critical mass”. Now that there is a significant collection,
which is expensive to maintain, there is a need to carefully consider
selection policy, taking into account such factors as cost, use, and value to
the collection as a whole. Detailed usage statistics are usually available for
electronic resources and the data should be used to inform decisions
about renewal of subscriptions. When selecting electronic resources
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careful attention should be given to the following factors: content
(including full text or index), authority, coverage (relevance), currency and
archives, cost, search software and capability, ease of use, reliability,
printing and downloading options, authentication, off campus access, help
and documentation, any additional features.
Technical implications
Electronic publications should be usable with widely available
software. If special hardware or proprietary software is required,
additional costs for purchase and maintenancewill arise, and the
interoperability with other systems can be limited.
Standards for setting up and maintaining information resources are
evolving and should be applied to electronic publications in order to allow
seamless interconnection with other information systems and to be
prepared for technological changes. Areas that require standards include
network addresses (standardized location description), metadata (to
describe the information source), and archiving (to guarantee future
access).
Accuracy and currency of maintenance
Is the web site to which we consider providing access well
maintained and updated regularly? Are links from this site to other
resources alive and working, or are they outdated? Can publications made
available on this site be expected to be available indefinitely or must users
fear that authors/publishers will remove documents after a short time?
For libraries, long‐term commitment regarding maintenance of the offered
publications is a critical selection criterion.
Obtaining electronic publications
In the print environment, obtaining publications could be as easy as
purchasing books and journals and strong them on shelves. In contrast,
obtaining electronic publications & much more complex. Access and usage
conditions can vary largely for different publications; details typically are
specified in specified in separate contracts, so called license agreements.
License agreements complement or replace national and international
copyright.
Access conditions
Librarians must be aware that “obtaining electronic publications”
usually means leasing access rights for a given time rather than obtaining
physical items. The primary means of access to these journals is by
creating records for them in the library catalogue and providing links from
the library web page.
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Future access to electronic publications will depend on the way
they are archived and made accessible to users. All solutions currently
mentioned in license agreements should be regarded as temporary and
ephemeral as it is impossible to predict which solutions may be valid in
only a few years time. There is a plethora of full‐text scholarly journals
available free on the web.
Usage conditions
When selecting electronic publications, we should review the usage
conditions carefully. Unacceptable restrictions can prevent libraries from
buying or subscripting to a given publication.
The notion of one copyright applicable to all users is no longer true.
While readers usually know for which purposes print publications can be
used, they are often not aware of certain restrictions that must be
adhered to in the electronic environment. To add to the confusion
different rights can apply to users from different institutes, countries, or
user groups. With electronic publications, we face disunion of information
users. As a consequence, the responsibility of the individual librarian rises
considerably. If contract terms are favourable or ‐ even worse –
unacceptable, we must negotiate with publishers instead of being able to
rely on general copyright. In order to not abandon important rights we had
with print publications, all clauses of a license agreement should be read
carefully before a contract is signed, even though this is a time‐consuming
task. For instance, attention should be paid to the following questions:
•
How are “use” and “user” defined in the contract?
•
Will librarians be held responsible for how users use (or misuse)
the publications?
•
Can the publication be used for essential library functions, e.g.
inter‐library loan?
•
Is the “fair use” concept adhered to?
•
Will the publication be archived and if so, who is responsible for
archiving?
•
Is future access to volumes published during the subscription
period covered by the contract even if a subscription has been
cancelled in the meantime?
•
Will additional costs arise for access to back volumes?
Costs
There is no longer just one price per publication, but a large variety
of pricing models. It can be difficult to keep track of all available options
and to find out which pricing model is suitable for whom. The ongoing
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changes in the publishing market lead to more flexibility for all parties
involved, and libraries may have an option to choose among various
pricing models based on different access conditions (number of
simultaneous users, total number of logins etc.). Access through library
consortia seems to be an advantageous solution as it gives participating
libraries access to all journals subscribed to by any of the libraries that are
members of the consortium. However, some libraries may not be able to
join consortia for political or organizational reasons; there is a danger that
the users of these libraries will be excluded from access to certain
publications.
It is hoped that the ongoing market changes will finally lead to
price decreases. Unfortunately, just the opposite has occurred up to now
as publishers generally raise the prices of the new (i.e. electronic) product
compared to the old (print) medium. In addition, the costs involved in
electronic publications are not limited to the obvious access fee, be
through subscription rates, on a pay‐per‐view basis, or through consortia.
Printing costs typically are shifted to the individual institutes instead of
being borne by the publishers. Charges involved in accessing ceased or
cancelled publications cannot be determined as of today since solutions
for archiving electronic publications including costs for future access still
are very much in flux. Special tools (hard – and software) may be required
to use the publication. A reliable and fast Internet connection has to be in
place, and the general telecommunications infrastructure must be able to
keep up with the rising demand. Some, if not all, of these costs will have to
be borne by libraries. Unfortunately, it remains an unanswered question
how we can increase library budgets accordingly.
Cataloguing Electronic Publications
In order to use electronic publications, they must be retrievable
through well‐known information sources like library catalogues. It would
be most efficient to use existing library procedures to create catalogue
records. As is the case with print publications, catalogue entries for
electronic documents must correspond to existing cataloguing formats, for
instance Machine Readable cataloguing (MARC) and rules for entering
data into the format, e.g., Anglo‐American Cataloguing Rules (AACR2).
Many standard catalogue formats and cataloguing rules have been
enhanced in the recent past in order to make them suitable for
bibliographic records for items accessible through the Internet.
Electronic publications should contain the standard bibliographic
details, which typically are found on the title page of print publications
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(author, title, publication date, etc.) as well as descriptions of the content
(keywords, thesaurus terms, etc.). In addition to formal and contents‐
related data, catalogue entries for electronic documents must contain
information regarding the network address (or network name) of the e‐
publication, the mode of access (via WWW, gopher, telnet etc.), required
tools (necessary hardware and software), computer file characteristics
(size and format of files), information on access rights and restrictions as
well as copyright information.
Locating Electronic Publications
Locating networked documents can be difficult, because
networked addresses can change quickly. Information about the location
of an electronic publication therefore must be available even if the
publication has been moved from the original computer to a new location.
Currently, most Internet resources are located using Uniform Resource
Locators (URL) which unfortunately are very reliable as even one misspell
character in the address will prevent users from access. A better solution is
Uniform Resource Name (URN), which allow permanent, location‐
independent names to be assigned to electronic documents. Such a
system is based on a central directory and a database to locate the objects
contained in the directory. Name resolves allow users to retrieve the
current network address of the document from the central directory of
addresses. Address changes are only noted in the directory, not in ther
name itself.
Announcing and Presenting Electronic Publications
Typically, print publications still receive more attention in our
libraries than their electronic counterparts. How can we announce,
present and promote electronic publications? For those libraries equipped
with a web‐based catalogue, an obvious solution is to use the MARC 856
tag to include a publication’s network address. Users will then be able to
directly “click through” to an e‐publication after having retyrieved the
catalogue entry. The library may also decide to create a web page that lists
electronic books and journals, preferably by title, author, or editor rather
than by publisher as most users hardly ever remember which publisher
issues which publication. The availability of newly acquired resources can
be announced in the “News” section of the library’s web pages or
distributed to users by e‐mail.
We are used to routing particular journal issues among interested
users. In a similar way, selected information about new electronic journal
issues can be distributed, for instance by sending journals’ contents tables
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via e‐mail, provided that electronic distribution of contents tables is
permitted by the publisher.
In this context, we should mention that the most interesting
publications are useless if they are not accessed by users. Today, users
expect that information resources are interconnected, and that the links
are stable and fast. Should these expectations not be met by a publication,
scientists may not be willing to use it. In order to monitor the actual usage,
librarians should have access to statistics collected by publishers. Small
numbers may indicate that users do not need the resource, or that they
are not yet sufficiently aware of its existence; large numbers can help
librarians to justify expenditure on a given resource as well as to argue for
more funding.
Identifying E‐publications
In order to be used effectively, electronic documents need to be
uniquely identifiable. Recently, various international scientific publishers
and cooperation agreed on implementing the so‐called Digital Object
Identifier (DOI). The DOI intends to link users and owners of information in
order to “facilitate automated digital commerce”, but it is obvious that it
represents the interests of the information owners rather than those of
information users. (Information users do not have a strong, unified lobby
yet.) The DOI is based on a name resolver that points to the current
location of requested documents. In addition, it provides links to
associated information, for instance access rights and prices. DOI are a first
step towards fully functional Electronic Copyright Management System
(ECMS) which will allow copyright holders (the authors or publishers) to
automatically tag copyrighted works and closely monitor reuse of material
reuse of material transmitted interactively on digital networks (Gervais,
1997).
In contrast, information users are more connected about the
availability of means to prove the authenticity (identity) and integrity
(correctness) of documents. Digital information can be changed and
corrupted easily, by accident or deliberately. Mechanisms are necessary to
prove the integrity of documents, for instance whether they are still intact
after they were moved to a new storage medium. Users must be assured
that what they see is what they requested; techniques that facilitate
tracing who created, used or modified a document, like digital
watermarking and digital fingerprinting, are becoming more and more
important.
Searching, Viewing and Printing Electronic Publications
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The electronic medium offers considerable advantages over print
publications with regard to search and retrieval of documents, immediate
access to full texts, and hyperlinks to other relevant information resources.
But “electronic only” usually is not sufficient, and users expect electronic
publications to be available in a variety of formats for different purposes.
HTML or any subsequent hypertext language is required for online
browsing, searching and navigating. It has been mentioned already that
electronic publications should be usable with standard hardware and
software, avoiding the necessity of installing special programmes on each
user’s desktop. After having retrieved relevant documents, many users
prefer to print them, and a suitable format must be available for this
purpose. PDF (Portable Data Format) and PostScript are two currently
popular print formats.
Citing Electronic Publications
Information found in electronic resources must be referenced as
accurately as information from printed documents, and librarians often
are asked how electronic publications are to be cited. A widely agreed‐
upon citation system for electronic publications is not yet available; the
following sites provide useful suggestions:
The IFLA Collection of Citation Guides serves as a clearing house by
providing access to further site of interest ISO Standard 690‐2 on
“Information and Documentation – Bibliographic references” deals
sspecifically within formation and documentation “Bibliographic formats
for citing electronic information” is based on the book “Electronic styles”
by Xia Li and Nancy B.Crane (The text contains helpful rules for citing
different types of electronic information resources and provides a large
number of examples.
The Challenges
Electronic technologies and collection development are two of the
top concerns in library and information science today. In a recent analysis
of the literature, four major trends in library and information science were
identified: increases in end‐user access to computer‐based information
resources; library use of networks and telecommunications; dependency
on CD‐ROM based information sources; and emphasis on collection
management activities.
Clearly collection management is a fundamental concern. Demas
(1994) puts the matter into perspective this way: “Electronic publishing
has profound implications for collection development, which is defined as
the intentional and systematic building of the set of information resources
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to which the library provides access. While the principles of collection
development, which were developed in the world of print publications, do
not change radically with new publishing technologies, methods of
decision making and specific selection guidelines must be adjusted
significantly to incorporate new publishing formats”.
Although most of the current literature cited below refers to
academic or research libraries, much of the content applies to all types of
libraries. This digest will focus on problems and solutions of practical
interest to all librarians.
The challenges of integrating electronic resources and technologies
into the process of collection development are many, and many‐faceted.
Beyond task‐oriented considerations, such as the selection process itself,
there are large‐scale management issues to consider such as budget,
policy, personnel, and technology. Some of the biggest problems, not
surprisingly, stem from simultaneous decreases in funding and increases in
operating costs. Collections budgets are at special risk because they are
not directly connected to the number of staff positions or level of user
services (Otero‐Boisvert, 1993). Academic libraries note impacts of
electronic technologies on research, such as increasing demands for
electronic searching capabilities, demands for access to machine‐readable
scholarly texts, and use of network discussion groups for scholarly
communication (Shreeves, 1992).
Three areas of collection development that seem to be the most
problematic are selection, acquisitions, and inter‐institutional co‐
operation. Two themes pervade the discussions: the shift in library
philosophy from ownership of locally stored resources to provision of
access to electronically stored resources; and the need for rethinking
collection development policy, both to support the new philosophy and to
better deal with new types of resources on a day‐to‐day basis.
Selection
An updated textbook on collection development by Evans (1995)
contains an entire chapter on electronic materials in which he first
emphasizes the importance of needs assessment “The electronic
environment” he says, “creates several dichotomies...print versus
electronic; ownership versus access; user versus institutional need; free
versus fee; gate keeper versus user selection. It is not a matter of
either/or, rather it is a matter of determining the proper local mix”. The
next step in the selection of electronic materials is the formulation of
collection policy and practice.
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Although many selection criteria for electronic resources are the
same as those for print, electronic resources present special problems.
These questions are related to administrative costs and effort,
vendor reliability, and technical hardware and software requirements. In
addition to these considerations, Shreeves (1992) discusses matters of
markup or tagging that affect perceptions of the quality and authenticity
of scholarly texts in the humanities. How do we decide which electronic
publications shall be made available to our users? With regard to content,
the selection criteria applied to print publications shall also be applied to
electronic media; for scholarly e‐journals, publishers continue to provide
quality control through the well‐established peer‐review system. In
addition, electronic publications also must be judged with regard to
technical features and usability.
Acquisitions
One of the most obvious problems with regard to electronic
publications management discovering what is available. With new
websites being announced each day, it can be difficult to stay informed
about available resources on the Internet. Therefore, annotated lists of
new electronic publications and information resources are highly
appreciated services. Very useful compilations are:
Many journal publishers offer alerting services; they distribute
information about new e‐journals or e‐journal issues by e‐mail to
subscribers of the alerting service. Similarly, publishers and Internet
bookshops often announce the availability of new publications by
customer‐specified authors or subject areas.
Librarians mailing lists are excellent for discussing new electronic
publications and sources; mailing lists cover all areas of library and
information sciences. Some websites provide a good overview of existing
lists, for instance the “Library‐oriented Lists & Electronic Serials” and
“Tile.net”.
Inter‐Institutional Co‐operation
The tradition of co‐operative collection development and resource
sharing among libraries began decades ago as mens to alleviate problems
of lack of space and costly duplication, especially for little‐used materials.
Now, with electronic networks facilitating co‐operation, the lines are
blurring as to what constitutes ownership and resource sharing. Because
of the vast storage capacity of electronic media, space is no longer the
issue. Rather, the issue for libraries is the role they should play in access
provision and document delivery when end‐users have direct access to
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OPACs and myriad other information resources available through network
connections (Evans, 1995).
Crowe and Sanders (1992) see these technology‐driven changes as
actually increasing the need for co‐operation and communication among
institutions. In order to continue to provide effective physical access to
documents, libraries must increase co‐operation to overcome potential
funding and management problems, such as communication failures, and
lack of standard access and authority for resource sharing.
The ultimate vision, according to Summerhill (1992), is a single
network to be shared by library personnel and end‐users in effect a
restructured inter‐library lending model. He foresee innumberable
opportunities for sharing information resources via electronic networks.
Libraries will be called upon more than ever to make decisions about
mounting database on local systems, and providing access to remote
resources and services.
Meeting the Challenges
Several authors suggest comprehensive approaches to library
collection development in an electronic age. Evans (1995) provides an
excellent general overview of collection development policies and fiscal
management for libraries as a whole. A highly informative success story is
the comprehensive slection model developed at Mann Library over the
past decade as a means to mainstream electronic resources into the
library. Demas (1994) says the model involves breaking the task into
manageable units, developing expertise in selecting resources regardless
of format, and anticipating impacts throughout the institution. An
important component is a standing committee, the Electronic Resources
Council that reviews electronic publications and thus continues to define
the role of collection development. Two innovative concepts in this model
are those of “information genres”, which covers both print and electronic
formats, and “tiers of access”, which refers to degrees of technological
support for electronic access.
Crowe and Sanders (1992) describe OHIO Link, a consortium of 17
academic libraries, as a model for co‐operative collection development.
The success of such a project, they say, depends on an aggressive
commitment by its organizers. Specifications of OHIO Link include ease of
use by collection mnagers, regular provision of data for routine reports,
and the capability to collect and analyze usage data across the system.
Seven functions, such as the ability to analyze collections and to form cost
projections, are specifically intended to aid collection management.
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Finally, in view of serious fiscal concerns in collectiob development,
Shad (1992) outlines a seven‐part agenda for rethinking priorities:
planning, allocating, faculty liaison, co‐operative development, evaluating,
acquisitions alternatives, and selection efficiently. Although the agenda
does not directly address the challenges of new technologies, it is geared
toward responding to the overriding issue of the changing philosophy from
ownership to access.
94. What is sampling? Discuss various techniques of sampling applied in
research.
Sampling may be defined as the selection of some part of an
aggregate or totality on the basis of which a judgement about the
aggregate or totality is made. In other words, it is the process of obtaining
information about an entire population by examining only a part of it. The
researcher quite often selects only a few items from the universe for his
study purposes. All this is done on the assumption that the sample data
will enable him to estimate the population parameters. The items so
selected constitute what is technically called a sample, their selection
process or technique is called sample and the survey conducted on the
basis of sample is described as sampling. Sample should be truely
representative of population characteristics without any bias so that it
may result in valid and reliable conclusions.
Various Techniques of Sampling
A brief mention of the important samplings designs is as follows:
1.
Deliberate Sampling
Deliberate sampling is known as purposive or non‐probability
sampling. This method involves purposive or deliberate selection of
particular units of the universe for constituting a sample which represents
the universe.
2.
Random Sampling
This type of sampling is also known as chance sampling or
probability sampling where each and every item in the universe has an
equal chance of inclusion in the sample and each one of the possible
samples, in case of finite universe, has the same probability and that
successive selection are independent of one another.
3.
Systematic Sampling
In some instances the most practical way of sampling is to select
every 15th name on a list, every 10th house on one side of a street and so
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on. This type of sampling is known as systematic sampling. This technique
is useful when sampling frame is available in the form of a list. In such a
design the selection process starts by picking some random point in the list
and then every nth element is selected until the desired number is
secured.
4.
Stratified sampling
In this technique, the population is stratified into a number of non‐
overlapping sub‐population or strata and sample items are selected from
each stratum. If the items selected from each stratum is based on simple
random sampling, the entire procedure, first stratification and then simple
random sampling is known as stratified random sampling.
5.
Quota Sampling
In stratified sampling the cost of taking random samples from
individual strata is often so expensive that interviews are simply given
quota to be filled from different strata, the actual selection of items for
sample being left to the interviewer’s judgement. This is called quota
sampling. The size of the quota for each stratum is generally proportionate
to the size of that stratum in the population. Quota sampling is thus an
important form of non‐probability sampling.
6.
Cluster or Area sampling
Cluster sampling involves grouping the population and then
selecting the groups or the clusters rather than individual elements for
inclusion in the sample. Suppose some departmental store wishes to
sample its credit card holders. It has issued its cards to 15000 customers.
The sample size is to be kept say 450. For cluster sampling this list of
15000 card holders could be formed into 100 clusters of 150 card holders
each. Three clusters might then be selected for the sample randomly. The
sample size must often be larger than the simple random sample to ensure
the same level of accuracy because in cluster sampling procedural
potential for order bias and other sources of error is usually accentuated.
The Cluster approach can however make the sampling procedure relatively
easier and increase the efficiency of field work.
7.
Multi‐Stage Sampling
This is the further development of the idea of cluster sampling. This
technique is meant for big inquiries extending to a considerably large
geographical area like an entire country. Under this sampling, the first
stage may be to select large primary sampling units such as states, then
districts, then towns and finally certain families within towns. If the
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technique of random sampling is applied at all stages, the sampling
procedure is described as multi stage random sampling.
8.
Sequential Sampling
This is somewhat a complex sample design where the ultimate
where the ultimate size of the sample is not fixed in advance but is
determined according to mathematical decisions on the basis of
information yielded as survey progresses. This design is usually adopted
under acceptance sampling plan in the context of statistical quality
control.
95. Role and function of UNESCO. Or, Describe in detail the UNESCO’s
role in assisting member states to promote access to information.
The United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) was formed as a specialized agency by the United Nations (UN)
in 1946. UNESCO is an independent body with its own organs, membership
and budget. Its secretariat is at the organizational headquarters in Paris.
A country may be a member of the UNESCO but may not be the
member of the UN. The UNESCO has Anglo‐American influence. The
members pay subscriptions to UNESCO, but major financial assistance
comes of course from the US. Each member state has with regard to each
agency, a national committee. Not only that, for each division of the
UNESCO there is a national co‐operating body. The national committee of
India is controlled by the Ministry of Education. In the field of librarianship
the activities of the UNESCO fall into three main divisions: department of
libraries, bibliography and documentation, international exchange of
publications. To these must be added the important contribution of
UNESCO to archives, international copyright and the book coupon scheme.
It does not act as a link between the world’s library associations as
IFLA does. UNESCO has concerned itself more with the task of spreading
the library idea far and wide throughout the world. It has been the job of
the UNESCO working from its Paris headquarters to introduce libraries to
those countries which have not had the benefit of them, and to foster
their development. The Library Division of UNESCO has done splendid
work to this end. It has organized pilot library projects in India, Ghana,
Nigeria, Persia, Columbia, Sri Lanka, Sudan and many other places. It has
utilized American, British and Scandinavian expertise to start library
projects in the places stated above. By way of provision of experts,
UNESCO has assisted a large number of countries to organize their libraries
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on a national scale. Through its assistance programmes UNESCO helps
member states to establish and improve their library services. Particular
attention is paid to the development of public library services to support
adult education and library programmes. In addition, UNESCO has
encouraged and assisted the international bibliography and published
many valuable publications. The well known ‘UNESO Bulletin’ for libraries
appears monthly. It also published ‘Public Library Manifesto’ which is very
important document in the context of public library systems and
developments. A number of regional seminars on library development
have been organized by UNESCO in collaboration with member states.
CDS/ISIS (DOS based), WINISIS (Windows based), and OPENISIS (Open
Source based) library management software were developed by UNESCO.
96. Role of RRRLF towards National Policy for Public Library.
RRRLF has been active in preparing a document on National Policy
on Library and Information Systems (NAPLIS) and is creating a public
consciousness. Planning Commission to set up a working‐group on
modernaization of library services and informatics in the seventh plan
(1985‐90). In 1983 and 1984 in a report it strongly recommended the
development of libraries, and the formation of a national policy on library
services and informatics (Gupta and Pawan, 1985).
In 1985, the Department of Culture, Ministry of Human Resources
Development, Government of India finally took the decision to appoint a
committee under the chairmanship of Professor D.P.Chattopadhyay, who
was the then chairman of RRRLF to draw up a NAPLIS. The committee lost
no time in embarking on the work of drafting a national policy. In this
endeavour it had the benefit of two earlier documents on the theme, one
drafted by RRRLF and other drafted by Indian Library Association (ILA). It
also held wide consultation with members of the library profession,
academics and others all over the country before finalizing the document
‘NAPLIS‐A presentation’. The document was submitted to the Ministry of
Human Resources Development, Government of India in 1986. The
document is a comprehensive blueprint dealing with all types of libraries
and information centres and showing the directions for developing them,
development of manpower required for the purpose and their status,
bibliographic services and modernization of library and information
systems. It also spells out the details of the agencies and machinery for
implementing the policy. The policy document, was reportedly, referred by
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the government to an empowered committee submitted its report in April
1988 and an implementation cell was formed to implement its
recommendations with in a period of six months. Yet another working
group, under the Joint Secretary to the Government of India in the
Department of Culture, was constituted to examine its recommendations
for implementation. The Working Group submitted its report in July 1993
suggesting implementation of only 29 of 60 recommendations made by
NAPLIS. The recommendations regarding networking was that, all public
libraries with in a state should form a part of a network extending from
village library through community centre library, district library, state
network and should be linked to the national information grid (Wani,
2008).
In the objective of National Library and Information System,
legislation there was another important point in which National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science adviced the Government
on the design, review and implementation of national policy and also on
the national network of libraries and information centres, in which public
library system exist as important one and in the context of information
management system. Policy emphasized that public libraries should be
obliged to use modern information management techniques, and provide
various services such as repackaging of information, Selective
Dissemination of Information (SDI), Current Awareness (CAS) and referral
service. Use of computers, microprocessors and reprographic facilities
should be made obligatory to improve their efficiency and modernize their
activities (NAPLIS, 1985).
97. What are the components of research report? Discuss the
characteristics, objectives and precautions for writing of research report.
Now‐a‐days research is essentially an intellectual and creative
activity of the man and the purpose of the same is not communication
with oneself only but communication with audience. Therefore, the work
of research report writing is done. But the research report should be
written and presented in such a way that any other person can take
interest in it and can increase his knowledge. The research report should
be written in an ideal form which has a layout as follows:
Layout of Research Report
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The layout of research report means as to what the report should
contain. A comprehensive layout of the research report should comprise
the following:
1
Preliminary pages
2
Main text
(a) Introduction
(b) Statement of findings and recommendations
(c) Results
(d) Implications of the results
(e) Conclusions
(f) Summary
3
End matter
Characteristics of Research Report
Any ideal research must have the following main characteristics,
which increase its usefulness and importance.
1.
Research report should be written in a systematic and attractive
manner, which can not create any problem in understanding it.
2.
Research report should be clear to the point and easy in
understanding. Therefore, proverbs and exaggeration should be
avoided in writing it.
3.
Whether necessary, the titles, graphs, photographs and figures
should be presented, which increase the value of the research
study.
4.
The analysis of facts given in the report, should have logical and
scientific base so that no one can doubt that the report is based
only on assumptions.
5.
If there are similar types of facts, they should not be repeated in
the report.
6.
All the sources of information, from which the information have
been taken, should clearly be described so that any person can
verify these facts on the bases of described information sources.
7.
To avoid any artificiality in the research study, the problems and
difficulties faced by the researcher during his research work should
necessarily be explained. Such types of explanations are very
helpful and advantageous for further researches.
8.
An ideal report of any research study also indicates the points
useful for further research in future.
9.
In the end suggestions also be provided, which should be unbiased,
creative and useful for future researchers.
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In spite of the above characteristics, an ideal research report
should be presented in a creative, clear and concise style, which should
describe and explain rather than try to convince or move to action. For
concise style, which should describe and explain rather than try to
convince or move to action. For concise style, the report should be written
in simple language and short, coherent sentences should be used.
Hence we say that a research report written on the above basis,
may be an ideal research report. A well written research report helps in
extension of knowledge.
Objectives of Research Report Writing
Research report is the written description of research providing
information about its objectives, methodologies, sources of information
used, equipments, units, tables of data, graphs, figures, etc. Hence it
provides information about the total findings of the study. The writing of
the research report is the last and final step of the research work done by
a researcher. Research will be incomplete if the report is not written and
communicated to the others. Thus report writing is an important step of
research, and must be based on the principles of clear organization and
presentation. Systematic and clearly written research report avoids all the
possible confusions. Hence the research report should be written in a style
that is creative, clear and concise.
The researcher when writes his research report, should keep in
mind its main objectives before preparing it. The main objectives of report
writing may be as follows:
1.
It is Permanent Record of the Research
The written report is a permanent record of the research done by
the researcher for the coming generations. The aim of writing the report is
not limited upto the knowledge of the researcher only but it should be
communicated to others also. Keeping this in mind, a systematic written
presentation should be provided to the report.
2.
To Increase Knowledge
The aim of report writing is to make the people aware of the new
information, new standards and new interpretations received from the
research, which can only be done by report writing.
3.
Useful for Researchers
With the help of report, many other small subjects of research can
be arranged systematically and a definite principle can be formulated.
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Thus, the report should be written in such a way that it may help in the
formulation of new principles for other researchers.
4.
Validation of Other’s Conclusions
Research is the process through which everyone can learn from the
others. Therefore we should respect views and suggestions of others also,
so that with this mentality we can search new facts and we can also
examine the authenticity of findings and conclusions of other researchers.
In this way report writing helps in the validation of other’s conclusions.
5
Examination of Validity
When the report is in written form only, we can examine the
validity of the research study. In report writing all the facts should be
presented so as to prove the validity or invalidity of the facts by careful
observations and experimentations.
Precautions for Writing Research Report
Research report is a channel of communicating the research
findings to the readers of the report. A good research report is one which
does this task efficiently and effectively. As such it must be prepared
keeping the following precautions in view.
1.
While determining the lengths, one should keep in view the fact
that it should be long enough to cover the subject but short enough to
maintain interest. In fact, report writing should not be means to learning
more and more about less and less.
2.
A research report should not, if this can be avoided, be dull, it
should be such as to sustain reader’s interest.
3.
Abstract terminology and technical jargon should be avoided in a
research report. The report should be able to convey the matter as simply
as possible. This, in other words, means that report should be written in an
objective style in simple language, avoiding expressions such as it seems,
there may be and the like.
4.
Readers are often interested in acquiring a quick knowledge of the
main findings and as such the report must provide a ready availability of
the findings. For this purpose, charts, graphs and the statistical tables may
be used for the various results in the main report in addition to the
summary of important findings.
5.
The layout of the report should be well throughout and must be
appropriate and in accordance with the objective of the research problem.
6.
The report should be free from grammatical mistakes and must be
prepared strictly in accordance with the techniques of composition of
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report writing such as the use of quotations, footnotes, documentation,
proper punctuation and use of abbreviations in footnotes and the like.
7.
The report must present the logical analysis of the subject matter.
It must reflect a structure wherein the different pieces of analysis relating
to the research problem fit well.
8.
A research report should show originality and should necessarily be
an attempt to solve some intellectual problem. It must contribute to the
solution of a problem and must add to the store of knowledge.
9.
Towards the end, the report must also state the policy implications
relating to the problem under consideration. It is usually considered
desirable if the report makes a forecast of the probable future of the
subject concerned and indicates the kinds of research still needs to be
done in that particular field.
10.
Appendices should be enlisted in respect of all the technical data in
the report.
11.
Bibliography of sources consulted is a must for a good report and
must necessarily be given.
12.
Index is also considered an essential part of a good report and as
such must be prepared and appended at the end.
13.
Report must be attractive in appearance, neat and clean, whether
typed or printed.
14.
Calculated confidence limits must be mentioned and the various
constraints experienced in conducting the research study may also be
stated in the report.
15.
Objectives of the study, the nature of the problem, the methods
employed and the analysis techniques adopted must all be clearly stated
in the beginning of the report in the form of introduction.
98. Describe products and services of INSPEC.
INSPEC (Information Services for the Physics and Engineering
Community) is the world’s leading English language database covering
Electronics, Computers and Computing, Physics, Electrical Engineering,
Information Technology. INSPEC is a division of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers (London) who first began providing abstracts in 1898 with the
publication of science abstracts. In 1969, it became one of the first
information services to computerise its operations and the resultant
database currently contains almost 2.5 million items.
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By scanning and processing the world’s output of scientific and
technical literature, INSPEC is liable to provide information in a variety of
forms suitable for scientist.
INSPEC Services
INSPEC services are in daily use in university libraries and research
centres, industrial research centres, manufacturing plants, engineering
and scientific consultancies, defence establishments and public libraries,
and that they are used by engineers, scientists, librarians, information
specialists and students.
Source Material for INSPEC Database
Consists of worldwide published information in Science and
Technology, Electrical Engineering, Control Engineering, Electronics,
Computers, Physics and Information Technology.
INSPEC Products
IT FOCUS, CCA EEA PA, Current Papers, Key Abstracts, SDI Topics,
Japan update, Magnetic Tape Services, and online services.
Abstract Journals
(a) Computer and Control Abstracts
(b) Electrical and Electronic Abstracts
(c) Physics Abstracts
Physics abstracts (PA) is one of a series of abstracts publications
produced by INSPEC (Information Services in Physics, Electrotechnology,
Computers and Control). PA covers the whole field in Physics, including
journals, reports, books, dissertations and conference papers in all
countries and languages of the world.
The entries are arranged in accordance with a specially worked out
subject classification scheme. The scheme is given at the beginning of each
issue. A subject index to entries is also provided (which is cumulated every
six months, separately). Besides, each issue contains subsidiary indexes
such as bibliography index, book index, corporate author index and
conference index. Detailed six‐monthly cumulative indexes comprising
author and subject indexes and some specialized or ‘small’ indexes are
given. Cumulations of author and subject indexes are also produced to
cover period of four years.
All entries in PA follow the same basic pattern. For articles, title,
author’s name, author’s affiliation, source of paper, abstract and number
of references are given. Entries for other types of materials differ mainly in
the reference source.
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A list of journals scanned for the INSPEC services is published with
twice yearly author indexes to Physics Abstracts. Additions and
amendments to this list are included towards the end of the first issue for
each month.
PA contained 14,6334 abstracts in 1991. It is available in print, on
microfiche and in machine readable form.
PA provides an authoritative source of world‐wide published
knowledge in the field of physics and related areas. It is a must for
research scholars doing research in the field of Physics.
INSPEC
brings
out
Information Service
in
Physics,
Electrotechnology, Computers and Control. INSPEC 2 is a database brought
out by INSPEC, the Institute of Electrical Engineers, UK. It contains over 4.5
million records for online searching. In 1993, it was voted best European
Information product because of strict quality control and reliability of data.
The INSPEC database is available on OCLC’s EPIC service since 1993 as File
58.
99. Explain the advantages of application of ICT in information seeking &
usage in the library. Role of information literacy programme for the
development of information usages.
The basic purpose of information literacy is to develop sense‐
making ability among the readers. Once the information seeker becomes
aware of the information gap and its critical consequences, he would try to
define his information need. Task, time, interest, and information are the
other parameters which influence end user’s information behaviour. The
end result of the whole exercise is independent learning and critical
thinking. An information literate person will be a competent person to
develop focus, find right answers, and build personal perspective. He
would be able to convert knowledge into information and information into
knowledge on continuing basis. Information literacy must facilitate sense‐
making and reduction of vast quantities of information into fundamental
patterns into a given context. This is in fact hallmark of Information
Literacy in knowledge management.
We must learn to take cognizance of the changes taking place
around us and adopt a holistic approach to information literacy. It should
start with the learner at the centre stage interacting with local sites of
information and then extending his reach to the sources of information
available across the globe. In other words, IL must facilitate the paradigm
shift from rote learning to resource based student centred learning.
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Information literacy must include media literacy, computer literacy and
network literacy. Use of the information, knowledge and wisdom (IKW) for
progress should be the heart of the matter. The info‐literate persons must
be able to attach meaning to their feelings, thoughts and actions.
Information literacy standards, models and rubrics must be culture
specific. Learners and mediators should also be careful about the zones of
intervention. Internal and external factors affecting learning and
information literacy programmes must be taken into consideration before
passing on value judgements and initiating innovations. Strategic and
ethical use of IKW must be facilitated by the concept and practice of
information literacy. In the formal settings, information literacy initiatives
should become essential components to facilitate lifelong learning and
complete understanding of the domain specific issues. But information
literacy must be used to contain the twin perils of “digital divide” and
“digital determinism” to bridge the “information literacy divide”. UNESCO
is celebrating the United Nations Literacy Decade (2003‐12) as well as
promoting the “Education for All Programme (EFAP)” and the “Information
for All Programme (IFAP)”. Independent learners and critical thinkers are
the expected outcomes of information literacy. But the success of IFAP is
dependent upon the success of EFAP. Hence, information literacy
programmes must be based on the complexity and diversities of learning
communities; and must lead the stakeholders from uncertainty to action
through understanding of the information dynamics.
In other way, teaching Information Literacy is not a new role for
the working library professionals in India. The librarians have been doing
so in a very general way by orientation or user instruction at the beginning
of the academic session. Although the concept of IL has roots from these
user oriented programmes, it has not gained much attention or interest
from the working LIS professionals in particular the traditional or
conventional universities, and other engineering and management
institutes. The situation of Agricultural universities in India is different, as
these universities had their roots from American land grant pattern
universities. Teaching library or user education had been integrated into
the course curriculums. However these courses now requires more
refinement, owing to the growth of electronic information and the
Internet besides, the changing socio‐economic and educational
demographics. It is also just sufficient for the users to be able to use the
libraries and the information they provide. They must be information
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literate with skills to be able to identify, locate and use all kinds of
information as per their need even after leaving the university.
Inclusion of Information Literacy course into UG and PG course
curriculum is must. Teaching Information Literacy as a new task for
librarians and library as a whole to literate the students and general public
as a whole.
100. “Knowledge management is the fact of a corporate sector”‐ how a
librarian will claim this as a knowledge manager in LIS profession. Or,
Discuss briefly its tools and techniques.
Introduction
The service industry has always been a vital component of all
economics. It has become more so in these days of globalization and
liberalization. Starting with the agricultural and the industrial economy,
the emphasis has no focused towards the service economy. In India,
service industry has been given due recognition as being crucial to the
knowledge economy. For example, Banking and Library is a service
industry. The products generated by its services, which are multi‐furious in
nature. Banking institutions are no longer expected to act as traditional
mobiliser and deployer of financial resources in a particular country. At the
same time libraries and information centres also building and
management of library resources. Now, they are acting as catalyst of
change in the quality conscious service oriented sectors. Rapid pickup of
globalization and liberalization, several sweeping changes has taken place
in the financial sector.
Now we are living highly knowledge based society where banks and
libraries cannot sell services which are not customer specific. Under the
umbrella of marketing principles and changing buyers needs, wants and
demands the service sectors organizations like libraries and banks are have
to act as providers of quality services in buyers’ market rather than seller’s
market. They are entering in market driven simple service environment
moving beyond the horizons of directed banking and information centres.
In views of this, the service oriented organizations have to adopt modern
strategic marketing philosophy, besides maintaining temp of operational
management of their services.
The term product in banks and libraries are one and same i.e. a set
of services designed to varied needs, motives, styles, values etc. of bank as
well as library customers. It is want‐satisfying commodity and delivered by
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bankers for customer’s satisfaction. Like any other tangible product in
industrial sector, the structure of product consists of different components
like core component, augmented component, ancillary service component
etc. In banks the products are may be deposit‐based service or credit
based service or other ancillary service. For example, in case of deposit‐
based services, providing a place for investment is core component,
deposited related features like safety, liquidity marketability and
profitability of investments constitute augmented deposit investment
counseling tax planning and post deposit loan facility, credit and debit‐cum
ATM cards and travelers’ cheques, constituting ancillary service
component. In case of libraries products may be a books, journals,
databases, reference sources etc. both print as well as non‐print including
online resources and even some time good and quality personnel also
considered as a product both in library and well as banking sector.
Therefore the study of knowledge management principles and thought
need of the day in the service oriented organizations. However, the
composition of these services provided by the service oriented
organizations depends upon the type of the customer.
Strategic Management of Customer Services
a.
Strategic Planning Process
In order to devise an appropriate customer service mix, the service
sectors have to formulate the appropriate operational strategies, which
requires an adherence to the following steps involved in the process of
formulating an appropriate customer service marking strategy;
•
Defining the purpose of the service business;
•
Defining the scope of customer services to be rendered;
•
Specifying the target customer;
•
Analyzing the external environment;
•
Formulating an appropriate customer service marketing strategy;
•
Implementation of strategy; and
•
Evaluation and follow‐up action for making a change in the scope
and scale of service mix.
b.
Marketing Strategies for Customer Services
In the competitive environment the banks and library and
information centres are committed to provide right services at the right
time, at right price and to a right customer in an customer preferred
format and model. There must be perfect matching between service
provided by the system and service needed by the customers. They have
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to device future oriented, integrated and environment sensitive service
marketing strategies.
Successful operations of the banks as well as libraries depends on
the thoughtful formulation of strategies for marketing their services
keeping in view: (a) Customer groups being served and to be served (b)
Customers needs, wants and demands being served and to be served. In
the light of these two factors, the following strategies may be formulated
and implemented.
c.
Marketing Penetration Strategy
d.
Market Development Strategy
e.
Product Development Strategy
f.
Product Diversification Strategy
g.
Strategic Customer Relationships
h.
Promotion/Communication Strategy
The importance of knowledge management in the libraries has
increased as the demand of knowledge economy arises in the age of
information. In this age, the libraries attract the importance of
professional training and life long learning for library staff to raise their
level for acquiring and disseminating knowledge. However, there are
various lacuanas in the systems to adopt the new things and expand their
services for the user’s satisfaction utmost. Restricted by limited funding,
technology, staff and space libraries must carefully analyze the need of
their users and seek develop co‐operative acquisition plans to meet the
needs of the users.
Libraries should also develop to capture all that tacit knowledge
that is of importance of their users, their organizations, and to the internal
operations of libraries. The website of each library should serve as
a”portal” for all sources of relevant knowledge and information whether
explicit or tacit, whether on site or remote and in all formats. The
application of new methods such as data mining, content management,
search engines, semantic networks, and such technologies have been part
of recent developments in knowledge management in the libraries.
We can see knowledge management in the various altitudes of
library and information services.
(a)
Human Resource Management: It is the fundamental point to train
high quality specialized talents and to revitalize the library undertaking. In
practice, we should pay full attentionto diversity and variation of library
staff’s requirement, strengthened management of different library staff by
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applying various approaches. The librarian and other supervisory staff
should not only focus on the theory of library science and related
disciplines, but also cover the managerial knowledge to get the work done
and strengthen the ethics of adoption of new things for the maximum
satisfaction level of the users. Libraries in the word of the Father of Library
Science Dr. S.R.Ranganathan is a growing organism for that libraries should
also encourage the transfer of knowledge and experience from
experienced staff to new staff members. A monitoring system should be in
place to help new comers to learn from experienced staff can interact and
exchange best practices and other experiences should be conducted at
regular intervals.
(b)
Promotion of Knowledge Innovation: By adopting knowledge
management in the libraries may promote the knowledge innovation. The
process of collection, processing, storage and distribution of knowledge
and information force libraries to play a crucial role in the knowledge
innovation. Libraries should act as bridges for spiraling the results of
knowledge innovation into realistic productive forces. Knowledge
management in libraries is to promote relationship between library and
user and strengthen the knowledge dissemination process. In the
knowledge economy era, libraries will carry out researches on
development and application of information resources, construction of
virtual libraries, protection of intellectual property rights in the electronic
era etc. thus founding the base for knowledge innovation.
(c)
Use of Information Technology as a Tool: Knowledge acquisition is
the starting point of knowledge management in libraries. The use and
application of information technology (IT) expand the scope of acquisition,
raises knowledge acquisition speed and reduces knowledge acquisition
cost. The use of information technologies not only for acquisition of
knowledge but also in storage, and dissemination of knowledge. Libraries
should use the new approach to capture web information by co‐operative
efforts such as Dublin core metadata and the cooperative online resources
catalogue (CORC). IT is a fundamental source and tool for knowledge
innovation.
(d)
User Services: The objective of knowledge management in the
libraries is to provide variety and qualitative services to its clientele in
order to improve the research and its products. In 21st century libraries
should also attach importance to provision of services for people to
acquire knowledge and achieve maximum functions and efficiency of
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knowledge information. Therefore, knowledge services based on high
speed information networks should be carried out by:
•
Setting up virtual libraries or information centres for enterprises,
governments, public organizations and scientific research institutions. It is
difficult for an enterprise or a social organization to put sufficient
manpower, material and financial resources on information gathering,
organizing and developing. It is also impossible and unnecessary to spend
a large amount of funds on information resources for their own use.
Libraries can create virtual libraries or information centres for these
organs separately according to their respective information requirements
by using abundant resources on the high speed information networks.
•
Setting up digitized knowledge services which is actually a
development trend of libraries in 21st century. This presupposes creating
step by step the users oriented information service systems such as
information dissemination, informationsearch and special supply of
information; quickening the creation of digitized libraries; studying the
methods, means and techniques of information distribution and search
with the Internet as the base and web technique as the core.
•
Digitizing libraries resources: The electronic libraries or digitized
libraries are the technical modes and development trends of libraries in
the knowledge economy era. The knowledge services of libraries in the
future will start with creation of databases comprising electronic journals
and books in different languages that have discipline features and can
operate on high speed information networks. Great efforts should be
made to transform all existing large non‐electronic information resources
into electronic information and integrate them into electronic libraries.
101. Critically discuss the activities of major data networks in India. Or,
Functions of different bibliographic databases in Indian context.
In India the telecommunications scenario has brought radical
changes for data and information network services. Several steps have
been undertaken to evolve systems that would offer voice data and video
services through a mix satellite links, microwave links and fibre optic
cables in high capacity range and satellite links, coaxial cables, radio links
and wire lines in low capacity range. The future telecommunication
scenario will be dominated by computers and microprocessors. However,
several long range initiatives have been taken up by various organization
in India for data and information network services. The networks may be
categorized as follows:
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a)
b)

General Network Service Facilities: NICNET, INDONET, VIKRAM
Specialized networks: CALIBNET, DELNET, INFLIBNET, ERNET,
VIDYANET, BTISNET, CSIRNET, DESINET
NICNET (National Informatics Centre Network) : This network was
piloted by the National Informatics Centre, Planning Commission,
Government of India, with a view to provide computing and
communication infrastructure to aid planning and monitoring the schemes
and decision making activities. Now it’s headquarter is New Delhi and
regional centres at Pune, Hyderabad and Bhubaneswar. The state capitals
have been connected with compatible computer systems of respective
district headquarters. The network would facilitate flow of information
among the four national/regional nodes, 32 State/Union Territory nodes
and 439 district nodes. One satellite channel links the master and micro
earth stations installed in all state and district centres. However, this
network is being evolved solely as management information systems to
meet the needs of users in Government Departments and agencies.
INDONET: This is the first commercial computer network being
evolved by the CMC Limited, Hyderabad. It is designed for intra‐city
communication of data transmission. This network has dropped IBM’s
system’s Networked Architecture. In the first phase, its centres have been
created at Kolkata, Mumbai, Chennai, Delhi and Hyderabad with the
access points in the cities of Bangalore, Ahmedabad and Pune. It would
operate as a STAR Network with control point at Delhi using packet
switching technology for routing data from central station to other
centres.
VIKRAM: It is the packet switched public data network piloted by
the department of Telecommunications, Govt. of India. This network
would consist of 8 switching nodes and 12 remote access points with its
Network Management centre at Delhi. The nodes at Mumbai, Kolkata,
Delhi and Chennai and other nodes and access points will be connected by
telecommunication system. The network’s transmission lines would be
telecommunication channels and switching nodes or exchanges would
perform the function of providing communication connection between
calling subscriber and called subscriber.
All these three general data networks have taken steps in
bibliographic applications. The NICNET co‐operates with ICMR to offer on
MEDLARS data bases and several others on CD‐ROM and also with NISSAT
to mount chemical abstract database. The INDONET is collaborating with
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NISCAIR (formerly INSDOC), New Delhi and the NISSAT Centre at CMTI,
Bangalore to create facilities for SDI and retrospective search.
Information Networks
BTISNET (Biotechnology Information Systems Network): The
Department of Biotechnology, Govt. of India is setting up 10 specialized
information centres in genetic engineering, animal cell, culture and
virology, plant tissue culture, photosynthesis and plant molecular biology,
oncogenes, reproduction physiology, cell transformation, nucleic acid and
protein sequences, immunology and bioprocess engineering. These 10
centres are linked through micro‐earth stations. The user centres would
have computer systems linked to the principal nodes.
CALIBNET (Calcutta Library Network): This is envisaged as
metropolitan network linking some 38 libraries in Calcutta Metropolitan
area. This network applications to be supported are electronic mail, file
transfer, remote logon and databases and document access. The functions
to be automated by the participating libraries are cataloguing, serial
control, acquisition and fund accounting, circulation and local user
services. This networking would provide for global user services. This
networking would provide for global user services. This networking would
provide for global user services of current awareness, SDI, union
catalogues, partial databases, and access to national and international
networks.
DELNET (Developing Network): The feasibility report on DELNET
has been prepared by CMC and now efforts are being made to link some
libraries in near future. The India International centre with the support of
NISSAT has been promoting the creation of DELNET for last two years.
During this period maximum attention has been paid to the creation of
databases and the training of library personnel in the library automation.
CSIRNET (Council of Scientific and Industrial Research Network):
The Council of Scientific and Industrial Research of India had planned to
set up a computer communication network for exchange of information
among its 40 odd laboratories during the Eighth plan (1992‐97) and the
National Centre for Software Technology (NCST), Mumbai (formerly
Bombay) has undertaken the feasibility study for the same. This network
would help in organizing indigenous online database services on different
subjects like leather technology, food technology, natural products,
chemistry, radio physics and medicinal plants.
DESINET (Defence Science Information Network): This is a
bibliographic information network for defense covering only unclassified
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and technical information. The users of this network are scientific,
research and defense personnel. The DESIDOC, Delhi takes initiatives in
planning and implementing the DESINET which also have links with other
similar networks like NICNET for exchange of information.
ERNET (Education and Research Network): Education and Research
Network is a computer network for academic and research community in
India which started with 8 (eight) leading institutions in India such as the
IITs, IIS, National Centre for Software Technology (NCST), and DOE
(Department of Engineering). It aims at covering a number of scientific and
industrial disciplines. He communication services offered by this network
would include electronic mail, file transfer, remote logon, database access
and bulletin board.
VIDYANET: Vidyanet is a communication/computer network to
meet the needs of the scientists and research workers in the country. Its
basic objective is to stimulate co‐operative research, day to day exchange
of research information and the execution of joint projects and
publications. It also intends to allow user, to develop databases on
specialized areas like biotechnology, super conductivity and supernova
research. It will be designed to link up institutional computers (Cyber, VAX,
and DEC) via telecommunication lines and provide its users facilities like
transfer of files of any type data, programmes and documents, electronic
mail, exchange of immediate messages, access to remote applications,
data bases and libraries.
101. Write down about features, characteristics and advantages of
Smart Card System.
A smart card is a credit card‐sized device that contains one or more
integrated circuits (ICs) and also may employ one or more of the following
machine‐readable technologies: magnetic stripe, bar code (linear or two‐
dimensional), contactless radio frequency transmitters, biometric
information, encryption and authentication, or photo identification. The
integrated circuit chip (ICC) embedded in the smart card can act as a
microcontroller or computer. Data are stored in the chip ‘s memory and
can be accessed to complete various processing applications. The memory
also contains the microcontroller chip operating system (COS),
communications software, and can also contain encryption algorithms to
make the application software and data unreadable. When used in
conjunction with the appropriate applications, smart cards can provide
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enhanced security and the ability to record, store, and update data. When
implemented properly, they can provide interoperability across services or
agencies, and enable multiple applications or uses with a single card.
Smart card technology can address issues surrounding identity
management and can also provide the means to surrounding identity
management and can also provide the means to eventually re‐engineer
inefficient processes with a high return on investment (ROI). In the
identification of inefficient processes, outdated business practices, and
low ROI programs, an organization can eliminate deficiencies, unnecessary
costs, and under‐used resources through the implementation of smart
card technology. The combinationof smart card technology with web‐
based applications, electronic commerce, and other business uses of the
Internet can improve the quality of life for citizens and employees.
Although smart cards are often compared to hard drives they’re – secured
drives with a brain – they store and process information. Smart cards are
storage devices with the core mechanics to facilitate communication with
a reader or coupler. They have file system configurations and the ability to
be partitioned into public and private spaces that can be made available or
locked. Thy also have segregated areas for protected information, such as
certificates, e‐purses, and entire operating systems. In addition to
traditional data storage states, such as read‐only and read/write, some
vendors are working with sub states best described as “add only” and
“update only”.
Smart card containing a processor onboard (also called ICC) can
perform a wide variety of functions, such as authentication, data storage
and encryption. They can store up to about 3 MB of data for as long as ten
years. Smart cards with processors embedded can be thought of as an
extremely small computer because they have a rudimentary operating
system, a processor, data storage memory, and an input/output system. In
addition to storing information, they can perform some processing,
complex calculations and multiple functions. Smart cards currently come
in two forms, contact and contactless.
(i)
Contact cards require a reader to facilitate the bi‐directional
connection. The card must be inserted into a device that touches the
contact points on the card, which facilitate communication with the card’s
chip. Contact cards come in 3 volt and 5 volt models, as do current desktop
CPUs. Contact card readers are commonly built into company or vendor‐
owned buildings and assets, cellular phones, handheld devices, stand‐
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alone devices that connect to a computer desktop’s serial or Universal
Serial Bus (USB) port, laptop card slots, and keyboards.
(ii)
Contactless cards use proximity couplers to get information to and
from the card’s chip. An antenna is wound around the circumference of
the card and activated when the card is radiated in a specific distance from
the coupler. The configuration of the card’s antenna and the coupler
facilitate connected states from a couple of centimeters to a couple of
feet. The bi‐directional transmission is encoded and can be encrypted by
using a combination of a card vendor’s hard‐coded chip algoritms;
randomly generated session numbers; and the card holder’s certificate,
secret key, or personal facilitate separate and discrete connections with
multiple cards should they be within range of the coupler. Because
contactless cards don’t require physical contact with a reader, the usability
range is expanded tremendously.
Smart Card’s Read/Write Devices
Smart card read/write devices provide the physical link between
the smart card and the host system or application. The host system can be
a PC, a network device, or a stand‐alone access control device such as a
turnstile controller. The read/write device delivers power, initializes the
card, and acts as the mediator between the smart card and the host.
Power is delivered to the smart card by making a physical contact on the
contract smart card micro module or by inducing current through the
antenna of contactless designs. Initialization is a specified protocol that
must be performed on all smart cards and is supported by compatible
readers. Therefore, from an implementation standpoint, one should be
certain that the reader selected is compatible with the chip’s control. This
can be accomplished by testing card and reader compatibility before they
are purchased in bulk quantities.
Smart card read/write devices can be either transparent, requiring
a host device to function, or they can be standalone devices functioning
independently. Transparent read/write devices require a host for all
signaling functions, including initialization and application delivery. This
type of hardware has no internal logic except for a line drive to condition
the signal between the card and the host. A transparent reader is similar
to a PC soft modem; a host drives the reader and the card. This requires
more support from the software, which must understand the design of the
reader and the card communication requirements.
Features and Characteristics
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Cost: Typical cost range from Rs. 50 to Rs. 100 per card, cost
increases with chips providing higher capacity and more complex
capabilities; per card cost decreases as higher volume of cards are
ordered.
Realiability: Vendors guarantee 10,000 read/write cycles. Cards
claiming to meet International Standard Organization (ISO) specifications
must achieve set test results covering drop, flexing, abrasion, concentrated
load, temperature, humidity, static electricity, chemical attack, ultra violet,
X‐ray, and magnetic field tests.
Error Correction: Current Chip Operating System (COS) performs
their own error checking. The terminal operating system must check the
two‐byte status codes returned by the COS after the command issued by
the terminal to the card. The terminal then takes any necessary corrective
action.
Storage Capacity: EEPROM: 8K‐128K bit. In smart card terminology,
1K means one thousand bits, not one thousand 8‐bit characters. One
thousand bits will normally store 128 characters, the rough equivalent of
one sentence of text. However, with modern data compression
techniques, the amount of data stored on the smart card can be
significantly expanded beyond this base data translation.
Ease of Use: Smart cards are user‐friendly for easy interface with
the intended application, handled like the familiar magnetic stripe bank
card.
Susceptibility: Susceptable to chip damage from physical abuse, but
more difficult to disrupt or damage than the magnetic stripe card.
Security: Smart cards are highly secure. Information stored on the
chip is difficult to duplicate or disrupt, unlike the outside storage used on
magnetic stripe cards that can be easily copied. Chip microprocessor and
Co‐processor supports DES, 3‐DES, RSA or ECC standards for encryption,
authentication, and digital signature for non‐repudiation.
Smart Card and Library: New technologies have always been of
interest for libraries, both for the potential of increasing the quality of
service and for improving efficiency of operations. Self‐check systems have
become very popular with both patrons and staff. Smart cards are often
found in academic libraries, where they are used for authentication to
library systems, resources and networks. They also perform other
functions for the student: student identification or access to a food service
account. Recently, smart cards have been used to perform network
authentication in conjunction with providing a library patron with the type
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of Internet access they prefer filtered or unfiltered. Since these cards can
store a fair amount of information, they can record additional information,
like the patron’s preferred desktop or monetary balance for printing.
When used in a public library environment, smart cards can be used as a
user identification card for the library circulation system; for paying fees,
fines, printing or other fee‐based services; for gaining Internet access; for
photocopying and more. Smart cards may also be used in conjunction with
a PIN, if desired, which provides an extra layer of security.
Advantages: The key advantages of smart card technology include:
(i)
The capacity provided by the on‐board microprocessor and data
capacity for highly secure, off‐line processing.
(ii)
Adherence to international standards, ensuring multiple vendor
sources and competitive prices.
(iii)
Established track record in real world applications
(iv)
Durability and ong expected life span (guaranteed by vendor for up
to 10,000 read/writes before failure).
(v)
Chip Operating Systems that support multiple applications and
secure independent data storage on one single card.
103. Discuss about OCLC WorldCat Connecxion.
OCLC means Online Computer Library Center, Inc. is a “non‐profit,
membership, computer library service and research organization
dedicated to the public purpose of furthering access to the world’s
information and reducing information costs”. It was founded on 6 July
1967 as not for profit the Ohio College Library Center. More than 72000
libraries in 171 countries and territories around the world use OCLC
services to locate, acquire, catalogue, lend and preserve library materials.
Founded by Fred Kilgour, its head office is located in Dublin, Ohio, United
State. OCLC have more than 212,770, 155 bibliographic records in 470
languages all over world. OCLC WorldCat now available in mobile, you can
search any book or any information about document published in the
world just login OCLC website and keep data in your pocket.
Services:
Online Computer Library Center provides many services to users
and connecting libraries in the world. In October 2005, the OCLC technical
staff began a wiki‐like project that allows readers and librarians to add
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commentary, and structured‐field information, associated with any
WorldCat record. The OCLC provides following services are:
(i)
OCLC provides bibliographic, abstract and full‐text information to
libraries, students, faculty, research scholars, and other needable
information seekers.
(ii)
OCLC and its member libraries co‐operatively produce and
maintain WorldCat – the OCLC Online Union Catalog, the largest Online
Public Access Catalog (OPAC) in the world.
(iii)
WorldCat contains holding records from most government, public
and private libraries worldwide.
(iv)
In India ICAR, New Delhi has launched the services of OCLC using
WorldCat under e‐Granth project.
(v)
The project of e‐Granth involved 12 Agricultural Universities and
ICAR, New Delhi.
(vi)
e‐Granth project launched under the title of “Strengthening of
Digital Library & Information Management under NARS (e‐Granth)” funded
by ICAR with IARI, New elhi as Lead Centre.
(vii) WorldCat is available through many libraries and university
computer networks. The open WorldCat program makes records of library‐
owned materials in OCLC’S WorldCat database available to Web users on
popular Internet search, bibliographic and bookselling sites. OCLC member
libraries catalogues are more accessible from the sites where many people
start their search for information.
(viii) OCLC owns a preservation microfilm and digitization operation
called the OCLC Preservation Service Center, with its principal office in
Bethelhem, Pennsylvania, U.S. Libraries, museums, historical societies,
colleges and universities utilize the OCLC Preservation Services to preserve
printed works, books, maps, manuscripts, newspapers, etc. in microfilm
format for future generations due to its 500‐year life expectancy.
OCLC Preservation Services converts print and microfilm to digital
(ix)
objects for computer access.
Online Database
OCLC maintains a database for cataloguing and searching purposes
which is used by librarians and the public. OCLC Passport was one of the
computer programs used. OCLC Connexion was introduced in 2001 and
replaced Passport when it was phased out in May 2005. This database
contains records in Machine Readable Catalogue (MARC) format
contributed by library cataloguers worldwide who use OCLC as a
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cataloguing tool. These MARC format records are then downloaded into
the libraries local catalogue system. This allows libraries worldwide to find
and download records for materials they want to add to their local
catalogue without having to go through the lengthy process of cataloguing
them each individually. As of February 2007, their database contained
over 1.1 billion catalogued items. It remains the world’s largest
bibliographic database. Connation is available to professional librarians
both as a computer program and on the web at connexion.oclc.org.
WorldCat is also avialble to the public for searching through a web‐based
service called FirstSearch, as well as through the Open WorldCat program.
A Global Catalogue
Become a part of WorldCat, and your library adds its holdings to
the world’s largest and most comprehensive catalogue with 194 million
bibliographic records that represent more than 1 billion individual items
held by participating institutions, patrons and Web users find what they
are looking for and your staff enjoy high hit rates in their cataloguing and
resource sharing activities.
Every Conceivable Physical and Electronic Format
WorldCat includes records for books, videos, serial publications,
articles, recorded books and music, electronic books, sheet music,
genealogical references, cultural artefacts, digital objects, Web sites and
much more.
Popular, Rare and One‐of‐a‐kind Resources
Catalogued works span thousands of years and nearly every form
of human expression.
470+ Languages from 171 Countries and Territories
Many items catalogued in WorldCat cannot be discovered through
any other resource. Records are constructed in many languages: WorldCat
Cataloguing supports Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, Cyrillic, Devanagari, Greek,
Hebrew, Japanese, Korean, Latin, Tamil and thai scripts, with each script
including multiple languages.
National Catalogues Increasingly Represented
OCLC continues to put much more of the “world” in WorldCat by
parternering with national libraries from many countries. More than 40
national catalogues including those of Poland, Australia and New Zealand
are now or will soon be part of WorldCat.
Quality Metadata
Records are maintained co‐operately by catalogues and other
information professionals; adhere to international standards; and are
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vetted by several OCLC and industry quality control programs. Libraries
that contribute information to Worldcat are bound by the WorldCat
Principles of Co‐operation and follow particular guidelines regarding
content.
Enriched Record Data Helps Patrons Quickly Evaluate Relevance
WorldCat records often feature cover art, tables of contents,
author notes, reviews, excerpts and links to related resources available
through other subscription information services – so users can decide if it’s
the correct resource and determine how best to access it.
Simplified Display of Titles available in Multiple Formats
WorldCat records coillapse multiple expressions of a source work
using unique, OCLC developed algorithms based on the FRBR conceptual
model. Users and staff don’t have to wade through dozens of records for
different versions of a popular title.
Many Ways to Add Your Holdings
Your library can choose to submit data directly to WorldCat via a
variety of OCLC services, including simple and expert cataloguing
interfaces, batchload, and automated cataloguing associated with content
purchases from OCLC or partnering vendors. Your library may also join or
form a consortium or library service group that contributes its holdings
collectively to WorldCat.
Your Data becomes an Important Part of a Unique Commitment
Continuously adding your holdings and other forms of metadata to
the WorldCat database is a contribution to the institutional knowledge
community worldwide. As libraries co‐operatively create and append data
to its bibliographic records, WorldCat helps reduce duplication of effort
and the costs of cataloguing and access to information.
WorldCat Facts and Statistics
Sl.No.
1
2
3

Number
72,000
1,666,818,063
171

4
5
6
7

212,770,155
Over 470
Every 10 seconds
Every 4 seconds
255

Particulars
Libraries represented Worldwide
Record holdings
Countries and Territories with Library
Holdings WorldCat
Bibliographic Records
Languages and Dialects represented
How often a record is added
How often a request is filled through
WorldCat Resource Sharing
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8

Every second

How often WorldCat is searched via
First Search

Brief Details of OCLC
Type:
Non profit membership co‐operative
Founded:
1967
Headquarters: Dublin, Ohio, U.S.
Area served: Worldwide
Key people: Robert L. (Jay) Jordon, President and CEO
Industry:
Library services
Products:
Worldcat, Net Library, First Search, Dewey Decimal
Classification, VDX, Web Junction, Question Point
Members:
Almost 27,000 libraries, archives and museums in 86
countries
Website:
oclc.org
Procedures to Use OCLC Connexion:
(i)
Import your record from the library software you use (must be in
standard format) and make files
(ii)
After make file go to connexion upload
(iii)
Upload your records in OCLC WorldCat Connexion
(iv)
OCLC receive the records and started batch processing
(v)
OCLC matching the all records, with own database and send back
on connexion
(vI
After matching records download institution’s records those were
sent
(viii) Download all records in your computer.
Library Records Input Steps to OCLC Connexion
Double Click on the OCLC Connexion icon on your desktop or logon:
http://www.oclc.org/worldcat/about/default.htm
Step 1: Double Click on the OCLC Connexion icon on your desktop or
logon: http://www.oclc.org/worldcat/about/default.htm. Click on File
Log
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Figure 1
This window will pop up:

Enter Authorization ID & Password, given by OCLC. Following window will
pop up. Click “Close”.
Figure 2

In connexion Open file option
create file given name of the file save in
hard drive of computer. Figure 3
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Figure 4
After creating file set file as default
Step 2: Before cataloguing the book, search it in the WorldCat. There will
be two cases (i) Record exist or, (ii) Record does not exist. As shown below:
Click Cataloguing Search
WorldCat

Figure 5
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Figure 6
If the record exists: the list of existing records will appear. Choose the
catalogued record. [Note: Esp. of the Library of Congress, i.e. with letter
‘D’ in column ‘L’ as shown below]

Figure 7
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Figure 8
Let the ISBN No. is 9788191037906. The record is
open.

Figure 9
Record will appear in your connexion browser WorldCat. After open
record goes Action
Lock master record after locking you can edit
your data.
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Figure 10
Here you would be create 3 new field for Enter the accession no. in 901
field and price in 020 with ISBN No. and 082 field for local library call no.

Figure 11
See here after enter the Acc. No. and Call No. go to Action
Record Lock
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After release record go to Action
Holdings

Holding

Update

Figure 12

Figure 13
When you go to holding and click update holding, your record registered in
OCLC WorldCat. Youu can save your edited record online or offline in your
computer. If you want to save your record in your computer then you can
click Action Save Local File. Your record will save in your computer.

Figure 14
In this screen shot all local edited record (Acc. No., Call No., Price etc.) save
in local system drive all the records are save in bin file locally. Here we are
talking how export these records in dat file. Select all records and go to
Action menu Click on Export option in below.
You see all records are exported to dat file. These records have been
export or check in the shot below exported items are in ‘C’ character.
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Figure 15
You can open your local files and save it to your computer. Go and click
Cataloguing Local Save file.

Figure 16
Click on local save files this window will appears. Here you can enter local
save file number (ex. 1,2,4,50,400 etc.)

Figure 17
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When you enter save file number, your record will appear in your
computer then after double clicking the record following window will
appear.

Figure 18
Above screen shot shows the local saved file in your computer.

Figure 19
Create file for data export, Click tool
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Figure 20
The above window will appear

Figure 21

Figure 22
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Figure 23
104. Recommendations of National Knowledge Commission.
NKC has included the Libraries under access to knowledge,
considering them as potential systems in providing access to knowledge
and facilities its use through various library services and systems, with
wide variety of dissemination channels. The NKC, “Recognising that library
and information services sector needs immediate and sustained attention
in order to fulfill its potential, set up by Working Group on Libraries
composed of experts in the area. The Working Group made 29
recommendations which are categorized under following heads.
1. LIS Policy: Important recommendations under this are related to:
(a)
Libraries to be included in the Concurrent List of the Constitution of
India
(b)
National Commission on Libraries
(c)
National Census of all libraries and survey of user needs and
reading habits, include them also in National Sample Survey
(d)
Establishment of Indian Institute of Library and Information
Science.
2. Finance: Important recommendation in this context is inclusion of
Library budget as part of the Central and State Education budgets
3. Library Charter: The recommendations in this category are:
(a)
Framing a Library Charter
(b)
Collection development
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(c)
Expected services and facilities of all types of Libraries
(d)
Periodic monitoring and evaluation of services
(e)
Special Services to the visual and hearing impaired
(f)
Reference Service and use of ICT
(g)
Building local collection and its sustained development
(h)
Integrated development of all types of Libraries
4. Access and Networking: It includes‐
(a)
Computerised bibliographic records preferably in the form of a
Union catalogue and National Repository of Bibliographic Records
(b)
Networking of Public Libraries
(c)
LIS Software
5. Private collection
6. Digitization and open access: Distinguish of periodicals and newspapers
on priority and open access to research papers and projects
7. Staffing Pattern
8. Public Private Partnership
The document containing recommendations is supported with
tables giving details of types of materials available and services provided
by five different types of libraries. For example the Appendix 2 on the
setting up of National Commission on libraries, Appendix 3 on the
establishment of Indian Institute of Library and Information Science and so
on.
Yet another set of identical recommendations from the document
“Libraries – gateways to knowledge” states the Commission has made the
following recommendations to ensure attention in development of
libraries.
1.
Set up national Commission Libraries
2.
Prepare a National census of all libraries
3.
Revamp Library and Information Science education training and
research facilities
4.
Reassess staffing pattern of libraries
5.
Set up a central library fund
6.
Modernizing library management
7.
Encourage greater community participation in library management
8.
Promote ICT application in libraries
9.
Facilitate donation and maintenance of private collection
10.
Encourage Public‐Private Partnership in developing of library and
information services.
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105. Discuss the major trends of studies and research in library
classification.
Library classification has become increasingly important, its
importance will increase further due to greater emphasis being laid on the
provision of information service in libraries on information centres. For the
retrieval and organization of information we require powerful tools. The
role of classification has been realized in computerized retrieval of
information systems, which has been added to the importance of
classification.
Golden period: The period from 1950 onwards can be called a
golden period for classification. This has been a period, during which the
dynamic theory of library classification has been placed on sound footing. A
dynamic theory provides a sound methodology for the design of a scheme
for classification which enables one to organize new subjects and already
known subjects at their proper places.
1950s: In 1946 FID/CA was formed which was renamed as FID/CR
in 1962. Ranganathan was the Reporteur General of the organization. The
report of which is an important contribution in the field of classification.
Classification Research Group (CRG) was formed in 1952, which
meets regularly in London. The members of CRG have been extremely
active and influential. They concentrated on the construction of special
schemes of classification. They formulated many faceted schemes, which
were mainly based on the principles of S.R.Ranganathan, who was great
contributor in that period.
During 1960s, much progress took place in different areas of library
classification. The design of classification schemes and the application of
machines to information retrieval were the two major areas in which
tremendous advances took place. An increasing application of computer led
to a new role for classification.
Since 1950, a vigorous attempt has been made in India and other
countries to discover new principles and to examine critically the principles
which underlie the existing schemes of classification. More and more
library classification research study circles are being formed. In recent
years, a variety of persons belonging to different disciplines have shown
interest in classification such as psychologists, philosopher, logicians,
scientists and so on. This has given impetus to the growth and development
of library classification.
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Again, the computer is an extremely powerful tool and its
potentialities are also exploited. All this has brought about new recognition
of the subject of library classification during the last 25 years or so.
FID Bureau emphasized to organize the study and research groups
for classification at national levels in 1959, so that adequate progress can
be made in library classification and problems, if any, may be solved. As a
result, research groups were established in so many countries of the world.
But in USA and Canada, these groups could not be continued in their work,
as USA had its own place due to Melvil Dewey in the field of library
classification and in 1965, this group became inactive.
In 1962, DRTC was formed in Bangalore under the leadership of
S.R.Ranganathan. The staff of DRTC has been actively engaged in research
on classification and related areas. In 1962, Ranganathan formulated the
famous “wall‐picture principle” and in 1964 he published an article
describing the methodology for designing a depth classification scheme in a
scientific way. In 1968, DRTC first used computer in the formation of class
number.
New Trends in Classification
The following trends are seen on the basis of various surveys in the
field of library classification.
1.
The use of LC (Library of Congress Classification) and DDC (Dewey
Decimal Classification) is increasing day by day;
2.
The trend of using UDC (Universal Decimal Classification) is also
increasing day by day;
3.
The use of SC (Subject Classification) in Britain is becoming less and
in place of it the use of DDC is continuously increasing;
4.
The use of LC in the libraries of colleges and universities in USA is
increasing. But DDC is being used more than LC in the three types of
libraries;
5.
The use of UDC is increasing in the special libraries of most of the
countries. Its use is increasing more in information and documentation
centres also;
6.
The SC was used in the public libraries of UK, but now they have
begun the use of DDC, b because it is up to date;
7.
It is felt that at present no classification scheme is suitable to
classify the computerized stored information. But being revised, the LC and
DDC will be existence in future. The use of UDC is also possible in special
libraries;
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8.
The efforts are being done in the direction of centralized
classification service. The MARC project of LC and BNB have been active in
the field of library classification.
Recent Developments in Classification
(a)
Construction of Thesauri: Various thesauri have been constructed
with the help of classification schemes because these schemes function as
the big sources for selection and getting most of the used terms in thesauri.
Hence so many research projects have been established for construction of
thesauri;
(b)
Standard Switching Language: Due to the explosion of knowledge,
the need of standard switching language was felt for timely use in indexing
terms and in indexing language. And UDC was treated suitable for using this
switching language, as it was at that time suitable for computerized
retrieval and dissemination of information. FID is using UDC for
constructing thesauri and terminology.
(c)
Automated Classification: By doing so many experiments in the
field of automated classification process and system, the efforts have been
doing to develop the same. The use of automated classification in specific
database is becoming more helpful.
(d)
Computerized MARC Project: The information storage is being
done in micro and machine readable forms. Hence it is needed to develop
such a classification scheme which can be useful in this age of information
technology. Library of Congress (LC) and Decimal Classification scheme are
being used in MARC project.
(e)
UNISIST: UNISIST planned for a universal information system and
system and network, for which the need is to provide classification schemes
in a new pattern. Because the present classification schemes do not have
the efficiency of organizing the computerized stored information.
106. What is Network Security? Discuss the characteristics of a secure
network. Explain the goals of network security policy. What are the
threats to networks? Discuss the security measures for library networks.
Network security is nothing but a system designed to protect our
networks. It involves the effort of every level of an organization and the
technologies and the process that they use to design, build, administer
and operate a secure network. Network security is essential to protect the
assets of an organiation.
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Appropriate network security identifies and protects against
threats to people, processes, technologies and facilities. This security is
achieved via various hardware and software technologies. These softwares
are designed in such a way that it can provide continuous protection to the
networks from emerging threats.
As far responsibility for such a security is concerned, not only the
network administrator but also every employee in every position and at
every rank is responsible for network security within an organization.
Characteristics of a secure network
A secure
characteristics.

network

communication

should

have

following

Confidentiality: In a network a packet of information/resource I1 is
launched by a sender S1 generally intended for a particular target user R1
or for a particular group of recipient users R1, R2,...Rn. A secure network
must therefore prevent the access of I1 from being accessed by any of the
other receivers, as much as possible.
Integrity: There must be some mechanism in a secure network to ensure
that the data in the networked environment is accurately maintained
throughout its creation, transmission and storage.
Availability: There must be some mechanism in a secure network to
ensure that the network resources are available to the authorized user as
advertised.
Accountability: There must be some mechanism in a secure network to
ensure that the action taken can be tied back to a unique use, system or
network.
Encoding of information content: There must be some encoding
mechanism in a secure network so that the content of I1 is accessed by
some unauthorized user, it would immediately deny access to I1.
Sender notification in the event of non delivery of information: There must
be some mechanism in a secure network to ensure that if the information
is not delivered to the target user in appropriate time interval, sender
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should be notified so that it may adopt appropriate measures to reduce
the impact of the exposure.
Network security policy
Security policy in general is strategic a document that defines the
overall purpose and direction of security within an organization. This
policy begins with accessing the risk involved within a network and
building a team to respond, it governs what communications are allowed
between internal and external network. This policy is intended to protect
the integrity of library networks and to mitigate the risk and loses
associated with security threats to library, library networks and resources.
The goals of this network security policy are:
•
To establish a wide policy to protect library, the libraries networks,
and computer systems from abuse and inappropriate use.
•
To esytablish mechanisms that will help in identification and
prevention of abuse of networks and computer systems.
•
To provide an effective mechanism for responding external
complaints and queries about abuses of library networks and computer
systems.
•
To establish mechanisms that will protect the reputation of library
and will allow the library to satisfy its legal and ethical responsibilities with
regards to its network and computer system connectivity to the Internet.
For a network policy, basic knowledge of networks and their
functions are required. Policy will cover all who gets to access the
networks, how they can access it, and what types of security protocol in
place. It also covers allowed network use from a network administration
position. Security policy must address six foundational concepts – ensuring
confidentiality, integrity, availability, authorization, authentication, and
reply avoidance to unauthorized users.
Network policy provides efficient and reliable network access,
Internet access and the access to network features, servers, appliances,
printers and shared storage.
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Network‐health tools are the appliances, software or hardware
that monitor the network for errors, viruses or other security or traffic
efficiency issues. These tools may not be used to view or record data being
passed on the network. Any information viewed through the software in
the course of legitimate troubleshooting or maintenance must be
considered as confidential and will not be shared with anyone.
Routers should be password protected with alpha‐numeric
combination of the passwords and passwords should not be any specific
word.
Firewalls should be set to allow outgoing traffic to initiate contact
but deny all other incoming contact initiation. Network address translation
(NAT) should be set for all Internet devices. Static IP address should be
assigned to the devices like printers and servers, and set to renew the
address after every 24 hours so that any network accessible device will not
retain the same IP address for more than one day.
Swirches should be password with alpha‐numeric combination of
the passwords and passwords should not be any specific word.
Threats to Networks
Security came only after the threats arrived. If we are talking on
network security, first we have to clearly understand what actually the
threats to the network are and then only we will be able develop security
measures for these threats. In the present scenario there are several types
of threats to the library networks or to any network. First and foremost
threat to a library network is from hackers, then comes internal threats
and external threats and many more. Some of these threats highlighted
here.
Malware: It is a kind of steady threat that can easily get installed when
user is lured to malicious or compromised websites that can exploit one of
these client‐side vulnerabilities. It generally get installed while
downloading 3rd party software such as Adobe acrobat, flash plugins,
media players and even Microsoft office. Once malware is installed it acts
Trojan horse software programme performing any number of malevolent
acts including information stealing keyloggers, fast flux botnets, realys,
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and remote control agents. According to IBM report, during 2009
malicious link on website increased by 50.8%.
Malicious insiders: These are the participants with legitimate access or
those passed by the protection mechanism of a network and exhibits
arbitrary behaviour.
Exploited vulnerabilities: Vulnerability exploit is at the heart of hacking and
data breaches. Worms, viruses, malware, and a host of other attack types
often rely on vulnerability exploit to infect, spread, and perform the
actions cyber criminals want. Malware often relies upon exploited
vulnerabilities to be installed properly. At the same time, user behaviour
can do it as well through social engineering techniques. There are many
applications loaded onto each and every system, many of which have
weaknesses that can be exploited.
Careless employees: Threat to a network is also due to careless and
untrained employees working in an organization. In the annual Perimeter
E‐Security Data Breach Study released last year, it is noted that for data
breaches between 2000 and 2008, more incidents happen by careless and
untrained employees than any other type of insider incident.
Mobile devices: Devices like iPhone, USB sticks, flash drive, etc. is
spreading at a very fast and has become plague for the information
professionals. Worms and other malware target these mobile devices for
stealing data. Also these devices containing sensitive data can be stolen;
especially laptops are the main culprit.
Social Networking: Social networking sites are the rising threats for the
network security in an organization. Sites like Twitter, Facebook, MySpace
and many others have changed the way of many people’s communication
with one another. Library people are often using these sites which can
produce harm to the library network. There are many worms, phishing,
and other attacks targeted to the users of these sites. Social networking
sites are breeding ground for spam, scams, scare ware, and host for other
attacks.
Zero‐day exploits: In zero‐day exploit hackers take advantage of security
vulnerability on the same day that the vulnerability becomes generally
known. Sometimes hackers may be the first to detect vulnerability in
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software. Zero‐day vulnerability is discovered in very secure protocols such
as SSL and TLS.
Cloud computing threats: Cloud computing is very popular concept these
days, which may not be very secure as it was hoped. While transferring
information from one server to the other there is chance for the hackers
to play their part. Some cloud computing security threats come in the form
of vulnerabilities such as the October 2009 story that attackers exploited a
web application flaw to hijack Yahoo Mail accounts. This was a brute force
attack where the hackers use software to systematically guess the
passwords.
Denial‐of‐service (DoS): These attacks are very nasty and difficult to
handle. DoS is a very simple kind of attack in which more request is send
to a machine than it can handle and ultimately machine crash down. These
attacks are very common in late 90s but today they are very less popular.
Unauthorized access: The major aim of these attacks is to access some
confidential resources or important information from your system that is
not meant for the others.
Information gathering: Information gathering can display much
information about network topology, system configuration and network
devices. Attackers use this information to set pointed attacks at the
discovered vulnerabilities. Such vulnerability may be due to insecure
nature of TCP/IP protocol suite or may be due to some of the exposed
services that should be blocked.
These are several other threats like sniffing, spoofing, session hijacking,
data diddling, data destruction, etc. Our network is insecure because of
these threats and we must apply some effective countermeasures to get
rid of these threats.
Security Measures for Library Networks
Once threat to the networks have been identified. It is important
for the organization to take the next step and to design and implement
approapriate countermeasures, which neutralizes the threat. It is
important to note that some threats pose more danger than others;
additionally, some threats have greater likelihood of occurring within, or
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to, the organization. To properly identify whether the threats are
manifested as exposures in the organization, an assessment should be
undertaken.
Counter measures for external and internal threats
To protect the network of an organization from external threats
one has to properly implement the Firewall technology. Firewall offers
powerful ways to protect a network by preventing unsolicited incoming
traffic from hackers attempting to assess weaknesses of the technology
connected to the networks. They are also able to mask how many
components are actually online in a library by using NAT to show a single
TCP/IP addressed to the www for the numerous computers and the other
devices within an organization.
Wide array of network devices within an organization like LAN can
present a challenge to the network administrator hoping to keep each
equipment up‐to‐date and well defended. A properly programmed and
configured network firewall in combination with an aggressive patch
management and update plan for computers and other network devices
can greatly reduce network susceptibility to risk.
Routers and firewall can also be used within a network to protect it
from internal threats. Segmenting a network within an organization by the
use of domain controllers, routers and firewalls are excellent way to
protect public stations from staff stations. Ensure that all the devices
connected to the network are protected from viruses by using antivirus
software and operating system patch management.
Internet, intranet and extranet security
Today in the Internet environment, computing systems are much
vulnerable to unauthorized access. Intruders with the help of technology
will be able to access any computer that is attached to Internet.
Communication over the network is made possible by the protocols. A
protocol is a well defined message format. As long as both computers
agree on this format, communication can take place. Network
communication uses more than one protocol. Sets of such protocol are
known as protocol suites. One well known protocol suite is TCP/IP
protocol. Major component of TCP/IP is ICMP (Internet Control Message
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Protocol). It is used for flow control, detecting unreachable destinations,
redirection routes, and checking remote hosts. These protocols do not
provide any data hiding and do not add any security. However, a number
of secure protocols have been defined and are rapidly being implemented.
Some of these protocols are – (1) Secure Socket Layer (SSL), (2) Secure
HTTP (S‐HTTP), (3) Secure File Transfer Protocol (S‐FTP), (4) Secure
Electronic Transaction (SET), (5) Secure Internet Protocol (IPSEc), and so
on. With the help of these protocols we can secure network
communication.
Also these should be a bridge between Internet and intranet of an
organization to add to its security. The first line of defence between
Internet and intranet should be a firewall. A firewall is placed in the
Internet route, such that it stops and can make decisions about each
packet that wants to get through.
Defenses against hackers
We can employ several countermeasures to our network to protect
it from hackers. Some of the countermeasures are listed below:
•
We can use generic service banners that do not give away
configuration information such as software versions or names.
•
We can use firewalls to mask services that should not be publicly
exposed
•
Use of strong physical security that prevents rouge devices from
being placed on the network.
•
Use of ingress and egress filtering on perimeter routers to protect
against session hijacking.
•
Use of filtering broadcast request, filtering ICMP request, and
patching and updating of service software to protect against DoS.
•
Use of encrypted passwords.
Though there are several tools present to prevent information
from being hacked, but these tools are not sufficient enough to protect a
network from hackers. As soon as new tool developed against hackers,
within no time they develop their counterpart. Encryption technology is
the only tool which seems to be effective against hackers these days.
Cryptography
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Cryptography is art and science of securing messages so that
unintended audiences cannot read, understand, or alter that message.
A message in its original form is called plain text or clear text. The
process of securing that message by hiding its content is encryption or
enciphering. An encrypted message is called ciphertext, and the process of
turning the ciphertext back to cleartext is called decryption or deciphering.
A cryptographic algorithm is a mathematical function or formula
that converts cleartext to ciphertext and back. Typically a pair of algorithm
is used to encrypt and decrypt. An algorithm that depends on keeping the
algorithm secret to keep the ciphertext safe is known as a restricted
algorithm.Algorithms can be mathematically expressed as
E(M)=C, and
D(C)=M
When M is the cleartext message, E is the encryption function, C is
the ciphertext, and D is the decryption function.
A major problem with restricted algorithm is that a changing group
cannot use it. Because to keep a secret, each group has to build its own
algorithms and software to use it. This shortcoming is overcome by using a
variable known as key or cryptovariable. The range of possible values for
the key is called keyspace. With each group using its own key, a common
algorithm may be shared by any number of groups.
The mathematical representation now becomes:
Ek(M)=C, and
Dk(C)=M, where the subscript k refers to the encryption and
decryption key.
Some algorithms will utilize different keys for encryption and
decryption.
Plaintext ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Ciphertext ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐Plaintext

Encryption ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Decryption

Fig. Encryption and decryption with restricted algorithms
Key

Key

Plaintext ‐‐‐‐‐‐ Encryption
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐Ciphertext

Decryption Plaintext

Figure 1: Encryption and decryption with keys
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Database security
We can secure our database by applying the below mentioned
measures to it. Database securityis important because it is the store house
of all the information resources of an organization. We cannot achieve
network security without securing our database which is most vulnerable
for attack. To ensure the security of databases the following requirements
must be satisfied:
(i)
Physical integrity of databases
(ii)
Logical integrity of databases
(i)
The integrity of each element which composes the database
(ii)
Access control
(iii)
User identification
(iv)
Availability
Physical and logical integrity of databases means the efforts for
protecting the physical entity of databases, specially the recording against
destruction. The easiest way to do that is represented by regular backup.
The integrity of each element forming the database means that the
value of each field may be return or changed by authorized users.
Access control means the restriction of the database administrator.
Secure IP address: Some server may be configured to receive queries only
from specific host.
Cancellation of server account: The ability to suspend account when
guessing the password is tried after a predefined number of attempts.
Special tools: These are special programmes such as real secure by ISS
which will alert in case of intrusion attempts.
User identification will allow any user at any time access and record the
operations performed. Will store and generate history of access.
Availability will allow the required data to be available for an authorized
user.
Some other security measures include the partition of database,
cards,encryptions, etc.
Some advanced database security measures include the following:
Suppressing the application with sensitive results: It means request for
access for database element that have results displaying sensitive results
are rejected without any response.
Results approximation: The result of request will be approximated in such
a way that the attacker will not be able to determine the exact values. In
this case system will display results close to the real one.
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Limiting the results of request that reveals sensitive data: The requests
that want to access some sensitive data from the database will be limited.
Combining results: Combining the results from several requests will create
a greater confusion for that hacker.
107. Discuss about Automation, Networking and Digitization of Public
Libraries in India.
Introduction
The library and information centre is the lighthouse of information
dissemination, which is an important component of any educational
institution, and hub of the teaching, and learning activities where
students, researchers and teachers can explore the vast resources of
information. The present age is regarded as the age of information and
information has become commodity in the present day context of
information explosion and we are living in the information society. Now
information has become an essential item for every one. Each of us
require information for our day‐to‐day activities. Library and Information
Centre (LIC) has been playing an important role in extending requisite
services to its users. LIC is a social institutions and it takes up the society
with the world of enormous information (Sinha, 2004).
Public Library: a people’s university
Public library is regarded as a social institution and means of vital
social force. It is a living force to education, indigenous knowledge and to
preserve the cultural heritage customs prevalent in rural areas. The library
is regarded as a public institution, which is expected to convert the
potential readers into actual readers. It is also regarded as social
institutions. With the information explosion and creation of knowledge,
the library has acquired a key position as the indispensable institution for
equipping the people with necessary accumulated knowledge.
According to S.R.Ranganathan, ‘Public library system is the only
possible neutral agency to give unbiased, political, economical and
industrial information to enable the voters to form their own judgements
in helping the progress of the country and keeping vigilance over the
performance of the government’.
The UNESCO Manifesto to Public Library defines the aims and
objectives and purpose of developing public libraries in all parts of the
world. The main themes of this manifesto are (a) A gateway to knowledge
(b) The Public Libraries (c) Mission of the Public Library (d) Funding,
Legislation and Networks (e) Operation and Management.
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A gateway to knowledge
Freedom, prosperity and the development of society and
individuals are fundamental human values. They will only be attained
through the ability of well‐informed citizens to exercise their democratic
rights and to play an active role in society. Constructive participation and
the development of democracy depend on satisfactory education as well
as on free and unlimited access to knowledge, thought, culture and
information. The public library, the local gateway to knowledge, provides a
basic condition for lifelong learning, independent decision‐making and
cultural development of the individual and social groups.
The Public Library
The Public Library is the local centre of information, making all
kinds of knowledge and information readily available to its users. The
services of the public library are provided on the basis of equality of access
for all, regardless of age, race, sex, religion, nationality, language or social
status. Specific services and materials must be provided for those who
cannot, for whatever reason, use the regular services and materials, for
example linguistic minorities, people with disabilities or people in hospital
or prison. All age groups must find material relevant to their needs.
Collections and services have to include all types of appropriate media and
modern technologies as well as traditional materials. High quality and
relevance to local needs and conditions are fundamental. Material must
reflect current trends and the evolution of society, as well as the memory
of human endeavour and imagination. Collections and services should not
be subject to any form of ideological, political or religious censorship, nor
commercial pressure.
Mission of the Public Library
The following key missions, which relate to information, literacy,
education and culture should be at the core of public library services.
•
Creating and strengthening reading habits in children at an early
age;
•
Supporting both individual and self conducted education as well as
formal education at all levels;
Providing opportunities for personal creative development;
•
•
Stimulating the imagination and creativity of children and young;
•
Promoting awareness of cultural heritage, appreciation of arts,
•
Scientific achievements and innovations;
•
Providing access to cultural expressions of all performing arts;
•
Fostering inter‐cultural dialogue and favouring cultural diversity;
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•
Supporting the oral tradition;
•
Ensuring access for citizens to all sorts of community information;
•
Providing adequate information services to local enterprises,
associations and interest groups;
•
Facilitating development of information and computer literacy
skills;
•
Supporting and participating in literacy activities and programmes
for all age groups, and initiating such activities if necessary.
Funding, legislation and networks
•
The Public Library shall in principle be free of charge. The public
library is the responsibility of local and national and local governments. It
has to be an essential component of any long‐term strategy for culture,
information provision, literacy and education.
•
To ensure nationwide library coordination and cooperation,
legislation and strategic plans must also define and promote a national
library network based on agreed standards of service.
•
The public library network must be designed in relation to national,
regional and specific libraries as well as libraries in schools, colleges and
universities.
Operation and management
•
A clear policy must be formulated, defining objectives, priorities
and services in relation to the local community needs. The public library
has to be organized effectively and professional standards of operation
must be maintained.
•
Cooperation with relevant partners – for example, user groups and
other professionals at local, regional, national as well as international level
has to be ensured.
•
Services have to be physically accessible to all members of the
community. This requires well‐situated library buildings, good reading and
study facilities, as well as relevant technologies and sufficient opening
hours convenient to the users. It equally implies outreach services for
those unable to visit the library.
•
The library services must be adapted to the different needs of
communities in rural and urban areas.
•
The librarian is an active intermediary between users and
rresources. Professional and continuing education of the librarian is
indispensable to ensure adequate services.
•
Outreach and user education programmes have to be provided to
help users benefit from all the resources.
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Types of Public Library
Mainly public library system is divided into urban public library
system and rural public library system. The state level public library system
is divided into following types of public libraries: Urban Public Library
System and Rural Public Library System
Urban Public Library System comprises of following:
•
State Central Public Library
•
Regional or Divisional Library
•
District Public Library
•
City Central Library
Rural Public Library System comprises of following:
•
Sub‐Divisional Library
•
Block Public Library
•
Village Public Library
An activity of public libraries comprises of as a society as a cultural
centre, as an informal centre, as a coordinator of programme, providing
extension services, literature search activities and many more.
Library and information services available at public libraries
The public libraries are expected to provide all such services which
the diverse group of users requires for their academic,
commercial/business, enterment and recreational purposes for all groups
of users. It includes all services provided by the public libraries including
urban and rural libraries to their users. Broadly it includes various
routines/housekeeping works either manually or computerized from fully
automated LICs. These services are as follows:
•
Lending services/loan of reading materials for home reading;
•
Reading room services
•
Reference services
•
Current Awareness Services
•
Computerized SDI services
•
Abstrating services;
•
Indiexing services;
•
Indexing services
Bibliographic services through aopas. OPC of in‐house databases’
•
•
Onine services of International databases
•
CD‐ROM based specialized subject databases services
•
E‐mail/Internet services
•
Inter‐library loan services
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•
•
•

Consultancy services
Organization of book exhibition, lecture, seminar, workshop for
developing book culture, literacy awareness, AIDS awareness, etc.
and
Counselling and guidance services etc.
Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Total

Type of public libraries
State Central Libraries
Divisional and District Libraries
Sub‐Divisional/Taluka/Tehsil
Libraries
Town and Rural Libraries
Nehru Yuvak Kendra
Jawahar Bal‐Bhavan
Others

Total number of
libraries
28
451
501

29820
272
49
128
31249
Table 1: Status of RRRLF Assited Public Libraries in India

Problems of Public Library infrastructure and services
•
Widespread illiteracy is the greatest handicap for developing
library service in some urban and rural areas in the traditional pattern. It is
true that some dedicated people now‐a‐days live in villages but by and
large the village dwellers are crippled with illiteracy or limited education.
The rural folk have to work hard to earn their living. At times all the
members of a family remain unchanged in the productive process. Reading
books, they feel, does not increase their professional efficiency or
productivity. There is, therefore, no motivation for learning and thus using
library facilities.
•
The challenge posed by the electronic media or television is real
and its impact on reading habit or library use has been very negative.
Witnessing television programmes has made great inroads on reading
books for pleasure.
•
Lack of resource is another serious bottleneck in developing
services. The condition of the majority of rural libraries, particularly, in the
heartland of India, is extremely miserable. Many of them do not have their
own building, some are located in small thatched huts and some share a
room and time with their institutions. Very few libraries can provide
reading room facilities even. Storage facilities are also very poor. Stock of
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reading materials is insignificant. Moreover, the service is highly irregular
and uncertain. All this does not encourage people to use libraries. There is
also the dearth of suitable reading materials in regional languages. The
demand for books in rural libraries is mainly limited to light literature in
regional language.
•
The quality of library service depends to a great extent on the
quality of a person rendering the service. It is the librarian who can make
or unmake the services. While his imagination, initiative, resourcefulness
and dedication can make the library an ideal public institution, is apathy
inertia and lack of dedication will make it a dull organization. What is
therefore, needed is a most competent librarian who can organize the
services in a balanced manner for all sections of the community served by
the library. In order to attract the right type of persons to the library
profession, the service condition of the library professionals needs
improvement.
•
The absence of a public library system in most of the states and
union territories is also responsible for the haphazard growth of libraries in
rural areas. A system can be devised by legislation or administrative
sanction.
•
The problems of developing economy have strained library services
in many ways, inflation has depleted the resource of the libraries. As the
purchasing power of the rupee is being reduced, the quantum of reading
materials that can be acquired also gets reduced.
•
Due to constant increase of price, inadequate collection of
subscription from readers is not sufficient to maintain the libraries.
•
The need of the hour to provide better library services is to make
provision of free and compulsory public library service. In the wake of the
slogan ‘Education for All’ comes in the complementary battle cry of ‘Books
for All’. As a consequence of making education a fundamental right, free
unhindered easy access to books and libraries also becomes essential. The
right to have easy access to books is to be ensured.
•
Need of the hour is to open more public/rural libraries. According
to International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA)
standards, there should be one public library for every 3000 people. With
every 1 billion people, according to this standard India needs more than
330000 public library units. In order to keep pace with the growth in
population and the expansion in knowledge, almost every other village will
have to be provided with library facilities. One of the IFLA standards
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stipulate with the nearest library unit should not be more than a mile
away from the residential areas.
•
There is a feeling among a section of a people that illiteracy may
not need libraries. It must be asserted that illiterate people are not
ignorant people. Many of them are quite enlightened and are receptive to
new ideas and current thinking. The whole lot of them could be further
enlightened by public libraries through their extension programmes like
lectures, discussions, film‐shows, folk‐dramas, exhibition, puppet‐show
and reading out books to them, and so on.
•
Due to acute paucity of funds the public library movement has not
yet reached the take‐off stage. It was suggested by a committee of expert
that 10% of the education budget should be earmarked for the
development of public library system in a state. We require more funds
because (i) the number and variety of documents being published both in
our country and abroad has multiplied phenomenally, (ii) there is also the
need to buy more audio‐visual aids to inform and enlighten the library
users, particularly, the children, the illiterate and the neo‐literates, (iii) the
necessity of providing telecommunication facilities to all libraries down to
the village information centre, (iv) a majority of our existing libraries do
not have functionally planned buildings, (v) the rise in the cost of living
including the soaring cost of books, sky‐rocketing, subscription to journals,
binding materials, building materials and finally there is the desperate
desideratum of the hour, that is, computerizing the library services, (vi)
enactment of library laws in the remaining 18 states and 6 UTs.
•
The public library movement in our country is far from picking up
volume, velocity and vigour. The RRRLF should come forward to formulate
a positive and aggressive developmental time‐bound plan for the
liberalization of the entire country. To start with, complete liberalization of
very backward districts in each state may be admitted at the very earliest.
The public library has to serve as a cultural and educational centre of the
community in which it is located. It has to serve as a school, college or
university of the community. In a developing country like ours, the public
libraries should have a very vigorous extension programme.
Suggestions for improvement of public libraries/rural libraries of India
For computerization of public libraries/rural libraries, we have to
develop the minimum infrastructure like electricity, at least one separate
room of computerization activities, public/rural library building as per
requirement with all facilities, and acquisition of necessary
hardware/software to start automation. Besides all these, trained and
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qualified library and information professionals are required to take this
task of automation and networking of public/rural libraries.
At the present time it seems that thinking of automation of
public/rural libraries is a dream which may come true if we get necessary
support from central government, state government local industries,
corporate houses, NGOs and administration at state, divisional, sub‐
divisional, block, panchayat, and village level. There is a need of library
movement form the professionals who should come forward to popularize
the usage and services being provided by the public/rural libraries. Time to
time book exhibition, awareness programme for various issues like
HIV/AIDS, family planning, child/mother health care programme, polio
drops programmes, and so on. There is a great opportunity to us to put
our effort to provide quality library and information services to the people
of states and entire country.
As suggested by Kaula (2007), major issues pertaining to the
development of public and rural libraries are listed below.
•
Network of rural libraries to be linked up with the district library
system and state central libraries all over the country;
•
RRRLF to provide assistance in addition to the state government for
providing expansion of library facilities in the rural areas particularly to the
growing number of educated people, women and youth;
•
Rural libraries must cater to the needs of both the students
community and village folk;
•
School teachers with library and information science training could
function as part time librarians for a remuneration;
•
Libraries should contain a relevant books written in regional
languages and also translated from other Indian languages into regional
language of the place;
•
National Book Trust to assist in the production of books needed for
rural people on priority basis;
•
A scheme of intensification of rural libraries containing a modest
collection of books in the regional languages should be taken up by
appropriate authorities;
•
All states which have not enacted public library law should be
persuaded to do so with a view to ensure that library services reaches up
to village level throughout the country. The UNESCO recommendation of
sharing 25% of education budget by each state should be given special
emphasis;
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•
Those states which have enacted public libraries legislation should
revise these Acts to incorporate the developments in information and
communication technology areas and as advocated by the Indian Library
Association. The ILA has also brought out a model Library and Information
Service Act, prepared by Dr. V.Venkatappaiah. The Draft Act has been
published by ILA and may be consulted by the states where library
legislation has yet been enacted.
Automation and Networking of Public Libraries in India
The automation and networking of public libraries located
throughout India have not been initiated till date except the initiatives of
West Bengal government for networking of public libraries (Das, 2009),
few state central libraries located in state capitals, Delhi Public Libraries
and other libraries located in metropolitan cities. Therefore, the Ministry
of Culture, Government of India in collaboration with the Ministry of
Information Technology should come forward with the proposal for
automation and networking of public libraries in India. The idea for
automation of rural as well as urban public libraries should be explored as
we know that public library system is basically a people’s university as the
ICT is now available at affordable cost. ICT application in big urban public
libraries has been initiated but the minimum requirement of rural libraries
located in villages has not been fulfilled. Therefore, the application of ICT
in rural library seems to be a distant dream.
According to a survey (Lahkar 2007) covering rural libraries of all
the eight states of northeast India reveal that the status of rural libraries of
northeast India is in very poor condition. He has restricted his study to the
status of rural libraries pertaining to the background information of rural
libraries, population covered by those libraries, library buildings, library
users visiting rural libraries, financial assistance for RRRLF and other
agencies and role of libraries for extending library services to the rural
masses with the limited resources (reading materials), preservation of
culture and traditions, and for library extension programme with few
recommendations for the development of the rural libraries in North
Eastern States of India.
Despite the efforts made by the Ministry of Culture, Government of
India through its agency RRRLF, Kolkata, except few state central/city
central/district libraries, the status of urban and rural public libraries
located at different parts of India is in deplorable conditions which
deprives the rural masses of India for getting the day to day information
pertaining to academic, vocation, business, agriculture, industry and
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marketing, weather forecast information. The status of public libraries
including rural libraries in southern states are comparatively in better
positions.
Now there is high time to improve the status of public libraries
(especially rural libraries) with minimum infrastructure, electricity,
resources (reading materials), deployment of qualified professional staff,
and equipping these libraries with telephone facilities, and many modern
facilities like development of minimum ICT infrastructure, broadband
connectivity for making these libraries a community resource centre
where people get their desired information instantly.
In open source domain, very user‐friendly integrated library
management software like Koha and NewGenLib, are freely available with
all the supporting software. If minimum required ICT infrastructure is
available, Koha and NewGenLib can be installed for automation and
networking of library activities and services of public libraries or rural
libraries located in the remote areas of India provided electricity is
available in these areas.
Why should we automate our public library?
Public libraries/rural libraries play an important an important role
in making the rural people more informed. Such library occupies a very
important place in the various programmes like Adult Education
Programme, Sarva Siksha Abhiyan, Indian Literacy Mission, Rural Mother‐
Child Health care Programme, and many other welfare programmes
available in rural areas for overall development of the society. Although
the application of ICT and usage of electronic media in rural libraries of
India may invite lot of debate but ultimately we have to introduce the
modern technology for the retrieval and dissemination of information to
the rural masses of India. After 64 years of independence, the
development of public/rural libraries of India is not substantial. In most of
Indian states, voluntary workers or NGOs have been looking after rural
libraries (Sinha, 2009).
With the introduction of automation and networking in public
libraries/rural libraries, the rural masses/people will receive desired
information and knowledge. With the introduction of Internet facilities,
access to agricultural information, business based information, vocational
information, and instant communication through e‐mail, or social
networking sites wouls be easier. People will be connected to mainstream
and global access to information would be possible. Nowadays,
information is considered as strategic resources, the developed countries
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are superior to the developing countries is because of having strong
information base. It is only possible when public libraries of india should
come forward to take the initiatives to modernize its resources and
services and play a pivotal role for transforming the Indian society. It can
be revitalized and rejuvenated to extend need based services to the
society. It may become the place where people may use
computer/Internet to access information. It should really be place for
getting knowledge, education and recreation. With the introduction of ICT,
the public libraries/rural libraries may act as community information
centre which are now becoming popular in northeastern states, West
Bengal and Jammu and Kashmir. If financial assistance is provided to the
public/rural libraries, the CIC can be integrated with or merged with rural
libraries to give single window service to the rural masses (Sinha, 2009).
Due to advent of mobile, wireless and Internet technology, the
rural libraries should take advantage of these technologies for its
modernization and providing community information to the rural masses
for the overall development of the rural society. Adopting mobile and
Internet can interlink the rural libraries for resource sharing and global
access to information. From library point of view it is observed that the
information storage and retrieval problem has become progressively more
serious in recent years, due to increase of information at exponential rate.
Keeping in view the tremendous flow of information, to organize
information and to disseminate in systematic way, the computerization is
only the answer. Computer aided system or ICT is more convenient, more
flexible and more comprehensive and in the long run more economical.
If we take the stock of the situation of application of Information
Communication Technologies (ICTs) for the automation, digitization and
networking of public libraries in India, we will find that except few public
libraries located in metropolitan cities, or at district level, the status of
public libraries collection, infrastructure and library and information
services are in very pitiable condition. The state of affairs of the public
libraries in India is not in good condition. The status of public libraries in
most of the condition. The development of information infrastructure in
the public libraries of India has not been made substantially which needs
to be evaluated for the assessment of the requirements of information
infrastructure for the design and development of digital public library
network in India for resource sharing and global access to information for
all.
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The automation and networking of public libraries have not been
initiated till date except few big libraries located in cities. Therefore, the
Ministry of Culture, Government of India in collaboration with the Ministry
of Information Technology should come forward with the proposal of
automation and networking of public libraries in India. For the
development of adequate information infrastructure of automation,
digitization of rare collection and networking of public library, a concrete
model must be designed and developed for its agency like INFLIBNET
should be established which may be given adequate financial assistance
directly from the Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India.
A preliminary proposal put forward to design and develop a model
for establishing digital public library network for automation, digitization
and networking of public libraries in India for the resource sharing among
the participating libraries for the global access to information in
networked and digital environment as per the guidelines of the
UNESCO/IFLA manifesto for establishing public libraries.
Purpose of automation and networking of libraries
Following are the purpose of automation and networking of library
activities and services.
•
To reduce the repetitive work and save time of library professionals
in routine housekeeping operations and library services;
•
To bring accuracy and speed of work;
•
To bring economy and provide prompt library services to increase
efficiency of technical processing over a manual system;
•
To do financial savings due to automation; to improve library and
information services for end users;
•
To improve the efficiency of library administration and
management;
•
To facilitate resource sharing in networked environment at local,
regional, national and international level; automation helps in providing
enormous capacity of data stirage and retrieval;
•
To improve efficiency efficiency of work and provide consistency
and improve work control; and
•
To help in bibliographic control and updating of databases of
documents and manuscript available in the remote areas;
•
To bring all this valuable information on indeginious knowledge to
the people of India.
Factors advocating use of information technology in libraries and
information centres
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There are many factors, which advocate the use of information
technology in library and information centres which are: availability of
computer (hardware/software) at affordable costs; huge storage capacity;
faster data processing; quick information retrieval and dissemination; easy
access of information; user‐friendliness; requirement of less number of
staff; faster communication through Internet/e‐mail services; and what
not.
Besides that factors that prompted automation, networking and
digitization of library services/resources are as below:
Computer is extremely fast in processing information and magnetic
tape as storage making reduce storage space; many a time we require
searching a database with a number of keywords with different
combinations. This requirement makes a manual search very complex and
tedious. Random accessing of information and rapid retrieval of
information can easily make such search on computerized system by
creating proper information database; computerized database can be
accessed in interactive mode as per user requirements; generates output
in the form of a printed bibliography and multiple copies can be obtained;
a single database can provide all possible combinations of services to the
users; database can be maintained either on small disk packs or tapes and
can be transported at a very low cost; human errors minimized for day‐to‐
day operations, which leads to better utilization of human efficiency.
Areas of library automation and networking
Areas of library automation and networking are as follows:
Acquisition of reading materials; cataloguing and indexing;
circulation control; serial control; library administration and management;
on‐line Public Access catalogue; information retrieval and dissemination;
CD‐ROM databases searches; inter‐library loan or ILL (co‐operative sharing
of library materials)/resource sharing through library network; access to e‐
Resources through Internet; developing local digital library/institutional
repository; desktop publishing for report generation; office automation.
Steps for library automation and networking for computerization of library
and information services
The first step regarding the computerization of library and
information service is to decide for computerization. The next step is to
perform a system analysis. After finalization of activities to be
computerized, the detail examination of each activity should be carried
out as follows: to identify the data elements; to calculate the total storage
capacity required; to ensure that the software (to be acquired or
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developed) will be able to handle the size, number of fields and records; to
identify the various activities to be computerized; to identify those data
elements which are common to several functions; and methodology to
computerize/automate library operations; to decide various functions of
library housekeeping operations; to identify the input requirements (data
elements) for each activity; to identify the input in terms of records, files
and media and determine the size of the files; to identify the output
required for each of the function; to identify the output in terms of
records, files and media and also identify the size of the files; development
of software in order to get desired results or output and buying the library
commercial software for all functions of the activities; and implementation
and evaluation of the process of computerization.
Planning for library automation
Provision of fund for computerization/library automation and
networking; advance planning for automation like selection of software;
computer system configuration, staff for data base creation and their
implementation; acquisition of most recent computer systems (server,
nodes, printers, software, barcode scanner, digital camera, etc.); selection
of library and information professionals for handling computer systems,
library software; In‐house networking of computer system; creation of
database of books, serials, report; maps, audio‐visual resources, CD‐
ROMs/DVDs; creation of membership profile for circulation report; maps;
audio‐visual resources, CD‐ROMs/DVDs; creation of membership profile
for circulation service; on‐line circulation; online subscription of serials
database; parallel systems of circulation; online acquisition; administration
and maintenance; report generation; maintenance of hardware, software;
adequate power supply, UPS, stand by generator; Internet connectivity
and becoming member of data network or library network; training to user
for handling OPAC, Internet, CD‐ROM databases searches/services; and
security of in‐house databases created for computerized/on‐line service.
Role of library network agencies in automation and networking of public
libraries of India
In order to improve the condition of public library and providing
qual.ity services to the common people of remote areas, we have to
automate public libraries including the rural libraries of India. In
collaboration of National Informatics Centre (NIC), Planning Commission,
Government of India and Ministry of Information Technology, public
libraries of India may get financial assistance and the ICT may be
introduced for automation, networking and digitization of cultural heritage
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available and the IC may be introduced for automation, networking and
digitization of cultural heritage available in many resourceful rural/urban
public libraries in India.
For introducing automation and networking of libraries and their
connectivity to other ICT enabled automated/digital libraries, important
national agencies like INFLIBNET Centre, Ahmedabad, and DELNET, New
Delhi may come forward in collaboration with the Ministry of Culture and
Ministry of Information Technology, Government of India to take this
challenges to initiate the process of introducing ICTs in public libraries in
India for developing adequate ICT infrastructure, application of integrated
library management software for the routine housekeeping operations
and library services.
Now DELNET has already taken an initiative to organize regional
workshop on Koha in collaboration with the enthusiastic engineering
colleges, and other member institutions to develop manpower for the
implementation of Koha for library automation. Since the public
libraries/rural libraries are neglected sectors and adequate funds are not
available to them, the Koha/NewGenlib open source library management
software may be of great help for introducing ICT and automation and
networking in public libraries/rural libraries of India to start
implementation of the programme.
The Ministry of Culture, Government of India should come forward
and entrust INFLIBNET Centre and DELNET, New Delhi to develop blue
print for modernization of public libraries in India for which an
arrangement for adequate fund should be made by the Ministry of Culture
and Tourism, Govt. of India; Ministry of Information Technology, Ministry
of Rural Welfare and the concerned ministry of the respective state
governments. The INFLIBNET centre and DELNET should also show their
willingness and join hands to work in this direction to take the challenges
for the development of public libraries/rural libraries with the help of ICTs
for extending modernized computer based library services and their
networking for resource sharing. Now this is high time to introduce
automation and networking of public libraries in India for well infotrmed
democrartic society.
Steps for improvement of public/rural libraries
Following steps should be taken to improve the conditions of
public library in India, which should be given more priority to uplift the
status of public library.
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•

Networking of libraries for resource sharing and avoiding
duplication;
•
Creation of compatible computerized databases,
•
Formulation of preservation programmes for libraries which have
rare books/manuscripts;
•
Awareness creation among users and library staff regarding the
need for libraries and preservation of books;
•
Modernization and automation of libraries for easy accessibilityto
use;
•
Resource mobilization for development of libraries to be made
through different agencies involving industrial houses;
•
More phases for development of library movement in rural areas,
particularly, in backward states like Bihar, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh,
Uttar Pradesh, and so on;
•
Need for training of library professionals particularly, in computer
applications, more schemes of grant‐in‐aid to NGOs providing public
library services;
•
Setting up of an apex body to oversee and monitor the library and
information system in India.
Proposal for design and development of Digital Public Library Network
(DIPLIBNET) or Public Library Network (PUBLIBNET) of India
In the present scenario of ICT application in libraries, and
availability of modern technologies at affordable cost inspire us to think of
developing a Digital Public Library Network/Public Library Network
(PUBLIBNET) in India for which a well defined project has to be made and
strategies to implement the proposal into reality has to be taken. As the
technologies are available with us and the academic and special library
systems have been taking the benefit of the modern ICT/digital
technologies for networking the libraries for library co‐operation and
resource sharing. The existing library networks are coming together to
form consortia to subscribe and make optimum usage of electronic
resources (e‐journals, e‐books, and electronic databases) for their
clientele.
Therefore, the public library authorities of the states should come
forward and join hands to modernize the library activities and services
using latest technologies which are available at affordable cost. For
designing and developing a netwok for public libraries the author wants to
put forward following model for the design and development of DIPLIBNET
for Indian public libraries. The brief account of proposed model has been
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given below for discussion and recommendations for its implementations
by the central government and state government and other stake holders.
Creation of a statutory body National Public Library Network Authority
(NPLNA) for regulating and monitoring the establishment of public library
network by an act of parliament by amending the constitution
Indian constitution to shift library and information service under
concurrent list. The Ministry of Culture, Government of India should
constitute high power governing body/committee to recommend the
creation of statutory body like NPLNA for the creation of the said public
library network at national level for which the provision of adequate funds
should be made available through Planning Commission under XII Plan
Period and also through necessary amendments in the Constitution of
India to include library matter under central list or concurrent list. The
members of the high power committee comprises of director of state
central libraries, eminent library and information professionals,
academicians, Members of Parliament, Members of Legislative Assembly,
Industrialists, Corporate houses and other popular personality from
various states of India with representations from all sectors of the society.
Name of the proposed network
The name of the proposed public network would be ‘Digital Public
Library Network’ with its acronym DIPLIBNET or Public Library Network
with its acronym PUBLIBNET.
Creation of public library network centre
The public library network centre may be created on the pattern of
INFLIBNET/DELNET with the objectives of bringing all public libraries in
India, that is, New Delhi or it may be initially located at RRRLF at Kolkata.
Headquarters of the centre
As proposed the headquarters of the public library network should
be located either at New Delhi or Kolkata.
Regional centres
The regional centres may be located at 13 locations in the country
for smooth functioning of the public libraries located under these regions.
The proposed locations of regional centres are: (1) Chandigarh (2) Srinagar
(J&K) (3) Lucknow (4) Bhopal (5) Patna (6) Ranchi (7) Bhubaneswar (8)
Kolkata/New Delhi (9) Guwahati (10) Pune (11) Ahmedabad (12) Bengaluru
(13) Hyderabad. A regional centre would look after all the state level
centres located under their jurisdiction.
State level centres
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State level centres may be located either at state capital or any
other prominent city of the concerned states to regulate and monitor
public libraries under their jurisdiction. All divisional/district centres will be
monitored.
Divisional/district centres
The divisional/district centres may be located at divisional/district
headquarters to look after all public libraries under their jurisdiction.
Under divisional/district ventures all sub‐divisional, talukas, block, village
public libraries will function for extending smooth public library and
information services to all categories of its citizens irrespective of caste,
creed, and sex.
Financial provision in five year plan and from industry
partnership/financial support from corporate sectors
For establishing any statutory centre, there must be provision for
adequate funding to set up and run the organization. If necessary
amendments are made in the Constitution of India for including library
subject under union or concurrent list, then there will be no problem for
the Planning Commission to make provisions for funds for the National
Public Library Network Authority (NPLNA) and proposed public library
network.
All the states which have not enacted library legislation should
come forward and enact library legislation in their respective states for
strengthening the network of public libraries already available in their
states and creating and developing more public libraries with all modern
facilities.
For receiving adequate finance, the corporate houses,
businessman, industrialists should be approached for their cooperation for
designing and developing of digital public library network.
Strategies for automation, networking and digitization of public libraries
In order to initiate the project/programme we have to plan
strategies systematically and this project may be initiated as a combined
project with team spirit with the collaboration of the eminent LIS
professionals, academicians, social scientists, state government
authorities, corporate houses and intellectuals from the society. The
project of Digital Public library Network (DIPLIBNET)/public Library
Network (PUBLIBNET) should be initiated and completed in the following
phases and the progress of the project may be evaluated by the National
Public Library Network Authority for its proper and timely implementation
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for the early completion of the ambitious project of automating,
networking and digitization of public libraries in India. A brief outlines of
activities of each phase has been enumerated below, which is just a
preliminary proposal. Any suggestions from the participants are always
welcome for incorporation for this national endeavour.
Phase I
•
Amendments in Constitution of India to include library matters in
union/concurrent list and establish national central library as the apex
body; and
•
A common directives to all the states/UTs which have not enacted
the library legislation so far to enact legislation immediately
Phase II
•
Constitution of high power committee under the directives of the
Planning Commission, Government of India or National Central Library
Authority; and
•
Establishment of National Public Library Network Authority
(NAPLAN)
Phase III
•
Sanction of project for establishing DIPLIBNET or PUBLIBNET
Centre;
•
Decide headquarter of the centre and its regional
centres/divisional centres for implementation of the programme/project;
•
Formal opening of centre, regional centres and appointment of
director and regional directors; and
•
Finalisation of activities of main centre and regional/divisional
centres
Phase IV
•
Formulations of aims and objectives of the PUBLIBNET Centre;
•
Priorities of the centre;
•
Activities and functions of the centre;
•
Jurisdiction and formulating the rules and regulations for the
centre; and
•
Create library service cadre for the recruitment of library
professionals and supporting staff on the basis of set standard for staffing
pattern of public libraries as adopted in developed countries.
Phase V
•
To provide financial assistance to regional centres and divisional
centres to implement the programme;
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•
To develop the basic infrastructure of the public libraries/rural
libraries for implementation of the modernization programme;
•
To provide adequate ICT infrastructure in all member libraries
joining the network;
•
To provide requisite training to the library professionals working in
these libraries;
•
To appoint adequate number of library staff to run the library
services smoothly; and
•
To provide adequate grants to develop proper library collection for
library services
Phase VI
•
Develop bibliographic databases of books, and other resources
using open source software;
•
Provide Internet connectivity in collaboration with the BSNL/MTNL
to give access to Internet;
•
Automate all library housekeeping operations/activities
•
To provide computerized library services
•
Collaborate with community information centre for making public
library services effective;
•
To provide user awareness training for using ICT based library
services
Phase VII
•
Future plans to evaluate the activities of the centre;
•
To collaborate with other national/regional library network
agencies;
•
Collaborate with British Library, Library of Congress and OCLC, etc.,
at international levels
•
To procure e‐books/e‐journals under consortia models for public
libraries of India
•
To initiate conservation and preservation of rare library resources
(printed, non‐book materials, e‐resources) centrally for future generation
with the help of the National Library, CRL and RRRLF.
Suggestions and recommendations
•
For implementation of the programme, major initiatives should be
taken by the respective Ministries of Govt. of India to constitute a high
power committee to suggest and recommend for the establishment of
public library networking agency like NPLNA by the Act of Parliament. For
this all state governments should come forward and join hands to work for
creation of public library network committee at state level to review the
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status of public libraries in the respective states and suggest the measure
to improve the condition of public libraries/rural libraries in their
respective states.
•
The states who have not implemented the library legislation should
enact it and invest at least 10% of their educational budget of public
libraries services to bring appropriate changes in their respective states in
particular and democratic society of India in general.
•
Library professional associations of India like ILA, IASLIC, UPLA,
IATLIS, regional associations like Bengal Library Association, Assam Library
Association, Manipur Library Association, U.P. Library Association, Tamil
Nadu Library Association, Jharkhand Library and Information Association,
and so on, should come forward and join hands to bring reforms in public
library scenario at regional as well as national level for developing
effective public library network in India.
•
Individual LIS professionals should raise the issues in public
meeting, conferences, seminars, workshops, training programmes, and
through electronic and print media develop public opnions to provide
basic infrastructural facilities in the existing rural/urban public libraries and
also for creating and establishing public library network for the
automation, networking and digitization of public libraries in India for
resource sharing and optimum utilization of resources.
108. Define hypothesis and mention its types. Discuss the various
characteristics and criteria for formulation of hypothesis. What are the
utility and importance of hypothesis in research?
Definition of Hypothesis
Hypothesis is usually considered as the principal instrument in
research. Formation of hypothesis is one of the steps in the process of
research. Hypothesis is in a sense a type of supposition or assumption
when researcher observes and the point of start is hypothesis. It is a
generalization in a form of proposition and formed by the process of
induction i.e. reasoning. Inductive interference helps to arrive at the
general principles of statement. Thus a hypothesis may be a free creation
of scientific imagination. The main function of hypothesis is to suggest new
experiments and observations.
Ordinarily, when one talks about hypothesis, it simply means a
mere assumption or some supposition to be proved or disproved. But for a
researcher, hypothesis is a formal question that he intends to resolve.
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Thus hypothesis may be defined as a proposition or a set of propositions
set forth as an explanation for the occurrence of some specified group of
phenomena either asserted merely as a provisional conjecture to guide
some investigation or accepted as highly probable in the light of
established facts. Quite often a research hypothesis is a predicative
statement, capable of being tested by scientific methods, that relates an
independent variable to some dependent variable.
Types of Hypothesis
1.
An inductive hypothesis is a generalization based on observation
2.
Descriptive hypothesis is derived from theory
3.
A research hypothesis states the expected relationship (or
difference) between variables
4.
A non‐directional hypothesis indicates that a relationship or
difference exists; a directional hypothesis indicates nature of relationship
of difference
5.
A null hypothesis states that there will be no relationship (or
difference) between variables, and that only relationship found will be a
chance relationship, not a true one.
Various characteristics of Hypothesis
1.
Clear and Precise
If the hypothesis is not clear and precise the inferences drawn of its
basic cannot be taken as reliable.
2.
Testable
A hypothesis should be capable of being tested. Some prior study
may be done by researcher in order to make hypothesis a testable one. A
hypothesis is testable if other deductions can be made from it which, in
turn, can be confirmed or disproved by observation.
3.
Simple
A hypothesis should be stated as far as possible in most simple
terms so that the same is easily understandable by all concerned. But one
must remember that simplicity of hypothesis has nothing to do with its
significance.
4.
Limited in Scope
A hypothesis should be limited in scope and must be specific. A
researcher must remember that narrower hypotheses are generally more
testable and he should develop such hypothesis.
5.
Consistent
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Hypothesis should be consistent with most known facts, i.e. it must
be consistent with a substantial body of established facts. In other words,
it should be one which judges accept as being the most likely.
6.
Amenable
Hypothesis should be amenable to testing within a reasonable
time. One should not use even an excellent hypothesis, if the same cannot
be tested in reasonable time for one cannot spend a life time collecting
data to test it.
7.
Explanatory
Hypothesis must explain the facts that gave rise to the need for
explanation. This means that by using the hypothesis plus other known
and accepted generalization, one should be able to deduce the original
problem condition. Thus hypothesis must actually explain what it claims
to explain; it should have empirical references.
8.
Stating of Relationship
Hypothesis should state relationship between if it happens to be a
relational hypothesis.
Criteria for formulation of Hypothesis
Travers suggested following criteria of hypothesis:
1.
Hypothesis should be clearly and precisely stated
The clear statement of hypothesis generally involves concise
technical language and definition of terms that are better defined that
those in common language.
2.
Hypothesis should be testable
Hypothesis should be formulated in such a way that they can
tested and verified. If the hypothesis were not testable, it would be
impossible either to confirm or contradict hypothesis and, therefore, will
not help researcher in drawing conclusions.
(a)
Hypothesis should state expected relationships between variables
(b)
Hypothesis should be limited in scope: as hypothesis of global
significance are not usable as they are not specific and simple for testing
and drawing conclusions
(c)
Hypothesis should be consistent with most known facts.
Hypothesis should not be inconsistent with a substantial body of
established facts. They should be grounded in the well established
theories and laws.
(d)
Hypothesis should be stated as far as possible in simple terms:
because it not only makes its meaning clear to others, but also help in
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their testability. Hypothesis should not make use of the vague terms or
constituents that do not convey the intended meaning to the reader.
(e)
Hypothesis selected should be amenable to testing within a
reasonable time.
Utility and Importance of Hypothesis in Research
The main function of hypothesis is to suggest new experiments and
observations. In fact many experiments are carried out with the deliberate
object of testing hypothesis. Decision makers often face situations wherein
they are interested in testing hypothesis on the basis of available
information and then takes decisions on the basis of such testing. Thus we
may conclude that a hypothesis states what we are looking for and it is a
proposition which can be put to test to determine its validity. Thus the
utility and importance of hypothesis in research may be summed up as
follows.
1.
It gives points to the enquiry
Hypothesis makes the enquiry more specific and to the point. The
research has to proceed along certain lines only. In the absence of
hypothesis the researcher is like a sailor on the vast uncharted sea without
compass or radder.
2.
It helps in deciding the direction to proceed
This point may well be followed if we refer to our illustration in the
beginning of the discussions about hypothesis. Just as a person proceeding
in the right direction is likely to reach ultimately to his goal even if the
actual path is not known to him. In the same way a scientist with proper
hypothesis can arrive at right conclusions in the long run. He may follow
one method after the other but at last he must evolve a method that will
provide final conclusions about the hypothesis.
3.
It helps in selecting pertinent facts
When we are studying a phenomenon, we come across a number
of factors. Every aspect of the problem can not be studied, as it would take
us no where. We have to study only those factors that are relevant to our
study. It requires the process of delimiting and singling out pertinent facts,
and hypothesis is essential for this purpose. To take an example, let us
suppose an enquiry is to be made to find whether there is any correlation
between delinquency and economic status of the family. This necessarily
limits our study to delinquents only. Besides, we have to study only the
economic aspect of the family of delinquents only. Besides, we have to
study only the economic aspect of the family of delinquents. Other aspects
viz., social, religious, political, etc. have to be left out. Naturally it will make
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our study more specific and pointed, than if we had to study every aspect
of life of each boy and his family. P.V.Young has rightly remarked, the use
of hypothesis prevents a blind search and indiscriminate gathering of
masses of data which may later prove irrelevant to the problem under
study.
4.
It helps in drawing specific conclusions
Hypothesis is useful not only in proceeding in our study on right
lines, it is also important in drawing proper conclusions. According to
Goode and Hatt, without hypothesis the research is unfocused, a random,
empirical wandering. He results can not be stated as facts with clear
meanings. Hypothesis is necessary to link between theory and
investigations, which lead to discovery of addition to knowledge.
109. What are factors to be considered for developing the modern
academic library in digital era?
The factors to be considered for developing the ‘modern academic
library’ in the present digital era are:
•
Good library environment having noise free, natural lighting,
ventilation, welcoming environment, etc.
•
Comfortable and user convenience pactices having an extended
opening hours, comfortable furniture etc. so that users can spend longer
time in the library.
•
Proper accessibility to the library resources: provision for open
access, proper technical processing, like classification and cataloguing,
proper and logical arrangement of books in the stack area, easy access for
the disabled users, sufficient number of terminals for OPACs and on‐line
resources, etc.
•
Availability of current and timely information resources by
updating the latest editions, internet facility, etc.
•
Adoptibility of information technology and automation of library
activities.
•
Usability of library resources through meticulous shelves
arrangement, and proper policy for weeding out of old editions and
binding of documents.
•
Proper security to library resources: installation of CCTV cameras,
use of RFID and deployment of security guards.
•
Proper Human Resource Development Policy for enhancing staff
skills: attending refresher and training courses, conferences and seminar.
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•
Inter library loan practice
•
Evaluation and measurability of library activities and sources by
keeping statistics of each and every library activities.
•
Timeliness and effectiveness. Personal assistance, proper
photocopying facility, library automation, open access system, putting
signage, etc.
•
Advocacy and marketing of library resources and services.
110. What is Research? Discuss the different types of Research.
When we analyze the word ‘research’ the meaning of it becomes
clear to us, Re+Search = Research.
That search again and again. Research aims at discovering the
truth. Research is undertaken to discover answers to questions by applying
scientific method. A research may be defined as a “careful and critical
enquiry or examination in seeking facts or principles, diligent investigation
in order to ascertain something”. With the discovery of new facts old
conclusions or theories may either be rejected or modified.
According to its dictionary meaning, ‘research is an investigation
undertaken in order to discover new facts”.
J.H.Shera defines a comprehensive thought.
According to him Research is “an intellectual problem where a
problem is perceived, divided into constituent elements and analysed in
the light of certain basic assumption valid and relevant data are collected,
hypothesis (if any) are rejected, amended and provided by an objective
test.”
Types of Research
We may recognize the following types of research.
1.
Pure or fundamental or theoretical or basic research
2.
Applied research
3.
Action research
Besides these three researches there are:
(i)
Conceptual research
(ii)
Empirical research
(iii)
Describe/Descriptive research
(iv)
Observational/Experimental research
(v)
Scientific research
(vi)
Relay research
(vii) Parallel research
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(viii) Content analysis research
(ix)
Seminal research
(x)
Quantitative and qualitative research
(xi)
Inter‐disciplinary research
(xii) Team research
Four types of research in respect of Library Science
1.
Practical research/Social Science research
2.
Bibliographic research
3.
Scientific research
4.
Scholaric research
Some person regard action research as mere application of
common sense or good management. Thus it is a controversial matter as
to whether or not action research can be considered as research.
However, it does apply scientific thinking and methods to problems taken
from real life situations.
There is lack of theories in different areas of Library and
Information Science (LIS). We need to build up a vast body of knowledge
from which generalizations can be derived. These generalizations would
lead to principles and laws, ultimately leading to the development of
theories. We are still in the process of identifying all the factors or
variables, with which theories should be concerned as well as developing
theories themselves.
Pure research is mainly concerned with generalization and with the
formulation of a theory gathering knowledge for knowledge for knowledge
sake is turned pure or basic or fundamental research. Social Science
researches are the Pure research.
Pure research (a) helps in developing general principles (b) helps in
find out single factors in practical problem c) becomes a standard
procedure for researcher to find out the answer to problem.
So, for basic research, researcher is dependent on library and
information centres.
In Applied Research the problem is identified and the results are
expected to be applicable in the improvement of the practice or solution
to a problem producing materials.
(a) It can contribute new facts (b) it can put theory to taste (c) it may
integrate theory of previous study of studies.
An adequate understanding of basic research process involved in
pure or basic research would enable one to conduct applied or action
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research on sound basis. Much of research in LIS is action or applied
research. This is due to the fact that there has been all along greater
emphasis on applied and action research.
Pure and applied researches are usually conducted independently
of each other; pure research is concerned with understanding and applied
research is concerned with getting things done. Both are different in their
intent but not mutually exclusive. There is no clear cut demarcation
between them.
Pure research leads to practical applications. Applied research as a
by‐product ultimately leads to better understanding. Pure research makes
it easier to get things done through not its major purpose. Applied
research frequently serves as a foundation for subsequent pure or
theoretical research. Both are directed towards the discovery of scientific
truth.
111. What is research report? How it is prepared?
Research in library and information science has become active in
recent years. As a consequence, there is an increasing volume of research
output being produced. A research report is the statement of research
work in published or unpublished form. It may be in the form of a separate
document or appear as a journal article.
Parts of a Research Report
A typical research report is LIS has preliminary section, main body
of the report and reference section. The parts of each section are given
below:
A. Preliminary Section
1.
Title
2.
Abstract
3.
Acknowledgement/preface if any
4.
Table of contents
5.
List of tables, if any
6.
List of illustration, if any
A. Main Body
1.
Introduction
2.
Review of related literature or analysis of previous research
3.
Methodology
4.
The paper proper
5.
Conclusions
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6.
Suggestions for further readings
B. Reference Section
1.
Appendices
2.
Footnotes
3.
Glossaries
4.
Bibliographies
5.
Index
Qualities of a research report
1.
It will be clear, conscience and understandable;
2.
Paper must be in between 3000 to 6000 words and introduction
will be 1/10th of the paper.
Coverage
There are three types of paper, namely, academic papers/long
papers, short papers or reports and articles. Each type of paper consists of
different portions. Academic papers/long papers include these,
dissertations etc. Short papers include report. Academic papers consist of
all items, short paper excludes 3‐6 of Section A, 2‐3 and 5 of Section C and
articles exclude 3‐6 of Section A, 6 of Section B and 2,5 of Section C.
Description of the Sections
A.
Preliminary Section
1.
Title: Title is primary or preliminary portion of the research report.
By which users are to be aware easily about the subject of the research.
But it does not focused the subject matter of the research.
2.
Abstract: Abstract is the summary of any subject. Abstracts are
mainly divided into two parts i.e., indicative and informative. Informative
abstracts can inform the users about the theme of the paper. But
indicative abstracts only indicate the title of abstract. Abstracts can be
prepared by three persons i.e., authors, editors or subject specialist. If the
abstract is written by subject specialist then it is more helpful to users and
also unbiased. But it is not possible when it is written by authors or editors
because in most cases it can be biased. The standard size of abstract is
1/10th of the article.
3.
Preface: It is the personal statement of the author. It is only found
in long paper, limitations/difficulties of this paper, Acknowledgement to
institutions/persons who render help. If first and second case (cause and
limitation) disappeared in the paper then preface may be avoided.
4.
Table of Contents: It is the vital portion of the paper. It shows the
total picture at a glance, so it is helpful to Study the Subject, Preface, List
of tables or List of Illustrations are in bold face and indicated by Roman
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numerals (i‐x), main Body in lower case initial and indicated by Indo‐Arabic
numerals (0‐9), Appendices in English capital Alphabets, Glossaries,
Bibliographies and Index in lower case initials and indicated by
Roman/Indo‐Arabic numerals.
5.
List of Tables, if any – Tables may be used to analyse the subject
accurately.
6.
List of Illustration, if any – Figures may be used to denote the
subject accurately.
B.
Main Body
1.
Introduction – It contains (a) statement of the problem, specific
questions to be answered or hypotheses to be tested; (b) Significance of
the problem; (c) Definitions of the important terms.
2.
Review of related literature or analysis of previous research.
3.
Methodology: It contains (a) Procedures used (b) sources of data
(c) methods of gathering data and (d) data gathering instrument.
4.
The Paper Proper: It contains presentation and analysis of data
through (a) Text (b) Tables and (c) Figures
5.
Conclusions – It contains (a) Restatement of the problem (b)
Description of procedures used (c) Principal findings and conclusions and
(d) Recommendations for further research.
6.
Suggestions for further readings – It is impossible in most cases to
provide comprehensive research without any help from different
documents or suggestions from persons/scientists. So further readings is
very necessary.
C.
Reference Section
1.
Appendices – This is the addition of the subject. It helps to know
further about a subject.
2.
Footnotes – If information collected from another sources then it
must be given on footnotes on that page. It is very helpful to know further
information.
3.
Glossaries – This is also an important portion. It helps us to aware
about the meaning of the technical terms used in that paper at a glance.
4.
Bibliographies – It shows the sources of information at a glance
from where the researcher collects his information so it saves the time of
the user.
5.
Index – It shows the keyword of subject and its relevant pages.
Keywords are arranged alphabetically. So it is very helpful to users.
112. Elucidate information as a resource/commodity.
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Information is a resource on its own, as well as an asset to others.
It falls within the resource hierarchy which starts with data, which leads to
information, coming together as knowledge, and resulting in wisdom. Data
can be defined as the undigested observations, or unvarnished facts.
Information follows as the organized form of data. Knowledge is then the
organized information which is internalized by its user and integrated with
other bits and fields resulting from experience, study, or intuition. The
final step is the integration of the knowledge into wisdom, which is
information which has been made useful by theory relating the bits of
knowledge to each other.
There are six inherent characteristics of information as a resource:
1.
Information is expandable: it is recognized that for specific
purposes information may deplete, but in general, the more we have, the
more we use, and the more useful it becomes. Information is certainly not
scarce, and is available in profusion. T his concept of "information‐rich"
may not necessarily be good, but may instead mean being "swamped".
There are limits to the growth of information, but they lie in the time and
capacity of people.
2.
Information is compressible: It is possible to concentrate, integrate,
and summarize information for easier handling.
3.
Information is substitutable: Information can and does replace
land, labor, and capital. It is the use of computers and telecommunications
that aids in this phenomenon.
4.
Information is transportable: Information can be tapped into just
about anywhere; this has led to the idea of being remote as much more
difficult to achieve since people and information can be taken to the
remotest of places.
5.
Information is diffusive: There tends to be an ability for information
to leak. This leakage allows us to have more, and more of us to have it.
6.
Information is shareable: No exchange transaction of information
can take place, only sharing transactions, and this leads to an entire
sharing environment.
These six characteristics of information cause it to be not like any
other resource that we as humans have had previous experience with. It is
not subject to the laws of thermodynamics that we are used to applying to
resources in the past. We as users, are also not able to own information
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like we are able to own resources such as land and capital. Information is,
however, far more accessible that these resources, and has become our
key resource. The quality, relevance, and usefulness of information do
depend on who uses it, how astutely, and for what purposes.
Horton in 1982 defined information Resource as content (in a
file/document) and as supporting tools (infrastructure, personnel and
capital investment). Further, Horton argued that treating information as
resource means treating as:
•
Something of fundamental value, like money, capital goods, labour
or raw materials;
•
Something with specifiable and measurable characteristics, such as
method of collection, utilities and users; a life style pattern with different
attributes at each stage, and interchangeability with other resources;
•
An input, which can be transferred into useful outputs that are
beneficial to achieving the organization’s goals;
•
An expense for which standard costs can be developed as cost
accounting techniques can be used to monitor and control;
•
Something that presents to top management a variety of
development choices, e.g. making trade‐off decisions between
information intensive and manpower intensive investment; between
teleprocessing and manual processing activities; or between maintaining
an information product or service in house, or buying from an external
source.
113. Explain Information Transfer Cycle.
The Information Transfer Cycle involves eight interrelating aspects
identified as knowledge creation, production, dissemination, , diffusion,
utilization and preservation or destruction. These are not listed in a
particular order but as we shall see, depending on the theory that is
operating, each aspect will be emphasized or de‐emphasized accordingly.
For example, if someone is looking at knowledge creation from an
Enlightenment point of view, empirically based knowledge will qualify as
knowledge creation. It will then follow that this formal knowledge can
enter "production" through publishing companies because empirical
knowledge translates easily to the written word and can be mass
produced. Dissemination becomes the mass distribution of this physical
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form of knowledge. is how that representation of knowledge is found
among others of its kind. Diffusion is viewed as a more targeted flow of
information to a particular segment of society. Utilization is the adoption
and implementation of that knowledge by others and preservation or
destruction awaits the physical form of information depending on the
resources and values operating each time the weeding of a collection
occurs. Notice that the Information Transfer Cycle is not called the
Knowledge Transfer Cycle even though the beginning of the cycle is
identified as “knowledge creation”. Knowledge only occurs in an organic
brain. As soon as it is objectified outside of a biological organism it
becomes disembodied information, capable of entering production similar
to a manufactured product or commodity. How the Information Transfer
Cycle is utilized depends upon the theory of knowledge behind the
assumptions operating in the living human brain that uses it.
Because of the speed of the transfer of information, technology
emphasizes certain aspects of the ITC. Production is accelerated
electronically. Instead of taking months or years to get published on paper
it can take weeks or days to be published electronically. Dissemination
can occur globally at a rapid rate. is facilitated by databases and, though
still cumbersome, search engines. The theory of knowledge behind of
information will effect the fate of subject searching through controlled
vocabulary designed by humans. Given the combined assumption that
knowledge is individual and users determine usefulness, keyword
searching is more attractive even though it is at the caprice of natural
language. Utilization of information (if utilization is primarily understood
as access) is rapid as long as information is digitized. The one aspect of the
ITC that does not excel in this disembodied virtual Information Agency is
preservation.
114. What are the different barriers of communication of information?
In a communication system, the two terminals are communicator
and receiver. The first one sends the message and the second one receives
the same. Any defect in the system may adversely affect those two
terminals but in two different ways. The first one is concerned with the
barriers in communicating while the second one suffers from
accessing/receiving information.
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Barriers encountered by communicator:
The barriers encountered by communicator may be social,
financial, political type. These barriers are given below:
•
Political factors: Sometimes due to political factors, a scientist is
not allowed by his country to communicate with his counter parts to
another country considered as enemy.
•
Financial constraints: It may prevent participation of a scientist in a
seminar in a different place and presentation of his ideas. This may occur
in case of international seminars when foreign exchange is required.
•
Time lag: Time lag is also a barrier, delaying communication. In
many cases, information is needed rather quickly without delay. Other
barriers (i.e., place, cost, language, form etc.) may affect the timely
presentation of information required.
•
Language: Language barrier is a dominant obstacle in
communication of information. With the growing importance of non‐
English carrier languages, the problem of language barrier has come to the
force.
•
Lack of feedback/Noise: In the process of deciding the receiver
converts the message into meaningful information. Accurate
communication can offer only when both communicator and recipient
attach the same for at least the similar meaning to the symbols that
compose the message. As for example, a message encoded into French
language requires a receiver who understands French. So communication
is not complete unless it is understand by the recipient. This is a type of
noise.
Communication is affected by noise (random or unpredictable
interference in the communication channel). This is the barrier from both
parties.
Barriers encountered by receiver:
•
Heavy cost of communication: It is a barrier from the recipient’s
view point. If information considered as a commodity, is expensive to
purchase. Economic consideration and lack of financial means are barriers
which are difficult to remove. Information system must be therefore,
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designed very carefully as regards both availability of services and
economic feasibility.
•
Employers’ policy: Some information generated by government
agencies are not accessible to the users due to security reasons.
•
Channels: In formal channel, information is relatively old. So it is
the barrier to know the up to date information. In informal channel,
information is up to date but it is private restricted audience. So channels
barrier affect the communication of information.
•
Lack of availability of recorded form: Information generated by
scholars is permanently recorded in documents. But sometimes lack of
availability of recorded form becomes difficult for the users to have an
access to this information. Due to financial constraints and lack of foreign
money (limitations for collection) it is not possible to avail a a large
amount of foreign documents.
•
Procedural delay: Procedural delay in the process also acts as a
barrier.
•
Impact of information explosion: Due to impact of information
explosion, acquisition and work in a library become more and more
difficult. This complicated situation created in accessing of information. It
is only possible by availability of computer in the library.
•
Lack of economic and social support: Transfer of technology which
is primarily transfer technical information is largely governed by economic
factor. Sometimes this factor works as a hindrance in technology transfer.
•
Ignorance of users: In most cases, users are ignorant about the
sources of information. This ignorance creates a barrier to communicate
information.
115. Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)?
(a) What is IPR?
IPR is a general term covering patents, copyright, trademark,
industrial designs, geographical indications, protection of layout design of
integrated circuits and protection of undisclosed information (trade
secrets).
(b) What are the legislations covering IPRs in India?
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(i)
Patents: The Patents Act, 1970 and was amended in 1999 and
2002. The amended Act after the amendments made in 2002 came in to
force on May 20, 2003.
(ii)
Design: A new Design Act 2000 has been enacted superseding the
earlier Designs Act 1911.
(iii)
Trade Mark: A new Trademarks Act, 1999 has been enacted
superseding the earlier Trade and Merchandise Marks Act, 1958. The Act
came in force from September 15, 2003
(iv)
Copyright: The Copyright Act, 1957 as amended in 1983, 1984 and
1992, 1994,1999 and the Copyright Rules, 1958.
(v)
Layout Design of Integrated Circuits: The Semiconductor Integrated
Circuit Layout Design Act 2000. (Enforcement pending)
(vi)
Protection of Undisclosed Information: No exclusive legislation
exists but the matter would be generally covered under the Contract Act,
1872.
(vii) Geographical Indications: The Geographical Indication of Goods
(Registration and Protection) Act 1999.
Another legislations covering IPRs are Trade Secrets, Tangible
Research Property, and
Plant Variety Rights.
(c) Who are responsible for administration of IPRs in the country?
Patents, designs, trademarks and geographical indications are
administered by the Controller General of Patents, Designs and
Trademarks which is under the control of the Department of Industrial
Policy and Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and Industry. Copyright is
under the charge of the Ministry of Human Resource Development. The
Act on Layout Design of Integrated Circuits will be implemented by the
Ministry of Communication and Information Technology.
(d) Discuss about Intellectual Property Rights and Copyright.
IPR are the rights given to people over the creation of their mind.
They usually give the creator an exclusive right over the use of his/her
creation for a certain period of time. During this period IPR can be used,
sold, licensed or even abandoned like any other more tangible assets.
Intellectual Property Rights serve to protect inventions, business name,
creativity and inventiveness.
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Intellectual Property Rights is a subject, which has grown
enormously in recent years in India with India signing GATT (General
Agreement on Trade and Tariff) and TRIPS (Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights) and becoming member of WTO (World Trade
Organization). Intellectual Property is a creation of human intellect. In our
everyday life we are surrounded by the fruits of human creativity and
inventions, starting from an alarm clock that annoys us in the morning to
interesting novels that make us dream at night. Intellectual Property forms
an integral part of our life.
Intellectual Property shares many of the same characteristics
associated with real property. For example, Intellectual Property is an
asset and as such it can be bought, sold, licensed or exchanged. Further
the Intellectual Property owner has the right to prevent the unauthorized
use of or sale of the property. The main difference between Intellectual
Property and other forms of property is that Intellectual Property is
intangible but at the same time it has tangible expression.
In simple terms Intellectual Property is a product of human intellect, skill
and labour.
Emergence of Copyright
The idea of Copyright protection only began to emerge with the
invention of printing, which made it possible for literary works to be
duplicated by mechanical processes instead of being copied by hand. This
led to the appearance of a new trade ‐ that that of printers and
booksellers in England called "Stationers". These entrepreneurs invested
considerable sum in the purchase of paper, in buying or building press, and
in the employment of labour involving an outlay which could be recouped
with a reasonable return over a period of time.
By the end of the Seventeenth Century the system of privileges i.e.
the grant of monopoly rights by the Crown was being more and more
criticized and the voice of authors ascertaining their rights began
increasingly to be heard; and this led in England in 1709 to what is
acknowledged to be the first Copyright Statute ‐ "The Statute of Anne".
In the 18th Century there was continuous dispute and litigation
over relationship between Copyright subsisting at Common Law and
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Copyright under the Statute of Anne. This was finally settled by the House
of Lords in the case of Donaldson Vs. Beckett in 1774, which ruled that at
Common Law the author had sole right of printing and publishing his
books, but that once a book was published the right in it were exclusively
regulated by the Statute.
Harmonization of Copyright Law and Procedure: Milestones:
1886: Berne Convention for Protection of Literary and Artistic Work.
1952: Universal Copyright Convention.
1961: Rome Convention ‐ Performer’s, Producer’s of Phonograms and
Broadcasting Organizations.
1971: Geneva Convention ‐ Producer’s of Phonograms against
Unauthorized Duplication of their Phonograms.
1972: Brussels Convention ‐ Distribution of Programme ‐ Carrying Signals
Transmitted by Satellite.
1996: WIPO Copyright Treaty.
1996: WIPO Performance and Phonogram Treaty.
Copyright Law can be broadly divided into two parts :
(i) Copyright Law in the strict sense of the word i.e. in the protection of
intellectual creativity; and
(ii) Law of neighboring rights.
IPR's Criminal Jurisprudence : Changing Scenario
Sophisticated methods of commission of different crimes adopted
by the criminals in any branch of Criminal Law haven't left the field of IPRs
untouched. Cracking of websites, hacking of internet, demolishing of
security, use of common trade names as domain names without
permission from the owners of the same is done regularly and
unscrupulously by highly trained professionals in order to make wrongful
economic gains at the expense of IPR's of the others.
Cyber Crimes and IPR
Seeing in retrospect, problem of infringement of IPR's was not very
acute because there was no photocopiers, no computers, no internet.
Now the canvas has changed; the milieu is different.
The IT Act, 2000
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It hardly addresses itself to the broader problems of protection and
enforcement of IPR. The Act provides for investigation, trial and
punishment for certain offences like tempering with the computer source
documents, hacking of computer system piracy, etc.
Indian Law dealing with Copyright
The Indian Copyright Act was first passed in 1957. A few
amendments were made in 1983 & in 1984. However keeping in view with
the latest developments in the field of technology, especially in the field of
computers and digital technologies. The new amendment Act called the
Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1994 (38 of 1994) was passed and this made
Indian Copyright Law is one of the toughest in the world. This included the
definition of "Computer Program" also in its ambit. It clearly explains the
rights of Copyright holder, position on rentals of software, the rights of the
user to make backup copies and the heavy punishment and fines on
infringement of Copyright of software. It also make it illegal to make or
distribute copies of copyrighted software without proper or specific
authorization.
Main Changes in the new Amendment Act
Now "Literary work" includes "computer" and "computer program"
also.
Offences :
Section. 63 of the Act provides for the provision of punishment for
infringement of Copyright provided in the Act.
Section. 63A: Enhanced penalty on 2nd and subsequent convictions.
Section. 63B: Any person who knowingly makes use on a computer of an
infringing copy of a computer program, shall be punished with
imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than 7 days but which
may be extend to 3 yrs. and with fine which shall not be less than Rupees
50,000/‐, but which may extends to Rupees 2 lacs.
Section. 64 : Power of police to seize infringing copies.
Section. 65 : Any person who knowingly makes, or has in his possession,
any plate for the purpose of making infringing copies of any work in which
Copyright subsists is punishable with imprisonment which may extends to
2 yrs. and with fine.
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What is Infringing Copy ?
It means any reproduction, copy or sound recording, as the case
may be, made or reported in contravention of the provision of the Act.
Performer's Right
This is conferred by Section 37 of the Copyright Act.
Knowledge of the Accused
This is an essential in criminal proceedings,
In Cheria P Joseph Vs. Prabhakarn AIR 1967 Kar. 234 held that clear and
cogent proof of knowledge is necessary to establish the commission of
offence.
Burden of Proof is on prosecution.
Section. 65 to 70 of the Act deals with the offences, relating to
infringement of Copyright. The Copyright (Amendment ) Act, 1996
enhanced the punishment and provides with imprisonment which may be
extended for a minimum period of 6 months to maximum of 3 yrs. And
with fine which not be less than Rupees 50,000/‐. The court has discretion
to reduce the imprisonment and fine as well, in special cases. For 2nd and
subsequent convictions the minimum term of imprisonment is enhanced
to 1 yr. and minimum fine to Rupees 1 lac.
Computer Program
Any person who knowingly makes use on a computer of an
infringing copy of a computer program will be punishable with
imprisonment for a term which will not be less than 7 days, but which may
extend to 3 yrs. And with fine which will not be less than Rupees. 50,000/‐,
but which may extend to 2 lacs of Rupees.
Proceedings in matters of Infringement
The Act provides not only Civil but also Criminal remedies, in case
of infringement of Copyright, against the infringer. The two remedies are
distinct and independent and can be availed of simultaneously.
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But in Cheran P. Joseph Vs. K. Prabhakarn Nair AIR 1967 Kar, 234.
held that, a criminal court may not give a finding on the question of
infringement if the same issue is pending for the decision in a civil suit.
However, a criminal proceeding does not enable the owner to get
an injunction i.e. if a convict infringer repeats the infringement the owner
will have to initiate a fresh proceedings. So, in such cases it is advisable to
initiate Criminal as well as Civil proceeding simultaneously, if the stakes
are very high.
In the matters of criminal proceedings the knowledge or mens rea
is essential.
Breach of Copyright Vs Theft
If anyone stoles some copyrighted work to copy, then he is liable
for infringement of Copyright and not of theft.
Seizing Power
Police officer of the rank of sub‐ inspector and above has been
given the power to seize without warrant, if he satisfied that an
infringement or an abetment of, infringement of Copyright in any work has
been or likely to be, committed, all infringing copies or plates of the work,
wherever found, to be produced before a Magistrate [ Section 64(1) ], as
soon as practicable. Even such copies found at the place of retailer may
also be seized. Private individuals who might be possessing infringing
copies for their private and domestic use, is not covered by the definition
of the infringement u/ Sec. 51. Further this provision applies only to
infringement of Copyright and not to broadcasting reproduction rights
u/Sec.
37
and
the
performer's
right
u/
Sec.
38.
Any person having an interest in any copies of the work or plates so seized
may within 15 days of such seizure, make an application to the Magistrate
for the return of such copies or the plates to him.
Disposal of Infringing Copies or Plates (Sec.66)
The court trying the offence may order that all the copies of the
work which appears to be infringing copies or plates, for the purpose of
making infringing copies in possession of alleged offender, be delivered up
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to the owner of the Copyright without any further proceedings, whether
the accused is convicted or not.
Jurisdiction (Sec. 70)
No court inferior to that of Presidency Magistrate or a Magistrate
of First Class can try an offence under the Act. An offence can be tried in a
court within whose territorial jurisdiction the offence is committed. If the
copies are circulated at many places, the offence is committed at every
place, where the copies are intended to reach and has in fact reached.
Who Can File Complaint ?
Generally speaking anyone can file unless there is a specific
provision to the contrary under Sec. 4(2) & 190 of Cr.PC, a Magistrate will
be competent to take cognizance of any offence specified in Sec. 190 upon
receiving a complaint of facts which constitutes such offence irrespective
of the qualifications or eligibilities of the complainant to file a complaint
unless contrary provision is made in any Statute.
Procedure after filing of FIR in case of infringement under Copyright Act
1.
The investigation of a cognizable offence (as in the case of
copyright infringement ) begins when a police officer in charge of a Police
Station has reason to suspect the commission of the offence under the
Copyright Act, after registering of FIR under Sec. 154 of CrPC. In such cases
it is possible hat the suspicion may be based on any other information of
the
police
(Sec.
157(1)).
2.
When a reasonable suspicion of the commission of infringement of
Copyright exists, the SHO, must immediately send a report of the
circumstances creating the suspicion to a Magistrate having power to take
cognizance of such an offence on a police report (Sec. 157(1)).
3.
The SHO shall then proceed in person, or shall depute his sub‐
ordinate officer ( not lower the rank of Sub‐Inspector) to proceed to the
spot, to investigate the facts and circumstances of the case, and to take
measures for the discovery and seizure.
Efforts of NASSCOM and BSA
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These two are working in tandem to stop the menus of piracy from
the society. They have established a special Anti‐Piracy (Hotline) in Delhi.
This alliance, with the help of the Police and Judiciary appointed
Commissioners are carrying out the operations against anti‐piracy. They
are facilitating police raids against this menus, providing information of
infringement.
Note: For speedy and more effective remedy complaint/FIR can be made
to special cells established for the purpose in various States viz. Economic
Offences Wing of Delhi Police, in Delhi, which conducts raids along with
the IPR section of the Crime Branch of Delhi Police
116. What is an e‐book?
The term 'e‐book' includes the hardware, a suitable device to read
electronic media, perhaps better called 'e‐book readers'. An e‐book can be
any type of e‐content that is packaged as a discrete unit and can be used
with e‐book technology.
A text or monograph, which is available in e‐format – novel on a
website or short story available in word or a collection of poetry sent via e‐
mail or author publish their work online in the form of web pages.
An e‐book or e‐book is a written work readable on a computer
screen, downloaded to a PC or digital assistant or placed on a reader
designed for that purpose i.e., professionally produced and edited text
available in an e‐format.
A narrow definition treats an e‐book as a digital object designed to
be read on a handled reading device or to be listed to from a speech‐
generating tool, i.e., e‐book is content, a digital object containing an e‐
representation of a book, most commonly thought of as the electronic
analog of a paperback or cloth‐bound book.
An e‐book is usually a collection of several digital objects or
documents, which in turn are packaged and formatted with the intention
of being displayed on a handheld device or read by a speech generating
application.
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A pragmatic factor in using e‐books is the ease of reading and using
them, yet e‐book hardware devices are still not quite practical or cost
effective enough to penetrate very deeply into the market. A variety of
devices are being developed to replicate some of the virtues of printed
monographs, including portability and network‐independence, so that e‐
books themselves will function on a variety of platforms. The two basic
kinds of e‐book readers on the market today are the full‐sized reader and
palm‐sized reader. Currently, all readers use proprietary file formats.
Ebrary, Springer, Wiley, Elsevier, CRC Press, Thomson are the
leading publisher of e‐books.
E‐book readers
There are three main types of e‐book readers. They are as follows:
•
•
•

Dedicated readers
Handhelds
PCs

Why of e‐book?
1.
2.

Authenticity and integrity of content
Software and hardware standards and protocols

Standards‐based format that must includes:
•
•
•

Non‐proprietary software and hardware
Identifiers
Metadata

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Digital Rights Management
Access
Archiving
Privacy
The market and pricing
Enhancements and ideal e‐book features

Advantages
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate worldwide distribution
Easy to sell and available for all
Portable – many different texts on one small device
Nothing goes out of print
Instantly available/immediate download
Font size can be changed
Multimedia books are available
Normally cheaper than print books

Disadvantages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requires equipment to be read
Limitation in storing the e‐books on a reader
Authenticity of the content
Poor quality output and high prices
Readability of the reading device
Low market penetration
Different standards currently in use
Interlibrary loan not possible

Historical Development
The very idea of e‐book was a product of Alan Kay mind, in 1968,
who has a dream of developing a portable interactive personal computer,
and gave a dream name of “Dyna Book”, but his dream took two decade
to flower, in the form of Apple Newton Message Pad, the World’s first
PDA. With this, some high flying companies (Sony & Franklin) in the field of
electronics, became to play a role of pioneer, and came with their
products, for instance Franklin introduced electronic dictionary and
electronic Bible in 1991, and Sony came up with Data Discman, which
contain the content of Compton’s concise encyclopedia, Wellness
encyclopedia, and passport’s world travel translator. Later on, this
Discman was superseded by Bookman, introduced by Sony & Franklin,
both. This was regarded to be the end of 1st generation e‐books. Due to
the limitations associated with 1st generation e‐books, 2nd generation e‐
books, took birth and came into the forefront; this was a picture of early
1990s. Lots of improvement was observed, as technology took a forward
march and it is in 1998, when e‐book entered its teenage with the advent
of hand‐held devices (Palm Pilots) and this gave a boost for the growth of
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e‐books, which is much more user friendly and are comfortable &
convenient to use, still, R&D is going on around the globe by various
experts, and certainly a day will come, when e‐book metamorphoses
themselves into its mature young age.
117. What are E‐Journals and its advantages and disadvantages?
A journal contains scholarly articles. It disseminates current
information on research and development in a particular subject field. It is
being published periodically (with continuity). Until recently, journals were
available only in printed media; for sometime, they were also popular in
the form of microfiche/microfilm. Now they are even available in
electronic media. They are being processed and published (receiving,
refereeing, editorial work etc.) through electronic media. Such journals in
electronic media are often known as virtual sources, paperless journals,
online journals, and most popularly known as e‐journals. An e‐journal, like
any other serial is produced, published and distributed all over the world
via electronic network. E‐journals for all practical purposes may thus be
defined as those journals which are available in electronic media; some
may be available both in electronic media and in print.
E‐journals on CD‐ROM are like having printed journals in the
library, it of course requires hardware and software to search and read. It
provides full text of individual or collected journals of various subjects.
When a library subscribes an e‐journal in CD‐ROM some, they can preserve
it for a long time like bound volumes, and we can use them whenever we
want. On the other hand, online journals or the E‐journals on the Internet
can be accessed at any time, from anywhere. Online journals can be
searched using a number of online hosts Dialog, etc. E‐journals on the
Internet can be searched through the popular search engines; sometimes,
we have to know the URL.
Vannevar Bush was perhaps the first one to describe an E‐Journal
in 1967, as a part of Memex proposal. Unesco in the same year initiated a
project “to test networking computers as a means of improving scientific
communications”. Its report was published in 1980 in electronic media. It
is considered as one of the earliest E‐publications. In 1976, New Jersey
Institute of Technology published first prototype E‐Journal named CHIMO.
It was a weekly, read‐only newsletter. Since 1990, many e‐journals
appeared in the market. The “Online Journal of Current Clinical Trial” was
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the first peer reviewed scientific e‐journal with graphics and completely
searchable full text.
The numbers of electronic journals have increased steadily
throughout the 1990s and this trend is predicted to continue. There were
97 e‐journals in July’91; there are many new journals and newsletters
available on the Internet. The NewJour discussion list, to which one can
subscribe to receive the announcements and descriptions. On June 1998,
the list contained 5905 journal titles. On June 1999, the list contained 7898
titles, On March 2000, it contained 8474 (http://gort.ucsd.edu/newjour/).
By their very nature, electronic sources are volatile and they exist
in a dynamic environment in which librarians are compelled to reassess
assumptions and roles periodically. The broad realm of information
technology mutates at an incredible pace with formats, programmeming
languages, new companies, and new ideas emerging faster than the
standards that shape to control and normalize the retrieval or display of
the content for today’s product – in other words, “by the time we procure,
study and implement information technology, it becomes obsolete” – This
is a major issue for librarians!
Merits of E‐Journals:
(i)
Subscription cost: The subscription cost of the printed journals are
almost increasing every year; if one opts for e‐journals (if available, for a
given title), there may be a potential saving to the order of at least 20 to
30%, over a period of time: The cost of e‐journals are likely to cheaper
since there are no distribution and production cost.
(ii)
Multimedia and Hypermedia capabilities:
•
Electronic journals can take advantage of the multimedia
capabilities – integrating text, video and sound; they can thus include
multimedia and graphics in colour at marginal costs.
•
Hypermedia enables linkages among sections within an article as
well as among articles in journals and other electronic resources. This
means that readers can link directly to reference cited in an article and
also with an additional effort on the part of the publishers and indexes to
later articles that cite the article that they are reading.
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(iii)
Accessibility: A large collection of journals can be shared in real
time.
(iv)
Selective Dissemination of Information Service: Accepted and
published in electronic media.
(v)
Speed of distribution and production
•
Printing and mailing processes may totally be eliminated; they can
be published more quickly than paper publication.
•
During the review process, and all other communications, articles
may be transferred in digital media – since much of the text is created in
digital form by the users/authors themselves, publishers require little
time/cost to review, editing and perhaps the final electronic page.
•
Can be distributed electronically; they can be delivered to the
desktop (although the desktop needs a computer)
•
Increases portability – a simple CD‐ROM can hold thousands of
articles with complete indexing
•
Establishes network communication among authors, editors and
references.
vi)
Text can be searched and articles can also be retrieved directly
through links from abstracting and indexing databases
vii)

They can be interactive, that is they can foster an online exchange
of ideas by e‐mail

viii)

The content can be produced, forwarded, modified, leading to
possible problems with copyright protection and preserving
authenticity

Demerits of E‐Journals:
(i)
Economic barriers: It requires high‐tech; it costs – purchasing,
maintenance, upgrading of both hardware and software
(ii)
Socio‐cultural barriers: It may be difficult for users to adjust and
develop habits to handle e‐journals
(iii)
(iv)

Technological barriers
Lack of proper infrastructure
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Issues and Challenges:
A number of issues and challenges are associated with the usage of
e‐publications. Some of them are related to:
(i)
Accessibility
(ii)
Awareness and coverage in secondary periodicals
(iii)
Access vs. Ownership
(iv)
Journal
(v)
Acceptability
(vi)
Accountability
(vii) Presentation, archiving, and accessing backtiles
(viii) Readability
(ix)
Pricing
(x)
Standardization and compatibility of hardware and software
(xi)
Bibliographical control
(xii) Other sociological and psychological issues
(xiii) Shelf life
(xiv) Classification and catalogue
Many of the e‐journals publish articles without the refereeing
process; thus authors may not get the recognition, particularly the
selection/promotion committees in academic institutions. An objective of
the e‐journals is to provide quick access to articles, rather than ownership.
Due to the inadequacy of the current legislation and the cost of
duplication, copyright acts hardly protect the rights of the rights of the
publishers as well as the rights of the authors. Further, the volatility of e‐
journals makes their preservation major concerns.
However, in the near future e‐journals will become very popular
particularly because of the possibilities of having linkages among users,
documents, publications, websites and other electronic resources. More
and more structured text is to appear in e‐journals, particularly because of
the developments in Standard Generalized Markup Languages (SGML),
Office Document Architecture (ODA) and Portable Document Format
(PDF).
Some e‐journals are available on payment basis (direct or through
consortium) and some others are many Open Source E‐Journals are
available through Internet, some Library and Information Science Open
Source E‐Journals and their URLs are given below:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Ariadne:
www.ariadne.ac.uk
Cybermetrics:
www.cindoc.csic.es/cybermetrics
First Monday:
www.firstmonday.org
Information Research:
www.InformationR.net/ir/
Jl. of Digital Information:
www.jodi.ecs.sonton.ac.uk
Jl. of Electronic Publishing:
www.press.unich.edu/jep
Jl. of Information, Law and
Technology:
www.elj.warwick.ac.uk/jilt
D‐Lib Magazine:
www.dlib.org
LIBRES:
www.libres.curtin.edu.au/
PACS‐R:
www.info.lib.uh.edu/pr/pacsrev.html
IFLA:
www.ifla.org

118. Elucidate Laws of Library Science.
Ranganathan’s Five laws of library science was published in 1931.
Five laws of library science, and their implications, have been described in
this work. These laws provide a scientific approach to library science. The
spirit of these laws pervades in the writings of Ranganathan. These laws
have been accepted as the basis of library science.
The laws of library science are specific normative principles,
applicable to any problem in the fields of library science, library practice
and library service. These are called the Fundamental Laws of Library
Science which contain in a hidden (or latent) form, all the library practices
of the past and present, and those likely to be evolved in future.
The canons and principles of classification are all an implication of
the laws of library science. In the case of a conflict between canons and/or
principles, an appeal is made to the five laws of library science to resolve
the conflict. Thus, the five laws serve as a higher court. If there is a conflict
between the canons of classification and the basic laws, then a
compromise can be achieved with the aid of the laws of library science.
The first law says: “Books are for use.” The word “book” should be
interpreted to stand for “document”. The first law would feel satisfied if a
right book and a right reader can be brought together. Take the example
of the arrangement of books on shelves. These can be arranged in a
variety of ways – author wise, subject wise and so on. The author
arrangement would be useful to those users who want a book by a
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particular author. Similarly, the subject arrangement would be helpful to
those who make a subject approach. Our experience shows that more
users request for books by a particular subject than for books by a
particular author. Therefore, if books are arranged according to subject,
more users would find it helpful. This will lead to a greater use of books
and hence satisfy the first law of library science.
To satisfy the first law of Library Science the following factors
should be kept in mind:
a.
Moderate Library: Earlier, a library was regarded as a storehouse
and books were meant for preservation. The librarian was supposed to be
a custodian, who did not encourage the use of books. He merely served as
a care taker. Libraries tended to be passive and archival institutions. Thus
there was total neglect of the first law of Library Science. However, a
modern library, with a few exceptions, is regarded as a service institution.
Its aim is to enable the users to make the most effective use of the
resources and services rendered in the library.
This type of library acquires documents, processes it, and makes it
available for use rather than preservation. A modern librarian feels
satisfied only if the users keep on emptying the shelves constantly.
b.
Library Staff: In order that a library is put to maximum use, it is
essential that library staff should be qualified and efficient. The staff
should believe and follow the philosophy of service to users. They should
be approachable, courteous, helpful and willing to appreciate the point of
view of visitors.
The library authorities should offer proper working conditions such
as suitable salary scales, status, promotion prospects, etc. so as to be able
to attract the right kind of persons. These incentives play an important
role in creating right kind of attitudes and environment, leading to better
performance.
c.
Library Building: The library building should be well planned. The
exterior should be attractive and the interior inviting. The building should
be easily accessible to the users. It should be a functional one providing
space for different purposes. The fittings and furniture should meet the
requirements adequately, keeping in view standards set by Bureau of
Indian Standards (BIS). Provision for lighting and ventilation should meet
the standards set by BIS. For example, BIS standard says that height of rack
should be 2.175 meters. This is the height, which an average person can
reach at comfortably.
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d.
Location of a Library: Location of a library should be the place,
where normally public visits more often than any other place. Therefore, a
place where they go for shopping might be found suitable.
A university library should be centrally located near the places of
instruction. In case of school and college libraries, distances are small,
therefore location does not matter very much, though it would be
preferable to have it centrally located. A special library should be near the
institution/factory entrance or canteen or staff canteen.
e.
Library Hours: A library should be kept open for suitable and long
duration. This will lead to greater use. In case a library is kept open for
short hours, then the users will find it inconvenient to use the library. In
some libraries, each user is provided with a key to the library so that the
user can use the library at any hour, whenever he feels like using it.
f.
Book Selection: The books should be selected and acquired keeping
in view the present and potential requirements of users. A public or
college library should avoid purchase of costly books which are not likely
to be in frequent demand. In a children library, the books should be
attractive and in bolder type face, meeting their level.
The second law says: “Every reader his/her book.” Here, the
emphasis is on the reader. Our experience shows that more users request
for books on a particular subject than for those by an author. Keeping in
view the subject approach, it would be helpful in all the books on a given
subject were brought together. This would add to their usefulness if within
the subject, books were further arranged language wise. Let the books for
each language in a subject be arranged, according to their year of
publication (latest books lying at the end of the group). All this would help
in getting every reader his book, thereby satisfying the second law.
Most of the users are not able to pinpoint the specific subject of
their interest. They are wont to name a broader or narrower subject.
When a user goes to the shelves containing books, he should find the
complete area of interest spread before him in a logical manner, so that he
can become vaguely conscious of what he wants. The books on a topic
should be find together. Books on different topics should be arranged
according to their degree of filiation. This means that the arrangement on
the shelf should “display the full field of a reader’s interest, unexpressed
as well as expressed.hen he looks along the shelves of the library, he
should find there what he was only vaguely conscious of wanting; indeed,
it is only then that he will be able to realize exactly what it is that he
wants” (Prolegomena, 1949). This will lead to satisfaction – a deeper
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function performed by the arrangement of books. This will enable every
reader to get his book.
The third law prescribes: “Every books its reader.” The emphasis is
on the book. Books should be arranged so that every book finds a reader.
At least the probability for getting a reader should be very high. If the
books are arranged so that the subjects get arranged according to the
degree of mutual relationship, then each book would have a high
probability of getting its reader. This will meet the demands of third law.
Incidentally, this will also satisfy the second law.
The fourth law says: “Save the time of the reader.” A user must be
assumed to be a busy person, and his time must be saved. The
arrangement of books according to the degree of mutual relationship of
subjects would lead to saving his time. In addition, if within each subject,
books are arranged by language, and within language by their year of
publication, then it would lead to more saving of time. It should be
understood that an alphabetical arrangement of subjects will be unhelpful
and time consuming.
According to the fifth law: “A library is a growing organism.” The
library will grow in terms of documents, reader and staff. The arrangement
should be such that it should facilitate the service of books irrespective of
the size of the library or its rate of growth in terms of documents, readers
and staff. The arrangement of books, suggested in the earlier paras would
lead to a great use of books, irrespective of the size of the library or its
rate of growth. This satisfies the fifth law.
119. Discuss the significance of research.
Importance of Research
Research has become an important aspect of human activity. It is
through research that knowledge grows and develops, ultimately leading
to the extension of the boundaries of knowledge and scholarship. It is
considered that the progress made by our society is due to the result of
research. Research also enables man to find solution to his problems and
resolve conflicts.
Rationale underlying Research
Research is a process aiming at discovery of the relationships
among the phenomena. Because certain regularities exist among the
phenomena and events, it has become possible to derive laws, principles
and theories in different disciplines, which express the regularities and
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uniformities among the phenomena. A social phenomenon is subject to
scientific enquiry but at a less rigorous level as compared to physical
phenomenon in sciences. Social scientists are concerned with human
behaviour, which is complex, often unpredictable and uncontrollable.
However, the fact remains that our present knowledge, methods,
tools/instruments and techniques are still inadequate. With the passage of
time, these are likely to improve. Then, we would be in a much better
position to study the social phenomenon.
Functions of Research
•
It produces new knowledge.
•
It enables discovery of new application for old knowledge.
•
It helps in the development of the development of the researcher
intellectually and professionally. It is a continuous process.
•
It leads to better teaching as new knowledge is integrated into
teaching programme.
•
It brings prestige to the person and the institution.
•
It can prove to a source of income. Funded research is a source of
finance.
•
It enables an institution to attract better faculty, researchers and
graduate students.
•
It enables finding of solutions to problems, to resolve conflicts in
society.
•
It enables man to relate more effectively to his environment and
achieve his purposes.
•
It promotes progress of the society.
120. Describe the Prerequisites and techniques involved in SDI System.
Elucidate the Operation of Selective Dissemination of Information.
According to H.P.Luhn SDI as “It is a service within the organization
which concerns itself with channelling of new items of information from
various services to those points within the organization where they usually
serve some one’s interests”.
Prerequisites and Techniques involved in SDI System:
The following are the prerequisites and techniques which are
involved in SDI system.
1.
The information system i.e. library or information centre should be
organized on the basis of a key‐word system.
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2.
The users of the information system should profile their interests
of research in terms of keywords also known as code numbers or simple
terms selected from a dictionary of technical terms, i.e. thesaurus,
maintained by the system. The field of interest of each user is thus
recorded in terms of specific set of keywords. Such a record of interest
translated into the keywords is called a profile. This profile is transferred
to computer storage on magnetic tape for processing. The departmental
address of the user is also included in user’s profile.
3.
The incoming documents are analysed and the subject of each of
them is presented in the same language as used in user’s profile. The
incoming information after being indexed in terms of keywords is similarly
stored on magnetic tape also.
4.
The user’s profiles are then matched with document profiles.
When a close match is observed in both the profiles, the details of both
are noted.
5.
If any close match is observed between the details of both the
profiles, the user reserves notification from the system that the contain
documents are likely to be relevant to his interest.
6.
The user, in turn, furnishes feedback on the actual relevance of the
document.
7.
Response received from the user is carefully analysed and if
necessary, the profile adjusted or the level of match altered. User’s profile
is thus continuously revised on such feedback, resulting in an increasing
ratio of relevant information and a decrease of noise delivered by the
system.
Computer based SDI is provided with the Help of Following Procedure:
SDI was developed with a specific purpose of providing a
researcher at regular intervals a carefully selected list of all publications in
his particular area of interest that have been published in the preceding
interval in all the significant journals of the world. The use of computers
and databases has greatly increased the potential of SDI service and
expanded its scope so that what was originally concerned as a local service
for an individual research organization, has now acquired the function of
providing a national or international service.
Operational Aspects of SDI
Once the policy aspects associated with the design of a SDI system
are decided by the concerned authority, appropriate decisions as regards
to the components of SDI system are taken. After this task is
accomplished, the next stage is to organize the SDI system step by step
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and operate it. The essential steps needed for this purpose are mentioned
below.
1.
Creation of Database (Document Profile)
This work comprises the following operations.
(a)
Selection of appropriate bibliographical items to be included in the
database or document profile.
(b)
Transfer of the references into computer readable media (input
preparation)
(c)
Reading of the references by an appropriate input device and
storing of the information on storage media.
(d)
Conversion of the references into an appropriate bibliographic
record format.
(e)
If in case an externally generated database is used for providing SDI
service, reformatting of the entire database into the processing format of
the search software.
(f)
Preparation of searchable file.
2.
Profile Construction
The construction of users’ search profiles is an essential task, which
demands an intellectual effort from both the user and the information
specialist or librarian. The search profile is nothing but a list of terms used
for describing the user queries. In other words, a user profile is made up of
technical term or terms significant to user’s query. Whenever any user
intends to avail the services of an SDI system he is requested to specify his
field of interest in a narrative way in plain language, describing his interest
in a detailed way. The user may provide a list of significant terms which
precisely define the subject of his interest. On the basis of the user’s
statements the information specialists design and construct the individual
search profiles for the users of the SDI system.
3.
Searching for Information Retrieval System
A search term in a search profile can be a single word, a sequence
of words in a string, an author’s name, the name of an institution or
organization, the title of journal, a subject heading and a classification
code. A search term may occur in the reference as a description both of
the contents of the document (title, keyword, subject heading,
classification code) and of the document itself, the title of the source
publication, organization/institution, report numbers, patent number. In
controlled vocabulary systems, the terms are restricted to those in a
glossary or a thesaurus compiled for the system. The information scientists
construct the search profile by selecting the search terms from thesaurus
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and other reference tools. As the search is performed by matching the
contents of the database with search terms in the search profiles, all
variations in the spelling have to be considered (gagging, gauging etc.).
Both letters and numbers (alphabets and numerals) are searched in the
search procedure. In order to get as many relevant references as possible
the list of search terms in the search profile has to be somewhat
exhaustive.
One of the most important aspects concerning the organization of
SDI system is notification of search results (output) based on the user
profiles to the individual users to the system and monitoring of the
feedback from the users could be incorporated into the system for the
improvement of system performance.
121. What do you understand by Network Topology? Explain Star,Bus,
Ring, Tree, Mesh and Star‐Ring topologies or highlighting their
distinguishing features.
The network topology means the structure or the arrangement of
nodes for a network, where each computer or device in a network is called
a node. The topology or the structure of the network depends upon the
pure for which organizations use it. The topology includes the physical
arrangement or the geographic pattern by which the nodes are connected.
It also includes the logical arrangement; the possible destinations to which
each can route data. A number of organizations would join the network
that offers the facilities to make their functioning simpler, better and more
cost effective. Interconnection of the network system can be achieved in
many ways, but basically network topologies are classified into some
anatomical structures e.g. Bus network, Ring network, Star network, Tree
network, Mesh network, Star‐Ring network. Thus the geographical
arrangement of computer resources, remote devices, communication
facilities is known as network topology.
Bus Network: In a bus network, each computer is connected to a
single communication cable via an interface and every computer can
directly communicate with every other computer or device in the network.
This topology is commonly used along with the local area networks.
Star Network: In a star network, several devices or computers are
connected to one centralized computer. The disadvantage of star network
is that none of the other computers can communicate with each other if
centre computer breaks down. If it is desired to transmit information from
one computer to another, it can be done by sending the details to the
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central computer, which in turn sends them to the destination. A star
network is used in banking sector for centralized record keeping in an
online branch office environment.
Ring Network: In a ring network, several devices or computers are
connected to each other in a closed loop by a single communication cable.
A ring network is also called loop network. In a ring network, data must
travel around the ring to each station in turn until they arrive at the
required station. In it a ring can be unidirectional or bidirectional. In a
unidirectional ring, data moves in one direction only and in a bidirectional
ring, data moves in both directions, but in only one direction at a time. In
the unidirectional ring, a special software is needed if one computer
should break down, whereas, in the bidirectional ring, message can be
sent in the opposite direction to meet the requirement.
Tree Network: In a tree network, several devices or computers are
linked in a hierarchical fashion. Therefore, tree network is also known as
hierarchical network. This type of distribution system is commonly used in
the organization where headquarters communicate with regional offices
and regional offices communicate with district offices and so on.
Mesh Network: A mesh network has point‐to‐point connections
between every device in the network. Each device requires an interface for
every other device on the network, mesh topologies are not usually
considered practical. In addition, unless each station frequently sends
signal to all the other stations, an excessive amount of network bandwidth
is wasted. However, mesh networks are extremely fault tolerant, and each
link provides guaranteed capacity. Mesh topology may be used in a hybrid
network with just the largest or most important sites interconnected.
Star‐Ring Network: In this topology, two topologies have been
combined with the aim of achieving the best of the both. Electrically the
star‐ring operates exactly in the same way as a normal ring. The difference
is that the physical wiring is arranged as a series of inter connected stars.
122. Explain Classical Theory of Management.
Classical Theory of Management is belongs to Scientific School of
Management thought. The pioneers of this thought were Henry Fayol,
Luther Gulick, Lyndall Urwick etc. The term classical in English language
refers to something traditionally accepted or long established. The
beginning of the theory can be traced back to the heyday of industrial
transformation in second half of the nineteenth century when some
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perceptive observers felt obsession with the problem of growing size of
industries.
Characteristics or Assumption of the Classical Theory
The classical theory is based on the following assumptions:
(i)
The relationship between workers and management was established
through formal communications, defined tasks and accountability and formalized
procedures and practices to minimize conflict between them.
(ii)
Workers are considered to be as economic man who can be motivated
basically by economic rewards. Money is considered a main motivator.
(iii)
The managers were characterized as rational, kindhearted, intelligent and
qualified personnel but they are supposed to deal with the workers firmly in the
systems.
(iv)
The theory assumes the organization a machine and the people its
components. In order to make any improvement in the whole system, internal
factors were considered and less attention was given on factors in the external
environment which may constrain and facilitate the system.
(v)
It has been assumed by the theory that both workers and managers are
rational. Workers can easily perceive that their interests can be served only by
increasing the productivity and getting more wages for higher productivity, on
the other hand, management gets the fruits of higher productivity. Management
tries to find out best ways of doing a job by introducing new improvements in
machines and devoting thoughts to such technical engineering and administrative
aspect of organization which can make the man produce as much as he can with
the minimum expense so that workers can contribute more to the organization
and earn more for himself.
(vi)
The theory puts special emphasis on error and particularly on the
detections of error and its correction after it happens.
(vii)
The theory assumes that man is relatively homogeneous and
unmodifiable while designing the jobs and in picking the extra pairs of hands.
(viii)
The classical organization theory is in its essential character centralized.
The integration of the system is achieved through the authority and control of
the central mechanism.
Scott and Mitchell have pointed out four key pillars on which the classical
organization theory seems to have been built. They are:
(i)
Division of labour
(ii)
Scalar and Functional Process (Co‐ordination)
(iii)
Structure (Departmentation)
(iv)
The Span of Control (Human behaviour in organization)

Criticisms of the Classical Theory:
The classical theory suffers from various limitations. It was put
under serious criticisms in the first half of the 19th century by the neo‐
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classical thinks and others. The criticisms are mainly based on the
following grounds:
1.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
2.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
3.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
4.
5.
6.

Certain assumption are unrealistic
Close system assumption
Static view of organization
Unrealistic assumption about human behaviour
Economic rewards are main motivators
Criticism of principles
Lack of Empirical Research
Lack of Universality
Hierarchical Structure
Unity of Command
Excessive reliance on the strength of key pillars
Division of labour
The scalar and functional process
Structure
Span of control
Bureaucratic behaviour
Neglect of human factor for focus on anatomy or organizations,
Little scope for integration

123. What are e‐documents?
E‐documents contain the following:
E‐Databases
E‐Databases (Electronic Databases) include periodical indexes &
abstracts (e.g. CAB Abstract, Library and Information Science Abstract
(LISA), METADOX (Metal Abstracts), SCOPUS (Abstracting, Indexing and
Citation data in Science, Engineering and Technology), WIPS (Worldwide
Intellectual Property Search), ACS Archival Access List, ASTM standards,
ASTM Journals, Life Science Review Journals, Communication & mass
Media, Magillion Literature Plus, Taylor & Francis (List), Directories,
Encyclopedias, Dictionaries, and related reference works.
E‐Journals
E‐journals are available on payment basis (direct or through
consortium) as well as in Open Source E‐Journals are available through
Internet, some Library and Information Science Open Source E‐Journals
and their URLs are given below:
1.
Ariadne:
www.ariadne.ac.uk
2.
Cybermetrics:
www.cindoc.csic.es/cybermetrics
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

First Monday:
www.firstmonday.org
Information Research:
www.InformationR.net/ir/
Jl. of Digital Information:
www.jodi.ecs.sonton.ac.uk
Jl. of Electronic Publishing: www.press.unich.edu/jep
Jl. Of Information, Law and
Technology:
www.elj.warwick.ac.uk/jilt
8.
D‐Lib Magazine:
www.dlib.org
9.
LIBRES:
www.libres.curtin.edu.au/
10.
PACS‐R:
www.info.lib.uh.edu/pr/pacsrev.html
11.
IFLA:
www.ifla.org
E‐Magazines
These are called Electronic Magazines. Magazines can now be in
zinio format instead of the hard copy for a price which is the equivalent of
the print version.
E‐Books/Wiki Books/E‐Audios/E‐Musics
The term ‘e‐book’ (Electronic Book) includes the hardware, a
suitable device to read electronic media, perhaps better called ‘e‐book
reader’. The hardware is important as it provides what readers may need
to exploit with the software available and link this to specific
requirements. We should include e‐audio (electronic audio) here as this
needs to be taken with visual and the integration of the two is already
taking place with podcasts and vodcasts.Wiki book is a type of e‐book. The
writing of such an e‐textbook could be done individually or shared easily
with other authors and with restrictions on who could make changes,
unlike Wikipedia as normally seen.
E‐News
E‐News (Electronic News) resources like LexisNexis and Factiva, and
links to local, national, and international newspapers.
Data/GIS
Numeric and geo‐spatial and other data suitable for those
interested in using either statistical or GIS software.
Digital Library Projects
Through installing any of the digital library software like GNU
Eprints/D‐Space/Greenstone/OPUS/DIVA/ARNO/Fedora/CDSWare/iTOR
etc. we can access animation, article, book, book chapter, dataset,
learning objects, image, image, 3‐D, map, musical score, plan or blueprint,
preprint, presentation, recording (acoustical), recording (musical),
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recording (oral), software, technical report, thesis, video, working paper
and others.
Electronic Exhibitions
Virtual exhibition catalogues featuring in materials.
E‐Subject Guides
Subject‐focused guides to digital and point resources e.g. Asian
Studies, Women’s Studies etc.
E‐Newsletter
Electronic Newsletter published by various publishers like printed
newsletter.
E‐White Papers
Electronic White Papers published for the sake of scholarly world.
E‐Conference Proceedings
Electronically available conference proceedings to facilitate the
user community.
E‐Reports
Electronic reports for the easy access of different reports.
E‐Studies
Electronic studies to avail the users regarding various studies.
E‐Interesting Development
Electronic access of different interesting development.
E‐Directories
Electronic directories for easy retrieval to the users.
Web Search Tools
Internet search tools like About.com, Google, and Yahoo etc.
124. Discuss the concept Knowledge Management.
The growth of 'Knowledge Management' (KM) as a strategy of
consultancy companies is one of a series of such strategies dating from
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Taylor's (1911) 'scientific management' of the early part of the last
century.
In the second half of the last century, the pace of new techniques
quickened considerably: we have seen (not in chronological order and not
a complete list):

'the repertory grid'

→

'theory X and theory Y'

'management by objectives'
→

'the matrix '
'zero‐based budgeting'

'T‐groups'

→
→

'Planning Programmeming
Budgeting System'
'development'

'total quality management'

→

'downsizing'

'organizational learning'

→

'systems thinking'

'team‐building'

→

'cultural change'

'strategic information systems'→

'benchmarking'

'ISO 9000 certification'

→

'the balanced score card'

'core competencies'

→

'business process re‐engineering'

'enterprise resource planning' →

'customer relationship
management'

and now
'knowledge management'.
Kakabadse et al. (2001) suggest, "information and data
management are important pillars of knowledge management" but the
later "encompasses broader issues and, in particular, creation of processes
and behaviours that allow people to transform information into the
organization and create and share knowledge." For example, managing
employees’ files, sales performance reports and financial statements
(information management) involves some similar processes as managing
explicit knowledge, but also involves some very different processes, such
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as the sharing of rules, operating procedures (formal and informal) and
learning experiences. Similarly, while both IM and KM require a high
degree of human involvement, their objectives are often very different.
The ultimate goal of IM is to ensure that information is stored and
retrievable, while the ultimate purpose of KM is tied more closely to
organization outcomes. For instance, organizations often state their KM
goals as to facilitate product innovation. Those with an inclusive definition
of IM might purport that KM is nothing new, just as, in the past, those with
a broad definition of data management claimed that IM was nothing new.
However, with IM came the idea that s can be assessed according to the
"information flow" and analysed according to the information processes at
work. In a similar way, KM has provided a framework for assessing
contextual information, and taking into account more informal
information exchanges. In that sense, both fields are very complementary.
Since the mid‐nineties the label ‘knowledge management’ has
attracted much attention (Disterer et. al., 2002; Ponzi & Koenig, 2002)
while information management has been used less. As with information
management, there is no agreement on what constitutes knowledge
management (Corrall, 1998; MacMorrow, 2001; Wilson, 2002). According
to Wilson (2002), knowledge management is either used as a synonym for
information management or for the 'management of work practices'
which are to improve the sharing of knowledge in an organization.
If the definitions above are adequate to distinguish between
'knowledge' and 'information' (and genuine debate on this would be
useful), the question of what 'knowledge management' might be becomes
interesting. The ‘Web of Science’ (all three citation indexes) was searched,
from 1981 to 2002 for papers with the term 'knowledge management' in
the title. The search was restricted to the title mainly to produce a
manageable data file, but also on the proposition that if the term
appeared in the title, the papers were likely to focus clearly on the topic.
It is clear from looking at the literature on knowledge management
(KM) that the term knowledge suffers from a high degree of what might be
called "terminological ambiguity" and often requires a host of adjectives to
make clear exactly in what sense it is being used. When something is to be
managed many people feel that in order to do this it must be quantified,
counted, organised and measured (Glazer, 1998); it must be able to be
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built, owned and controlled if its value is to be maximised (Allee, 1997). As
a result, approaches to KM have tended to concentrate on attempts to
capture and control what is sometimes termed 'structured knowledge'.
Initially KM was seen as an extension to Artificial Intelligence (AI)
where knowledge was viewed as information: a commodity that can be
codified, stored and transmitted. Expert systems were created to 'capture'
the knowledge of experts. The 'capture' approach continued with an
emphasis on 'capturing knowledge' in databases, manuals, books and
reports, and then sharing it in a hard form. The emphasis was placed on
managing so called 'knowledge assets' that were tangible, and could be
structured and codified, such as patents, trademarks and documents. This
view of knowledge as an object continues to dominate the KM field with
some researchers still viewing the capture of knowledge as the main
challenge for KM (Alavi and Leidner, 1997).
The capture/codify/store approach is technology‐dominated. The
most common use of technology in KM is to create a repository of so
called 'structured knowledge' (Davenport and Prusak, 1998). As we have
noted previously (Hildreth, Wright and Kimble, 1999; Kimble, Hildreth and
Wright, 2001), what is presented as being KM is often simply Information
Resource Management (IRM) with the new label. As Offsey (1997) notes:
“…what many software vendors tout as Knowledge Management
systems are only existing information retrieval engines, groupware
systems or document management systems with a new marketing
tagline.”
Recently there has been a trend towards recognising that there are
aspects of knowledge – broadly 'what people know' – which cannot be
articulated, abstracted, codified, captured and stored. This is sometimes
called 'less structured knowledge' in order to differentiate it from the
codified 'structured knowledge' that was the focus of earlier KM
approaches.
What constitutes knowledge, what is data and what is
information? Our position is that this debate, although intellectually
stimulating, is ultimately fruitless as knowledge, 'what people know', is
simultaneously both 'structured' and 'less structured'. The part of what
people know that can be articulated we will simply term 'hard knowledge'
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and the part of what people know that cannot be articulated we will term
'soft knowledge'.
It is our belief that most approaches to the management of the soft
knowledge are flawed and that the KM industry is in danger of falling into
the same trap as previous attempts ‐ simply trying to capture, codify and
store knowledge ‐ that is, take an IRM approach.
KM is a new field with its own research base, since much of the
terminology and techniques used, such as knowledge mapping, seem to
have been borrowed from both IM and librarianship (Koenig, 1997).
125. Elucidate the concept E‐mail.
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol is the secret of e‐mail on the
Internet. Within the Internet e‐mail is delivered by having the source
machine establish a TCP connection to port 25 of the destination machine.
Listing to this port 25 an email daemon that speaks SMTP. The daemon
accepts incoming connections and copies the message from them into the
appropriate mailboxes. It is a simple ASCII protocol. After establishing the
TCP connection to port 25, the sending machine operating as a client waits
for the receiving machine operating as the server to talk first. The server
starts by sending a line giving identity and tell whether or not it is
prepared to receive mail. The SMTP protocol assumes that every machine
on the Internet is always just sitting around waiting for an e‐mail message
to arrive. An “SMTP daemon” (a daemon is a programme that runs in the
background) continuously polls for incoming mail and when a letter does
arrive, the daemon accepts and delivers it to the right mailbox. If all goes
well as your message travels across the Network, it will be delivered within
a minute or two. If delivery fails, your SMTP host assumes that the other
machine will be back online shortly and it attempts to deliver the mail
again in a few hours). Most SMTP hosts will keep trying for up to five days
and if your message cannot be delivered after that time, it is bounced back
to your mailbox. “SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol)” and “PPP (Point‐to‐
Point Protocol)” are the two most common methods for establishing a
connection over a dial‐up phone link. SLIP is a network layer protocol and
PPP is a link‐level protocol. PPP is a newer and slightly faster protocol.
Yarn is an offline e‐mail reader that permits you to read and reply to e‐
mail offline. So you don’t have to busy out your telephone line for long
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period. And you don’t have to pay connect charges by the minute while
you think of what to write, Nice!
Electronic mail is a truly miraculous phenomenon. The speed at which a
message travels at all – is pretty amazing. E‐mails works because certain
things occur on the “client side” (your personal computer) and other
things happen on the server side (the machine on your network that
handles electronic mail or the UNIX host machine that answers your call
when you dial up your Internet Service Provider.
Important factors for using E‐mail
•
Address e‐mail carefully
•
Learn how to use your mail reading programme
•
Keep track of important correspondence. Always keep a copy of
outgoing mail in case you need to resend it.
A typical e‐mail consists of three parts: i) header ii) body (content)
and iii) signature (sender’s name). A header is found at the top of every
raw message. This consist will be found a lot of cryptic data at the top.
Certain fields such as “To:” and “from:” are self‐explanatory. The
information contained in a message header is used by mail transport
programmes such as SENDMAIL to effectively route mail across the
Internet. Without these headers, it would not be possible for the tens of
thousands of mail servers on the global computer network to keep track of
the millions of messages that are flying around at any given moment.
Headers are also used by your own e‐mail software to manage your
incoming and outgoing messages. Every e‐mail message must have a
header. Even a blank message with no body or signature will have a
reader.
There are six top level “domains” on the Internet. These domain names
used in every e‐mail address and the meaning:
•
EDU Education
•
COM Commercial
•
GOV Government (non‐military) site
•
MIL Military
•
ORG Non‐profit
•
NET Network Resource or Machine
126. Discuss in detail about ‘digital library’.
There are some myths about the digital library. These are:
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Myth 1: The Internet is the digital library.
Myth 2: The myth of a single digital library or one‐window view of
digital library collections.
Myth 3: Digital libraries will provide more equitable access,
anywhere, any time.
Myth 4: Digital libraries will be cheaper than print libraries.
But in fact 1) Internet is not the digital library it is the seed to
access the world information, 2) it is highly distributed and heterogeneous
environment, 3) a great deal of work must be done to make this myth into
reality, 4) digital library initiative is costly because new hardware will be
required, more licenses to software, increased infrastructure
administration and training. And these costs are borne by libraries who
only be acquiring digital materials and have limited electronic services.
Those institutions that aspire to the development of digital collections and
services can expect all of the above plus extensive design, digitization, and
implementation costs.
The NSF/ARPA/NASA Digital Library Initiative, FY 1994 (Digital
Library Initiative, 1994) states:
“Information sources accessed via the Internet are ingredients of a
digital library. Today, the network connects some information sources that
are a mixture of publicly available (with or without charge) information
and private information shared by collaborators. They include reference
volumes, books, journals, newspapers, national phone directories, sound
and voice recordings, images, video clips, scientific data (raw data streams
from instruments and processed information), and private information
services such as stock market reports and private newsletters. These
information sources, when connected electronically through a network,
represent important components of an emerging, universally accessible,
digital library.”
Digital Library (DL) workshop report (Fox, 1993) defines:
“A digital library is a distributed technology environment which
dramatically reduces barriers to the creation, dissemination, manipulation,
storage, integration, and reuse of information by individuals and groups.”
The former quotation, asserting inclusion of all network‐accessible
information combined with things not yet mentioned, defines DL
expansively enough to stymie prioritized choices of action. The latter
quotation attempts a narrower definition, but does not proceed far
enough to distinguish Digital Libraries from other data collections, i.e.,
does not teach how to recognize a DL when it is presented.
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The relationship of Digital Libraries to libraries of the conventional
or traditional sort is clearly of some interest. In particular, we should
inquire whether there are essential differences between these two
services. If, as some people have suggested, there are few commonalities,
we might ask why the word “libraries” was tacked onto “digital” at all. If,
on the other hand, there are some differences but also significant
commonalities, we should try to understand how such differences affect
the transfer of experience (knowledge, practice, techniques, theory)
gained in the context of conventional libraries to that of digital libraries. If
we find that there are no essential differences between the two, then we
need to think about why we need the term “digital” at all, and what it
implies for changes in the way that things have been done in conventional
libraries.
The function of conventional libraries has been described as four‐
fold: collection; and representation; access and retrieval; and analysis,
synthesis, and dissemination of information. Collection includes
techniques for understanding what information resources are of use to a
client population and for cost‐effective storage and preservation of such
resources. and representation have to do with classifying and indexing
information resources in ways relevant to their potential users.
A digital library is a machine readable representation of materials
which might be found in a university library together with organizing
information intended to help users find specific information. A digital
library service is an assemblage of digital computing, storage, and
communications machinery together with the software needed to
reproduce, emulate, and extend the services provided by conventional
libraries based on paper and other material means of collecting, storing,
cataloguing, finding, and disseminating information. A full service digital
library must accomplish all essential services of traditional libraries and
also exploit digital storage, searching, and communication.
Public, private, professional, school, commercial, and other kinds of
library emphasize different services, different kinds of information, and
different service styles. While any digital library instance may thus offer
only partial services, the technology suite from which library instances are
assembled must permit assembly of a full service library. In addition, this
suite must shield the user who wishes to draw on multiple libraries from
inter‐library differences which are irrelevant to him.
What distinguishes a conventional library from a heap of things to
read is provided by someone other than the authors of the collected
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materials. For a small, private collection this could be shelf; for a large
collection it is typically a descriptive catalogue (descriptive information in
3”x5” catalogue card) which is distinct from the collection, with at least
one catalogue record associated with each item held.
A few circumstances and characteristics for which I expect Digital
Libraries to emulate conventional libraries holding books, pictures, and
other material objects communicate the flavour intended:
•
users are usually elsewhere than the information they want, and
often want to correlate items from several sources;
•
whoever wants to use a library must show permission to do so;
•
different patrons are permitted different actions and to see
different parts of each collection;
•
the catalogue and the collected items are used differently and not
necessarily housed in the same place;
•
to find specific information, each user must understand the
catalogue structure;
•
the catalogue may describe items in other libraries;
•
documents contain cross references to other documents;
•
documents are catalogued with text descriptors and also with
conventional properties, such as author names;

document identifiers are different from document names; a
document may have several names, one for each context, e.g., “Tales of
Hoffmann” in English, “Les contes d΄Hoffmann” in French, and “Hoffmanns
Erzählungen” in German;

translations of a document may express essentially the same
information, e.g., versions of classic literature in different languages;

each stored item is valuable, often with part of its residual value
owned by its authors or authors΄ assignees;

part of the value provided by a library is the provenance
information it holds for each item;

items are put into libraries because, while each is thought valuable
for future reference, the specific individuals who will read it and the times
when this will occur are not known.
Library and Information Centres and Services in the present scenario:
Introduction
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The recent focus of good governance is to enable inclusive growth
and development. India has come a long way from the hierarchical society
and its exclusive educational system which we imbibed from our cultural
and social heritage, as well as our colonial past. The thrust of the
envisaged changes in the society calls for knowledge for all and a shift
towards an inclusive knowledge based society.
Libraries have always been one of the major institutions for giving
access to knowledge. But there has always been compartmentalization of
users and library services. This situation has to gradually open up to
innovative ideas for better utilization of library resources and services by
more diverse groups rather than the present typecast user groups. Today
libraries are generally divided into four major categories comprising
national libraries, academic libraries, special/institutional libraries, and
public libraries. All these libraries have their specific clientele with very
little overlaps. Such categorization will not help the necessity to extend
access to a diverse clientele for setting up an inclusive knowledge based
society of the future. Therefore there is need to review the present library
and information services (LIS) in India and accept new ideas to make it
more user oriented.
There have been innovative experiments in Library and Information
Services (LIS) like the setting up of joint use libraries, in the US, UK,
Germany, Sweden, Australia, South Africa etc. which have proved very
useful to ensure more broad based and user oriented library service to a
larger group of users. In this context the recommendations of the National
Knowledge Commission (NKC) are worthwhile for experimenting with new
type of library services for a more inclusive access model. There is a need
to prepare models for joint use libraries in the academic/public library
sectors for future experimentations in the Indian context.
‘If we value the pursuit of knowledge, we must be free to follow
wherever that search may lead us said Adlal E. Stevenson. This is the idea
behind the concept of an inclusive society based on free and easy access
to knowledge for all.
Historically, Indian society is a hierarchical society and its knowledge base
has always been elitist. Whether it is the caste based system or the
colonial education system, access to knowledge has primarily been the
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privilege of the few. But such a system can never lay the foundation for a
holistic development strategy. Therefore, all socio‐economic and political
ideas have to be focused on inclusive growth and socio‐economic equality
in the real sense.
Library Services: Present Scenario
Traditionally libraries have played a vital role in education and have
given access to information and knowledge to different groups of people.
But as mentioned earlier libraries have remained strictly within their
predetermined areas of activities and have catered to their own restricted
clientele. Even though there might have been some overlapping services in
academics and research, the academic library system and the
special/research/institutional library system have been out of bounds for
the communities generally served by the public library system. The
activities of both these types of libraries are highly compartmentalized and
clientele specific.
An academic library has the following major functions:
1.
It builds up a need‐based, balanced and up‐to‐date collection of
reading material in print as well as electronic form to serve as a reservoir
of scholarly literature and information.
2.
It organizes the collection and creates control system so it can be
made use of quickly and conveniently.
3.
It circulates reading material and also provides access to electronic
sources among the readers for use outside the library
4.
It provides personal help to the users so that they are able to make
optimum use of the resources of the library without any difficulty.
5.
It provides the users the bibliographic, translation and reprographic
services and thus helps them in their research activities.
6.
As a part of the university set‐up, it supports the teaching research
and extension programmes of the university through various ways.
Now the library has to develop into an information centre
providing access to information that is available not only locally but also
nationally and worldwide. By applying and using new technologies and
methods, academic libraries can help to advance education and research.
Public libraries are usually funded by the state for the benefit of all
citizens. The state has done this in the belief that an informed citizenry is
essential for the functioning of democracy. Beginning as a mid‐nineteenth
century Anglo‐American concept, the idea of publically funded local
libraries offering a range of services and facilities freely available to all is
now widely accepted. A joint manifesto released by the IFLA and UNESCO
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says, “the public library, the local gateway to knowledge provides a basic
condition for lifelong learning, independent decision making and cultural
development of individuals and social groups”. The publication “The Public
Library Service: IFLA/UNESCO Guidelines for Development” says “the
primary purpose of the public library are to provide resources and services
in a variety of media to meet the needs of individuals and groups for
education, information and personal development including recreation
and leisure. They have an important role in the development and
maintenance of a democratic society”.
The Indian dream of an inclusive knowledge society brings with it
the pressure on the academic and allied fields to perform at their level
best for all citizens. If Right to Education becomes a reality, libraries both
in the academic and allied fields to perform at their level best for all
citizens. If Right to Education becomes a reality, libraries both in the
academic and public library sectors have to show their relevance to the
society in general and to their communities in particular. Due to this new
expectation, it will be worthwhile for academic libraries whether school,
college or university, to work with the nearest approachable public
libraries to offer to the community expanded access to high quality
information resources which are seldom within the reach of public
libraries. On the other hand, public libraries may be in a position to
provide access to more locally generated popular materials to add value to
the users’ cultural and educational bearing beyond the academic curricula.
127. Discuss the Objectives and Components of Research Design.
Objectives:
Research design is needed because it facilitates the smooth sailing
of the various research operations, thereby making research as efficient as
possible yielding maximum information with minimum expenses of effort,
time and money. Just as for better, economical, and attractive
constructing of a house, we need a blueprint, prepared by an expert
architect, similarly we need a research design or a plan in advance of data
collection and analysis for our research project. Research design stands for
advanced planning of the methods to be adopted for collecting the
relevant data and the techniques to be used in their analysis, keeping in
view the objective of the research and the availability of staff, time and
money. Preparation of the research design should be done with great
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bearing on the reliability of the results arrived at and as such constitutes
the firm foundation of the entire edifice to the research work.
Even then the need for a well thought out research design is not
realised by many persons. The importance which this problem deserves is
not given to it. As a result many researchers do not serve the purpose for
which they are undertaken. In fact, they may even give misleading
conclusions. Thoughtlessness in designing the research project may result
in rendering the research exercise futile. It is therefore, imperative that an
efficient and appropriate design must be prepared before starting
research operations. The design helps the researcher to organize his ideas
in a form whereby it will be possible for him to look for flaws and
inadequacies. Such a design can even be given to others for their
comments and critical evaluation. In the absence of such a course of
action, it will be difficult for the critic to province a comprehensive review
of the proposed study.
Components:
We can state the important components of a research design as
under:
(i)
It is a plan that specifies the sources and types of information
relevant to the research problem.
(ii)
It is a strategy specifying which approach will be used for gathering
and analysing the data.
(iii)
It also includes the time and cost budgets since most studies are
done under these two contains. In brief, research design must contain:
(a)
A clear statement of the research problem,
(b)
Procedures and techniques to be used for gathering information
(c)
The population to be studied, and
(d)
Method to be used in processing and analyzing data
128. What is Research Proposals? What are the components of Research
Proposals? Elucidate data collection methods.
Writing research proposals for all these research projects in a
systematic and an understandable manner having covered all the key
elements involved in the research process, indeed assume paramount
importance in promising success for research projects. A research proposal
needs to be written in such a manner that it should persuade and convince
the research expert committee mainly with regard to worthiness of the
research project, specific purpose, need of undertaking research in the
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chosen problem area in the present context, research plan, competence of
researcher, estimated budget for the proposed research and its
contribution to the specific branch of knowledge, etc. The success of a
research proposal not only depends on the quality of the proposed
problem for investigation but more importantly, it depends on the quality
of proposal writing.
Different Key Components of a Research Proposal:
Introduction to Research Problem
Introducing or providing a background to any chosen research
problem is considered to be the first and foremost essential requisite of
research proposal and its subsequent contents depends upon the level of
understanding of the research topic. Therefore, the chosen research
problem needs to be introduced in brief in terms of its origin, meaning,
purpose, relevance, developments and the present status. The very idea of
this component in the research proposal is to acquaint readers with the
research problem and its relevance. For example, for the research problem
entitled “ Urban Co‐operative Banks under Post Financial Sector Reforms
in India: Empirical Study of Emerging Issues and Implications”, it is
necessary to introduce the topic covering origin of co‐operation,
emergence of co‐operative movement at international, at national and at
regional level in case if the research topic is restricted to a particular
region, aims and objectives of co‐operatives, co‐operative values and
principles, urban credit co‐operative movement, urban co‐operative
movement, urban co‐operative banks and the present status of co‐
operative banks in India.
Significance/Relevance of Research Problem
Every research topic will be assessed in terms of its relevance to
the society in particular and to the economy in general and its success
depends upon how well a researcher justifies its importance. No doubt,
every research problem will have one or the other benefits to the society
but, it all depends on researcher’s skills that how he/she will convince
about it. In this context, the importance of cited example of Urban Co‐
operative banks, is illustrated in brief as under: The role and working of
Urban Co‐operative Banks, is illustrated in brief as under: The role and
working of Urban Co‐operative Banks based on universally accepted co‐
operative principles and values like self‐help and mutual help, concern for
community, close contact, local feel and involvement enjoying the
confidence of local people has been increasingly felt momentous in
meeting credit needs of the weaker section of the society. Furthermore,
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the importance of Urban Co‐operative Banks in financing a weaker section
of the society has been also recognized by the various committees and
working groups.
Need for the Study/Statement of Problem/Problem Focus
The research problem/topic which is proposed should have a
genuine need for investigation. For instance, high turnover of employees
of a reputed five‐star hotel affecting its business, an increasing trend of
farmers suicides in a particular region and a continuous decelerating sales
trend of a well known and popular automobile company affecting its sales
revenue, are regarded to be the real problems that are occurred and need
an immediate investigation as to why there is high labour turnover,
increasing number of farmers suicides and declining sales so that,
necessary measures can be timely initiated to overcome the prevailing
problems. As research projects involve an investment of time, efforts and
money and therefore, it is important to justify the necessity of the study
on the proposed topic. While defending the need for the study, a
researcher, first and foremost, has to emphasize the importance of the
proposed topic which is followed by the problems associated with the
topic and hence, there is a need for the study.
In the given example of Urban Co‐operative banks, “the need for
undertaking research can be highlighted as under.
Importance: The urban co‐operative banks in the country have
indeed, continued to play an extensive role in the process of socio‐
economic development and growth under the present global economic
environment. The co‐operative banks are a distinct form of institutions
and these cannot be matched with any other private and public sector
banks. Virtually, there are no substitutes to the co‐operative banks to
serve the masses and protect the interest of the weaker section of the
society from all kinds of exploitation. The co‐operative enterprises that are
promoted by the members and for the members, not having any vested
interest, keeping the profit as secondary motive, committing to the
welfare and well being of the members in particular and community at
large in general, play certainly pivotal role under the present decontrolled
economic environment.
Problems: Notwithstanding a significant role of the urban co‐
operative banks in the economy, there have been many apprehensions
and strong feelings expressed at various corners that the performance of
urban co‐operative banks in general is not satisfactory and they are not
financially viable. The liberalized reform policies in banking sector have
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posed several threats to the survival and growth of urban co‐operative
banks. Some of them to highlight are: removal of income tax exemption,
stoppage of paying interest on CRR reserves, stressing on Basel II capital
adequacy norm, credit risk, rising losses; poor quality of assets portfolio;
dual control; NPA norm; one time settlement; mergers and acquisitions;
corporate governance; poor customer services; computerization;
automatic conversion of credit societies into banks, etc.
Need: Keeping all the above factual and doubtful factors in view, a
detailed study on the performance of urban co‐operative banks in India
has assumed greater important. Hence, a researcher intends to undertake
as empirical study on various issues and their implications on the
performance of urban co‐operative banks. Findings of the study will be of
immense use to policy makers of the Urban Co‐operative Banks.
Literature Review
Literature review is another important component of research
proposal and it is concerned with the study of earlier research that was
carried out in the fields similar to the proposed research topic. This
literature review will provide a researcher better insights into the research
work that was undertaken in the field of proposed research problem. With
this literature review, a researcher will understand research gaps in terms
of areas which appeared to be relevant and should have been studied but
not studied; variables/parameters should have been given emphasis but
not have been given; particular data should have been used but not used;
particular analytical tool should have been employed to analyze and
understand the issues in question but not have been employed, etc. A
researcher can very well bring these research gaps in his/her proposed
research with regard to selection of research topic, setting up of research
objectives, formulation of hypothesis, developing research plan, etc. And
thereby justify the need and relevance of the proposed research problem
for investigation.
Objectives of the Study
Setting relevant and appropriate research objectives require a
researcher to identify and develop a research problem with due attention
to the availability of sufficient data, time and the socio‐economic
significance to the research problem. Researcher’s individual experience,
an interaction with others, thorough and analytical review of earlier
research studies would certainly provide a base for choosing the right
research topic is identified then, possible research issues/questions
relating to the research problem have to be raised and the same may be
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transformed into specific research objectives. These objectives will give a
better direction to the research study.
In the given example of Urban Co‐operative Banks, the research
questions like how do urban co‐operative banks perform? Why do they go
for mergers and acquisitions? What forces affect their performance? Have
reforms in banking sector affected their financial performance, etc. Are to
be raised and the same may be transformed into following research
objectives for the study:
•
To analyze and understand various issues and implications through
reports of different committees, survey reports and select PhD
thesis on Urban Co‐operative Banks.
•
To analyze and understand issues and implications through analysis
of financial statements of select Urban Co‐operative Banks.
•
To study issues and implications through an opinion survey of
select respondents.
Hypotheses for the Study
Hypotheses are the tentative assumptions relating to the chosen
research problem and these are developed in the light of the research
objectives. These statements do not have any base or data support as they
are developed on the basis of experience/previous literature and
therefore, they need to be researched so as to prove as true/false. For
instance, an increase in customer care leads to an increase in customer
satisfaction or young bank customers prefer more e‐bank products to
traditional bank products. Normally, these hypotheses are presented in
affirmative statements. Developing research hypotheses is felt very
essential as these will give a direction to the research study and in view of
the hypotheses, a researcher can plan his/her research study effectively
and collect suitable data for the same. In the given example, the following
hypotheses are formulated:
•
Committees and survey reports emphasized on various problems
and their implications on the performance of urban co‐operative banks.
•
Poor financial performance of urban co‐operative banks.
•
Lack of professionalism in decision making and management
practices.
•
Poor understanding about the basic objectives and values of co‐
operatives.
Research Design and Methodology
Research design is a comprehensive plan of research work and
sequence of operations with regard to the proposed research problem like
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data collection, organization selection, respondents’ selection, duration of
study, defining the scope of study, fixing study location, identifying
parameters, cost estimation, data analysis, presentation of findings etc.
that a researcher intends to carry out to accomplish research objectives.
The methodology on the other hand, is concerned with identifying and
selecting suitable, appropriate and logically justifiable research methods
and techniques like data collection method whether observation method
or survey method; data collection instrument whether open‐ended or
closed‐ended questionnaire; respondents contact method whether
telephone or mail interview; sampling unit whether bank customers or air‐
travellers or Self Help Group members; Sample size whether 200 or 250;
sampling tool whether stratified, random or multi‐stage sampling; data
analytical tool whether ration analysis or growth rate analysis, multiple
regression analysis or simple statistical averages, etc. more importantly,
research methodology emphasizes on reason/logic behind selecting each
method/technique for carrying out the proposed research. Therefore, a
methodologically designed research is regarded to be a scientific research.
Description/Location of the Study Area
Location/description of the study area to which the proposed
research problem is concerned, needs to be clearly indicated in the
research proposal. This is one of the essential ingredients of a good
research proposal. The funding agency to which the proposal is to be
submitted, will understand the location of the study which is chosen by a
researcher. In the given example, the study area is proposed to confine to
the urban co‐operative banks operating in the major states viz.
Maharashtra, Gujarat, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. These
five states together have accounted for more than 80 percent of the total
urban co‐operative banks operating in the country. Selection of the study
area confined to five states is justified methodologically as 80 percent of
the urban co‐operative banks are located in these five states.
Duration of the Study
The research proposal should state the time duration for
completion of the proposed research project should be completed.
Without a fixed deadline, the project may not be completed on time and
the possibility of leaving the project half completed cannot be ruled out. A
time schedule is a must for every activity and research project is no
exception to this. Duration of the time like one year/two year or more may
be decided on the basis of the amount of work and type of tasks to be
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undertaken for the completion of the project and accordingly, duration of
the study should be specified in the proposal.
Scope of the Study
Defining the scope of the proposed study in the research proposal
is always desirable and it gives a clear idea about the coverage of the
study. For instance, in case of performance evaluation of the
manufacturing company, it is necessary to define the scope whether a
researcher intends to study the cost performance/financial
performance/sales performance or the performance evaluation of all the
operations. In the given example, the scope of the study is proposed to be
extended only to the urban co‐operative banks including Manila co‐
operative banks. The study will not include scheduled urban co‐operative
banks, state and district central co‐operative banks.
Data Source
Accomplishment of research objectives depends upon the
availability of data. An adequate, reliable and timely availability of data
relating to the chosen research problem is another important factor which
needs to be given adequate attention. A researcher has to cite the type of
data required and their sources in the research proposal. Many times,
insufficient and unsuitable data will lessen the usefulness of research
findings. Therefore, proper and reliable data assumes greater importance
in bringing more meaningful research findings.
In the given example, the proposed study will be based on both
primary and secondary data. The necessary secondary data relating to
physical and financial parameters of urban co‐operative banks operating in
the five states for a period of 16 years (1991‐92 to 2006‐07) are to be
collected from the offices of the Registrar of Co‐operative Societies of the
respective states. Besides, data can also be collected from the respective
state Federations for Urban Co‐operative banks and Credit Societies, RBI
Bulletin, reports of NABARD and other published sources. The primary
data pertaining to different issues and implications that affect the working
and performance of urban cooperative banks, is to be elicited through a
primary survey of select respondents viz. Policy makers, o‐operatives, Bank
Directors, Bank Officials and Customers.
Selection of respondent
Selection of (Company/respondents/both) is another important
aspect of the research process and a researcher has to mention. In the
research proposal about choosing of an organization in case if the
proposed research problem relates to organizations or choosing of
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respondents. If the proposed research problem seeks primary information
from select respondents. In the given example, it is planned to focus on
the banks operating in the five states as mentioned earlier. Further, it is
proposed to pick up two banks from each state on the basis of highest
volume of business and the highest number of branches. So mat the
number of banks proposed to be studied are 10 banks.
Selection of Quantitative Parameters
In order to achieve set research objectives of any research
problem, it is necessary to identify appropriate parameters with which the
objectives can be achieved. Parameters may be qualitative or quantitative
or both as the case may be. In the given research problem, to achieve lie
set objectives, the variables like number of branches, membership, size of
deposits, size of advances, interest spread, cost of deposits, non‐
performing assets, risk assets, credit to deposits, non‐performing assets,
risk assets, credit to deposit ratio, non‐interest income, NPA provisions,
etc, are proposed to be included for the study.
Selection of Qualitative Parameters
Towards achieving research objectives of any research project,
suitable qualitative parameters may also be employed. In the proposed
research problem, in order to understand issues and implications relating
to urban co‐operative banks, opinions from select respondents relating to
variables like removal of income tax exemption, customer services, open
competition, application of NPA norms, capital adequacy norm,
provisioning for NPA, dual control, loan sanctioning procedures, mergers
and acquisitions, competition, e‐banking, automatic conversion of urban
credit societies into banks, product diversification, and so on are proposed
to be included in the questionnaire.
Selection of Respondents
In case if the research problem seeks information from select
respondents to study the set objectives then, selecting right respondents
to collect required primary information from them, is an another step in
the research process and the same is to be indicated in the research
proposal. For instance, if the research problem aims to address problems
and prospects of Air travellers, the right sampling unit will be the actual Air
travellers. Similarly, if the research project intends to study customers
satisfaction of ICICI Bank with regard to e‐bank products, then, e‐bank
products user customers, of ICICI Bank is the right sampling unit.
In the given example, in order to understand various
issues/problems and their implications, the people who have been closely
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associated with the working and operations of the urban co‐operative
banks in particular and the people who have been working actively in the
co‐operative field in general are taken as the right and appropriate
sampling unit for the proposed sampling unit for the proposed study. In
order to select respondents, a stratified sampling method is proposed to
be employed and accordingly, at the first stage, the respondents are
grouped into Policy makers, Co‐operators, Directors, Bank Officials and
bank Customers. And at the second stage, 25 policy makers (5 policy
makers from each statex5 states); 25 co‐operators (5 co‐operators from
each statex5 states); 50 directors (5 directorsx10 banks); 50 bank officials
(5 bank officials x10 banks) and 200 bank customers (20 customersx10
banks), are proposed to be selected randomly. Altogether, the sample size
will be 350 respondents.
Data Collection Instrument
In order to study the objectives of the chosen research problem; a
researcher has to collect either primary or secondary data as the case may
be. Secondary data can be gathered from published sources like research
journals, survey reports, and annual reports of the chosen organization,
newspapers, bulletins, magazines and periodicals. In case if the research
problem needs primary data from respondents then, a researcher has to
mention in the research proposal, the type of data collection instrument
like questionnaire (open‐ended, close‐ended, five point scale, ten point
scale) is proposed should logically be acceptable one. In the proposed
research problem, in order to collect information from select respondents,
it is planned to divide questionnaire into three parts. The first part will
contain variables which address various issues mat influence the working
and performance of urban co‐operative banks. Part II will include variables
that bring out possible implications of present and future on the
performance of urban co‐operative banks. Part III will include variables
which can seek respondents’ views with regard to “Are urban co‐operative
banks really working in light of the basic objectives of co‐operatives”.
Questionnaire will contain both close and openness.
Respondents Contact Method
It is equally important to mention respondents contact method
that is proposed to be employed to gather information from respondents.
There are different contact methods like mail questionnaire, telephone
interview, personal interview, e‐mail and online etc. What is more
important in research is that employing the right contact method to the
right respondents. For instance, if a researcher desires to study the rural
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consumers’ behaviour pattern in response to fast moving consumer goods,
the right contact method would be personal interview method rather than
telephone and mail questionnaire methods. In the given example,
telephone, e‐mail and postal methods are proposed to be employed as the
sampling unit is comprised of educated and knowledgeable respondents.
Data Analysis Tool
Collected data needs to be analysed and interpreted with the help
of appropriate analytical tools so as to understand and appreciate the
research problem. Mere absolute data/collected opinions of respondents
will not provide any concrete base to make any inferences with regard to
the chosen research problem, unless and until these data are transformed
into certain values/trends/percentages or studied one variable in relation
with another variable and so on. Towards this end, analytical tools like
growth rate analysis, correlation analysis, regression analysis, cluster
analysis, index number and many others are employed. In the given
example, ratio analysis, cluster analysis, index number and many others
are employed. In the given example, ratio analysis, growth rate analysis,
Altman’s Zscore model and other appropriate analytical devices suiting to
data are proposed to be employed.
Conceptual Framework
Conceptual framework is nothing but providing a clear meaning to
different terms and concepts that are used relating to the undertaken
research problem. For this purpose, it is necessary to have an in‐depth
understanding about the chosen research problem. A clearly defined
terms and concepts will hardly leave any room for confusions and doubts
in terms of understanding the research problem as well as research
findings. In the given example, it is necessary to define clearly the
concepts like Basel‐II capital adequacy norm, non‐performing assets, one
time settlement, dual control, corporate governance, e‐banking, policy
makers, and co‐operators and so on.
Implication of the Study
Every Research Project is expressed to bring some useful research
findings which will be of immense use in the interest of the community’s
welfare and well being. For instance, a study on student’s difficulties and
drop outs in school education will certainly bring forward (actual causes
responsible for student drop outs and will serve as a base for appropriate
policy formulation to address problems of student drop outs in school
education.
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Similarly, in the given example, the investigator is expected to
reveal the real problems which are faced by the urban co‐operative banks
and their effects on the banks’ performance. Based on the findings,
necessary policy initiatives can be brought in the operational areas of the
banks in particular and at the apex government bodies in general, so as to
bring a turnaround in the performance of the Urban Co‐operative Banks.
Therefore, a researcher has to state the important contributions of the
proposed research work in influencing a result oriented policy formulation.
Year‐wise Plan of Research Work
Research work pertaining to any chosen research problem
normally involves various tasks viz. Literature survey and its review to
know research gaps, collection of secondary data, identifying parameters
and designing questionnaire, conduct of pilot survey, finalization of
questionnaire, conduct of field survey, classification and tabulation of
collected data, analysis and interpretation of data, report writing, typing
and binding and finally submission of project report to the concerned
authority. If these things are not properly planned, it may run beyond the
permitted time and the research investigator will face the problem of non‐
compliance with the terms and conditions of the funding agency.
Therefore, it is necessary for a researcher to devise a detailed year‐wise
time bound project execution plan and the same may be included in the
research proposal.
Financial Assistance Required
Cost estimation of the research project and its inclusion in the
research proposal is another important component. Every research project
right from its commencement till its completion involves different heads of
expenses. The different items of expenses need to be incurred are: TA/DA
to research investigator and research assistants to visit different libraries
and research institutes for literature survey relating to the chosen
research topic, conducting field survey, purchase of books and statistical
reports of various organizations, purchase of equipments, cyclostyling and
photocopying, stationery, telephone and postage charges, printing and
binding of research report and other contingencies. These costs are need
to be estimated as accurately as possible as funding agencies will consider
this as one of the important key factor among others. The research
proposals involving economic costs will be appreciated and therefore, a
researcher has to make more economical and accurate cost estimation for
his/her proposed research topic.
Competence of Researcher
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Funding agencies while assessing the worthiness and relevance of
research problem in the socio‐economic context, consider equally the
background of the researcher in terms of his/her qualification,
designation, affiliation, research experience, publications, previous
experience of carrying similar research projects, area of specialization and
more importantly, justifiable reason behind inclination towards the
present chosen behind inclination towards the present chosen research
problem. Therefore, a researcher has to provide his/her brief curriculum
vitae emphasizing on the above in the research proposal.
Conclusions
Teaching and research are the two important prime objectives of
every academic institution. The apex bodies in the field of education have
been constantly making efforts to encourage academicians in the colleges
and in the postgraduate departments of universities to undertake more
and more research projects on various problems of socio‐economic
significance. Towards this end, the key components of effective research
proposal that are explained with the help of model research proposal will
immensely benefit researchers and academicians in terms of
understanding clearly as how to develop a promising research proposal.
129. Discuss the meaning of Action Research? What are the phases and
elements of Action Research?
Action research is concerned with a local problem and is conducted
in a local setting. The primary goal of action research is the solution of
given problem not contribution to science, whether the research is
conducted in one classroom or in many classrooms, the teacher is very
much a part of the process. It means the more research training the
teachers involved have had, the more likely it is that the research will
produce valid; if not generalizable, results. This basic meaning of action
research implies to make the teacher as a constant researcher and the
student with having researchable bent of mind in dealing with different
educational problems by adopting the methods/procedures of scientific
method. For this action research is called a ‘reflective practice’ of a
teacher as practitioner undertaken to enhance professional skills. This is
indeed an effective technique, which can enable a teacher to become
more effective leading one to self emancipation.
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So action research is a self‐reflective enquiry undertaken by the
teachers to improve the existing educational practices. It implies that in
education, action research has been employed for professional
development, curricular reforms, systematic planning and policy making.
Action research as a method of enquiry facilitates the process and comes
out with practical solutions to existing educational problems. It is an
attempt by the classroom teacher to focus on the problems that are
confronted by him in the existing educational situations. Conducting action
research may lead to finding practical solutions to complex problems. The
teacher can adopt action research individually or collaboratively.
Phases of Action Research
The idea of action research was developed by Kurt Lewin (1946)
who advocated four phases of action research viz. Planning, action,
observing and reflecting, which are discussed below in detail:
Planning
The teacher after discussing with the students on the problems
relating to fulfilment of their educational needs prepare a planning with
the help of students for fulfilling needs of various students in relation to
the problem. Accordingly a plan would have been formulated.
Acting
In this phase the teacher as researcher with the help of students as
the active participant does data collection of the problem and study of the
situation. He does this keeping in conformity with the definition of the
problem, operational definitions of the terms, delimitations of the
problem, survey of the related literature with auction hypotheses.
Observing
In this phase the teacher as the researcher by observing the
problem and getting its practical solution takes decisions properly as the
remedial measures for the problem with discussing the students.
Reflecting
When measures or strategies are taken on the basis of activities
undertaken by the teacher and students to solve the problem and that
become the practice of the teacher as practitioner or research worker is
called reflecting.
For making action research successful importance should be given
on its different elements which are given below.
Elements of Action Research
a.
Self enquiry
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Action research starts with self enquiry with ones’ existing
situation. It means when the teacher finds immediate solution of the
problem faced by him in the educational situation, he immediately starts
the process of self enquiry for getting solution of the problem.
b.
Stress on internalization and discussion
After making trials for the solution of the problem again and again
the teacher as researcher becomes able to define the problem in precise
terms. If possible he may discuss with his students in this regard. So this
element leads the teacher for conduction of classroom research.
Defining the Problems
The teacher defines the problems in operational terms.
Identification of the problem must be based on felt needs. The selected
problem must contribute to the improvement of the existing conditions.
The problem should be limited, specific and explained in clear cut terms
e.g. students in the classroom may be weak in participating the intellectual
discussion of the topic under teaching. The teacher should state clearly in
which area or aspect they are weak. They may be weak in conceptualizing
the importance of the topic with its major elements, become incapable to
apply their idea immediately on the topic under discussion, become fear
to have their active participation in the subject matter under discussion
because of having less confidence with them. Hence, the area in which
they are weak should be specified. In action research selecting and
defining the problem plays a vital role. The teacher can concentrate on the
problem if he can specify it. A problem can be stated in a statement or
question form. The selected problem must contribute to the improvement
of the existing conditions.
Diagnosing the Problems
It means searching for reasons for its existence. Diagnosing the
problem further leads to the remedial programme.
For giving a concrete shape to action research with all its phases
and elements, there is the need of selection of topics for action research.
The topics should be selected in such a manner that there will be
feasibility in case of educational situation as research situation, the
teacher as the researcher and reflective practitioner and the students as
reflective practitioner and the students as reflective participants. As it is
difficult for classroom teachers to spend money, time and resources in
formal aspects of research activities, the problems should be locally
specific and can be carried out easily by the teacher with all sorts of
support available in the educational institutions. For ensuring proper
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systematization and scientificity in studying any educational problem as
the subject of action research, an “Action Research Plan (ARP)” will be
followed in which all the steps in scientific method must be reflected.
These are:
(i)
Felt educational need and situation
(ii)
Identification of the problem
(iii)
Definition and statement of the problem
(iv)
Formation of hypothesis
(v)
Operational definitions of the terms used in the problem
(vi)
Scope of the problem
(vii) Tools used in the problem
(viii) Sample of the problem
(ix)
Analysis and interpretation of the problem
(x)
Generalization
(xi)
Conclusion
Conclusion
It can be concluded that although Action Research is not the only
major concern of the quality issue entitling “Provisions of facilities to
Promote Research and Development Work” but seems to be the major
concern when it is directly hitting the area of Action Research.”
Hence, being contextual in our appraoach we can say that it is the
Action Research which facilitates the teachers as well as the students to
determine the cause‐effect relationship of any educational activity which
they have taken as problem. And in this situation both the teachers and
students obtain experiences by ensuring their active participation by doing
educational work on the concerned problem. Creation of this learning
situation enables both teachers and students to act as reflective
participants respectively in the educational situation. No doubt, this
educational situation will definitely bring quality in higher education by
undertaking action research. Because by this situation the teacher will be
motivated for attending seminars, symposia, workshops and conferences,
attend training programmes, training new things related to both content
and methodology, for their professional development. And the students
will be facilitated and motivated to have their concentrative attention and
effort for learning through their active participation in educational
situation. Besides this, they will be able to develop healthy reading habits
by retaining their attitude intact. This is not only the major concern of
action research, rather the need of the day in the ongoing teaching
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learning context, where the student is accepted as the “constructor of
knowledge” and the teacher as guides, mentors and advisors.
130. Discuss about N‐LIST Programme.
Genesis
First meeting of selected representatives of the two consortia was
convened by Shri N.K.Sinha, Joint Secretary, MHRD and Mission Director,
NME‐ICT on August 7, 2008. In this meeting briefly discussed on: (a) The
National Mission on Education through ICT (b) Opportunity of extending
the access to e‐resources to all colleges (c) Cross‐subscription to e‐
resources amongst technical institutions and universities.
Second meeting of selected representatives of two consortia was
convened by Shri R.P.Agarwal, Secretary, MHRD on August 14, 2008. In
this meeting briefly discussed on: (a) Requirement for cross‐subscription
to e‐resources subscribed by the two consortia (b) Need for evolving a
mechanism to provide online access to e‐resources to colleges.
First joint meeting of the National Steering Committees of the two
consortia was convened by Dr.Jagdish Arora, Director, INFLIBNET Centre
on September 5, 2008 at IIT Delhi. In this meeting decided to constitute
the following four sub‐committees for finalizing the Action Plan for cross‐
subscription to e‐resources subscribed by the two consortia for their
respective members and for extending access to e‐resources to colleges in
a most cost‐effective manner: (a) Committee on finalisation of project
report to be submitted to the MHRD (b) Committee on evolving criteria for
selection of resource centres (c) Committee on selection of e‐resources for
cross‐subscription and for colleges and (d) Technical Committee to
examine feasibility of proposal on setting‐up of the National Library and
Information Structure.
Based on the recommendations of sub‐committee and discussions
and deliberations held in the meeting (December 5, 2008) of Joint NSCs,
proposal for the N‐LIST was proposed jointly by the two consortia to the
MHRD for funding under its “National Mission on Education through ICT.”
Establishment
Shri Kapil Sibal, Union Human Resource and Development Minister,
Govt. of India launched N‐LIST Project on May 4, 2010 at Shastri Bhawan,
New Delhi. This project jointly executed by the UGC‐INFONET Digital
Library Consortium, INFLINET Centre and INDEST‐AICTE, IIT Delhi for (i)
Cross‐subscription to e‐resources subscribed by the two consortia, i.e.
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subscription to INDEST‐AICTE resources for universities and UGC‐INFONET
resources for technical institutions and (ii) Access to selected e‐resources
to govt/govt‐aided colleges. This project provides access to more than
2100 e‐journals and 51000 e‐books to students, researchers, and faculty
members from colleges (covered under section 12B of UGC Act) and other
beneficiary institutions (“INFLIBNET”).
Vision and Mission
Vision and Mission of this programme are (“N‐LIST”): (a) Access to
scholarly information for all education institutions (b) Bridging digital
divide and moving towards an information‐rich society (c) Provide access
to subscription‐based scholarly information (e‐books and e‐journals) to all
educational institutions (d) Provide access to scholarly content available in
open access through subject portals and subject gateways (e) Host
scholarly content generate indigeneously in digital format in open digital
repositories.
Jury Choice Award e‐INDIA 2010
The INFLIBNET Centre was awarded “Jury Choice Award e‐INDIA
2010” in the category “ Digital Learning: ICT Enabled University/Higher
Education Institute of the Year” for the year 2010 for the project entitled
“National Library and Information Services Infrastructure for Scholarly
Content” (“INFLIBNET”)
Current Status
As on August 28, 2010, a total number of 1340 colleges have
registered themselves with this programme including 826 govt./govt.‐
aided colleges covered under 12B/2F Act of the UGC. Remaining colleges
are the part of its Associate Membership Programme State wise list of
total number of registrations (1340) are mentioned below (“N‐LIST”)
Sl.
No.
1

State

Registered

Access Enabled

2

1

2
3

Anandaman and Nicobar
islands
Andhra Pradesh
Arunachal Pradesh

58
4

44
2

4
5
6
7

Assam
Bihar
Chandigarh
Chattisgarh

42
2
9
41

39
1
6
21
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8
9
10

Daman and Diu
Delhi
Goa

1
24
14

0
23
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Gujarat
Haryana
Himachal Pradesh
Jammu and Kashmir
Jharkhand
Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Manipur
Meghalaya
Mizoram
Nagaland
Orissa
Pondicherry
Panjab
Rajasthan
Sikkim
Tamil Nadu
Uttar Pradesh
Uttarakhand
West Bengal

195
10
65
7
3
219
131
19
184
2
17
5
2
29
22
34
21
1
84
26
1
66

70
4
31
6
3
125
61
11
142
2
12
5
1
24
3
20
9
0
68
17
1
57

Table 1: Statewise current status of N‐LIST registration and access
Associate Membership Programme
This programme is open to all colleges that are not covered under
12B/2F Act of UGC for packages of e‐resources. The N‐LIST Associates
would be required to sign an agreement with the INFLIBNET Centre to
ensure fair usage of resources (”N‐LIST”).
Components
Four distinct components of this programme are (“N‐LIST”): (a) To
subscribe and provide access to selected UGC‐INFONET e‐resources to
technical institutions (IITs, IISc, IISERs and NITs) and monitor its usage (b)
To subscribe and provide access to selected INDEST e‐resources to
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selected universities and monitor its usage (c) To subscribe and provide
access to selected e‐resources to 6000 govt./govt.‐aided colleges and
monitor its usage (d) To act as a Monitoring Agency for colleges and
evaluate, promote, impart training and monitor all activities involved in
the process of providing effective and efficient access to e‐resources to
colleges.
The INDEST‐AICTE Consortium and the UGC‐INFONET Consortium
Digital Library Consortium are jointly responsible for activity listed at (a)
and (b) above. The UGC‐INFONET Digital Library Consortium, INFLIBNET
Centre, Ahemedabad is responsible for activities listed at (c) and (d) above.
This centre is also responsible for developing and deploying appropriate
software tools and techniques for authenticating authorized users.
Governance
The INFLIBNET Centre acts as Monitoring Agency for
implementation, monitoring and execution of the entire programme.
Besides, National Steering Committees, a joint Negotiation Committee,
with representations from both the Consortia, is constituted for
negotiating rates of subscription to e‐resources with publishers. Major
functions and responsibilities of INFLIBNET Centre are (“N‐LIST”): (a)
Establish proxy servers and associated authentication mechanism for
colleges to enable them to access e‐resources directly from publisher’s site
(b) Provide full text access to electronic resources subscribed for
educational institutions through proxy servers after establishing
authenticity of users (c) Identify gaps in resources and infrastructure and
make attempts to fill in those gaps so as to deliver effective services (d)
Generate alerting services from subscribes e‐resources deploying
technological tools for content delivery such as RSS feed, Atoms, Blogs,
etc. (e) Set up computer laboratories consisting of 10‐20 Internet‐enabled
PCs to facilitate walk‐in‐users to access subscribed e‐resources (f) Impart
awareness and training programmes for colleges and institutions (g)
Collect and analyse usage statistics of e‐resources and find trends of usage
in different subject disciplines.
Beneficiary Institutions
The following four sets of institutions are benefiting from this
programme: (a) Universities covered under phase I of the UGC‐INFONET
Digital Library Consortium can now access Web of Science (b) IITs, IISc,
IISERs and NITs (i.e. core members of the INDEST‐AICTE Consortium) can
now access selected e‐resources namely Annual Reviews, Project Muse
and Nature (c) 6,000 govt./govt.‐aided colleges covered under 12B Act of
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the UGC can now access selected electronic resources including electronic
journals, electronic books and bibliographic databases. These resources
include more than 2,100 e‐journals and 51,000 e‐books (d) Colleges, not
covered under the 12B Act of the UGC, can benefit from the N‐LIST
Programme by joining the programme as its Associate. These colleges are
required to pay a fixed amount towards subscription to e‐resources and
annual membership fee.
E‐Resources
The programme covers all the disciplines viz. Pure sciences, social
sciences and humanities including linguistic and languages. However e‐
resources in engineering, agriculture and medicine are not covered under
this programme. E‐resources subscribed under this programme can
broadly be divided into the following categories (“N‐LIST”):
•
E‐Journals (Full Text):
American Institute of Physics (18 titles)
American Physical Society (10 titles)
Annual reviews (33 titles)
Cambridge University Press (224 titles)
Economic and Political Weekly (1 title)
Indian Journals (150 titles)
Institute of Physics (46 titles)
Oxford University Press (206 titles)
Royal Society of Chemistry (29 titles)
H.W.Wilson (1420 titles)
•
E‐books
E‐brary (45000+ titles)
Oxford Scholarship (902 titles)
Net Library (936 titles)
MyLibrary‐McGraw Hill (1308 titles)
•
Bibliographic Database
MathSciNet
•
E‐resources for Universities
Web of Science
•
E‐resources for Technical Institutions (IITs, IISc, IISERs and NITs)
Annual Reviews
Project Muse
Nature
Accessing E‐resources
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Faculty, staff, students and researchers from colleges covered
under the 12B/2F Act of the UGC are eligible to access e‐resources through
this programme. The steps given below in order to access e‐resources
through this programme (N‐LIST):
Registration: Visit the N‐LIST Website, register online or download
registration from to register offline. Send list of authorized users including
faculty, staff, researchers and students along with associated data in
prescribed format. A copy of 12B/2F certificate issued by the UGC is
enclosed with it. Colleges, not covered under the 12B/2F Act of the UGC,
can join its Associate Membership Programme.
Obtain Log‐in ID and Passwords
Once registered, obtain Log‐in ID and passwords for all authorized
users as per the list submitted. Visit N‐LIST Website: Log on to
http://nlist.inflibnet.ac.in. Enter your username and password in text entry
box to login.
Access E‐resources
Once logged‐in successfully, list of e‐resources subscribed under
this programme is displayed. Click on the desired e‐resource to access its
full‐text on publisher’s website.
131. Discuss about Drupal.
From library perspective Drupal (http://www.drupal.org/) is
probably the most frequently discussed open source content management
system now a days. Developed by Dries Buytaert beginning in 1998, the
Drupal “community” numbered more than 350,000 ten years later, and
the software has been downloaded millions of times. Commercial users of
Drupal include newspapers (http://www.news‐record.com/) and large
corporate sites (http://warnerbrothersrecords.com/). Drupal has also
penetrated the library market. In a 2008 issue of Library Technology
Reports devoted to Drupal, the authors stated they had selected the
package for numerous projects because of its Web 2.0 support, but also
found that it worked well for both internal/intranet and public functions.
Farkas praises its add‐on modules that integrate blogs, wikis, and other
tolls that previously had been handled by separate applications. There
have even been projects taking Drupal to a higher level, including attempts
to integrate library catalog systems into the CMS; one such project
involved Millenium OPAC, a commercial product, and another
incorporated the open source SOPAC. There is a Drupal user group
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dedicated to library users (http://groups.drupal.org/libraries) and a listserv
for library users, hosted at the University of Illinois at Chicago
(http://listserv.uic.edu/archives/drupal4lib.html). Numerous libraries use
Drupal, including the New York Public Library (http://nypl.org/), Florida
State University (http://www.lib.fsu.edu/), and the Stowe Free Library in
Vermont (http://stowelibrary.org/). The latter also uses the open source
Koha LMS. A list of additional libraries using Drupal can be found at
http://groups.drupal.org/libraries.
General concepts in drupal
The topic discusses some general concepts that will be useful as
you begin to explore Drupal.
Module
A module is software (code) that extends Drupal features and/or
functionality. Core modules are those included with the main download of
Drupal, and you can turn on their functionality without installing additional
software. Contributed modules are downloaded from the modules
download section of drupal.org and installed within your Drupal
installation.
User, permission, role
Every visitor to your site, where they have an account and log in or
visit the site anonymously is considered a user to Drupal. Each user has a
numeric user ID, and non‐anonymous users also have a user name and an
email address.
Users other than anonymous users on your site can be assigned
permissions via roles. To do this, you first need to create a role, which you
might call “Content editor” or “Member”. Next, you will assign permissions
to that role, to tell Drupal what that role can and can’t do on the site.
Finally, you will grant certain users on your site your new role, which will
mean that when those users are logged in, Drupal will let them do the
actions you gave that role permission to do.
Node
A node in Drupal is the generic term for a piece of content on your
web site. For examples page, forum, storey, blog entry, comment etc. Each
node on the site has a Content type. It also has a Node ID, a Title, a
creation date, an author (a user on the site), a Body (which may be
ignored/omitted for some content types), and some other properties. By
using modules such as the contributed Content Construction Kit (CCK)
module, the core taxonomy module, and the contributed Location
module, you can add fields and other properties to your nodes.
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Taxonomy
Drupal has a system for classifying content, which is known as
taxonomy and implemented in the core Taxonomy module. You can define
your own vocabularies (groups of taxonomy terms), and add terms to each
vocabulary. Vocabularies can be flat or hierarchical, can allow single or
multiple selections, and can also be ‘free tagging’ (meaning that when
creating or editing content, you can add new terms on the fly). Each
vocabulary can then be attached to one or more content types, and in this
way, nodes on your site can be grouped into categories, tagged, or
classified in any way you choose.
Database
Drupal stores information in a database; each type of information
has its own database table. Comments and Users also have their own
database tables, and roles, permissions, and other settings are also stored
in database tables.
Path
When you visit a URL within your Drupal site, the part of the URL
after your base site address is known as the path. When you visit a path in
your Drupal site, Drupal figures out what information should be sent to
your browser, via one or more database queries. Generally, Drupal allows
each module you have enabled on your site to define paths that the
module will be responsible for, and when you choose to visit a particular
path, Drupal allows each module you have enabled on your site to define
paths that the module will be responsible for, and when you choose to
visit a particular path, Drupal asks the module what should be displayed on
the page.
Theme
The theme controls how your site is displayed, including the
graphic look, layout, and colours. A theme consists of one or more PHP
files that define the HTML output of your site’s pages, along with one or
more CSS files that define the layout, fonts, colours, and other styles.
132. Mention the Criteria for Library Management Software Selection.
Software Use
Library automation depends on the Library Management
Software and it’s peripheral hardwares.
1
Criteria for Software Selection
1.1
Administrative Details
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a)
b)

c)

Who are the developers
How long they are in the business and their experience in software
development
How comprehensive is the manual
Customer support/after sale service
Complete documentation and training at your site
Warranty period
Price for limited and unlimited records
Number of installation and feedback from the users
Terms and conditions. Whether payment will be made through
installments.
Standards
MARC
ISO
Z39.50
Operating System (OS)
Number of platform (OS) on which it is available – Solaris, Linux,
Unix, NT, Windows 2000
How many installations in India and on what platform
Modules
Check whether all the modules for library housekeeping operations
are available
Check whether there is any differential pricing policy i.e., limited
records and unlimited records, various platform and type of library.
Also any concession for multiple copies in case of branch libraries.
Some softwares available module by module
Whether different logins for different modules available

d)

Whether it supports Unicode

c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
1.2
a)
b)
c)
1.3
a)
b)
1.4
a)
b)

1.4.1 Acquisition Module
a)
Type of documents and necessary data entry worksheet
b)
Check whether worksheet accommodates all the data elements
and the required length for the fields
•
Authority files
•
Author
•
Publishers
•
Recommending Authority
•
Currency
•
Budget
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•
•
c)

Vendor
Keywords
Help keys and assistance for efficient data entry – cut & paste,
default value, spell check etc.
d)
Parameters for more flexibility
•
Letters/text
•
Grace period
•
Default values
•
Price, type of order, auto generation of numbers
•
Exchange rates
•
Data elements in the output
•
Print/save/display
e)
Editing and correction
•
Change of vendor, type, budget head, type etc.
•
Removal of records from a file, order
•
Change of currency, exchange rate, discount, accession number
etc.
f)
Procedures
•
Initial approval process
•
Updating approval – approval and rejection
•
Ordering
•
Receiving
•
Invoicing and accessioning
•
Exchange rates
•
Budgeting
•
Expenditure analysis
g)
Enquiries and output
Titles in Acquisition
•
On Request
•
Sent for Approval
•
Approved
•
Rejected
•
Ordered
•
For Accessioning
•
Pending Orders
•
Overdue Orders
•
All Orders
•
Invoice Details
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•
Unpaid invoices
•
Routing status
On Vendor
•
Directory
•
Titles on Approval
•
Pending Tiles
•
Orders
•
Invoices
•
Titles by Budget Head
•
Expenditure Analysis
•
Accession Register
•
Titles by Subject
1.4.2 Cataloguing Module
(a)
Maintenance
•
Update Title – Authority File
•
Remove Title
•
Subject Updates
•
Titles by Accession Number
•
Change Accession Number
•
Change type of Document
•
Authority Files
•
Thesaurus – Authority Files
•
Multimedia
•
Export and import
•
Global Modifications
•
Stock Verification
(b)
Searches
•
Author
•
Title
•
Series
•
Subject
•
Publishers
•
Classified
•
Boolean
•
KWIC
•
Web Interface – Real time status
•
Library map and Locations
(c)
Output
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•
•
•
•
•
•
1.4.3
(a)
(b)
loan
(c)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
(d)
•
(e)
•
•
•
•
•
(f)
•
•
•
(g)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Output of all the above mentioned searches
File creation, addition and deletion of records
Exporting records of the search
Sort and print selected fields
Printing of catalogue cards (If necessary)
Accession List
Circulation Module
Member registration/Directory parameters
Eligibility for various categories of users including inter‐library
Basic functions
Check in
All documents including loose issues of
journals
Check out
Reservation
Renewal
Recall/reminder
Penalty
Binding
Enquiries
Status – issue, shelf, reserve, lost, binding
Statistics
Issues during hour
Issue during a particular day or period
On Member borrowings
On subjects
Fast moving and slow moving titles
System parameters
Number of days
Holidays
(others same as Directory parameters)
Miscellaneous
Notices and text
Overdue notices
Recall notices
Checkout slip/gate pass
Collect notices
Registration form
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•
•
•
1.4.4

No due certificate
Barcoding
Book labels
Indexing Module
Major functions of a database such as add, modify, delete,
print and sort.
1.4.5 Serials Module
(a)
New serial
•
Ordering
•
Renewing
•
Recording
•
Reminder
•
Binding
•
Duplicate issues
•
Union Catalogue
(b)
Enquiries
•
Missing issues
•
Overdue
•
Sent for binding
(c)
Output
•
Same as book acquisition, plus binding list, holding list
•
Export and import of data
1.4.6 OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue) Module
a)
Search and printing (All databases)
b)
Recommendation, Reservation, Cancellation
c)
New additions
d)
Item status
e)
Web interface
133. Discuss about Web 2.0.
Web 2.0 Technology
The term “Web 2.0” was officially coined in 2004 by Dale
Dougherty and Tim O’Reilly in O’Reilly Media Inc. the company famous for
its technology‐related conferences and high quality books (Anderson,
2007; Wikipedia, 2007).
There is no single definition of Web 2.0. The term ‘Web 2.0’ was
coined by technology commentator Tim O’Reilly who tried to define it as
follows: “Web 2.0 is the network as platform, spanning all connected
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devices; Web 2.0 applications are those that make the most of the intrinsic
advantages of that platform: delivering software as a continually‐updated
service that gets better the more people use it, consuming and remixing
data from multiple sources, including individual users, while providing
their own data and services in a form that allows remixing by others,
creating network effects through an ‘architecture of participation’ and
going beyond the page metaphor of Web 1.0 to deliver rich user
experiences” (O’Reilly, 2005).
1
Features
Web 2.0 websites typically include some of the following
features/techniques that Andrew McAfee used the acronym SLATES to
refer to them (McAfee, 2006):
1.1
Search
The ease of finding information through keyword search which
makes the platform valuable.
1.2
Links
Guides to important pieces of information. The best pages are the
most frequently linked to.
1.3
Authoring
The ability to create constantly updating content over a platform
that is shifted from being the creation of a few to being the constantly
updated, interlinked work. In Wikis, the content is iterative in the sense
that the people undo and redo each other’s work. In blogs, content is
cumulative in that posts and comments of individuals are accumulated
over time.
1.4
Tags
Categorization of content by creating tags that are simple, one‐
word descriptions to facilitate searching and avoid rigid, pre‐made
categories.
1.5
Extensions
Automation of some of the work and pattern matching by using
algorithms e.g. amazon.com recommendations.
1.6
Signals
The use of RSS (Really Simple Syndication) technology to notify
users with any changes of the content by sending e‐mails to them.”
2
Characteristics
Web 2.0 is the a method by which data and services previously locked into
individual web pages for reading by the human beings can be liberated
and then reused. The important characteristics of web 2.0 are:
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•

allows data to be exposed, discovered and manipulated in a variety
of ways distinct from the purpose of the application originally used
to gain
•
permits the building of virtual applications, drawing data and
functionality from a number of different sources as appropriate
•
participative
•
work for the user
•
modular
•
about sharing: code, content, ideas
•
about communication and facilitating community
•
smart
•
built upon Trust
3
Benefits
Following are the benefits observed by implementing Web 2.0:
•
Faster time to market
•
Closer relationship with customers
•
Increased responsiveness
4
Web 2.0 Tools and Technologies
Web 2.0 tools are digital tools. Although allow users to create,
change and publish dynamic content of all kinds, Web 2.0 tools syndicate
and aggregate this content.
Some Web tools are the following:
4.1
Blogs
It is a powerful two‐way based tool. A blog is a website where
library users can enter their thoughts, ideas, suggestions, and comments.
Blogs entries known as blog posts are made in journal style and are usually
displayed in reverse chronological order; entries listed in specific
categories that can be searched; links to other sites of interest and places
for comments; and a monthly archive of previous entries.
Examples
Latvian Librarian Blogs
• h t t p : / / bi b l i o t e k a r i . b l o g s p o t . c
om/2007_09_01_archive.html
• http://www.b20.lv/2007/10/19/publiskotslatvijas‐biblioteku‐portals/
• http://bibliotekari.blogspot.com/
• All about Latvia
• http://www.allaboutlatvia.com/
4.2
Wikis
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A wiki is a webpage or set of WebPages that can be easily edited by
anyone who is allowed access. Wikipedia’s popular success has meant that
the concept of the wiki, as a collaborative tool that facilitates the
production of a group work, is widely understood. Wiki pages have an edit
button displayed on the screen and the user can click on this to access an
easy‐to‐use online editing tool to change or even delete the contents of
the page in question.
Examples
LIS Wiki: http://liswiki.org/wiki/Main_Pag0065
Library Wikis: http://librarywikis.pbwiki.com/
4.3
Really Simple Syndication (RSS)
RSS is a family of web feed format used for syndicating content
from blogs or web pages, RSS uses an XML that summarizes information
items and links to the information sources. It informs users of updates to
blogs or websites, which are interested by the users. Many web browsers
have built‐in‐feed readers or aggregators, and can easily add feeds to web
page.
Examples
Edmonton Public Library http://www.epl.ca/RSSFeeds/EPLRSSFeeds.cfm
Hennepin County Library http://www.hclib.org/pub/ search/RSS.cfm
4.4
Instant Messaging (IM)
IM is a form of realtime communication between two or more
people based on typed text, images etc. IM has become increasingly
popular due to its quick response time, its ease of use, and possibility of
multitasking. It is estimated that there are several millions of IM users,
using for various purposes viz: simple requests and responses, scheduling
face to face meetings, or just to check the availability of colleagues and
friends.
Examples
Saint
Joseph
Public
Library:
http://www.libraryforlife.org/asksjcpl/asksjcpl.html
Question
Point/
Ask
a
Librarian:
http://www.spl.org/default.asp?pageID=info_ask
4.5
Social Networking
Social networks are built upon a hypothesis that there exists a
determinable networking structure of how people know each other. A
social network thus can be formalized into a net structure comprising
nodes and edges. Nodes represent individuals or organizations. Edges
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connecting nodes are called ties, which represent the relationships
between the individuals and organizations.
Myspace and FaceBook are two popular social networking sites
launched during 2003 and 2004 respectively. Myspace allows
organizations to create their own profiles, pages and can be used by
libraries. But Facebook allows individual librarians to create profiles.
Examples
Bryant University Library: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Smithfield‐
RI/Bryant‐University‐Library/#/pages/Smithfield‐RI/Bryant‐University‐
Library/42442031994?ref=ts
BrooklynCollege Library: http://www.myspace.com/brooklyncollegelibrary
4.6
Podcasting
A podcast is a series of audio or video digital‐media files which is
distributed over the Internet by syndicated download, through Web feeds,
to portable media players and personal computers. Though the same
content may also be made available by direct download or streaming, a
podcast is distinguished from other digital‐media formats by its ability to
be syndicated, subscribed to, and downloaded automatically when new
content is added.
Examples
Worthington
Libraries:
http://www.worthingtonlibraries.org/programmes2go/
Denver Library: http://podcast.denverlibrary.org/
4.7
Tagging
A tag is a keyword that is added to a digital object (e.g. a website,
picture or video clip) to describe it, but not as part of a formal
classification system. The concept of tagging has been widened far beyond
website bookmarking, and services like Flickr (Photos), YouTube (video)
and Audio (podcasts) allow a variety of digital artifacts to be socially
tagged.
Examples
LibraryThingwww.librarything.com:
http://www.librarything.com/work/660415
University of Pennsylvania: http://tags.library.upenn.edu/
4.8
Mashups
A mashup is a Web application that combines data from more one
source into a single integrated tool. An example is the use of cartographic
data from Google Maps to add location information to real‐estate data,
thereby creating a new and distinct web service that was not originally
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provided by either source. Content used in mashups is typically obtained
from a third party source through a public interface or API (web services)
(Wikipedia, 2008). Mashups perhaps the single conceptual underpinning
to all the technologies discussed above. For example WikiBios is a site
where users create online biographies of one another, essentially blending
blogs with social networks. In some ways, many of the technologies
discussed above are mashups in their very nature (Maness, 2006).
4.9
Folksonomy
With World Wide Web (WWW) moving towards next generation,
known as Web 2.0, more and more applications are encouraging users not
only to consume content but also to generate content with ease. This is
resulting in generating enormous content on the web. Organizing content
on the web is still a challenge for everyone. Web 2.0 also brings a
mechanism called “Folksonomy”, which will help in organizing the content
by the users. Folksonomy allows users to tag or assign keywords to the
content generated from their perspective so that these tags can be used in
the future to retrieve them.
The jargon “Folksonomy” is a blend of two words “Folk” and
Taxonomy”. It stands for the conceptual tags assigned to the content by
the users. As per Vander Wal, Thomas (2005) who coined this word,
“Folksonomy is the result of personal free tagging of information and
objects (anything with a URL) for one’s own retrieval. The tagging is done
in a social environment (usually shared and open to others). Folksonomy is
created from the act of tagging by the person consuming the information.”
A system which allows for “folksonomy”, users are free to add tags
to a piece of content (picture, information, etc) from their perspective so
that they will find it easy to retrieve it later. Since, there are no predefined
categories; users are free to categorize their resources. This makes the
task of categorizing or tagging simple to the user.
134. Application of RFID Technology in Libraries.
1

Introduction

1.1

Technology Behind

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) is a method of remotely
storing and retrieving data using devices called RFID tags. An RFID tag is a
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small object, such as an adhesive sticker, that can be attached to or
incorporated into a product.
This technology is similar in theory to bar code identification. With
RFID, the electromagnetic or electrostatic coupling in the RF portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum is used to transmit signals. An RFID system
consists of an antenna and a transceiver, which read the radio frequency
and transfer the information to a processing device, and a transponder, or
tag, which is an integrated circuit containing the RF circuitry and
information to be transmitted.
RFID is also called dedicated short range communication (DSRC).
Unisys is a premier Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) solutions
provider.
1.2

RFID and Barcode: Difference

One of the key differences between RFID and bar code technology
is RFID eliminates the need for line‐of‐sight reading that bar coding
depends on. Also, RFID scanning can be done at greater distances than bar
code scanning. High frequency RFID systems (850 MHz to 950 MHz and 2.4
GHz to 2.5 GHz) offer transmission ranges of more than 90 feet, although
wavelengths in the 2.4 GHz range are absorbed by water (the human
body) and therefore has limitations.
Sl.No.
Barcode
1
Read only
2
Only one item read at a
time
3
It is a time consuming in
stock verification
4
Each book has to taken
out from their places
5
Needs direct contact to
reader
6
Limited life span due to
printing
7
Automated sorting of
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Sl.No.
1
2

5

RFID
It read and write
Multiple items can be read
at a time
It is time saver in stock
verification
There is no read of taking
books out from shelf
No direct contact to reader

6

Long life span

7

It is easily possible

3
4
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8
9
10
11

library material is not
Misplaced books have to
search manually
Theft prevent in the
libraryis not possible
Self check in/out counter
can not work
Tracking is not possible

8

Search misplaced books

9

Theft prevent in the library

10

Shelf check in/out

11

Tracking is possible

Table 1: Barcode and RFID difference
2

Components of RFID Technology and Application in Libraries

2.1

RFID tags
The prime component in RFID system is the RFID tag; each item is
initially filled with RFID tags. The tag uses an electronic radio transmitter
comprising of a micro‐chip, an antenna and a tiny battery fixed on thin –
plastic sheet. This plastic sheet can easily by attached to a variety of items
directly. The RFID tag has three sections: a lockable section for the item
identification, a rewritable section and security function for the item
antitheft i.e. which can be activated and deactivated. The chip also has a
multi read functions which means that several tags can be read at once.
On the basis of power supply RFID tags are of two types, (a) Passive
tags (they do not have their own power supply) (b) Active tags (they have
a power source).
On the basis of radio frequency RFID tags are four types, (a) Low
Frequency (125 to 134 KHz) RFID tags (b) High Frequency (13.56 MHz) RFID
tags (c) UHF RFID tags (868 to 956 MHz) (d) Microwave RFID tags (2.45
GHz)
The all‐in‐one RFID tag revolutionizes collection management. Tags
don’t need to be visible to be read, so books and other media can be
identified quickly. RFID tag has a small memory in which its unique
identification number is stored and it periodically sends out a radio signal
carrying and conveying unique identification number. It reduces the
repetitive tasks of librarians ad helps reduce long queues and waiting lines.
2.2 Smart Card
The term contactless smart Card refers to identification cards that
do not need to make contact with the readers to be read. This capability is
implemented using a tiny RFID in the card. By using such type of cards the
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check‐in and check‐out function becomes easy, accurate and convenient
to the research scholars/library readers. User identification can be easily
done through smart cards.
2.3
Readers or Sensors
A receiver device called as Reader detects the signal as soon it
enters into its radio‐range and decodes the number for interpretation;
Reader interrogates the tags and offers optimum reading performance
enabling instant data capture when passed alongside the items in a
continuance movement.
The information contained in the RFID tag is read by an RFID
reader. RFID reader can perform fast and accurate inventory checks and
also search documents as re‐shelving, weeding, on hold management.
2.4
RFID Antenna
An antenna is connected to the reader to help to process
identification of the items and activate/deactivate the tag antitheft
function simultaneously. Additional antenna can be added to increase the
number of item processed in case of larger transactions.
Item check‐in and check‐out can be carried out at the highest
speed and most effectively; the circulation desk can process 1 to 15
documents simultaneously. The circulation desk can also read RFID reader
cards. Library staff has more time to spend advising readers. Queuing time
is reduced for optimal customer satisfaction.
2.5
Security System
The security system benefits the latest design innovation to
manage RFID and antitheft functions into a single device. A security system
is composed of two pedestals; each pedestal is standalone and plugs and
play to the main power. New generation pedestals are based on a most
efficient mechanical design.
The security system allows to perform simultaneous relating into
the chip and activation and deactivation of the antitheft function. Security
systems are ultimately library collection gate keeper.
3
Optional Components
Optional RFID system includes the following three components.
3.1
RFID Label Printer
An RFID printer is used to print the labels with an individual
barcode, library logo etc. When the print is applied, it simultaneously
programmes the data in to the chip. After this process, the RFID label is
taken from the printer and applied to the book.
3.2
Handheld Reader
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The portable handheld reader or inventory wand can be moved
along the items on the shelves without touching them. The data goes to a
storage unit, which can be downloaded at a server (i.e. security system)
later on, or it can go to a unit, which will transmit it to the server using
wireless technology.
The inventory wand will cover three requirements:
(a)
Screen the complete book collection on the shelves for inventory
control;
(b)
Search for books, which are misshelved;
(c)
Search for individual book requested.
Other applications can be written for the inventory wand, since the
system utilizes a personal data terminal (PDT).
3.3
External Book Return
Libraries can offer a distinct service that is very useful for users,
such as the ability to return books when the library is closed. An external
book return is a machine with a slot with a chip RFID reader integrated
into the wall. It works the same way as the self checkout station. The user
identifies himself/herself (if required by the library), and then puts the
book(s) in to the slot. Upon completing the return, the user will receive a
receipt showing how many and which books were returned. Since they
have already been checked in, they can go directly back onto the shelves.
These units can also be used with sorter and conveyor systems.
4
Advantages of RFID in Libraries
The reliability of the system, its ease of operation, and the
flexibility of tagging all kinds of media easily, are important criteria in
choosing an RFID system. The main aim for today’s libraries in adopting
RFID is the need to increase efficiency and reduce cost. Automation and
self‐service can help libraries of all sizes achieve these aims, and RFID has
the added advantage that it can also provide security for the range of
different media offered in libraries. The technology can also improve
circulation and inventory control, which helps allocate human and
financial resource. This means that libraries can relieve their professional
employees of routine work and operational tasks.
4.1
Self‐charging/Discharging
The use of RFID reduces the amount of time required to perform
circulation operations. This technology helps librarians eliminate valuable
staff time spent scanning barcodes while checking out and checking in
borrowed items. For the users, RFID speeds up the borrowing and return
procedures. Library employees are released for more productive and
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interesting duties. Staff are relieved further when readers are installed in
book drops.
4.2
Reliability
The readers are highly reliable. Several vendors of RFID library
systems claim an almost 100 percent detection rate using RFID tags (Boss,
2004). Some RFID systems have an interface between the exit sensors and
the circulation software to identify the items moving out of the library.
Were a library user to leave the library and not be caught, the library
would at least know what had been stolen. If the user card also has an
RFID tag, the library will also be able to determine who removed the items
without properly charging them.
Other RFID systems encode the circulation status on the RFID tag.
This is done by designating a bit as the “theft” bit and turning it off at time
of charge and on at time of discharge. If the material has not been
properly charged is taken past the exit gate sensors, an immediate alarm is
triggered. Another option is to use both the “theft” bit and the online
interface to an integrated library system, the first to signal an immediate
alarm and the second to identify what has been taken out.
4.3
High‐Speed Inventorying
A unique advantage of RFID systems is their ability to scan books
on the shelves without tipping them out or removing them. A hand held
inventory reader can be moved rapidly across a shelf of books to read all
of the unique identification. Using wireless technology, it is possible not
only to update the inventory, but also to identify items, which are out of
proper order.
4.4
Automated Materials Handling
Another advantage of RFID technology is automated materials
handling. This includes conveyor and sorting systems that can move library
materials and sort them by category into separate bins or onto separate
carts. This significantly reduces the amount of staff time required to ready
materials for re‐shelving.
5
Disadvantages of RFID Systems
5.1
High Cost
The major disadvantage of RFID technology is its cost.
5.2
Accessibility to Compromise
It is possible to compromise an RFID system by wrapping the
protected material in two to three layers of ordinary household foil to
block the radio signal. It is also possible to compromise an RFID system by
placing two items against one another so that one tag overlays another.
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That may cancel out the signals. This requires knowledge of the
technology and careful alignment.
5.3
Removal of Exposed Tags
RFID tags are typically affixed to the inside back cover and are
exposed for removal. This means that there would be problems when
users become more familiar with the role of tags. In Indian libraries, it is a
major challenge to keep the tags intact.
5.4
Exit Gate Sensor (Reader) Problems
While the short‐range readers used for circulation charge and
discharge and inventorying appear to read the tags 100 percent of the
time, the performance of the exit gate sensors is more problematic. They
always don’t read tags at up to twice the distance of the other readers.
There is no library that has done a before and after inventory to determine
the loss rate when RFID is used for security.
5.5
User Privacy Concerns
Privacy concerns associated with item‐level tagging is another
significant barrier to library use of RFID tags. The problem with today’s
library RFID system is that the tags contain static information that can be
relatively easily read by unauthorized tag readers. This allows for privacy
issues described as “tracking” and “hotlisting”. Tracking refers to the
ability to track the movements of a book (or person carrying the book) by
“correlating multiple observations of the book’s bar code” or RFID tag.
Hotlisting refers to the process of building a database of books and their
associated tag numbers (the hotlist) and then using an unauthorized
reader to determine who is checking out items in the hotlist.
5.6
Reader Collision
The signal from one reader can interfere with the signal from
another where coverage overlaps. This is called reader collision. One way
to avoid the problem is to use a technique called time division multiple
access, or TDMA. In simple terms, the readers are instructed to read at
different times, rather than both trying to read at the same time. This
ensures that they don’t interfere with each other. But it means any RFID
tag in an area where two readers overlap will be read twice.
5.7
Tag Collision
Another problem is readers are reading a lot of chips in the same
field. Tag clash occurs when more than one chip reflects back a signal at
the same time, confusing the reader. Different vendors have developed
different systems for having the tags respond to the reader one at a time.
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Since they can be read in milliseconds, it appears that all the tags are being
read simultaneously.
5.8
Lack of Standard
The tags used by library RFID vendors are not compatible even
when they confirm to the same standards because the current standards
only seek electronic compatibility between tags and readers. The pattern
of encoding information and the software that processes the information
differs from vendor to vendor, therefore, a change from one vendor’s
system to the other would require retagging all items or modifying the
software.
135. Discuss about Change Management.
1

Changes in Library and Information Centre Management
Due to fast‐paced technological change and new skills
requirements information professionals are increasingly required to adopt
their skills and practice in order to gain an awareness of technological
advances. As a result, the profession itself exists in a state of flux alongside
these emerging technologies, with traditional roles being increasingly
subsumed by new skills and working environments, and, therefore, job
descriptions (Ashcroft, 2004).
Thus, information professionals are now expected to be aware of
and capable of using and demonstrating emerging ICTs (Nwakanma, 2003).
There is a need for additional training to augment the traditional skills
knowledge base with a competency in ICT use. Information professionals
must be flexible, and adopt traditional skills to incorporate the
requirements of technological advances (Biddiscombe, 2001; Sharp, 2001).
Given the current situation, wherein ICTs are being continuously updated
or introduced and traditional formats are being replaced or supplemented
by digital formats (such as e‐journals and e‐books), it seems likely that
there will continue to be a need for regular training for information
professionals.
There is also an increased focus on communication skills, with more
people involved in the electronic information environment. Information
professionals are being called upon to work closely with ICT users and
providers (including IT [Information Technology] staff) and to work in
collaboration with others in the profession (Wittwer, 2001). Some groups
of users lack the necessary IT skills to obtain quality information (Stubbings
and McNab, 2001) and information professionals will therefore be called
upon to act as both educators and intermediaries (Sharp, 2001). Given
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these circumstances, information professionals are required to have
increased teaching and communication skills.
Thus, it is vital for those in management positions to recognize the
imperative of continuing professional development (CPD) and ensure that
staff are proactive in maintaining up‐to‐date levels of expertise.
The significance of CPD in this climate has been acknowledged by
both the United Kingdom’s Chartered Institute of Library and Information
Professionals (CILIP) and the United States’ American Library Association
(ALA).
Active roles are necessary for change management to:
•
Establish the quality goals of the library;
•
Provide the resources to their library;
•
Provide the quality‐oriented training to the library staff;
•
Stimulate quality improvement in the library day to day activities;
•
Review progress of the library activities; and
•
Give recognition to library staff
With the change in environment the objectives need to be revised
to face the challenges of future. Over a period of time, due to the impact
of technological advances, research and development, economic, social
and political factors, the objectives also tend to change. To adopt these
changes, it is essential to state objectives and functions of information
system in changing context. For this purpose the following steps should be
followed.
1.1
Structure Related Changes
The structure related changes in libraries and information centres
may include:
•
Change in the work design;
•
Change in the basis of departmentalization;
•
Change in the number of operation levels to perform various
activities, routine work of library staff;
•
Change in the plans, programmes, policies and procedures to and
improving integration among various sections;
•
Change in the span of management and levels of management for
effective co‐ordination mechanism and flow of task;
•
Change in line‐staff and functional authority, work group relations
between people and functions to improve their ability.
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Structural changes affect relationships among the organizational
positions and in the interactions among internal departments, the
reporting mechanism, interactions of all sections in the library and the
functional relationships.
1.2
Changes for Technological Advancement
The technology refers to the sum total of human knowledge
providing ways to do the things in a better way with the help of
techniques. It may include inventions and techniques affecting the ways of
doing things. Thus, technology related changes may include:
•
Use of new machines and equipments for developing new services
or modifying existing services;
•
The procedure of doing things which may result in change of work
process;
•
Introduction of technological devices like computers and computer
related technologies;
•
Change in the existing techniques for making or doing the things in
effective way or adoption of new techniques for creative work;
•
Change in the methods of using new tools equipments and
products;
The change in the technology affects the nature of work and
activities, organizational structure, the processes and the people’s
behaviour.
1.3
Task Related Changes
Technology related changes determine the ways to complete the
task effectively and efficiently. Task related changes helps to achieve
major gains in cost, service and time. Task related changes may include:
•
Identifying the steps involved in performing tasks;
•
Task identification;
•
Significance of task related changes in attaining the organizational
and institutional objectives;
•
Identifying the skills and abilities required for the changed task;
•
Improving both quality and quantity of work/service;
•
Bringing cost‐effective solutions through maximum use of available
resources;
•
Improving the work performance.
1.4

People Related Changes
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Change in any factor has an impact on human resources and
human behaviour. In the context of Library and Information Science, the
people related categories include:
The library staff (employees)
In case of library staff, it requires the correspondence change to be made
in the skills, abilities and the performance of the employees. According to
Jones, Gareth R. ‘Typical kinds of change efforts directed as human
resources include…
• New investment in training and development activities so that
employees acquire new skills and activities;
• Socializing employees into the organizational structure so that they
learn the new routines on which organizational performance
depends….’ (Jones, 2004)
Accordingly the change may include –
•
Change in skill levels of its workforce;
•
Change in the training programmes to improve performance levels;
•
Change in attitude and values;
•
Change in behaviour and interaction pattern;
•
Change in technology requires different skills of the operator;
•
Change in the structure requires change in their position, their
authority, responsibility etc.
•
The readers
Any change necessities its communication to readers to enable
them to adjust to these changes. Readers are ultimately getting the
benefits of all the technological advances, procedures, services, activities
as well as other resources for their satisfaction in the libraries and
information centres.
1.5
Changes in Library Policies
Change in the objectives and functions of the library and
information system by planning body would directly affect the existing
plans and policies of the library. Accordingly, change in plans and policies
become essential. The developmental plans and policies should be in
conformity with the objectives and functions of library and information
system as well as the institution it serves.
1.6
Changes in Objectives and Functions of Information System
The objectives of information system in changed environment shall
aim at:
•
Ensuring maximum use of all available resources;
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•
•
•

Promotion of development of all units in the library;
Better communication of ideas to achieve the objectives in ever
changing environment;
Minimizing the time, cost and efforts involved in all the activities,
processes and functions.

In order to achieve the newly stated objectives as per the
requirement of changing circumstances, certain functions are to be carried
out. These functions may relate with adoption of latest technologies, use
of modern tools and techniques, updating professional skill, ability and
knowledge through education and training, future prospects of change its
goals, objectives and functions etc.
“Librarians will need to be ready for competition and prepared to
find new ways to make their skills and services distinct from those offered
by the competition from media companies, publishers, Internet
companies, intermediary service providers and also from technologists
parking on traditional library territory with technical names for old
fashioned library ideas”. (Deegan and Tanner, 2002)
2
Process of Managerial Change in Libraries and Information Centres
The various steps involved in a planned change are:
•
Identifying need for change;
•
Elements to be changed;
•
Planning for change;
•
Assessing change forces;
•
Change actions;
•
Feedback (Prasad, 2005)
Above steps in a planned change can be applied for managing the
changes in libraries and information centres.
2.1
Identifying Need for Change
Various external and internal factors necessitate change in libraries
and information centres. This change may be made in staff, library building
or internal layouts with infrastructural facilities, the hardware and
software requirements, activities and services etc. While identifying the
need for change, the following should be considered:
•
How the change will have an effect on the system, space, staff,
services, activities etc.?
•
What will be the frequency and nature of change?
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•
•
•

How it will affect use of information sources for study, research
and development?
How it will affect users information requirements?
How it will have an effect on the procedures, policies and
programmes?

Identification of need for change depends on:
•
Readers expectations;
•
Changing objectives of libraries and information centres according
to changing environment;
•
Policies and programmes to be implemented to achieve these
objectives; and
•
New challenges created by change in technology.
These steps will determine the base for why change is essential and
if change will be made, whether it will create problems or not?
2.2
Elements to be Changed
What elements of the libraries and information centres should be
changed is to be decided to manage for change. It will be decided on the
basis of the need for the change as well as the objectives of the change.
The identification of need for change (Step 1) will determine the
base for why change is essential whereas this step will specify what
elements in the system are to be changed. Generally change is required in
the structure, technology, hardware and software requirements, database
design, IT infrastructure, skills of the staff, and nature of library services
etc. The nature and extent of change in the elements will further depend
upon the nature of problems being faced by the libraries. Sometimes a
change in one element may require change in another element e.g. a
change in any activity from manual to machine may require change in staff
and their skills but at the same time change in the structure of the libraries
may also be required.
2.3
Planning for Change
Planning for change includes deciding in advance about:
•
When to bring change?
•
Who will bring change? and
•
How to bring change etc.?
In libraries and information centres usually change is required in
the structure, technology, staff and services. Careful planning for bringing
change in these elements is essential because ‘Planning looks at how the
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librarians and information scientists can develop the means to locate the
resources which are most relevant to the need of users community,
integrate these resources into their infrastructure, adopt the necessary
technology and finally to anticipate the future trends in changing
circumstances”. (Sutar, 2007)
2.4
Accessing Change Forces
Various internal and external forces enable us to bring change. To
manage the change effectively, it becomes necessary to ensure the co‐
operation of the people to create an environment in which change will be
accepted by all. Change forces, both internal and external, is an important
consideration to anticipate and respond properly for the problems in the
existing system. Success in managing the change is possible only when we
access change forces and its impact on the efficiency and effectiveness of
the existing system. If the effect of these change forces can be accessed, it
becomes possible to take necessary actions for change.
2.5
Actions for Change
A distinguished social psychologist, Kurt Lewin, developed what he
called ‘Action Research’ which stressed a more motivational approach and
a more evolutionary one. According to him ‘Since most change efforts
flounder because carefully expected plans are ignored or sabotaged, this
first step is critical:
•
Seek change when the people who are going to have to do the
changing are distressed and feel they have a problem.
The next step involves getting them to accept some procedure for
exploring how the problem can be solved. The manager…gets the
department to establish a study or mini research project on the problem:
•
What kind of information needed?
•
Who will collect it?
•
Who should analyse it and how; what is secret and what can be
openly discussed?
The manager may have to help to get the project underway. It may
require some outside technical aid, a survey, a review of old records,
interviews with people in the departments…this step means the manager
must:
•
Get consensus on what kinds of data and what method of
collection and assessment the group will accept as valid for
evolving a solution to its problem.
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•
•
•

Make feedback then, the critical element; it becomes a catalyst to
the people who will have to change, emphasizing the discrepancy
between what they believed and the reality of the situation.
Aid people in coping, skill transfer, experimenting with new
methods.
Then the cycle is repeated.

Usually, the first efforts won’t be roaring successes; there will still
be unresolved problems, and some innovations won’t work as planned or
hoped. So the group which is the focus of change is encouraged to
continue:
•
Research/study the work flow problems – by collecting data
•
Evaluate and feedback
•
Consider further innovations
•
Get help in implementing these
•
Then check how these are working.
The manager’s role is one of felicitator…so that the individuals will
be motivated to change, in contrast to being told to change; Further, the
process is, or ought to be, a continuing one’. The Lewin model has
suggested that every change requires three steps – “the first step is
unfreezing – individuals who will be affected by the impending change
must be laid to recognize why the change is necessary. Next, the change
itself is implemented. Finally, refreezing involves reinforcing and
supporting the change so that it becomes a part of the system.
These steps can also be effectively applied in library and
information centres to manage the change. At first step, the library staff as
well as the readers community have to be informed about why change is
essential to improve efficiency of services. At second step, they have to be
made aware about new methods of working, new procedures adopted,
their expected roles in changing environment etc. We have to conceive
them to recognize the basic purpose of change and ensure that they fit
into the new organizational change for the benefit of all. At third step,
integrating change into actual practice, the staff as well as readers have to
adopt to the new environment with improved performance. They have to
be protected from reverting back to the old and traditional behaviour.
2.6
Feedback
Feedback is essential to ensure that changed pattern is going to
achieve the objectives with minimum time, money and energy and
determine whether follow‐up action is essential to ensure success of
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change in management. The impact of change is to be measured in terms
of attainment of objectives, betterment of services, readers increased
satisfaction, employee motivation and increasing level of efficiency and
effectiveness of each activity, product and service.
136. Discuss about Digital Preservation.
1

Digital Preservation Defined
Digital preservation as long term, error free storage of digital
information, with means for retrieval and interpretation, for the entire
time span of the information is required and interpretation, for the entire
time span of the information is required for long term is defined as long
enough to be concerned with the impacts of changing technologies,
including support for new media & data formats.
Digital preservation is defined as “long enough to be concerned
with the impacts of changing technologies, including support for new
media and data formats or with a changing user community.
2
Long Term Preservation: Meaning
(i)
Five years or more
(ii)
A period of time long enough for there to ber concern about the
impacts of changing technologies, including support for new media and
data formats, and of a changing user community, on the information being
held in a repository. This period extends into the indefinite future.
(iii)
Data should normally be preserved and accessible for not less than
10 years for many projects, and for projects of clinical or major social,
environmental or heritage importance, the data should be retained for up
to 20 years, and preferably permanently within a national collection, or as
required by the funder’s data policy.
3
Digital Preservation: Objectives
Following are some important objectives which fulfill the aims of
digital preservation:
(i) It reduces the effects of deteriorating factors.
(ii) It saves the space and time
(iii) To provide worldwide accessibility
(iv) It makes information services longer
(v) It maintains the historical value of information
4
Need for Preservation
Various aspects of the digital objects may be needed to be
preserved. Those are as follows:
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(i)
The lowest level of preservation requirements includes
preservation of the bit stream, this does not however ensure
understandability, readability or usefulness of the digital object. Another
aspect is that, even for users within the same sub‐discipline, terminology
drifts and meaning is host; users in different sub‐disciplines will require
even more help with the semantics of the data.
(ii)
A more complex approach may strive to preserve not only the 1s
and 0s but also the meaning so that it remains readable and
understandable. Such an approach requires the preservation of additional
information (representation information, technical metadata etc.)
(iii)
Even more ambitious preservation approaches try to preserve
understandable content in such a way that the provenance and source of
the digital object also remains clear. Thus the users can have trust that the
object is authentic, accurate, complete etc.
5
Guidelines for Preservation
Some elements of digital preservation issue are as follows:
(i)
Recognizing the creator’s responsibility to preserve his work
initially
(ii)
Identifying responsibilities to the archive
(iii)
Adopting appropriate selection guidelines
(iv)
Securing archived items from international or non‐international
alteration
(v)
Describing digital objects completely
6
Strategies for Digital Preservation
In 2006, the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) has developed
a four point strategy for the long‐term preservation of digital objects that
consisted of:
(i)
Assessing the risks for loss of content posed by technology
variables such as commonly used proprietary file formats and
software applications.
(ii)
Evaluating the digital content objects to determine what type and
degree of format conversion or other preservation actions should
be applied.
(iii)
Determining the appropriate metadata needed for each object
type and how it is associated with the objects.
(iv)
Providing access to the content
There are several additional strategies that individuals and
organizations may use to actively combat the loss of digital
information.
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6.1

Refreshing
Refreshing is the transfer of data between two types of the same
storage medium so there are no bit rate changes or alteration of data, for
example, transferring census data from an old preservation CD to a new
one. This strategy may need to be combined with migration when the
software or hardware required to read the data is no longer available or is
unable to understand the format of the data. Refreshing will likely always
be necessary due to the deterioration of physical media.
6.2
Migration
Migration is the transferring of data to newer system
environments. This may include conversion of resources from one file
format to another (e.g. conversion of Microsoft Word to PDF or Open
Document), from one operating system to another (e.g. Windows to Linux)
or from one programmeming language to another (e.g. C to java) so the
resource remains fully accessible and functional. Resources that are
migrated run the risk of losing some type of functionality since newer
formats may be incapable of capturing all the functionality of the original
format, or the convener itself may be unable to interpret all the nuances
of the original format. The latter is often a concern with proprietary data
formats.
The US National Archives Electronic Records Archives and Lockheed
Martin are jointly developing a migration system that will preserve any
type of document, created on any application or platform, and delivered
to the archives on any type of digital media. In the system, files are
translated into flexible formats, such as XML; they will therefore be
accessible by technologies in the future. Lockheed Martin argues that it
would be impossible to develop an emulation system for the National
Archives ERA because the volume of records and cost would be
prohibitive.
6.3
Replication
Creating duplicate copies of data on one or more systems is called
replication. Data that exists as a single copy in only one location is highly
vulnerable to software or hardware failure, intentional or accidental
alteration, and environmental catastrophies like fire, flooding, etc. Digital
data is more likely to survive if it is replicated in several locations.
Replicated data may introduce difficulties in refreshing, migration,
versioning, and access control since the data is located in multiple places.
6.4
Emulation
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Emulation is the replicating of functionality of an obsolete system.
Examples include emulating an Atari 2600 on a Windows system or
emulating WordPerfect 1.0 on a macintosh. Emulators may be built for
applications, operating systems, or hardware platforms. Emulation has
been a popular strategy for retaining the functionality of old video game
systems, such as with the MAME project. The feasibility of emulation as a
catch‐all solution has been debated in the academic community.
Raymond A. Lorie has suggested a Universal Virtual Computer
(UVC) could be used to run any software in the future on a yet unknown
platform. The UVC strategy uses a combination of emulation and
migration. The UVC strategy uses a combination of emulation and
migration. The UVC strategy has not yet been widely adopted by the
digital preservation community.
Jeff Rothenberg, a major proponent of Emulation for digital
preservation in libraries, working in partnership with Koninklijke
Bibliotheek and National Archief of the Netherlands, has recently helped
launch Dioscuri, a modular emulator that succeeds in running MS‐DOS,
WordPerfect 5.1, DOS games, and more.
6.5
Metadata Attachment
Metadata is data on a digital file that includes information on
creation, access rights, restrictions, preservation history, and rights
management. Metadata attached to digital files may be affected by file
format obsolescence. ASCII is considered to be the most durable format
for metadata because it is widespread, backwards compatible when used
with Unicode and utilizes human‐readable characters, not numeric codes.
It retains information, but not the structure information it is presented in.
For higher functionality, SGML or XML should be used. Both markup
languages are stored in ASCII format, but contain tags that debnote
structure and format.
6.6
Trustworthy Digital Objects
Digital objects that can speak to their own authenticity are called
trustworthy digital objects (TDOs). TDOs were proposed by Henry M.
Gladney to enable digital objects to maintain a record of their change
history so future users can know with certainty that the contents of the
object are authentic. Other preservation strategies like replication and
migration are necessary for the long‐term preservation of TDOs.
7
Planning of Digital Preservation
Many measures have been taken before the digital preservation,
for example
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
8

Selection of material
Digitization
Canonicalization
Replication
Migration
Emulation
Encapsulation
Digital Preservation: Benefits
There are many benefits of digital preservation of library resources.
Those are:
8.1
Legal
National legal frameworks often require organizations to provide
adequate records of business processes, communications and many other
types of data for many years after their creation.
8.2
Accountability & Protection from Litigation
Recent legal cases have shown the importance of being able to
search and recover archived emails quickly and in a legally admissible
manner.
8.3
Protecting the Long Term View
Access to digital data is critical to ensure business continuity and to
support decision making with a long term view. For research in particular
preserving data may be crucial for identifying long‐term trends.
8.4
Protecting Investment
The valuable intellectual assets of organizations are increasingly in
digital form. This data represents both intellectual property and a
considerable investment of time, effort and money. It would therefore be
foolish not to protect and preserve these assets adequately.
8.5
Reuse
Repositories of digital information and the tools to mine, analyze
and re‐purpose them represent a society’s intellectual capital. Effective
and affordable digital preservation solutions are essential to transfer
digital data into valuable assets for business.
8.6
Digitization
(i)
User can access the relevant information at anywhere.
(ii)
No need to visit the library for information.
(iii)
User can carry library sources at anywhere with PC and network
connection.
8.7
Easy Access of Searching and Browsing
(i)
Full text search
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(ii)
8.8
8.9
8.10
8.11
9

Hyper text search
Easily Access Current Information
Information is available to user 24x7
Wider Access
Allows collaboration and exchange of ideas
Digital Preservation: Barriers
There are some problems occurred in digital preservation. Those

are:
9.1

Technology Problems
Digital information totally depends on the technology and the
obsolescence is one of the great problems for digital preservation. The
reason is
(a)
Digital components like hardware and software are changing their
vision and processing capacity
(b)
Digital media can be fragile and have limited shelf life, so that the
process should be taken a break cycle at 2‐5 year.
For example some of the storage is short lifetime and some other is
durable storage media – tape cartridge and reels, seven track tapes,
Floppy is short life time and CD‐ROM, DVD‐ROM and Optical WORM are
durable media.
9.2
Digital and Traditional Object
In comparison of traditional objects, digital objects have a very
short life because easily to dust –catastrophic loss.
(a)
It can be affected easily to dust
(b)
Catastrophic loss
9.3
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
IPR is also one kind of barrier for preserving the digital material
because digitization generally involves the legal and practical questions of
migrating intellectual property.
9.4
Skillful Manpower
Digital preservation requires the trained and skillful staff who know
about the new techniques and knowledge of computer.
9.5
Budget Problems
Digital materials are migration of new technology more costly than
printed materials because refreshing, replication, migration of new
technology etc. processing are costly.
In view of the above problems the following measures can be taken
to overcome this situation.
(i)
Libraries & Information Centres have trained IT skillful staff
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
10

Timely checking of different types of digital object or materials
Make climate control storage facility
Regular power supply
Users orientation
Digital Preservation Standards
To standardize digital preservation practice and provide a set of
recommendations for preservation programme implementation, the
Reference Model for an Open Archival Information System (OAIS) was
developed. The reference model (ISO 14721: 2003) includes the following
responsibilities that an OAIS archive must abide by:
•
Negotiate for and accept appropriate information from information
producers.
•
Obtain sufficient control of the information provided to the level
needed to ensure long‐term preservation.
•
Determine, either by itself or in conjunction with other parties,
which communities should become the Designated Community and,
therefore, should be able to understand the information provided.
Ensure that the information to be preserved is independently
•
understandable to Designated Community. In other words, the community
should be able to understand the information without needing the
assistance of the experts who produced the information.
•
Follow documented policies and procedures which ensure that
information is preserved against all reasonable contingencies, and which
enable the information to be disseminated as authenticated copies of the
original, or as traceable to the original.
•
Make the preserved information available to the Designated
Community.
OAIS is concerned with all technical aspects of a digital object’s life
cycle: ingest into and storage in a preservation infrastructure, data
management, accessibility, and distribution. The model also addresses
metadata issues and recommends that five types of metadata be attached
to a digital object: reference (identification) information, provenance
(including preservation history), context, fixity (authenticity indicators),
and representation (formatting, file structure, and what “imparts meaning
to an object’s bit stream”. Prior to Gladney’s (2006) proposal of TDOs was
the Research Library Group’s (RLG) development of “attributes and
responsibilities” that denote the practices of a “Trusted Digital Repository”
(TDR). The seven attributes of a TDR are: “compliance with the Reference
Model for an OAIS, Administrative responsibility, Organizational viability,
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Financial sustainability, Technological and procedural sustainability,
System security, Procedural accountability.” Among RLG’s attributes and
responsibilities were recommendations calling for the collaborative
development of digital depository certifications, models for cooperative
networks, and sharing of research and information on digital preservation
with regards to intellectual property rights.
However, for the preservation of digital document or information
over time, the following types of standards are mentioned:
(i)
Standards for Architecture
To serve as a reference model to the describe functionality of
digital preservatory, infrastructure procedure and concepts.
(ii)
Standards for Document Format
In order to preserve the digital document, object format plus
preservation standard is necessary.
(iii)
Standards for Preservation Access
In order to preserve the content describing the technical context,
provenance and semantics, enable future interpretation of the
document.
(iv)
Standard Interoperability
In order to exchange data in different platform with minimum loss
of content and functionality is necessary.
11
Digital Sound Preservation Standards
In January 2004, the Council on Library and Information Resources
(CLIR) hosted a roundtable meeting of audio experts discussing best
practices, which culminated in a report delivered in March 2006. This
report investigated procedures for reformatting sound from analog to
digital, summarizing discussions and recommendations for best practices
for digital preservation. Participants made a series of fifteen (15)
recommendations for improving the practice of analog audio transfer for
archiving:
•
Develop core competencies in audio preservation engineering.
Participants noted with concern that the number of experts
qualified to transfer older recordings is shrinking and emphasized
the need to find a way to ensure that the technical knowledge of
these experts can be passed on.
•
Develop arrangements among smaller institutions that allow for
cooperative buying of esoteric materials and supplies.
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•

Pursue a research agenda for magnetic‐tape problems that focuses
on a less destructive solution for hydrolysis than baking,
relubrication of acetate tapes, and curing of cupping.
•
Develop guidelines for the use of automated transfer of analog
audio to digital preservation copies.
•
Develop a web‐based clearinghouse for sharing information on
how archives can develop digital preservation transfer
programmes.
•
Carry out further research into non‐destructive playback of broken
audio discs.
•
Develop a flowchart for identifying the comparison of various types
of audio discs and tapes.
•
Develop a reference chart of problematic media issues.
•
Collate relevant audio engineering standards from organizations.
•
Research safe and effective methods for cleaning analog tapes and
discs.
•
Develop a list of music experts who could be consulted for advice
on transfer of specific types of musical content (e.g. determining
the proper key so that correct playback speed can be established).
•
Research for the life expectancy of various audio formats.
•
Establish regional digital audio repositories.
•
Cooperate to develop a common vocabulary within the field of
audio preservation.
•
Investigate the transfer of technology from such fields as chemistry
and materials science to various problems in audio preservation.
12
Digital Preservation Initiatives
Many research libraries and archives have begun or are about to
begin Large‐Scale Digital Preservation Initiatives (LSDIs). The main players
in LSDIs are 30 cultural institutions, 12‐member Committee on
Institutional Cooperation (CIC) commercial companies such as Google and
Microsoft, and non‐profit groups including the Open Content Alliance
(OCA), the Million Book Project (MBP), and Hathi Trust. The primary
motivation of these groups is to expand access to scholarly resources.
Academic institutions are beginning to create digital institutional
repositories into which the intellectual capital of a college or university can
be preserved for reuse – gathering up not just the articles and books of the
completed scholarly endeavor but also the data sets, presentations, and
course‐related materials that faculty generate. As this process moves
forward, it becomes obvious that these institutions also need to save
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information about the many computer formats in which this mass of
material expressed itself.
Currently, the University of Pennsylvania is developing a prototype
registry service to test some design hypotheses for a format registry. FRED
(Format Registry Demonstration) allows interested parties to contribute,
view, and maintain format information. FRED is not itself intended to be
the global format registry, but rather a test bed for ideas on how to
design, build and maintain such a registry. For more information see
Building a robust knowledge base for digital formats (John Mark
Ockerbloom, University of Pennsylvania). And further information on the
GDFR
Initiative
and
its
participants
is
available
at
http://hul.harvard.edu/gdfr/.
NDIIPP and the National Science Foundation (NSF) joined forces to
establish a Digital Archiving and Long‐Term Preservation (DIGARCH)
research programme, and awarded $3 million among 10 projects
researching the long‐term management of digital information. Three
projects are led by DLF member institutions. DIGARCH funds cutting‐edge
research in digital preservation with emphasis on digital repository
models; tools, technologies, and processes; and organizational economic,
and policy issues. Projects range from preserving complex data types, like
oceanographic data from deep sea submersibles, to planning for
preservation requirements; and from automating metadata capture to
creating incentives for creators to deposit with archives. All DIGARCH
projects are expected to produce study results in one year.
Besides these, DSpace is open source software that is available to
anyone who has the World Wide Web. DSpace takes data in multiple
formats (text, video, audio, or data), distributes it over the web, indexes
the data (for easy retrieval), and preserves the data over time.
The British Library is responsible for several programmes in the
area of digital preservation. The National Archives of the United Kingdom
have also pioneered various initiatives in the field of digital preservation.
Both use the Safety Deposit Box software from Tessella.
PADI is a comprehensive archive of information on the topic of
digital preservation from the National Library of Australia.
137. Discuss Koha and NewGenLib Open Source Software.
1

Open Source Software
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1.1

History
Open Source Software (OSS) is not a new idea. The traditions go
back to the beginnings of the Internet twenty‐nine years ago (i.e.,
ARPANET [Advance Research Projects Agency Networks] project of US
Government in 1969) but the term “open source” itself has been a relative
latecomer. Christine Peterson of the Foresight Institute proposed the term
“open source” in late 1997 during a meeting of small group of open source
movement key persons (Raymond, 2001).
1.2
Definition
According to OSI (2003a) “Open source promotes software
reliability and quality by supporting independent peer review and rapid
evaluation of source code. To be certified as open source, the license of a
programme must guarantee the right to read, redistribute, modify, and
use it freely”.
1.3
Features
OSI set aside ten criteria (OSI, 2003b) for a software product to be
called open source software. OSI provides OSI certified License to a
software product if it satisfies following ten criteria:
(a)
Free distribution: The license shall not restrict any party from
selling or giving away the software as a component of an aggregate
software distribution containing programmes from several different
sources.
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Sl.
No
.
1

Avanti

2

Emilda

3

Evergreen

4

FireFly

5

GNU Library
Management
System
(GLIBMS)

FLOSS

Companion
Software

URL

FLOSS based
dependencies:
Java Run Time
Environment
(JRE),
Any
Web server,
PicoDB
FLOSS based
dependencies:
Apache, Perl,
MySQL, PHP,
Zebra server,
Yaz toolkit
FLOSS based
dependencies:
Perl,
C,
PostgreSQL,
Jvascript,
XHTML,
MozillaXUL
(XML+Javascri
pt)
[Developer:
Georgia Public
Library
Services
&
PINES & the
Evergreen
community,
latest stable
release 1.4.0.6
in Sep 2009,
run on Linux,
GNU License)
FLOSS based
dependencies:
Any
Web
server,
Any
SQL, Python &
PHP
FLOSS based
dependencies:
Any
Web
server,
PostGreSQL,
PHP, Perl

http://home.earthlink.net/~schlumpf
/avanti/index.html
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6

GNUTeca

7

Karuna

8

Koha

9

Learning Access
ILS

10

NewGenLib

FLOSS based
dependencies:
Apache,
PostGreSQL,
PHP
FLOSS based
dependencies:
Apache, PHP,
PostGreSQL
FLOSS based
dependencies:
Apache,
MySQL, Perl
(Developer:
Katipo
Communicatio
n Ltd., NZ,
latest stable
release 3.0.3
in June 2009,
run on Linux
and Windows,
GNU license,
Multilingual
support
in
English,
French,
Chinese,
Arabic
and
more,
Integrated
support ‘Zebra
server’
reduced the
time lag in
searching)
FLOSS based
dependencies:
Apache,
MySQL, PHP,
Yaz
FLOSS based
dependencies:
Java
(Developer:
Versus
Solutions
&
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11

OpenBiblio

12

OpenBook

13

PHPMyBibli

Kesavan
Institute
of
Information
and
Knowledge
Management,
Hyd,
latest
stable release
2.2 in Sep.
2009, run on
Linux
&
Windows OS,
GNU License,
multilingual
support,
MARC
H4J
supported)
FLOSS based
dependencies:
Apache/Any
Web server,
MySQL, PHP
FLOSS based
dependencies:
Apache, Perl ,
MySQL
FLOSS based
dependencies:
Any
Web
server,
MySQL, PHP
(developer
PMB Services,
latest stable
release 3.2.0
in Oct. 2008,
run on Linux &
Windows OS,
GNU License,
Multilingual
support:
English,
French,
Spanish,
Italian, Arabic,
Portuguese,
UNIMARC
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supported)
14

PHPMyLibrary

15

Pytheas

16

Weblis

FLOSS based
dependencies:
Apache,
MySQL, PHP
FLOSS based
dependencies:
JDK
version
1.4 and above,
MySQL,
Apache‐
Tomcat Web
server
FLOSS based
dependencies:
CDS/ISIS, Any
Web server,
ISIS.DLL

http://phpmylibrary.sourceforge.net
/

http://zeus.uwindsor.ca/library/ledd
y/people/art/pytheas/index.html

http://www.unesco.org/isis/files/we
blis.zip

(b)
Source code: The programme must include source code and must
allow distribution in source code as well as compiled form.
(c)
Derived works: The license must allow modifications and derived
works and must allow them to be distributed under the same terms as the
license of the original software.
(d)
Integrity of the author’s source code: The license may restrict
source code from being distributed in modified form only if the license
allows the distribution of patch files with the source code for the purpose
of modifying the programme at build time.
(e)
No discrimination against persons or groups: The license must not
discriminate against any person or group of persons.
(f)
No discrimination against fields of endeavour: The license must
not restrict anyone from making use of the programme in a specific field of
endeavour.
(g)
Distribution of license: The rights attached to the programme must
apply to all to whom the programme is redistributed without the need for
execution of an additional license by those parties.
(h)
License must not be specific to a product: The license must not be
specific to a product.
(i)
The license must not restrict other software: The license must not
contaminate other software by placing restrictions on any software
distributed along with the licensed software.
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(j)
The license must be technology‐neutral: The license should not be
framed on the basis of any individual technology or style of interface.
For the above features institutional libraries are choosing Open
Source Software because Commercial Software price is very high and it is
very difficult to purchase due to severe budget constraints.
2
Free Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) and their Companion
Software
There are many open source software available through
web. Some of the software are given below:

3

Koha Open Source Software and its Features
In New Zealand and Africa, there is a community called “Maori”.
“Koha” is a term of that community means “unconditional gift”. Koha is
an integrated library management system that was originally developed by
Katipo Communications Limited of Wellington, New Zealand for
Horowhenua Library Trust (HLT), a regional library system located in Levin
near Wellington. Koha is based on LAMP architecture (Linux OS, Apache,
MySQL, and Perl). It is also available in XAMP architecture (Unix/Windows
OS, Apache, MySQL, and Perl). The latest release 3.0.3 in 2009 is available
in six modules with new interface design, advanced search, multi‐branch
capability, user tagging and other generic enhancement. The major
features of Koha are as follows:
Technical
•
Available for both Unices (Unix‐like operating systems) and
Windows platform
•
Fully Web‐centric in architecture
•
Supports Unicode for processing multiscript bibliographic records
•
Uses MySQL as backend RDBMS, PERL as programmeming
environment and Apache as Web server (all these dependency
software are also open source)
Supports two separate interfaces – one for librarian and another
•
for end users
•
Inbuilt Web‐OPAC
•
Supports ISO‐2709, EDIFACT, Z39.50 standards
Generic
•
Free to download, no license fees, and fully customizable
•
Environmentally friendly (one can recycle those old PCs)
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•

Establishing an international community of users and developers
giving libraries the freedom to do it themselves or work directly
with the system builders
•
Generating an international spirit of co‐operation and collaboration
•
Easy staff training, supports
•
Supported by IRC, Discussion forum, Mailing list etc.
Bibliographic standards
•
MARC 21 and UNIMARC bibliographic format
•
MARC 21 Authority format
•
Supports pickup list for control, number and code fields of MARC
21 bibliographic format
•
Includes Z39.50 client for distributed cataloguing
•
Includes thesaurus support
•
Supports different bibliographic framework for different library
materials
•
Easy editing of MARC 21 tags and subfields
•
Supports linking of authority files (export of standard authority
records)
Functional
•
Acquisition
¾
Multiple book budgets
¾
Suppliers database support
¾
Real time budget information
¾
Vendor‐specific orders
¾
Fund utilization information
¾
Real time accounting
¾
E‐mail based order
•
Catalogue
¾
Updates fast and slick
¾
Support for MARC 21 and UNIMARC
¾
Z39.50 copy cataloguing
¾
ISO‐2709 based export/import
¾
Can be linked with vocabulary control device
¾
Supports FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records)
partially
¾
Supports designing different bibliographic frameworks
¾
Supports Yaz toolkit
•
Circulation
¾
Issues (including rentals), renewals, returns and fines
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¾
Uses barcode scanners or keyboard
¾
Can generate a list of overdues for a phone reminder system
¾
Borrower photo display in circulation panel
¾
Flexible circulation rules
¾
Overdue notice generation (in one click)
•
Searching by keyword, author, title, subject, class number or
combinations, customize to suit need of individual library
•
Memberships – one‐stop‐shop with all member information on one
page
•
User driven reservation facility from OPAC interface (Do‐it‐yourself
reserves, in the Library or via the Internet)
•
OPAC in the Library or via the Internet and stock rotation through
branch libraries
•
Z39.50 searching, Virtual Bookshelves, French and German
versions, NIP self checking, Port to other operating systems so that it will
run natively, New themes, Additional book information (e.g. covers), Web
based reports, Mozilla chromed OPAC integrated with Greenstone digital
library system, Integration with Internet “gateway” system and bill to
patron card, printing spine labels etc.
4
NewGenLib Open Source Software
4.1
Introduction and Features
The NewGenLib (first open source library management software
built in India) has appeared as open source software in 2005, the latest
version of which is 2.2, stable release in September 2009. Software is
developed by Versus Solutions Ltd with the domain knowledge from
Kesavan Institute of Information and Knowledge Management. A
Memorandum of Understanding between above mentioned organizations
has been signed to keep the product up to date both by domain specialists
and software professionals. It has the capability to create fully automated
library.
Some of the salient features of this open source software (OSS) are
listed below:
•
Licensing: The NewGenLib OSS is covered under the most widely
used OSS licensing called GNU General Public License.
•
Source Code & User Manual: The open source binaries and source
code of NewGenLib OSS are downloadable. Installation notes for
Linux and Windows are also available at their site. The user manual
is also downloadable.
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•

User’s Feedback: The users of the software can post their feedback
with views, problems, solutions, discussions, etc. to the
organization.
•
Architecture & Backend: It is web based and has a multi‐tier
architecture. It uses Java (a swing‐based librarian’s GUI), the JBoss
(J2EE based Application Server) and PostgreSQL as default backend.
•
Functional Modules: NewGenLib’s functional modules are:
acquisition management (monographs and serials), technical
processing, circulation control, system configuration, a desktop
reports application and an end of day process (scheduler)
application.
•
Data Create & Exchange Format: It is compliant with MARC‐21
(MARC H4J) format. It has a MARC editor. It allows seamless
bibliographic and authority data import into cataloguing templates.
•
Mail Server: SMTP mail servers can be configured for e‐mails and
that can be sent from functional modules.
•
Open Access Compatibility: NewGenLib OSS allows creation of
institutional open access (OA) repositories compliant with OAI‐
PMH.
•
Unicode Compatibility: NewGenLib OSS is Unicode 3.0 compliant.
•
RFID Technology: It has inbuilt RFID support.
4.2
Advantages
The advantages of NewGenLib OSS may be perceived as follows in
the light of advantages of OSS as pointed out by Richard W. Boss.
(i)
Ability to tailor to fit local needs: The availability of the source code
means that a user can modify and enhance the software to more closely fit
to its own needs. Unlike with proprietary software, the user not a vendor,
sets the development priorities. The user is also able to set its own
priorities for ‘bug fixes’.
(ii)
No restriction on use: Unlike commercial software there are any
contractual boundaries on how the software will be used. While
NewGenLib covered under GNU General Public License that assures users
about right to distribution and recipients also have the right to modify and
redistribute. A subsequent user may, therefore, decide to protect the
enhancements that it makes by copyrighting them.
(iii)
Low cost: There is no charge for the software, therefore, the
monetary burden required for the commercial software is avoided. The
major cost involves with the ongoing development and maintenance.
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However, if a user does a lot of ‘tailoring to fit unique local needs’ then
only the cost will escalate.
4.3
Problems Removal
There are some disadvantages of OSS also. These are lack of co‐
ordination, inadequate training and technical support, lack of
participation, lack of guarantees and remedies, scalability and speed. But
NewGenLib OSS has overcome this problem by using C programmeming
language. On the other hand, the Versus Solutions Pvt. Ltd. organizes
workshops and training programmes for appropriate support.
5
Comparison between Koha and NewGenLib OSS
There are so many differences with each and every OSS. Here, the
comparisons between Koha and NewGenLib are given below:
Sl. No.

General Features

1

Authority file (or Decision Table) and
controlled vocabulary
Client server architecture
Complete web based functions
Customized report generation
Give technical support after installation
GUI and color
Inter Library Loan
Internet support
Retro‐conversion
Standard report administration
Support International metadata standard

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
Total

Support multilinguality
Support network environment
Ability to build digital library
Ability to build institutional repository
Article indexing
Associate component found in open
source
Digital library integration
Linux and Windows Operating System
compatible
No restriction on use
Power search facility
Scalable and high speed
Union cataloguing
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Koha
(Score)
1

NewGenLib
(Score)
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
0
0
0
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
23

1
20
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Table 1: Comparisons on the Basis of General Features
Sl. No.

Functions

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Acquisition
Budgetary control
Cataloguing of monographs
Cataloguing of electronic documents
Circulation
Library statistics
OPAC
Cataloguing of websites
Import/Export
Serial control
Stock verification

Koha
(Score)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0

Total

NewGenLib
(Score)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9

11

Table 2: Comparisons on the basis of Modules
Sl. No.

OPAC Features

1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

Multimedia
Library Map
Reservation through OPAC
Can staff modify index field
Can staff modify display format
Facility of WebOPAC

Koha
(Score)
0
0
1
1
1
1
4

NewGenLib
(Score)
1
0
1
1
1
1
5

Table 3: Comparisons on the basis of OPAC Features
Sl. No.

Circulation Features

1
2
3
4
5
6

Issue
Return
Renewal
Reservation
Use of barcode technology
Fines as per different
documents
Report generation
Use of RFID

7
8

users

Total

and

Koha
(Score)
1
1
1
1
1
1

NewGenLib
(Score)
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
0

1
1

7

8

Table 4: Comparisons on the basis of Circulation Features
Sl. No.

Cataloguing & Information Services
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1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

Printing of catalogue in AACR format
Printing of catalogue in CCC format
Exporting/Importing of data
Report generation
SDI service
CAS service

0
0
1
0
0
0
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
6

Table 5: Comparisons on the basis of Cataloguing and Information
Services
138. Discuss about Content Development.
What is Content?
Bill Gates once called the Internet as “a marketplace of ideas,
experiences, and products ‐ a marketplace of content.” In today’s digital
environment “Content is King”.
There is a continuing need to develop relevant, useful and
authentic content. As more Indians use the Internet and as worldwide
more people use the Internet to know about India, there is a growing need
for the development of a critical mass of localized content – both in
English and Indian languages.
The definition of "content" is very wide and includes all categories
of popular content ‐ not just software and news, but also games,
entertainment, sports programmeming, directories, classified advertising,
and on‐line communities devoted to major interests. Content
development and management lies at the base of Web, Intranet and CD‐
Rom publishing; it also underlies e‐commerce and e‐learning – two rowing
trends, worldwide.
You can be part of the rapidly growing employment market in this
area. You can use your subject knowledge (and also your experience,
hobbies, passions, or pastimes) and learn to create high‐value content,
which ranks well at the Search Engines. You may become a self‐employed
Infopreneur or work as a team member of a web product and service
provider.
That which is expressed by an utterance or sentence: the
proposition or claim made about the world. By extension, the content of a
predicate or other sub‐sentential component is what it contributes to the
content of sentences that contain it. The nature of content is the central
concern of the philosophy of language.
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On the Internet, content is any information that is available for
retrieval by the user, including Web pages, images, music, audio, white
papers, driver and software downloads as well as training, educational and
reference materials.
Netskills has the knowledge, experience and tools to quickly
develop the content and material you need, whether it is for a learning
platform, web site development or online training course.
As part of our content development service, we'll work with you to
produce online materials that meet your exact specification. This can
include user needs analysis, content design and development, accessibility
and usability testing, advise on implementation, training and ongoing
support.
We can produce content using a wide range of media and formats,
including HTML, CSS, XML, PDF, Microsoft Office, audio/video and
Macromedia Flash.
More specifically it is:
•
Text/copywriting: Online media use data, sound, text and image,
but data and text are keys to sending most messages, especially when
addressing business or professional audiences. Presentation of text and
graphics require careful handling. Large bodies of copy and data are rarely
useful in conveying a message. Break down copy and data into units that
let readers learn at their own speeds. Hyperlinking calls for nonlinear
copywriting that takes time to learn.
•
Graphics recommendations: Lots of graphics are not a substitute
for the right graphics in the right places. Graphics support messages.
Animated images, blinking logos, funky designs have a place, but the place
should achieve your business and communications objectives. Use of
multimedia is an attribute of gaming and entertainment where high
involvement is important.
•
Recognition programmes: Once you have built an online presence,
you still need to get target audiences to come. They need to know where
your site is, why they should use it and what advantages they get from it.
Traditional public relations techniques are often key to gaining proper site
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recognition.Within a Web site, recognition of another kind is useful. This is
where you feature clients, employees and others to help build
relationships with key constituents. Recognition programmes require
constant content development.
•
Response programmes: Interactivity is a major advantage of online
communications. You talk to customers, prospects, friends and foes
directly ‐‐ and they talk to you. Response programmes call for continuous
content development in discussion groups, question‐and‐answer forums,
bulletin boards, etc. If you are committed to talking to constituents, then
you must do continuous content development.
1.2

When do we use Content?

Content development is a never‐ending job online. Online users are
hungry for information, so your online presence requires constant care
and feeding.
Information is of two kinds: Evergreen and ephemeral, and online
users need both. An example of evergreen information is a statement of
your organization's business objectives. It will not change often, but the
activities to achieve these objectives change constantly and may be
ephemeral.
Your online readers need evergreen and ephemeral information
about your current activities so they can do their jobs or form perceptions
correctly about your organization.
1.3

Why worry about Online Content?

Because it's different in format, presentation and effectiveness.
Some Web developers still think of online content as a brochure. This was
and is boring and a disservice to those who want to know more about you.
1.4

Who should develop Online Content?

Developing online content is the job of trained writers and
designers. It is not a task for a Webmaster or committee. Content should
be clear, persuasive and in logical chunks. This requires creative and
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presentation skills. Content includes sound, data, text, still and animated
graphics.
1.5

Where is our content best represented online?

This is not an easy answer. Some will say the Web, but that might
not be true. Commercial online providers such as America OnLine (AOL)
and CompuServe provide outlets that might be better suited for your
target audience. Before you make a decision where to post your online
content, do an online audit.
1.6

When should you consider changing Online Content?

Revise online content regularly. The Web is an interactive medium
that builds relationships with individuals. You need to nourish the
relationship constantly through the information and content you provide.
1.7

How should we develop Online Content?

Carefully against business and communications objectives. All
online content ‐‐ graphics, data, text, motion and sound ‐‐ should
complement messages you wish to send about yourself.
1.8

What is Web Content Development?

Web content development is the process of researching, writing,
gathering, organizing, and editing information for publication on web sites.
Web site content may consist of prose, graphics, pictures, recordings,
movies or other media assets that could be distributed by a hypertext
transfer protocol (HTTP) server, and viewed by a web browser.
Content Development and Management In India
The SHPT School of Library Science, of the SNDT Women’s
University, is a department offering courses leading to the B.L.I.Sc. and
M.L.I.Sc. degrees, and also a Ph.D. programme in Library and Information
Science. Since its inception in 1961, the School has been committed to
providing quality education to meet the needs of the contemporary job
market, and helping working professionals to upgrade their knowledge
and skills. Thus, the college revises and upgrades its regular courses from
time to time, and also provides short‐term continuing education
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programmes on contemporary topics. The development of Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT) has opened up many avenues in
the job market, especially for women. One such avenue is Content
Development for Internet/CDs. To build capacities, especially among
women, to undertake content development work on a full time or free‐
lance basis, the college proposed to develop and offer training
programmes in this area.
A proposal was submitted to the Dept. of Scientific and Industrial Research
(DSIR), under the technology Information Facilitation Programme (TIFP).
The proposal was approved vide letter no. DSIR/R&D/TIF027/2004‐05
dated March 18, 2005, and a total grant of Rs 4.40 lakhs was sanctioned.
The first installment of the grant, an amount of Rs 1.60 lakhs was released
on March 16, 2005. The second installment of the grant, i.e. Rs. Two lakhs
was released vide letter no. DSIR/TRG/TIF030/2004‐05 dated March 29,
2006.
The Project commenced on May 15, 2005. The Project Investigator is Dr
(Ms) Bharati Sen, Head, SHPT School of Library Science; and the Co‐
Investigator is Dr (Ms) Perin V. Marolia, Lecturer, SHPT School of Library
Science.
3
Latest Content Development News
Netskills has built a custom Google maps application to showcase
the international nature of research being carried out at Newcastle
University.
3.1

Full Story

Current news can be found on Newcastle University news page. All
news is listed in the news archive.
3.2

Content Solutions for e‐Learning

a)
Courses, content and activities based on a proven instructional
design model
b)
Rich media learning resources (audio, video, animation and
interactivity)
(c)
Online assessments and strategies for deterring and detecting
plagiarism
(d)
Advice on implementing new technologies (mobile learning, blogs,
wikis, podcasts)
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3.3

Content Solutions for Web Development

•

Web site design and development

•

Audits of accessibility and usability

•

Web forms and scripts for processing

•

Custom programmeming in JavaScript, PHP, ASP and Perl

•

Content conversion (paper to web, CD to web, static to interactive)

4

Global Content Development and Management

Increasing visibility within international markets through global content
development & management High‐impact, timely, and relevant
global content is critical in this age of worldwide communication and
commerce. But the development of content intended for use around the
world brings daunting considerations including: cultural impact, use of
local idioms, the number and diversity of languages, content strategies,
and content management systems. Whether going global for the first time
or expanding from 10 languages to 40, you must truly localize your global
content development strategy by going beyond language translation,
requiring sensitive cultural insight in order to ensure your content is
relevant and effective.

4.1

Global Content Development White Papers

The Lionbridge Knowledge Center offers a collection of white
papers on the topic of global content development and management,
including how global growth impacts HR (Human Resource) and training
strategies, and the ROI considerations of Multilingual Content
Management. These and more are available as free downloads by clicking
on the links to your left.
While you're here, you may also be interested in Lionbridge white
papers in these areas:
•
•
•

Globalization
Outsourcing
Outsourced Testing
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•

Product Certification

4.2

Content Development & Management Services

Lionbridge provides localization and translation services for
virtually any type of material including documentation, labeling, web sites,
marketing materials and collateral, financial documents, corporate
materials and training content, as well as transforming complex products
for multilingual, global delivery.
4.3

News Content Development

The information juggernaut rolls incessantly at an exponential
speed. The resulting information overload is hardly making the corporate
executive any wiser. According to a recent EIU survey, nearly 70% of
corporate executives complain that they are unable to gain insights from
the huge amount of information generated. Over 50% of executive time is
spent in merely gathering and analyzing information.
Scope e‐Knowledge Center Pvt. Ltd., a premier provider of news
content, has exceptional abilities in research, collection and organization,
analysis, editing and summarizing of news content. Our news content
development services can equip you with optimal information about day‐
to‐day developments in every sphere of the corporate world, including
company and industry developments, country‐specific events, geography‐
specific developments, economic developments and state/national
government initiatives.
Scope is recognized for its relentless pursuit of perfection as a
service provider. We have always enjoyed an edge over competing news
content service providers because of our strengths in
•
•
•
•

Credibility
Relevance
Accuracy
Currency

Scope’s news content offerings include:
•

News Summaries
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•
•
•
•
•
•

News Links
News Clips
Press Report Analysis
Newsletters
Event Briefs
Mail Alerts

4.4

News Summaries

News content is based on a judicious mix of essential information
that needs to be presented to the user. Content developers have vast
experience in preparing summaries with connotations customized for the
target audience.
4.5

Press Report Analysis

Professionals analyze press reports thoroughly and present an
expert opinion from the analysis so performed. The in‐depth analysis is
utilized by many leading organizations in India, the UK and the US.
4.6

Newsletters

Compiled newsletters based on secondary research, providing an
insight into company‐related activities. This can help you build a realistic
opinion on a company’s current position. Experts carefully sift through
overwhelming journalistic jargon and provide only a neutral account of
facts, aiding you in taking informed decisions.
4.7

Approach

The key to success in news aggregation and analysis is an unique
approach. News content development process involves:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data acquisition
Elimination of duplication from multiple sources
Analysis and checking for data conformity
Creation of news summaries and analysis notes
Editing of content
Quality assurance
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4.8

Really Simple Syndication (RSS) Feeds

This technology initiative can help you provide news content for
RSS feeds on your website. It provides news summaries in the subject of
interest along with links that describe the subject in its entirety. Scope’s
news aggregator services are targeted at the business community through
popular RSS feeds. News aggregator holds all the desired weblogs (blogs)
by examining their RSS feeds and then it monitors new items.
Other facilities are Web or Internet Research, Company Research,
Industry Analysis and Financial Database.
5

CMS (Content Management Services) Features

A CMS manages content throughout its life cycle, from early
conception, throughout the approval and revision processes and into
online publication. CMS also facilitate the management of content
expiration and the archiving process, helping to keep Web content timely
and of high value to site visitors.

Figure 1: Features of a Content Management Services
5.1

Content creation

CMS provide built‐in tools for creating Web content without
requiring specialized Web development skills. No HTML, Javascript or
other Web programmeming knowledge is required to create new pages
or modify existing ones. Often, these tools work like a word processor
within your Web browser, providing an intuitive user interface,
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eliminating the need for software installs and allowing for cross‐
platform, remote access to the system.
5.2

Workflow management

CMS allow the creation of defined roles for multiple individuals
who can participate in various aspects of the Web development
process. These roles can include authors, editors, publishers and
administrators, all with various degress of access to content and the
ability to create, move, edit or publish site pages or structure. Internal
security mechanisms ensure that content cannot be posted, deleted or
modified without appropriate permissions.
Most CMS rely upon databases or similar methods to save Web
content and supporting information into a central repository.
Leveraging this kind of platform, CMS can often allow content
publishers to keep track of and even compare versions of Web pages,
see who has made changes to content over time, "roll‐back" pages to
previous versions, approve new content before it is made visible or
prevent unwanted edits from being published to the live site.
5.3

Presentation

CMS separate the content from its presentation; page layout and
site design are based upon templates that are automatically applied as
new pages are created by system users. Navigation is automatically
generated as new pages and sections are added to the Web site. CMS
can even support multiple templates, to support delivery to multiple
platforms or to publish multiple sites within one system.
6

CMS Benefits

CMS reduces the time and costs associated with Web content
management by offering a centralized system for creating, editing and
publishing well designed, standards‐compliant and accessible Web sites
without requiring technical expertise.
6.1

Focus on content, not technology
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CMS eliminate the bottleneck associated with traditional code‐
driven Web development processes by providing authoring tools that
are intuitive and easy for anyone to use. Allowing content developers to
participate in the Web creation process without the need for coding
expertise focuses attention and resources away from the site's
technology and onto the content itself.
6.2

Streamline authoring process

CMS define authoring workflows, user roles and content
accessibility to improve efficiency in the creation, review and approval
processes. Many systems automatically notify editors and managers of
pending changes, and even allow for the comparison of content to
expedite the publishing process.
6.3

Collaborative content creation

CMS workflow capabilities empower Web masters and content
managers to distribute authoring responsibilities for the Web sites that
they administer. By spreading this capability to multiple authors and
editors who can generate, modify and even publish Web pages
themselves, the timeliness, overall quality and value of the Web site are
improved.
6.4

Interface consistency and compliance

Web site design is maintained independently of content within
the CMS, meaning that the appearance of pages is driven by templates
that are applied as content is created and accessed. As a result, the user
interface and layout of site pages is consistent and automatically
supports the branding, identity, and accessibility standards built into the
templates.
6.5

Increased content integrity and security

•

CMS inherently provides significant security advantages over
traditional, file‐driven Web sites that require FTP access in order
to implement changes:
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•
•
•

6.6

Track and compare functions allow site managers to "roll back"
unwanted or erroneous page changes.
User role limitations protect site content from being accessed,
overwritten, or deleted inappropriately.
Workflow capabilities enforce user role permissions that
eliminate the potential for unwanted content.
Reduced site maintenance costs

Ease of access to content significantly decreases reliance upon
expensive technical staff and resources. Existing non‐technical staff are
able to manage a CMS‐based Web site and develop content without
having to learn new programmeming or design skills.
7

General Observations

(i)
The barriers to finding and re‐using extant digital materials in a
course context are very high today. Locating an appropriate place to look
for materials, finding individual resources within the systems in which they
are described, reusing existing descriptive metadata, coping with access
management systems, understanding technical formats and intellectual
property constraints, and ensuring continuing access to selected objects
are all difficult. There are no systems in place which make it easy for
instructors with limited time and very limited technical expertise to simply
locate and reuse digital content.
(ii)
The universe of systems containing materials useful in teaching and
learning is highly diverse. This diversity is a reflection of many factors:
differing types of digital objects (geographic databases versus art images),
different organizations (Harvard's collections versus MIT's), different
technical sophistication (an e‐journal published by Elsevier versus one
published in an academic department), and different intent (legal
information systems versus genomic databases). The combination of these
factors represents a major challenge in creating a coherent and easily
useable information environment for instructors assembling resources for
a course.
(iii)
The universe of systems containing materials useful in teaching and
learning is very large. It includes not just systems internal to universities
(institutional repositories, digital libraries, learning object repositories,
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museums) but also a very large number of commercial and non‐
commercial publishers which are normally accessed through the library
under licensing agreements.
(iv)
The diversity of players in the digital domain is an impediment to
the wide‐spread implementation of any proposed solutions to simplifying
the environment. While there are important content holders that are part
of the educational environment and who see the support of education as
one of their important roles, there are many more players for whom
educational use is a minor or incidental part of their business. As we
identify measures that content players can take to simplify access and
reuse, it will be important for the educational community to work with
content holders to explain the importance of, and where possible, induce
them to adopt, such measures.
(v)
Simplifying the use of resources goes well beyond questions of
repository access protocols and standards. The need to work with system
operators and data owners was noted above. The scale of available
resources will require considerable management effort in terms of
selection, storage and organization. Intellectual property concerns will
require efforts in licensing, vendor relations, and education.
Heterogeneous systems interfaces and metadata practices will require
efforts in data conversion, in the building of agents to cope with diverse
interfaces, and in constant monitoring to cope with incessant change.
These efforts will necessarily involve many parts of the university.
(vi)
Much of the thinking to date in this domain has concentrated on
formal course management systems. But we know that instructors use
many different kinds of systems to deliver teaching materials, including,
for example, the use of PowerPoint for classroom presentation, or of a
course weblog to share work.
(vi)
Tools and systems relevant to discovering and using information
resources are being acquired or created elsewhere in the university, and
their integration into the learning systems environment will take effort.
Metasearch engines, capable of simultaneously searching multiple systems
and of homogenizing retrieved metadata, are potentially key components
of integration. OpenURL linking servers, capable of resolving metadata
links to on‐line or physical resources, are also logical parts of the
integrating environment. It is worth noting the growing number of both
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free and commercial sources (e. g., Serial Solutions, SFX Knowledgebase,
TD‐Net, Jake) which maintain systematic information about electronic
resources including up‐to‐date interface requirements. These are
becoming important parts of digital library infrastructures, and could play
an important role in integrating information resources into course
environments, as they help deal with the diversity and continual change in
the information landscape.
8

The Next Steps

Discussions touched on a number of other efforts we believe will
help further progress in this domain:
Use of digital library repositories to support reusable course
content. This Group looked at the interoperation of digital libraries and
course management systems from one perspective: the inclusion of
content from digital libraries in course environments. There is another
potential area of interoperation that has been discussed repeatedly: the
storing of materials created in a course context in digital library
infrastructures for subsequent discovery and reuse. Such interoperation
will involve an entirely different set of issues than those we considered,
and we believe that a parallel effort to explore these issues would be
beneficial.
¾
Communication across domains and stakeholders. We are struck by
how few opportunities there are for digital library and course
management developers and commercial information providers to talk
systematically about areas of intersection. We found that the various
communities did not have a shared understanding of the larger
environment, and that we had a great deal to learn from each other's
world views. It is not easy to identify how to hold such larger discussions,
but we believe an effort in this direction would provide significant pay‐
back.
¾
The need for proselytizing. Many information providers have little
or no understanding of the role of course management systems, nor any
appreciation of why making their content easily discoverable and reusable
in a course context might matter. There is a need for librarians and course
system operators to reach out particularly to the commercial information
providers to begin to educate them about the growing role of such
systems in higher education.
¾
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139. Discuss about Co‐operative Collection Management.
1

Why Cooperation?
Cooperative collection development is typically expected to meet
one or several of the following, not necessarily compatible, needs:
1.1
Broadening Access
Scholars require ready access to the full printed record, yet
comprehensive acquisitions are beyond any library’s reach. Distributed
collecting responsibilities will enable groups of libraries to acquire a wider
variety of materials than anyone could manage on its own.
1.2
Containing Cost
Research libraries spend a great deal to duplicate materials held at
other institutions. Coordinated acquisitions will save money by minimizing
redundancy. Cooperative collection development is the best way to
contain library costs.
1.3
Improving Coverage
Publications from some world areas remain uncontrolled and
unsystematic. Even the richest and most conscientious library will miss
some materials. Cooperation improves the chances for complete coverage.
1.4
Ensuring the Exotic
Universities face intense fiscal pressure. Most academic libraries
are charged with supporting present and future scholarship, implying
acquisitions that may receive neither early nor frequent use. Cost‐cutters
may see such purchases as a frill. “Esoteric” acquisitions can be justified in
the context of a national cooperative plan.
Arguments asserting the virtues of cooperative collection
development are buttressed by two technological trumps. In the first
place, successful cooperation presumes both a common knowledge of
what has been acquired and efficient mechanisms for document delivery.
Online bibliographic databases and electronically based interlibrary loan
support these requirements as never before. The second and still
embryonic development centres on electronic formats. Digital
communications and electronic storage nullify the logic of ownership and
the logistics of location. The promise ‐ and challenges – of electronic
cooperation are fundamentally new.
2
Role of Collection Development Manuals
Most libraries of all types and sizes generally have procedures for
the selection and acquisition of books, periodicals, and other materials,
not all libraries have written collection development manuals – nor wish to
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write them. Gorman and Howes note that the national libraries like the
British Library and Bibliotheque Nationale, as well as many of the
historically considered great university libraries existed for many decades
without the benefit of such policies because they “…simply relied on their
genuine passion for literature and inbred instinct for what was ‘right’
when collecting.” Merritt (1979) blames the “natural human
procrastination rather than ... disagreement or opposition, through some
disagreement may indeed exist.” No matter what the reason, this author
doubts that the situation is different when it comes to wanting to write
cooperative collection development policies. In reality, very little
information about actual collection development practices and policies of
libraries or networks is known, because such policies are not collected
anywhere centrally at the state and national levels. We do know more
about research level libraries, however, because their policies are often
reproduced in the literature, particularly by the Office of Management
Studies of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL). The hundreds of
libraries that use the RLG, WLN, or other Conspectus approach follow
somewhat standard collection coding strategies and practices. There is an
understandable but disappointing state of affairs, which is especially true
of public and special libraries. It should be no surprise, then, that we
generally know very little about the cooperative collection development
and cooperative collection assessment policies and practices of libraries
that belong to library consortia.
3
Collection Management & the Future of Librarian
As access to both citation and full‐text databases has increased
during the 1990s, the idea of building library collections seems to have
become a more distant thought, or is being questioned by more librarians
or other administrators in the parent organization. As vendors and library
networks have offered more electronic databases to their clients, many
librarians and library network managers have worried about their future
viability. A paradigm shift leaving some librarians out of the collection
management decision making process for electronic databases. Not all
librarians are sure that more cooperation among libraries helps to
maintain libraries and library networks as vital organizations in the
collection, assessment, storage, retrieval, and dissemination of
information and literature. Librarians who are able to affect such
cooperation need to realize not only the potential value of the electronic
media, and cooperative collection management, but also the
ramifications.
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It is important to understand, however, that the cooperation which
is essential if libraries are to remain useful to their clients is not just
limited by formal, interlocal government agreements, bylaws of library
consortia, and network agreements. Academic libraries and computing
centres, for example, have been cooperating on many campuses and in
many systems for decades without agreements or bylaws. Such alliances
have seemed natural, expected, and taken for granted. Some directors of
both the library and computing services have been reporting to the same
chief university administrator for many years; the practice may increase as
libraries become more dependent on campus area networks and
computing resources. Many academic libraries have become almost totally
reliant on the campus computer services department for library
automation, database management, and related services, unless they
maintain their own computer systems. The similarity of their information‐
related goals has led some computer centres to install CD‐ROM databases
on their systems independently of the library. This is likely to be the case
with public libraries and school libraries, where teachers will ask system
staff, not librarians, to install CD‐ROM titles on the system. This is but one
example of collection development decision making being taken from the
librarian.
4
Change in the Nature of Librarian’s Job
A growing percentage of the budgets of all libraries, as well as
library networks, is earmarked for the purchase of electronic databases,
licenses, development and maintenance of integrated library systems,
microcomputers, computer printers, related supplies, microcomputer
maintenance agreements, and software. The types of decisions associated
with these matters are more managerial, often based on costs, license
agreements, computer support, and the like. Academic reference
librarians are spending less time helping students with printed sources and
more time teaching them how to access the electronic databases. For
more academic librarians, collection development responsibilities should
represent a decreasing percentage of the total hours worked.
Future library cooperative collection management and resource
sharing activities are likely to include electronic media and
telecommunications for rapid retrieval and dissemination of information
and text because library budgets are not growing fast enough to keep pace
with inflation and the demand for print materials. It seems to follow that
the attention of librarians will be refocused on working cooperatively
through their library consortia to share the costs of electronic databases.
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These technological advances have led to dramatic changes in how library
staff and patrons access bibliographic information, obtain the holdings
information of their home library and those of other libraries, and use (or
do not use) collections and libraries.
5
Large Database: Stimulus in Resource Sharing
Dougherty (1988) emphasizes that the availability of large
databases such as OCLC and RLIN stimulate greater participation in
resource sharing activities. Libraries with Internet access can easily,
conveniently, and inexpensively check the holdings of libraries with known
strong collections in any subject area. Cooperative collection assessment
and development efforts, then, have been enhanced by the ease with
which librarians and users are able electronically to consult local and other
libraries’ holdings. Librarians may decide not to consider the purchase of
an expensive title or series because another library’s online catalog shows
that a copy is held in that location. Moreover, less importance has been
attached to the proximity of the holding location as more and more
libraries around the world input their bibliographic records into OCLC’s
union catalog and use its ILL subsystem.
6
Barriers to Cooperative Collection Management
Despite the paradigm shift evident in the growth of cooperative
collection development activities, there are many barriers to effective
cooperation. Some of the more significant barriers are discussed in the
following:
6.1
Turf Protectionism
Turf protectionism, or a desire to be self‐sufficient, is a major
blockage in cooperative collection management efforts. This “custodial
attitude” is characterized by a library director whose limited vision fosters
the belief that cooperation will decimate the collection, take too much
staff time and money for committee meetings, and result in spending local
funds on materials or programmes that will benefit the users of other
libraries more than the local library. [Martin, 1986, p.90] Sharing
cooperative collection development responsibilities with members of a
local consortium, therefore, might mean loss of autonomy as well as loss
of resources. Mosher (1988, p.29) notes that “each institution’s natural
desire for academic self‐sufficiency…helps to foster competition among
American university research libraries and a myth of the self‐sufficient
‘comprehensive’ collection necessary for any library with pretensions to
greatness.” Research libraries are not unique in this feeling and spirit. “Co‐
operative resource sharing arrangements must be perceived as being
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mutually beneficial,” says Dougherty. He adds that this does not mean
“absolute borrowing/lending parity is essential.”
6.2
Lack of Support, Commitment or Leadership
A lack of support, commitment, or leadership on the part of library
directors or their governing board weakens cooperative collection
management efforts. The unwillingness of some library directors to share
decision making through committees, or their reluctance to obtain input
about procedures, methodologies, and public relations leads to lack of
backing on the part of staff involved in cooperative collection
development. Lack of support and commitment on the part of some or all
of those charged with collection development responsibilities can limit
progress in selection and ordering procedures.
6.3
Failure to Develop and Operate Cooperative Collection
Management
The failure to develop and operate a cooperative collection
management programme under the auspices of a formally recognized, if
not legally constituted, governing structure such as a library system,
network, area authority, consortium, or parent institution might deter
progress. A school or medical board, for instance, might block or restrict
cooperative collection management programmes because library services
are not one of their primary goals.
6.4
Lack of Knowledge and Training in Collection Development
Lack of knowledge and training in collection assessment, collection
development, or other aspects of collection management by members of
the libraries’ governing bodies, administrative superiors, or members of
the staff with collection management responsibilities is also a handicap.
When librarians are assigned collection development responsibilities
without training in how to recognize quality materials, many excellent
materials may be overlooked or poor materials ordered. Spending scarce
dollars on the preservation of titles that contribute to the depth and
breadth of the library’s and the consortium’s collection is also essential for
cooperative collection management efforts. It should not be assumed that
new librarians or staff with collection development responsibilities
inherently realize the criteria to be used for cooperative collection
development purposes, much less understand the goals of the network.
6.5
Lack of Budget
The lack of budget for acquiring the essential monographic, serial,
and electronic titles to meet the primary or core needs of users is a further
barrier in cooperative collection development. The first priority of
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collection developers is to acquire the materials needed to serve local
users, not the needs of users in other libraries. Also, this barrier might be
expressed in terms of cost‐to‐benefits. Many do not see the benefits of
cooperation accruing to the local library; the money spent on travel to
attend network meetings is seen as money better spent on the acquisition
of essential monographs or serials. These librarians distrust the claims that
cooperation results in savings or cost avoidance at the local level. In any
case, these librarians find it very difficult to explain the advantages,
purposes, or goals of the network because their library’s local services
seem to be entirely sufficient to meet the demands of users.
6.6
Low Priority and Low Quality Collection
Some librarians and library users might believe that cooperative
collection development will result in splintering the collection by acquiring
low priority materials which contribute little to the depth and quality of
the collection. Although the number of people who acknowledge the need
for resource sharing might be increasing, Dougherty (1988) says “there is a
fear among faculty that, over time, such programmes of divided collection
responsibility will diminish the luster of their own programme’s reputation
and could ultimately influence academic decisions regarding
appointments, promotion, and tenure.
6.7
Inadequate in Respect of Users’ Need
The rationale that interlibrary loan (ILL), commercial electronic
document delivery services, or other means of resource sharing can fill
voids in a library’s collection has not gained favour among a large
percentage of users. Dougherty (1988) notes many faculties at his
institution were adamant in their view that performance of the existing
document delivery systems – i.e., ILL‐ was “woefully” inadequate for their
needs. It is probably true that the attitudes of some users toward
interdependence have changed; it is probably also true that others remain
staunchly opposed to the proposition that access to collections should be
dependent on document delivery. For this latter group, the memory of
four—to six‐week ILL delivery performance may never fade away.
6.8
Problem of Dealing with Accreditation Standards
Librarians, bibliographers, faculty and other users share a spirit of
interdependence. Most libraries embrace cooperative collection
management in the hope that their libraries will be able to offer improved
access to materials by reshaping collection behaviour to reflect greater
reliance on resources held in a range of libraries. Dougherty (1988, p.289),
however, acknowledges that few faculties he talked to had developed this
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spirit of interdependence; he also discusses the problem of dealing with
accreditation standards, adding:
Clearly, so long as accrediting agencies and academicians use size
of library collections as the principal criterion for judging quality, and fail to
give consideration or recognition to cooperative development
programmes, faculty and librarians will continue to view with suspension
cooperative programmes which divide up responsibility for collection
development along disciplinary lines.
6.9
Human Procrastination
Human procrastination and avoidance of the difficult or time‐
consuming activities, especially if failure might be likely, is another chief
hurdle in the way of cooperative collection management activities. Bishop
(1987) adds clash of personalities, jealously, stubbornness, indifference,
unwillingness to experiment, mistrust between librarians, and an
assumption that each library has unique rather than common needs and
goals as attitudes of librarians which act as barriers.
7
Facilitators of Cooperative Collection Development
If there are substantial barriers to cooperative collection
development, there are also numerous factors that facilitate positive
growth in this area.
7.1
Increasing Cost of Library Materials
The ever‐increasing inflation in the cost of library materials,
particularly serials, is a chief facilitator of cooperative collection
management. When cooperative collection management can be viewed as
a strategy for stretching library budgets and coping with inflation, the
spirit of cooperation and interdependence increases. Cooperation
manifests itself first for periodical titles because of the more rapid inflation
in their prices. Faxon’s and Ebsco’s customer newsletters and
correspondence regularly note factors in serial price increases such as size
of issues, rising cost of paper, and changes in the value of U.S. currency.
Increases in the output of book publishers, the need to publish in new
formats such as CD‐ROM, E‐Journals, E‐books and the growing emphasis
on access have resulted in subscription cancellations and reliance on
commercial document delivery and ILL services of other libraries. The price
that remaining library subscribers must pay increases further as the total
number of subscriptions declines.
7.2
Promotion of More Systematic Collection
Harloe (1994) identifies a specific benefit of cooperation as
“promotion of more systematic collection development planning to permit
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calculated responses when library income becomes flat or decreases.”
Dougherty (1988) identifies the importance of each institution being able
to contribute unique titles to the consortium. Union listings and
agreements to hold the last remaining subscription and backruns are often
first programmes because the libraries should be able to obtain and
analyze lists of subscriptions by title or call number without much
difficulty. Library consortium or network members can analyze the results
in concert with each other far more easily than for monographs.
7.3
Internet Facilities in Village Level Libraries
Since the 1980s there has been greater pressure from educators,
librarians, and residents of rural areas all across the United States for
parity of access to library materials. Distance and rural education
programmes, including rural librarianship programmes, have increased
since then. In the 1990s, this effort is being fed by expansion of the
Internet and rural education networks which will take fiber optic cable to
rural areas. The impact on collection management which the Internet will
have in small and rural areas, both public and school, will be dramatic once
such systems are firmly in place. As rural residents gain access to the
world’s literature through electronic means or interlibrary loan, it is likely
that rural libraries will have to spend a higher proportion of their budgets
on electronic access, thereby putting more strain on their materials
budgets. In India, all universities have Internet facilities but the speed is
not up to the mark for 80% of the universities, not all colleges have
Internet facilities. So the Internet facility in village level libraries is just a
dream. So, after the twenty years of worldwide initiatives, cooperative
collection management is still confined with IITs, IIMs, and other central
government R&D institutes and some elite universities in India.
7.4
Implementation of Digital Imaging Systems
The need for new types or methods of storing, retrieving,
cataloguing, and preserving the new formats and electronic databases will
challenge and invigorate cooperative collection management efforts, if
funding can be found and if costs continue to decline. Digital imaging
systems, for example, are just beginning to become economical as a
means of full‐text delivery and preservation of brittle materials,
photographs, and archives.
7.5
Implementing Authority
How the cooperative management programme is implemented and
who is involved – or not involved in implementation – is as important as its
structure and methodologies. Dougherty (1988) adds, “there is another
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requirement for the efficient and effective operation of the model – that
is, the ability of selectors to communicate with one another in an easy and
timely fashion.” Strong leadership, broad support, and unfailing
commitment on the part of library directors or others who make decisions
regarding the funding for cooperative collection management activities,
including training, training materials, committee meetings, staff support,
and time, are absolute requirements.
The involvement or representation in decision making of those
who will be participating in the cooperative collection development
activities is essential to gaining their commitment. Unless they are
involved, or represented through committees or other processes in the
decision‐making processes, they will not facilitate the successful
implementation of cooperative collection management programmes.
8
Principles for Successful Cooperative Collection Management
After reviewing much of cooperative collection assessment and
development literature, some principles may be preferred as the
foundation on which successful cooperative collection management rests.
Principles are as follows:
(a)
Cooperative collection management assessment and development
programmes of library networks provide the best solutions at the local,
state, regional, or national levels to the continuing explosion of
publications and information resources and their rising costs;
(b)
Budgetary,
psychological,
environmental,
philosophical,
educational, political, societal etc. variables might be barriers in one
instance might be facilitators in another instance;
(c)
Cooperative collection management programmes are less likely to
be developed when barriers such as turf protectionism, fear of
dependence, or lack of knowledge by some governing board members,
library directors, or collection development librarians stand in the way;
(d)
Collection assessment is the cornerstone of successful cooperative
collection development programmes;
(e)
The support and commitment of the network’s library directors
alone is not enough for the success of network level cooperative collection
development programmes;
(f)
Support and commitment can be dictated by the library’s
governing board, or parent organization, as a cost saving measure, or it
can be pursued by collection developers or library directors.
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(g)
The success of and support for cooperative collection management
programmes by professional and paraprofessional library staff are more
likely when they feel it is necessary to meet the basic needs of users.
(h)
Successful cooperative collection management programmes assign
primary collecting responsibilities to the member libraries having the
strongest collections and collecting interest in particular subjects or topics
(Wood & Strauch, 1992).
9
Conclusions
Although cooperative collection assessment and development
programmes are not a primary function of the several hundred library
networks, consortia, or systems in India, they are essential in making as
much of the world’s literature as possible available to users through their
member libraries. Print resources should continue to be published and
collected by libraries for many decades into the 21st century because
books, journals, and documents are preferred by scholars and recreational
readers. Electronic media, on the other hand, might someday overtake
printed resources for reference sources, as well as scientific, technical,
medical and similar fields where information and data change rapidly.
Growing user preferences for electronic periodical and other databases
have already severely affected the budgets of libraries because they
represent yet another format that must be acquired. Many barriers in the
way of cooperative collection development have been suggested: turf
protectionism, the difficulty in obtaining commitment, lack of leadership
by library or network directors, restrictions by the parent consortium. Lack
of support, lack of commitment, lack of training, lack of funds to acquire
materials beyond a core collection‐such barriers can put an abrupt halt to
cooperative collection assessment and development programmes. At the
same time, any number of facilitators working in concert can result in a
successful cooperative assessment and development programme: Strong
leadership by a library director; pressure from a parent consortium, board,
or paid members to save money; the lack of an adequate materials
budget; and the inability of any library to acquire the materials needed by
its primary clientele because the number of titles steadily increases. The
retrospective conversion and automation projects of libraries that have
contributed in the holdings of large databases have greatly facilitated
collection assessment and development activities in libraries and library
consortia by making resources of one library known to others who have
access to the appropriate bibliographic utilities.
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A successful cooperative collection assessment and cooperative
development programme can be a highly positive public relations tool
which helps to convince the paid members that the libraries are
maximizing their resources. Cooperation in the collecting of materials with
other libraries does not need to lessen the quality of the member’s own
collection, but it can lead to strengthen the quality of all the members‐
assuming that each member has ready access to the others’ collections
through other resource sharing practices such as interlibrary loan and
reciprocal borrowing. At the very minimum, each member should have
and maintain a strong collection for its primary clientele. Members can at
the same time, however, cooperate with many other libraries to build a
stronger collection across the network. By providing all of the member
libraries’ clients with easy access to the consortium’s collection, every user
and each library benefits significantly from being able to provide more
materials than it could have alone.
140. Discuss about E‐Governance.
1

Introduction

1.1

Origin of E‐Governance in India
Global shifts towards increased deployment of IT by governments
emerged in the nineties, with the advent of the World Wide Web. The
technologies as well as e‐Governance Initiatives have come a long way
since then. With the increase in Internet and mobile connections, the
citizens are learning to exploit their new mode of access in wide ranging
ways. They have started expecting more and more information and
services Online from governments and corporate organizations to further
their civic, professional and personal lives, thus creating abundant
evidence that the new “e‐citizenship” is taking hold. The concept of e‐
Governance has its origins in India during the seventies with a focus on
development of in‐house government applications in the areas of defense,
economic monitoring, planning and the deployment of IT to manage data
intensive functions related to elections, census, tax administration etc. The
efforts of the National Informatics Centre (NIC) to connect all the district
headquarters during the eighties were a very significant development.
From the early nineties, IT technologies were supplemented by ICT
technologies to extend its use for wider sectoral applications with policy
emphasis on reaching out to rural areas and taking in greater inputs from
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NGOs and private sector as well. There has been an increasing
involvement of international donor agencies under the framework of e‐
Governance for development to catalyze the development of governance
laws and technologies in developing countries.
1.2
Definition and Meaning
E‐Governance is a process of reform in the way Governments work,
share information, engage citizens and deliver services to external and
internal clients for the benefit of both government and the clients that
they serve.
Governments harnesses information technologies such as Wide
Area Networks (WAN), Internet, World Wide Web, and mobile computing
reach out to citizens, business, and other arms of the government to:
Improve delivery of services to citizens, businesses and employees
engage citizens in the process of governance through interaction
Empower citizens through access to knowledge and information
and make the working of the government more efficient and effective
results in enhanced transparency, convenience and empowerment; less
corruption; revenue growth; and cost reduction
Electronic Government is a form of organization that integrates the
interactions and the interrelations between and among government and
citizens, companies, customers, and public institutions through the
application of modern information and communication technologies
(Ghosh and Arora, 2005). Generally it has been perceived to be
government’s offices providing online information or accepting online
application through electronic channels but this doesn’t depict the true
philosophy of e‐Governance. E‐Governance is a philosophy where
electronic equipment and facilitating software are just the means rather
than the goal. E‐Governance refers to the process of using information
technology for automating the internal operations of the Government as
well as its external interactions with citizens and other businesses. A sense
of belongingness in the system is the fundamental ideology driving e‐
Governance in which few of the initiatives have been successful and few
more are trying to better their performance. So “E‐Governance is the
application of information and communication technologies to transform
the efficiency, effectiveness, transparency and accountability of
informational and transactional exchanges with in government, between
government and government agencies of National, State, Municipal and
local levels, citizen and businesses and to empower citizens through access
and use of information”.
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2

The Reasons behind E‐Governance
Government in our country and states is often characterized by
rigid hierarchies, red‐tapism, complicated procedures, sluggish decision‐
making and lack of accountability. Public access to Government services is
usually clumsy and complicated. In a paper‐based system, locating a
correspondence or file in a Government department can be a truly
frustrating experience.
The advent of Information Technology as a tool leveraging the
delivery of services is universally acknowledged now everywhere, now this
is the time to use ICT for E‐Governance. In today’s world, E‐Governance
has actually given an opportunity of a paradigm shift in the process of
delivery of Government Services to the citizen (Bristol: Audit Commission,
1981).
E‐Governance, enabled by ICT, requires a fundamental change in
how the government operates by constantly reinventing itself by
delivering its obligations to the citizens with greater accountability and a
responsive sensitivity.
E‐governance can improve the government’s own operations inside
or outside the state, as well as the effectiveness of its service delivery
mechanism. Appropriate deployment of ICT in governance has the
potential to result in better quality of services, reduced costs, improved
effectiveness and operational efficiency. Therefore, E‐Governance could
potentially bring out a social catharsis that requires to be orchestrated in
to resolute manner, if delivered in an effective way to state.
•
Self use versus assisted by staff
•
24X7 operation versus restricted days and timings
•
Services offered by single agency versus multiple agencies from
different levels of Government
•
Online delivery of one step in a service versus the entire tasks or
several steps done in one go
•
Location of access point: anywhere through Internet, departmental
counters, conveniently located service centers, Internet kiosks
•
Introduces transparency in data, decisions/actions, rules,
procedures and performance of Govt. agencies
•
Automates processes to take away discretion
•
Entry point for simplification of rules and reengineering
•
Makes decisions traceable‐tracks actions
•
Builds accountability‐greater access to information through web
publishing‐role of civil society
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•
•
•
•
•

Provides documentation to citizens for follow up
Introduces competition amongst delivery channels
Standardized documentation of comments/objections leads to
effective supervision‐through comparative indicators
Centralizes and integrates data for better audit and analysis.
Enables unbiased sampling for audit purposes

Benefits of E‐Governance from the Citizens, Government and
Business Community point of view are enumerated below:
Beneficiaries
Benefits
Citizens
Transparency, Efficiency and Integrity in
Government Functions, Easy Information Access
Government
Reduces Redundancy and Duplication; Processes
of Data Collection, Analysis and Audit are made
much easier; Improvements in Specialized Areas
like Criminal Justice, Registration, Land Papers
(Deed, Mutation etc.) etc.
Business Community E‐Governance can become a catalyst and a
channel for e‐business, A web based government
will enable tax paying online and reduce
corruption and bending of laws.
Table 1: Benefits of E‐Governance
3
Scope of E‐Governance
E‐Governance is the use of information and communication
technologies to support good governance. It has the following main
dimensions:
3.1
Government to Citizen (G2C)
G2C will aim at connecting citizens to government by talking to
citizens and supporting accountability, by listening to citizens and
supporting democracy, and by improving public services. It will involve
better services to the citizens through single point delivery mechanism and
will involve areas like:
3.1.1 E‐Citizen
Under e‐citizen integrated service centres will be created. The
purpose of these centres will be to take over the various customer services
in due course. It will offer services like issue of certificates, Ration cards,
Passports, Payment of Bills and taxes etc. These centres will become one‐
stop Government Shops for delivery of all services.
3.1.2 E‐Transport
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The transport aspects that can be easily e‐governed include:
Registration of motor vehicles, Issue of driving licenses, Issue of plying
permissions (Permits), Tax and fee collection through Cash and Bank
Challans and Control of Pollution.
3.1.3 E‐Medicine
It will involve linking of various hospitals in different parts of the
country and provide better medical services to the citizen.
3.1.4 E‐Education
E‐Education will constitute various initiatives of educating the
citizen and the Government with the various information technologies.
3.1.5 E‐Registration
E‐Governing the registration and transfer of the properties and
stamp duty to be paid thereon will bring substantial reduction of paper
work and reduce the duplicating of entries. Further the transparency in
work will increase and the overall time of process registration will reduce.
The spirit behind G2C services will encompass all the services that
the Government is delivering to its citizens.
Essentials for achievement
(i)
Information for All: Keeping the citizen informed, providing him
with details of Government activities. The citizen will act as watch dog to
Government if the information will be available to him. Certain interest
groups like the journalists, opposition will always keep an eye on the
expenditure of the Government, status of which will be available on‐line.
The same will bring accountability amongst Civil Servants. The rationale is
to increase the pressure on staff to perform well and to improve public
understanding of government.
(ii)
Citizen Feedback: Citizen feedback is must for improving the
Government services. Unless the Government services. Unless the
Government listens to its customer, it will not be able to find out what
does the citizens want. The elected representatives who are said to be
voice of citizens also are not the true voice for they get their votes
according to their offerings and not their offerings are according to
customer wants. In short it is an effort to make the public sector decision
responsive to citizens’ view or needs.
(iii)
Improving Services: World’s best companies have done it. Indian
companies have copied them, Governments abroad have followed the
suit, why can’t the Indian Government. Improving the service delivered to
the citizen on dimensions such as speed, quality, reliability, convenience
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and cost. Information technology will have a big role to play in the same;
the services can be delivered from 24 hour one‐stop Government shops.
3.2
Consumer to Government (C2G)
C2G will mainly constitute the areas where the citizen interacts
with the Government. It will include areas like election when citizens vote
for the Government; Census where he provides information about himself
to the Government; taxation where he is paying taxes to the Government.
3.2.1 E‐Democracy
The e‐democracy is an effort to change the role of citizen from
passive information giving to active citizen involvement. In an e‐
democracy the Government will be informing the citizen, representing the
citizen, encouraging the citizen to vote, consulting the citizen and engaging
the citizen in the Governance. Taking the citizens input about the various
government policies by organizing an e‐debate will further strengthen the
e‐democracy. The concept of e‐debate will further strengthen the e‐
democracy. The concept of e‐debate is similar to chat over the Internet,
wherein not only the citizens but also the political leaders contesting the
elections participate. The citizens give their feedback about the various
policies of the parties and particularly the manifesto of the party. The
initiative will further strengthen the process by enhancing the
representative role, improving accessibility of citizens to their elected
members and developing the capacity of elected representatives to
engage in e‐government. Elected members will also be provided with
access to the local authority’s Intranet and e‐mail systems so that they
become available online for decision making and people can easily access
them.
Essentials for achievement:
(i)
Citizen Participation: For achievement of the above initiatives the
citizen has to participate in the Government Business and therefore
spreading awareness becomes the responsibility of the State. The
elections should not be fought on the principle of what one party or other
has to offer. But they should be fought on the principle of what the
citizens require. Market research programmes should be carried out using
the Information Systems to determine the needs of the citizens.
Geographical Information System (GIS) could be used as a tool to find out
potential gaps in the services offered.
3.3
Government to Government (G2G)
This can also be referred as e‐Administration. It involves improving
government processes by cutting costs, by managing performance, by
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making strategic connections within government, and by creating
empowerment. It will involve networking all Government offices so as to
produce synergy among them. The major areas are:
3.3.1 E‐Secretariat
Secretariat, which is the seat of power, has a lot of valuable
information regarding the functioning of the state. The cross‐linking of
various departments and exchange of information amongst various
components will simplify the process of Governance.
3.3.2 E‐Police
E‐Police will help to build citizen confidence. There will be two
databases, one of police personnel and the other of criminals. The
database of personnel will have the records of their current and previous
postings. This will help to track policemen specialized in certain
geographical regions and skills. Take for example; we want to look for a
forensic expert. The database within seconds gives the list of all forensic
experts. The same database will give the track of their details like service
record, family background etc which will also be helpful in intelligent
posting and promotion of personnel.
The second database will be of criminals. This database has to be
upgraded to national to national database for its total utility. By just typing
the name of a criminal a police officer will be able to know the details of
his past activities, including his modus operandi and the area of operation.
Further a database like this will help tap the criminals easily for all the
police stations will have simultaneous access to their record. The module
will also include G2C activities like online filing of FIR’s, finding the case
status of an FIR. Creating a database of Lost and Found can assist further
lost and found of valuables and individuals.
3.3.3 E‐Court
The pending court cases in India have brought the legal system to a
halt. Not only are the consumers asking for changes in the administration,
but also the system will collapse if it continues in this manner. IT can
transform the system and bring in the court cases to a level of zero
dependency. Creating a database of cases can do the same. In fact such a
system will help to avoid all the appeals to High Courts and Supreme
Court, for the judges can consider the appeals from an intranet wherein
the case remains in the same district court but the Higher Court gives their
decision online based on the recorded facts of the case. Such a step will
not only help the citizens but will also reduce the backlog of cases. Further
the use of IT in the areas like recording of court proceedings, high
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resolution remote video to identify fraudulent documents, live fingerprints
scanning and verification, remote probation monitoring, electronic entry
of reports and paper work will further speed up the court proceedings.
3.3.4 State Wide Networks
This will involve linking all the departments of the Government
with various district headquarters and the state capital, facilitating the
flow of information between the various state departments and it’s
constituents. Here various blocks will be linked to district Headquarters,
District Headquarters to State Headquarters and State Headquarters to
the National Capital.
Essentials for achievement:
(i)
Cutting Expenditure: With proper process control the input output
ratio can be improved. The same can be achieved by cutting financial time
costs. Cutting Government expenditure will lead to saving and
accountability.
(ii)
Organize around Outcomes, not Tasks: This principle suggests that
a single person should perform all the steps in a process and that the
person’s job be designed around the outcome or objective rather than a
single task. Say, for example, a citizen applies for a permit – it becomes the
duty of the receiving authority that the citizen gets the same, rather than
moving around to get it done.
(iii)
Managing Process Performance: Planning, monitoring and
controlling the performance of process resources (human, financial and
other). Information supports this by providing information about process
performance and performance standards. The rationale is to make more
efficient or effective use of process resources.
(iv)
Establish a Network: Treat geographically dispersed resources as
though they were centralized. Government can use databases,
telecommunications networks, and standardized processing systems to get
the benefits of scale and coordination, while maintaining the benefits of
flexibility and service. Strategic connections in Government should be
established like central‐local, ministry‐to‐ministry, executive‐to‐legislature,
and decision maker‐to‐data store.
(v)
Delegate and Empower: Put the decision point where the work is
performed, and build control into the process. Thus for overall
Government People Relation (GPR) to succeed the decision‐making should
pass on to the people who do the actual work from the people who are
just monitoring it. People engaged in actual activities should be
empowered to make decisions at the required focal point and hence to
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delegate such activities on their own so that the process itself can have
built in controls. This will not only speed up the process but will cut cost as
well.
3.4
Government to Business (G2B)
3.4.1 E‐Taxation
This will constitute the various services a business house needs to
get from the Government, which includes getting licenses etc. In a similar
scenario, it can also flow from a business house to the Government as in
the case of procurements, from such business houses by the Government.
This will become a B2G service.
Essentials for achievement
(i)
Standards: Standards for Electronic Transactions or E‐Commerce
needs to be built. The standards will also include standards on content etc.
(ii)
Payment Mechanism: A secure payment mechanism needs to be
built to enable payments over the electronic medium.
(iii)
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI): PKI is required for secure and
authentic transactions.
3.5
Government to NGO (G2N)
3.5.1 E‐Society
Building interactions beyond the boundaries of government by
developing communities, by building government partnerships, and by
building civil society. It will involve building various associations or interest
groups that will ensure the betterment of the society. Such initiatives deal
particularly with the relationship between government and citizens; either
as voters/stakeholders from whom the public sector derives its legitimacy,
or as customers who consume public services.
Essentials for Achievement:
(i)
Publishing: Delivering data to citizens. This will involve open access
to Government Information. The citizen has a right to every Government
information and its activities.
(ii)
Interaction: Delivering data to citizens and receiving data from
citizens. This will involve taking feedback from the citizens and interacting
with the interest groups.
Overview e‐Governance Solutions
Phase
Information

External: G2C
1: Local/Departmental/
National Information
(mission statements
and
organizational
structure Addresses,
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External: G2B
Business
information
Addresses,
opening hours,
employees,

Internal: G2G
Knowledge base
(static intranet)
Knowledge
management
(LAN)
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opening
hours,
employees, telephone
numbers Laws, rules
and
regulations
Petitions Government
glossary News
Phase
2: Downloading forms on
Interaction
Websites Submitting
forms Online help with
filling
in
forms
(permits, birth /death
certificates)
Intake
processes for permits
etc.
E‐mail
Newsletters
Discussion groups e‐
democracy)
Polls
and
questionnaires
Personalised
web
pages
Phase
3: License applications /
Transaction
renewals
Renewing
car
tags,
vehicle
registration
Personal
accounts
(mytax,
myfines,
mylicenses etc.)
Payment of (property)
taxes Payment of
tickets
and
fines
Paying utility bills
Registering and voting
online
Phase
4: Personalised website
Transformation
with
integrated
personal account
for all services

telephone
numbers Laws,
rules and
regulations

Downloading
forms
on
Websites
Submitting
forms
Online
help
with filling in
forms (permits)
Intake
processes for
permits etc.
E‐mail
Notification

E‐mail
Interactive
knowledge
databases
Complaint
handling
tools

Inter‐
License
governmental
applications
and renewals transactions
via
website
Payment
of
taxes
Procurement

Database
Personalised
integration
website
with integrated
business
account for all
services

Table 2: Overview of e‐governance solutions for each phase
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(Source: Backus, Michiel. E‐Governance and Developing Countries:
Introduction and Examples.)
4
Necessary Criteria for E‐Governance Implementation
The implementation of e‐Governance systems has many aspects.
For example, normally e‐Governance services are non‐profit making
services and most of the time their payback period is very high which
makes them capital intensive. Further, connectivity is an issue to make the
services accessible to a major section of the society.
Capital: e‐Governance services are meant for providing faster and
effective services to the citizen and profit considerations are not very
prominent aspect of these services. Many services, which were
implemented long ago, are yet to break even due to high cost. The
operational cost with a dole of subsidy to users makes it tough to generate
operational profit though social benefits are many which are beyond the
scope of the current discussion.
Connectivity: Success of e‐Governance service is dependent on its
reach to the people. A good system can be good only when it can benefit a
larger section of the society hence the need of connectivity till the last
mile.
Commitment: As e‐Governance are not viewed in terms of
accounting profits and shorter payback periods one of the great motivator
money is absent. With a good chunk of outflow and little inflow the
governments need determination and commitment to sustain the service.
E‐Governance champions at different hierarchy of the system are needed
to push through the project to its logical end. And needless to mention the
gestation period of these services are normally longer than the industrial
projects.
Competence: Competence is required to gather the intelligence at
the grass root level, understanding of people’s problem as well as the
grass root level and understanding of people’s problem as well as those
who are going to provide e‐Governance services (mainly operators and
clerks) needs more than understanding of software engineering. Many
good systems have failed because they did not capture the psychological
aspects of the implementation. Competency of the information and
communication technology, requirement engineering processes and
ground level knowledge is a must for success.
Content: In India the lack of customized content is one of the
hurdles in implementation of the e‐Governance services. Requirement of
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an urban citizen and rural citizen differs. Also the content is not available
local language is one of the important aspect.
Citizen Interface: Interface should be illustrative and easy
navigating so that even novice users do not find it tough to avail the
services.
Cyber Laws: Services should be backed by cyber laws to make the
documents or information legally valid. Indian IT Act 2002 was one of
endeavour towards this, which made e‐mails and other digital documents
valid as a legal document.
Besides these, critical e‐Governance success factors are as follows:
• Strong Political and Administrative Leadership, detailed
Project Management
• Clearly identified goals and
benefits
• Significant
Process
Reengineering Required
• Start Small, scale up through stages, manage expectations
• Adopt established standards and protocols –minimize
customization
• In‐source Analysis; Outsource design, software development, data
preparation, training, etc.
• Training Expenses should not
be minimized
• Public Private Partnerships
5
Application of E‐Governance
While the emphasis has been primarily on automation and
computerization, Central Government and State governments have been
primarily on automation and computerization, Central Government and
State governments have also endeavoured to use ICT tools into
connectivity, networking, setting up systems for processing information
and delivering services. At a micro level, this has ranged from IT
automation in individual departments, electronic file handling and
workflow systems, access to entitlements, public grievance systems,
service delivery for high volume routine transactions such as Ration Card
issue, Industrial Unit Clearances, Birth/Death Certificates, Vehicle
Registration, Land Certificates, E‐Education, Payment of Bills, Tax dues to
meeting poverty alleviation goals through the promotion of
entrepreneurial models and provision of market information. The thrust
has varied across initiatives, with some focusing on enabling the citizen‐
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state interface for various government services, and others focusing on
bettering livelihoods. Every state govt. has taken the initiative to form an
IT task force to outline IT policy document for the state and the citizen
charters have started appearing on govt. websites. For governments, the
more overt motivation to shift from manual processes to IT‐enabled
processes may be increased efficiency in administration and service
delivery, but this shift can be conceived as a worthwhile investment with
potential for returns.
From the above discussion it is clear that E‐Governance may
include very broad range of services. The most common areas of E‐
Governance applications as a start point can be:
•
Electronic commerce and business regulations
•
Taxation and revenue
•
Law enforcement and courts
•
Digital democracy
•
Agriculture
•
Education
•
Health
•
Transport
•
Banks
The following table shows the transformation of better and quick
service in case of Land Records and other Land related matters.
Name of Service
Current Time
After
e‐Governance
Project
Copy of Land Records Entries
Mutation of Land Ownership
Copy of Land Map & Boundaries

6
•

•

5‐30 days
2‐8 months
1 month

1 hour
45 days after receipt
Same day

Table 3: Transformation due to e‐Governance
Different Delivery Models
Different types of delivery models are mentioned below:
Departments going on‐line
–Citizen visit many departments, each one may be more efficient
–Could be a first step in the absence of high band width network
–Assisted; restrictive timings, single agency‐complete service
Conveniently located Community Service Centers
–Assisted counters manned by public/private agencies
–Services from single/ multiple agencies under one roof: payment,
licenses, certificates
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–Larger time window but not 24X7
–Complete service from all department difficult‐bill payments,
receive applications
•
Self Service through a Portal one stop shop
–24X7, multiple agencies, partial service (submit applications)
–Back end computerization and Integration needed for data sharing
–High Internet penetration; willingness and ability of citizen to use
–Security and mutual trust (builds with successful outcome)
–Usage builds up gradually. Adoption rate has to be driven.
7
Enablers of e‐Government
e‐Governance will be possible through the interaction between
following four elements (Technology, Process, People and Luck):
•
20 % Technology‐Must get it right
•
35 % Business Process Reengineering
•
40 % Change Management
•
5% Luck
8

•
•

Sustainability Risk Factors
e‐Governance risk factors are mentioned below:
Implementation and use should sustain over long periods and
measurable benefits delivered to all stakeholders‐need for
evaluation
Frequent changes in administrative leadership.
Short tenure of implementers: hurried
implementation and/or lack of resources
Inappropriate definition of project scale and scope.
E‐government not implemented in a context of wider change/
administrative reform.
Does not lead to overall cost
reduction or value addition
Close identification of a project
with a single champion
Resistance from vested interests not
countered effectively
Partial automation (back‐end not computerized) and automation
without reengineering.
Use of untested fancy technology.
E‐government can offer new opportunities for fraud and corruption

9

Relation between E‐Governance and E‐Government

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Governance is a topic, not a standpoint, thesis, method or solution,
let alone a technology. The topic of governance is about how to manage,
steer, direct or guide an organization so as to best achieve its goals and
protect its interests. Governance is an issue not only for cities, nations,
federations and other political entities, but also for private organizations.
In the political context, the interests to be promoted by “good
Governance” is the public interests of the society as a whole including
future generations. That is, the purpose of public governance is to achieve
and maintain the “common good”. Governance is a topic of current
because of several developments:
(i)
the changing role and increasing importance of knowledge;
(ii)
the trend towards non‐hierarchical forms of organization and
management, in particular networks;
(iii)
Globalization, with its shift of power from nation‐states to
international institutions and global corporations; and
(iv)
The potential of new information and communication technology
(ICT) to improve the efficiency and quality of collaborative work
and facilitate more inclusive participation in political processes.
10
Present Scenario of E‐Governance
Following are some of the recent e‐Governance projects
implemented by various state governments:
Some E‐Governance Initiatives
State/Union
Initiatives covering departmental automation, user
Territory
charge collection, delivery of policy/programmed
information and delivery of entitlements
Andhra Pradesh E‐Seva, CARD (registration), VOICE, MPHS, FAST, e‐
Cops, AP Online‐One‐stop‐shop on the Internet,
Saukaryam, Online Transaction Processing, OPEN
Bihar
Sales tax Administration management Information
Chattisgarh
Chattisgarh Infotech Promotion Society, Treasury
office, e‐linking project
Delhi
Automatic Vehicle Tracking System, Computerization
of website of RCS office, Electronic Clearance
System, Management Information System for
Education etc.
Goa
Dharani Project
Gujarat
Mahiti Shakti, request for Government documents
online, Formbook online, GR book online, census
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Haryana
Himachal
Pradesh
Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh

Maharashtra
Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu

online, tender notice, OPEN
Nai Disha
Lok Mitra
Bhoomi, Khajane, Kaveri, Teacher’s Transfer
e‐Srinkhala, RDNet, Fast, Reliable, Instant, Efficient
Network for the Disbursement of Services (FRIENDS)
Gyandoot, Gram Sampark, Smart card in Transport
Department, Computerization MP State Agricultural
Marketing Board (Mandi Board) etc.
SETU, Online Complaint Management System ‐
Mumbai
Jan Mitra, RajSWIFT, Lok Mitra, RajNIDHI
Raj Maiyams – Kanchipuram; Application forms
related to public utility, tender notices and display

North‐Eastern States
Arunachal
Community Information Centre, Forms available on
Pradesh
the website under schemes related to social
welfare, food civil supplies and consumer affairs,
Manipur,
housing transport
Meghalaya
Mizoram
&
Nagaland
Table 4: State wise E‐Governance Initiatives
Besides these Tax Collection State Border check posts, Customs
Online,
CVC
website,
Drishtee,
nLogue,
e‐Choupal,
MCA21,WebCITI/DialCITI etc. projects are running in Central Government
offices and institutions as well as in different states of India.
11
The Architecture of e‐Governance
The basic components of this model are:
(i)
Recipient:
Citizen, Businesses, Public Servants
(ii)
Channel
Data Communication Devices
(iii)
Processing
Data Communication Applications
(iv)
Sources
Basic Data System
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The following figure (see next page) shows the architecture of e‐
Governance:
12
E‐Seva Benefits to Citizens
•
Many state, central and local govt. services under one roof
•
Different ways of payment are possible
– e‐Payments through credit cards on the Internet
– e‐Payments through direct debit mechanism.
– One check for several bill
•
Location convenience with network of different channels
– 150 services at 45 eSevacenters in Hyderabad; 200 in other
towns
– eSevacounters in banks –assisted by operator
– AP online kiosks –assisted by operator
– Access portal directly via Internet, ATM
•
Improved service because of competition amongst channels
•
Good ambience, courteous service by private contract operators,
managed queues through electronic tokens

Citizens, Businesses, Public Servants, NGO
etc.

RECIPIENT

Intermediaries

Mobile Phones
Digital461
TV
Call Centres
Kiosk
PCs
Tele‐conferencing
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DATA COMMUNICATION
DEVICES

CHANNEL
Web
Intranet
Extranet

E‐mail

DATA COMMUNICATION
APPLICATIONS
Management Support System
Basic Data System

Office Administration

Government Data

NETWORK ENABLED
DATA PROCESSING &
APPLICATION

SOURCE
Figure 1: Architecture of e‐Governance
13
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Bhoomi: Land Record Computerization
20 million records of 6.7 million farmers spread over 9000
villages
Village Accountant responsible for issue of certificates and
mutation
Certificate issue took 3‐30 days and a bribe of Rs. 100‐2000.
Mutation could take up to 2 years (30 days). Encroachment of
public land
Bhoomi on‐line kiosks for issue of Record of
Tenancy and Rights
All land records converted to electronic form
180 centers where operators issue certificates on‐line in 15
minutes for a fee of Rs. 15.00
Web enabled to provide access in rural areas thru
kiosks (pilots)
Mutation request filed on line
Incisive MIS reports for follow up on mutation
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•
14

Improved crop data for insurance claims
MCA21 Programme
Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA), Government of India (GOI) has
initiated MCA21 programme for easy and secure access to MCA services in
a manner that best suit the businesses and citizens. The programme goals
have been set as follows keeping in mind stakeholders’ need:
•
Business enabled to register a company and file statutory
documents quickly and easily
•
Public to get easy access to relevant records and effective
grievances redressal
•
Professionals to be able to offer efficient services to their client
companies
•
Financial Institutions to easily find charges registration and
verification
•
Employees to ensure proactive and effective compliance of
relevant laws and corporate governance
MCA21 is envisioned to provide anytime and anywhere services to
businesses. It is a pioneering programme being the first mission mode e‐
Governance project being undertaken in the country. This programme
builds on the GOI vision to introduce a Service Oriented Approach in the
design and delivery of Government services, establish a healthy business
ecosystem and make the country globally competitive.
15
Conclusion
Institutions like the computer society of India (CSI) are working to
initiate the process of giving awards to state as well as central government
projects that have done exceptionally well. One of the main objectives of
e‐Governance is to increase transparency, and therefore corruption in
government departments can be reduced. E‐Governance will lead to a
reduction in the digital divide between urban and rural areas. However we
can say that policies still need to be made more transparent and
consistent. Governance is a topic, not a standpoint, thesis, method or
solution. Governance, in the public context is about how to manage, direct
or guide society in order to best serve public interests, i.e. to achieve the
common good. Governance is a hot topic for many reasons, including the
changing role of knowledge and information and communication
technology. Like all the ‘e’ subjects, governance is about applying
advanced information and communication technology to improve and
support all tasks in the underlying domain, in this case the governance
domain.
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Future Scope
Increasing number of initiatives on the road of e‐Governance,
increasing budget allocations, increasing per capita spend on IT; the state
governments seem to be well on their way to successful e‐Governance.
Connectivity, system uptime, data security, standardization of the
technologies is some areas that seem to get more attention in order to
make e‐Governance more successful in future. There is now a nation‐wide
thrust on e‐Governance.
140. Discuss about E‐Resource.
1

Introduction
E‐Resource (Electronic Resource) is a service to help you find E‐
Databases, E‐Journals, E‐Magazines, E‐Books/Wiki Books/E‐Audios/E‐
Musics, E‐News, E‐Images, Data/GIS, Digital Library Projects, Electronic
Exhibitions, E‐Subject Guides, E‐Newsletter, E‐White Papers, E‐Conference
Proceedings, E‐Reports, E‐Studies, E‐Interesting Development, E‐
Directories, Web Search Tools on a range of topic. Many of the resources
are freely available to anyone with Internet access, but some are licensed
(i.e., commercial) resources. I believe that these are important as it could
help guide the provision of computer and library facilities for educational
institutions. We have relatively simple, but substantial, edifices for print
on paper; what provision should be made over the next five years? In turn,
this has implications for what academic authors and publishers should, or
might, be doing, not just to take advantage of the technology for its own
sake, but to use technology to produce a better educational products.
In India, INDEST (Indian National Digital Library in Engineering
Sciences and Technology) was first started on the recommendation made
by the Expert Group appointed by the Ministry of Human Resources
Development (MHRD) to avail the maximum resources within the limited
budget of each and every institution as per their requirements. This has
resulted in overall savings of more than 85‐90% as compared to print
subscriptions by individual universities. The Ministry provides funds
required for subscription to electronic resources for 38 institutions
including IISc, IITs, NITs, IIMs and few other centrally‐funded Government
institutions through the consortium headquarters set‐up in the IIT Delhi.
Besides, 60 Government or Government aided engineering colleges and
technical departments in universities have joined the consortium with
financial support by AICTE (All India Council for Technical Education).
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Moreover, the INDEST‐AICTE Consortium, as an open‐ended proposition,
welcomes other institutions to join it on their own for sharing benefits it
offers in terms of highly discounted rates of subscription and better terms
of agreement with the publishers. 502 Institutions have joined the
Consortium, under its self‐supported category. Total number of member
institutions in the consortium has grown up to more than 600.
The following databases are available under INDEST‐AICTE Consortia:
Full Text E‐Resources
•
ABI/Inform Complete
•
ACM Digital Library
•
ASCE Journals
•
ASME Journals (+ AMR)
•
ASTM Standards and Journals
•
Capitaline
•
CRIS INFAC Industrial Information
•
Digital Engineering Library (DEL)
•
EBSCO Databases
•
Elsevier’s Science Direct
•
Emerald Full‐text
•
Emerald Management Xtra
•
Engineering Science Data Unit (ESDU)
•
Euromonitor (GMID)
•
IEEE/IEEE Electronic Library Online (IEL)
•
Indian Standards
•
INSIGHT
•
Nature
•
Proquest Science (Formerly ASTP)
•
Springer Link
Bibliographic Databases
•
COMPENDEX on EI Village
•
INSPEC on EI Village
•
J‐Gate Custom Content for Consortia (JCCC)
•
MathSciNet
•
SciFinder Scholar
•
Web of Science
Open Access Resources
•
About Open Access
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•
•
•

Open Access E‐Journals
Open Access Directories
IRs@member Institutions

In order to support the research and academic activity in the
country, University Grants Commission (UGC) initiated a programme to
provide electronic access over the Internet to scholarly literature in all
areas of learning to the university sectors in India. A bouquet of E‐Journals
was presented to the nation by His Excellency the President of India Dr. A
P J Abdul Kalam on 28th December 2003 during the concluding day of
UGC’s Golden Jubilee celebrations. This programme is wholly funded by
the UGC. All universities eligible to receive grants under UGC’s purview are
the members of the programme, and it will gradually be extended to
colleges. The programme is executed by Information and Library Network
(INFLIBNET) Centre, Ahmedabad which is an autonomous institution under
the UGC through which access to about 4000 scholarly journals and
databases are made available to 100 universities. Access to various E‐
Journals started from January 1, 2004, however trial access was started
much ahead from October – December 2003.
The UGC – Infonet (UGC‐Information Network) is an ambitious
programme of UGC to interlink all the universities and also extended e‐
journal services to the colleges as far as practicable in the country with
state‐of‐the‐art‐technology. It was formally inaugurated by the Hon’ble
Prime Minister on 28th December, 2002. The network infrastructure to
universities was to be provided on a turn key basis by ERNET (Education
and Research Network) India. Under this programme universities were
provided grants to establish the UGC‐Infonet connectivity with the support
of INFLIBNET and ERNET. The UGC‐Infonet E‐journal consortium covers all
areas of learning, having 48% collections in Science and Technology, 46%
collections in Social Sciences and 6% collections in the areas of
Humanities.
The following table 1 shows the subject covered and the no. of
journals related with the subject (as on March 2005):

Sl. No.
1
2
3

Science Subjects
Agriculture
Anthropology
Astronomy
466

No. of Journals
39
45
17
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Biochemistry
Biology
Biotechnology
Botany
Chemistry
Computer Science
Earth Science
Ecology
Engineering
Mathematics
Medical Sciences
Physics
Sciences
Statistics
Technology
Zoology

01
306
15
39
167
133
64
07
158
192
494
178
56
36
17
16

l. No.

Social Science Subjects

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Archeology
Architecture
Arts
Business
Commerce
Culture
Economics
Education
Environmental Studies
Earth Science
Ecology
Information Science
Law
Library Science
Management
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
467

No. of
Journals
17
09
184
43
03
21
188
159
93
45
221
19
61
36
16
124
153
147
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19
20
21

Religion
Social Science
Sociology

55
166
155

Sl. No.
1
2
3

Humanities Subjects
Humanities
Language and Linguistics
Literature

No. of Journals
26
79
159

Table 1: Subjects covered and No. of Journals
E‐Journals/E‐Databases subscribed by the consortium are given
below in table 2.
Sl.
Name
of
the No.
of Coverage/Back files
No. Publisher
Journals/Database
1
American Chemical 31 Journals
Vol. 1 Issue 1
Society (1876)
2
American Institute of 18 Journals
1997 – Archival files
Physics
vary from
journal to journal
3
American
Physical 10 journals
1997‐
Society
4
Annual Reviews
29 Journals
Archival access for
the last ten years
5
Biological Abstract
01 Database
1969‐
6
Blackwell
489 Journals
1997‐
7
Cambridge
189 Journals
1997‐
University Press
8
Chemical Abstracts
01 Database
1907‐
Services (Sci‐finder)
9
Elsevier Science
34 Journals
Archival access from
1995
10 Emerald
28 Journals
2001 ‐ varies from
journal to journal
11 Encyclopedia
National
site All universities and
Britannica
Licensing
colleges
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12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Gateway
Portais Cover more than
Ingenta and J‐Gate
10,000
journals
upto abstract level
Institute of Physics
36 Journals
J‐Store
457 Journals
MathSciNet
01 Database
Nature
01 Journal
Portland Press
04 Journals
Project Muse
222 Journals
Royal Society of 23 Journals + 6
Chemistry
databases
Science Online
01 Journal
Springer & Kluwer
1217 Journals
Taylor & Francis
1105 Journals
Oxford
University 169 Journals
Press

Vol. 1 Issue 1
Vol. 1 Issue 1
1940 to current
1997‐
1996‐current
1999‐
1997‐
1996‐
1997‐
1998‐
1998+

Table 2: Publishers with the No. of E‐Journals/E‐Databases (as on July
2005)
Now we discuss the components of E‐Resources one by one.
E‐Databases
E‐Databases (Electronic Databases) include periodical indexes &
abstracts (e.g. CAB Abstract, Library and Information Science Abstract
(LISA), METADOX (Metal Abstracts), SCOPUS (Abstracting, Indexing and
Citation data in Science, Engineering and Technology), WIPS (Worldwide
Intellectual Property Search), ACS Archival Access List, ASTM standards,
ASTM Journals, Life Science Review Journals, Communication & mass
Media, Magillion Literature Plus, Taylor & Francis (List), Directories,
Encyclopedias, Dictionaries, and related reference works.
1.2
E‐Journals
These are called Electronic Journals. The University users can
access more than 50 Library and Information Science (Library Science &
Information Science) E‐Journals through UGC‐Infonet consortium. There
are many Open Source E‐Journals are available through Internet, some
Library and Information Science Open Source E‐Journals and their URLs are
given below:
1. Ariadne:
www.ariadne.ac.uk
2. Cybermetrics:
www.cindoc.csic.es/cybermetrics

1.1
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

First Monday:
www.firstmonday.org
Information Research:
www.InformationR.net/ir/
Jl. of Digital Information:
www.jodi.ecs.sonton.ac.uk
Jl. of Electronic Publishing:
www.press.unich.edu/jep
Jl. Of Information, Law and
Technology:
www.elj.warwick.ac.uk/jilt
8. D‐Lib Magazine:
www.dlib.org
9. LIBRES**:
www.libres.curtin.edu.au/
10. PACS‐R***:
www.info.lib.uh.edu/pr/pacsrev.html
11. IFLA:
www.ifla.org

** Library and Information Science Research
*** Public Access Computer Systems Review (PACS‐R)
1.3
E‐Magazines
These are called Electronic Magazines. Magazines can now be in
zinio format instead of the hard copy for a price which is the equivalent of
the print version.
1.4

E‐Books/Wiki Books/E‐Audios/E‐Musics
The term ‘e‐book’ (Electronic Book) includes the hardware, a
suitable device to read electronic media, perhaps better called ‘e‐book
reader’. The hardware is important as it provides what readers may need
to exploit with the software available and link this to specific
requirements. We should include e‐audio (electronic audio) here as this
needs to be taken with visual and the integration of the two is already
taking place with podcasts and vodcasts. A teaching conjecture: an ‘e‐book
reader’ with audio so that a student can follow a reading of e.g. Beowulf,
see the old English and a modern translation on‐screen, and highlight and
make notes on either. Perhaps this is already possible1. E‐audio services
(Otis 4 MP3 Players) are available with MP3 (presently MP4) players
loaded with audio files with the help of Compaq iPAQ PDA (Personal
Digital Assitant). Overdrive is a famous supplier of e‐audios. E‐book and E‐
audio services in UK and other developed countries are also available in
Public Libraries (e.g. Co‐East, Harborough Public Library, and Black Bern
with Darwen Borough Libraries etc.). Sound recording collections like
Classical Music Library, Naxos Music Library, Smithsonian Global Sound are
some example of special E‐Music (Electronic Music) Library.
The GEB1150 – successor to the Rocket e‐book from Gemster was
one of the e‐book of the first phase (2000‐2001). The original e‐book was
heavier than a standard paperback, although similar in size and shape. It
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claimed to be portable but was difficult to hold for any length of time,
making it cumbersome for people with dexterity problems or certain
physical disabilities.
PowerPoint presentation itself was, in effect, an e‐book. It could be
viewed and listened to, synchronously and asynchronously after storage
and retrieved from anywhere. Moreover, as an entirely it could be
considered as a ‘learning object’ or a single slide could be used and re‐
used.
Wiki book is a type of e‐book. The writing of such an e‐textbook
could be done individually or shared easily with other authors and with
restrictions on who could make changes, unlike Wikipedia as normally
seen. Adding more complex material could be added as a box in the text –
although this may also be used to show examples or explanations of
related material. For example, in plant morphology book there could be a
box about photosynthesis. However, some students might want an
explanation or refresher about electron transfer. This could be provided
within that ‘wiki‐book’ or even to a quite different wiki‐book if that were
available. The whole structure could be formulated with such additions
included as required. Readability, even on a small e‐book reader, might be
enhanced. But textbooks are not usually written in this way. Hypertext
provides an entirely suitable way of providing this material. The material
itself might be left as Open Source with illustrations (as educational
objects) being Creative Commons, probably supplied via a DAM system or,
more likely, a set of repositories at several institutions.
Looking to the future can be dangerous, via the egg‐on‐face route,
especially with technology. However, the developments suggested here
are with us now and e‐texts could easily be integrated with
comprehensive, although expensive, learning tools such as Tegrity’s
‘Campus’. This is an institutionally based system linking with a VLE (Virtual
Learning Environments). However, I suspect simple Personal Learning
Environments (PLEs) will become popular as Web‐based applications
(spreadsheets, word processors and bibliographic tools) develop for use
on Wi‐Fi connected e‐book readers. Digital, reusable assets will also
become increasingly common. Their integration into learning
environments, together with some form of e‐book (or wikibook), offers a
better student experience than ‘chalk, talk and a textbook’. Perhaps this
integration can be best achieved by information professionals linking skills
with academic authors and educational technologists; but I fear that
copyright lawyers might not be too far away. Experience does show that
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inexpensive, easy‐to‐use tools are taken on with alacrity by the public at
large, and that people are prepared to share resources (e.g. Flikr,
YouTube). Simplicity of operation may take off educationally. Wilson has
described the EBONI Project and it will be interesting to see how some of
the techniques she described can be used for the evaluation of wikibooks
in their guises.
Downloading books has been possible for some time and the Baen
technology and pricing model is almost a standard. Light weight, colour e‐
book readers will be a variable way of reading and storage and therefore
referencing. Further, scribbing on e‐text will not be a mortal sin.
Overdrive, Ebrary, Springer, Wiley, Elsevier, CRC Press, Thomson
are some publishers of E‐books.
1.5

E‐News
E‐News (Electronic News) resources like LexisNexis and Factiva, and
links to local, national, and international newspapers.
1.6

Data/GIS
Numeric and geo‐spatial and other data suitable for those
interested in using either statistical or GIS software.
1.7
Digital Library Projects
Through installing any of the digital library software like GNU
Eprints/D‐Space/Greenstone/OPUS/DIVA/ARNO/Fedora/CDSWare/iTOR
etc. we can access animation, article, book, book chapter, dataset,
learning objects, image, image, 3‐D, map, musical score, plan or blueprint,
preprint, presentation, recording (acoustical), recording (musical),
recording (oral), software, technical report, thesis, video, working paper
and others.
The seven action points of digital repositories are given below:
i)
Increased visibility by increasing retrievability: The increased
visibility of academic publications is seen as a major factor in the
development of digital repositories by the participants of this study. To
increase the visibility is to increase the retrievability, which means, among
others, accessibility for search engines. Retrievability would be enhanced
by better metadata, harmonized subject and/or keyword indexing etc.
ii)
Best practice in the deposit processes: A simple and user‐friendly
depositing process is also seen as a major factor. An effort to establish
Best Practice for the deposit processes (possibly followed by a
harmonization effort) will facilitate an increase in the delivery of content
to the digital depositories.
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iii)
Mandatory deposit: A mandatory policy for the deposit of the
research output by the institute and – in line with this – requirements by
research funding organizations for the deposit of research output in
repositories are very desirable in order to maintain and fill their digital
repositories. However, institutional mandates are rather controversial, as
some expected them to be counter‐productive. Clearly, a nuanced
approach to effective mandatory policies for institutes and for research
funding organizations.
iv)
Flexibility in forms of access: The situation with regard to copyright
of published materials is seen as a major inhibitor to the further
development of digital repositories. Many digital repositories have no
facilities for allowing other forms of access besides Open Access, such as
Open Access with an embargo period. These variations in access forms
might help to increase the coverage of published materials, in addition to
further advocacy efforts with regard to the copyright policies of publishers.
Again such an approach, without watering down the Open Access vision,
could be worked out.
v)
Awareness and interest among academics and decision‐makers at
research institutes: Other important goals for advocacy efforts, as seen
from the perspective of this study, should be to create interest from
decision‐makers and to stimulate or support awareness campaigns among
academics.
vi)
Development of services: With regard to other possible services on
top of the digital repositories, priority should be given – apart from the
earlier‐mentioned journal and thematic search engines – to citation index
services and preservation services.
vii)
Development of further technical standards and a possible close
collaboration between the various software solutions: The need for
technical harmonization by the development of common standards is also
evident from the large number of software packages in use by the various
digital repositories. For the development of new services on top of the
digital repositories, adherence to agreed standards and possibility close
collaboration between various software developers is seen as crucial to
the development of services on top of the digital repositories.
1.8

Electronic Exhibitions
Virtual exhibition catalogues featuring in materials.

1.9

E‐Subject Guides
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Subject‐focused guides to digital and point resources e.g. Asian
Studies, Women’s Studies etc.
1.10

E‐Newsletter
Electronic Newsletter published by various publishers like printed
newsletter.
1.11 E‐White Papers
Electronic White Papers published for the sake of scholarly world.
1.12 E‐Conference Proceedings
Electronically available conference proceedings to facilitate the
user community.
1.13 E‐Reports
Electronic reports for the easy access of different reports.
1.14 E‐Studies
Electronic studies to avail the users regarding various studies.
1.15 E‐Interesting Development
Electronic access of different interesting development.
1.16 E‐Directories
Electronic directories for easy retrieval to the users.
1.17 Web Search Tools
Internet search tools like About.com, Google, and Yahoo etc.
2
Open Source/Access E‐Resource and Commercial E‐Resource
Open source/access is a software/E‐Resource whose source code
and binary version both is available through Internet. It is then perhaps
something of a paradox that the Open Access debate has made much less
marked progress in the last decade.
A decade ago Joshua Lederberg, the eminent scientist and Nobel
prize‐winner talked of the change in technology at a UNESCO sponsored
meeting and said:
“Now what are some of the foreseeable consequences? I really
have nothing to ask of the print publishers or of the “for profit” electronic
purveyors. Unless they are very selective – and they sometimes will be –
about their value added, they will fail of their own weight as scientists
become empowered to manage their own communications without the
benefit of intermediaries”.
Commercial E‐Resource is the e‐resource which is available through
subscription from the existing commercial unit. Through consortium the
research and educational institution can access this type of journal in a
very lower price.
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This simply has not happened to mainstream science. Although
Swan’s work has demonstrated the willingness of researchers to deposit
articles in repositories, this has tended to be a passive rather than an
active agreement, judging by the thin population of most institutional
repositories. Open Access journals have also grown in numbers. In
November 2005, the Directory of Open Access Journals5 lists almost 1900
open access journals. But open access is a long way from being at the
heart of scholarly communication and is ranged against large commercial
forces in the STM (Scientific, Technical and Medical) publishing area; and
although optimists will feel that the tide has turned on Open Access and
that moves such as the much heralded but still awaited Research Councils’
mandating of deposit will tip the balance, it has to be acknowledged that
the UK scientific community looks more like donkeys led by the lions (to
paraphrase Max Hoffmann) than the reverse. The community looks
remarkably unmoved by considerations of the future of scholarly
communication. And yet it is common ground between at least some
publishers and some proponents of open access that the present model is
disintegrating and cannot survive. It can be argued that the position in the
UK is skewed by the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE). If that is the case
it hardly affects what is a global problem and in any case should be self‐
correcting in two years time when the RAE is over. In sum then Open
Access has made good progress (although as the mailing lists show there
remains substantial confusion between the green and gold routes,
between Open Access and Open Archives), but commercial STM publishing
remains in rude and profitable health. And in an expanding market of
scientific communication the commercial sector also continues to grow.
3
Commercial Electronic Resource Management (ERM)
Public and academic libraries are subscribing to an ever increasing
number of electronic resources. Managing the licenses for that many
databases manually is a major headache – enough of a headache that a
number of libraries have created databases to manage their licenses.
While that has improved control over the licenses, it has increased the
amount of duplication in data entry as yet one more system is
implemented.
A few libraries have turned to the vendor of their automated
library system for a “turnkey” solution. Among the first of these was the
University of Washington Library. It asked Innovative Interfaces for an
ERM product. The automated library system vendor is a logical supplier of
an ERM product because many of features of such a product are inherent
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in the technical services modules of an automated library system and
much of the information about the databases is in the library portal that is
now part of many systems. There are almost no mid‐size and large public
and academic libraries that do not have a system supplied by Dynix,
Endeavor, Ex Libris, Gaylord, Geac, Innovative, Sirsi, TLC, or VTLS.
3.1
Requirements
There appears to be consensus that the following information is
required for good management of electronic resources:
3.1.1 Database Name
The database name should be that on the license, but variants of
the name, including the name of the print version, if any, should be
included.
3.1.2 Content
A description of the content should include the database breadth
and length of coverage. The extent of the backfile that is available, but not
included in the license, should be identified.
3.1.3

Producer, Licensor, and Aggregator

The producer of the database should be identified, as should the
licensor and aggregator. For example, ABI Inform is licensed by ProQuest,
but it is accessed through OCLC. Thus, the aggregator is the provider,
rather than the producer or the licensor.
3.1.4 Packaging
Databases that come from a single source may be combined in
packages. Journal titles from multiple sources are also frequently
packaged. A library needs to be able to access records by either the
database name or the package of which it is a part. As packages, especially
packages of journal titles, can have a great number of resources, it is
important that it be possible to import information from external sources
that itemize package content.
3.1.5 License Duration and Renewal Alert
The beginning and ending dates of the license need to be included,
and there should be a renewal alert a fixed number of days prior to
expiration. Ninety days is the minimum.
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3.1.6 Copy of Contract
An electronic copy of the contract with the vendor should be part
of the record. A machine‐searchable version that can be searched by
keyword is better than a PDF.
3.1.7 Price and Payment Terms
The subscription price or per‐view price should be included, along
with the payment schedule. The basis for the pricing should be included: a
site license for the entire library, site licenses for each location,
population‐based pricing, budget‐based pricing, tie‐in with a print
subscription, etc.
3.1.8 Payment History
Payment dates, amounts, invoice numbers, and voucher or check
numbers should be part of the record. Libraries also need to be able to
record internal fund code data so that databases can be properly charged
to the appropriate units from year to year.
3.1.9 Access Method (s and Resource Link)
The access method(s) should be spelled out, and the URL should be
included.
Separate URLs or a URL and a referring URL and access method
descriptions may be needed for resources accessed both locally and
remotely.
3.1.10 Access Restrictions
Is anyone in the library able to access the database from a
workstation with a registered IP address or through a server? Are remote
users who have library ID numbers able to access the database? It may be
necessary to have a field where IP addresses for servers or individual
authorized in‐library units can be listed.
Since vendors and libraries sometimes share authentication
responsibilities, it is important to indicate all of the authentication
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methods in use for the database. These might include local users by IP
address, remote users authenticated by the vendor using patron barcode
number, or remote users authenticated by the library using patron
barcode number.
3.1.11 Vendor Contacts
Names, addresses, phone numbers, and e‐mail addresses of sales,
customer service and technical support contacts should be listed, with
fields to add names for each category as necessary.
3.1.12 Contact History
All contacts regarding a database or the license should be
recorded, including date, issue, and resolution.
3.1.13 Use Statistics
Use statistics should be available, possibly in a separate vendor
statistics site. Among the statistics it is reasonable to expect are the
number of sessions, searches, hits, page views, length of connection time,
searches per resource, items viewed, items printed, items e‐mailed, etc.
3.1.14 Cost Per Use
A library should be able to determine the cost per use for
subscription databases by dividing the annual subscription price by the
number of views or, if preferred, the number of items printed or e‐mailed.
Database providers and aggregators do not provide this information, but
they should provide a way of importing the use and cost data into the ERM
record. While cost per use calculated on the basis of number of views does
not indicate whether the database was useful, it does help to identify
expensive databases.
3.1.15 Who Sees What
The person(s) responsible for managing the contracts for electronic
resources must have access to all of the foregoing information, but parts
of the information should be available to others. Public services staff and
patrons should be able to see journal holdings statements, access URLs,
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printing permissions, interlibrary loan policies, and other information that
will help them access electronic resources. Multiple layers of security
should be provided through passwording.
3.1.16 Offerings of Automated Library System Vendors
As of mid‐February 2004, only Innovative Interfaces had completed
an ERM product and installed it at a number of libraries. Provision is made
for all of the data elements previously itemized except use statistics and
cost per use.
The University of Washington Library was Innovative’s first ERM
customer. Others include Washington State University, Ohio State
University, University of Arizona, CISTI of Canada, National Institutes of
Health, Oregon Health Sciences, and University of Nevada at Reno,
University of California/San Diego, and Glasgow University. Two libraries
that do not have Innovative’s automated library system have contracted to
purchase standalone systems from Innovative: Utah State University and
the Library of Congress. [The latter announced its decision at the American
Library Association Midwinter Meeting on January 10, 2004].
VTLS had completed development of its ERM product in mid‐
February of 2004, but it had not yet demonstrated it publicly. Provision is
made for all of the data elements previously itemized except use statistics
and cost per use. When the product is introduced, it will be known as
VERIFY (Vtls Electronic Resource Information and Funding utility).
Dynix, Endeavor, Ex Libris, and Sirsi were all developing ERM
products in early 2004, but none expected general release before the
fourth quarter of 2004.
GIS Information Systems responded to an inquiry in December
2003 that it was not actively developing an ERM product because it felt
that demand would be primarily by academic libraries, a market sector on
which it does not focus. TLC did not respond.
Even at this early stage in the development of ERM products, it is
clear that it will be difficult to match up the products offered by
automated library system vendors. While Innovative and VTLS have
created products that can be used standalone or integrated with their
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automated library systems, some vendors intend to build on their portal
products to achieve greater integration. That will make it difficult for a
library that already has a portal from a different source to consider them.
3.1.17 ERM Product Pricing
Most of the vendors that have developed, or are developing, ERM
products have not yet firmed up pricing. What information is available
suggests that the minimum price will be Rs. 8,40,000 to Rs. 12,60,000. The
size of the library or the number of licenses to be controlled will probably
determine how much higher the prices may go.
3.1.18 Alternatives to Vendors of Automated Library System
The Colorado Alliance also offers features that help with e‐journal
management tasks for the more than 40,000 unique titles in 525
databases and e‐journal packages available through it.
Some of the libraries that have developed their own electronic
resource management tools may be willing to share the fruits of their
efforts.
3.2

Requirements Development

Libraries that are developing requirements for an ERM product
should consult the report of the DLF Electronic Resources Management
Initiatives.
4

Conclusion

Open Access is a battle where a ragamuffin band of academics and
librarians are challenging the imperial pomp of billion dollar global
companies. In those terms the contest is both unequal and unwinnable,
since too much inertia is built into the system. There are powerful drivers
and changed agents in place – technology; the nature of research; Google;
national interest – which coupled with the sheer bloody‐mindedness and
persistence of the proponents of open access will lead to its growth as the
dominant form of scholarly discourse.
Predicting the future is a hopeless task, but perhaps a necessary
one. Mitchell (2002) experiences with futures research concerning the
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digital divide. He explained that when considering this ‘it becomes obvious
that neither the past nor the future actually exists; only memories,
projections, and perceptions exist. However, both the past and the future
guide current action. When blended with the topics of social change and
leadership, the value of futures research emerges as an absolute
imperative. Without the ability to plan, project, and forecast, the ability to
prepare for the future is hopeless. However, without hope, there is no
future’.
On the other hand, one can perhaps do no better than heed
Winston Churchill’s words that a good politician should have the ability to
foretell what is going to happen next week, next month and next year and
afterwards to explain why it did not happen.
141. Discuss about Institutional Repository Building through GSDL.
1

Introduction

Institutional repositories have become a hot topic in academic
libraries in the past few years. In the face of rising costs, flat budgets, and
restricted access to information, as well as rapid changes in technology,
scholarly practice, and patron expectations, libraries of any type or size
have been challenged to maintain their depth of collections and high level
of services. An Institutional Repository (IR) is a digital archive where a
university community’s intellectual work is made accessible and preserved
for posterity. The concept of institutional repositories suggests the
tantalizing possibility of greater library influence over the full cycle of
scholarly communication on campus, from research through publication,
collection, and preservation. Library professionals are now considered as
an essential component of institutional repository (IR) knowledge cycle as
far as metadata encoding, subject access systems, metadata harvesting
and day‐to‐day archives management are concerned. Libraries are
performing lead role in shaping institutional digital repositories all over the
world.
According to Clifford Lynch, "a university‐based institutional
repository is a set of services that a university offers to the members of its
community for the management and dissemination of digital materials
created by the institution and its community members. It is most
essentially an organizational commitment to the stewardship of these
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digital materials, including long‐term preservation where appropriate, as
well as organization and access or distribution."
1.1
Background for Building IR
The building of an Institutional Repository for any organization is
needed in the present scenario of digital world because of the following
certain changes:
1.
2.
3.

Technological changes;
Significant increase in the overall volume of research;
Increasing need of archival and access to unpublished information
bearing objects;
4.
Increasing demand to access knowledge objects from anywhere at
anytime;
5.
Increase uncertainty over who will handle the preservation
archiving of digital scholarly research materials.
1.2

Objectives

The repository approach of organizing and consolidating
information makes it possible for all of its potential users to access it
easily, and also enables information and knowledge sharing. The
repository approach also makes it possible for management to organise
and access information by specific area of interest, and to make it
available to employees more easily in any situation.
The main objective of the BUDLP to support information needs of
the university stakeholders. It is the way (IR) by which we can promote our
research work globally and earn recognition for us and for the University.
It also increases the visibility and prestige of the institution. It will provide
an alternative digital platform to its stakeholders for publishing preprints,
post‐prints, working papers, technical reports, conference papers and
other kinds of intellectual outputs. From Burdwan University’s view point,
Universities across the world will gain a more efficient and cost‐effective
system of scholarly communication. This type of repository would
definitely solve the problems of the researchers, faculties, officers,
students by satisfying their diverse needs of information in various ways.
1.3

Importance
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The importance of the standard IR project may be summarized as
below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
1.4

It will help to develop a national research repository infrastructure
by setting up, populating and linking individual repositories;
It will stimulate development of services that draw on research
information made available through the repository infrastructure;
It will provide a window that gives open access to the institute’s
digital research outputs;
It will develop a thesis submission system for use in all participating
universities;
It will develop an infrastructure which enables e‐theses to be
published on the web;
It will act as a self evaluation tool for the management;
It will enable long‐term preservation of scholarly work;
It will provide wider accessibility, visibility and distribution of
scholarly work of an institution;
It will facilitate constituent members of an institution an easy and
rapid way to publish and archive their research locally;
It will serve to improve the sponsoring institution’s visibility and
status;
It will support the open‐access model of publication.
Benefits of Setting up Institutional Repository
For the contributor:

Greater citation: Studies have shown that articles freely available
on the Internet are cited more often than their paper counterparts.
Speed: Faculty members can self‐publish their preprints
immediately, with the possibility of receiving immediate feedback.
Organization: An institutional repository can contain all of the
scholarly work by one faculty member, including material such as pre‐
prints, post‐prints, presentations, and classroom materials (dependent on
copyright restrictions). Instead of being scattered about in different
databases, servers, or computer hard drives, this material can be browsed
easily in one place by the user, and reused easily by the contributor.
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Preservation: In order to ensure continued access, digital files need
to be refreshed and migrated. Ten years from now, will you be able to
open a Microsoft Word file you've created today? Depositing a file into an
institutional repository means that the burden of ensuring the file can be
opened is placed on the curator of the institutional repository, and not on
the owner.
Ease of use: Although self‐submission is possible in our institutional
repository, it's much more likely that all uploading will be done by the
library. All that is needed are files to upload and permission to upload it.
Permanent place: Depositing an item into an institutional
repository means that it stays in one place, and maintains the same URL.
For the institution:
•
•
•

The scholarly material produced by the university is available in
one place, reflecting the intellectual achievements of the
institution, and serving as a valuable marketing tool.
Documents reflecting the institutional history of the university,
both scholarly and non‐scholarly, are preserved for future use,
much like a traditional archive preserves paper material.
Material that is not traditionally published is included in the
repository, including drafts of unpublished articles or book
chapters, unpublished research, student works, learning objects,
and creative works.

For the user:
•
•

•

Material in an institutional repository can be found through a
search engine.
There is no charge to access this material, and there are no
subscription fees. Our repository contains material that is best
displayed in its original digital format, such as audio files, video
files, animations, and data sets.
Gray literature, material not easily found through conventional
means, will be actively recruited for the repository. This can include
material such as working papers, pre‐prints, white papers,
conference presentations.
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1.4.1 Individual Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wider distribution
Showcase
Safekeeping
Lower technology barrier
Time
Persistent URLs

1.4.2 Other Benefits
1.
Increased visibility to the Library in the university community
2.
Complete customization of policies and user interface
Responsiveness to local user needs and preferences
3.
4.
Increased contact with constituents – your team helps them build
5.
Online collections/communities, not outside consultants
6.
Continuity of development, management, maintenance
7.
Control of content
8.
Ownership of system
9.
Showcase and preserve scholarly output and historic documents
10.
Archive post‐prints, preprints (and extra materials)
11.
Support teaching and learning
12.
Provide curatorial stewardship for disorganized digital materials
scattered among
department servers, individual hard drives, and unstable portable
storage mechanisms.
13.
Paper will get persistent URL
14.
We need not require maintaining server
15.
Author can restrict his or her work
16.
We need not require taking back up
17.
Paper will get more citation
18.
We need not require attaching file to emails
2

Digital Library Softwares and Greenstone Digital Library

There are various types of Digital Library softwares are available
e.g., 1. DSpace (Digital Space), 2. GSDL (Green Stone Digital Library), 3.
eprint Archive, 4. Fedora: An Open Source Digital Repository Management
(Fedora Itore), 5. Ages Digital Libraries Software (My Ages), 6. AGES
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Software, 7. CDSware: The CERN Document Server Software, 8. Dienst, 9.
FirstSearch, 10. Ganesha Digital Library version 3.1 (GDL), 11. Libronix
Digital Library System, 12. Roads, 13. ETD‐db (Electronic Theses and
Dissertations database), 14. LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe), 15.
CLOCKSS. As GSDL installation is very easy and stores all types of data like
Ph.D theses, faculty publications, lecture notes, student’s dissertations,
learning objects, PG level & NET/SET question papers, links to open
knowledge objects, project reports, gray literature, unpublished theses,
necessary photographs etc. successfully and enables the upload from
every terminal with fantastic user interface so we select GSDL for
digitization project.
Greenstone is a suite of software which has the ability to serve
digital library collections and build new collections. It provides a new way
of organizing information and publishing it on the Internet or on CD‐ROM.
Greenstone is produced by the New Zealand Digital Library Project at the
University of Waikato, and distributed in cooperation with UNESCO and
the Human Info NGO. It is open‐source software, available from
http://greenstone.org under the terms of the GNU General Public License.
Features:
•
It suits both Windows and UNIX (LINUX Sun OS) any of these
systems can be used as a web server.
•
The administration function build in it enables the items to
authorize new users to build collection, protect documents, so that
they can only be accessed by registered users on presentation of
password.
•
It builds collection with effective full‐text searching and metadata‐
based browsing facilities. Collection continuing millions of
documents upto several gigabytes can be built. Full text searching
is fast because compression is used to reduce the size of the
indexes and text users can browse the list of authors, titles, date,
class no., etc.
•
Plug Ins can be written to accommodate new document types. The
collection can contain pictures, music, audio, video clips, etc. It also
supports multilingual documents.
•
Collection can be updated and new one brought online any time
with out bringing down the system3.
Features at a glance:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access through web browser
Windows or Unix
Searching
Browsing
Easy to maintain
Various metadata
Plug‐Ins for new document types
Multiple languages
Text, pictures, audio, video
Hierarchical phrase and key‐phrase indexes
Multi‐gigabyte
Compression
Password Protection
User logs
Administrative functions
Updates dynamically without bringing system down
Publish to CD‐ROM
Uniform presentation across different computers
Open Source Software

3

Necessary Software and Installation of GSDL
For GSDL installation, following three softwares have to install
serially (version may change)
(1)J2re‐1‐4_2‐07 windows‐i586p (URL:
http://java.sun.com/j2se/downloads.html)
(2) gsdl2.80‐win32 (URL: http://greenstone.org)
(3) Image Magick ‐6.3.4‐4‐Q16‐Windows‐dll

Figure 1: Softwares for GSDL Installation
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3.1

Java2re Installation

Click twice on J2re set up icon, then accept the license agreement
and click next as and
when required and install Java (J2re);
3.2
(i)

GSDL Installation
Select language for GSDL software

Figure 2: Selection of language for GSDL installation

(ii) Install GSDL through installshield wizard and click ‘Next’ option to
continue

Figure 3: InstallShield is preparing the InstallShield Wizard
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Figure 4: GSDL InstallShield Wizard
Accept the License Agreement and click ‘Next’ option

Figure 5: Acceptance of License Agreement
(iii) Locate drive for GSDL installation. We can install the software in
default location (i.e., C:\) or other location like D:\ or E:\ or other
and click ‘Next’ option

Figure 6: Drive location and directory name
(iv) Choose default local library set up for stand alone system, choose
web library for separate web server for Greenstone collections to
others on the web. It requires a webserver (e.g. apache). Click
‘Next’ option after setting.

Figure 7: Setup choice
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(v)

Set three to eight characters user password. You can use default
‘Admin’ password or you can use different user password in case of
online resource collection and click Next option

Figure 8: User password setting

(vi) Click on Install option after appearing the above window and click
on finish after coping necessary files and appearing indication
window

Figure 9: Installation of GSDL is going on

Figure 10: Choose ‘Finish’ after successful installation
3.3

Image Magick Installation
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After installation of Greenstone, install Image Magic because image
collection in GSDL is not possible without Image Magic installation. See
the Image Magic icon in Fig. 1, double click on the icon, accept the
license agreement and click ‘Next’ as and when required to install.
3.4 Ghostscript Installation
For advance conversion of PDF or Postscript documents you have
to install Ghostscript. If it necessary you install it otherwise avoid it.
Ghostscript can be downloaded from http://www.cs.wisc.edu/~ghost/.
It does not matter if the versions of above softwares are different.
It is better to discuss that if Oracle was installed previously in the
computer, GSDL might not work properly. J2re (Java Runtime
Environment) software is a scripting language. GSDL is Digital Library
Software and third one Image Magick software to load the image in the
digital library collection.
4

Data Upload
After installation of three softwares; GSDL, Image Magick icons will
be available in desktop and All Programmes (see the following fig. 11 how
the icons are available in All Programmes).

Figure 11: Necessary icons of GSDL
Above arrow‐marked Greenstone Digital Library (1 no.) &
Greenstone Librarian Interface (GLI) (3 no.) icons are most useful icons in
GSDL. GLI is the medium to upload the data in .doc (Document), .pdf
(Portable Document Format), .tif (Tagged Image File), .jpeg (Joint
Photographic Extended Graphics), .gif (Graphics Interchange Format) etc.
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formats. After uploading the data, it is being stored in Greenstone Digital
Library which is available through click as per search index entered at the
time of uploading.

Figure 12: Sample files to upload in GSDL

Two sample files (.pdf & .jpeg) shown in Fig. 12. Now see how
these files are being uploaded in GSDL in the following figures.
To observe the greenstone collection, see Fig. 14 (Documents in
Greenstone Collection). We can download and observe the files from
Internet also from the ‘download files’ option. You

Figure 13: After clicking the Greenstone Librarian Interface icon

also collect the data from local file space (e.g., C:\, D:\, E:\, F:\, G:\, Pen
rive, CD‐ ROM /DVD‐ROM etc.) or Administrator’s Home Folder for
greenstone collection.
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Figure 14: Uploading window
To upload data, first you have to click on File (Fig. 14) and select
‘New’ to create ‘New Collection’. After naming the collection title, you
have to describe the content, e.g., Collection Title: PG Question Papers,
Description of Content: PG Level Question Papers of BU (Fig. 15), each
subject’s question papers will be found under this content description.
After ‘Content Description’ clicks on ‘Ok’ to save the file name under
‘Documents in Greenstone Collections’.

Figure 15: New Collection Title and Content Description
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Figure 16: Click on ‘Gather’ to new collection creation

Figure 17: Data gathering into Digital Library Collection from Local File
Space or Home Folder. Drag the selected collection from left to right
(see arrow mark)

Figure 18: Enriching the digital library data into Dublin Core (14
elements) Metadata
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Figure 19: Document Plugins, Search Index, Partition Index &
Browsing Classifiers Design
Above mentioned plugins are given in the above figure. For extra
plugin use ‘Add plugin’.
After ‘Document Plugins’, design the search indexes. You can
remove the unnecessary index (shown in Fig. 20) using ‘Remove Index’
option and for new index creation use ‘New Index’ (Dublin Core added)
option.

Figure 20: Search Index Creation
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Figure 21: New collection is ready for searching on the basis of given
index term

Figure 22: For Collection Title, Collection Folder & Searching
Parameter Click on Format Option

Figure 23: New Collection in GSDL window after new collection
creation in GLI
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Figure 24: New collection searching through Title

Figure 25: New collection searching through Creator

Figure 26: New collection searching through Date
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Figure 27: New collection searching through Description

Figure 28: New collection searching through Format

Figure 29: New collection searching through Language
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Figure 30: New collection searching through Publishers

Figure 31: New collection searching through Subject

Figure 32: New collection searching through File Name
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Figure 33: Access to the Digital Collection through clicking any search
index term

Figure 34: Access to the digital collection PG question Papers through
clicking arrow‐marked file in Fig. 33

Figure 35: Digital collection ‘Theses’ (Search term: Title)
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Figure 36: PDF file ‘Preliminaries’ & ‘Main Text’ of thesis

Figure 37: Showing ‘Title page’ of thesis

5

Figure 38: Showing first page of ‘Introduction’ chapter of the above
thesis
Conclusion

As the GSDL and other allied softwares are available through open
source and free of cost so if you have the training or acquire some
knowledge from anybody regarding installation of this software and
uploading of data then it can help you to work with digitization. For this
purpose, scanner, digital camera, Internet connection (for Internet data
upload and web hosting of this project), some dedicated skilled manpower
etc. will help you to carry on the digital library project as well as to help
the internal and external users enormously.
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142. Discuss about Library Standards, Protocols and Formats.
1

Introduction

Library practices are based on standardized methods of description
based on the data elements and the provision of access points. The use of
the computer has made standardization even more important than before.
Human nature being what it is, however, there is never only one accepted
way of doing anything that can involve different purposes, processes,
costs, or historical antecedents. Using a bibliographic files that departs
from recognized standards occasions neither physical disaster nor, in a
stable person, emotional trauma. A catalogue card measuring 3‐by‐5
inches is functional despite its slight departure from the standard
measurement of 7.5‐by‐12.5 centimetres. It is not hard to recognize a
series statement that precedes an imprint in a citation even if library
cataloguing rules would locate it after the collation. One can write a
programme in a number of ways for an independent computer‐based
system and still achieve the desired result. However, if common basic
practices are applied in producing different files or in using different
systems to maintain and search them, then
1.
Records can be interchanged among them
2.
A person consulting more than one such file becomes familiar with
the pattern and can more easily find and interpret the relevant
data and
3.
The same programmes can be used to process records coming
from various sources.
Reasonable people are persuaded that there are more advantages
than disadvantages to standardization and eventually one particular
practice gains overwhelming favour while its competitors wither from
disuse. When consensus is well enough advanced in a particular area, the
prevailing practice is usually codified formally by a representative
committee of practitioners who ensure that it is stated as clearly and
comprehensively as possible. This codification is a standard, whether it is
formally ratified by an officially recognized body or only informally but
widely implemented in practice. In this paper, some library standards,
search protocols, formats and model are discussed.
2

What Is Standard?
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A standard should provide (1) a unified structure, (2) a statement
of minimum expectations, and (3) guidelines to determine when absolute
uniformity in execution is essential and when it is not.
2.1
Reasons for Ignoring Standard
The most frequent reason for ignoring a standard is the perception
that it is too difficult or costly to adopt or that it is unnecessary.
2.2
Qualities of a Good Standard
It is therefore desirable for a standard, particularly one ratified at
the international level, to be as flexible as its purposes permit. The larger
and the smaller, the richer and the poorer, the general and the specialized
institutions of the world can then reasonably aspire to adhere to it instead
of simply ignoring it. What is needed is compatibility, not necessarily
uniformity of a product down to the last comma.
2.3
National and International Standards
Being relatively rich, libraries throughout the English‐speaking
world have been able to devote much professional staff time to time to
the formal codification of bibliographic practices. Active Anglo‐American
cooperation is almost a century old although interrupted by periods of
apathy and by the inactivity imposed by two World wars. This cooperation
formed the basis for broader‐based international cooperation after the
Second World War when existing Anglo‐American initiatives were
expanded, notably under the aegis of IFLA (particularly its programme
named the Universal Bibliographic Control and International MARC
programme) and by UNESCO (particularly its General Information
Programme (PGI) and its role in the United Nations Information System in
Science and Technology (UNSIST). The projects of IFLA in particular are
forwarded largely through the volunteer work of committee members
from many countries who have the vision, political acumen, and fund
raising ability needed (UNESCO often provides the funding for IFLA
projects). Even where a particular standard is developed under other
auspices, its approval by one or another of these bodies can help foster
widespread adoption.
The ultimate international standard‐approving organization is the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Both the original
initiative for a new standard and the ultimate responsibility for
announcing it and persuading people to implement it rest with ISO’s
component national bodies, for example, the British Standards Institute
(BSI), Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS), Canadian Standards Association
(CSA), and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). International
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MARC’s national level formats are USMARC, CANMARC, AUSMARC etc.
Each national body activates a technical committee to deal with a
particular issue, be it the pitch of a screw thread or how to cite the
publication facts of a book. The ANSI subcommittee formerly known as
Z39; Library and Information Sciences and Related Publishing Practices was
renamed the National Information Standards Organization (NISO) in 1985.
This is the agency whose publications are best known in North America in
this field. It is a grass‐roots organization composed of representatives of
various library associations, library consortia, the association of A&I
services, the database vendors, the bibliographic utilities, etc. NISO and its
counterparts in other countries have taken a number of prevailing
bibliographic practices through the rigours of adoption by ISO Technical
Committee 46 (Information and Documentation) or Joint Technical
Committee 1 (Information Processing Systems), and to eventual
publication as ISO standards.
3
Library Standards, Protocols, Formats
See Long Q. No. 38.
143. Explain about IPR and Copyright.
1

Meaning of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
Intellectual property right refers to the creation of human intellect:
it is .the legal expression of privileges granted by the state for the use of
creation. Intellectual property is inherently intangible, it relates to items of
knowledge & to the information which can eventually be incorporated or
embodied in limitless number of tangible things or goods all over the
world. The property is indeed in the knowledge & information embodied
in them or associated with their products.
We can say any property moveable or immovable has to be
protected in order to prevent it from piracy, similarly the rights in the
property, resulting from the intellectual efforts of an individual need also
to be protected to prevent it from infringement. The result of such effort is
to be known as Intellectual Property Right (IPR). The right in the,
intellectual property is protected by the appropriate legislation of the
country.
Typically, the right will be sold or licensed to others or will be used
to safeguard investment in new ventures, so that the ideas they represent
may be developed & exploited to the ultimate benefit of all and inventor.
2
Scope of IPR
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The IPR concerned to library profession are 1. Patents, 2. Copy
rights, 3.Trademarks. 4. Trade secrets, 5. Industrial designs, 6. Integrated
circuits, 7. Geographical indications, 8. Mask work, 9. Tangible research
property, and 10. Computerized data i.e. microelectronics & information
technology products.
With every right there is legal bias, which covers many terms i.e.
piracy infringement, fairlead, data protection act etc., these words carry
legal implications. Information manager has to deal with all, as in all cases,
they give legal recognition to the ownership of new ideas or brand names
& give the proprietor the right to stop other people exploiting his
property.
Most important of them are patents, copyright, piracy, and
infringement, audiovisual & electronic copyright (computer programmes
databases, online databases).
3
Necessity of IPR
The legal protection is provided by the state. The protection
provides the owner of the property with significant rights, benefits,
including the following:
•
Enhancement of company valuation
•
Source of future income (e.g royalty fees from licensing)
•
Recoupment of corporate investment in R&D
•
Control of market share by keeping out initiating Proprietary
products.
•
Recovery of lost profits or damages
•
Negotiation leverage in defensive cross licensing situations
•
Encourage inventive activity for the benefit of society
•
for determining technological trends
•
for identifying possible competitors
•
For identifying experts in the field
•
For identifying entrepreneurs
•
For enhancing scientific knowledge for source of technology
•
Information on explored area
•
Information on un protective area
•
New Business is based on knowledge based economy
•
New products, brands, and designs are creating new markets
•
IPR gives legal tools for all players to get their shares/dividends due
to them
•
Enables the real creators/inventors/financers/investors/producers/
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genuine business persons having long and sustained stakes in serving
the humanity obtain their economic and social gains as their due
shares through business/market/recognition.
•
Without IPR’s those with financial and human resources may capture
all the fruits of labour of brains made by the real contributors.
4
Forms of Intellectual Property
The various forms of IP are: a) Patents. A 20 year absolute
monopoly in new and inventive innovations; b) Supplementary Protection
Certificate; c) Trademarks; d) Design; e) Un registered Design Right; f)
Semiconductor Topography Rights; g) Copyright. A right to prevent
reproduction of an original literary, artistic, musical or dramatic work for
70 years beyond the death of the author; h) Confidentiality and Trade
Secrets; and I) Plant variety Rights. A registered monopoly right of a new
horticultural genus or species.
5
Patents Defined
A patent is a legally protected copyright to one form of intangible II
intellectual property II namely inventions. A patent right confers on its
holder the exclusive right in the invention for a limited period. These are
generally granted by the state to an applicant, as per the law of the land.
The right in a patent can be enforced in the country which grants the
Patent & not valid in other country.
The basic purpose of granting patents is to encourage inventive
activity. This system is formulated & revised from time to time in the
context of political, economic & industrial situation of a nation, so as to
further the interest of the state. In Indian condition we can quote Dr. R A
Mashelkar, he expressed: "creation of the intellectual property which is
worth protecting to start with, is the first challenge, documenting it & then
protecting it not only by suitability worded patents, but also putting
together legal systems that value patents are most important. We do not
even understand the value of the patents that we have in our hands
(National Conference on in‐house R&D in industry, N. Delhi, 1996).
In the event of GATT agreement Dr. R A Mashelkar also said “India
should launch a major Nationwide programme to train scientist &
engineers on patenting. This should practically amount to a National
patent literacy Mission" (Indian Science Cong, Calcutta, 1995).
6
Meaning of Copyright
Copyright is basically, the right to copy & make use of literacy,
dramatic, musical, Artistic works, cinematographic films, records &
broadcast. The copyright is a proprietary right & comes into existence as
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soon as the work is created. The concept of copyright which earlier had its
roots in the common law system, subsequently, came to be governed by
National laws in each country.
Copyright in a work means the exclusive right to make certain uses
of the work & depends upon the type of work. Copyright protection
ensures for the lifetime of the author plus 60 years, if it is published within
life of author.
7
Piracy & Infringement: Definition
Oxford dictionary defines "one who appropriates or reproduces
without leave, for his own benefit, a literary, Artistic or musical
composition, or an idea or inventions of another, or more generally,
anything that, he has no right to; especially one who infringes on the copy
right of another".
Electronic piracy i.e. deliberate infringement of copy right for
economic gain. This is a threat to economic rights owners. The rights
owners are reluctant to allow their works to be stored in digital form as it
is difficult & sometimes impossible to control or detect the movements of
work electronically. Rights owners fear, therefore, that they will loose
control of their intellectual property. Once digitised & stored in a
computer, works can be transferred unseen (Elect copy).
Before the nascent arrival of digital evolution, the Photo copier
VCR, FAX, CD format, E‐mail, OCR etc, have already begun to bring us new,
unprecedented access to recorded information & entertainment, raising
the spectra among publishers of whole sale 'piracy' of intellectual property
(IP). Due to easy access of electronic the IPR controlled by publishers may
go away.
Method of Internet Software Piracy: Peer‐to‐Peer (P2P), E‐mail;
News Groups; Internet Relay Chat; Mail Order/Auction Sites; Direct and
Remote Links; Elite Activities [Prasad, 2004].
8
Legal Protection & Penalty for Software/Database Piracy
Effective IPR & copyright protection promotes & rewards human
creativity in modern society & indispensable support for intellectual,
cultural & economic activity, by providing exclusive rights to inventors,
authors & creators of software programme & database etc.
But situation created by various technological developments has
put law under comprehensive review, by licensing, & law suits,
infringement & piracy is checked. Computer programmes, databases,
contents of databases are protected in electronic copyright,
bibliographies.
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Reproduction of the work in any material form including storing of
it, in any medium by electronic means, sell, heir, distribute for profit
making, without license granted by owners or copyright registrar,
infringement, except under fair dealing for research & for private use, or
librarians making copies for the use of the library, if such document is not
available for sale in India.
A copyright board determines the royalties payable to the owners
of the copyright based on some factor laid down.
Author’s special right is to restrain or claim damages in respect of
any distortion, mutilation, modification or other act to the said work which
would prejudice to his owner or reputation. The author/patentee can
exercise by the legal representation.
Any person who knowingly infringes or abates the infringement of
the copyright in a work/computer programme/database etc. shall be
punished with imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than six
months but which may extend to three years & with fine which shall not
be less than Rs. 50,000/‐ but which may extend to two lakhs Rupees,
provided infringement has not been made for gain on the course of trade
& business. The court may impose a sentence of imprisonment for a term
of less than six months or a fine of less than. Rs. 50.000/‐. Enhanced
penalty on 2nd subsequent conviction, will be imprisonment for a ten
which shall not be less than one year but which will extend to three years
& with fine which shall not be less than one Lakh Rupees but which may
extend to two lakh Rupees.
In UK the fine may extend up to Rs.5000/‐ plus cost the magistrate
court or unlimited fine in higher courts.
8.1

Counter Measures to Stop the Computer Related Fraud
Since it is very difficult to protect computerized information, many
data thieves go undetected. A strategy for trying to prevent, discourage &
detect computer fraud is called counter measure, which depends on, how
organizations are run, whether ethical values are more important or not.
Computer system may be programmed to help protect themselves
from information crime:
1.
System may disconnect the access technology.
2.
System may lock the access terminal keyboard
3.
System may refuse to accept or process any more data
4.
System may refuse to output sensitive data
5.
System may notify security officers of the problem
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6.
7.

8.

9

System security programmes that control data, protection
operations are commercially available.
Encryption can be used which is a process of coding data into
meaningless information, while it is available to unauthorised
users, this is good for on line services. "National Bureau of
Standards ' in US adopted DES (Data Encryption Standards)
Legal Landmark‐ LOUSIANA was first state to pass a law specially
designed to combat
piracy of Mass‐marketed computer Software.
Safeguarding of National IPR from Other Countries & Age Old
Heritage and Role of Information Manager

Inviting another such 'patent folly' heading published in telegraph
by Kaustubh Panda & his warning that as long as India refuses to
modernize intellectual property rights at home, it can
expect further " Basmati patent cases", creates concern & psychophobia in
the mind of public. This is not the first case, Neem, Turmeric, Basmati,
Bhujia, Rice water with salt & sugar to treat diarrhoea patented by other
countries which is appearing in the media & affecting the poorest people
of India, where India will have to pay royalty on its own product.
Even, Sri B. C. Kailay feels document submitted to WTO/GATT by
NMC's from USA, Japan & Europe, with the specific aim of technical
dominance over the third world. In this condition, it is of paramount
importance to safeguard from outsiders of other pirate Nations.
Indian heritage, based on traditional old age knowledge, on herbal
medicine, geographical linked agricultural products food processing &
preservations, home & tribal medicine textiles etc.
Most of the Indian age old knowledge is not documented & is
passed to progeny, verbally. It is necessary to acquire data from nook &
corner from our country & document it, patent it, on war footing.
The Indian parliament has also accepted WTO/GATT agreement,
thus responsibility has increased. The information manager/ library
professional are responsible for handling, collection, dissemination of
information, have to be prepared to face this challenge, in anticipation &
have to play vital role as well i.e. to collect & disseminate data on age old
heritage as mentioned above. To protect the IPR, one National centre like
Indira Gandhi National Centre for Arts be started with network all over
India.
10

Copyright Protection Measures
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The following security measures may be taken for copyright
protection in digital environment:
•

Digital Signature

•

Cryptography

•

Digital Watermark

•

Digital Fingerprint

•

Contracts

•

Sui Generis System

Among other measures are passwords, Electronic Copyright
Management System, Domain Names system etc. [Nageswara Rao, 2004;
Thomas, 2003]
11

Conclusions

The rights in Intellectual Property are protected by the appropriate
legislations of the concerned country. In India, the protection of it is
governed by the following legislations. [Bhattacharya, 2003]
•
Patents Act of 1970 (last amended in January 2005; third
amendment came into force from 15 May 2006)
•
Trade Marks Act 2004(September 2004)
•
Design Act 2001 (May 2001)
•
Copyright Act 1957
•
IT Act 2000
The Plant variety Protection & Farmers Right was enacted in 2001
and is expected to enter into force shortly; the Semiconductor Integrated
circuit layout Design Act came into force in May 2004, and the copyright
Act was amended from time to time. This package constitutes the core of
the New Trips‐compliant IPR regime in India.
144. Discuss about Information Needs, Community Information and
Information Seeking Behaviour.
Information Needs
The concept of information need is embedded in the studies of
users, use and uses which form one of the most extensive and amorphous
areas of research in library and information science over the last six
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decades. There are no generally acceptable definitions of ‘‘information
needs’’.
The concept of information need has proved to be an elusive one
difficult to define, isolate and measure. Needs, demands and wants have
been used interchangeably although they may not be identical. It involves
a cognitive process which may operate on different level of consciousness
and hence may not be clear even to the inquirer himself. If a user could
specify what is needed under defined conditions, his problem might be
well on its way towards solution. As such, the defining of a ‘‘need’’ is an
important part of the creative process. Under some conditions an
information need may not be specifiable.
Information needs were seen as the information [that] would
further this job or this research, and would be recognized as so doing by
recipients.
Information needs arise when a person recognizes a gap in his/her
state of knowledge, as one commentator put it.
Community
‘Any geographical community or neighbourhood will be made up of
a number of committees, definable by race, social class or income group,
employment, leisure, interests, religion, and so on, each with its own
informal networks that have grown up without the help of librarians or
another information/advice workers’.
According to Shirley Giggey (1988) ‘a community is a group of
people who have something in common. This can be the place where they
live, their age, education, religion, interests, political affiliations, activities,
work, problems or combination of two or more of these’.
David Clark (quoted in Martin, 1984) views the concept of
community variously as locality, social activity, social structure and
sentiment.
The accepted consolidated definition of community for the
purpose of this study is that the people who reside in a particular area,
they should have a common language, culture and beliefs, these people
are socio‐economically poor, they are inarticulate, they possess poor
technological knowledge, they always face problem of daily needs of
housing, food, clothing, occupation, family matters etc., the activities and
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interest of the people are less advanced and finally they are non‐users of
the formal library and information system.
Community Information
Community information is information in the community for the
community.
In essence, community information is survival information, the kind
of information necessary for participation as a full and equal member of
society. There is more to it than this however, because while everybody
needs information at some time in their life will not necessarily be
community information even where it has a local element.
Donohue (1976) who first attempted a definition of ‘community
information’ and it is still one of the best. He termed it as information
needed to cope with ‘crises in the lives of individuals and communities’.
Information Seeking Behaviour
Information seeking behaviour is concerned with the integrative
utilization of three basic sources: 1) People, 2) Information and 3) System.
While the first two categories have to do with content, the last category
has to do with the means of delivery of information. The category ‘people’
is concerned with relationship between the originator (author/writer),
intermediary (librarian/information scientists) and user/seeker of
information. ‘Information’ has to do with all forms of data, documents and
literature etc. In other words, it is the message. Lastly, ‘system’ is
concerned with the creation, storage, repackaging, disposal and
interpretation. It is in this context that a tentative definition of information
seeking behaviour may be attempted, ‘’The field composed of studies that
are concerned with who needs what kind of information and for what
reason: how information is found, evaluated and used, how these needs
can be identified and satisfied’. In other words, information behaviour (or
information seeking behaviour) is meant “those activities a person may
engage in when identifying his or her own needs for information,
searching for such information in any way, and using or transferring that
information”. The information seeking behaviour is thus concerned with
establishing relationship with the people, information and system of an
order so as to obtain the results. The maximization of utility, to employ the
jargon from the Marshallian economics, is the ultimate objective. That
behaviour is the best that yields the highest information satisfaction to
users. The reverse of information satisfaction is information dissatisfaction
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which is indicative of dissonance with the information system. The
information system is best which yields maximum information satisfaction
at minimal cost through modulated information behaviour.
Process of Information Seeking Behaviour
To talk of information society is the prevalent culture. Information
processing is the major industry in the developed societies. In the United
States, for instance, 60 percent of workforce is engaged in the production
of information goods, compared to 13 percent in manufacturing relating
efforts. The Indian situation is a developing one and inexorably moving in
the same direction. In the words of Eugene Garfield (1971), developing
information society is a system “characterized by the fact that the rapid
and convenient delivery of needed information is the ordinary state of
affairs”.
The key concepts to be examined in the context of social sciences
are data, information, knowledge, information gathering habits,
information communication and information system. The key factor is the
user seeking information satisfaction on the basis of convenient and direct
access to the information system. It logically leads to the examination of
information seeking behaviour in terms of: 1) Identifying objectives, 2)
Defining need, 3) Accessing information system, 4) Establishing sources of
information, 5) Information acquisition, 6) Use of information and 7)
Satisfaction/dissatisfaction. The information seeking process is of cyclical
nature. Various steps in the process are interrelated, acting and re‐acting
upon each other in the sequential order, as well as interacting with the
information seeking behaviour in general simultaneously.
First of all, there is some objectives behind the information seeking
and user has some information need.
After acquiring the information, the information can be used. To
fulfil the information, user has to search the different relevant sources or
access the related information system. After using the information from
relevant sources/information system, user may be satisfied or dissatisfied.
Satisfaction and dissatisfaction depends on the availability of required
information. If the user got all or maximum amount of information then he
must be satisfied otherwise he will be dissatisfied.
The dynamic situation is best represented in the figure given
below:
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Satisfaction/
dissatisfaction

Objective

Use of
Information

Information
Seeking Behaviour

Information
Acquisition

Sources of
Information

Need

Accessing
Information
System

Figure 1: Information Seeking Behaviour/Situation Model
[Source: Girja Kumar, 1990.]
145. Discuss about Open Access Publishing. Or, Describe some recent
development in Open Access Publishing.
1
1.1

Introduction
Open Access Publishing: Mechanism to Reduce the Digital Divide
Information is a growing organism and free flow of information, is
also a fundamental principles for bridging the knowledge gap between
privileged and under‐privileged communities. Open access has emerged as
an instrumental tool to bring down the gap between the haves and have‐
nots in the knowledge society. Availability and accessibility of the
information to the public will empower them and help the society for its
march towards knowledge society. With the emergence of Internet and
use of Information and Communication Technology, publishing has
become very easy, quick and cheap in a medium that can be accessed
easily by everyone from anywhere and it can be seen in the growth of
electronic journals. By adopting new technologies in dissemination
process, the creativity and productivity of the research in developing world
may touch the level of developed world. It is very useful to disseminate
the information to the entire segment of the society. The Open Access is
gaining forward motion in developed and developing countries for
disseminating the results of research especially public funded research and
also getting favourable response among all the fraternity related to
publishing, information professionals and information seekers. The
dynamics of open access movement lies in the philosophy of that public
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funded research should be available to the public without any cost and
escalating price of journals.
1.2
Present Nature of Articles Publication and Pricing of Journals
It is observed that currently more than twice as many articles are
published every year than 20 years ago and prices of journals published by
commercial publishers are increasing at a rate roughly three times higher
than the rate of inflation (Peet, 2005). The impact of increase in prices of
journals has been felt in all countries around the globe. In USA, according
to the statistics gathered from the Association of Research Libraries (ARL),
the average cost of Science, Technology and Medical (STM) journals rose
by 273% between 1986 and 2004, while the consumer price index rose by
73% and the Library spending rose to 200% during the same period.
1.3
Open Access: In Search of Alternative Model
In retaliation to exponential increase in cost of scholarly journals
and publisher’s tighter control on it, the entire academic community and
its promoters including grant‐giving agencies are exploring “alternative
publishing avenues” of varying character and composition for
dissemination of scholarly information. The academic community have
been toying with the idea of replacing the existing print based scholarly
communication system with a system that is more open and affordable, a
model that revolve around the users rather than the authors and
publishers and should provide free access to scientific information for
good of society as a whole. The open access has emerged as a promising
alternative to the current model of scholarly publishing that provides free
access to scientific information to its users.
2.
Open Access (OA)
2.1
Definition
Peter Suber (2002) an ardent advocate of the open access
movement defines open access as “online access to scientific article
without charge to readers or libraries. Committing to open access means
dispensing with the financial, technical and legal barriers that are designed
to limit access to scientific research articles to paying customers”.
2.2
Catalytic Factors of OA Movement
Open access movement, especially known in the realm of journal
articles because of several reasons:
(i)
Scholars and researchers have always been willing to share
knowledge (more than making money). Indeed it is only through sharing
knowledge and enlarging their audience can they have increase the impact
of their work and thus gain the recognition they value the most;
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(ii)
Advances in technology enabled opening up free access. Unlike
producing and distributing print‐on‐paper journals and papers, distributing
papers and data in electronic form does not cost much in terms of money
and efforts. Also, the new technologies especially the Internet, the World
Wide Web and the semantic web not only help speed up dissemination of
knowledge at every low costs but also facilitate doing research in
unforeseen ways. Data mining, grid computing, e‐science and international
collaboration in virtual space come to mind readily;
(iii)
The journal publishers became too greedy and raised the
subscription costs sky high forcing researchers to look for alternative ways
of sustaining knowledge sharing;
(iv)
Open access aim to change the traditional publishing model
whereby publishers financial journals through readers subscriptions to a
model where electronic access to journals will be free without legal,
electronic and technological barriers;
(v)
Open access works within the legal frame work of copyright law;
(vi)
Open access initiatives are being supported to makes the published
output of their researchers available as part of their digital library;
(vii) Open access aims to create links to other collections basically for
researchers to publish their results;
(viii) Long‐term success of Ginsparg’s e‐print archive (ArXiv), established
in 1991 in the area of high energy physics, ArXiv became a leading example
of a successful domain‐specific open access digital repository for rest of
the academic community. Inspired With success of “ArXiv”, several e‐print
archives in various subject disciplines have been established including
CogPrints in psychology, neuroscience, and linguistics and PuMed Central
in medical sciences.
ix)
Decisions taken by funding agencies like NIH, Research Councils in
UK and Wellcome Trust to deposit research articles resulted from research
funded by them into open access digital repositories.
x)
Universities and research institutions have served as test‐bed for
several commercial and non‐commercial digital library projects. These
institutions have provided technology and expertise required for solving
problems in electronic publishing. Initiatives like EUCLID and ArXiv (Cornell
University), JSTOR (Princeton and Maryland Universities), HighWire and
LOCKSS (Stanford University) have fuelled the open access movement.
xi)
Availability of open source institutional repository software
packages like Dspace, Eprints, CDSWare, Fedora, etc.
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xii)
Scholarly community has witnessed a slow but steady stream of
editorial defections from the editorial boards of journals published by
commercial publishers in favour of journals launched under open access
initiatives by the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition
(SPARC) and other non‐profit third‐party publishers. Editors and members
on editorial boards on established scholarly journals, published by
commercial or society publishers, are generally faculty and scientists from
universities and research institutions.
For example, the editor and members of editorial board of the
Journal of Algorithms left Elsevier to affiliate with ACM (Association for
Computing Machinery) to publish a competitor journal entitled ACM
Transactions on Algorithms. The conflict between board and publisher was
related to the high cost of the journal. A series of such defections from
editorial boards sent signals to the publishers that academic community is
indeed waking up to the business issues behind the system and will act to
protect their journals if they feel access is being restricted by publisher
practices.
2.3
Recommendations of NKC for Digitization & Open Access through
Libraries
To enable equitable and universal access to knowledge resources,
it is important to create more digital resources which can be shared. The
concept of an “information commons” i.e. “resources shared by a
community of producers and consumers in an open access environment”
needs to be promoted. New resources should be openly accessible and
historical documents, too, should be digitized and made available.
(i)
This Working Group strongly recommends that peer‐reviewed
published research papers
resulting from publicly funded research in India must be made available
through open access channels, subject to copyright regulations. The group
also recommends use of open standards and free and open source
software.
(ii)
All pre‐independence periodicals and newspapers in all Indian
languages and in English must be digitized for access and preservation.
(iii)
To help preserve digital resources, optimize their use and avoid
duplication of effort:
(iv)
State‐level archives for preservation of digitized materials must be
set up.
(v)
Every State should establish a registry and archives of knowledge‐
based digital resources, and make it accessible.
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2.4

Flavours of Open Access Publishing
Open access is defined as a publication model wherein neither
readers nor a reader’s institution are charged for access to articles or for
other resources. Accordingly, personal web sites, listservs, discussion
forums, blogs, wikipedia, P‐2‐P file‐sharing networks can all be considered
as methods of publishing in open access. Flavours of open access are given
below:
Types
of Description
open access

Example

Eprint
Archive

arXiv.org,
Eprint Service

Unqualified

Dual Mode

Delayed OA

Author fee

Partial OA

Per Capita

Authors
archive
preprints and
/or postprints
in OA archive
Immediate
and full OA
publication of
journal
Both
subscription‐
print and OA
journal
editions
offered
OA
edition
available some
months after
initial
publication
Authors pay
fee to support
OA publication
Some articles
in an issue are
OA
OA
made
available
to
country based
per
capita
income
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First Monday

Journal
of
Postgraduate
Medicine, INSA
& IAS journals

New England
Journal
of
Medicine

BioMed
Central, PloS
New
York
Review
of
Books,
DLib
Magazine
HINARI (WHO),
AGORA (FAO)
and
OARE
(UNEP)
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Abstract

Co‐op

OA to journal
table
of
contents and
abstracts
Institutional
members
support
OA
journals

ScienceDirect ,
Link, IEEE

German
Academic
Publishers

Table 1: Different Flavours of OA Publishing
However, two organized routes to open access (OA) publishing are
open access journals and institutional repositories or e‐print archives.
2.5
Characteristics
The characteristics associated with open access are as follows:
i)
Cost of publication and distribution of articles is recovered from
producers of scholarship
(authors or institutions), or funding organizations, rather than from users /
readers, in other words “pay to publish, not to access”;
ii)
Access to publication in open access is more democratic. Web‐
based open access repositories are accessible to all users without any
restrictions;
iii)
The author rather than the publisher owns copyright in the open
access model. Users are granted permission for unrestricted reading,
downloading, copying, sharing, etc. Authors may choose to block
commercial re‐use of contents;
iv)
Open access journals, like traditional journals, conduct peer review
of submitted articles; and
v)
Most of the publishers of open access journal are non‐profit (e.g.
Public Library of Science or PLoS) while a few are for‐profit (e.g. BioMed
Central or BMC).
2.6
Channels of OA Literature
There are two approaches for delivering open access literature.
These are open access archives (eprints) or repositories (green route) and
open access journals (golden route). Open access archives are liberal on
peer review. It simply provides content freely available to the users. It may
contain the research output of institutions or discipline.
It can be achieved in three ways putting articles on author websites
that is called self archiving, depositing articles in disciplinary archives and
depositing articles in institutional archives and repositories. The terms
“self‐archiving” refers to the process whereby individual authors submit
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their own papers into an institutional repository of a domain‐specific
digital repositories of their choice. E‐print archives or institutional
repositories, often referred to as “green route” to open access publishing,
are popular mechanism to provide open access to scholarly literature.
Institutional repositories are available in various shapes and sizes.
Institutional repositories provide a mechanism to organize and provide
seamless access to scholarly publications in digital format in a given
discipline. Information stored in repositories is usually open to all users
and is available via the Internet. In contrast to traditional publishing, e‐
prints submitted to institutional repositories can often be made available
publicly without time lag that is inevitable in case of traditional print
publishing.
Open Access journal performs peer‐review process of articles and
published the content which is freely available on Internet and users has
the right to download, use and distribute it with proper acknowledgement.
2.7
Strategies of OA Publishers to Recover the Cost
Publishers of open access journals use a variety of strategies to
recover the cost incurred in the publishing and web hosting. Strategies
used by the open access publishers to recover the cost of publishing and
web hosting include:
(i)
Charging a fixed fee from authors for publishing their articles. Such
fees are generally covered by research grants or by the affiliating
institution;
ii)
Charging institutional memberships from the institutions of
publishing authors. Some of the open access publishers (BMC and PLoS)
have institutional membership programmes wherein annual membership
is charged depending upon the number of faculty/researchers in a given
discipline. The fee for publishing article is waived‐off for all researchers
affiliated with member institutions;
iii)
Sponsorship for all or part of author fees by funding agencies. Open
access journals tend to charge lower fees if they have income from other
publications, advertising, priced add‐ons, or auxiliary services;
iv)
Complete or partial sponsorship from funding agencies for
publishing process. Several open access initiatives are being heavily
subsidized by grant‐giving agencies. Institutions and academies associated
with publishing of open access journals generally do not charge
processing fees from authors. For example, Indian National Science
Academy (INSA) and Indian Academy of Sciences (IAS) have made their
journals available in open access. However, they do not charge authors for
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publishing articles in the journals published by the two academies. These
academies absorb complete cost of publishing.
Most of the open access journals are published electronically only,
however, a few of them have their print versions. The Directory of Open
Access Journals (http://www.doaj.org/) listed 2,804 journals including 846
journals that are searchable at article level. Open J‐Gate, an initiative of
Informatics India, is an electronic gateway to journals in open access
domain. Launched in 2006, Open J‐Gate provides seamless access to more
than one million journal articles indexed from 4,151 open access journals
with links to full text at publisher sites. BioMed Central and the Public
Library of Science are two important open access publishers.
2.8
Major Key Players of Open Access
The three greatest obstacles to open access are i) the publisher’s
willingness to adopt open access for the fear that they would not be able
recover the cost of their publishing process or generate a sufficient
surplus; ii) lack of awareness amongst authors about benefits of depositing
their work in open access repositories; and iii) acceptance of articles
submitted in open access repositories as equivalent to the traditional
journals for promotion and tenure jobs. All major players in the current
scholarly publishing models can play important roles in the processing of
freeing the refereed literature online. The roles that different players can
play in promoting open access movement are described briefly.
(Wikipedia, 2007)
2.8.1 Role of Researchers
Researchers, as authors of research articles, have very important
role to play in the process of providing open access to their scholarly
publication by depositing a copy of their articles in OAI compliant digital
repositories (self‐archiving) and by publishing their articles in open access
journals.
The intellectual property rights for an article, before its submission
to a journal, belongs to its author and is not bound to any future copyright
transfer agreement that an author might enter with a publisher (Harnad,
2003). Researchers may, therefore, ensure that they deposit their current
research articles (preprint or post‐print or publisher’s PDF, depending on
the publisher’s policy) in the institutional repositories or subject‐specific
digital archives.
Peter Suber, an ardent advocate of open access publishing argues
that the researchers should, if possible, negotiate i) retaining copyright to
their articles and transfer only the right of first print and electronic
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publication, or ii) to transfer copyright retaining the rights of post‐print
archiving. (Suber, 2007)
2.8.2 Role of Universities and Institutions
Universities and research institutions should set‐up institutional
repositories and mandate deposition of all scholarly publications by their
researchers and faculty into these repositories. This will not only help
universities and institutions to create and maintain a repository of wealth
of scholarly publications of their institutions but would also help them to
enhance its visibility, accessibility and usability and thereby maximize its
impact on global scholarly community. By setting‐up their institutional
repositories, the Institute becomes of a part of a global system of
distributed interoperable digital libraries and contribute to the open
access movement. Universities and institutions may also promote
“mediated” self‐archiving by deploying students, library or technical staff
to create metadata and deposit research articles on behalf of researchers
and faculty. It is believed that once the process start and a momentum is
built‐up, self‐archiving will become a standard practice amongst
researchers.
By promoting open access, the universities and institutions would
be contributing towards building up of an alternative model and potential
solution to the problem of “serials crisis”.
Universities and institutions may also consider making their
existing journal open access or launching new open access journals.
2.8.3 Role of Libraries
Libraries are the most‐affected victim of the current model of
scholarly publications. With dramatic increase in number of research
publications and steep increase in their cost, the libraries are no longer in
a position to acquire research publications they require for satisfying
needs of their users.
The technology has offered an opportunity to the librarians to
redefine their roles from selecting and acquiring scholarly publications to
creating and hosting it. It is in the best interest of libraries to adopt
strategies to promote open access and remove some of the obstacles in
this movement. The librarians may adopt the strategies given below:
i)
Establish institutional repositories and popularize them amongst
faculty and researchers.
Familiarize and train faculty and researchers with the process of self‐
archiving;
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ii)
Help faculty and researchers proactively to archive their research
papers in institutional
and other repositories;
iii)
Offer library services for submission of articles in the institutional
and domain‐specific
repository on behalf of faculty and researchers;
iv)
Help launching of open access journals in their institution;
v)
Initiate other libraries in establishing institutional repositories and
open access journals;
vi)
Popularize open access repositories amongst potential users;
vii)
Generate awareness about the open access movement amongst
researchers and scientists. Several universities, like Cornell and University
of California have detailed information on open access movement on their
library website. Put up links on library web sites to important open access
initiatives useful to the faculty and researchers, such as Directory of Open
Access Journals, Open DOAR, OpenJgate, Arc, Oaister, etc;
viii)
As open access journals proliferate, and as their usage and impact
grows, libraries can consider cancellation of over‐priced journals that do
not prove cost‐effective based on use;
ix)
Generate awareness amongst funding agencies about open access
publishing. Encourage
them to include clauses on open access to research articles resulting from
the projects
funded by them;
x)
Familiarize faculty, staff, and administrators about open access;
xi)
Ensure proper maintenance, backup, mirroring, upgrading and
migration to ensure perpetual preservation of institutional repositories in
collaboration with other partners in open access movement; and
xii)
Take membership of major open access publishers like BioMed
Central and Public Library of Science.
2.8.4 Role of Funding Agencies
The results of publicly‐funded research should ideally be publicly
accessible beyond the research community, both to individuals as well as
to non‐research institutions. The catalysts of open access movement
advocate for making the public funded research available in open access
so that it benefits the society at large. The Government, as major funding
agency and other societies, should mandate that the publicly‐funded
research should be publicly available through open access repositories or
open access journals. Open access recently gained a boost when a number
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of funding agencies including National Institutes of Health and Wellcome
Trust mandated free access to results of research funded by them. Some
of the major steps in this direction are:
i)
The Wellcome Trust, as a major funding agency for biomedical
research, has led the way by issuing a statement in support of open access.
The Trust will meet “author‐payment” charges through its grants and
encourages authors to deposit their research output in open access
repositories. The Trust has also commissioned reports on costs and
business models in scientific research publishing and an economic analysis
of scientific research publishing;
ii)
The National Institutes of Health have also issued a statement on
scientific publishing. Beginning on May 2005, the policy requests that NIH‐
funded scientists submit an electronic version of the author’s final
manuscript, upon acceptance for publication, resulting from research
supported in whole or in part by the NIH. The policy gives authors the
flexibility to designate a specific time frame for public release of their
research work ranging from immediate public access after final publication
to a 12‐month delay. Authors are encouraged to exercise their right to
specify that their articles will be publicly available through PubMed Central
(PMC) as soon as possible.
iii)
Eight UK Research Councils have proposed that research papers
arising from Council‐funded work be deposited in openly available digital
repositories.
iv)
The National Institute of Technology, Rourkela has mandated
submission of electronic version of articles authored by their faculty and
researchers into their institutional repository. This is an example of a bold
step taken by a small institute in India.
v)
Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) has announced that it
would meet the cost for
publications of research work on open access platforms.
vi)
33 nations have signed the “Declaration on Access to Research
Data from Public Funding” drafted by the Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) which states that “open access will maximise the
value derived from public investments in data collection efforts (OECD,
2006).
It may be noted that the campaign for open access to publicly‐
funded research usually recognizes exceptions for i) classified, military
research; ii) research resulting in patentable discoveries; and iii) research
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that authors publish in royalty‐producing form, such as books (Suber:
Overview of Open Access, 2007).
2.9 Open Access Publishing: Indian Scenario
2.9.1 Open Access Journals
Beginning late 1990s, several journals from India started hosting
electronic versions of their journals on their web site. By 1999, Current
Science from Indian Academy of Sciences and Current Science Association,
Neurology India from Neurological Society of India, Indian Journal of
Critical Care Medicine from Indian Society of Critical Care Medicine and
Indian Pediatrics from Indian Academy of Pediatrics were available online.
Content pages of these journals were designed in simple HTML with link to
full‐text in HTML or PDF format. Search facility was missing in most of
these journals. Use of metadata, reference linking or any other kind of
interactivity was strikingly missing (Sahu, 2005).
Several journals in India, especially in the field of biomedical
sciences are now available free of cost in electronic format. Unlike, their
western counterparts, the Indian journals which have adopted open
access policy, do not charge the authors or their institutions for
submission or publication of their research work. More than hundred
journals from India are now available in open access. Most of these
journals also have their printed counterparts that are sold on subscription
basis whereas their online access is offered free of cost. Very few journals
are electronic only. Some of these journals only have browsing facilities,
except a few that provide search option. Most of the open access journals
in India require users to registration for the first time. The National Centre
for Science Information (NCSI) at IISc, Bangalore has initiated a project
called “Scientific Journal Publishing in India”, sponsored by Asian Media
Information and Communication Centre, Singapore (a division of IDRC,
Canada). Through this project, NCSI campaigns to the open access journal
publishers of India for early adaptation OAI‐compliant architecture using
Open Journal System (OJS) or similar software.
There are six major Indian publishers who contribute to most of
the journals in open access. These publishers are: Indian Academy of
Sciences, Indian National Science Academy, Indian MEDLARS Centre of
National Informatics Centre, Medknow Publications, indianjournals.com
and Kamla‐Raj Enterprises as shown in the table given below:
Name
of No. of
Publisher/Host
Journal
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Organization
s
Indian National
4
Science Academy
Indian Academy
11
of Science
Indian MEDLARS
38
Centre, National
Informatics
Centre
Medknow
35*
Publications
IndianJournals.co
10
m

http://www.insa.ac.in/
www.ias.ac.in/pubs/journals/
http://medind.nic.in

e
Sc.
&
Tech.
Sc.
&
Tech.
Bio‐
Medicin
e

www.medknow.com/journals.a Medicin
sp
e
http://www.indianjournals.com Sc.
&
Tech,
Medicin
e
Kamala‐Raj
7
www.krepublishers.com/KRE‐
Social
Enterprises
New‐J/
Sciences
* 37,783 full text articles are available on this website and
1,564,202 articles were downloaded in 2009.
Table 2: Open Access Journals Publishers in India and Subject Coverage
2.9.2 Institutional Repositories
Institutional repositories are becoming reality in the academic
realm of India. Availability of free open source software like DSpace, Green
Stone Digital Library, EPrints etc. encourage number of institutes of
national importance to build their institutional repositories. According to
SPARC (Scholarly Publishing and Academic resource Coalition) position
paper on institutional repositories “an institutional repository is a digital
archive of the intellectual product created by faculty, research staff and
students of an institution and accessible to end users both within and
outside of the institution, with few if any barriers to access”. The Directory
of Open Access Repositories (Open DOAR) lists 33 Indian institutes.
The first significant repository of research output from India is E‐
prints of the Indian Institute of Science, IISc, Bangalore
(http://eprints.iisc.ernet.in/) which is maintained by National Center for
Science Information (NCSI); Librarians Digital Library (LDL)
(http://drtc.isibang.ac.in/)
of
DRTC;
DSPACE
@
INFLIBNET
(http://dspace.inflibnet.ac.in) which introduces post prints and pre‐prints
article, CALIBER and PLANNER full text Proceedings, training materials and
other scholarly publications; Vidyanidhi Project of the University of Mysore
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(http://www.vidyanidhi.org.in/home/index/asp) is designed to act as a
national repository for e‐theses providing support to universities which
may not have resources to manage their own repositories; Indian Medical
Center (IMC) offer e‐prints achieve Open Med @ NIC
(http://openmed.nic.in); IIA repository of Indian Institute of Astrophysics,
Bangalore (http://prints.iiap.res.in); DSpace at INSA – Indian National
Science Academy (http://61.16.154.195/dspace; National Chemical
laboratory (NCL) (http://dspace.ncl.res.in/) ; National aerospace
Laboratories (NAL) (http://nal_ir.nal.res.in/) has a repository of aerospace
science with 418 eprints records; Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
(http://eprint.iitd.ac.in/dspace/); DSpace @ NITR National Institute of
Technology Rourkela (http://dspace.nitrkl.ac.in/); Eprints@IIIT, Indian
Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad (http://eprints.iiita.ac.in/);
C.B
Pant
University
of
Agricultural
and
Technology
(http://202.141.116.205/dspace).
The following table shows the status of Asian countries for
adopting open access as a fundamental tool for disseminating the research
and its product through institutional repositories.
Sl. No.
Name of the Country
Number of
Institutes
1
Afghanistan
1
2
Azerbaijan
1
3
Bangladesh
2
4
China
7
5
Georgia
1
6
India
33
7
Indonesia
4
8
Iran
2
9
Israel
2
10
Japan
72
11
Kazakhastan
1
12
Republic of Korea
5
13
Kyrgyzstan
1
14
Malaysia
8
15
Pakistan
2
16
Philippines
1
17
Qatar
1
18
Saudi Arabia
2
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2.10

19
Singapore
2
20
Sri Lanka
1
21
Taiwan
17
22
Thailand
2
23
Turkey
5
24
Vietnam
1
Table 2: Open Access Repositories of Asian Countries
Open Access Publishers: Worldwide

Individuals and institutions have been publishing journals in open
access since 1980s. With advent of Web in 1993, organized and concerted
efforts were made by societies and open access catalysts to publish
journals in open access. Some of the important open access publishers are
given below:
Name
of
Publisher/Host
Organization
Biomedical
Central
The
Public
Library
of
Science (PLOS)
(2000)
Bioline
International
(1993)
Medknow
Publications
Project
Gutenberg
(1971)
SPARC (1997)

3

No.
Journals

of

URL

Subject Coverage

179

http://www.
biomedcentr
al.com/
http;//www.
plos.org/

Biomedicine
(Presently Physics, Chemistry &
mathematics also available)
Science & Medical

60+
(developing
countries)
43 (India and
Abroad)
20000
full
text
books
(2006)
8 titles

http://www.
bioline.org.b
r/
www.medkn
ow.com/
http://www.
gutenberg.o
rg/
www.aqrl.or
g/sparc/

Health, Biodiversity, Environment,
Conservation and International
Development
Medical

STM

Table 3: World Major Open Access Publishers
Conclusions

In India Open Access is still in infancy, so it is suggested to develop
if to go for “Open Access”:
(i)
To train skill professionals;
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(ii)
(iii)

To develop repositories;
Library professional are to be trained in setting up the institutional
repositories;
(iv)
To develop high‐tech infrastructure for digital content
management.
The Open Access movement coupled with greater network
collaboration among researchers should give rise to disciplines – scientific
federated repositories hosted by institutions, research projects or
professionals associations, open access channels are a visible
manifestation of the emerging importance of knowledge management
with higher education. Institutional repositories and Open Access
represent the logical convergence of faculty‐driven self archiving
initiatives, and availability of digital networks and publishing technologies.
146. Public Library as “Community Information Centre” – Elucidate.
1
Introduction
There have been suggestions that libraries will wither and die
because the information technologies will bypass libraries and will deliver
information directly to the user. The technology makes this possible but
human beings are not likely to immediately sink the good ship ‘library’.
UNESCO Public Library Manifesto, 1994, proclaims “Unesco’s belief
in the public library as a living force for education, culture and information
and as an essential agent for the fostering of peace and spiritual welfare
through the minds of men and women. UNESCO supports actions designed
to empower people so that they can access and contribute to information
and knowledge flows. UNESO therefore encourages national and local
governments to support and actively engage in the development of public
libraries”.
The public library is the local centre of information making all kinds
of knowledge and information readily available to its users.
The services of the public library are provided on the basis of
equality of access for all, regardless of age, sex, religion, nationality,
language or social status. Specific services and materials must be provided
for those users who cannot, for whatever reason, use the regular services
and materials, for example, linguistic minorities, people with disabilities or
people in hospital or prison.”
It would seem that the place of library as a storehouse of the
historical record is secure. Provided that the library recognises that such
records come in many formats and collects them all, information seekers
will still come to the library to use the material. It would seem to be
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reasonable too that people will still use libraries to seek material for
‘diversion’ in the widest sense.
The group who are most likely to reduce their use of libraries are
the professional and skilled classes who require factual information to
assist them in their work and especially if that work can be either in the
home, or in the office, or in the factory.
The library system grew because the individual could not afford to
buy and store all the books he might need. With a change from print to
electronic media the question again arises who will hold a key to such
information and the answer again should be libraries … amongst others .
But, public libraries as community information centres – is it true?
Professional literature in LIS is inundated with writings on this topic. Most
of these argue that it is the general public who is in need of community
information. Public libraries are established to serve the general public. It
follows, therefore, that public libraries are the natural agency to provide
community information services.
On the other hand, to many ‘information resources centres are
developed to meet the information needs of specific communities’ are
simply a cliché and not a reality. This is because little or no assessment of
community information need is either conducted at the time of setting up
a library or community information resources centre (hereafter simply
referred to as resource centre) or updated on a regular basis once a service
is functional.
Usually library and information workers decide (instinctively) what
information resources people ‘need’ rather than empirically assess the
needs from people themselves. It is also common for libraries and resource
centres to supply resources and information based upon the needs of
current users and to ignore those of potential users. This type of
information provision has limits. It is logical that a resource centre, which
only uses instincts, and current users’ needs as the basis upon which to
provide information can serve a limited section of its community only.
As communities change so do the information needs of people.
Therefore, a resource centre cannot continue to attract its current and new
or potential users without tailoring information and resource to meet the
‘new needs’ of the community. “One of the most difficult [but necessary]
activities in the provision of community information is the assessment of
information needs… This must be done regularly, if established resource
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centres [and those to be developed] are to continue to be relevant in any
given community”.
There are several reasons why few library and information workers
and their respective resource centres conduct information need
assessment. Some of the more obvious include, on the one hand, the fact
that certain librarians are simply too lazy to conduct such assessments and,
on the other, a genuine lack of staff, financial resources and time. Related
to the above, and perhaps more critical, is the lack of knowledge of
information needs assessment techniques and difficulties encountered in
developing simple but reliable methodologies for collecting data on
community information needs.
2
Constraints of Library Development
But, assessment of users’ information needs by the library and
information centre staff is by no means an end by itself. Fulfillment of the
users’s information needs is the ultimate objective of a library. Thus,
society should gear its efforts to build an effective and efficient library and
information system, which is not again free of hurdles. Experts have
identified a number of constraints affecting library development plan,
which can be grouped under the following heads:
2.1
Environmental constraints
•
The lack of tradition of considering information as a resource for
use; hence, low priority is given to developing library and information
facilities.
•
Training in searching for and using information is not yet included in
educational programmes.
•
The tendency of the community to expect to obtain information
free of charge.
•
Senior administrators and decesion makers have their own
channels for obtaining information and therefore tend to forget that other
groups are still information poor.
•
Poor rapport between users of information and librarians as
information providers.
•
The tendency of the scientific and technical community to look only
for information from advanced countries, and to undervalue nationally
generated information.
•
There is little understanding that the library and information system
is much interrelated with country’s publishing system.
2.2
Administrative constraints
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•
Library services are being developed very much apart from research
and development (R&D) activities, with the result that many decisions in
the R&D sectors are not supported by the necessary information provision.
•
The tendency of research institutes to build their own libraries
which causes much duplication of collection building but at the same time
shows the poor representation of the world output of scientific and
technical information in the country.
•
Low priority is given to collection building and improved access.
•
The very low annual budget that libraries receive for management,
acquisitions, marketing and other communication activities.
•
Cumbersome procedures for the importation of foreign books,
journal, non‐book materials, exchange materials and so on.
•
Formal national policies and plans are still missing in order to
secure co‐ordination in the implementation of national services.
2.3
Manpower constraints
•
The shortage of senior library personnel to voice needs for
management and services.
•
Education and training facilities are falling behind the fast
development of information technologies and the information industry.
•
The unattractive career development prospects of librarians in
government agencies.
•
The shortage of manpower (fund also) to do research aimed at
improving weakness in the country’s library and information systems.
•
Language barriers impede education and training programmes.
One aspect of the constraints which needs special emphasis is the
shortage of skilled recruits entering the library and information field. Adam
and Rose have recognised the importance of national agencies in
conducting training in information systems, for technical staff as well as
planners. Library practitioners and the academic community should discuss
the above issues in order to prepare the development of a cadre of
professionals able to cope with the demands of the new information age.
Training programmes are not just a matter of designing packages of
tehcnical knowhow; it is more important to train managers to look for new
strategies to serve the cultural and educational needs of people.
3
User Education Programme
However, success of any system is very much dependent on the
quality and ability of its users. Users should be capable of appropriating the
benefits borne out of the system. The library and information systems and
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their users are no exception to this. Quality of users and their library and
information use habits are primarily governed by the state of social,
economic and technological developments of the particular society to
which these users belong to. But, many believe, the library and information
workers too have some role to play in this connection. One such role is
library and information workers as conductors of user education
programme. If assessment of users’ information needs and their fulfillment
are the primary responsibilities of the library and information worker, to
educate and to train the users of a library in a manner to help them to reap
the benefits of the gamut of services provided is a work of nonetheless
responsibility. The library manager should chalk out an adequate user
education programme for this purpose.
User education programme can be designed with the following objectives
in mind:
a)
to assist the users to know and understand the services provided by
the library and how to make the most of them;
b)
to assist the users to know how to use the various resources of the
library;
c)
to assist the users to learn and to interpret what they have learnt to
an acceptable standard; and
d)
to train the students the basic skills of lifelong education.
Though user education programme designed for a public library
system should cover the members of the community as a whole, we intend
to centre our focus on the education of the student user community. This is
because, they are the future citizens of any nation who will take active part
in shaping its destiny. And, a better‐informed citizen is the most sought
after asset for effecting the sustainable development of a nation. User
education programme is not only very helpful to increase the student
users’ awareness of the available resources, but also to improve their skills
in independent learning and presentation of course work. The following
topics need to be incorporated within such an effective user education
programme.
3.1
Maximising the use of the library
This topic is intended to expose users to the myriad of information
resources available in the library. It is also intended to familiarise them
with the nomenclature and terminology used to identify the various types
of information. It is further intended to familiarise users with the various
services offered by the library. To this effect, the sub‐topics are:
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a) the nature of information;
b) the various formats of information; and
c) the library services.
3.2
Sources of information in libraries and how to use them
This component of the programme is intended to familiarise the
users with the broad categories of sources of information after literacy and
to highlight the different uses to which they could be put. It is also
intended to equip the users with the necessary skills required for efficient
consultation of the various categories of resources. The sub‐topics are:
a)
physical sources (primary sources, e.g., books, periodicals, models,
etc.);
b)
bibliographic sources (secondary sources, e.g., the library
catalogues, abstracts, indexes, etc.); and
c)
library sources (tertiary sources, e.g., yearbooks, encyclopaedias,
etc.).
3.3
How to study
This component is included in order to help the user to adjust to
independent learning, as opposed to absolute dependence on lectures. The
role of the individual in shaping his destiny is to be emphasised.
Consequently, the various methods of successful study are to be
introduced to the users through the following sub‐topics:
a)
plans and time‐tables;
b)
learning and remembering;
c)
notes and lectures;
d)
reading; and
e)
group discussion and group work.
3.4
Efficient reading
The idea of the individual’s role in his own education would need to
be strengthened by his ability to read efficiently. This component is
intended to equip the user with the relevant skills for quick and efficient
reading. The sub‐topics are:
a)
the process of reading; and
b)
the strategy of reading.
3.5
Assignment skills
This component is intended to equip the user with the skills of
preparing for an assignment. It is also intended to expose the users to
logical ways of thinking when preparing an assignment. The sub‐topics are:
a)
what to do;
b)
where to go for information;
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c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
3.6

how to locate and select the resources;
how to record and store relevant information;
how to use the resources;
how to present findings; and
how to check oneself.
Writing an assignment
This component is closely related to the previous topic. The
purpose of this component is to equip the user with the various techniques
of presenting an assignment or term paper. The sub‐topics are:
a)
efficient reading;
b)
using printed sources;
c)
planning;
d)
note taking;
e)
referencing; and
methods of presentation
f)
The programme is thus designed in two distinct sections. The first
section is basically concerned with bibliographic instruction, or teaching
the students how to maximally use the library resources; the second is
intended to assist students to adjust to the style of education, which is
largely dependent on individual participation and motivation as it is mostly
resource based.
4
Recommendations
The public library should play an important role by providing
community information services. For this, the role of the existing library
system should be changed first. Then, the model for restructuring of the
information centre is to be built in such a way that it should cover
programmes with the objectives of the development of the community.
A number of recommendations about the future role of public
libraries are mentioned below:
1.
There should be a programme for the eradication of illiteracy. In
such a case, the library may participate in the National Literacy Campaign
Programme, although the provision of support for literacy programmes run
elsewhere.
2.
The meeting of study needs, i.e., libraries should also be careful of
developing and preserving the reading materials in respect of the particular
language and script of the community.
3.
A programme may focus on the encouragement of the students for
their education, through formal or informal schooling provided by the
library professionals.
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4.
Inculcate reading habits among the people particularly the younger
ones. The libraries should develop services aimed at serving neo‐literate of
the community with suitable literature and prevent them from falling back
to illiteracy and organise adult education classes for illiterates. In other
words, there is a provision of alternative education programmes by way of
non‐formal education, adult education, etc.
5.
The promotion of parental development programmes through
encouraging reading in the home.
6.
The professionals of the rural libraries should take the responsibility
of educating the mothers of the community on how to seek and use
information, to initiate document and disseminate rural community
information by calling for community participation.
7.
Changes in the methods by which students may receive
information.
8.
The development of life‐skills programmes, i.e., the library and
information centres may guide the people for the use of various welfare
measures such as the utilisation of solar energy and so on.
9.
The provision of work‐skills programmes (designed to help certain
groups obtain and perform particular jobs).
10.
The teaching of childcare skills.
11.
The libraries should develop special collections for the community
according to their needs. The libraries should develop audio and video
collections and organise audio‐visual programmes for their benefit.
12.
Efforts should be given by the library and information centre to
collect all sorts of information relating to and on the community with an
objective to make the people aware of all the opportunities of education,
employment, economic and cottage industry development, agricultural
training, fishery management, water facilities, medical and health care, any
type of preventive measures, etc. both in the government and non‐
government levels, which they should avail for their own betterment and
existence. The advantage of the modern computerised data/information
storage and retrieval as well as access to the communication network
systems may further facilitate the availability of information in respect of
the community.
13.
Community information should be provided by developing “Local
History Collection” including geographical or topographical situation of the
place, history of the place and the place name, the history of the original
inhabitants as well as the present inhabitants of the place, and their races,
castes, genealogy, etc.
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14.
Collect the necessary information from newspapers, TV and radio.
15.
Design a network of the teachers, nurses, doctors, civil servants,
agricultural extension workers, traders, lawyers, etc. to supply all types of
community information.
16.
The library may motivate the people of the community to hold their
meeting for the settlement of their disputes, to attend any story‐telling
classes, to organise any cultural programmes of dance and music, to
celebrate the birth days of national leaders, to observe any red‐letter day,
etc. by providing them the library premises to use freely in order to
accelerate the exchange of information among the community.
17.
An arrangement for occasional get‐together among the library
members of the community may be held in the library premises. In this
case the arrangement for some cultural programmes or the like may
indirectly strengthen the information exchange and general awareness
among the community.
18.
The library and information centre may encourage the people for
their involvement in the socio‐economic development projects in their
leisure time.
19.
Make provision for assistance and advice to pensioners/aged users.
20.
Increase over‐all efficiency of the libraries (i.e., community
information centres).
147. Role of Librarian in ICT Enabled Library. Or, Computer technology
is becoming apart from many jobs & as we progress the role of
technology in information services are expanding. It is certain that
development of good computer skill is essential for the librarian of the
future” – critically elucidate the statement. Or, Briefly describe the
emerging competencies in LIS profession.
1
1.1

Introduction
Necessity of Librarian/LIS Professionals
There are a growing number of academics and publishers who
believe quite firmly that once the transition from print to electronic
journals has been made – particularly within the scientific, technical and
medical (STM) sector of the journal market – there will be no role for
libraries in the scholarly communication chain. Electronic journals can be
delivered directly from the publisher to the user’s desktop. Such a scenario
is certainly possible, but it is unlikely for a number of reasons. Even
assuming that all academics and researchers had the technical expertise to
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deal with the range of hardware and software required to access a variety
of relevant electronic products, individuals will not wish to purchase, out
of their own pockets, the range of titles required for their research, and
therefore some form of departmental/faculty or central purchasing will be
required. Moreover, an individual academic will have scant regard that the
titles they are interested in having delivered to their desktop may be of
interest to other colleagues on campus. They will not want to read and
sign a complex license agreement so that the title can be networked
across the campus. Even if they did, who would be responsible for
implementing the security requirements imposed by most publishers?
Currently librarians perform a valuable service to the academic and
research colleagues by facilitating quick and easy access to information. It
matters little to the researcher that behind the scenes the librarians is
dealing with selection, acquisition, licenses, hardware requirements and
software. What really matters is that relevant information is quickly and
easily available to support research, teaching and learning. And librarians
are currently playing a pivotal role in this process.
1.2
Building of New Generation Library: Need of the Hour
The users’ expectations to the libraries to deliver high quality,
comprehensive, user friendly new generation services. As the world
advances, the library must also evolve and redesign their activities in order
to deliver high quality, need based, and value added services according to
the expectations of today’s library users such as automated library,
computerized library, electronic library, digital library, virtual library,
library without walls and Internet library.
1.3
Major Challenges of 21st Century Librarian
In a first changing, expanding diverse global digital information
environment, libraries are facing a varieties of complex challenges from
multiple sectors of knowledge society in the 21st century. The major
challenges are:
a) Information Explosion
b) Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
c) Growth and usage of web resources
d) Use of digital resources
e) User’s expectations
f) Virtual learning environment
g) Virtual educational institutions
h) Development of digital, virtual, and hybrid libraries
i) Online bookshops and information services
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These challenges have called for orientation, reengineering,
transformation and great changes in the information environment, library
functions and the roles of library and information service professionals.
The functions of modern library include:
a) Application of new technologies in libraries
b) Computerization and networking of all library operations,
resources and services
c) Build both print and electronic information resources
d) Providing a access to the content of local and global resources and
services
e) Provide guidance and training in the usage of digital resources
f) Provide responsive products and services to meet the user needs
and expectations.
2

Changing Role of Librarian and Other LIS Professionals in ICT Era
In the Modern world, library professionals are increasingly
responsible not only to provide traditional library information services but
also to deliver online online information services according to the actual
user needs. As the role of Library and Information Science (LIS)
professionals is changing to face the new challenges, they must be keen to
say at the forefront of innovation in the library world. LIS professionals
need to be confident and competent that they can prepare for new
challenges, deal with emerging technologies, manage change effectively
and claim new professional roles. A librarian must be a professional
expert, techno literate, web usability expert, knowledge manager,
navigator, trainer, educator, marketer, service provider and many more.
Librarians have to play many roles to fulfil their user’s need.
2.1
As a Search Intermediary
Traditionally a human intermediary is a librarian or an information
specialist. Librarians are more efficient and more effective than end‐users
are at performing their own searches, the demand for searches by
information professionals have not decreased. There will always be a role
for the search intermediary.
2.2
As a Facilitator
The availability of electronic documents on Internet and the
support extended by World Wide Web to access these documents have
recently increased tremendously. Several print journals have shifted their
platform on web, which includes free and paid publications. In this
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scenario, the traditional librarian has play to the role of facilitator in
identification, gathering and arranging information infrastructure such as
network access, software access, licenses and passwords to use charged
resources to get the required material/information of the specific field
without wasting any glimpses of time.
2.3
As End‐User Trainer/Educator
The number and variety of information sources available, whether
locally or remotely via the WWW (World Wide Web) have increased
greatly, and users in many cases have not been able to keep up with all of
the choices open to them. In these areas, training is given by the librarian
would include not only the use of electronic primary journals from many
different publishers, but also the use of abstracts and indexing databases,
databanks, CD‐ROM publications and document delivery services. End user
training aspect of librarian would also include organization of information
resources, search strategies, tools, information searching skills, awareness
of resource constraints and alerts to users on new resources in their
subject area. Therefore the Librarian has a critical role in the digital library
of future as educator or end user trainer.
2.4
As Web Site Builder or Publisher
Web site of an organization provides access to external resources,
organization manages their own information on the web site includes
details of course information, directories, statutes, annual reports, etc.
The role of the librarian is to create a web page to deliver information
about the library and its services like hours of service, location of services,
details of library staff, library policies, an interface to the library OPAC
(Online Public Access Catalogue), CAS (Current Awareness Service), SDI
(Selective Dissemination of Information), DDS (Digitized Documentation
Service), etc.
2.5
As Interface Designer
Interface design is going to become important to people to access
and use digital technologies. A beneficial way for librarians to collaborate
in the work of computer and information scientists in tasks such as design,
an organization, development, and maintenance of digital library
repositories, interfaces, search engines, networks and web documents.
Librarian can help in the design of technology – based information services
and share knowledge and experience in helping patrons to utilize
electronic media and using Internet and WWW.
2.6
As Knowledge Manager/Professional
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Knowledge Management (KM) involves the identification and
analysis of available and required knowledge, and the planning and control
of actions to develop knowledge assets to fulfill organizational objectives.
Librarian as a part of KM system can effectively participate in the process
of knowledge creation. The creation of the knowledge centre in an
organization normally involves contributions from three groups of experts
such as users, knowledge professionals and technology experts. As a
knowledge professional, they include librarians, managers, archivists, and
others. Librarians to become Knowledge Managers or Professionals should
possess variety of talents and perform the work with high level of skill and
expertise.
A knowledge manager should be able to organize the multiple
pieces of information by collection of books, publications, documents,
audio‐visual aids, databases in computer and other reference materials for
convenient access in a systematic way.
They should be able to extract, filter and disseminate vital
knowledge and work side by side with users in collecting and analyzing
strategic intelligence.
2.7
As Shifter of Information Resources
The main ‘shifter’ is used for the skilled librarian who helps users
make sense and order of the resources. The future belongs neither to the
conduit or content players but to those who control the filtering,
searching, and sense‐making tools to navigate through the expanses of
cyberspace. In another words, the librarian can be a key player in the
emerging scenario.
2.8
As Information Architecture
Information architecture actually means “the process of structuring
and organizing information so that it is easier for users to find and for
owners to maintain”. Librarians can help in the design of technology based
services and share their intimate knowledge of what user wants and
needs.
Mike Steckel linked Ranganathan’s five laws of Library Science to
the field of information architecture:
(a)
Books are for Use
Websites which are developed as well as maintained are only for
use, they are not any kind of touch me not thing like statue or temple to
admire from distance. Library professionals want their users to use or
interact with these websites and utilize these according to their needs.
(b)
Every Reader His/Her Book
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In the sense of modern technology ‘each piece of content has its
user’ and ‘each user has his/her content.’ It means that we have to keep
the specific need of users in our mind before adding the content in the
website. On the other hand we have to be sure that the readers can find
the content as per their need.
(c)
Every Book Its User
Treating the book as “unique one”, a particular website has been
developed. The role of the web site is to convey each and every book in
the lap of the reader.
(d)
Save the Time of the User
When we talk about the website, the front end component as well
as the back end component should be structured in such a manner that it
can’t waste the time of users. It means LIS professionals should ensure
that every reader his/her looks for and our data are structured in such a
way that these should be receptive and accommodative.
(e)
Library is a Growing Organism
It is the demand of present era that we have to keep our own skill
levels moving forward because our users and our resources are also
changing. Consequently services will grow and change over time.
2.9 As an Information Scientist
Information Scientist’s play a very important role in the
maintenance and development of the information centres. On the other
hand they also create new mode of services and try to maintain as well as
modernize the library according to the new technology. And the most
important thing is that they provide user–friendly environment in the
library.
2.10 As an Information Specialist/Consultant
Information
Professional’s
work
as
an
Information
Specialist/Consultant is by organizing and designing an efficient teaching
environment. They work with teachers to plan, conduct and evaluate
teaching learning activities. They practices appropriate business and
management approaches to communicate the importance of information
services.
2.11 As a Marketing Officer
Availability of right information for the right user at the right time at
the right cost has become most vital. This is the major challenge for LIS
professionals. LIS professionals understand that just having information
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and storing is of no use or purpose, unless it is put to an effective use by
those who need it. LIS professionals will have to bring the users and the
information together which can be successfully done by the marketing of
information products and services. Today there are many ways to put
marketing programme by keeping on‐line bulletin boards and displaying
the new acquisition on the Internet.
2.12 As an Information Provider from/in Internet
The Internet and www are very powerful tools. They are playing
their vital roles in the change not only in librarianship but also in daily life
as well. Library and Information Professionals roles in Internet are as:
a)
The newly arrived books list is prepared and displayed on Internet
b)
Library’s some important events like book exhibition; book talk,
library week, librarian’s day etc. are announced in the Internet
c)
With the help of Internet the professionals also get feedback from
users on library services and sources
d)
The most important thing is that with the help of OPAC users can
access the bibliographic details of library resources at computers
with in the library and even from homes
e)
Due to Internet professionals can send reminders to overdue books
via e‐mail
f)
Resource sharing is also possible
2.13 As a Researcher
Those LIS professionals who are undergoing research work are
treated as library information research scholars. Their main aim is to reach
on new innovation and new findings in the sphere of LIS. This research
works leads the scholars into the depth of the knowledge of LIS. In long
run it fulfills basically the aim of society as well as the goal of nation.
2.14 As a Collection Developer/Manager
Information professional at present are more concerned with
collection management than collection development. They are required to
become knowledge managers rather than collection managers. Rising cost
and budget cuts have made collection managers to rely more on online
systems and electronic databases. Due to technological developments it is
difficult to determine which format to buy and which tool is most cost
effective. The information professional as collection manager has to
understand the features and merits of the each format and take wise
decision.
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2.15

As a Resource Preserver
Librarian’s role doesn’t end with selection of right electronic
resource in right format. Librarians play a dynamic role in organizing digital
information. Information professional has to catalogue, classify and
provide easy access and retrieval of the digital information.
•
Massive digitization, archiving, publishing, digital storage and
digital preservation
•
To maintain Internet and control user access to information etc.
•
Knowledge of the product
Users in the digital libraries expect quick and efficient information
service from the librarians. Librarians have to be well versed with the
products or information sources they offer to the users, the information
professional at the service counter must be able to guide the users in
which database or online resources he/she will find the data. The
information professional have act as a doctor treating the user with
information.
2.16 As an Institutional Repository Builder/Initiator
Librarian should have the knowledge of institutional repository
building. For this purpose he/she has to know the installation of
DSpace/GSDL/ETD or any other institutional repository software as well as
server and network configuration to reach the rare and important
information to the inside and outside users in 24x7 basis. In the digital
library initiatives, Question Papers, Syllabus, rare manuscripts, online and
offline e‐journals, courseware i.e., everything related to an institution can
be available.
3
Conclusions
The basic goal of library and information profession has always
been to provide access to information to those who need it. The activities
realizing this goal have evolved and transformed over the years. This
includes – available technology, and need of an evolving information
society. Information activities have been guided by the developments in
the field of storages, presentation and archiving of knowledge, collection
development and organization of knowledge, information explosion and
computers in information retrieval. Librarian and information professional
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involved in information gathering, storage, retrieval and dissemination on
one hand and on the other hand the computer specialists who supports
the library and information professionals in this endeavour. For successful
implementation of Digital Library, it is essential that LIS professionals are
well trained and possess requisite knowledge and skills in this respect.
3.1
Knowledge & Skills
Librarians need to understand
•
Knowledge resources (books, journals, i.e. resources, Internet)
•
Technological facilities and resources (computer, online catalogues,
websites, LANs file servers etc.)
•
Financial resources (budget), Human resources (skills for
manpower training)
3.2
Required Competencies for Librarian/LIS Professionals
•
Acceptance of change
•
Knowledge of user interaction with knowledge resources
•
Provide quality service
•
Be adoptive, flexible and resistant
•
Be resourceful
•
Possess excellent communication skills, constantly update personal
knowledge base by keeping in touch with the latest development
•
Create awareness among the users, make them accept the changes
•
Be an information management strategist, etc.
3.3
Required Technological Knowledge
•
Operating systems – Windows, UNIX, LINUX
•
Word Processing (e.g. MS Word), Graphics, Spread Sheet (MS
Excel) and Presentations (MS Power Point)
•
Database Management Systems including the skills in Bibliographic
Database Management Systems
•
General purpose programmeming, Networking
•
Web page Developer and Content Management
•
Digital Library Software – DSpace/GSDL/ETD or any other software
148. How to Stimulate Reading habits?
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1

What is Reading and Why Reading Habits?

Reading is one amongst other tools for self‐development and
learning, and it is important that we see books in a positive interplay with
other media. The essence of the modern library concept is that libraries
give access to information content, whatever the media. But I must
maintain that reading and consequently books should still be given first
priority in the library – and the challenge facing us is to persuade children
and the young to share this point of view, because reading skills are
imperative for our ability to develop, both as people and in a professional
sense. Besides, reading skills are absolutely essential for our educational
advancement.
2

Zests for Reading and Love of Reading

From a philosophical point of view zest comes before love – so
there might be a point in stressing the desire – the zest – rather than the
love. Because the desire to read must be there – also for those who do not
know a love of reading because they do not normally read. So you want to
focus on a zest for reading and stimulate children’s interest in books by
giving as many as possible access to books – in fact bring the book and the
child closer together and hope that this meeting creates a love of reading.
In a more overall societal perspective it is also interesting that
society has moved in the direction of focusing more and more on desire
and joy. Even in institutional contexts the emphasis is on immediate
experience.
And I think it right that the campaign Children and literature to a
greater extent focuses on creating the right conditions rather than
obtaining results. After all, the problem is not getting enough books
produced, but inducing more children to read them. Even in the group of
most avid readers – the 9‐12 year olds – one in four hardly ever reads in
his spare time. And we won’t change that by banging them on their heads
with the books and forcing them to read – no, we have to explain to them
how they can get hold of more of the kind of stories they like being told by
others – introducing the possibilities instead of pushing.
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Campaigns by themselves are of course not enough – but the extra
money available for supporting existing activities, can help create a forum
for the great enthusiast to get heard and meet the children who are
entitled to the good story.
3

Children’s Leisure‐Time Reading

Boys read less than girls, 75% of all children read in their spare time
at the age of 9‐12, but when they reach the age of 15‐16 the figures are
quite the opposite: then only 25% read in their spare time. At school, on
the other hand, the 15‐16 year olds read much more, but they read what
the adults want them to read. And many of the 15‐16 year olds explain
that they are already reading so much at school, and that their need for
stories in their spare time is fulfilled through other media that they
encounter to a lesser extent at school. And there is naturally also a limit to
how many hours they can be poring over their books after many hours at
school and three hours of homework.
A very important challenge is trying to hang on to some of those
who are actually reading at the age of 9‐12, but who later lose interest.
Harry Potter is an example of how to maintain the reading interest of this
group.
4

Girls and Women vs. Boys and Men Reading Habits

Another central challenge is the boys. Every survey shows that girls
and women all over the world read more than boys and men. And perhaps
there are some factors in society that emphasize this tendency. When
asking the boys what is wrong, one main reason seems to be that there
are not enough books with the kind of excitement, horror and splatter,
they prefer.
Yes, both as regards literature and mediation – we can see that the
boys are attracted to the media that provide role models – computer
games and films.
Different corners that enable us to develop our own sensual
identity before we meet the puberty. Perhaps that is why boys have to test
their own sex identity through the books they choose to read.
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5

Different Parameters to Increase the Reading Habits

5.1
Necessity of Seeking New Ways of Encouragement towards
Reading Habits
Children and young people the competition from other media and
activities is immensely strong, and boys in particular seem to drop books in
favour of other pursuits. But however many stimulating games and other
media are developed, reading remains as important a culture‐competency
as ever. Perhaps even more so. We therefore have to seek new ways of
encouraging children to read and in practice it will often be up to us to
safeguard the book’s firm position as part of a versatile media use.
5.2

Role of Library

The secret is therefore to make sure that the child’s first meeting
with the library becomes the introduction to a lifelong and enriching
relationship. The methods for creating such a valuable first meeting are
basically a question of integrating access to the library and its materials as
simply as possible in children and other users’ daily lives.
Kindergarten libraries are a good example of this: Here it is made
very easy for harassed parents collecting their children to get picture
books and books for reading aloud – and when bedtime comes, the books
are just at hand. The kindergarten libraries are a success and the model
can easily be transferred to other children’s institutions and used in many
other contexts, all of them helping to make children familiar with books
from an early age. At the same time, new alliances are formed between
the librarians and other professional groups who are given the chance to
make the best possible use of the library service in their work.
Kindergarten libraries are not about the kindergarten having a pile of
books available for the children to borrow – they are also an example of
how librarian and teacher work together and stimulate children as well as
their parents because they are well aware of the needs of both.
Good library portals on the Internet also demonstrate how the
public libraries can incorporate the mediation of literature as a natural
element in the daily environments of both children and adults. In
Denmark, it is for example possible for anyone to search in the Danish
libraries’ materials on the website library.dk, order the materials to be
collected – in some instances even having them delivered. So using the
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library becomes very easy. Integrated in the portal is an extremely popular
children’s inquiry service called Ask Olivia (that co‐operates closely with
Danish Radio) and the virtual children’s library DotBot which also provides
tips on what to read.
5.3

Strategy to Combine Internet Services with Book Reading

Once again the strategy is for an interplay between the media and
letting them supplement each other. There is the risk though of children
using only the Internet services and discarding the books. The net strategy
therefore has to be combined with outreach activity and co‐operation with
teachers and other players in children’s daily lives.
5.4

The Personal Meeting of Authors and Illustrators in the Library

The possibility of meeting authors and illustrators personally at
specially arranged events in the library can likewise open eyes as well as
doors – particularly if the artist has really got something to say and knows
how to get his message across and capture an audience. Or if he knows
how to involve children in a creative writing and drawing process that
helps to develop the child’s understanding of the story and the picture.
The reading campaign Children and literature features amongst other
things regular visits to the library by the same author, and I am very
hopeful about this particular activity because I feel it will inspire the
children as well as the librarians and the teachers.
5.5

Personal Mediation of Librarian

Personal mediation will always play an important role. The librarian
can and must continue to play a very essential part in the stimulation of
children’s joy of reading.
5.6

Book Catalogues as Intermediaries

The catalogue is aimed primarily at children and young people, but
also at adults in their role as intermediaries. Its intention is to make the act
of reading more enjoyable by informing, in a pleasant manner, about the
great variety of books published each year in the World. This is done by
reviews and articles, often written by young people, who have something
valid to impart on the subject of books and reading.
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The catalogue can be ordered free of charge by pre‐schools,
schools, libraries and book dealers, where the general public can get their
own personal copy.
5.7
ICT to Help Visual Handicap/Hearing Impaired or Children Unable
to Read
The catalogue is continuously evolving. From its humble origins as a
static PDF file on the Internet to this year’s interactive version found at
www.barnensbibliotek.se, enabling children to search for books, add their
comments about them and read those of others. The information
technology applied here also assists those children who have a visual
handicap enabling them to listen to book reviews, and for those with
hearing impairments to take part with the aid of sign language.
A group consisting of four experts, each specialising in books for
the youngest children through to young people and factual study books,
select the books to be presented in text and on the cover. The texts are
written with a specific category of readers in mind. This means that
children who have not yet learned to read are still able to partake in a
reading experience by hearing about the contents of a book.
5.8

Impact of Children’s Literature

First of all there is the great immediate experience of children’s
literature. Those moments have a long‐term effect on the child’s future,
but is something that we do not have any control over at all. At the same
time the children’s book is also a means of developing and achieving many
things in society. Behind the children’s books we find a lot of adults who
write, publish, mediate and assess them – and work out objects clauses
and reading lists in schools which make children read books that they
would otherwise not be very interested in. So the books also provide
children with experiences and tools that are ruled by the wishes of the
adults in relation to the children.
It is important to be aware of this duplicity that the children’s book
always exists in two universes – one where the child is mostly in charge
and one where other people determine what books children read. And
that the two functions may well intersect – organised experiences in a
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school context may prove to be quite as wonderful for the children as
those they get when choosing their own books.
5.9

Catalytic Agents to Encourage a Love of Reading

We know that children’s love of reading is encouraged by books in
the home and being read to at home as well as being introduced to the
library at an early age – in fact to learn that books are exciting already
before they go to school – and later to have access to a good library that
provides all the material they need. At school, the teachers who are
themselves keen readers can pass on their love of reading and their
particular enthusiasm. They do not only maintain that reading is a good
thing, one feels that they like reading and talking about books.
5.10

Personal Contact

Generally speaking it creates a certain trust and inspiration if we
feel that people who recommend a book or a restaurant really believe in
what they are telling us. Children are also very dependent on guidance
from others – and for three out of four children the most important
influence when it comes to reading is their friends. Teachers, librarians
and other influential groups are much lower down that ladder.
5.11

Influence of Serious Children Reader on Casual Children

Those children don’t normally need much more that being
continually inspired and informed. But we, as adults, must get used to
looking at them as role models and making it even more tempting to read
– things like book clubs, meetings with authors at the school etc. Because I
believe that the way to get those who don’t read to do so, is to focus on
those who do – that is to create good role models that can show other
children what a delight it can be to read – teaching by example is far more
effective than trying to enforce an interest in reading.
5.12

Stimulating Pupils Reading Habits through the Teacher’s Experience
of Children’s Reading habits

Apart from using the new anthologies and textbooks that may
contain texts which children would read anyway by choice, we could also
learn something from the way children talk to each other about books –
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they guide each other into reading a book that they themselves are
enjoying at the moment, describing what kind of book it is and comparing
it to something they have read before. In fact, a kind of quality and inter‐
textual criteria based on enthusiasm that can be included to great effect in
a professional context.
Besides above recommendations the following recommendations
can be useful to increase the reading habits:
(i)
Examination must not be based on suggestion basis;
(ii)
Insist on reading of syllabus oriented books as well as reference
books and story books;
(iii)
Teachers and Librarians should encourage to use library;
(iv)
Photocopying of books/journals should be strictly prohibited to
habitat the students with reading of books/journals;
(v)
Teachers must not provide suggestions before examination to
encourage the students to read the whole syllabus for depth knowledge;
(vi)
Organization of reading projects, talks/seminars to boost‐up the
students towards reading habits of books/journals;
(vii) Involvement of more and more enthusiastic people in reading
projects and those should be run continuously. An important pre‐requisite
is therefore that anyone involved in reading project is given the chance as
far as possible to relinquish his/her ordinary duties;
(viii) Reading projects are born and carried out by fiery souls, who have
been graced with a richness of ideas, creativity, energy, courage and a
great capacity for work;
(ix)
The project has to have a clearly formulated goal and a defined
target group. If the project gets local anchorage, if the emphasis is on co‐
operation and networking and on there being time enough before, during
and after the project;
(x)
The funding has to be sufficient to last to the very end;
(xi)
One has to decide which age group the project should be
concerned about, as children of different ages have different reading
abilities and the books they are interested in consequently vary a great
deal. It is not enough to have a general idea of wanting to cater for
children and young. When planning a reading project for children, one
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does not only has to think of how to get to the child – all the adults who
are part of the child’s everyday life must be included.
(xii) Closeness to the child and positive awareness is essential to
awaken the interest, a love of reading, to provide the books and give the
child place and quiet to read, the chance to be influenced by its friends
and support from the adults.
149. Conflict and Coalascence between Book Reading and Internet
Searching – Explain.
1

Introduction
Book reading has always been pretty popular. Reading has been
making us laugh and cry, inspiring and enraging us since we were small
children. So what more for us to learn about the art of reading? It will
come as no surprise that readers are the biggest arts audience in the
western countries specifically in the first world countries.
Whereas what role can the Internet play in enhancement of
reading practice? Some might ask: how can such a passive experience
translate to the online world? It seems that recently people have begun to
discover something that those who have studied literature have known for
years: reading is a creative activity. Some might even call it an art.
Something new comes to a book with every additional reader. And the
Internet, being a pool of creativity, has a lot to offer readers in improving
their art.
2
The Book: origin and feelings
In a lost corner of the British Museum, in London, there is a tiny
clay tablet on which are carved some verses about the flood. These verses,
which belong to the Babylonian poem Gilgamesh, were written in
cuneiform script more than 4300 years ago. The tablet was part of King
Arsubanipal’s Library, one of the first libraries now known. The sparkles of
imagination of the unknown author of the Gilgamesh enlightened then
only a handful of human beings: may be two hundred, may be a thousand.
In that vast dawn of species, reading was a much less frequent kind of
knowledge than the knowledge than the knowledge of agriculture and
war. Stories perpetuated through the voice of the rhapsodists who sang
and improvised while the rest heard and modified what they heard with
the peals of their memory. Apart from a few stories about kings and
warriors looking for eternity, the only purpose of those primitive clay
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tablets was commerce, and to record a few great events: victories,
conquests, imperial rites.
Who knows how many independent writing systems were
conceived then in other latitudes? The number of systems which has
survived is cabbalistic, seven, and all of them originated in the East of
Greece, in Crete, in Mesopotamia, in the Nile and Indus Valleys, among the
large rivers of China, in the Anatolia plateau, in the ancient Persian city of
Susa. It took the species two millennia to knit the words together and
establish with them that melody that we now know as book. The first
books did not tell stories. They were divination formulas, the reading of
flying birds, of the movement of grass, of the roaming of animals.
Through nature, human beings tried to decipher their destiny. And
books were something like the fixedness of destiny, eternity immobilized
in words.
Perhaps the book’s greatest wonder resides in its capacity of
transforming itself, of being first a voice which is enriched from generation
to generation, until someone, afraid that the voice might get lost in the
winds of time, orders to be retained in manuscripts. In his Logic, Aristotle
said “that spoken words are the symbols of mental experience and that
written words are the symbols of mental experience and that written
words are the symbols of spoken words”. According to Tai T’ung, the
Chinese defined writing as the “painted word”, and speech as “the breath
of vowels”.
Voltaire said something similar: “Writing is the painting of the
voice; the more it bears a resemblance, the better”. Throughout the long
illiterate dawn of history, men composed books without knowing they
were doing so; voices, successions of stories that were unfolded in the
public space – the squares, the temples, the academies. The notion of
author in the sense we understand it now did not exist: writing or creating
was collective activity, an argument.
The force of the book resides in its protean power, in being a voice
or volume or virtual sign or all of them at the same time, to spring up from
one person or to embody, on its own, a whole culture.
The invention of the printing press was decisive in the relationship
between author and reader due to the fact that the book was installed in
the private sphere. It was introduced into the intimacy of men; it became
the companion of loners, the confident of illusions and secrets, the
transmitter of ciphered messages. Besides, it enabled each phrase to be
read according to the mood that each reader had at a certain moment of
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their lives. At the same time, the sense of the phrase could shift in the
reader’s imagination as time went by, as Jorge Luis Borges accurately
described in his short story Pierre Menard, author of Don Quixote.
The book as a kind of dialogue with the dead is an idea that will
resound five centuries later, when Michael de Certeau defines history as
the staging of a population of dead people, and when Jean‐Paul Sartre
states that any piece of work only becomes real and has sense of moment
it is perceived by somebody else, appropriated by that someone. The
reader’s intimacy with the book engendered thousands of Don Quixotes,
thousands of young Werthers, all equally desparate, but all of them with a
different kind of despair; legions of Madame Bovarys, of David
Copperfields, of Leopold Blooms, of Humbert Humberts and Lolitas.
Although I am only mentioning characters in novels, the intimacy created
by the printed word covers all the array of human knowledge: cinema,
history, science, philosophy, whatever was first imagination and then sign.
Sooner or later, any sign finds its most noble way of dissemination through
the library: as a manuscript, a photograph, an engraving, an essay for an
expert, a newspaper, a magazine, a book and virtual information.
To celebrate the existence and the multiplication of libraries, then,
is not an act of justice. It is also a way of proclaiming, as William Faulkner
said in the speech he gave when he received the Nobel Prize, that “the
inexhaustible human voice is still talking. I believe that man will not merely
endure: he will prevail, because he has a soul that speaks in books, a spirit
capable of compassion and sacrifice and endurance”. Borges was proud of
the fact that he had been preceded by two great blind writers – like him –
and in his ‘Poema de los Dones’ he elaborated a net of symbols where
blindness, reading and the happiness of books allowed him to imagine
Paradise in the shape of a library. Borges writes: “From this city of books/
a pair of eyes without light were made the owners/ that can only read in
the libraries of dreams”.
Although all the great masters of humankind were, mostly, oral
masters, men keep looking in books for that suspension of wisdom, that
breath of eternity that breath of eternity that it seems cannot be found
anywhere else: neither in oratory nor in the fugitive cinema. The book is
like water. Locks and dams are imposed on it, but it always ends up
coming through. It seems to be strengthened by adversity. Even in the
worst moments, the ideas that later turned into the Word have evaded
censorship and gags to tell a few home truths and keep on being
incorruptible and submissive while everybody around shuts up, yields and
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is corrupt. The most varied weapons have been tried to silence them: they
have been repressed with imprisonment, with the stocks, being burnt at
the stake, with false voluntary confessions like Galileo’s before the
Inquisition, and Isak Babel’s before Stalin. Bribery has also been tried, the
seduction of awards and honours, the hospice, threats of death, exile, but
still the ideas turned into Words, the Word, did not succeed in buying or
taming its truths.
3
Internet Reader Development Projects
One organization that has been using the Internet to stimulate
readers is Opening the Book. Opening the Book has led strategic thinking
in reader development since 1990 and works to encourage reading
through consultancy, training and promotion. It also has a great deal of
experience of creating Web sites for readers using the reader
development principles it has developed. These include putting the reader
first, encouraging exploration in reader choices and facilitating reader–to–
reader connections. Unlike many previous explorations of literature and
reading, Opening the book uses a reader – centred definition of quality; it
is not the quality of the book that matters, rather the quality of the
reading experience. Thus it believes in promoting the ‘sizzle’ (the
experience) not the ‘sausage’ (the product).
3.1
Whichbook.net
Opening the Book has created several Web sites designed to
enhance the experience of reading. Its sites help readers pick books and
talk to other readers. A number are also targeted at specific audiences,
such as teenagers. Whichbook.net4 was funded by the New Opportunities
Fund and provides an intuitive aid for choosing books. Instead of starting
with an author or genre, readers consider the kind of experience based on
twelve sliding scale options: e.g. ‘beautiful’ – ‘disgusting’, ‘conventional’ –
‘unusual’, ‘optimistic’ – ‘bleak’, ‘sex’ – ‘non‐sex’, ‘comedy’ – ‘tragedy’,
‘happy’ – ‘sad’, ‘funny’ – ‘serous’, ‘safe’ – ‘disturbing’, ‘expected’ –
‘unpredictable’, ‘larger than life’ – ‘down to earth’, ‘gentle’ – ‘violent’,
‘easy’ – ‘demanding’. Visitors can also choose books by specifying the
setting, characters and plot they would like included or by providing
details such as a character’s race or sexuality. There are 20 million
different combinations of factors and the site will suggest titles which
most closely match the reader’s needs. Once a book has been selected, a
‘borrow’ hypertext link allows visitors to go through to their local library
and check the library catalogue for copies held. Links to all Web sites
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‘Opening the Book’ has created, including an online resource for reader
development professionals, are available from their site.
The key with the Opening the Book ideology is that it offers more
than just an Internet‐only solution to reader development. Through its
sites it aims to encourage people to visit their local library. Opening the
Book believes that linking the online with the off‐line is the secret to
getting people reading again.
Online reader development programmes are hardly new. Stories
from the Web is managed by Birmingham Library and Information Services
and has been running for over seven years. The site evolved out of a small
scale pilot Web site called Treasure Island which was developed by UKOLN
as a possible service model for a children’s library site. Stories from the
Web aims to develop both traditional literacy skills and Internet‐based
skills in children through reading and online interaction. Such initiatives
are on the increase all over the world. For example in Canada, Book
Adventure is a reading motivation programme for school children.
Children create their own book lists over six thousand recommended
titles, take multiple choice quizzes on the books they have read, and earn
points and prizes for their literary success.
3.2
Online and Off‐line Reading Groups
Another boom area in reader development is reading groups (or
book clubs). Meeting and tacking about books has been popular in some
circles for a long time, but recently reading groups have become very
fashionable. One possible contributing factor to this move into the
mainstream was the BBC’s The Big Read survey carried out in the winter of
2003. The BBC polled the general public on its favourite novel and ran a
series of programmes on the resultant Top 10. By the end of the initiative
three quarters of a million votes were received, a high percentage of these
through The Big Read Website. J.R.R. Tolkiens classic The Lord of the Rings
was officially voted the UK’s Best Loved Book. Opening the Book takes a
more downbeat, but still valid, view of the impact of The Big Read. It feels
that the need for consensus among readers is potentially dangerous,
possibly causing stagnation and resistance to trying out new books.
Nonetheless, whether they were contemporary or classic books in The Big
Read, there is no denying they encouraged many people to read and talk
about books.
Opening the Book encourages what it calls ‘the reader – centred
reading group’. A reader – centred approach emphasises the quality of the
reading experience rather than the quality of the book. Such a reading
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group respects everybody’s individual reading experience and makes no
assumptions about what people have already read or their knowledge of
literary theory. It also enables people with different reading preferences to
talk to each other on common ground and encourages honest exploration
of responses, instead of just pressuring people to ‘perform’ in front of
fellow group members. One important consideration is that such a group
accommodations varying levels of time commitment and reading appetite.
Reading groups are an excellent mechanism for allowing people to
communicate, they often provide their members with a safe platform on
which to carry out discussions that would not normally take place without
confrontation. The reading group experience can be a really positive one
and recently there have been many schemes to establish reading groups
within libraries.
Off‐line reading groups are now using the Internet more to
complement their meetings. The Mostly We Eat site has been presented as
an example of a long‐running reading group that exploits the Internet for
its own management. The group uses its Web site to Link to chosen books,
offer recommendations and provide maps and schedules for members.
Many book sites now offer discussion guides for reading groups, aids to
choosing pertinent books to discuss and even discounts on group
purchases. There are also more resources than ever out there for people
wanting to set up a reading group. It does seem that everyone is up to it.
Even Channel 4’s daytime chat show hosts, Richard and Judy, have a book
club. In so doing they promote book reading for the masses. Their
selections have been made in connection with the National Library for the
Blind (NLB) and all book choices are available in Braille.
But what do you do if you cannot or prefer not to meet up with
people? The Internet, through discussion forums and e‐mail, has made it
possible for reading groups to exist online. Online reading groups have a
number of advantages over the traditional reading group model.
Traditional reading groups are limited by time, space and location. Being
online and effectively anonymous also means that there is no limit to the
diversity of views and perspectives that enter into discussion. Also due to
the immensity of the Web and the variety of reading groups available,
readers who turn to the Internet to find a book club enjoy a much wider
selection of clubs, including many dedicated to a specialized interest or
genre. Of course, there are also disadvantages associated with online
reading groups. For instance, the intimacy of a personal discussion is lost,
along with the social interaction that is often a part of the traditional
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reading group experience. The type of reading group one should join is
very much down the individual. A good list of online reading groups is
available from the Open Directory Project.
3.3
The People’s Network Service Approach
With support from a £500,000 grant by the Big Lottery Fund, the
Museums, Libraries and Archives Council (MLA) has begun developing the
first phase of the People’s Network Service. The project looks at online
services and the range of resources which they offer. One of the three
intended service areas is reader development. They predicated outputs
will include an online reading group run in a real‐time environment, links
to many reader – and reading – focused online resources and a national
database of reading groups. The database will initially contain all the
reading groups that meet in public libraries and will be searchable by
postcode. It is being UFI/learndirect alongside a similar project establishing
a directory of library services.
Reading Book Toolkit Web site for the project, called Reader to Reader, is
being created by Opening the Book and pulls together all these resources.
There will be attempts to include deep links via library catalogues. There
will also be connections with Find Your Librar, an interactive way to locate
your nearest branch. Reader to Reader will run for 3 years with the Web
site going live in the Autumn of 2005.
3.4
Connecting the Online with the Off‐line
As mentioned earlier, many of the Internet reading resources
available are seeking to connect up with libraries. One method of making
the leap from the online to the off‐line is by deep linking into library
catalogues. The best way to do this right now is by using an OpenURL
(Universal Resource Locator) to transport citation information for a
resource. The idea behind OpenURLs is that links should lead a user to
appropriate resources. The OpenURL is, to put it simply, an actionable URL
that transports metadata for the object in question. The target of the
OpenURL is an OpenURL resolver that offers context‐sensitive services
based on that metadata. This piece of technology allows users to find their
local copy of a book with the click of a button. A way to see this in action is
to have a look at the UKOLN OpenURL demonstrator. You can also try John
Udell’s LibraryLookup bookmarklet, which will invoke your library’s lookup
service when visiting an online bookstore.
4
Impact of Globalization
Globalization has increased poverty and the dependency of weaker
countries, but I hope that, in the long run, it will open the eyes of more
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and more people. We are in the remote corner of the world; every day
when we wake up feel the weight of map on our shoulders, but we are
also in the centre, because ignorance makes us all equal. A peasant from
India or from Pakistan can know as little about quantum physics or space
exploration techniques as a peasant in the China or Sri Lanka. Perhaps the
peasant in Bangladesh can watch the images of Mars on television without
any problem, and perhaps the peasant from Thailand will have the light
cut off while he is watching TV. But essentially, what makes us equal is not
what we know, but what we do not know. In that orphanage of the global
universe, the book is our only tool for understanding, the circulatory
system that enables communication. What wars have done throughout
history to separate us and take us back to the past, has been compensated
by what the book has done to unite us and to place us in the future.
Intolerance claimed one of the most lamentable victims in
Baghdad, on 14th April, 2003, a month after the invasion of Iraq and the
same day that we learnt that Saddam Hussein had escaped. Plundered
devoured the city with a blind impetus and the National Library also
succumbed that afternoon. At least 800,000 volumes were then burnt and
stolen, as if they were the ones to be blamed for western misfortunes.
Omar Khayam’s entire collection was destroyed; and the microfilm
machines and the boxes containing documents of the extinguished
Ottoman Empire were destroyed by mortar bullets. The Sumerian
Cuneiform tablets and almost all Babylonian scriptures belonging to the
poem Gilgamesh were also stolen or destroyed. The library director was
able to save some clay fragments from which the following verses have
been removed: Humbaba’s roar is a Flood, his mouth is Fire, and his breath
is Death! He can hear 100 leagues away any rustling in his forest! Who
would go down into his forest!
The frugal lines belong to the third tablet, much less fortunate than
the eleventh tablet, the one that speaks about the Flood, in the British
Museum.
5
Conclusion
The Internet has been the perfect medium with which to kick start
a reading revolution. It has a lot to offer readers everywhere, from reading
groups to resources a‐plenty. The key is that the Internet and reading have
a lot in common. Both are about communication, interaction and
interpretation both can give us great pleasure.
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As Mason Cooley the famous American aphorist once said,
‘Reading gives us someplace to go when we have to stay where we are’.
The Internet seems to provide the perfect transport.
But neither the hatred of the barbarians nor the intolerance of unjust men
has been able to destroy the book, whose memory is also the memory of
mankind. In any of its forms, either in Gilgamesh’s cuneiform tablets or in
the hand made copies of prayer books made by the monks in the medieval
monasteries or in Gutenberg’s first Bible, in Dickens’ pamphlets, in the
three CDs that comprise the thirty two volumes of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica or in the archives that people exchange on the Internet, the
book has always been not only a celebration of knowledge, but also, and
first of all, a celebration of life. And what does celebrating life mean in
times of market, financial and technological integration? It means to
celebrate the values that define the best of the human spirit: language,
imagination, freedom, a keen desire for justice, the search for equality.
We, here and now, still imagine Paradise as some kind of library.
150. Explain the Changing Face of Public Library.
1

Introduction
Capturing the hearts of library users is what public libraries aim to
do in the 21st century, but it doesn’t stop there. Developing new services
and reaching out to local communities is not enough – libraries must be
able to demonstrate this. Libraries have to prove that they can change
lives, that they are relevant to 21st century society, and that they do listen
and respond to the people they serve.
It is the hearts and minds of local authority chiefs and national
politicians that need to be ‘nurtured’ when it comes to securing vital
funds. With computers and web sites to maintain and electronic services
to deliver, libraries need budgets to cover replacement costs, upgrades,
software licenses, subscription fees, etc. Lottery funding may provide the
necessary kick‐start, but sustaining new equipment and systems requires
forward planning and flexible budgets.
Public libraries and elected members must act to raise the profile
of public libraries; they must convince council leaders and politicians that
libraries play a key role in delivering national agendas; if libraries raise
their profile they will attract bigger slices of local authority and national
budgets; funding for libraries is low and does not reflect their contribution
to national agendas; funding is low because libraries have a low profile,
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and politicians and council chief executives do not acknowledge the
contribution libraries make; libraries are not recognised for what they do
because librarians do not shout loudly enough and politicians are unaware
of the contribution libraries make.
2
New Shapes of Public Libraries
The library as a quiet place full of books is, in many cases, giving
way to the multi purpose community centre featuring multimedia
resources, cyber cafés, ranks of computers, and even crèches. However,
this trend, as exemplified in Idea Stores and Discovery Centres [6] is not
welcomed by everyone. The new centres tend to be busier, noisier places,
and there are those who cherish the quiet space, books on shelves and
solemn dignity of the traditional library.
The ‘Idea Store’ brand was launched in 1999, and has been hailed as ‘a
grand‐breaking concept’ and ‘the future of urban libraries’. The flagship
store is in Whitechapel, East London, and is conveniently placed for
shoppers in front of a Sainsbury’s food store. The ‘Idea Store’ in Bow has
been a success; it averages around 1000 visitors a day, compared to 250‐
300 in the old library building. In ‘Idea Store’ the visitors will not encounter
‘stern librarians’ or ‘shelves of books’, but a café. Books do exist, but they
are located ‘around the corner, en route to the children’s play area.
‘Discovery Centres’ are Hampshire County Council’s version of the London
‘Idea Store’.
The ‘Discovery Centre’ concept is described as follows:
Young people‐friendly, with an entertainment zone – a thriving
environment to meet friends and choose from the latest collections of
DVDs and CDs, and a study area for those who want to read or do their
homework in peace. When possible cafés and crèches will be introduced
encouraging customers to take a leisurely approach to using the array of
facilities. Technology will play a big part in making services accessible.
Where limited space prevents the physical presence of some facilities,
virtual access will be provided via the computers of the People’s Network.
As for books, there are claims that they are being marginalised in
these new community centres; bookshelves are being removed to make
space for cafés and rows of computers and book budgets are being cut to
pay for electronic resources. These arguments tend to go round and
round. But public libraries have to modernise; because libraries should not
be defined by the equipment they provide or the stock of materials on
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their shelves; libraries should be measured by the services they deliver,
the experiences they enable and the environment they create.
3
Public Libraries and Grids for Learning
David Cheetham, project manager for the East Midlands
Broadband Consortium (EMBC) gave a speech on the role of the
broadband consortium, one of 10 regional networks in England
established to deliver high speed network connectivity to all Britain’s
schools to broadband by 2005/06. The consortium aims to add value to
teaching and learning by fostering collaboration in the region. The
consortium has already established a region‐wide managed learning
network for schools, adult learning centres, libraries and museums. Users
in schools can retrieve the information they want far more quickly than if
they were using an Internet connection, removing the ‘dead time’
sometimes associated with Internet use. The local access node may be a
public library or a secondary school. EMBC is aiming for 2Mbps (Megabits
per second) symmetrical connectivity to all schools by June 2005.
Connected schools already link to SuperJANET 4, the higher education
network and other regional grids for learning.
The strategy for developing content is to foster a practice‐oriented
approach to develop and support e‐learning. Each local e‐learning access
point has purchased its own e‐learning platform which facilitates the
posting of content by teachers. David demonstrated some of the learning
content that had been created and was being held on one such e‐learning
platform. He also impressed upon the audience the innovative uses to
which technologies such as flash were being put in order to enhance the
learning experience. Although schools can limit access to this content, it is
hoped that most schools will choose to release it to the wider community.
It is only through making this content widely available for reuse that good
practice can be encouraged.
The scheme also makes available to all schools content that was
previously difficult to obtain. For example a partner, Channel 4, makes
available learning and teaching content. Master classes are also facilitated
– if a visiting US professor gives a lecture at one school, the lecture can be
made available to all schools.
David sees the initiative bolstering mobile learning for the many
adults who do not undertake adult learning or visit libraries. As part of the
‘wider aggregation agenda’, the consortium makes available free laptops
with wireless connections to host organizations.
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From a public library perspective, mobile learning is an exciting
development because it is developing the infrastructure to connect
libraries, museums and schools. Schools (or museum visitors) will be able
to view Web‐based library OPACs (Online Public Access Catalogues) from
the e‐learning platform and to view videos, CDs, books or journals which
complement their curriculum.
4
Critical Literacy and Reader Development
Bob Parson and Mark Williams of Coventry City Libraries gave a
lively overview of their efforts to promote reader development and to
engage socially excluded youngsters in reading activity – and showed that
initiatives don’t have to be digital to be effective.
Bob outlined the strategy for reader development for adults which
included setting up reader groups outside libraries – in art galleries and
coffee bars, for example by putting ‘funky’ postcards in these venues
advertising the groups. Groups have been established thanks to this
initiative and Coventry aims to facilitate these groups, not run them, so
that they become self‐sustaining. The library service also aims to support
people in their choice of reading, whether they borrow books or buy them.
5
Digital Citizenship in Gateshead
Rachel Peacock, reference and information manager for digital
citizenship at Gateshead Library Service outlined Gateshead’s ‘Ask‐a‐
Librarian’ and WebLog initiatives to engage citizens in digital interactions
with the library.
The ‘Ask‐a‐Librarian’ scheme is currently in pilot phase and
receiving around four enquiries a day although it has not yet been formally
launched. It is a live help service offering answers to enquiries in real time.
A UK library first, it uses ‘page push’ technology to offer reference enquiry
information in a new format for users in the library, at home or outside
the Gateshead area. If there is a virtual queue for the service, library
members have priority over non‐members. The pilot has been running
since June 2002 and the enquiries generally fall into these groups: council‐
related, tourist information related or obscure. Rachel highlighted that the
breadth of queries demonstrated that users feel the library is a real
reference source – not just a place where they can borrow books.
6
Action plan for more library orientation
Andrew Stevens, senior policy advisor (libraries) for Resource, the
Council for Museums, Archives and Libraries [13] focused on Resource’s
role in drawing up an action plan from the DCMS (Department of Culture,
Media and Support) Framework for the future strategy. The strategy
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included: devising a high level national route map; implementing a
national framework with local delivery responsive to local needs;
introducing a three‐year plan working towards a 10‐year vision,
(distributed by Resource in September 2004); aims for sustainable
improvement; and establishing credibility in improving services.
The transformation of public libraries is the first and principal area
of work for national public libraries, comprising:
•
Having a marketing approach – to give libraries improved visibility
and to communicate their role and value
•
Leadership – helping to ensure that the £800m spent yearly by
local government on public libraries is allocated as effectively as
possible
•
Measuring the vale and impact of libraries – helping to improve
libraries’ relevance to people’ lives – communicating that libraries
can offer more than borrowing books
•
Effective advocacy of libraries – starting with local authority chief
executives and national policymakers
•
Developing and sharing best practice – through mentoring, case
studies and partnerships
•
Linking library performance into local authority assessments
•
Improving services
Andrew Stevens not only had responsibility for developing the
action plan but for driving all the interlinked work packages, (bar digital
citizenship which is led by David Potts). The themes are:
• Building capacity to transform public libraries through better quality of
leadership and workforce skills
• Books, reading and e‐learning – working with services from the Early
Years Library Networks for the under‐5s and their parents through to
the University for Industry/Learndirect
• Digital citizenship – helping libraries to deliver e‐government initiatives
• Community and civic values – libraries can expand their roles to help
overcome social exclusion
Upcoming related key programmes are:
• Public Library Fund Analysis 2003/2004
• Revised library standards 2004/2005, which will comprise a review and
update of public library standards and research into the impact of
standards on performance and external assessment
7
E‐books and e‐audio services in public libraries
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Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and MP3 players are already
being piloted in several public libraries to deliver e‐books and e‐audio.
Handheld devices provide an excellent vehicle for the delivery of mobile
portable services to specific groups of users, such as people with
disabilities or who are housebound. It is too early to predict how
widespread ownership of PDAs and other mobile devices will become, or
whether the loaning of these devices by libraries will be success.
Converged technologies like third generation (3G) mobile phones may
prove more popular as they offer the portability, versatility and freedom
users expect and value. 3G phones are available but they are expensive,
whereas PDAs have dropped in price. Libraries will have to bide their time,
and respond to demand if and when PDAs and 3G mobile phones reach
critical mass in ownership. Texting or SMS (short message service), for
example, has been adopted by some public sector departments as a
means of communicating with the public or to provide news. Texting
offers a cheap, effective and non‐threatening method of contacting or
informing citizens, particularly young people for whom texting is a popular
and often first choice means of communication.
8

Conclusions
Michael Morpurgo felt the change of name to ‘Discovery Centre’
was ‘pretty silly’, and he seemed the Audit Commission’s (UK) line that
libraries did not offer enough choice of books. Budgets were a problem, he
acknowledged, and when money was tight computers were likely to take
precedence over books. The ideal solution, he suggested, was for libraries
to be allocated bigger budgets to enable them to buy computers and
books in equal measure.
The world we inhabit is a different one and public libraries cannot stand
still, they have to evolve to survive. Striking a balance between the
traditional and the new is a difficult task and trying to provide something
for everyone, irrespective of age or social group, is a hard task. Libraries
should be for everyone – but again this is an ideal that can be hard to
realise.
However, Michael Morpurgo referred to the library model adopted in
France, which he thought offered the best of both worlds. In France there
are ‘bibliothéques’ and ‘mediathéques’; the former offers books and a
quiet place to read and study, whilst the latter has IT facilities and
multimedia resources. The Bibliothéques de Reims provides information in
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French and English, and although the English is a bit quirky in places, the
message contained in the mission statement is clear in either language:
Our missions are: to maintain and develop the practice of reading for
children and adults, to ensure access to the various forms of cultural
expression, to help discovering the pleasure of learning, to guarantee free
access for all to the new supports of information and new technologies as
well multi‐media, to ensure conservation of the written inheritance and
particularly local patrimonial collections, to support the initial and
permanent formation, to allow everybody the possibility of updating his
scholarly or professional assets, to be a place of discovery, meeting,
exchanging ideas and promoting well being in the city.
Our observation is that public libraries are increasingly treading the
same path as academic libraries in their support of learning and the
provision of ‘hybrid services’ i.e. electronic and traditional print resources.
The library is becoming a place where reading and quiet studies co‐exist
with the hurn of computer – use and group activities. In the hybrid model,
collection management becomes more complex, and staff need a mix of
new skills, ranging from the negotiation of site licenses for e‐collection
development through consortial approaches, to managing digitisation
projects, and training and supporting users in the networked environment.
As 2003 drew to a close the spotlight was on the use and abuse of
Information Technology (IT) and infection of viruses, worms and trojan
horses invaded international networks although the contribution of IT was
so much havoc. So we have to protect the viruses, worms and trojan
horses to get the routes of knowledge.
151. Discuss about scope and need of user education programme.
Scope
User education aims to provide advice and instruction about the use
of the library to the user, actual or potential, individually or collectively, in
a formal or informal manner. Every product, for attaining popularity,
requires some marketing techniques. While the physical outlay of the
library and its services, display of most popular material and other such
techniques can attract the users temporarily, user education is still
necessary as it acquaints the user with the information processing
techniques used and the information services available in the library. It
acquaints user with some basic elements of the Library and Library and
Information Science.
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User education programmes according to Stevenson, are generally of two
types1:
(i) Orientation programme: Introducing the user to techniques of library
usage and services in general and to the organization and arrangement of
a particular library.
(ii) Bibliographic instruction: Instructing about the use of library tools
like abstracts, indexes, bibliographies, reports, patents and theses, etc.
Need
User education, if designed and conducted properly, can be very
useful in various ways:
(i)
Promotion of information use: User education leads to the
satisfaction of the librarians by increasing the use of the available
information services. Studies reveal that in the absence of such an
instruction, libraries may not be utilised at all or remain under‐utilised. Mr.
Ruth Alston, a librarian of the Cambridge University, has observed, “The
stock of Indian libraries was significantly under‐used because of user
ignorance, and may thought that the information profession had not, on
the whole succeeded in projecting a good image of its capabilities”.
The stress, now‐a‐days is shifting from the conservation and storage
of information to the transfer of information. The transfer of information
being a complex process, user education becomes necessary for its
optimum utilisation. It enables the users to identify and formulate their
needs and to match them with the library resources. User, if properly
educated, can also make an evaluation of the resources and services
available and help in the redesigning of these services according to their
needs or make an adjustment between the two.
(ii)
Close relationship between Librarians/other staff of library and
Users: Through user education, librarians/other staff of the library and the
users come in direct contact, enabling the librarian to understand the
latter’s needs better. The librarian in that case by understanding the actual
requirements of the users can design and provide the information services
oriented towards user needs, and the user by getting his required
information without wasting his time, can utilise it to better purpose.
(iii) Bridging of gap between users and information: User education
brings the users and information closer to each other, ultimately reducing
the role of an intermediary i.e., the librarian. The time saved by the
librarian as an intermediary can be utilised in search and provision of more
information, thus increasing the pace of research.
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(iv) Implementation of Laws of Library Science: User education puts in
practice four out of the five laws of Library Science enunciated by Prof.
S.R.Ranganathan. By introducing the users to the information available,
user education satisfies the first law of Library Science i.e., (1) Books are
for use. By bridging the gap between the user and the information, it
satisfies the second and third laws which are (2) Every reader his book;
and (3) Every book its reader and by reducing the role of an intermediary,
it satisfies the fourth law i.e., (4) Save the time of the reader.
152.

Discuss about Managerial Skill and Quality Management.

(a)

What are managerial skills?

Recent technological advancements and the globalization of the
workplaces have forced the organizations to equip their managers with a
set of skills and resources. Basically, the work need of the different
organizations and businesses requires the different skills in the managers
in order to handle the business environment and to make it successful in
the market. Managers deal with the lot of problems in any organization
which requires special skills to solve them. So when the manager counters
a problem, they use their special skills to deal with that specific problem.
Different organizations require different skills in the people in order to get
the proper job done. Some of the demanded jobs skills of today managers
are intuitiveness, work under pressure, managing the people, conflict
management, crises management and motivating the people, in order to
carry the different operations of the businesses and organizations. The
above skills we can consider as managerial skills.
Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (1993), which defines skill
as ‘ability to use one’s knowledge effectively and readily in execution or
performance‘.
(b)

Why important to develop managerial skills?

Various experts describe today’s global economy as one in
transformation to knowledge economy. Information systems and
technology have become at the beginning of the 21st century the most
important factors for functioning of every sector in both developed and
developing countries. However, it is not only the information systems and
technology, but actually working with information itself, which convey the
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change of thinking and creation of value in modern approaches to global
environment. These changes are reflected in current environment. The
utilization of resources is being shifted from current capital strategic
resources to strategic resources in the form of information, knowledge,
creative thinking and innovation. Therefore, the managerial skills in
combination with desired knowledge are become the centre of process in
the libraries in the present digital era. In case they neglect this process in
the libraries that will affect badly in their mission of success.
Librarians needed managerial knowledge and skills for running and
further developing the organizations in general and libraries in particular.
Librarian as a manager should be generalist and gain basic skills and
knowledge in managerial functions such as planning, organizing, leading
and controlling. As a manager they should have an overview of finance,
marketing, market development, competitions and so on.
There are certain personal abilities, which can predict the future
efficiency and success of manager. Scholars from Faculty of Management
in Slovakia tried to identify necessary abilities, roles and skills, managers
should posses (Papula, 1995):
•
Creativity: ability to search and find new solutions
•
Intution: be able to predict future development from own
experience without analysis
•
Goal‐oriented: be able to set real goals and respect the goal’s
hierarchy
•
Responsibility: sense for achieving set goals and objectives
•
Self‐confidence: belief in own strength and ability to achieve goals
•
Initiative: an effort to look for new possibilities and solutions for
reaching set goals
•
Independence: the courage to make decision based on own
judgement
•
Cautionness: be able to make decision under stress and unsure
conditions
•
Scrupulosity: support social values and norms
•
Discipline: self‐control and regulation of own behaviour
•
Persistence: tenacity needed to overcome barrier when achieving
goals
•
Optimism: orientation towards positive goals and things in
connection with faith in success
•
Fantasy: creation of visions and imaginations about future
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Every man has hidden potential of certain kind inside. It is
important how one can utilize this potential. Manager needs to use and
influence behaviour of people around around to reach the goals of the
organization. In doing so manager use the managerial functions –
planning, organizing, leading and contril; while executing the following
roles in thr enterprise (Papula, 1995).
•
Interpersonal roles: Figurehead, Leader, Liaison
•
Information roles: Monitor, Disseminator, Spokesperson
•
Decision making role: Enterpreneur
In fulfilling their duties managers use managerial skills and these
skills directly affect the results of the manager, but they can be learned
and gained by training. The criteria for dividing the skills can vary but
these are considered to be the basic managerial skills, which are needed
for an effective managerial work as directed by (Piškanin et.al., 2006):
•
Technical: Ability of manager to use specific methods and
techniques in doing the managerial work. However, these technical skills
are not related to technology, such as skills of engineer. The technical
skills for managers represent the usage of methods used in planning and
ability to prepare for and conduct a survey and interview. These technical
skills are not only technical work of library but also ability to use the
different methods like conducting surveys and interview for making
library better place and for problem solving.
•
Interpersonal: People are most valuable resource of any enterprise
and manager needs to know how to lead people. Abilities include
motivation of staff, solving work conflicts, communication and working
with people. Therefore, interpersonal skills are essential on every level of
management.
•
Conceptual: These skills are must for middle or top manager. This is
the ability to “grasp the whole picture”. Here, manager conceptualizes
the organization as one whole interwined system with the surrounding
environment with the relevant priorities and important issues.
•
Communication: Manager needs information for decision making.
Ability to disseminate and receive information is an essential tool for
manager. It is not only verbal communication, but the manager should be
able to distinguish non verbal signals, mood and feelings to filter the right
information and make sense.
(c)

What is quality management?
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Quality management has been extensively applied in the
manufacturing industry for past many decades. Recently, the service
industry has increasingly put its emphasis on this area. Further, the public
sector has put forward major initiatives to improve quality. Closely
examining available quality management techniques in service industries
and the public sector reveals their effectiveness and positive impact on
the customers (Hsieh, Chang and Lu, 2000). Now, quality management is
increasingly integrated into library services, following their perceived
success in manufacturing industries, with particular emphasis on
improving service quality. The increasing expectations of users have
challenged libraries to improve their quality of services. Due to shrinking
budget, the librarians feel more pressure to optimize available resources
fully. Therefore, several libraries and information services have adopted
quality management practices in recent years. Among the various
initiatives implemented include ISO 9000 standards, 5S movement, and
benchmarking. Libraries are developing numerous programmes to fulfil
user requirements. In general, libraries concentrate mainly on
maintaining administrative activities, building the collection, and serving
the users by quality functioning. This can improve the library’s image and
service quality, and librarians can increase productivity while focusing on
the customer’s needs. A good library manager can deliver the quality in
services to satisfy the library’s stakeholders by adopting managerial skills
and can increase the effectiveness of the library and satisfy its customer
expectations.
(d)

Managerial skills and quality management

The activities and services performed by a library are directly
related to the library users by maintaining quality in all terms to fulfil the
all information needs and satisfy the users in all respects. Librarians
manage all library activities and services, they manage users of the
library. The all above roles of librarians and information professionals
required specific skills of a manager. To achieve all quality approaches in
all services delivered by a library and information centre, it is necessary to
develop desired skills for achieving completeness and quality for success
and establishing the image of a library and librarian also.
Skills for quality management:
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•
Strategic thinking: Strategic thinking is the ability to think in a
broad sense about organizational issues, and identify key or underlying
factors and complex organizational situations. It includes the ability to
identify priorities and opportunities for the organization, develop
necessary plans and align daily work with the mandate, and long‐range
vision or direction of the library.
•
Record management: Digital world will require a combination of
traditional approaches and innovative new applications. It is true that
today’s culture of digital and virtual things consider that there is no need
to store or preserve a bundle of papers or records for future archiving.
But still there is a need to develop the practice of sound record keeping
by the librarians. By record keeping and future archiving, librarians or
information professionals can use such records for problem solving and
better planning for the future and gain quality in management of library
and information works.
•
Financial management: Information professionals should continue
to develop budgets, as well as plan and prioritize work. The high costs and
complexity of information systems, the ability to do a cost‐benefit
analysis is critically important. Similarly, many information professionals
negotiate contacts, they need to write clear specifications for the work
and determine if a vendor’s proposal is reasonable and makes financial
sense.
•
Time management: As the fourth law of library science says that
‘save the time of user’, it is very necessary to understand the time factor
for librarians or library managers. The services are being provided by the
library should be time saving of users. Therefore, the time management
skills would also determine the management quality of library and
information centre.
•
Change management: The change is a natural process so librarians
should prepare themselves for the uncertainties occurred due to the
changes. Change has always exsted, but the impact of the external
environment on the library and information services has enhanced the
complexity of change. The global economy, rapid developments in
information technology and societal transformations constitute the main
catalysts. Therefore, as a change agent the skills for managing the change
is needed for librarians to foster the quality management and improve
the services.
•
Risk management: Risk management is the process by which an
organization establishes risk management goals and objectives, assesses
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and monitors its risk, and selects and implements measures to address its
risks in an organized and coordinated manner. The basic goal of risk
management is to ensure the survival and continued operation of the
organization. There are three basic tasks in the risk management process:
(1) discovering and understanding your tasks, (2) figuring out ways to
prevent, control, avoid, transfer, or even enhance those risks, and (3)
determining ways to pay for losses when they occur. Library managers in
libraries need to integrate the practice of risk management into their
policy making and planning activities.
•
ICT management: Developments in the ICT have made profound
changes in each and every field. The changes are evident all over the
world, and its effects being felt in every walk of life and in every field of
knowledge. The field of library and information science (LIS) is also not an
exception to this phenomenon. The library and information scenario is
changing at a dynamic pace; there is a paradigm shift from print media to
web media; from ownership of documents to access to information;
intermediary to end‐user model of services; and from location of specific
libraries to digital/virtual/hybrid libraries. Similarly, there is a change in
the needs and interests of the readers. Hence, the role of library and
information professionals today need to acquire knowledge and skills in
information and communication technology (ICT) for improve the quality
of management as the services of more and more libraries are now
centering around information technology.
•
Team development: ‘Team’ is broadly defined as any task or
process‐oriented group of individuals. The contemporary LIS manager
must be knowledgeable of the social factors that determine group
behaviour. In building successful teams, it is mandatory that the library
manager recognize the nature of the tasks; the environment in which the
group operates; the knowledge, skills, and other attributes of the group.
Moreover, there must be knowledge of the characteristics of a good team
effort and any good team can be a big contributor in the quality
management.
•
Planning and assessment: Planning and assessment should be one
of the activities of the pre‐planning stages of any library, service project
or programme, while others may argue that a sound assessment plan can
emerge only after the project or programmes to assess library services
contains many discussion and decision points, ranging from the
relentlessly practical to the purely theoretical. Therefore, library
managers should have strong planning and assessment skills for
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successful planning and assessment skills for successful planning and
assessment skills for successful planning and assessment skills for
successful planning of library services and programmes.
•
Analytical thinking/judgement: Analytical thinking/judgement is
the ability to address or solve a problem, issue or situation by breaking it
into smaller pieces and tracing the implications in a step‐by‐step way to
identify appropriate solutions. It includes organizing the parts of a
problem, situation, etc. in a systematic fashion; making systematic
comparisons of different features or aspects; setting priorities on a
rational basis; demonstrating sound judgement; and identifying time
sequences, casual relationships or if‐then relationships.
•
Results orientation: Results orientation is a genuine drive, focus
and dedication for working towards obtaining results. It is about knowing
what results are important and focusing efforts and/or resources to
achieve them, in alignment with the objectives of the team, work‐unit,
branch, department and/or organization. Goal attainment activities are
accomplished with a deep understanding of and respect for the values of
the public service, the people involved, and for using resources in an
efficient, efficient and ethical manner.
•
Initiative: Initiative refers to the identification of a problem,
obstacle or opportunity and depicts a strong bias for taking action in light
of this identification to address current or future problems or
opportunities. Being a self‐starter, an autonomous and pro‐active
individual, and demonstrating a “can‐do” approach to work are evidence
of this competency in action.
•
Collaboration: Collaboration is also key managerial skills in this
environment. The LIS managers must now enhance its cooperative and
collaborative efforts with its counterparts to ensure inter‐library loans
and document delivery services. The skill of collaboration in library
managers must develop the quality of services and its management.
•
Communication management: Communication is an essential part
of working with other groups. The library and information service
manager must place greater emphasis on communication since,
information professionals have always needed to be able to communicate
across cultural and professional boundaries where diverse languages,
cultures, and etiquette are commonplace. The LIS manager should know
the communication preferences of both the internal and external
audience to alleviate any breakdowns in communication as it is said that
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‘readers are unlikely ever to become listeners and listeners are unlikely
ever to become readers’ (Drucker, 1999).
•
Stress management: Stress management is also a skill library
professionals should have to make an environment peaceful and
functionable. They should know how to manage the staff, users and own
self in a stressful environment. After developing this skill they can handle
any situation or a person and make an environment stress free. This skill
is also helpful to better quality management.
•
Conflict management: Conflict is generally regarded as
disagreement regarding interests or values of different individuals or
groups are incompatible and those individuals or groups block or
frustrate each others attempt to achieve their objectives. A number of
diverse factors can cause conflict. If an organization is to achieve its goals,
managers must be able to resolve conflict (Jones et.al., 2000). That is ,
managers must be able to deal with or manage the conflict. Managing the
conflict means changing the situational factors surrounding it, or alerting
the ways in which the adversaries react to the situation and to each other
(Ware and Bernes, 1992). When conflicts are properly managed, libraries
will be able to achieve the goals for which they are set up.
•
Managing people: Library managers should have the ability to
manage staff and users in all respects and make them feel comfortable
with the environment of the library. Human being is the main component
of any organization or library and if they are playing their role
satisfactorily, it determines the success of the library also. Therefore,
working with people and managing them is also a skill to develop the
library itself.
•
Motivation: The LIS manager should be equipped with the pre‐
requisite to make work much more fun than fun. Managers who
themselves are motivated are likely to create an atmosphere which
encourages others to motivate themselves (Preston et.al., 2003).
Managers perform the role of role model, which is, demonstrating the
behaviour desired of others; creating challenges, whereby the abilities,
expertise and attitudes of others; creating challenges, whereby the
abilities, expertise and attitudes of others can be developed; and
introducing markers for achievement.
•
Improve the workplace: People are most productive when they
have the right tools and work in pleasant, comfortable surroundings. A
comfortable office environment creates an extra productivity for
managers and by providing the comfortable and easy workspace; you can
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achieve enormous increases in output. If librarians want to achieve the
best from their staff, they need to develop the skill that can improve the
workplace. And by providing best output and services, they can improve
the quality management.
e)

Mention the factors affected customer satisfaction in libraries.

The factors which affected customer satisfaction in libraries,
includes:
•
Well‐defined service strategy
•
Users needs must be well understood and be well addressed
•
Policies and procedures must support the quality of interaction
with the users
•
Behaviour of staff as most important determinant of customer
(library users) satisfaction. Knowledgeable, friendly and accessible staff
can improve the service quality and customer satisfaction.
•
Library collection (reading material) strength and its organization is
also an important determinant of customer satisfaction.
•
Employees should be empowered to solve users problems.
•
Easy access to the materials users required also affects satisfaction
of customers.
•
Enquiry counters (Issue‐Return counter in libraries) play a pivotal
role in customer satisfaction.
•
Basic facilities provided by library are also an important factor to
analysis customer satisfaction.
•
The environment must attract the users; physical outlook of library
is also a variable to measure the level of satisfaction.
•
The Librarian’s knowledge, working culture, dealing problems,
behaviour with staff and customers (users), etc. are also impacted to the
customers’ satisfaction.
•
The whole library system in terms of timeliness, accuracy,
comfortness and completeness affected customer satisfaction. In view of
above, library managers must identify the competencies and skills which
are necessary to complete the mission and make the libraries effective
and useful.
(f)
Mention the skills for customer satisfaction.
Skills for customer satisfaction:
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Client service orientation: Client service orientation consists of
focusing one’s efforts on discovering and meeting the client’s needs. In
libraries, the librarian should be committed to offer the facilities and
services according to the changing needs of library users. It implies a
genuine desire to help or serve users and to treat them with respect,
impartiality and fairness. It also includes acting towards them with honesty
and honouring one’s commitments. It should be the prime focus of a
librarian or a manager to have the skills and approach of user’s oriented
services. These skills will also help to enhance customer satisfaction and
fulfilling the needs of users.
Comprehensive knowledge of consumer market: Comprehensive
knowledge goes beyond traditional market profiling based on
demographic, psychological, socio‐behavioural variables. It captures
knowledge about what would prompt customers to make repeat purchase
tomorrow and in libraries, we can say what facilities and services will
attract users always to come.
Creative thinking/innovation: Innovation drives customers’
satisfaction. As customers’ needs keep changing, an innovation‐driven
services and activities are capacitated to exceed customers’ expectations.
Creative thinking is about being able to think outside the box, invent new
ways of doing things, new solutions, new approaches and new
perspectives. Library managers should also be innovative with the time is
changing and invent the things by which customer satisfaction can be
enhanced.
Customer care: Customers or users are one of the centre point in
which the things move around. By giving full attention and care to their
needs, wecan develop reliability towards our system. Librarians should
also pay the attention and actively listen to the users, care for them, for
their problems and find the solution immediately by putting all possible
efforts. This skill will also help to gain users’ satisfaction towards to
services and environment being provided by the library.
Keep in touch and keep them informed: Most of the customers feel
that they are not being informed and updated that what’s going on in the
library. They feel some sort of ‘out of touch’. They find themselves
inhibited about using the information service, about approaching the staff
for assistance because they fear appearing ignorant about what services
are available in the library. They don’t want to disrupt procedures that are
already in place, but on the other hand, not knowing what procedures are
in place, they generally avoid ‘bothering’ the information staff with their
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queries. The best way to this attitude is a proactive campaign on the part
of the manager and staff to keep all users informed. Things like special
newsletter from the information services unit, articles and informative
guides, new acquisitions lists, brochures about services available, etc. may
be quite helpful. This will be a great approach to achieve and improve
better customer satisfaction.
Flexibility: Flexibility is the ability to adapt and work within variety
of situations, and effectively with various individuals or groups. Flexibility
entails being understanding, tolerant and accommodating to others. It
consists of being open minded to change or to different and opposing
perspectives on an issue, adapting one’s approach as the requirements of
a situation evolve, and easily accepting changes in one’s own organization
or job requirements. In view of above, being flexible with users when
required is necessary for librarians to cope up the situations.
Relationship/Network building: Relationship/Network building is
the ability and skill to build and maintain effective relationship or network
with users in library which is helpful in achieving and communicating work‐
related goals. It includes demonstrating strong interpersonal relations
where one interacts with others in ways that develop customer
satisfaction by developing respect, understanding and trust in realtions. By
doing this users will also help in achieving library’s mission and success.
Advocacy and Outreach: Information professionals need the skills
to develop effective outreach programmes that target the right
individuals.
Make customers feel comfortable: Library is a place where users
read and work for long hours, where they want comfortable environment
physically and mentally. So it is a duty of library managers to make an
environment where users can work easily and for long hours.
Understanding the customers’ mind‐set: Working with patrons may be
radically different in the digital era. To provide effective information
services, information professionals need to know something about their
users and their mind‐set, and the ability to understand users’ behaviour is
an important skill to help them.
Some more important skills for both quality management and customer
satisfaction:
Organizational commitment: Organizational commitment consists
of showing a genuine desire to respect the values, needs, priorities and
goals of the organization. It may appear as putting an organizational
mission before one’s own preferences. Librarians should also be
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committed to their users and the library so the mission can be achieved
easily.
Be open to ideas: A good manager is open‐minded and receptive to
new ideas. For getting new ideas and suggestions from users, the
suggestion box is another time tested method. In libraries, it has been
using from long time that is helpful to solve the problems of users and
improve the service quality. It can be a participative management also.
Be available: As a manager, you may have a million things to do but
it is also important to be available always whenever your staff and users
need you. They should feel that you are always available for them. This will
enhance their level of satisfaction towards the library services. This
existence will make more positive your image within users and help in
enhancing the library’s image also.
A personal interest in people: You can show a little personal
interest in your staff and users of the library, their problems, family life,
health, and hobbies. If you’ve been ignoring your peoples, get into the
habit of taking a few minutes every week (or every day) to say “hello” and
chat for a minute or two if an user has a personal problem affecting his
mood or performance, try to find out what it is and how you might help.
Often, it is the little things we do for people but that determine their
loyalty to you.
The human touch: The most valuable qualities you can develop
within yourself are patience, kindness, and consideration for other people.
Your subordinates and library users are not just workers and clients;
they’re people, first and foremost. Give your people the same kindness
and consideration that you would want to receive if you were in their
place. This is also a skill library manager should have.
Don’t be overly critical: As a manager, it’s part of your job to keep
your people on the right track. And that involves pointing out errors and
telling them where they’ve gone wrong. But some managers are overly
critical. Successful managers always encourage their people instead of
criticizing them. ‘Forget their mistakes’, praise them and they’ll do more
things right and discover talents and abilities they never realized they had.
After gone through the above it can be said that with the advent of
modern technologies, the new information environment has created
additional responsibilities for the library and information science
professionals. This technological change is likely to increase still further in
the future, so it is important that library and information managers should
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be aware of this and ready to manage their libraries in new information
environment. They should not leave any opportunity and prove their best
in the services. They must play an important role in the development of
library by generating, processing, disseminating the information for its
optimum and maximum use.
153. What is marketing of information? Discuss the marketing of
information product & services.
The library managers are using marketing techniques and
strategies for the promotion of library services and products throughout
the world. Before we attempt a definition of marketing, let us first
understand and differentiate between the two terms called “Marketing’,
and ‘Selling’. In Selling, the basic objective of the seller is to sell his/her
goods irrespective of the consumer(s) satisfaction. But, marketing is the
management process which is responsible for identifying, anticipating and
satisfying customer requirements profitably. It includes marketing plan,
marketing research, market segmentation and marketing mix.
Marketing of Information Product and Services
Keeping in view the existing infrastructure of the research and
technical libraries in the country, particularly the libraries of all the IITs,
following services can be offered to institutions/industries:
(i)
Consultancy Service
The types of information needed by the industrial houses vary
considerably. They range from the general information which can be
obtained from general reference materials to more detailed information
relating to methods of production. The information which may be required
by the industries may be of the following nature.
(ii)
Capital procurement and mobilization
(iii)
Technological training/experience
(iv)
Management training for managers
(v)
Knowledge of existing policies, practices and regulations of the
government
(vi)
Marketing
(vii) Foreign Trade
On the above mentioned aspects, the libraries can play a very
significant role by providing information related to these aspects. For
example, the library can make the industrial houses aware about the rules
and regulations pertaining to the bank loan, which is highly important
aspect for the procurement of capital. Similarly, the libraries can provide
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information to the industries pertaining to management techniques. This
kind of information is essential to them because poor and inadequate
management leads more to losses than profits. Likewise, information with
regard to: (a) procurement of machine, their spare parts etc.; (b) up‐to‐
date information about the result of research and development in the
concerned fields. (c) testing facilities, (d) raw materials (e) processing
technology etc. can be provided to the business houses on demand.
As the government in their respective countries make certain rules
and regulations for their industrialists and other business concerns to
ensure fairness in the business atmosphere. Such information is highly
useful for them for promotion and development in the country and can
also be provided by the library. For example, information pertaining to
registration, taxation, customs and excise duties, import and export
procedure, checks, and other laws and decrees is most essential for them
which can be provided by the libraries.
Marketing determines the consumer demand and motivates the
sale and distribution of products at a profit. To make it a success,
information regarding market statistics, channels of distributions,
directories of dealers and their products is a must. The libraries in their
role as consultants have to keep the marketing manager informed about
the means of transport and communication, economic, sociological,
political and competition intelligence in addition to the knowledge about
conversion rate, methods of payment, tax relief, financial incentives,
overseas taxes, import and export and documentation procedure etc.
pertaining to the foreign trade.
Similarly, the libraries can publicize that they also prepare the
complete project reports along with the feedback of sufficient literature
through which one can plan and work to establish the small scale
industries. For example, if someone is interested in establishing a small
Wax unit. The senior library staff can be depute to gather data for project
report specifying the essential equipments, their cost, the required
technical information pertaining to formulae etc. along with its
marketability. To provide consultancy effectively, the library and
information professionals may create following data/information files for
quick and ready reference for day to day activities.
‐
Product catalogue from manufactures,
‐
Patents and inventions,
‐
Results of R&D projects,
‐
Technology briefs,
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‐
Techno‐economic profiles,
‐
Feasibility studies,
‐
Compendia of technologies,
‐
Technological articles in books and reports,
‐
Handbook, encyclopedia and manuals,
‐
Publications from science and technology agencies,
‐
Publication on trade and industries,
‐
Directories of sources of technologies, and technology information
Library services
Library services include:
(a)
Access to print and e‐resources
(b)
Information and Documentation Services, and
(c)
Access to the Network facilities
(a) Access to print and e‐resources
The industries may be allowed access to collections such as books,
journals, research and technical reports, indexing and abstracting services,
CD‐ROM databases and online databases. With the launching of the UGC‐
Infonet Digital Library Consortium most of the university libraries have
been provided the facilities to access and use of the electronic resource
available to them through this programme. The UGC‐Infonet Digital Library
Consortium covers all areas of learning. It further aims at covering all
fields’ relevance to various universities including Arts, Humanities and
Social Sciences, Physical and Chemical Sciences, Economics and
Management, Life Science, Computer Science, mathematics and Statistics
etc. and there is a big scope in the contents of these e‐resources which
may be needed by the users from the industries. The university libraries
can first make identified industries as the member of the library and then
allow them to access their e‐resources. Secondly, the definition of the fair
use be enlarged keeping in view the multi‐dimensional and
interdisciplinary nature of information.
(b) Information and documentation services
It includes the identification and supply of the relevant
publications, assistance in the consultation of library resources, assistance
in the location of required publications both from own library collection as
well as other libraries, borrowing facilities of required materials,
bibliographic services on specific demand or in anticipation and the
photocopying facilities within the library premises at a reasonable rates.
(c) Access to the network facilities
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Through the computer network facility industries can access
information by using e‐mail service. Online search and can also access to
the international data bases through Dialogue search facility.
Professional skills for marketing of library services
Excellent marketing skills and techniques are essential for a library and
information centre’s success.
1
Necessary skills
For marketing, development and implementation following skills are
needed:
(i)
Information literacy skills
(ii)
Digital literacy skills
(iii)
Media literacy skills
(iv)
Critical thinking and problem solving skills
(v)
Self‐directional skills
2
Changing attitude
Librarians need to bring drastic change in their attitude because generally
users embrace negative feelings towards librarian. They should adopt
some marketing techniques to maintain a good relationship with users.
They should always be polite, and provide quality information service.
3
Friendly environment
Librarians have to expand a friendly environment in libraries otherwise
users will be vanished. They should encourage them to move toward in
library. It will be possible only with cordial and friendly relation with users.
4
Relationship with users
Librarians/Library professionals must make it clear that the
information products/services. They must pay attention to the user’s
requires and desires. Professionals should know how to communicate well
with users and be able to create a welcoming IT environment and build
confidence in the users. Professionals should have perception of user’s
needs and should be able to obtain feedback from users.
Professionals should alert about the following matters:
•
Give service with full attention and sincerity.
•
Give him/her service to the best capacity at your command.
•
Give him/her service in all modesty and in full freedom from any
touch of prestige or ego.
•
Give him/her service in full measure there should not be any
offence to the laws of library science.
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•

Acquire the best knowledge and information for giving him/her
best services.

Barriers in the marketing of library and information products and services
Most librarians do not market their library products, since they do
not know how to market, or do not know how to do it well. The following
are the barriers or bottlenecks in promoting library and information
products and services.
1
Money and attitude
Lack of funds is often used as a reason not to market. However,
marketing library services is not simply a matter of spending money on
promotion and advertising. Marketing is also a matter of improving the
customers’ experience of library services. Since the library staff interacts
with customers, their attitudes have to be changed in such a way to
understand what shapes customers’ experiences and how to market
library services to those customers. Majority of library staff do not have
positive attitude.
2
Lack of training and education
Often librarians do not promote library services well due to lack of
training and knowledge of marketing tools and techniques. Despite the
growing literature on library marketing, there remains a lack of familiarity
with the total marketing concept among librarians.
3
Passive vs. Active stance
Rather than selling the library on its value and let the people to
know what the library or information centre offers, librarians often wait
for customers to come to them. Rather than pushing out responses to
anticipated information needs to customers, librarians wait for customers
to stop by the facility or stumble across the library website.
4
Myth
People believe that libraries do not need to be promoted because
in general, the importance of libraries is not clear to them.
5
Attitude and communication
Library professionals need to learn different styles to comunicate
with diverse users and create a positive attitude as most users have
negative image towards the librarians.
6
Complete task
Marketing of library services is a complicated task for librarian
because of its wide range.
7
Fear
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Librarians fear of commercial publicity and see marketing as
manipulative, wastage of time and resources, and unprofessional for their
profiles.
8
Old models
Sticking to old models bar the introduction of new ideas and
implementation of new services some of such models are:
•
Many librarians work on the old model of existence by order.
•
Faculty should send their students to librarians for support
•
Students should use library databases to locate quality information
for their papers.
Pre‐requisites of marketing of information product and services:
1.
Libraries should conduct research that responds to
institution/industry’s information needs. Thus university libraries
should obtain information about institution/industry’s existing
potential and future technological demands in relation to library
and information services.
2.
Having data available of their broad/specific information needs the
university libraries should match it with their own library resources
to determine the level up to what their information and
documentary needs can be met.
3.
University libraries should create linkages with industry to enable
academics to keep track of availability of existing knowledge in
institutions/industries with a view to strengthen their collections
and adoption of the latest information technologies as well as
making use of them in addition to the providing them the
accessibility to the online and other databases available in the field
of their interest.
4.
Identify and contact appropriate industrial clients with potential
interest in innovative technologies and services.
5.
Consult and deliberate for information collection pertaining to
choice, selection and application of suitable and sustainable
technologies.
6.
University libraries should create the user profiles by using match
with the appropriate bibliographic databases available in the
library collection. This exercise should be done on regular intervals
to update this record in order to provide efficient and effective SDI
services to the users from the industries.
7.
A mechanism for regular feedback from the user group, i.e. the
scientists from industries, who are consulting and availing library
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8.
9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.

22.

services, should be developed and practiced. This would call for an
initiative and lead on the part of library and information
professionals and that would help a great deal in meeting the
information need of the user groups effectively and efficiently if
necessary by modifying or reconstructing the users profiles.
The library should try to have the full text paper also available on
the same or accompanying CD‐ROM.
Organize seminar, symposia and workshops for the promotion of
interaction between the libraries and institutions/industries for
information exchange and services. Such programmes are an
appropriate forum to inform scientists on the benefits of library
services especially CAS and SDI.
Libraries should have close e‐mail networking arrangement with
other industrial libraries, documentation centres, units, for the
specific need based resource sharing programmes.
Establish private and professional networks of information
professionals.
Recruit only professionals with relevant experience and a customer
orientation.
Establish partnerships and alliances with other local or national
information service and other relevant bodies.
Locate your premises in a geographical area with a large number of
potential customers or users.
Implement a speedy and timely document delivery service.
Use ICT extensively for information retrieval, editing and
distribution.
Participate actively in national and international library networks to
know their resource capacities and match with the information
requirements of the industrial users.
Employ a positive and responsive attitude to customer feedback.
Implement continuous education and training programmes for
members of the information professional staff.
Encourage staff to stay and positioning staff in multiple posts.
Libraries should develop adequate personal relationship with
existing targeted industries and use all channels of communication
including mailing of brochure to make the user‐group aware of
library resources services and facilities.
The senior members of the professional staff should reach out to
the identified/targeted companies or institutions/industries to
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discuss and identify their main information needs, and have a
dialogue with them to see how our library can meet them. Hey may
also contact or fix some lectures which can be given at the
Chamber of Commerce meetings, management executives
meetings, meetings of the small business houses, business house
clubs and any other appropriate form to convince them that the
concerned library can adequately, effectively and efficiently meet
their information requirements.
23.
For LIS products and services the university libraries should charge
from the institutions/industries and the considerable amount
earned on account of it may be shared with the staff involved in
the entire organization of the information services to the industrial
houses as an incentive to motivate them and create among the zeal
for dedicated and committed services.
Conclusion
Marketing is essential in making the proper planning, designing and
use of such services and products for the better and optimal use of
information. The library should give priority to provide excellent customer
service enhancing its image as information provider in the information era.
The library and information services should be user‐oriented especially
when we are designing them to satisfy the information needs of industrial
people. Marketing of library and information services includes customer
(users) priorities, expectations, individuality, responsiveness, relationship,
quality of services, professional skills and competencies, value added
services, etc. Therefore, university libraries must develop a process for
understanding the information needs, wants and opinions of clients from
the industries, and develop products and services which satisfy those
information needs.
154. INTERNET
Introduction
Internet is the biggest computer network on the world, created
almost four decades (1969) ago as ARPANET (Advance Research Projects
Agency Network) project initiated by the U.S. Department of Defense. It
rapidly grew to connect many other networks. It is being used by
scientists, professors, students, housewives, business firms, universities,
colleges, banks, shops etc. for different purposes. Through Internet one
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can search information, pay bills, sell and purchase items, play games,
send mails, chat with people, download software and many more. The
person having the Internet connection can retrieve information on almost
any topic.
Architecture
The Internet’s architecture is described in its name, a sort from the
compound word “inter‐networking”. This architecture is based on the
standard TCP/IP protocol, designed to connect any two networks which
may be very different in internal hardware, software, and technical design.
The components are:
•
•
•
•
•

Web Server
Workstation computers
File Server
Gateway
Routers/Hubs

Each network in the Internet consists of a collection of computers
that have been connected together in an internal network. The computers
in this network that communicate with computers from other networks
are called gateways.
There are various levels of networks:
1.
2.
3.

LAN (Local Area Network) – within one or two kilometers (campus),
Ethernet, token ring, FDDI, ATM technologies used.
WAN (Wide Area Network) – within a wide area (country or
continent), telephone line, satellite, fiber technologies used.
MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) – within a metropolitan area,
same technologies used like WAN.

Requirements
The following are the requirements to establish an Internet connection.
•
•

Computer system
Modem
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•
•
•
•

Telephone or Cable connection
Internet Service Provider (ISP) connection
Internet Access Software
Internet Application Software

Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
155.

Information Retrieval – Internet has become the biggest source of
information for almost all types of people.
E‐Mail
File Sharing
Chatting
Instant Messaging
Video Conferencing
Newsgroups
Online Education
Online Shopping
Internet Banking
FTP and TELNET
Downloading
Metadata

The task of the information architecture is to create web sites
where users can actually find the information they are looking for.
Controlled vocabularies produce the metadata that are used to organize
Web sites in two ways: (1) by providing structure for the navigational
scheme of the page or site, “which should use unambiguous labels and
where the primary organization is usually hierarchical,” and (2) by ensuring
optimal performance of the searching system, “where search terms are
selected and organized for tagging content and searching for them.” A
controlled vocabulary in a Web information architecture context is
primarily a mechanism for implementing the effective use of metadata.
The standard definition of metadata is “data about data”, but in
practice it usually means “‘information about objects’… that is,
information about a document, an image, a reusable content module, and
so on…. In general, metadata is best understood as ‘any statement about
an information resource,’ regardless of what it is being used for, which
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metadata vocabulary is being used, and how the metadata is
represented.” Taylor examined competing definitions of metadata and
found that “what they all have in common is the notion that metadata is
structured information that describes the attributes of information
packages for the purposes of identification, discovery, and sometimes
management.” Metadata are used for two prominent purposes: (1) to
describe documents as objects or containers and (2) to describe document
content. Both are important. The metadata that describe the document
provide content for the content and help distinguish among similar
sources of information. The metadata that describe document content
help facilitate subject retrieval and group similar sources of information.
Taylor distinguishes three major categories of metadata: (1)
administrative metadata, (2) structural metadata, and (3) descriptive
metadata. Administrative metadata are most closely associated with the
document as property and may include such features as the source of the
document, document ownership and rights, legal information related to
the document, locational information, document use statistics, and
information regarding retention and preservation. Structural metadata
have to do with the document as physical entity and may address such
factors as technical documentation related to the document, species of
the physical nature of the document, creation or revision date, version or
edition control, information about the software or browser processes
required to use the document, compression or resolution information,
encryption or password access information, and search protocol
identification. Descriptive metadata are those that identify the intellectual
and conceptual characteristics of a document and include information
directly of value to the user of the content of the document, such as title,
responsibility, date of creation, institutional affiliation, authority, links to
other documents, and access to document content through a taxonomy,
keywords, or other items intended to facilitate retrieval and use.
Metadata schema
Although standard markup languages such as HTML and XML
provide for flexible use of metadata to describe Web content, the
flexibility that is a positive characteristic of general purpose markup
languages translates into a negative due to the absence of metadata
standardization in markup languages. The solution to this is generally
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thought to be found in metadata schema. “A metadata schema consists of
a set of elements designed for a specific purpose, such as describing a
particular type of information resource. Many competing metadata
schemata have been developed, some designed to achieve general
purpose use and some for highly specialized purposes. Metadata schemas
are intended to do for the organization and representation of information
on the Web what bibliographic standards such as the Anglo‐American
Cataloguing Rules did for libraries.
To express the metadata Document Type Definitions, Standard
Mark‐up language and Extensible Mark‐up Language are necessary. Meta
data helps to work within a common framework using data models (such
as Resource Description Format, Functional Requirements for
Bibliographic Records, and Open Archival Information Standard) and
standards (Dublin Core, Machine Readable catalogue, Online Information
Exchange and IEEE Learning Object Metadata) are functional applications
of metadata.
Any metadata schema is a form of artificial language, but metadata
schema differ from controlled vocabulary in that a metadata schema
makes no attempt at being a complete listing of usable terminology.
Metadata schemas possess three essential characteristics: (1) syntax, (2)
semantics (content), and (3) structure. Any of these characteristics may be
implemented at a variety of levels ranging from fundamentally simple to
extremely complex.
According to Gorman, metadata “arose from the desire of non‐
librarians to improve the retrievability of Web pages and other Internet
documents.” Gorman places metadata schema and their use “between the
free‐text searching of search engines (which is quick, cheap, and
ineffective) and full cataloguing (which is sometimes slow, labour
intensive, expensive, and highly effective).” Interestingly, though, perhaps
because of the similarity between metadata schema and the standards
used by librarians for many decades, metadata schema have been
somewhat embraced by the library and information communities and
largely ignored elsewhere.
Purposes of metadata
1. resource description
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2.
3.
4.
5.

information retrieval
management of information
rights management, ownership and authenticity
interoperability and e‐commerce

The increased interest in the study and use of metadata means
that it has the capacity in future years to become an entirely new
discipline. Important areas to watch are the semantic Web, what will
happen to the cost of indexing and standards development. Metadata is
an integral part of information systems and that it will develop through co‐
operation between communities and the establishment of a universal
model of metadata. XML schemas are likely to play a big part in this and
indeed become the norm.
Automated
creation

Enhancement
by document
author
Metadata
record

Creation by
document
author
Creation by
information
specialist

Enhancement
by information
specialist

Figure 1: Metadata Creation Outflow

Write/review
cataloguing
guidelines

Improve
metadata entry
tools

Carry out
usability testing

Implement
quality control
processes
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Figure 2: Quality Assurance Loop for Metadata
It is important that whatever constructive feedback is obtained
from testing be passed back into the system through redesigns of the
application profile, controlled vocabularies, cataloguing guidelines and
data entry tools. This Quality Assurance (QA) process can be viewed as a
cycle or feedback loop, in that each stage feeds into the next. Processes,
standards, tools and documentation are iteratively enhanced with the
overall aim of improving the metadata created. When good QA is
implemented there should be improvement in the quality of the metadata,
the usability and performance of the e‐print archive and there should be a
decreasing rate of defects/problems.
Metadata Elements
1. Elements related mainly to the Content of the resource
2. Elements related mainly to the resource when viewed as Intellectual
Property
3. Elements related mainly to the Instantiation
• Title
Title of the Resource
• Subject
Subject, Keyword
• Description Annotation, Abstract etc.
• Source
Resource (physical, digital) from which the current
resource was derived,
digitized etc.
• Language
Language of the Resource
• Relation
Relationship to other Works
• Coverage
Geographic or Temporal Coverage
• Creator
An entity primarily responsible for making the
content of the resource.
• Publisher
Publisher (Person or Institution)
• Contributor Contributing Person or Institution
• Rights
Rights Management Statement (or Link to),
Copyright
• Date
A date associated with an event in the life cycle of
the resource.
• Type
Resource Type
• Formats
Format, File Type, also Physical Medium
• Identifier
Resource Identifier: URL, URN, ISBN etc.
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•

Audience

Intended user for resource.

To improve interoperability can be observed at different levels:
1. Schema level – Efforts are focused on the elements of the schemas,
being independent of any applications. The results usually appear
as derived element sets or encoded schemas, crosswalks,
application profiles, and element registries.
2. Record level – Efforts are intended to integrate the metadata
records through the mapping of the elements according to the
semantic meanings of these elements. Common results include
converted records and new records resulting from combining
values of existing records.
3. Repository level – With harvested or integrated records from
varying sources, efforts at this level focus on mapping value strings
associated with particular elements (e.g., terms associated with
subject or format elements). The results enable cross‐collection
searching.
In some cases, a project may have started within a community without
being aware of other projects that had similar material types, audiences,
or subject domains. Often, a particular metadata schema had been
developed or adopted for a project, and metadata records had already
been created before the issue of interoperability was carefully considered.
As a result, when different projects needed to be integrated or mapped, it
was too late for the projects to consider any interoperability approach at
the schema level (see discussions at Part I of this article). Converting
metadata records becomes one of the few options for integrating
established metadata databases. More recent projects also have
attempted to reuse existing metadata records and combine them (or their
components) with other types of metadata records (or their components)
to create new records. Activities at the record level focus on integrating or
converting data values associated with specific elements/fields, with or
without a normalization process. The two common methods of achieving
interoperability at the record level are conversion and data integration.
Conversion of Metadata Records
The major challenge in converting records prepared according to a
particular metadata scheme into records based on another schema is how
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to minimize loss or distortion of data. Various tools have been created to
facilitate such conversion. For example, the Library of Congress provides
tools (available at <http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/>) to convert
between the MARC record and the MODS record, and between the DC
record and the MODS record.
The Picture Australia project serves as a good example of data
conversion. It is a digital library project encompassing a variety of
institutions, including libraries, the National Archives, and the Australian
War Memorial, many of which came with legacy metadata records
prepared under different standards. Records from participants are
collected in a central location (the National Library of Australia) and then
translated into a "common record format," with fields based on the Dublin
Core [Tennant, 2001].
Another good example is the National Science Digital Library
(NSDL) Metadata Repository where metadata records from various
collections were harvested. The following figures show the result of an
ADL (Alexandria Digital Library) metadata record being converted into a
Dublin Core record when these records were harvested by the NSDL
Metadata Repository.
In their study, Zeng and Xiao (2001) found that when data values
were involved, mapping or converting became even more complicated.
When the target format is more inclusive and has defined elements and
sub‐elements in greater detail than the source format, the value in a
source metadata record may need to be broken down into smaller units
(for example, from DC or VRA Core's elements to MARC records'
subfields). The result is that data values may be lost when converting from
a rich structure to a simpler structure. Other complicated situations
include converting value strings associated with certain elements that
require the use of controlled vocabularies.
The reality is that crosswalks constructed based on the real data
conversion might be very different from those based on metadata
specifications. Additional instructions and detailed explanations need to
be provided for different situations. Unfortunately, most crosswalks are
focused only on mappings based on metadata specifications, not on real
data conversion results. A recent study on metadata quality (to be
released in August 2006) by one of the authors (Zeng) has provided strong
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evidence about the impact of crosswalks on quality when converting a
large amount of real data.
Data Reuse and Integration
It is necessary to revisit the metadata principles, which are
simplicity, modularity, reusability, extensibility, and interoperability. Duval
et al. consider metadata modularity to be "a key organizing principle for
environments characterized by vastly diverse sources of content, styles of
content management, and approaches to resource description. It allows
designers of metadata schemas to create new assemblies based on
established metadata schemas and benefit from observed best practice,
rather than reinventing elements anew" [Duval et al., 2002]. In a modular
metadata environment, different types of metadata elements (descriptive,
administrative, technical, use, and preservation) from different schemas,
vocabularies, applications, and other building blocks can be combined in
an interoperable way.
If we consider modularity, the components of a metadata record
can be regarded as various pieces of a puzzle. They could be put together
by combining pieces of metadata sources coming from different processes
(by human or machine). They could also be used and reused piece by piece
when new records need to be generated by human or machine. For a long
time, libraries have been creating rich descriptive metadata. In newer,
non‐library catalog applications (such as digital images or assets
collections), these descriptive metadata components can be reused or
combined when other pieces of metadata are generated.
The Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS)
provides a framework for incorporating various components from various
sources under one structure and also makes it possible to "glue" the
pieces together in a record. METS is a standard for packaging descriptive,
administrative, and structural metadata into one XML document for
interactions with digital repositories. It thus provides a framework for
combining several internal metadata structures with external schemas. It
is "a standard that provides a method to encapsulate all the information
about an object – whether digital or not" [Tennant, 2001].
The descriptive metadata section in a METS record may point to
descriptive metadata external to the METS document such as a MARC
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record in an Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC) or an Encoded Archival
Description (EAD) finding aid maintained on a WWW server. Or, it may
contain internally embedded descriptive metadata. With the METS
schema, it is possible to encode different types of metadata (descriptive,
administrative, and structural) for any simple or complex digital library
object and to express the complex links between these various types of
metadata. It can therefore provide a useful standard for the exchange of
digital library objects between collections or repositories [Library of
Congress, 2005].
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) of the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) is another model that "provides a mechanism for
integrating multiple metadata schemes" [NISO, 2004] for the description
of Web resources. It is a data model that provides a framework within
which independent communities can develop vocabularies that suit their
specific needs and share vocabularies with other communities. It utilizes
the XML namespace to effectively allow RDF statements to reference a
particular RDF vocabulary or schema. Each metadata element set
constitutes a namespace bound by the rules and conventions determined
by its maintenance agency. The metadata schema designer, by declaring
the namespace, will be able "to define the context for a particular term,
thereby assuring that the term has a unique definition within the bounds
of the declared namespace", as stated by Duval et al. (2002). And, by
declaring various namespaces within a block of metadata, the elements
within that metadata will be able "to be identified as belonging to one or
another element set" [Duval et al., 2002]. Thus, multiple namespaces
expressed in XML may be defined to allow elements from different
schemas to be combined into a single resource description. An RDF record
links multiple descriptions, which may have been created at different
times for different purposes, to one another. The following example shows
how different metadata schemas (as indicated by namespaces) can be
packaged together in an RDF record [Iannella, 1999]:
DuCharme (2003) summarized evidence that "Conversations about
the value of RDF often veer off on two distracting detours: debates about
the architecture and syntax of RDF/XML and debates about the potential
value of the Semantic Web". He suggested further: "If you ignore the latter
and let tools like RDFLib shield you from the less appealing details of the
former, RDF's value becomes much more readily apparent, and its
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increasing success in the metadata community starts to make more sense"
[DuCharme, 2003].
When multiple sources are searched through a single search
engine, one of the major problems is that the retrieved results are rarely
presented in a consistent, systematic, or reliable format. Another serious
problem with distributed, independent metadata resources is that each
original metadata source provider may have used different metadata
schemas and /or applied them differently in the creation of metadata
records. A metadata repository, which may be stored in a physical location
or may consist of a virtual database in which metadata records have been
drawn from separate sources, provides a viable solution to such
interoperability problems by maintaining a consistent and reliable means
of accessing data.
A successful model of a metadata repository is the NSDL (National
Science Digital Library) Metadata Repository (MR), a key component of the
NSDL architecture. Its metadata repository management system is
designed to collect, store, maintain and expose metadata that are
contributed by NSDL projects that have used various metadata schemas. In
addition to the thousands of item‐level metadata records for individual
items in the repository, the NSDL MR also holds collection‐level metadata
for each collection known to the NSDL [Arms et al., 2003]. The Metadata
Repository has also facilitated the construction of an automated
"ingestion" system, based on the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for
Metadata Harvesting (OAI‐PMH). Through this protocol, metadata flows
into the Metadata Repository with a minimum of ongoing human
intervention [Hillmann et al., 2004].
The goal of the OAI‐PMH is to supply and promote an application‐
independent interoperability framework that can be used by a variety of
communities engaged in publishing content on the Web [Lagoze, 2002].
The OAI approach enables searching for Web‐accessible resources across
different collections, databases, and repositories, based on the capability
of metadata sharing, publishing, and archiving. Carpenter (2003)
summarized the benefits of the OAI approach, which include:
1. Material can be accessed more widely;
2. Material can be exploited for purposes different from those that
originally motivated the creation of the repositories;
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3. New and improved services can be constructed because of the
possibility of accessing multiple repositories; and
4. There is potential for cost‐saving inherent in new models of the
scholarly communication process that could be realized through an
open archives approach.
A Metadata Repository Supporting Multiple Formats without Record
Conversion
A different approach that circumvents the need to convert
metadata records in an integrated service is taken by the Digital Library for
Earth System Education (DLESE). DLESE is a very successful distributed
community effort involving educators, students, and scientists working
together to build and provide access to high‐quality resources consisting of
earth system imagery and data sets for teaching and learning about Earth's
systems at all levels. The mechanism that resulted from this effort – the
DLESE Collection System (DCS) – is a tool that allows participants to build
their own collections of Earth system item‐level metadata records, and to
develop, manage, search, and share these collections, all without
converting every metadata record into a uniform format. The metadata
records for each collection are structured according to an XML schema
that specifies required and optional metadata (and in some cases legal
values) for a particular metadata field. The DCS framework used to
manage metadata records has three main components: the schema, fields
files, and framework‐settings. Each collection may have a different XML
schema [DLESE, 2005].
The DLESE Collection System currently supports the DLESE
metadata frameworks of ADN (ADEPT/DLESE/NASA) for resources typically
used in learning environments (discussed in section 4.5 Metadata
Framework in Part I of this article). It also provides information on news
and opportunities (for events or time‐sensitive resources), on collections
(for groups of metadata records as a whole entity), as well as providing
annotations (for additional information about resources or information
not directly found in a resource). Other XML schema‐based metadata
frameworks can be supported by configuring the DLESE Collection System
to point to the XML schema file. When searching over DLESE metadata
formats, both keyword searches and fielded searches are supported across
and within collections. When searching over non‐DLESE metadata formats
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or formats that the tool has not been configured to interpret, only
keyword searches are supported [DLESE, 2005].
Aggregation
As described in Data Reuse and Integration section above, the
NSDL Metadata Repository employs an automated "ingestion" system
based on OAI‐PMH, whereby metadata flows into the Metadata
Repository with a minimum of ongoing human intervention. The NSDL,
from this perspective, functions essentially as a metadata aggregator
[Hillmann et al., 2004].
Four categories of problems that limit the usefulness of metadata
have been identified by Dushay and Hillmann (2003) and Hillmann et al.
(2004): (1) Missing data: elements not present, (2) Incorrect data: values
not conforming to proper usage, (3) Confusing data: embedded html tags,
improper separation of multiple elements, etc., and (4) Insufficient data:
no indication of controlled vocabularies, formats, etc. It is possible that
these problems could be partially eliminated through a process called
'aggregation' in a metadata repository. The notion behind this process is
that each metadata record contains a series of statements about a
particular resource, and therefore metadata from different sources can be
aggregated to build a more complete profile of that resource.
OAI‐PMH
Open Archive Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI‐
PMH), is a protocol developed by Open Archive Initiative for harvesting
metadata from the repositories who expose their metadata. This
harvested metadata from various repositories is further stored to build
services for providing search facility. It uses XML (eXtensible Markup
Language) over HTTP. The main purpose behind the development of this
protocol was to bring application‐independent interoperability and
extensibility. One of the simplest forms of interoperability among
individuals Digital Library systems is the harvesting of metadata.
The current version in existence is version 2.0 which was updated
in 2002. This protocol went through many landmarks in its development.
OAI‐PMH version 1.0 was introduced to the public in January 2001 at a
workshop in Washington D.C. – and another one in February in Berlin,
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Germany. Subsequent modifications to the XML standard by the W3C
required making minor modifications to OAI‐PMH resulting in version 1.1.
The current version 2.0 was released in June 2002. It contained several
technical changes and enhancements and is not backward compatible.
Key Players in OAI‐PMH
There are two classes of participants in the OAI‐PMH work:
Data Providers
A data provider maintains one or more repositories (web servers)
that support the OAI‐PMH as a means of exposing metadata. These are the
repositories which process the request and respond to service providers
with appropriate OAI‐PMH responses. They are creators and keepers of
the metadata for objects (repositories) and archives of resources.
Service Providers
A service provider issues OAI‐PMH requests to data providers and
uses the metadata as a basis for building value‐added services. They are
harvesters of the metadata for the purpose of providing a service such as a
search interface, peer‐review system, etc.
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Figure 1: Interaction between Service Provider and Data Provider
and OAI Metadata Harvesting Tools
Software for OAI‐PMH
OAI‐PMH is based on client‐server architecture, in which
“harvesters” request information on updated records from “repositories”.
Requests for data can be based on a date stamp range, and can be
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restricted to named sets defined by the provider. Data providers are
required to provide XML metadata in Dublin Core format, and may also
provide it in other XML formats. A number of software systems support
the OAI‐PMH, including GNU EPrints from the University of Southampton
and DSpace from MIT.
Software to run Open Archives Initiative Repository
•
Eprints.org – University of Southampton
•
Open source metadata server – OCLC
•
NT OAI Server ‐ University of Illinois
•
Aleph 500 – Ex Libris
•
Z39.50 – OAI gateway – Virginia Tech
•
MARC to DC converter – OCLC
Major software supporting OAI‐PMH
•
Arc (http://arc.cs.odu.edu/)
•
Citebase (http://citebase.eprints.org/cgi‐bin/search)
•
CYCLADES (http://www.ercim.org/cyclades)
•
DP9 (http://arc.cs.odu.edu:8080/dp9/index.jsp)
•
MeIND (http://www.meind.de/)
•
METALIS (http://metalis.cilea.it/)
•
My.OAI (http://www.myoai.com)
•
NCSTRL (http://www.ncstrl.org/)
•
Perseus (http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi‐bin/vor)
•
Public Knowledge Project – Open Archives Harvester
(http://pkp.ubc.ca/harvester/)
•
OAICAT (http://www.oclc.org/research/software/oai/cat.htm)
•
OAI Repository Explorer (http://re.cs.uct.ac.za)
•
OAIster (http://oaister.umdl.umich.edu/o/oaister/)
•
OASIC (http://www.oclc.org/research/software/oai/harvester.htm)
•
OAIHarvster
(http://www.oclc.org/research/software/oai/harvester.htm)
•
DLESE OAI Software (http://dlese.org/oai/index.jsp)
Major metadata harvesting services in India
A metadata harvesting service harvests or indexes metadata from
OAI‐compliant archives or repositories through harvesting software that
supports a protocol known as OAI‐PMH (Open Access Initiative Protocol
for Metadata Harvesting). Some Indian institutions have been
experimenting with metadata harvesting services and installed metadata
harvesters. Major Metadata harvesting services in India are:
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•

Search digital Libraries (SDL)

Search Digital Libraries (SDL) is the world’s second harvester
service launched in the area of library and information science initiated by
Documentation Research & Training Centre (DRTC) Bangalore. The
harvester service is powered by PKP Harvester software. The service
covers 17 digital repositories (archives) harvesting more than 13,000
metadata records.
With the added feature in the latest version of PKP harvester,
presently it is possible to do selective harvesting using the specific sets
(collections in the DSpace parlance). Many university and institutional
repositories organize their digital documents under various subject areas.
If you we use baseURL for a particular repository SDL may harvest all the
records from all the subject categories. However, with selective
harvesting, it is possible to collect metadata of records under the LIS
category only. Soon we will be adding few more baseURLs so that the
number of repositories and the records will significantly increase. Similar
approach can be adopted by other institutions to build harvesters for
various subjects.
•
SJPI (Scientific Journal Publishing in India) Cross Journal Search
Service
•
Open J‐Gate
•
Knowledge Harvester@INSA
Sl.
No.

Name

URL

Host

Software

1

Search Digital
Libraries (SDL)

http://drtc.isibang.ac.in/sdl

DRTC,
Bangalore

2

SJPI Cross Journal
Search Service

http://144.16.72.144/harvester/

NCSI, IISC

3

SEED

http://eprint.iitd.ac.in/seed/

IIT, Delhi

4

Open J‐Gate

www.openj‐gate.com/

5

Knowledge
Harvester@INSA

http://61.16.154.195/harvester/

Informatics
India Ltd.
Indian
National

Public
Knowledge
Project
System
Public
Knowledge
Project
System
Public
Knowledge
Project
System
‐‐‐‐‐
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Science
Academy

Project
System

Table 1: Major Metadata Harvesting Services in India
Future of metadata
There has been growing awareness in the library and information
community of the importance of metadata, not only for resource discovery
but also as an aid in the management of networked digital resources,
including long‐term preservation.
In future the job titles of cataloger will be replaced with Metadata
architect, Metadata librarians or Metalogger. The term Metalogging will
be introduced in place of cataloguing in metadata community.
But these new terms follow the cataloguing profession to a certain
extent, the general consensus is that they are not the same fields of
endeavour. DC is not a simplified cataloguing format. As expressed by
Gradmann in his IFLA paper ‘Cataloguing vs. Metadata: old wine in new
bottle’. The concept of metadata is meant to provide machine
understandable description. It is not just to be read by humans, but
interpreted by computers which will then act on it, for example, to
differentiate between good and untrustworthy sites [Gradmann, 1998].
The continuous increase in production and proliferation of
electronic information results in creation of new innovative simpler
standards research resource description to accomplish the goal of
universal bibliographical control and information access.
Metadata just like currency will continue to make the world go
around, because it is the medium of exchange for connecting searchers
with the information they need. Metadata will be shared, reused and
redistributed in user community because it is very simple and economic
and saves time and money.
DC has received widespread acceptance amongst the resource
discovery community and has become the defacto Internet Metadata
Standard (Taylor, 2003).
Conclusion

Internet has a very diversified digital information landscape. No
single metadata element set will meet the needs of all domains and
purposes. DCMES is not a closed set designed to meet all of the descriptive
needs of implementers. Rather, they form the foundation for a larger body
of qualifiers that will evolve as various communities develop additional
qualifiers. DCMES refinement is a continuous process. A large number of
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research projects on Dublin Core are going on in different countries for its
refinement. Additional qualifier categories may evolve over time and with
implementation experience. It is desirable to use established metadata
schemes and adopt them in accordance with local requirements. DCMES
evolves in accordance with the future requirements to express resource
properties and value types, which are not expressible with existing ones.
Let us hope that the emergence of refined metadata schemes would
facilitate the better description, discovery and organization of web
resources for more efficient retrieval of relevant search results.
The OAI‐PMH is fairly powerful protocol for metadata harvesting.
The SDL demonstrates how one can be a service provider for many open
accesses repositories, including subject specific repositories using selective
harvesting.
Presently, all the major Digital Library software like DSpace, EPrints
etc. have inbuilt mechanism for making any repository, using these
software, OAI compliant. However, it should be noted that OAI‐PMH
protocol is not limited to Digital Repositories alone, it can be extended to
electronic journals too. Unfortunately, many journals listed in DOAJ
(http://www.doaj.org) are not OAI compliant. The reason could be that
many of the electronic journals were launched much before the OAI
protocol came into existence. Nevertheless, e‐journals created using the
OJS (Open Journal System – http://pkp.sfu.ca/?q=ojs) software are OAI‐
Compliant, and the metadata for each article in those journals could be
easily harvested by any OAI service provider.
156. Discuss about History of Co‐operation and Public Library
Networking.
The first library co‐operation activity in India to be the catalogue of
manuscripts compiled by Whitney Stokes in 1868. Inter‐library loans
within the city are made possible largely due to the voluntary efforts and
willingness of librarians. Union catalogue development was one of the
major co‐operative efforts in Indian libraries up to 1960s. There is also no
compatibility in methods and approaches to compile union catalogue by
different agencies. Shared cataloguing and co‐operative processing are
practically non‐existent. Neither the National Library nor the Indian
National Bibliography unit has been able to take up the task. The regional
centre concept as envisaged by NISSAT, UGC and ICSSR is now gaining
attention. These regional centres would be of help to mobilize resources in
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the libraries in various parts of the country and to provide access to
scholars. The National Information Centre (NIC) of the planning
commission is a centralized facility for data processing and information
management for government department in planning and decision making
by the timely provision of data. A public library services develops human
resources for the scientific organization of public library network and for
providing quality library service. But no provisions have been given in the
Kerala Public Libraries Act for such a public library system and service
(Nasirudhenn and Bavakutty, 2001).
The technology suggested for the network of public libraries in
Kerala is a star topology. The proposal network of public libraries in Kerala
consist of three levels, state level, district level and taluk level. In the state
level the state central library in Kerala will be directly connected in a star
topology to the district library in each district. In the second level the
district will be directly connected in a star topology to the taluk libraries in
the district. At the taluk level another star topology form, connecting the
taluk library to the Panchayat libraries in the taluk. Libraries which entered
into a network can derive a number of benefits from the multiplicity of
services available on a network. The service, Kerala public library network
proposes to provide to its members is catalogue based services, document
supply services and communication based services. Under catalogue based
services, member libraries can take benefit of shared cataloguing and
union cataloguing. Document supply services include inter‐library loan
service and document delivery. Referral services and electronic mail are
important communication based services that will be available to the
participating libraries in the network (Varghese and Bavakutty, 2002).
The state of Haryana, carved out in 1966. Experience has shown
that legislation helps in the smooth working of a library system. Legislation
provides for a framework for organization, administration and financing of
libraries. Public library network to cover the entire state has to be
established without further loss of time. The network will comprise state
central library, sub divisional libraries, district libraries, municipal libraries,
block libraries and panchayat/village libraries. A state central library
should be established and assigned responsibilities to function as a
depository library to publish all publications, including official publications
of Haryana.. Haryana state bibliography to undertake centralized
processing of documents, to serve as a clearing centre for inter‐library
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loan, to prepare union catalogue of holdings of libraries, and to act as a
coordinating agency for all libraries in technical matters. The present state
central library at Ambala has to be upgraded to perform the above
functions (Rana, 1989).
157. Discuss about Joomla.
Joomla! Is an open source content management system (CMS)
used for publishing content on the world wide web? It is written in PHP;
data are stored in MySQL and includes various features such as page
editor, RSS, printable versions of page or sections, news, blogs, polls, and
search.
History of Joomla Joomla! was developed on 17 August 2005. At
that time, the Mambo name was trademarked by Miro International Pty
Ltd.
Use features of Joomla for libraries are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blogs
Forums
File uploads and downloads
News flash/News scroll
Feedback
Picture gallaries
Template modules
HTML authoring environment
Menu builder
Banner builder

Joomla System Requirements
To successfully install and use Joomla!, we need web server
(Apache is the optimum), a database (MySQL is the optimum) and the
server side scripting language PHP with some specific modules activated
within PHP for MySQL database connectivity, XML and XLST functionality,
and so on.
Hardware
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•

•

Server – A server is a computer/device which provides information
or services to computers on a network. The server hardware must
be little high end from desktop computers for better performance.
Like any quad core Intel processor servers will be good for
implementation of Joomla.
Clents – Desktop computers

Software
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operating system, Joomla! has been successfully tested on many
variants within the main three OS for Windows, Linux, and Apple
Mac OSX.
Database, MySQL is the tested one but other databases may work
with
proper
configuration.
Downloaded
site
is
http://www.mysql.com.
Web Server, Apache Web server others must be configured
properly.
PHP – The PHP Hypertext Preprocessor is a programming language
that allows web developers to create dynamic content that
intercats with databases.
Joomla, zip file is needed
The AMP elements within the following package names stand for
Apache, MySQL, and PHP.
Package
name
WAMP
MAMP
LAMP

XAMPP

Operating
system
Windows
Apple Mac
OSX
Linux (and
other
Unix)
Multi‐
platform‐
Mac,
Windows,
Linux,
Solaris

Website

Remarks

http://www.wampserver.com/en/
http://www.mamp.info/en/mamp.html

Freeware
Freeware

Distribution dependent, not for all Linux
variants

Freeware

http://apachefriends.org

Freeware

Joomla Architecture
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Broadly, Joomla has three layered architecture:
Front end: It is the user interface or the different web pages
published. It is the layer showing users interaction.
Middleware: It is the business logic which makes the
communication between the front end and the back end.
Back end: It is the database which stores the data and metadata.
Technically it is the MySQL which captures the data.

Front end layer: This layer (see following figure) is the ‘web user
interface’, web pages or administrator’s interface. The end user interacts
with the CMS engine from here. The interaction data then goes to the
middleware, which then further processes the information and makes the
database connection, that is, the back end.
Middleware: This layer (see following figure) is CMS engine. Entire
API (Application Programming Interface) is loaded and forms the
middleware component of Joomla. Joomla is hosted in Apache web
server’s ‘www’ folder and the php engine executes the API programmes.
Various types APIs are:
(i) Theme API (ii) Log Files API (iii) User Management (iv) Administration
Utilities (v) Search Tools

Web UI

Web Page

Search
API

Admin UI

Theme
API

Administration
Utilities

User Layer
Management

History/
Log

RDBMS Wrapper

Storage API
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Figure 1: Joomla Architecture
Back end layer: This layer is responsible for storing data into MySQL
database. Contents like website data, user data, security data, blogs data,
comments and feedback data, and so on. Database creates two types of
users by default administrator and anonymous user and other users with
different roles and responsibility can be located later on.
Joomla Installation
For installing Joomla generally the browser installation method is
followed. As well as it is easy and it is a semi‐automatic method which
makes the process less prone to errors. Still we have to enter some details
during the process.
At first we have to install WAMP (Windows Apache MySQL PHP)
web server. WAMP is for Windows and LAMP is for Linux Apache MySQL
PHP.
After installing WAMP we need the Joomla package, which can be
downloaded from web and unzip the file into the WAMP ‘www’ directory.
Now for browser mode of installation, from keyboard type
‘http://localhost/joomla’ in the address bar, the installation process starts.
The installation has 7 steps which are described below.
Step 1 – Language choice – Please notice that en‐GB – English
(United Kingdom) is selected by default. This is the default language used
for all Joomla! Core development. Simply select your preferred language
for the installation process or keep the default selection.
Step 2 – Pre‐installation check – Joomla! checks the system
configuration and confirms whether the server meets all the necessary
criteria to successfully complete the installation. Then continues further.
Step 3 – License – GNU GPL v2 license is shown accept it and
continue.
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Step 4 – Database Configuration – Please enter ‘Host name’, ‘User
name’, ‘Password’, and ‘Database name’ for database configuration and
installation.
Step 5 – FTP Configuration – File Transfer Protocol configuration
process the default is ‘No’. You may select other options too, which
enables you to transfer files from remote system.
Step 6 – Main Configuration – The setting allows entering the three
critical elements for the installation of Joomla; ‘site name’, ‘email address’
and admin ‘password’
Step 7 – Finish –Congratulations for successfully installation of
Joomla. It shows a message to delete the ‘installation’ directory from the
web server; you must delete the mentioned folder to continue further.
System Administration – Tricks and Techniques
Administration is the process which involves managing security
bugs and granting or revoking permission for the uploaded contents into
the CMS engine. This makes the administrator to do a lot of functions
which are needed to manage the users of the Digital Library (DL). Like for
example, access to confidential content in the DL needs to be restricted
through password authentication. Joomla provides various utilities with
which we can monitor the highly accessed content, highly searched
keyword and these patterns needs to be monitored for implementing
proper security framework. The analysis of usage patterns makes us to
understand the needs and interests of the DL users.
WAMP server administration
The administration of web server doing some regular tasks, like,
clearing of log file from apache web server, the MySQL database
connection is be checked and restarting the database server when needed.
This requirement is related to the back‐end maintenance of the DL.
Joomla system administration
The administration URL for Joomla is ‘http://127.0.0.1/Joomla
1.5/administrator/’ the user name is admin and password is given during
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installation. After logging into Joomla as admin user we will get following
eight managing utilities and one global configuration settings window
pane. Global settings show the different setting options, server settings,
database settings, FTP settings and mail configuration. The 8 other
modules are as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

Article manager
Front page manager
Section manager
Category manager
Media manager
Menu manager
Language manager
User manager

All the above mentioned utilities are very useful for administering
CMS engine and the contents. Article and front page manager are used for
managing the contents; section and category are used for categorizing the
web content, media manager is used for multimedia files management,
language is for multilingual site and ‘user manager’ manages the user
rights.
New design and new library service
With the advent of technology the library design (Han, Yan 2004)
had changed. Modern user carries an e‐book reader and goes through
various online content present in the library portal. Now‐a‐days libraries
are in distributef fashion as the various e‐holdings are distributed over the
network. As for example some e‐holding are present on a server placed at
Delhi and some e‐holdingare present on a server at USA but for all these
information and method to access the e‐resources are present at a library
portal.
New library service is 24x7. The library users will be able to interact
only using the feedback mechanism present in the CMS (boiko, 2002) and
this provides a better quality of service. New methods for the presentation
of multimedia objects according to a user’s requirements and technical
possibilities need to be developed, video lectures are in high demand.
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Digital era is the new era. The digital library services also need to be
modified with the new upcoming technologies. We need a new framework
for the performance and content servers. We also have to develop content
caching and network multicasting to improve network usage, while
streaming multimedia data.
158. “Information profession is by and large system driven, it shows an
enormous interest in processing, storing of information to the general
neglect of the user” – explain.
Success of any system is very much dependent on the quality and
ability of its users. Users should be capable of appropriating the benefits
borne out of the system. The library and information systems and their
users are no exception to this. Quality of users and their library and
information use habits are primarily governed by the state of social,
economic and technological developments of the particular society to
which these users belong to. But, many believe, the library and
information workers too have some role to play in this connection. One
such role is library and information workers as conductors of user
education programme. If assessment of users’ information needs and their
fulfillment are the primary responsibilities of the library and information
worker, to educate and to train the users of a library in a manner to help
them to reap the benefits of the gamut of services provided is a work of
nonetheless responsibility. The library manager should chalk out an
adequate user education programme for this purpose.
User education programme can be designed with the following objectives
in mind:
(a)
to assist the users to know and understand the services provided
by the library and how to make the most of them;
(b)
to assist the users to know how to use the various resources of the
library;
(c)
to assist the users to learn and to interpret what they have learnt
to an acceptable standard; and
(d)
to train the students the basic skills of lifelong education.
Though user education programme designed for a public library
system should cover the members of the community as a whole, we
intend to centre our focus on the education of the student user
community. This is because, they are the future citizens of any nation who
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will take active part in shaping its destiny. And, a better‐informed citizen is
the most sought after asset for effecting the sustainable development of a
nation. User education programme is not only very helpful to increase the
student users’ awareness of the available resources, but also to improve
their skills in independent learning and presentation of course work.
Scope
User education aims to provide advice and instruction about the
use of the library to the user, actual or potential, individually or
collectively, in a formal or informal manner. Every product, for attaining
popularity, requires some marketing techniques. While the physical outlay
of the library and its services, display of most popular material and other
such techniques can attract the users temporarily, user education is still
necessary as it acquaints the user with the information processing
techniques used and the information services available in the library. It
acquaints user with some basic elements of the Library and Library and
Information Science.
User education programmemes according to Stevenson, are generally of
two types:
(i)
Orientation programme: Introducing the user to techniques of
library usage and services in general and to the organization and
arrangement of a particular library.
(ii)
Bibliographic instruction: Instructing about the use of library tools
like abstracts, indexes, bibliographies, reports, patents and theses, etc.
Need
User education, if designed and conducted properly, can be very
useful in various ways:
(a)
Promotion of information use: User education leads to the
satisfaction of the librarians by increasing the use of the available
information services. Studies reveal that in the absence of such an
instruction, libraries may not be utilised at all or remain under‐utilised. Mr.
Ruth Alston, a librarian of the Cambridge University, has observed, “The
stock of Indian libraries was significantly under‐used because of user
ignorance, and may thought that the information profession had not, on
the whole succeeded in projecting a good image of its capabilities”.
The stress, now‐a‐days is shifting from the conservation and storage
of information to the transfer of information. The transfer of information
being a complex process, user education becomes necessary for its
optimum utilisation. It enables the users to identify and formulate their
needs and to match them with the library resources. User, if properly
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educated, can also make an evaluation of the resources and services
available and help in the redesigning of these services according to their
needs or make an adjustment between the two.
(b)
Close relationship between Librarians/other staff of library and
Users: Through user education, librarians/other staff of the library and the
users come in direct contact, enabling the librarian to understand the
latter’s needs better. The librarian in that case by understanding the actual
requirements of the users can design and provide the information services
oriented towards user needs, and the user by getting his required
information without wasting his time, can utilise it to better purpose.
(c)
Bridging of gap between users and information: User education
brings the users and information closer to each other, ultimately reducing
the role of an intermediary i.e., the librarian. The time saved by the
librarian as an intermediary can be utilised in search and provision of more
information, thus increasing the pace of research.
(d)
Implementation of Laws of Library Science: User education puts in
practice four out of the five laws of Library Science enunciated by Prof.
S.R.Ranganathan. By introducing the users to the information available,
user education satisfies the first law of Library Science i.e., (1) Books are
for use. By bridging the gap between the user and the information, it
satisfies the second and third laws which are (2) Every reader his book;
and (3) Every book its reader and by reducing the role of an intermediary,
it satisfies the fourth law i.e., (4) Save the time of the reader.
159. Online access has greatly augmented the provision of reference &
information services in libraries. Discuss the statement with suitable
examples. Or, Online access to information promotes fulfilment of 3rd
and 4th Law of Library Science. Discuss.
E‐resources are available through consortia and it is accessed
through online. The objective of library consortia is to provide convenient
access to information resources to the users irrespective of the location of
the resources. It is the most idealist way to satisfy the users’ requirements.
Its advantages are manifold which are:
•
Reduction in all round cost;
•
Rational utilization of fund and technical equipments;
•
Avoidance of unnecessary duplication of e‐resources and their
processing and maintenance cost;
•
Enhanced library services;
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•
•
•
•
•

Helps in decision making and collective thinking;
Cost effective and cost sharing;
Greater access to information resources, 24x7;
Helps in digital preservation of e‐resources and archived access;
Evolve standards, technologies, licensing and pricing policies to
provide enhanced facilities to the patrons.
Despite numerous advantages, library consortia has some
shortcomings which greatly affect its formation, development and
functioning. These are:
•
Problems in budgeting and fund allocation;
•
Lack of Code of understanding;
•
Lack of technological backing and organizational structure;
•
Unreliable telecommunication links and insufficient bandwidth;
•
Lack of standards for resource sharing;
•
Lack of necessary information resources within the limited budget;.
•
Lack of trained staff to handle and manage consortia activities;
•
Lack of awareness and inertia regarding the benefits of consortia;
•
Fear of loosing autonomy;
•
Lack of archiving and back files availability;
•
Serious copyright infringement issues;
Formation of consortia without proper legal entity
•
INDEST (Indian National Digital Library in Engineering, Science and
Technology), UGC‐INFONET, IIM Consortia, CSIR E‐Jouransl Consortium,
Consortium for e‐resources in Agriculture (ceRA), DBT’s (The Department
of Biotechnology) Electronics Library Consortium, Forum for Resource
Sharing in Astronomy and Astrophysics (FORSA), Ministry of
Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) Libraries Consortium,
ICMR (Indian Council of Medical Research) E‐Consortia, Electronic
Resources in MEDicine (ERMED), Health Sciences Library Information
Networks Consortium, DRDO E‐Journals Consortium are some examples of
E‐Resources Consortia in India.
A library consortium is extremely a decision making and complex
process, which involves co‐operative and rigorous efforts of the
management and concerned authorities. It is essential for them to plan
their system in such a way, which can improve their position in other’s
eyes. The issues, which need to be taken care of for being called as a
successful initiative, are:
(a)
Selection of Resources
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This must be rigorously done so that
every member library have own resources
have access to the selected resources
duplication can be avoided
Technologies Infrastructure
Library Consortia is very much technology dependent. It needs
planning regarding proper implementation of ICT to provide access to the
users. The areas to cover:
•
evolve reliable telecommunication links
•
sufficient bandwidth for high speed data transfer
•
online access to the resources any time from any location
•
adequate funds for purchasing technical equipments
(c)
Licensing
A license is an agreement between two or more parties. In a
consortium license holds prime importance because it provides legal
power to access to a burgeoning quantity of resources.
•
it must be firmly based on legalities
•
membership period, subscription type, no. of nodes etc. must be
chalked out before entering into any initiative.
(d)
Access
The prime purpose of the consortia is to provide a wide range of
access to the resources to the members. For this there ought to be some
access mechanism, which will abide:
•
user authentication and non‐user rejection
•
IP/Password based authentication system to access resource
•
access is set up by the publisher to the license holding library
(e)
Pricing
Library consortia initiatives deserve applause due to its cost
effective and cost benefit characteristics. But there are some stern issues
in pricing. These are:
•
There is no standard practiced while finalizing pricing policies. So
there ought to be some standards which can provide solutions to
the practical problems
pricing should be economically viable to the publishers as well as
•
participating libraries
•
negotiation ought to be done sensitivity
•
among three option of subscription‐print and online, online only
and print only, which option to choose ought to be finalized while
negotiating pricing policies
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(f)

Usage
Success of a consortium hugely depends on effective utilization of
resources by the participating libraries. It is important to measure the
usage or usability of information resources to know the status of the
consortium. Issues related to usage are:
•
it is an important but complex and time consuming process
•
libraries ought to ensure timely and reliable access to the resources
•
There ought to be some standard measurement technique to know
the usability status
(g)
Staffing
To become successful as a consortium initiative, it needs efficient
hands that can run and manage its activities. Staff involved needs
proficiency regarding the following issues:
•
Negotiating prices for subscription of resources
•
Technological and legal expertise
•
Evaluating subscriptions for both print and online resources
•
Management, handling and control of both print and online
resources
(h)
Archiving
This is the area, which needs utmost attention because this facility
will give perpetual access to the resources for the participating libraries.
To avoid being obsolete in terms of technology, due to drastic changes in
every sphere, whether it is hardware or software, it is important to
preserve the resources and provide access to archives. Negotiation ought
to be done regarding this with the compement authorities.
160. Discuss about DSpace and its installation process as Digital Library
Software.
Dspace is an open access digital library software. It is joint project
of MIT Libraries (USA) and HP Labs. It is a digital asset management
system. Its main functions are digital content creation, indexing and
retrieval. This software adopts with the demand of different communities
and it creates the interoperability with the system and maintains the
international standards of metadata format.
It provides more features than other digital library softwares. It is
used/as experimental project in more than 1000 institutions. It is used
mainly for creating the institutional repository. Many institutes use it to
create subject repositories.
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The important features of DSpace are as follows:
(i)
As it is an open source software so it easily changeable;
(ii)
It provides service model for open access and digital archiving for
perpetual access;
(iii)
This is a platform for creating institutional repository and enables
to search and retrieve
the repository through web;
(iv)
Repository of institutional digital format is open and interoperable;
(v)
DSpace web application is available in twenty different languages
so institutional repository can be created not only in default
language but also in favoured language;
(vi)
To configure the reading of different subject or browsing and
retrieval for own advantage as it includes with the feature of Open
Archives Initiative‐Protocol for Metadata Harvesting so addition of
the field (as you like) for display of website browsing viz. author,
title, date etc.
(vii) You can like PostgreSQL or Oracle which provides DSpace item and
metadata.
1. Following other packages to run on Windows platform (Pre‐requisite Software)
• Java JDK 6 Update 18 [Version: jdk‐6u18‐windows‐i586.exe]
http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/widget/jdk6.jsp]
• Apache Ant 1.8.8 [Version: 1.8.8RCI‐bin.zip]
http://ant.apache.org/bindownload.cgi]
• PostgreSQL 8.4.2, an open source relational database [(Version: 8.4.2‐1‐
windows.exe)
http://www.enterprisedb.com/products/pgdownload.do#windows]
• Apache Tomcat 6.0.20 [Version 6.0.20.exe)
http://tomcat.apache.org/download‐60.cgi]
• Apache Maven 2.2.1 [(or Version 2.2.1‐src.zip)
http://maven.apache.org/download.html]
• Dspace 1.5.2 [Version 1.5.2‐src‐release.zip)
http://sourceforge.net/projects/dspace/
• Manakin 1.1 (Optional)
2. Recommended DSpace File Configuration (Extra Source File]
a. Java JDK 5 Path : C:\Program Files\Java\jdk‐1.6_0_18
b. Apache Maven Path : C:\apache‐maven‐2.2.1
c. Apache Tomcat Path : C:\Program Files\Apache
Software Foundation\tomcat6.0
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d. Apache Ant Path : C:\apache‐ant‐1.6.5
e. PostgreSQL Path : C:\Program Files\PostgreSQL\8.4
f. DSpace Path : C:\DSpace
3. Install the following softwares in sequence:
a. Install Java JDK 6 (java.exe file)
• Run jdk‐1_6_0_18‐windows‐i586.exe
• Install to the default location
• Finish the Installation
• Add to PATH : C:\Program Files\java\jdk‐1_6_0_18\bin [use
semicolon to add existing PATH variable]
• To set PATH right click on My Computer in the desktop and click
properties >> Advanced >> Environment Variables >> System
Variables >> Path
• Set Environmental Variable (User):
• Click on New button and give as below.
• Variable name: JAVA_HOME and Variable value C:\jdk‐1_6_0_18
b. Install Apache Maven 2.0.9 (or 2.2.1)
• Unzip the apache‐maven‐2.2.1.src.zip to C:\ drive
• A directory called “apache‐maven‐2.2.1” will be created.
• Add the bin directory (C:\apache‐maven‐2.2.1\bin) to the system path.
Use semicolon before adding the new path.
• Make sure JAVA_HOME is set to the location of your JDK.
• Open a new command prompt and run “mvn ‐‐version” to verify that it is
correctly installed?
c. Install apache tomcat 6.0.20
• Run apache‐tomcat‐6.0.20
• Click Next
• Click “I agree”
• Click Next
• Destination Folder ‐>: C:\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 6.0
• Port ‐> 8080
• Username ‐> admin (or as u wish)
• Password ‐> admin123 (or as u wish)
• Click Next
• Browse the jre Path location which should be at : C:\Program
Files\Java\jre1.6.0
• Click Next
• Click Finish
• Start the Apache Tomcat Service
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• Open http://localhost:8080/
d. Install apache ant 1.8.8
• Unzip the file apache‐ant‐1.8.8RCI‐bin.zip to C:\
• Add to PATH : C:\apache‐ant‐1.8.8\bin [use semicolon to add existing
PATH variable]
• Set Environmental Variable (user):
• Variable name : ANT_HOME Variable value : C:\apache‐ant‐1.6.5
e. Install PostgreSQL 8.4.2
• Run postgresql‐8.4.2‐1‐windows.exe
• Click Next
• Install to C:\Program Files\PostgreSQL (default location)
• Data directory ‐> C:\Program Files\PostgreSQL\8.4\data
• Click Next
• Password ‐> password (or as u wish)
• Click Next
• Port : 5432 (default)
• Click Next (3 times)
• Finish
f. Database Creation for “DSpace” and follow instructions
• Go to Start Menu
Programs
PostgreSQL
PG Admin III
• Open PostgreSQL Database Server 8.4 and click Connect
• Now enter the password “admin123” (or as you wish)
Click ok
• Right click at Role ‐> Open “new login role”
• Username : dspace
• Password : dspace
• Right click at Database
• Open/Create a new database “dspace” owned by user “dspace”
(Database
Name: dspace, Owned by: dspace)
g. Install DSpace 1.5 release
• Unzip the file dspace‐1.5.2‐src‐release.zip to C:\
• Edit the file C:\dspace‐1.5.2‐src ‐release\dspace\config\dspace.cfg and
add the drive name (C:\DSpace)
e.g :‐ dspace.dir = C:\DSpace
• Save the file
• Create a folder “DSpace” on C:\ drive
• Ensure the postgreSQL service is running
• For the generation of DSpace installation package, go to Start menu
Run and type cmd and click ok.[ Generate the DSpace installation package
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by running the following from Command line (cmd) from your C:\dspace‐
1.5.0‐release\dspace directory mvn package]
• Type cd C:\dspace‐1.5.2‐src‐release\dspace [This will generate the
DSpace
installation
package
in
your
C:\dspace‐1.5.0‐
release\dspace\target\dspace‐ 1.5.0‐build.dir\ directory]
• Type “mvn package” and enter[Initialize the DSpace database and install
DSpace to C:\DSpace by opening the command‐line prompt and running
the
following
command
line
from
your
\dspace‐1.5.0‐
release\dspace\target\dspace‐1.5.0‐build.dir: ant fresh_install]
Note: If it will show “BUILD SUCCESSFUL” consider it up to now you are
ok.
• Automatically it will create a folder named as ‘target’ in C:\dspace‐
1.5.2‐src‐release\dspace\
• Now type cd C:\dspace‐1.5.2‐src‐release\dspace\target\dspace‐1.5.2‐
build.dir
• Type ant fresh_install
• Note: If your system shows “BUILD SUCCESSFUL” as seen in the screen
that means you became success.
• Copy the web application directories (jspui, xmlui, oai) from
C:\DSpace\webapps and paste in C:\Program Files\Apache Software
Foundation\tomcat6\webapps
• Now you have to run Tomcat, step is C derive à Program Files à Apache
Software Foundation à Tomcat 6.0 à bin à Tomcat 6.exe
• Open
your
favourite
browser
and
type
the
URL
http://localhost.8080/jspui
h. Create an Administrator Account
• Go to Start menu
Run
type ‘cmd’ click ok
• Type C:\DSpace\bin\dsrun org.dspace.administer. CreateAdministrator
Note: Now fill up required information; such as email address, account
and password etc.
• Now finally you will see the DSpace home page.
• Create an administrator account, e.g assuming C:\DSpace is where your
DSpace installation is:
C:\DSpace\bin\dsrun org.dspace.administer.CreateAdministrator
(then enter required info, please insert your existing/real email address
account and password: dspace)
• Copy the web application directories from C:/DSpace/webapps to
Tomcat’s webapps directory, which should be in C:/apache‐tomcat‐
5.5.27/webapps
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• Alternatively, tell your Tomcat installation where to find your DSpace
web application(s). As an example, in the <Host> section of your
C:/apachetomcat‐
5.5.27/conf/server.xml you could add lines similar to the following
(but replace [Dspace] with your installation location):
<!— DEFINE A CONTEXT PATH FOR DSpace JSP User Interface ‐‐>
<Context path=”/jspui” docBase=”[dspace]\webapps\jspui” debug=”0”
reloadable=”true” cachingAllowed=”false” allowLinking=”true”/>
<!—DEFINE A CONTEXT PATH FOR DSpace OAI User Interface ‐‐>
<Context path=”/oai” dacBase=”[dspace]\webapps\oai” debug=”0”
reloadable=”true” cachingAllowed=”false” allowLinking=”true”/>
• Start the Tomcat service
• Browse http://localhost:8080/jspui
• You could see the DSpace home page!!
The Manakin Interface for DSpace
DSpace Manakin (http://di.tamu.edu/projects/xmlui/manakin/) is a user
interface
developed by Texas A&M University which supports major improvements
for the DSpace system. The primary feature added by Manakin is the
ability for each community and collection within DSpace to establish a
unique look‐and‐feel that might extend outside of DSpace into an existing
web presence. We believe that this will increase the adoption of DSpace
by these communities.
Features
• Allow each community & collection to maintain a distinct look and feel.
• Separate business logic from stylistic design.
• Establish an interface level component architecture. (New with Manakin)
• Enable internationalization & localization of content.
• Provide an alternative interface that does not replace the existing JSP
based
interface.
• To get the Manakin xml user interface you have to edit the file
xmlui.xconf which is available at C:\dspace‐1.5.0‐release\config\
Enter the following statement in the <themes> section:
<theme name=”Reference” handle=”123456789/1” path=”reference/”/>
Download the manakin from http://di.tamu.edu/projects/xmlui/manakin/
(it is also supplied in the CD)
Unzip to C:\ Copy “Themes” folder from manakin folder and paste into
C:\dspace‐1.5.0‐release\dspace\modules\xmlui\src\main\webapp
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Restart Apache Tomcat Service
Browse http://localhost:8080/xmlui
_ Now you could see the Manakin DSpace xml based user interface.
To Start / Stop Services
Two Services are required for DSpace, and the Service names are given
below:
Apache Tomcat
Postgre SQL Database Server 8.0
To start services, go to
Start >> Run >> services.msc
Select the “Service” to be started from the list and Right Click the Service.
161. Explain why have many university and college libraries still far
among from library automation and networking despite the reasonably
good support from the UGC.
After getting independence in 1947, the national government of
India constituted the University Education Committee in 1948 under the
chairmanship of Dr. S.Radhakrishnan. The committee proposed many
suggestions for the development and progress of higher education in the
country. One of them was to give extension and empowerment to UGC as
University Grants Commission, which was established in Delhi in 1953. Dr.
C.D Deshmukh was its first chairman. Since then UGC has been working as
an autonomous institution and doing well for the development of colleges,
universities and their libraries of the country.
A committee under the chairmanship of Dr. S.R.Ranganathan was
set up in 1957 for the development of higher education in the country,
whose work was to give suggestions regarding the development of
libraries also. The committee submitted its report in 1961 after surveying
the then college and university libraries and so many suggestions were
remarked regarding the same.
UGC had started to allot more and more funds for the
development of academic libraries. In the Five Year Plans of the country,
the provision was made to begin the work for this purpose.
The UGC determined the pay scales of trained library personals
according to their posts and cadre like teachers of the colleges and
universities. In 1961, the revised pay scales were given to library staff, but
in 1973 the same were not provided although the teachers were provided
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revised scales. Now since 1986, the revised scales have also being given by
UGC to the library staff, along with teachers of colleges and universities.
Like other advanced and developed countries, India has also
recognized the utility of computers in the libraries for providing better
library services. The working efficiency of the libraries is increased by the
application of computers in providing library services. For this purpose,
UGC has provided at least one computer and created one post of
Information Scientist for handling it in each and every college and
university library of the country.
Due to fast‐paced technological change and new skills
requirements information professionals are increasingly required to adopt
their skills and practice in order to gain an awareness of technological
advances. As a result, the profession itself exists in a state of flux alongside
these emerging technologies, with traditional roles being increasingly
subsumed by new skills and working environments, and, therefore, job
descriptions (Ashcroft, 2004).
Thus, information professionals are now expected to be aware of
and capable of using and demonstrating emerging ICTs. There is a need for
additional training to augment the traditional skills knowledge base with a
competency in ICT use. Information professionals must be flexible, and
adopt traditional skills to incorporate the requirements of technological
advances. Given the current situation, wherein ICTs are being continuously
updated or introduced and traditional formats are being replaced or
supplemented by digital formats (such as e‐journals and e‐books), it seems
likely that there will continue to be a need for regular training for
information professionals.
There is also an increased focus on communication skills, with
more people involved in the electronic information environment.
Information professionals are being called upon to work closely with ICT
users and providers (including IT [Information Technology] staff) and to
work in collaboration with others in the profession. Some groups of users
lack the necessary IT skills to obtain quality information and information
professionals will therefore be called upon to act as both educators and
intermediaries (Sharp, 2001). Given these circumstances, information
professionals are required to have increased teaching and communication
skills.
Thus, it is vital for those in management positions to recognize the
imperative of continuing professional development (CPD) and ensure that
staff are proactive in maintaining up‐to‐date levels of expertise.
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The significance of CPD in this climate has been acknowledged by
both the United Kingdom’s Chartered Institute of Library and Information
Professionals (CILIP) and the United States’ American Library Association
(ALA).
Active roles are necessary for change management to:
•
Establish the quality goals of the library;
•
Provide the resources to their library;
•
Provide the quality‐oriented training to the library staff;
•
Stimulate quality improvement in the library day to day activities;
•
Review progress of the library activities; and
•
Give recognition to library staff
With the change in environment the objectives need to be revised
to face the challenges of future. Over a period of time, due to the impact
of technological advances, research and development, economic, social
and political factors, the objectives also tend to change. To adopt these
changes, it is essential to state objectives and functions of information
system in changing context.
Besides these aspects, the main aspects of failure of library automation
are:
• Lack of initiatives from Principal/Head of the Institution of many
Colleges/Universities
• Lack of suitable infrastructure
• Lack of trained staff
• Lack of suitable software
• Use of unauthentic local software
• Lack of technical support from INFLIBNET regarding problems in SOUL
• Lack of interest of old generation library professionals
• Technophobia
If the above problems can be solved to a certain extent (e.g. choice
of suitable standard software with necessary technical support, initiatives
of Head of the institute regarding infrastructure development viz. proper
building, high‐speed internet facility, provision of computers, servers,
scanners etc., arrangement of proper training to make a trained team for
library automation, initiatives and dedication from the Librarian to
automate the library, in case of lack of professional staff, arrangement of
outsourcing for data entry of back logs with the supervision of Librarian
can be helpful for library automation in colleges and universities.
162. Discuss about Social Networking.
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1

History of Social Networking
The socialising activities on the Internet were started in 1997 with
SixDegrees.com, which allowed users to create their profiles and friends
list. Early social network sites tended to have a business or dating focus,
with the rise of more general sites. Since then the different Internet sites
provide different facilities to communicate with known and unknown
people. The advancement in Web technologies and its application allowed
users to invent new modes to communicate with their near and dear ones
as and when they want. The time line of social networks or networking
along with their advancement in applications can be glimpsed as under:
•

•

•

•

•

1978‐1993
•
Bulletin board services and EIES (Electronic Information Exchange
Service)
•
Server‐Based
1995
•
Classmate.com
•
Web‐based
•
Purpose for users to tie up with former schoolmates
1997
•
SixDegree.com
•
Focus on indirect ties, much more interactive with the public
1999‐2001
•
Epinions.com
•
Circle of Friends founded trust‐based and friendship‐based
•
More control over the content and connectivity with the users
•
Enable external application to be used
2002‐2005
•
Friendster.com founded
•
MySpace.com founded (2003)
•
Orkut.com founded (2004)
•
Facebook.com founded (2004)
•
Yahoo!360 founded (2005)
•
Various SNS had adapted different languages and became a method
of business strategy

There is a huge increase in the use of social networking sites. The
numbers of social networking sites are numerous, as per the Wikipedia the
active social networking sites are more than 170. Some of the Internet
sites are inducing users to create their own social networking sites.
2
Social Networking Defined
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The initiation of web 2.0 tools and techniques resulted in a number
of services and ideas; notable among them is social networking. Van Zyle
points out that “social networking, incorporating web 2.0 technologies,
has been credited with the ability to expand social contacts, accelerate
business processes, the improvement of customer relations, cost‐effective
recruitment of high‐caliber staff and the improvement of morale,
motivation and job satisfaction among staff”. Boyd and Ellison (2007)
defined social networking as, web‐based services that allows individuals
to:
(i)
construct a public or semi‐public profile within a bounded system,
(ii)
articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection,
and
(iii)
view and traverse their list of connections and those made by
others within the system.
The sums up the novelty of social networking as it kindled the
imagination of users to construct a domain where they can articulate, view
and traverse with the list of networked users. An important aspect of
social networking is that it allows strangers to meet and at the same time
it gives the freedom of articulating one’s own ideas and interest. As often
it makes uses of websites social networking is often referred to as social
networking sites (SNS).
Social networks are built upon a hypothesis that there exists a
determinable networking structure of how people know each other. It
helps to build a network among the interested group in discussing the
common interest.
http://www.elpub.net/Blog set up as part of conference 2008
3
Characteristics of Social Networking
Web 2.0 was coined by Tim O’Reilly. Since then this concept was
evolved and developed from the need of Web‐based communities and
hosted service, which has now been phrased as the next generation of
WWW. Web 2.0 technologies are changing and improving the concept of
Internet, and it has given new direction to the Internet users like social
networking sites, wikis, blogs, and folksonomies by containing the
technologies like Weblogs, social bookmarking, wikis, podcasts, RSS feeds,
social software, Web application programming interfaces, and online Web
services. It allows users to retrieve and manipulate data and information,
thus it became the particular Web.
A study conducted by the Ofcom, UK on Social Networking: A
quantitative and Qualitative Research Report into Attitudes, Behaviours,
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and Use. It was explained that social networkers differ in their attitudes to
social networking sites and in their behaviour while using them. Ofcom
qualitative research indicated that social networking sites users fall into
five distinct groups based on their behaviours and attitudes. These are:
•
•
•
•
•

Alpha Socialisers – (a minority) people who used sites in intense short
bursts to flirt, meet new people, and be entertained.
Attention Seekers – (some) people who craved attention and comments
from others, often by posting photos and customising their profiles.
Followers – (many) people who joined sites to keep up with what their
peers were doing.
Faithfuls – (many) people who typically used social networking sites to
rekindle old friendships, often from school or university.
Functionals – (a minority) people who tended to be single‐minded in
using sites for a particular purpose. (Social Networking: A Quantitative
and Qualitative Research Report into Attitudes, Behaviours and Use)

The primary and common characteristics of each and every social
networking site include:
•
•
•
•

Free registration: Some social networking sites may require payment for
extended services.
Uploading of video and audio files, photos
Discussion forums/electronic bulletin boards, blogs
Chat rooms, instant messenger, E‐mail, or private messaging

The popularity of social networking has led to the creation of
several different genres of communities such as:
•
•
•
•

Personal Interest
Business communities, E‐commerce communities (e.g. buying and selling
goods)
Communities of interest (e.g. travel, food, hobbies)
Fantasy communities (e.g. imaginary online environments, role playing).

These are the characteristics of social networking sites and out of these
characteristics some social networking sites may have or may not have certain
characteristics:
•
Communities for social good (e.g. charity, spiritual growth, personal
empowerment, support for people with disabilities).
•
Users can create their own detailed profiles.
•
Users can search for other profiles, and people they should connect with.
•
People can make meaningful relationships.
•
People can share their photographs, videos, and other media.
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•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

One of the main characteristics of social networking websites is linking all
your contacts and the ability of your friends to link with them.
Site places an emphasis on the profiles, and the relationship.
Social networking sites allow people to create and join online networks
and communities.
One of the defining characteristics of social networking is the ability to
create a profile or digital representation of oneself, which lists
information ranging from age and gender to educational background,
employment, and hobbies.
Social networks often allow users to write blogs; set a brief status
message, and upload media, including photos and videos.
The “networking” aspect of social networking derives from the ability to
link your profile to other individuals’ profiles. Usually referred to as
“friends” or “connections,” these links between profiles allow social
networking users to construct their own personal community of family,
friends, colleagues and even strangers who may share similar interests.
It can allow an individual to find others with the same interests such as
dates or other social purposes such as hobbies.
It can maintain pre‐existing social connections.
It can result in even stronger relationships than face‐to‐face contact
because online interactions can generate more self‐disclosures and
fostered deeper personal questions without offending the other.
Many online relationships eventually result in real world contact.

163. What are the various techniques used for data collection? Discuss
the usefulness of ‘questionnaire method’ in this regard.
The task of data collection in research methodology arises after the
problem of research has been defined and the research design chalked
out. While deciding about the method of data collection to be used for the
study, the researcher should keep in mind two types of data viz. primary
and secondary. The primary data are those which are collected afresh and
for the first time. The secondary data, on the other hand, are those which
have already been collected by someone else and which have already
been passed through the statistical methods.
Methods of Data Collection
In research, data may be collected using one pr more of the
following methods:
1.
Observation Method
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This method implies the collection of data by way of researcher’s
own observation, without interviewing the respondents. The data
obtained relates to what is currently happening and is not complicated by
either the past behaviour or future intensions or attitudes of respondents.
This method is no doubt an expensive methos and the data or information
provided by it is also very limited. This is only the method which is most
commonly used specially in studies relating to behavioural sciences and is
not suitable in inquires where large samples are concerned.
2.
Personal Interview
This method of collecting data involves presentation of oral‐verbal
stimuli and reply in terms of oral verbal responses. In this method the
investigator follows a rigid procedure and seeks answers to a set of
preconceived questions through personal interviews. This method is
usually carried out in a structured way where output depends upon the
abilityof the interviewer to a large extent.
3.
Telephone Interview
Telephone interview method of collecting information involves
contacting the respondents on telephone itself. This is not a very widely
used method but it plays an important role in industrial surveys in
developed regions, particularly, when the survey has to be accomplished
in a very limited time.
4.
Questionnaire Method
In this method like the above three methods, the researcher and
the respondents do not come in contact with each other and this method
of survey is adopted. Questionnaire are mailed to the respondents with a
request to return after completing the same. It is the most extensively
used method various economic and business surveys. Before applying this
method, usually Pilot Study for testing the questionnaire is conducted
which reveals the weakness, if any, of the questionnaire. The
questionnaire to be tested must be prepared very carefully so that it may
prove to be effective in collecting the relevant information.
Schedules Method
5.
Under this method the enumerators are appointed and given
training. They are provided with schedules containing relevant questions.
These enumerators go to respondents with these schedules. Data are
collected by filing up the schedules by enumerators on the basis of replies
given by respondents. Much depends upon the capability of enumerators
so far as this method is concerned. Some occasional field checks on the
work of the enumerators may ensure sincere work.
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The researcher should select one of these methods taking into
considerations the nature of investigation, objectives and scope of the
problem or the enquiry, financial resources, available time and the desired
degree of accuracy.
163. What is the need for performance appraisal/evaluation in library
and information centres. Or, “Performance appraisal is crucial for
promotion of employees in organizations like libraries” – critically justify
the statement.
Performance appraisal is the systematic evaluation of an individual
employee’s job related strengths and weaknesses. In all types of s,
employees have to be evaluated. Some workers are better than others at
specific jobs. Some workers take the initiative and carry through an
assignment with little supervision. Others may be unreliable or must
always be closely supervised to insure the successful completion of a
project. When decisions have to be made about pay increases or
promotions, the supervisor must have a way to distinguish the excellent
performers from the mediocre. Before systematic performance appraisals
were developed, those decisions were often made on the basis of
supervisors’ subjective, spur‐of‐the‐moment impressions. A systematic,
written performance appraisal system provides a more sound method of
distinguishing among the performances of employees.
The first objective of a performance appraisal is to determine how
well an employee performs on the job. Performance appraisals have a
second objective, that is, to help an employee know how well he or she is
doing, so that if improvement needs to be made, the employee knows in
what area performance is falling short. Thus, performance appraisal can be
used to encourage the growth and development of an individual worker.
To achieve the second objective, the evaluation of an employee’s
performance must be communicated to the individual. Without this
transfer of information and the development of a remedial process or
plan, the employee cannot be expected to achieve improvement or
redirection in performance.
Most managers regard performance appraisals as useful tools with
several important functions. A good performance appraisal system can
serve as a basis for personnel decisions relating to promotion, demotion,
and termination of employees. It facilitates the promotion of outstanding
workers and the weeding out or transfer of poor performers.
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The performance evaluation is a curious mixture of reward, advice,
discipline, self‐evaluation, and organizational scrutiny. These complexities
highlight one source of tension in the evaluation process: the evaluation is
supposed to serve both the employee and employer; it is supposed to
perform both an evaluative and a development function.
For the staff, performance evaluation:
•
Ensures that the employee understands the level of performance
necessary to meet the job requirements. Each employee deserves to know
that is expected and what types of performance are considers satisfactory
or unsatisfactory.
•
Informs the employee of the quality of work currently being
performed. Employees need and deserve to know “what they stand” in
terms of the supervisor’s and organization’s attitude toward their work. In
a good evaluation, an employee is given a clear idea of whether his or her
work meets the standards that have been set.
•
Helps the employee identify areas of performance that need
improvement, and provides guidance on how to improve. The evaluation is
an opportunity for the employee to acknowledge performance deficits and
to discuss the means by which these deficits can become assets. When
successfully handled, the evaluation develops employees so that their
contribution to the organization increases.
•
Provides the employee with a formal opportunity to communicate
problems and issues of concern to the employer. Employees attitudes and
feelings are important to organizational health. The evaluation gives
employees an opportunity to contribute to the library, albeit sometimes
through sharp criticism, in a manner other performing their job tasks.
•
Provides recognition for outstanding performances. The employer
can articulate recognition of employees value and contribution to the
library’s goals.
164. “The Canons of cataloguing provides a framework for evaluating
the rules in different catalogue codes” – Discuss.
1.

Canon of Ascertainability
“The choice and rendering of main entry and specific added entry
and the heading and any other element in either entry should be
determined by the information found in the title page of the document
and its overflow pages, in extreme cases information may be taken from
the other pages of the work, but in no case from out of the work”.
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Ranganathan was of the opinion that the information needed for
the Main Entry, each section of a Cross‐Reference Entry, the heading of
each Book Index Entry, all sections other than the Heading and directing
section of a Cross Index Entry and each section other than the directing
section of a Cross‐Reference Index Entry other than name entry should be
ascertained from the title page and other pages of the book.
2.
Canon of Prepotence
“The potency to decide the position of an entry among various
entries in a catalogue should if possible be concentrated totally in the
leading section and even these it should be concentrate as much as
possible in the entry element and further if total concentration in the
leading section is not possible, the minimum possible potency should be
allowed to overflow beyond it to later section and even this spill‐over
should be distributed in the later section in a decresing sequence of
intensity”.
The essence of library catalogue is arrangement of entries. The
entries get sorted letter –by‐letter or digit‐by‐digit beginning with the very
first of these found in an entry. The potency goes on decresing downwards
from the first letter or digit. Any mistake in the first letter or digit will,
therefore, be fatal. The entry will virtually be lost some far off region of
the catalogue. The range within which the entry may get lost goes on
decreasing as we move on from the first letter or digit to the last.
3.
Canon of Sought Heading
“The decision whether an entry with a particular type of heading or
with a particular choice for the heading, or with a particular rendering of
the choice, or with a particular added entry arising out of it should be
based on the answer to the question”. Is reader or library staff likely to
look for a book under the particular type or choice or rendering of
heading.
The answer to this question is matter of judgement. The judgement
should be based on experience in reference service, i.e., by eliciting from
readers their requirements, experience in book selection, etc.
4.
Canon of Context
“The rule in a catalogue code should be determined in the context
of the nature of the cataloguing features of a book prevalent in the mode
of book production, the nature of organization of libraries prevalent in
regard to mode and quality of library service, and the coming into
existence of published bibliographies and particularly bibliographic
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periodicals”. The rules of a catalogue code should be changed from time to
time to keep steps with changes in context.
5.
Canon of Permanence
“No element in an entry and the heading in particular should be
subjected to change by the rules of a catalogue code except when the
rules themselves are changed in response to the Canon of Context. Canon
of ascertainability helps Canon of Permanence by prescribing to use the
information available in title page and overflow pages of a work and one
need not go the market place to ascertain as to which is the latest names,
what was the earlier title, etc.
6.
Canon of Currency
“The term used to denote a subject in a subject heading of a
dictionary catalogue and of a Class Index Entry in a classified catalogue
should be one in current usage”.
The canon of Currency has to face a dilemma. The question is
current among whom? “The specialist or non‐specialist”. It is advised to
use the term current among non‐specialists. Because, specialist knows the
term current along non‐specialists but not vice‐versa.
7.
Canon of Consistence
“The rules of a catalogue code should provide for all the added
entries of a document to be consistent with its main entry. Also the main
entries of the document should be consistent with one another in certain
essentials such as choice of heading”.
The catalogue code should not prescribe different rules for
different books by reason of origin, publication, etc. It does not insist
uniformly with regard to details and compulsory cataloguing of all books.
8.
Canon of Purity
“The rules of a catalogue code should not make one type of entry
serve the purpose of another”. Some of the codes earlier were prescribing
subject heading in the place of author heading for the main entry in
several of its rules for corporate authorship.
(i)
Canon of Recall Value
“Choose the term which has the highest recall value in the name of
a corporate body as the entry element”.
The universe of knowledge is dynamic and increasing. Professional
organizations are also progressing in number contributing to the increase in
the universe of knowledge through research and publication. Besides the
innumberable and complex names of personal authors the general readers
as well as specialists have to cope‐up with the increasing number of
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corporate bodies. With the increase in the number of institutions in each
specific field of study, the names are also turning out increasingly multi‐
worded with number of permutations and combination of terms indicative
of exact subject, geographical area, nature of organization, etc. It is
psychologically impossible for even a specialist in the field to recall or
remember the names of these corporate bodies exactly in the order they
occur in the title page of documents or in citation. Human memory cannot
keep pace with the growing complexity in the names and number of
corporate bodies.
In the context of this increase in corporate authorship and
limitations of memory of readers the solution seems to rest with the
catalogue. If the catalogue can provide a clue to the reader, he will be able
to recall or call‐back to the memory and recognize the entity about which
he had only a vague memory or may have forgotten.
165. Libraries are shifting from possession to access. Describe the
emergence of virtual libraries and their features in the light of this
assertion.
The world is going digital and herbal. Libraries are no exceptions.
Digital libraries are major application entities of Internet and web
technologies. These are considered as next generation library services. In
simple words, Digital libraries are managed collections of digital objects.
These entities enable the creation, organization, maintenance,
management, access to, sharing and preservation of digital knowledge
bearing objects or document collections. Digital libraries are powered by
any. It means that these entities are accessible from anywhere, by anyone,
at anytime, in any format and in any language. Digital libraries are being
created today by many institutes and agencies for different target groups
and in diverse fields like agriculture, cultural heritage, education, health,
governance, science, social science, social development etc. Another
development in this regard is virtual library system. This entity is basically a
facility to integrate related global resources for local resources. Web 2.0
mechanisms are helping libraries to develop virtual library services on‐the‐
fly. In fact all virtual libraries must be digital, but not all digital libraries are
necessarily virtual. In other words, digital collections of local libraries are
acting as input elements for creating global‐scale virtual libraries. A typical
virtual library system is characterized by major factors like – (i) virtual
contents, (ii) virtual presence (iii) distributed access (iv) federated searching
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(v) no predefined user group (vi) emphasis on interoperability (vii) software
driven collection development, organization and dissemination (viii)
increasing use of web 2.0 tools to support participative, collaborative and
interactive library systems.
166. The more things change, the more they remain the same inspite of
e‐resources the reference librarian still depends on traditional reference
sources available” – Comments.
E‐resources are available through consortia. The objective of library
consortia is to provide convenient access to information resources to the
users irrespective of the location of the resources. It is the most idealist
way to satisfy the users’ requirements. Its advantages are manifold which
are:
•
Reduction in all round cost;
•
Rational utilization of fund and technical equipments;
•
Avoidance of unnecessary duplication of e‐resources and their
processing and maintenance cost;
•
Enhanced library services;
•
Helps in decision making and collective thinking;
•
Cost effective and cost sharing;
•
Greater access to information resources, 24x7;
•
Helps in digital preservation of e‐resources and archived access;
•
Evolve standards, technologies, licensing and pricing policies to
provide enhanced facilities to the patrons.
Despite numerous advantages, library consortia has some
shortcomings which greatly affect its formation, development and
functioning. These are:
•
Problems in budgeting and fund allocation;
•
Lack of Code of understanding;
•
Lack of technological backing and organizational structure;
•
Unreliable telecommunication links and insufficient bandwidth;
•
Lack of standards for resource sharing;
•
Lack of necessary information resources within the limited budget;.
•
Lack of trained staff to handle and manage consortia activities;
•
Lack of awareness and inertia regarding the benefits of consortia;
•
Fear of loosing autonomy;
•
Lack of archiving and back files availability;
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•
•

Serious copyright infringement issues;
Formation of consortia without proper legal entity
Consortia in India have undergone a transformation with the
infusion of new information technology from print based environment to a
digital environment. Moghaddam and Talawar (2009) are of the opinion
that libraries in developing countries need to battle with the problems that
prevent a successful consortia effort, because the advantages of consortia,
especially for sharing electronic resources, are much more for these
libraries. Membership of international consortia can be recommended for
all developing countries as it brings them all together to redefine and re‐
engineer their consortia efforts.
Though there is a tremendous advantages of e‐resources but for
the above problems referencelibrarian still depends on traditional
reference sources.
167. Discuss the advantages, disadvantages, challenges and application
of M‐Learning in libraries.
Traxler (2005) define M‐Learning as ‘any educational provision
where the sole or dominant technologies are handheld or palmtop
devices”. All these definitions reveal that m‐learning incorporates the use
of mobile technology to facilitate the transfer and acquisition of
knowledge.
Teaching is the process by which the teacher imparts knowledge to
the students. Traditionally, it involves regular classroom lectures. So it is
compulsory for every student to attend lectures for learning. Now‐a‐days
every student wants to learn more and more about his subject of interest
and also about related subjects. It is not possible for the teachers to fulfill
the needs and queries of all the students at all times anywhere. Teachers,
besides classroom learning always encourage students to undertake their
own learning.
M‐learning enhances the use of mobile phones and PDAs for
delivery of learning resources. Recently these have become more user
friendly and considerably less costly hence more accessible than laptops.
Most young people have developed advanced skills in their use. These are
now so advanced that can provide access of information online. These
devices help them by providing learning materials. Mobile learning
technology could be used to develop and deliver accessible, innovative
and high quality programs, products and services, which facilitate work
related learning for vocational education and training. This will also help to
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meet the needs of the students in rural and remote areas. E‐books and e‐
journals represent the most desirable forms of mobile learning resources,
because they can be referred regularly, marked and annotated as well. The
study material of the universities can also be transformed into electronic
form (e‐sm) also available on mobile devices. If teachers are ready to
provide flexibility in delivery of learning material, then mobile technology
can make it easily accessible. In this form mobile learning becomes a
variable and practical element in the teaching and learning process.
The Internet is also largely responsible for the exponential growth
in knowledge. It also provides some very good tools to help students and
teachers in managing the learning process. There are lots of blogs and
community sites available on Internet, which can provide information and
views of experts on range of topics in various subject fields. These sites are
also work as platform for students to share their work and queries.
Students can upload their works or assignments on a community site, so
that not only their teachers but also other students and researchers are
able to see the work. They can evaluate of the work and also provide their
views and comments for improvement in the work. Learners tend to read
the postings of a blog or community site for each other’s written
assignments. This collaboration is obviously helpful and useful in student
centred learning. Students want accessing of their learning materials and
assignments when they found it suitable.
Advantages of M‐Learning
A unique feature of mobile learning is that it provides personalized
learning anywhere, anytime, and can also be used for enriching or adding
variety to conventional lessons or courses. Many peoples feel
uncomfortable in getting education through these devices. If they are tend
to get entertainment from mobile devices, then this familiarity can also
help to get learning and maintained their interest levels through mobile
devices. Mobile learning may be used for the following reasons:
(j)
Mobile devices can be used anytime, anywhere and these are
cheaper than desktop computers.
(iv)
Mobile phones holding notes and e‐books, are lighter and can
facilitate M‐learning with ease.
(v)
It can encourage independent learning experience of learner as the
learner can do his work when he feels himself free from any
pressure and concentrate on his work.
(vi)
It encourages collaborative learning because learners not only
make their own assignment but can also read other learner’s
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assignment but can also read other learner’s assignments and
make comments on them. They can also share their problems to
each other and found solutions collaboratively.
(vii) It can improve general abilities and subject of interest and seek
assistance and support for improving their creativity and speciality.
(viii) It helps learners in increasing their focus and concentration
towards any work or activity.
(ix)
It helps to raise self esteem and self confidence.
(x)
It enhances computer skills and confidence of using ICT so that
they felt able to offer support and assistance to other learners.
(xi)
It can be used for improvements in the literacy and numeracy skills
of learners.
(xii) It can help to explore on a community forum.
(xiii) It also helps in recognizing their existing abilities.
Disadvantages of M‐learning Technology
There are some disadvantages of m‐learning, like
(i)
The mobile devices are vulnerable to being misplaced or stolen.
(ii)
The small screen of these devices cause eyestrain in long period of
time and the amount of displayed data is minimal.
(iii)
These devices have limited memory and storage capacity, which
inversely affects use of existing PC applications such as e‐mail and
word processing
(iv)
Bandwidth may be degrade with increasing users.
(v)
Data transfer and accessing speed may be slower.
(vi)
The mobile gadgets are mainly depending on rechargeable battery
for continuous power supply. These batteries need charging after
few hours use. So a limited battery life means learners have to
constantly worry about charging.
(vii) Mobile devices are continually being invented, so the learners have
to spend large amount of cash for repurchasing because upgrading
is not feasible and these devices are becoming outdated quite
quickly.
Libraries and Mobile Learners
Mobile communication has been more widely and more quickly
adopted than any other technology ever. It also affects and forced libraries
to change themselves in this era of technological development. Librarians
have to design information for delivery on mobile devices so that people
on the move can access information as needed. The library services
include delivery of information and learning materials on mobile devices to
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allow access by anyone from anywhere and at any time. Users can use
mobile technology to access electronic library materials to facilitate their
learning, especially leaving in remote locations. Mobile wireless
technology allows libraries to reach people with digital information in
different parts of the world regardless of locations.
Libraries have been working hard to develop network ready
services. Some libraries have already adopted some such mobile ready
services. New libraries can offer the reference/enquiry services through
various communication modes like chat, instant messaging, e‐mail, SMS
etc. Libraries having various audio and e‐books, e‐journals and other study
material in electronic form in their collection can make them available on
mobile devices. Use of Wi‐Fi & Wi‐Max in campuses can provide more
facilities for the use of mobile devices. Before planning to fulfill the needs
of those clientele, type of mobile devices they own, the extend of mobility
and innovations in the contents, systems and tools, etc. The planning
needs to incorporate (a) licensing information products for mobile devices,
(b) hosting or pointing to institutional content intended for mobile
devices, (c) preserving new content types and formats, (d) providing
instructions on the devices themselves, (e) providing space for new
equipments and work styles etc. Libraries have to re‐format those
contents which will be needed by the users on mobile devices. The
librarians have to mobilize their systems and tools. They should prepare
versions of catalogues and patrons records in format accessible on mobile
devices. Librarians should also have to mobilize their services. They should
provide reference services by phones, e‐mail, instant messaging and chat.
Libraries may serve as a training centre for using mobile devices and
contents. Library blogs can be very useful for communication between
staff and users.
Challenges of M‐Learning
There are many challenges before librarians to apply mobile
learning in the libraries.
•
Library etiquette: Libraries are quite places tradionally providing
space for quite study. Any devices, voices, and activities that
disturb the quite study are banned. Mobile devices may create
nuisances in the libraries.
•
Financial prohibition: the high end precious mobile devices are not
affordable to many students. Also the cost of infrastructure for
providing services is very high.
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•
•
•
•
•

Lack of knowledge: The lack of technical knowledge and skills in
library personnels hinder the development of such services.
The accessibility to mobile services is costly.
Assessment of learning outside the classroom is difficult.
Designing of technology for supporting m‐learning need more
improvement.
M‐learning can disrupt students’ personal and academic lives.

168. Discuss the application of Semantic Web in library and information
services.
1

Introduction
The Semantic Web is an extension of the current web and not its
replacement. It is a Web of data. When Sir Timothy John Berners‐Lee
invented World Wide Web in 1980, his project based on the concept of
hypertext, to facilitate sharing and updating information among
researchers. There is lots of data used every day, and it is not part of the
web.
The Semantic Web is about two things. It is about common formats
for integration and combination of data drawn from diverse sources,
where as the original Web mainly concentrated on the interchange of
documents. It is about language for recording how the data relates to real
world objects. That allows a person, or a machine, to start off in one
database, and then move through an unending set of databases which are
connected not by wires but by being about the same thing. The Semantic
Web is a mesh of information linked up in such a way as to be easily
processable by machines, on a global scale. This is an efficient way of
representing data on the World Wide Web, or as a globally linked
database. The Semantic Web is not about links between web pages. The
Semantic Web describes the relationships between things (like A is a part
of B and Y is a member of Z) and the properties of things (like size, weight,
age, and price). The Semantic Web is focused on machines. The Web
requires a human operator, using computer systems to perform the tasks
required to find, search and aggregate its information. It’s impossible for a
computer to do these tasks without human guidance because Web pages
are specifically designed for human readers. The Semantic Web is a project
that aims to change that by presenting Web page data in such a way that it
is understood by computers, enabling machines to do the searching,
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aggregating and combining of the Web’s information – without a human
operator.
The Semantic Web can be seen as a distributed data objects
framework, and therefore can be validly seen as an Object Oriented
Framework. It is also quite valid to use a Unified Markup Language (UML)
diagram to express a Semantic Web graph. Both the Semantic Web and
Object Oriented Programming have:
(i)
Classes
(ii)
Attributes (also known as Relationships)
(iii)
Instances
Furthering this, Linked Data also introduces Dereferenceable URI,
which provides Data‐by‐Reference which find in Object Oriented
Programming and Object Oriented Datbases in the form of Object
Identifiers.
2
Definitions
2.1
Semantic Web on the Web
The Web of data with meaning in the sense that a computer
programme can learn enough about what the data means to process it.
2.2
Semantic Web
Tim Berners‐Lee has described the semantic web as a component
of Web 3.0. Semantic Web technologies can be used in a variety of
application areas; for example: in data integration, whereby data in
various locations and various formats can be integrated in one, seamless
application; in resource discovery and classification to provide better,
domain specific search engine capabilities; in cataloguing for describing
the content and content relationships available at a particular Web site,
page, or digital library; by intelligent software agents to facilitate
knowledge sharing and exchange; in content rating; in describing
collections of pages that represent a single logical “document”; for
describing intellectual property rights of Web pages (see, eg, the Creative
Commons), and in many others.
3
Related Works on Semantic Web
The Semantic Web was introduced by Tim Berners‐Lee as a
conceptual model of a web that makes the contents available read and
used by human and intelligently by machines (Poonada & Sharda, 2007).
He introduced the Semantic Web for the first time in one of his speeches
in 1998 (Berners‐Lee, 1998). In 1999, Berners‐Lee introduced his vision in
the IWWW Conference about the future architecture of the Web
describing the benefits of the Semantic Web (Berners‐Lee, 1999). In 2000,
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he described the Semantic Web architecture in one of his talks in
Washington DC and this version was version one (Berners‐Lee, 2000). This
version was described again in 2001 in the Scientific American Magazine in
cooperation with James Handler and Ora Lassila (Poonada & Sharda,
2007). The work of Tim Berners‐Lee was the spark and the first step
toward the Semantic Web. It opens the door for other researchers to work
with this architecture. Fensel is one of the main contributors in the
Semantic Web field. In 2000, he discussed the Semantic Web and the
languages associated with its architecture (Fensel, 2000), while in 2002, he
introduced with his colleagues the problems and directions facing the
layering of the Semantic Web and how Semantic Web languages can be
organized in the Semantic Web tower (Patel‐Schneider, 2002). In the same
year, Fensel describes OIL (Ontology Interface layer/Ontology Interchange
language) and its relation to OWL (Web Ontology Language) and the
future capabilities of OWL (Fensel, 2002). Fensel was not the only scientist
who made great efforts in this area, but there are many researches who
also participated in this domain, such as Ian Horrocks and Patel‐Schneider.
In 2005, Ian Horrocks described the different proposals for extending the
Semantic Web architecture with rules (Horrocks et.al., 2005), while
working in co‐operation with Patel‐Schneider in studies in studies focusing
on the representation of the Semantic Web and related languages such as
OIL and DAML+OIL (DAML=The DARPA Agent Markup Language) (Horrocks
and Patel‐Schneider, 2003). Gerber also provides an evaluation method for
evaluating the Semantic Web architecture from the software engineering
point of view (Gerber et.al., 2006). Ding Ying, described the functionality
and the relation between XML (eXtensible Markup Language) and RDF
(Resource Description Framework) in the Semantic Web architecture,
while the relation between RDFS (Resource Description Framework
Schema) and OWL is described by others like Jeff Z. Pan. Studying these
researches and others helps in making a strong foundation for studying
different visions of Berners‐Lee which are presented in 2000, 2003, 2005
and 2006. But still there is a difficulty as to the fact that there are a lot of
details in the Semantic Web which are not written and not mentioned in
literature. Gerber faced these problems in his work (Gerber et.al., 2007).
4
Semantic Web Layers
The Semantic Web principles are implemented in the layers of Web
technologies and standards. The layers are presented in Figure 1.
4.1
Layer 1: URI (Unified Resource Identifiers) and Unicode
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Unicode is considered as the universal standard encoding system
(Burlson, 2007) for computer character representation (Mathews, 2005).
Web pages can use a variety of character encoding such as ASCII Latin‐1 or
Unicode. Most encoding systems represent only few languages while
Unicode represents all languages (Davis, 2008) such as Arabic, English and
Chinese. URI provides a simple and extensible way for identifying
resources. A resource can be anything that has an identity such as a
website, a document, an image and a person (Berners‐Lee, 2006).
Functions of Layer 1
It provides a baseline for representing characters and a unique way
for identifying objects in the Semantic Web and between different layers
and associated and associated languages in the Semantic Web
architecture.
4.2
Layer 2: XML, XML Schema and Namespaces
Layer 2 consists of XML, XML Schema and Namespaces. XML is a
language used to represent data in a structural way. It describes what is in
the document, not what the documents looks like, while XML Schema
provides grammars for legal XML documents (Patel‐Schneider and Fensel,
2002). On the other hand, Namespaces allows the combination of
different vocabularies.

Rules

Logic

Data
Data
Self-desc. doc.

Proof

Ontology vocabulary
RDF+rdfschema

Digital Signature

Trust

XML+NS+xmlschema
Unicode

URI
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Fig 1: The Semantic Web layers
Functions of Layer 2
XML, XML Schema and Namespaces, which are the components of
layer 2, aim to be a baseline for structuring data on the web but without
semantics. It is a mechanism used to describe data in a way that can be
understood by the upper layers and can be interoperable.
4.3
Layer 3: RDF and RDF Schema
Layer 3 consists of the RDF and RDF (S). RDF is a way for
representing exchanging and reusing of metadata (Buraga and Ciobanu,
2002). RDF uses URI to identify web resources and uses a graph model for
the purpose of describing the relationship between different resources
(Mathews, 2005). This is the layer where we can give types to resources
and links RDF Schema is a simple modeling language introducing classes of
resources, properties and relations between them.
Functions of Layer 3
The function of layer 3 is to provide metadata to upper
technologies placed on the layers on the top of layer 3, in which that
metadata can be exchanged and reused between these technologies or
between these technologies and other applications.
4.4
Layer 4: Ontology Vocabulary
Ontology is considered the backbone for the Semantic Web
architecture provides a machine processable semantics and a sharable
domain which can facilitate communication between people and different
applications.
Functions of Layer 4
The main function of layer 4 is the provision of semantics which
produces a web of meaning (Berners‐Lee, 2003). Using ontologies helps
machines process meaning and facilitate sharing of information. The
Ontology layer supports the evolution of vocabularies as it can define
relations between the different concepts.
4.5
Layer 5: Logic
There is no specific for the Logic layer in the Semantic Web, not
only the Logic layer, but for Trust and Proof layers. There are attempts to
reach to their full meaning, status and functions of these layers, because
Tim burners‐lee propositions and presentations did not describe these
layers in details. The Logic layer enables the writing of rules. The Logic
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layer is placed above the ontology layer. It is supposed that information
will be extracted from the web according to this logic.
Function of Layer 5
It is supposed to be used as a framework for making new interfaces
and should have the necessary expressiveness needed for the
implementation of the Semantic Web.
4.6
Layer 6: Proof
Proof is the layer placed above the Logic layer. It is assumed to be a
language used in a manner that describes for agents why they should
believe the results. This will be a useful Semantic Web service.
Function of Layer 6
This layer will be used for checking the validity of specific
statement.
4.7
Layer 7: Trust
A lot of efforts have been exerted to reach the trusted web, but
this is very complicated and difficult task and has not become a reality.
Trust has many meanings in the Semantic Web. Trust is the final layer in
the Semantic Web architecture. It depends on the source of information as
well as the policies available on the information source which can prevent
unwanted applications or user from access to these sources.
Function of Layer 7
It is supposed to provide a mechanism for trust and confidence
between information sources and parities. The Vertical layer: Digital
Signature.
Digital Signature is the only vertical layer in the Semantic Web
architecture. It begins from layer 3 and ends at layer 6. Digital Signature is
a step towards a web of trust. By using of XML digital signature, any digital
information can be signed (Cloran, 2005). There are specific elements in
XML syntax used for this process such as Signed Info, Reference and Digest
Value.
Function of the Digital Signature
XML Signature can be applied to the content of resources and, by
this way; every resource can be identified. It also facilitates mapping
between ontologies (Berners‐Lee, 2006)
5
Languages on the Web
An important requirement for machine‐processable information is
structure in data. There are several ways to structure data: databases, for
example, use tables with attributes as structuring mechanism. The main
structuring technique that is used on the Web is document markup (Ying
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et.al., 2002). This means that certain sequences of characters in a
document contain information indicating the role of the document’s
content. The markup describes the document’s data layout and logical
structure and makes the information self‐describing, in a sense. The
markup often takes the form of words between pointy brackets, called
tags – for example, <title> or <h1>.
A markup language is a specification of the markup‐tags that may
used, how they may combined, and what their meaning is. However,
HTML only provides rendering information about the content, which is
often not sufficient for the advanced automated services that are foreseen
on the Semantic Web. Applications will need specialized markup that
specifies the role of parts of the content that are relevant for them. For
example, for a price comparison application on the Web, it is useful if all
prices are annotated with a tag such as <price>. It is necessary to specify
the meaning of the tags.
5.1
XML
The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is a meta‐language that
meets the need to define application specific markup tags. XML is a
mechanism for representing other languages in a standardized way. In
other words, XML only provides a data format for structured documents,
without specifying an actual vocabulary. A Document Type Definition
(DTD) or an XML Schema might be used to specify this vocabulary and to
define the allowed combinations of tags. A language that is defined in XML
is called an XML application. XML does not imply a specific interpretation
of the data. The only legitimate interpretation is that XML code contains
named entities with sub‐entities and values; that is, every XML document
forms an ordered, labeled tree.
5.2
RDF and RDF Schema
XML is a standard mechanism to structure data, the RDF is a
mechanism to tell something about data, i.e., to give meaning to it. As its
name indicates, it is not a language but a model for representing data, i.e.,
to give meaning to it. As its name indicates, it is not a language but a
model for representing data about “things on the Web.” This type of data
about data is called meta data. The “things” are resources in RDF
vocabulary (Ying, 2002). Resources are all things that have an identifier on
the Web, ranging from specific, identifiable parts of a document to things
like persons or companies. Basically, the RDF data model is quite simple. It
consists of statements about resources, encoded as object‐attribute‐value
triples. The objects are resources and the values are resources or strings.
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RDF Schema is a simple type system for RDF. It provides a mechanism to
define domain‐specific properties and classes of resources to which you
can apply those properties. The basic modeling primitives in RDF Schema
are class definitions and subclass‐of statements (which together allow the
definition of class hierarchies), property definitions and subproperty‐of
statements (to build property hierarchies), domain and range statements
(to restrict the possible combinations of properties and classes), and type
statements (to declare a resource as an instance of a specific class).
Together, RDF and RDF Schema provide a simple knowledge
representation mechanism for web resources.
5.3
Ontologies
Ontologies are an essential backbone technology because they
interweave formal semantics understandable by a computer with real
world semantic understandable to humans. Ontologies were developed in
Artificial Intelligence to facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse. More
recently, the notion of ontology is also becoming widespread in fields such
as intelligent information integration, cooperative information systems,
information retrieval, electronic commerce, and knowledge management
(Ying, 2002). The reason ontologies are becoming so popular due to what
they promise: a shared and common understanding of some domain that
can be communicated between people and application systems.
Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization. A ‘conceptualization’ refers to an abstract model of
some phenomenon in the world which identifies the relevant concepts of
that phenomenon. ‘Explicit’ means that the type of concepts used and the
constraints on their use are explicitly defined. ‘Formal’ refers to the fact
that the ontology should be machine understandable. Hereby different
degrees of formality are possible. Large ontologies like WordNet11 provide
a thesaurus for over 100,000 terms explained in natural language. On the
other end of the spectrum is CYC, that provides formal axiom ting theories
for many aspect of common sense knowledge. ‘Shared’ reflects the notion
that an ontology captures consensual knowledge, that is, it is not
restricted to some individual, but accepted by a group.
RDF Schema is quite simple compared to full‐fledged knowledge
representation languages. To be able to specify the meaning of data more
precisely, richer languages are necessary. OIL is such an enhanced
language.
5.3.1 OIL
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It can be regarded as an Ontology infrastructure for the Sematic
Web. It is based on concepts developed in Description Logic (DL) and
frame‐based systems and is compatible with RDFS. It was developed by
Dieter Fensel, Frank van Harmelen (Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam) and Ian
Horrocks (University of Manchester).
OIL is the result of an initiative to integrate intuitive modeling
primitives, Web‐languages, and formal semantics into one language. One
of the central design ideas in OIL is its onion model shown in Fig.2.
Effective and efficient work with the semantic web must be
supported by advanced tools enabling the full power of this technology. In
particular, we need the following elements:
HEAVY OIL
(possible features of semantics)
INSTANCE OIL
(Standard OIL+Instances)

RDFS

Standard OIL
Core OIL
(Standard OIL^RDFS)

Retification

•

Fig 2: The Onion Model to Control Complexity
Editors and semi‐automatic construction to build new ontologies,
Annotation tools to link unstructured and semi‐structured
information sources with meta data.

•

Reasoning Service: Instance and Schema Inferences enable
advanced query answering service, support ontology creation and
help to map between different terminologies.

•

Reusing and Merging Ontologies: Ontology library systems and
Ontology Environments help to create new ontologies by reusing
existing ones.
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Other Semantic Web languages are discussed below:
5.3.2 DAML
It is an agent markup language developed by the DARPA for the
semantic web. The DAML programme has generated the DAML+OIL
markup language. The submission of the DAML+OIL language to the World
Wide Web consortium (W3C) captures the work done by DAML
contractors and the EU/U.S. Joint Committee on Markup Languages. This
submission was the starting point for the language to be developed by
W3C’s web ontology working group, WebOnt.
5.3.3 DAML+OIL
It is a successor language to DAML and OIL that combines features
of both. In turn, it was superseded by OWL. It is the central research and
development organization for the Dept. of Defense. The DAML program
ended in early 2006.
5.3.4 OWL
It is a family of knowledge representation languages for authoring
ontologies, and is endorsed by the W3C. This family of languages is based
on two (largely, but not entirely, compatible) semantics: OWL DL and OWL
Lite semantics are based on Description Logics, which have attractive and
well‐understood computational properties, while OWL Full uses a novel
semantic model intended to provide compatibility with RDF Schema. OWL
ontologies are most commonly serialized using RDF/XML syntax. OWL is
considered one of the fundamental technologies underpinning the
Semantic Web, and has attracted both academic and commercial interest.
5.3.5 WSML (Web Service Modeling Language)
It is a formal language that provides a syntax and semantics for the
Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO). It provides means to formally
describe the WSMO elements as Ontologies, Semantic Web services,
Goals, and Mediators. The WSML is based on the logical formalisms as
Description Logic, First‐order Logic and Logic Programming.
Language Variants of WSML
1.
WSML Core, defined as an intersection of the Description Logic and
Horn Logic. Supports modeling classes, attributes, binary relations
and instances.
2.

WSML‐DL, extension of the WSML Core, fully captures the
Description Logic.
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3.

WSML‐Flight, extension of the WSML Core, provides features as
meta‐modeling, constraints and non‐monotonic negation.

4.

WSML‐Rule, extension of the WSML‐Flight, provides Logic
Programming capabilities.

5.

WSML‐Full, an unification of the WSML‐DL and ESML‐Rule

5.3.6 WSDL‐S (Web Service Description Language‐Semantic)
It is a standard operates at the synthetic level and lacks the
semantic expressivity needed to represent the requirements and
capabilities of Web Services. Semantics can improve software reuse and
discovery, significantly facilitate composition of Web services and enable
integration of legacy applications as part of business process integration.
5.3.7 SAWSDL (Semantic Annotations for Web Services Description
Language)
SAWSDL defines how to add semantic annotations to various parts
of a WSDL document such as input and output message structures,
interfaces and operations. The extension attributes defined in this
specification fit within the WSDL and XML Schema Structures extensively
frameworks.
6
Application of Semantic Web in Library Services
The primary functions of the library have been changed due to the
development and application of Information and Communication
Technology in the field of Library and Information Science. The third
generation of the Web has provided a great opportunity to transform
these functions such as collection, cataloguing, reference and circulation
to the Semantic Web. The following elaborations will no doubt make us to
understand how semantic web is useful for the day to day functions of the
library.
6.1
Collection Development
A huge collection with perfect organization makes the strength of
the library a remarkable one. Only keeping of the resources in an
organized manner is not sufficient if the patrons of the library will not be
provided the effective services. The formation of well designed Collection
policies helps and encourages the professionals to develop a good attitude
towards strengthening collection in the library. Collection development
can help libraries with administrative activities by including procedures for
acquisitions, gifts, weeding, replacing lost items, and collection evaluation.
The World Wide Web is the treasure house of resources which helps the
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students, teachers, researchers and scientists to get their required
information at their desktop, if the professionals make good effort to
collect the same and organized in a well develop manner to disseminate
for the patrons. The library professionals as well as information managers
should follow the collection development policies and modify them as per
the need of the time. The professionals and the information mangers
should bear the constraints to meet the queries of the patrons with great
patience and enthusiasm.
6.2
Cataloguing
The cataloguing is the only way to make the patrons aware about
the documents. Charles A. Cutter’s (1904) objectives for a library
catalogue, printed in the 4th edition of his Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue
are among the most influential statements impacting cataloguing. C. A.
Cutter has made his concept of cataloguing so visionary universal that
even in the present era of web. It is still applicable to library activities in
the modern time of current cataloguing activities. In the present era, the
cataloguing of the electronics resources has been guided by the principles
and policies guided by many metadata schemes. A number of metadata
schemas have been developed to represent the bibliographical and full
text resources. The efforts of the software engineers as well as
professionals make the resources available in a defined format across the
web which provides new dimensions to the patrons. The semantic web
helps the library professionals to work with the enabling technologies,
such as XML, REF and OWL. A semantic representation policy would help
secure a robust framework for effective Semantic Web operations. There
are many examples cataloguing policies that document and detail
principles and objectives, and could serve as a model for developing useful
policies for the Semantic Web.
6.3
Reference Service
Traditionally, the reference services have been provided inside the
library. Modern digital era has changed the dimension of reference service
which can be provided anytime anywhere in the world. The goal of
reference is to provide the library community with effective information
services. Reference services include personal interaction; dissemination of
documentation and outreach activities. In the digital era, Reference
services have broadly categorized into asynchronous, synchronous and
collaborative network services. Asynchronous includes e‐mail, web forms,
askAservice, online pathfinders and synchronous service includes text
based chat, video conferencing, digital reference robots, and real time
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reference. The standardization of metadata is the most important factor
for the successful adaptability of Semantic Web. The Semantic Web
algorithms help to provide services to the users at their end. Resources in
the Web with standard metadata formats provide the researchers ample
opportunity to achieve their goal. The third generation of the web is going
to provide ample opportunities to the patrons which are possible through
the application of semantic web with help of metadata schemas.
6.4
Circulation
The most important primary function of the library is the
Circulation which enhances the dignity of the library. Mere collection and
organization are not enough if the document or the information is not
perfectly dissemination to the patrons. Users often want access to the
same collection materials, of which there may be limited copies, or rare
materials that are fragile. Circulation policies generally state fines and
procedures for late returns, lost and damaged items, and other problems
associated with delinquent use. There are many materials in the library
which can not be allowed to take from the library as per the rule of the
Circulation policies. Digital resources overcome the problems and
constrains of the circulation to a great extent. The patrons are getting their
required resources at their desktop in right time. The semantic web
provides ample opportunities to the patrons to use the resources of the
library at anytime. A policy might involve an application procedure, where
an agent would be given an access code. Agent status could then be
verified via an identification number of digital signature. A policy might
include a procedure for informing agents of new resources and semantic
data updates, given the potential impact on ongoing, or previously
conducted operations. It also helps to locate resources, recommending
library purchase, fine policy and use of resources. The semantic web
makes it possible to use the resources with due process which meet the
need of the users across the web.
7
Opportunities
Opportunities bring the researchers and patrons to solve many
problems of the old and new which open the future path with no barriers
for progress and development. Semantic Web has no exception to provide
many opportunities such as Web‐services, agent‐based distributed
computing, semantics‐based web search engines and semantics based
digital libraries.
7.1
Web Services
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Web services are the most important interactive dynamic services
which provide a great opportunity to explore the treasure house of
resources on the Semantic Web. It enables patrons to locate, select,
employ, compose and monitor web‐services automatically. Driving the
development of markup and agent technology are the automation tasks
that semantic markup of Web services will enable – in particular, service
discovery, execution, and composition and interoperation.
7.1.1 Automatic Web Service Discovery
Automatic Web service discovery involves automatically locating
Web services that provide a particular service and that adhere to
requested properties. Currently, a human must perform this task, first
using a search engine to find a service and then either reading the Web
page associated with that service or executing the service to see whether
it adheres to the requested properties. With semantic markup of services,
we can specify the information necessary for Web service discovery as
discovery as computer‐interpretable semantic markup at the service Web
sites, and a service registry or (ontology‐enhanced) search engine can
automatically locate appropriate services.
7.1.2 Automatic Web Service Invocation
Currently most Web services require human’s intervention during
their execution. For example, to buy a book at http://www.amazon.com/,
the website requires a user to fill out a form, and then click a button to
execute the service. Usually, multiple interactions between a user and a
Web service are needed to complete the execution of that Web service.
The capability of automatic web service invocations on behalf of a user,
who only needs to tell the agent to “go to Amazon and buy a book titled
The Semantic Web with no more than $50”, the agent will interact with
the Web service with appropriate input data via computer interpretable
APIs.
7.1.3 Automatic Web Service Composition and Interoperation
Automatic Web service composition and interoperation involves
the automatic selection, composition, and interoperation of appropriate
Web services to perform some task, given a high‐level description of the
task’s objective. Currently, if some task requires a composition of Web
services that must interoperate, then the user must select the Web
services, manually specify the composition, ensure that any software for
interoperation is custom‐created, and provide the input at choice points
(for example, selecting a flight from among several options). With
semantic markup of Web services, the information necessary to select,
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compose, and respond to services is encoded at the service Web sites. We
can write software to manipulate this markup, together with a
specification of the task’s objectives, to achieve the task automatically.
Service composition and interoperation leverage automation discovery
and execution.
7.1.4 Automatic Web Service Execution Monitoring
Automatic Web service execution involves a computer programme
or agent automatically executing an identified Web service. To execute a
particular service on today’s web, such as buying an airline ticket, a user
generally must go to the Web site offering that service, fill out a form, and
click a button to execute the service. Alternatively, the user might send an
http request directly to the service URL with the appropriate parameters
encoded. Either case requires a human to understand what information is
required to execute the service and to interpret the information the
service returns. Semantic markup of Web services provides a declarative,
computer‐interpretable API for executing services. The markup tells the
agent what input is necessary, what information will be returned, and how
to execute and potentially interact with the service automatically.
7.2
Agent based Distributed Computing Paradigm
The ontology has predominant role to describe various web
resources in a structured, logical and semantic way so that the agents
retrieve the required information with minimum navigation. The semantic
web has a web of distributed knowledge which is published with the
guidance of ontology like DAML Service. When agents are equipped with
intelligence and mobility, the conventional client/server computing
paradigm might be replaced by an agent‐based distributed computing
paradigm, in which agents can migrate from one site to another, carrying
their codes, data, running states (including internal beliefs), and
intelligence (specified by the users), and fulfil their missions autonomously
and intelligently..
7.3
Semantic based Web Search Engines
Search engines are among the most useful resources on the Web
and currently there are two types of search engines:
•
Large scale robot‐based search engines. These systems rely on
robots to retrieve Web pages and store them in a centralized database.
The advantage of this mechanism is that it increases recall since robots can
almost retrieve all web pages on the Web, while the disadvantage is the
precision (the proportion of retrieved documents that are actually
relevant) of the search result might be low.
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•
Small scale reviewer based search engines. A category hierarchy is
created and each category is described by a set of keywords. Reviewers
will review each web page (submitted by web page authors) and associate
it with appropriate categories. The advantage is that precision is increased,
but the disadvantage is that recall might be low since it is impossible to
review and include every single relevant web page on the Web.
7.4

Semantics based Digital Libraries
Digital multimedia data in various formats has increased
tremendously in recent years on the Internet. These emerging applications
for multimedia digital libraries require interdisciplinary research in the
areas of image processing, computer vision, information retrieval and
database management. Recently, ontology begins to be used in the
context of digital libraries. For example, ScholOnto is an ontology based
digital library that supports scholarly interpretation and discourse, and
ARION another ontology based digital library that supports search and
navigation of geospatial data sets and environment applications.
We believe that various digital libraries will become another major
web resource of the Semantic Web. The challenges here are: (1) The
development of efficient and effective classification and indexing
mechanism for each type of digital library, and (2) The semantic
interoperability between digital libraries of similar types and between
digital libraries of similar types and between a digital library and the
Semantic Web.
8
Challenges
New opportunities impose new challenges. In the following, we
focus our discussion on the following challenges that we are facing now:
the development of the formal semantics of Semantic Web languages, and
the development of trust and proof models.
8.1
The Development of Ontology
It is well recognized within the Semantic Web community that
ontology will play an essential role into the development of the Semantic
Web. Various efforts have been devoted to the research of different
aspects of ontology, including ontology representation language, ontology
development. Ontology learning approaches and ontology library systems,
which manage, adapt, and standardize ontology.
8.2
Management
The main purpose of ontology is to enable knowledge sharing and
re‐use, hence a typical ontology library system supports open storage and
organization, identification and versioning. Open storage and organization
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address how ontology are stored and organized in a library system to
facilitate access and management of ontology. Identification associates
each ontology with a unique identifier. Versioning is an important feature
since ontology evolves over time and a versioning mechanism can ensure
the consistency of different versions of ontology.
Adaption
8.3
Since ontology evolves over time, how to extend and update
existing ontology is an important issue. This includes the searching, editing
and reasoning of ontology is an ontology library system.
8.4
Standardization
Integration and interoperability is always the concern of any open
system. This is especially the concern of the Semantic Web, an open
system that has to be scalable at the Internet level. Currently, a number of
ontology representation languages have been proposed and various
ontology library systems have been built. Since the Semantic Web is still at
its early stage, it might be too early to enforce any standardization. Each
representation language can grow on its own and the one or a few ones
who win will become the de facto standards.
9
Conclusion
Other approach – the support of learning objectives based on a
dynamic invocation of Semantic Web Service process model – follows an
innovative approach and is distinctive to the current state of the art in this
area. The functions, redefined in the context of the Semantic Web, may
improve and accelerate Semantic Web development. Development,
implementation, and evaluation of Semantic Web policies, understanding
these functions, is required if we are to determine the true impact of
library functions on Semantic Web development.
169. Discuss the needs, components for development and various
perspectives of information commons as well measures for planning an
information commons.
Need for ‘Information Commons’
The information commons (ICs) as physical ‘place’ as well as virtual
space is an innovative concept embraced by academic libraries for over a
decade (Beagle, 1999). The need of ICs is to provide one‐stop shopping
environment which allow the patrons the access to library resources and
reference assistant with productivity software and technical support. The
impacts of information and communication technologies are also
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significant in shaping the services and resources provided by libraries.
Spaces should be more flexible and social. Real one‐stop shops for student
support and integration of services group spaces enable students to
inspire one another, while individual spaces are important in the shaping
of knowledge, through peace and self‐reflection made meaningful by
interacting with others, and contributing to a collective pool of knowledge
through participation.
Developing the Information Commons
Developing the ICs is essential to 21st century democracy, but it is
neither easy nor costless. Creating and sustaining common‐pool resources,
and combating further information enclosure, require investment,
planning, aggressive political advocacy, and nationwide coalition building.
But if the public’s right to know is to be protected in today’s world, citizens
must have optimal opportunities to acquire and exchange information.
Components of Information Commons
The characteristics of a generation of students who crave social,
technologically infused spaces that are flexible and comfortable enough to
accomplish a variety of learning centred tasks. The following components
of the ICs have been identified by various studies conducted previously
(Mcmullen, 2008):
•
Computer workstations clusters;
•
Service task;
•
Collaborative learning areas;
•
Presentation support areas;
•
Instructional technology areas for faculty development;
•
Electronic classrooms;
•
Areas for meetings, seminars, group discussions and other events;
•
Cafés and refreshments areas
In the nutshell, we may conclude that the physical environment
should include elements such as flexible design, a variety of space, booking
systems to providefair access, and challenges of managing quiet and noisy
spaces. The virtual environment should range from the information
technology infrastructure to questioning the relationship between the
library management system and curriculum, and questions how the
relationship can be taken further. New service models being driven by new
service expectations, where students expect integrated dynamic learning
support, in turn drives the need for collaboration.
Information Commons from Library Perspective
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According to NAAC (2006), “the library and information services
play not just an important learning‐support function, but the library itself
is emerging as a site of learning, sometimes more important than even the
‘class room’. In view of this, library space needs to include new
pedagogies, including collaborative and interactive learning modalities. So
one can truly experience and get self‐learning and service rich
environments from the centrality of a university’s intellectual community.
The patrons can create the library‐as‐place where they feel their own
environment. It should be a place to access information and to create
information products. The library should updates technology community
to provide the fastest, most reliable infrastructure supporting content
delivery and creation. The library should look like a welcoming,
comfortable, learning, functional and meeting place (MacWhinnie, 2003).
The learners and researchers find opportunities for independent,
self‐sufficient contemplation, research, productivity and creativity
facilitated by the seamlessly integrated continuum of resources and
services in the commons. Actually, the commons holds promise of an
enlightened era of vibrancy and intelligence in libraries and great hope for
those of us who strive to collaboratively produce and share the vision of
the dynamic library (Bailey, 2005).
Libraries emerged as a natural site for this facility due not only to
their long association with technology as an enabler for learning and
access to information, but as well to their service orientation and
organizational culture which would be more likely to enable fluid
adaptation to a new path. This culture of collaboration and teamwork and
integrated learning prompted libraries to work with partners such as
information technology in the development and achievement of a new
common goal, the provision of an innovative service in a new physical
environment (Beatty and White, 2005). The library is the only centralized
location where new and emerging information technologies can be
combined with traditional knowledge resources in a user –focused service‐
rich environment that supports today’s social and educational patterns of
learning, teaching, and research. Now, faculty expects their students be to
use their time in the library thinking analytically, rather than simply
searching for information. Thus, library’s responsibilities (American
University library, 2005) include – integrate library resources and services
into campus life, provide welcoming space for intellectual discovery; teach
learners about information retrieval and integration; assembling
information resources regardless of format and ownership; create links to
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information retrieval and integration; assemble information resources
regardless of format and ownership; create links to information, whether
it is owned or accessed by the library; promote ethical standards of
information availability and use; etc.
The concept of Commons has allowed many university libraries to
remain relevant in the academic lives of students. Just as libraries have
historically provided reading rooms for users to access and work with print
collections, they now provide common soaces for them to access and work
with digital collections. The ICs is a natural extension of the library’s
traditional mission in a digital world (Sinclair, 2007). The ICs itself must
adapt and evolve to meet changing expectations and technological
capabilities.
Information Commons from User’s Perspective
Library clients are those people who benefit from the library
directly or indirectly, either on site or virtually. The library directly serves
students, faculty, staff, alumni, consortia and community members in their
efforts to expand their intellectual experience. The library contributes to
the university brand and prestige and to the extent it attracts finacial
support. Because of diverse learning styles, changes in the digital
environment and varying needs of library users, each category of learner
or researcher is supported along a continuum of extremes, such as:
techno‐savvy to techno‐phobic; clueless to informed; neophyte to expert
(content); just‐in‐time requirements to contemplative needs; onsite to
offsite; prefer print to prefer electronic; need original document to need
surrogates; need primary research material to need secondary sources;
nad use site for individual research to use site for group learning
(American University library, 2005).
The present generation expects a place which is leverage the
intersaction of control, technology and services in library to support
learning. Now‐a‐days, students mix, academic and social activities. They
spend much of their time learning outside classrooms by reading,
exploring, creating, and communicating. Outside the classroom, students
extend their understanding of the basic course concepts and make the
learning their own by investigating a topic and producing a product that
integrates it with the content of the course. Doing this type of work
engages students in their coursework and the discipline. Moreover,
students need and expect to have.
•
Spaces to meet and work together
•
Access to up‐to‐date technology; and
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•

The ability to communicate easily with friends, family, classnotes,
etc.
For universities to be competitive for students, these trends must
be addressed. Often learning can be strengthened by integrated services.
Librarians can seek out likely courses and work with the faculty to forge a
closer relationship between the resources available in the ICs and course
assignments. Information on the hardware, software, and services offered
in the ICs that would be useful for course projects could be embedded into
a course management system as well.
Students expect the library as providing for their formal and
informal learning needs. ICs are often described as integrated learning
facilities, where the user can receive assistance in acquiring information
literacy skills and/or technical literacyskills or “e‐lit skills”. User acquisition
of e‐lit skills that support further learning is a desirable goal (Beatty and
White, 2005). ICs in academic libraries are focussed to enhance the
learning goal, through an integrated and collaborative manner.
Information Commons from Technological Perspective
Providing new types of technology can help the ICs enhance
learning. With the popularity of Web 2.0 and social software, we are
witnessing a major shift in the ways students approach and use
information. They no longer merely consume and download information;
but, they create and participate in it. They are social creatures sharing
information digitally and using each other. They value social experiences
that blend communication and learning. Social software in the form of
blogs, wikis, MySpace, Flickr, and YouTube is merely an extension of this
socialization in a digital culture. The software, spaces and instruction
provided to today’s students will encourage them to become well‐
equipped participants in an online global community, skilled in written and
visual communication and critical thinking. We can provide innovative
spaces and facilities, but ultimately the instruction we provide is key to
creating ethical and effective online citizens (Sinclair, 2007).
Access to colour laser printers, poster printers, and plotters
presents a challenge for many students, so the commons should provide
multiple options for output. Partnering with campus departments such as
printing services can enhance the features offered even further by
including laminating, binding, and other document services, if possible.
Some fixed workstations might be needed for specialized tasks and
software such as GIS, media editing, and design applications.
Planning an Information Commons
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Before embarking on a creation of ICs, librarians and their partners
must first engage in planning initiatives that can help them conceptualise
new environments and define an underlying rationale for the facilities
(Mcmullen, 2008). Identifying and working with your stakeholders in the
planning process of ICs would help to develop a place which supports
human‐centric approach holistically about the spaces and the services that
support the university’s mission and vision. The ICs must be strategically
aligned with the university’s core values and learning centred goals. A
clearly articulated vision and a charter plan that puts students learning at
its focus are essential to the success of the ICs model. In designing the
dynamic and interactive spaces, instead of only focusing on floor plans and
furniture, it is better to ask questions about the types of activities that
users will be engaged in and what services will be needed to support those
activities. Identify the staff that should be responsible in achieving the
goals of ICs. In strategically aligning new library spaces with the nature of
the educational experience, the planning focus has shifted – it has become
less about library operations and collections and more about students
learning. For developing a plan for ICs, the following aspects (Lippincott,
2006) need to be considered:
•
Develop a vision related to commons
•
Conduct a students’ needsw assessment
•
Identify goals
•
Develop an assessment plan
•
Identify appropriate stakeholders
•
Define and gain resources
•
Determine the suitable location
•
Defne what you want users to able to do
•
Define core services to offer
•
Determine staff needs and training
•
Develop the floor plan
•
Plan the technology (network, hardware, software)
•
Choose furniture and fixtures
Establishing ICs requires strategic thinking and planning, which will
ensure that the facility and services are stongly associated with the
institutional mission, strategy and values and with student requirements.
The requirement of budget for the implementation would be also an
important issue. One of the strategic goals during the planning process of
the ICs would be to encourage a more coherent and integrated approach
to IT literacy, information literacy skills development. Successful planning
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will involve collaboration among faculty, academic staff, library
professionals, and architects. Planning will be based on what students are
actually doing in the library, on what they really need in a learning
environment, and on changes in scholarly communication.
170. Discuss the tools, techniques and methodology for digital rights
management.
Tools and Techniques
There are some tools and techniques by which we can protect
digital data, may be included as components of DRM. Some of them are
given below:
(i)
Encryption: It is a technique to protect digital work. In this
techniques we encrypt the file using a key and only the key holders are
able to decrypt the file. In this way we protect data from unauthorised
user but not fully because keyholders have the authority to disclose the
key to other users. If key linked with BIOS or hardware of the authorized
user then the security level will be increased.
(ii)
Adobe Acrobat: Adobe Acrobat has the facility to protect digital
work from copying and pasting. In Adobe Acrobat we define security
methods such that the protected files are not copied as well as not
printed.
(iii)
Microsoft Reader: Microsoft reader may be used to read e‐book. It
provides protection of digital data from tampering by highlighting the
name of owner, protection from copying and pasting.
(iv)
Watermarking: Watermarking is a group of methods and
technologies that can protect digital data. Watermarking may be used for
copyright protection of digital data. By watermarking techniques we can
protect our files, images, audio, video, etc. Watermarking may also be
used in authentication, certification, photo development laboratory, OCR
software etc. Some watermarking tools available are WMT Plus, Visual
Water Mark.
Methodology
A set of Object Oriented software engineering tools, UML (Unified
Markup Language), is used for design purpose of the proposed system.
1
Identification of Object
(i)
Student: The user of the system and ultimate beneficiary by the
system.
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(ii)
Teacher: Mediator between the system and ultimate beneficiary by
the system.
(iii)
Digital Data: Digitization is the process by which we convert data to
digital data and by applying DRM techniques protecting digital
data.
(iv)
Course Designer: Course Designer is a person or a group of
persons, entrusted to develop course materials submitted to
content writer.
(v)
Content Writer: Basically content writers are translators. They
translate course designers’ manuscript to digital data.
(vi)
Library Manager: A person or a group of persons responsible for
over all management of digital library.
2
Use Cases
The use cases for students are given below. Here each use case
denotes one subsystem.
2.1
Use Cases 1: Students
(i)
Registartion: Student intended to use Digital Library is registered
first.
(ii)
Login: Registration system provide an user ID and password to the
student that they use when login into the system.
(iii)
Value Student: This use case check the authentication of user.
(iv)
Assignment: Student must have to submit their assignment on
time.
(vi)
Search: Digital Library has huge data like e‐journals, e‐books and
other e‐documents etc. user search the digital content according to
their need.
(iv)
Access DRM Protected Data: Only validate user can access DRM
protected data.
(v)
Query: Students send their query to teachers.
(vi)
Examination: The evaluation of student is measured by
examination.
2.2
Use Cases 2: Teachers
The use cases for teachers are given below.
(i)
Online Lecture: Teacher deliver online lecture to the student of e‐
education system.
(ii)
Solve Query: Teacher system answer the query submitted by
students.
(iii)
Consult Course Designer: Teachers give their valuable suggestion
for system advancement to the course designer.
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(iv)
(v)
(vi)
2.4

(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
2.5
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
2.6
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

DRM: Course designer consider the suggestions regarding DRM
techniques.
Check Assignment: Teachers check students assignment.
Report: After checking the assignment teacher send a report to the
system for student performance.
Use Cases 3: Course Designer
Course designer’s interaction with the system are shown by the
following four use cases.
Suggestion Collection: The suggestion of different users like
students, teachers, content writers are considered by Course
Designer for designing the course.
Manuscript & DRM: After considering the suggestions, course
designer prepares the manuscript of the content.
Model Question: Model questions for students are prepared by
course designer.
Update Design: Periodically design of the system is updated.
Use Cases 4: Content Writer
Registartion: Before writing digital content into the system content
writers have to registered first.
Login: Content Writer login into the system with the privilege of
modifying the content of digital library.
Validate Content Writer: This use case checks the authentication of
content writer.
Digitization: Content writers digitize the manuscript given by
course designer and upload into the system.
Consult Course Designer: Content writers consult course designers
for their doubts.
DRM Techniques: Several DRM techniques are used by content
writer to protect digital data.
Update Content: Content writers update the content according to
course designer manuscript.
Use Case 5: Library Manager
Library managers interact with the system in the following way:
Fee Collection: Any type of fee like membership fee, ID card fee
etc. are collected by library manager.
Check DRM Search: DRM techniques are tested by library manger.
Monitor System: Whole digital library system is monitored by
library manager.
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(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Communication Students: Students interaction is also done by
library manager.
Conduct Examination: Examination is conducted to test the
evolution of students.
Publication of Result: The evaluation of students is published in the
form of result.

171. How will you define Trans Border Data Flow? Discuss its importance
in library and information services? Discuss the directives, criterion,
privacy protection, contracts, impact on online world, jurisdictional
issues and business implications of Trans Border Data Flow.
TDF Origins and Concerns
The phrase "transborder data flow" (TDF) was coined in the early
1980s in response to European privacy concerns. There was a growing
awareness of the power of information as a resource, and of the
increasing volumes of personal information (or data) that was flowing
between countries, transborder.
Transborder data flow deals with the movement of personally
identifiable data from one country to another. Transborder data flows is
the transmission over computer‐communicational systems of automated
data to be processed and stored in foreign data processing systems. A
number of issues, including privacy protection and data security, arise in
various transborder data flow (TDF) situations, especially the potential
effects on TDF of national privacy protection laws and pending
international agreements. Sets of associated technical requirements are
examined.
Transborder data flow means the international flow of information.
The term does not connotes any limitations of the method by which the
transmitted.
information
may
be
Technological innovation and globalization have facilitated a surge in
trans‐border flows of information. The internet, in particular, has enabled
information to be moved around the world almost instantly.
These developments have major implications for the protection of
informational privacy, and create significant challenges for national
information privacy laws. However, it is not simply the transmission, in and
of itself, which concern as a general. To reflect this problem the
international community given a term called Informatics, which is
surrounded by computer and information science. So that the transborder
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data flow can concerned with bioinformatics, business informatics, eco‐
informatics, environmental informatics, social informatics etc. Trans‐
border data flows are increasingly prevalent in modern commerce and
government and individuals may frequently not even realize that their
information is being sent overseas. Some examples of trans‐border data
flows are:
1.
Businesses and governments are increasingly outsourcing activities,
including the processing of personal information about their
customers and citizens.
2.
Technologies such as search engines, cloud computing and voice
over internet protocol can all involve personal information being
sent overseas.
3.
A mirror image of all citizen’s passport data is stored in the
centralized data base to facilitate the advanced passenger
processing system
4.
Motivated by concerns about terrorism and national security,
governments are demanding more information about people
entering their countries. The central investigation agency has
sought access to this centralized database for anti‐terrorism
purposes.
It will be evident that trans‐border data flows can entail significant
opportunities for agencies, but that there are corresponding privacy risks.
Some countries where personal information about citizens/Nation is sent
may not have laws in place to protect privacy to the standard that
particular citizen/Nation expect. This could result in personal information
being
exposed.
The challenge, then, is to allow trans‐border data flows to occur
whilst also protecting privacy. A range of international and regional
instruments have been developed in pursuit of the twin goals of
facilitating free flows of information across borders and protecting privacy.
Each seeks to establish consistent rules among countries so that
inconsistent national laws do not impede trans‐border data flows and
economical,
technical
development.
Data transfers or "TDF" may include the supply or exchange of personal
information between business units or divisions within the same
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organisation, or where one entity is providing data processing services to
another, or where the transfer of personal information is ancillary to a
commercial arms‐length transaction. The most intensive forms of TDF
occur in the area of human resources, financial records (banking,
insurance, credit), customer related information (such as for marketing
and travel reservations), and public sector agencies (law enforcement,
border controls and tax agencies). With the high use of the internet, a
significant amount of TDF also occurs from web browsing activities. The
use of digital technologies facilitates electronic and on‐line data transfers.
The European debate was focussed on the need to place some
parameters on the widespread flow and use of the personal data of
European citizens. The movement to constrain TDF was sometimes
likened to a form of "non‐trade tariff barrier". The different perspectives
on the best way to manage this issue (of the need for privacy protection)
persists to this day; in particular, as evidenced in the different approaches
taken by the European Union countries and the United States.
The European concerns culminated in the 1995 European Union
Data Protection Directive (95/46EC), on the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of
such data, (discussed later.) This Directive required Members of the
European Union to implement their own national privacy laws to reflect
the data export restrictions in the Directive.
The most significant issue for the purposes of this discussion is the
requirement in the Directive that data transfers from an EU Member
country to a "third country" (outside the EU) can only take place where
that country ensures an "adequate level of protection" (Article 25(1)). This
gave rise to a very real concern as to the impact of such a constraint on
those organisations within EU countries that need to export or supply
personal data to organisations in third countries. What if that country
does not have any privacy laws or what if its laws fail to satisfy the
European Union "adequacy" test?
The significance of these issues has been exacerbated by the
"information era". Over the past twenty years, personal data have
increasingly been treated as key business commodities and assets. The
knowledge economy leverages off the use of information, including
personal data. The increasing capacity and sophistication of information
communications technologies (ICT) are resulting in the globalisation of
international data transfers. The advent of global networks, such as the
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internet, now make it possible to collect, process and transmit personal
data on an unprecedented scale. This can be high volume use, such as in
the form of the transfer of data bases, or more multiple one‐off collections
and exchanges from activities such as web browsing on the internet.
EU Adequacy Requirement
The impact of the EU Directive was to make it mandatory for EU
Member countries to prohibit the transfer of personal data to any country
which does not have privacy laws meeting the standards set out in the
Directive; it is a form of export restriction. The EU Members were
required to make changes to their national laws to implement the
Directive by October 1998. Since that date, there have been numerous
other developments in Europe which reinforce the data protection impact
of the Directive.
Although oversight is provided by the supervisory authorities of
each Member country (such as the privacy office or data protection
commissioners), it is also possible for any European citizen to lay a
complaint about either a failure to implement the Directive or in respect of
a proposed data transfer to a third country where the complainant
believes the data will not be adequately protected.
The transfer of personal data to third countries is governed by
Article 25 of the Directive. It states that,
The Member States shall provide that the transfer to a third country
"1.
of personal data which are undergoing processing or are intended for
processing after transfer may take place only if, without prejudice to
compliance with the national provisions adopted pursuant to the other
provisions of this Directive, the third country in question ensures an
adequate level of protection.
2.
The adequacy of the level of protection afforded by a third country
shall be assessed in the light of all the circumstances surrounding a data
transfer operation or set of data transfer operations; particular
consideration shall be given to the nature of the data, the purpose and
duration of the proposed processing operation or operations, the country
of origin and country of final destination, the rules of law, both general and
sectoral, in force in the third country in question and the professional rules
and security measures which are complied with in that country.
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3.
The Member States and the Commission shall inform each other of
cases where they consider that a third country does not ensure an
adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph 2.
4.
Where the Commission finds, under the procedure provided for in
Article 31 (2), that a third country does not ensure an adequate level of
protection within the meaning of paragraph 2 of this Article, Member
States shall take the measures necessary to prevent any transfer of data of
the same type to the third country in question."
The adequacy test is found in Article 26,
1.
By way of derogation from Article 25 and save where otherwise
provided by domestic law governing particular cases, Member States shall
provide that a transfer or a set of transfers of personal data to a third
country which does not ensure an adequate level of protection within the
meaning of Article 25 (2) may take place on condition that:
(a)
the data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the
proposed transfer; or
(b)
the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between
the data subject and the controller or the implementation of
precontractual measures taken in response to the data subject's request;
or
(c)
the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a
contract concluded in the interest of the data subject between the
controller and a third party; or
(d)
the transfer is necessary or legally required on important public
interest grounds, or for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal
claims; or
(e)
the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the
data subject; or
(f)
the transfer is made from a register which according to laws or
regulations is intended to provide information to the public and which is
open to consultation either by the public in general or by any person who
can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the conditions laid
down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case.
2.
Without prejudice to paragraph 1, a Member State may authorise a
transfer or a set of transfer of personal data to a third country which does
not ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of Article 25
(2), where the controller adduces adequate safeguards with respect to the
protection of the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of
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individuals and as regards the exercise of the corresponding rights; such
safeguards may in particular result from appropriate contractual clauses.
On the issue of adequacy, the Article 29 Working Party has
provided various criteria by which the effectiveness of a privacy solution or
data protection system (to implement the substantive privacy obligations)
can be measured or adjudged; see Discussion Document, adopted by the
Working Party on 26 June 1997, on First Orientations on Transfers of
Personal Data to Third Countries – Possible Ways Forward in Assessing
Adequacy. These criteria are summarised in the following extracts drawn
from another paper which I wrote for the 22nd International Conference
on Privacy and Data Protection (Venice, September 2000) on the subject of
contractual privacy solutions. This is turn drew on a report which I wrote
for the OECD (declassified 2000) on the subject of Transborder Data Flow
Contracts in the Wider Framework of Mechanisms for Privacy Protection on
Global Networks.
The first criterion is the, "ability of the system to deliver a good
level of compliance with the rules". This is characterised by the following
factors:

A high degree of awareness among data controllers of their
obligations, and among data subjects of their rights and the means of
exercising them;

The existence of effective and dissuasive sanctions;

The existence of systems for direct verification by supervisory
authorities, auditors or independent data protection officials.
The second criterion to measure the effectiveness of a data
protection system is the level of, "support and help to individual data
subjects in the exercise of their rights". There are a number of factors
relevant to this measure. These include:

A rapid and effective means of redress for the individual;

The cost of redress (for the individual) should not be prohibitive;

A complaints referral mechanism. The individual should know who
to contact for the purpose of a data challenge. This presumes that the
data subject has become aware of the transfer of and the subsequent
reuse or disclosure of those data;

Some form of institutional mechanism for the independent
investigation of complaints. This is seen as preferable to other complaints
options;
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Mutual recognition or assistance between supervisory authorities
to facilitate investigations, where data have been transferred to a third
country. The TDF contract or system can provide for an independent
expert nominated for this purpose (whether the supervisory authority or
an agent, such as specialist auditors);

Dispute resolution mechanisms which are timely and readily
accessible to the data subject, and which can be tailored to the particular
characteristics of privacy disputes.
The third criterion put forward by the Article 29 WP was the need
to provide "appropriate redress" or a legal remedy to the aggrieved data
subject. This requires:


The right to have a complaint adjudicated by an independent
arbiter;

Some form of remedy for the data subject, such as compensation
and/or injunctive or declaratory orders;

The availability of appropriate dispute resolution mechanisms, and
for these arrangements to be prescribed at the time of contract formation.
If the requisite level of privacy protection is viewed on a sliding scale, it is
possible to summarise those elements which afford the greatest level of
privacy protection:

The starting point is specific reference to substantive rules which
set out the parties' privacy obligations. The inclusion of this element is
"non‐negotiable", unlike some of the other elements.

Some means of ensuring accountability and verifying that the
parties are complying with their privacy obligations. This element is
viewed by some as one of the variables, in that its necessity may depend
on the quality of the other privacy protection measures being adopted
within, or ancillary to, the contract.

Irrespective of the verification process, there must be a stand‐
alone workable complaints and investigations process, in the event that
there is a breach of the privacy obligations.

The provision of appropriate dispute resolution mechanisms, not
just for contracting parties but which also contemplate a complaint by the
data subject and (if applicable) the potential involvement of any applicable
data protection authority, government supervisory agency or third party
certification organisation.

The privacy and implementation obligations must be enforceable,
with recourse to an independent arbiter and the availability of sanctions.
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In its discussion on criteria for assessing adequacy, the Working
Party stressed the need for a case‐by‐case approach, and that the
adequacy test also envisages the possibility of ad hoc solutions, notably of
a contractual nature. It discussed a proposal for the development of a
"white list" of third countries which could be assumed to ensure an
adequate level of protection. It clarified that it is not only the content of
the rules applicable to TDF that is important, but also the procedural
mechanisms in place to ensure the effectiveness of such rules.
Most importantly, the Working Party included a list of categories of
data transfers which it considered could pose particular risks to privacy. It
can be assumed that these categories are still relevant and the
development of appropriate privacy protection mechanisms for such data
should be a priority for third countries. They are:
•
Transfers involving certain sensitive categories of data as defined
by Article 8 of the Directive;
•
Transfers which carry the risk of financial loss (eg credit card
payments over the Internet);
•
Transfers carrying a risk to personal safety;
•
Transfers made for the purposes of making a decision which
significantly affects the individual (such as recruitment or promotion
decisions, the granting of credit, etc);
•
Transfers which carry a risk of serious embarrassment or tarnishing
of an individual's reputation;
•
Transfers which may result in specific actions which constitute a
significant intrusion into an individual's private life such as unsolicited
telephone calls;
•
Repetitive transfers involving massive volumes of data (such as
transactional data processed over telecommunications networks, the
Internet etc.);
•
Transfers involving the collection of data in a particularly covert or
clandestine manner (eg Internet cookies).
The Working Party has issued various opinions interpreting the
provisions of the above Articles (25 and 26). It has also addressed the issue
of industry self‐regulation in a Working Document adopted on 14 January
1998, Judging Industry Self‐Regulation: When Does it Make a Meaningful
Contribution to the Level of Data Protection in a Third Country? In the
context of self‐regulatory instruments, such as industry or professional
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codes, the Working Party refers to the same adequacy criteria of
compliance, support and help for data subjects and redress mechanisms.
The Working Party also commissioned a study by which a
methodology was developed for adequacy assessments (see Final Report –
Application of a Methodology Designed to Assess the Adequacy of the
Level of Protection of Individuals with Regard to Processing Personal Data:
Test of the Method on Several Categories of Transfer, September 1998).
This Report covered the categories of human resources data, sensitive
data in airline reservations, medical and epidemiological data, electronic
commerce data and sub‐contracted data processing. The conclusions
reflect the need to evaluate these categories in the context of their own
industry mechanisms and information practices. The Report highlighted
the difficulties of drawing broad conclusions or generalisations, given the
very different circumstances applying to different categories of data.
The most recent opinion of the Working Party is Opinion 1/2001,
adopted on 26 January 2001, called "Draft Commission Decision on
Standard Contractual Clauses for the Transfer of Personal Data to Third
Countries under Article 26(4) of Directive 95/46". The significance of this
work is that it recognises that adequacy need not only be satisfied by the
existence of appropriate
privacy legislation in the third country, but may also be achieved by certain
mechanisms, such as the use of TDF contracts.
TDF Contracts
Although the Working Party originally considered that Article 25
would require a case‐by‐case approach to assess the adequacy of the
circumstances surrounding each set of data transfers, it is now recognised
that mechanisms need to be developed to rationalise the decision‐making
process for large numbers of individual transfers. The role of contract, as a
means of ensuring adequate privacy protection, is expressly recognised in
the Directive (see Article 26(2)).
To the extent that the national or domestic privacy law of the EU
Member also provides for privacy protection through the use of contract,
then the data export may be regulated by the use of a TDF contract.
However, in order for such contracts to be "approved" as providing an
adequate level of privacy protection, it is necessary for there to be some
template or standardisation of TDF contracts. This need has led to a
significant amount of work to develop model contract clauses. These have
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evolved as follows. The early focus of what is known as "contractual
privacy solutions" was on conventional business‐to‐business (B2B) data
transfers, as opposed to what is now known as business‐to‐consumer
(B2C) TDF (in the context of internet usage).
The first significant work was the 1992 Council of Europe Model
Contract (to ensure equivalent data protection in the context of
transborder data flows). These clauses were revised by the International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) in the light of the changing standard within
the EU Directive from the draft requirement of "equivalent protection" to
the current reference to "adequate protection". This work incorporated
the comments of the Article 29 Working Party. The result was the ICC
Model Clauses (for use in contracts involving transborder data flows).
These have in effect been superseded by the January 2001 Standard
Contractual Clauses.
There have been other initiatives on the use of model contracts for
B2B data transfers, including the Working Document adopted by the
Article 29 Working Party of the European Commission on 22 April 1998
containing ”Preliminary views on the use of contractual provisions in the
context of transfers of personal data to third countries."
The most recent work on TDF contracts is probably the European
Commission proposal on Standard Contractual Clauses, Draft Version
dated 19 January 2001 (see above). These clauses try to address some of
the issues previously identified by the Working Party and others on the
shortcomings of TDF contracts; for example, the difficulty of providing
redress for the data subject if the individual is not a party to the contract
between the data exporter and importer, or where there is no law
recognising the rights of third party beneficiaries. The clauses proposed by
the European Commission, in the Draft Opinion or Decision, are intended
to be re‐evaluated after three years experience with their operation.
The Working Party has clarified that even if the European
Commission has recommended certain contractual clauses as offering
sufficient safeguards, the data transfer will still be subject to the national
or domestic legislation of the relevant Member country. Therefore, the
lawfulness of the processing operation will be subject to the conditions or
the way in which the applicable national legislation has implemented the
provisions of the Directive. It should be noted that the privacy laws of
some EU countries do not recognise TDF contracts.
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The fundamental provision within the European Commission
Standard Contractual Clauses is the requirement on the data importer to
agree and warrant to process the personal data received from the EU
Member in accordance with certain processing conditions that will provide
adequate safeguards within the meaning of Article 26(2) of the Directive.
In particular, "The Working Party would like to stress the fundamental and
indispensable character of three of these conditions in order to guarantee
a minimum level of protection: the purpose limitation principle, restrictions
on onward transfers and the data importers' undertaking of providing the
data subjects with the rights of access, rectification, deletion and objection
arising from the Directive 95/46/EC."
TDF in the On‐line World
The advent of the internet has exacerbated the threat to personal
privacy. The use of this technology in C2B (consumer to business) TDF
poses particular problems in terms of privacy protection, especially where
it involves the collection of personal data from individuals or consumers in
a way which is outside their knowledge or beyond their control. The
significance of the problem has been recognised by the linkages being
made between building consumer trust (such as through effective privacy
protection) and the facilitation of electronic commerce.
In the on‐line world, the nature of C2B interactions is such that
often there will be no pre‐existing relationship between the participants;
the web browsing may be random, with many first time or intermittent
site visits. The exception is where the consumer has an established
relationship, such as a history of ordering goods on‐line from a particular
business or of applying for credit. The participants will also be removed
from each other in terms of distance, time and geographical location.
Despite this separation, the technical features of the medium are designed
to facilitate data transfers. The disclosure of data is made possible
through web browsing software which provide the means to identify the
network and machine used to access the web, the URLs of previously
visited sites, and by matching the information derived from the use of
"cookies". The data collection and storage is facilitated by caching and the
availability of search engines, robots and internet indexes.
The more overt data collection occurs when the consumer provides
personal details in the course of a web site interaction, whether of credit
card and other payment details, contact details, personal preferences and
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so on. In transactions to acquire goods and services, the data transfer is
usually incidental to the primary purpose.
When an individual (a consumer) merely visits a web site, the
browsing activity can also generate data. This is a form of data transfer; it
is likely to be transborder. However, the consumer has not ordered any
goods or services, but has been merely viewing and perhaps downloading
information; the consumer is "window‐shopping". It is unlikely that
contractual requirements such as an intention to be bound, or offer and
acceptance analysis, would apply to what is in essence only a
communication or interaction.
This characteristic of online C2B
interactions requires that any attempt to protect the privacy interests of
the consumer must begin prior to any contractual stage. The use of TDF
contracts for C2B may not be possible nor appropriate.
This means that in the context of C2B transfers, there is an
important role for measures such as model privacy protection policies.
There is a need to bring privacy protection issues to the consumer’s
attention at the earliest possible stage in the web site interaction. It will be
too late to afford the consumer any genuine freedom of choice as to the
transfer of these data if notification of the uses to which personal data
may be put takes place only at the stage when a contract for the supply of
goods or services is concluded.
There are some encouraging developments in this regard. Recently
I completed another assignment for the OECD on electronic commerce
codes of conduct. It is interesting to note that of the 29 B2C e‐commerce
codes studied for the Report, every code addressed the issue of privacy
protection. It is not possible to draw any conclusions as to the adequacy
of the privacy provisions within each code; however, it is interesting to
note that the drafters of these codes recognised the need to incorporate
privacy protection policies in the context of electronic commerce
transactions.
Where privacy protection policies are incorporated into a C2B
contract, the consumer will be entitled to take action to enforce these as a
term of the contract. The legal status of privacy protection policies or
statements generally is less clear and there may be limited prospect of
enforcement by an individual consumer. Depending on national laws, the
consumer might have a cause of action for misrepresentation or recourse
under trade practices or consumer protection laws. Despite these
possibilities, there are serious practical impediments in the way of any
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individual consumer that attempts to issue proceedings against a business
which is operating on the web, given the amount of resource such actions
require. There would be the difficulties of determining which court has
jurisdiction, assuming it is even possible physically to locate the entity
which has responsibility for the web site content or the information use
and disclosure practices associated with that site.
For those C2B transfers which are structured so as to form a
contract, the outcome of the various initiatives on the contract
requirements for electronic commerce transactions will be directly
applicable to online C2B privacy contracts. These initiatives include the
legal recognition of authentication measures (such as the use of electronic
and digital signatures) and rationalising the evidentiary requirements.
There is also on‐going work to resolve conflicts of laws (choice of law and
jurisdiction) in transborder transactions.
Jurisdictional Issues
The globalisation of commerce, including TDF, means that
increasingly transactions involve parties from more than one country or
involve obligations to be performed in more than one country. This gives
rise to significant choice of law questions and issues such as: where will
the dispute be determined? is effective interim relief available, pending
trial? And, will a judgment obtained in one jurisdiction be enforceable
elsewhere, either against the assets of the defendant or against the
defendant personally?
The problem of reconciling the above conflict of laws issues for on‐
line interactions, whether in the context of electronic commerce generally
or specifically in respect of transborder data flows, remains unsolved. This
is a major issue of the present day electronic environment; it is receiving
close scrutiny by a number of international fora. In any international
contract it is essential to prescribe which governing laws and jurisdiction
should apply to that contract. Transborder data flow contracts have the
same need. Even if the parties to the contract apply some contractual
foresight, this does not resolve the numerous difficulties of enforcing a
foreign judgment or of applying the rules to the peculiarities of an internet
interaction.
There are many participants in a C2B transfer. The internet has
many intermediaries, whether in the form of service providers or in the
way the technology operates (utilising servers to host the web page files,
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the routing of data packets through nodes around the world, and the
practice of caching). Each participant or activity may be "located" in
different legal jurisdictions. The question, therefore, is which country's
substantive legal rules should apply to a data transfer, message content or
other activity, accessed via the internet? Whose courts would have
jurisdiction to adjudicate civil disputes and prosecute breaches? Clearly,
the presumptions of physical location and proximity (which are inherent in
the linking of territoriality to geographical borders) are fundamentally
challenged by the characteristics of global networks.
The choice of law (prescribing the governing or proper law of the
contract) will be highly significant in the adaptation and uptake of TDF
contracts. Although a forum may have personal jurisdiction and venue,
the choice of law rules may require that the dispute be heard under the
substantive law of another jurisdiction. Each country has its own private
international law (forming part of its national or domestic law). These
variances between countries are what distinguishes each body of private
international law from public international law. Despite these differences,
there are on‐going efforts to harmonise the rules of conflict of laws. Many
jurisdictions pursue common objectives and are influenced by the doctrine
of comity and the need to respect the civil justice systems of other
countries.
The question of when and where a contract is concluded is a major
factor in determining which legal system is to govern the particular
transaction. Where transactions are conducted over the internet, the
question is not always easy to answer. The Global Top Level Domain name
.COM gives no indication where a business is located. Even where the
name uses a country code such as .DE or .UK, there is no guarantee that
the business is established in that country. Key characteristics of the
internet are its re‐routing ability and anonymity features.
In general, it is provided that contracting parties are permitted,
subject to a criterion of reasonableness, to select which legal system will
govern a particular transaction. Linked to this is the question which
national courts will have authority to rule on the interpretation of the
contract. Where parties are resident in different countries, for example, in
Canada and Germany, it would be open to them to provide that the
contract should be governed by Canadian law but that any disputes should
be brought before the German courts.
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The Brussels Convention builds on the Rome Convention’s
provisions and provides that an international contract may not deprive the
consumer of ‘mandatory rights’ operating in the consumer’s country of
domicile. The scope of mandatory rights is not clear‐cut, but given the
emphasis placed on the human rights dimension in many international
instruments dealing with data protection, it is arguable that any
contractual attempt to deprive consumers of rights conferred under the
Council of Europe Convention and the EU Directive, would be declared
ineffective on this basis.
More recent developments may complicate matters. It has been
proposed that, within the European Union, transactions entered into by
electronic means should be regulated by the law of the supplier. (I am
unsure as to the current implementation status of what was a draft EU
Directive on electronic commerce.) This approach is justified on the basis
of supporting the development of the e‐commerce new industry. There
appears to be an inescapable tension between choice of law provisions
designed to favour the development of electronic commerce (by making
the nature of the liabilities incurred by service providers more predictable)
and those consumer protection policies which give priority to the interests
of consumers, (by maximising their access to local courts and tribunals).
There is a clear link between privacy and electronic commerce.
The volume and nature of data transfers occurring in electronic commerce
transactions is prompting privacy concerns. The lack of consumer trust
and confidence in the level of protection afforded personal data, by the
internet, is an inhibiting factor in the growth of electronic commerce. Yet,
privacy protection (and the ability of data subjects to obtain redress) has
its origins in human rights conventions and is also clearly a consumer
protection issue. This tension will need to be reconciled. The issue is how
much autonomy should the participating parties have to determine their
choice of law and jurisdiction, if this adversely affects the data subject's
need to have access to appropriate redress mechanisms. Even if the data
subject can access a local court, there remains the problem of enforcing
judgment.
Work was commenced in 1992 by The Hague Conference on
Private International Law to draft a new convention on jurisdiction and
judgments in civil and commercial matters. The proposed approach was
to specify some agreed grounds of jurisdiction, and some prohibited
grounds, but otherwise to leave the question to the law of each
Convention country. Judgments falling within the agreed grounds of
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jurisdiction would be enforceable in all other Convention countries.
Where one Convention country exercised jurisdiction in the "grey" area, it
would be a matter for each other Convention country to decide whether
or not to recognise and enforce the resulting judgment. The Convention
would extend beyond money judgments to injunctions and other forms of
relief, and could embrace interim orders as well as final judgment.
If the drafting work eventuates into a ratified Convention, it will
solve one of the most frequently occurring problems of private
international law, which causes considerable delays and unnecessary cost
in many cross‐border disputes. The alternative may be for countries such
as New Zealand and others in Asia to consider acceding to the Lugano
Convention which (unlike the Brussels Convention, which is restricted to
EU Members) is open to accession by all countries. This would simplify
questions of jurisdiction and enforcement of judgments as between the
signatories and most European countries, including the United Kingdom.
As Goddard points out, an integral part of facilitating global
commerce is facilitating the resolution of cross‐border disputes, by
reducing uncertainty and costs in connection with the selection of a
forum, interim relief, gathering evidence and enforcement of both interim
orders and final judgments. New Zealand law does not make adequate
provision for these matters; no doubt this is also the case in other
countries in the region. The absence of adequate provision for such
matters is of particular concern between countries where there are close
commercial links and the movement of people, business and data on a
regular basis. Any coherent approach to legislating for increased
globalisation of trade, including TDF and electronic commerce, means that
such issues should be an integral component of legislative reform.
The impediments to relying purely on recourse under a TDF
contract are the reason why contracts are relying on ancillary mechanisms,
such as looking to a data protection authority or some other supervisory
agency (government or industry) for remedies and sanctions. Other
avenues that would be well worth pursuing would be the development of
an online dispute resolution service which could provide first tier
resolution for privacy disputes; in particular, where these are high volume
and originate from individuals with insufficient resources to pursue their
other legal remedies (if any). In a global economy, the need for an online
privacy dispute resolution is going to grow rather than diminish.
Business Implicatons for Non‐EU Countries
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The adequacy requirement of the Directive is a form of export
restriction. It could yet prove to have far‐reaching consequences for
businesses in non‐EU countries, such as in Asia, that need to
obtain or use personal information or data which originate within an EU
country. The European Commission is currently evaluating third countries
in terms of the adequacy requirement, including working through a list of
countries in the Asia Pacific Region. For those countries which do not have
any privacy legislation, or whose national privacy laws are significantly
flawed (so as not to satisfy the adequacy test), the potential impact of
these developments should not be under estimated.
The "new economy" relies on the ability to transmit information,
including legitimate use of personal data. What will be the impact if, as a
result of a complaint over a data transfer to a third country, an airline is
unable to obtain a customer manifest, an insurance company is unable to
access insurance records, a business is unable to access its human
resources records, or a marketing division can no longer obtain its
customers' profiles?
These examples all presume that the proposed use of the personal
data exported from an EU country fulfils the purpose limitation and other
principles of the OECD Privacy Guidelines. The fact of such compliance will
be irrelevant, however, in the absence of appropriate national legislation
to protect personal data in the third country (of the importer), or in the
absence of contractual mechanisms (approved under the EU Directive)
that fulfil the EU adequacy requirement.
There are other mechanisms for adequacy, such as voluntary codes
of conduct and industry standards; however, experience shows that there
are significant issues in meeting the content and procedural requirements
of adequacy, including the need for enforcement (in the form of
independent supervision, meaningful sanctions and a track history of
proven compliance).
As is the case with any of the alternative mechanisms to national
privacy legislation, there are significant economic costs and inefficiencies
in a situation where the various mechanisms for TDF require case‐by‐case
analysis, and an approvals process to ascertain if the circumstances of the
data transfer will meet the adequacy requirements under both the EU
Member's privacy laws and under the EU Directive. The process to
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establish "adequacy" will be complex and lengthy, presumably requiring
investigation of a number of test cases.
It could be argued that the compliance cost for third countries in
satisfying the adequacy requirements by enacting their own national
privacy protection laws, would be lower than the cumulative costs of
requiring business and/or industry to fend for themselves in trying to
design suitable adequacy mechanisms. In addition to the arguments
based on economics and efficiency, there is also the fact that privacy
protection is a human right and goes to the heart of public confidence and
consumer trust.
172. Discuss about the best practices, preparation of strategic planning
and developing digital library and repositories as well as qualities for
achieving professional excellence in the academic library.

Best practices
The concept of education has evolved from being a dispenser of
theory to largely passive recipients (students), to a collaborative, thought‐
provoking experience that builds critical thinking skills in individuals.
Libraries are also thinking to articulate a vision for the co‐operative
learning environment, and enhancing their role to be proactive partner in
present teaching‐learning in the society. Therefore, the entire library
system and its use need to be re‐engineered from the patrons’
perspective by addressing their needs, bringing together available
technologies, contents and services in a physical space which would
certainly be different environment from that of a typical traditional
environment i.e. ware‐house model. Moreover, there is a shift in library
role from organizing books to managing knowledge digitally. This is
possible due to unimaginable ICT advances, proliferation of electronic
publications, collection management and retrieval of digital information,
resource sharing, computerization, library networking, development of
human resources, user education and development and non‐print media.
According to NAAC, the library and information services play not only just
an important learning support function, but the library itself is emerging as
a site of learning, sometimes more important than even the classroom.
In view of the Best Practices in Library and Information Services,
four broad areas have been identified by the NAAC to strengthen the
library and information services:
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•
•
•
•

Management and administration
Collection and Services
Extract of use Services
Use of Technology

(i)
Management and Administration of Library: The activities
performed in relation to the development of vision, goals and policies of
the library, working hours, stock verification methods, membership,
budgeting, resource mobilization, technical processing methods,
manpower development, basic amenities and facilities as well as collection
development management, technical service, etc. would be considered in
the management and administration of library. Listed below are the
practices adopted by the good libraries:
(a)
Observation of the different libraries practices: The library staff can
be deputed to visit and observe some of colleges/institutional libraries and
their functioning and practices in providing services and in terms of use of
technology and techniques. Such visits will make them to ascertain the
best practices in developing the library working with, equivalent to the
best libraries.
(b)
In‐service programme: Staff members should have given the
opportunity to familiarize and expertise with library automation, e‐
resources and services and other modern techniques available by
arranging in‐house and attending external programmes. Such exposures
would help in developing the vision and perceive the practices developed
and used by the good libraries. Apart from the confidence building, such
visits would also help in developing co‐operation among the libraries. This
will be instrumental to enhance the Inter‐Library Loan (ILL) practices,
which is quite essential from users’ perspective since no library, how large
it may be, can satisfy each and every query of users by itself.
(c)
Staff promotional practice: A clear and transparent promotional
policy and the requirements in terms of qualifications, length of service,
experience required for the particular post, etc, along with the job
description and responsibilities have to be ensured in the best interest of
the library. In the long term, such policies will ensure to keep interest,
enthusiasm of employees and also helpin the team‐building which is a very
important aspect of modern librarianship in order to optimum utilization
of the talents and resources and more imporatantly user’s satisfaction.
(d)
Maintenance of service areas: It is necessary that the atmosphere
in the library should be inviting along with cleanliness, both inside and
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outside the library, and also extend to the conductive and helping
atmosphere for reading and searching the desired books/information in
the library.
(e)
Compilation of staff manual and guidelines: It is always a good
practice to compile the guidelines narrating the various functions carried
out by the library and necessary procedural step by step methods to the
execution of duties. It can be an excellent introduction to the library for
new staff members; giving them immediate perspective of its broad
functions so that they can appreciate the role of their individual
assignments in the whole programme.
Other practices includes:
•
Special Deposit Scheme (SDS) to provide an opportunity to off
campus users (especially economically backward classes) to make available
the library services at affordable costs.
•
Resource generation through external membership and nominal
fee for providing services.
•
Student internship programme, student participative programme,
and earn while learning programme. Such programmes would not only be
essential to clear the pending works in the library, but also help in making
ambassadors to the library activities.
•
Library scheme as an optional paper. Some universities have
started library science as an optional paper which gives fair good idea
about the library activities, resources and services. Students opting such
course can become the ambassador of the library services.
(ii)
Collection and Services: Collection development would include a
well defined collection development/management policy in the libraries so
as to maintain an active balanced collection. The user‐centric services will
be most valued, ranging from reference to electronic service to be
delivered both, in anticipation and on demand. Every service or operation
in the library is based on the holdings it possesses. Apart from
conventional documents like books, periodicals, reports, theses,
proceedings, maps, atlas, globes, photographs and audio‐visual materials,
etc., the resources in magnetic and optical media like in floppies, CDs,
DVDs etc. and e‐resources are gaining popularity among the users.
Every institution should have a library committee consisting the
representation of the departments and librarian.
The library budget should be distributed under different
heads/departments based on faculty streagth. After allocating the budget
to all departments based on faculty strength. After allocating the budget
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to all departments and general reference books, all the heads and
departments and general reference books, all the heads and departments
may be asked to prepare a list of books and other materials in view of the
syllabus and curriculum. The library should assist them in the process by
providing book reviews and other trade bibliographies. Further, it is always
helpful to consult the staff deputed at circulation counter to know the
highly demanded and circulated titles which may require of adding a few
more copies to the library. Further, the user survey/feedback and keeping
highly demanded books statistics, if possible, and encouraging faculty and
students to give requisitions for new and latest books of their interest on
regular basis to have balance and current collection in the library.
The possibilities should be explored for donation of books. Many
retired professors and eminent personalities would like to donate their
collection of books to those libraries in which they feel such collection has
utility and safety. By this you can develop and keep the rare books,
particularly on local history and culture for posterity.
Identify a place to keep all the reading material on competitive
examinations and earmarked a separate budget provision for the
procurement of such material. The best place to keep such material would
be the reference section.
For ordering materials the library may follow once in a month for
ordering books if possible or at least thrice a year policy to have good
response from the book sellers.
The following practices can be followed in the area of colletion
development and information services:
•
Academic libraries should develop balance collection in different
formats (Hybrid Library Collection)
•
Organize library books exhibition
•
Extended library opening hours
(iii)
Extent of the use of services: For extending a better and qualitative
information services in the academic libraries, the services should be
provided by the libraries with a feeling that information is widely available
and equal access to all. This is possible if libraries ensure the
implementation of the national and international standards. While
maintaining the currency of information by updating it and removing
unused material, a range of information tools to access information should
be available to both the novice and experienced users.
(a)
The following ways uses of services can be enhanced and
measured:
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•
User education to orient the newly enrolled library users about the
facilities, services, usages etc.
•
Information literacy programme in relation to preparation of
assignments, term papers, project reports, etc.
•
Course module on Library and Information Science to impart skills
and techniques for users to retrieve information from the library and web
through formal curriculum.
•
Library use statistics to gather feed back on use of facilities and
services which enable to access the quality of services delivered by the
library.
•
Library best user award to attract more students to visit the library
and use the resources.
(b)
Marketing information services:
•
Library users group: Students who are interested in reading books
or developing reading habits may be asked to enrol their name in the
library user group. They may be given permission for ‘Open Access of
Collection’.
•
Book Exhibition: During book exhibition lectures may be organized
by the inviting renowned authors, editors of the newspaper from the
society.
•
Signage: The library signage is one of the important tools which can
be used as a marketing tool in the library. Signage can be help in effective
utilization of the library resources.
•
Display new arrivals of books and journals and circulate the list of
different departments.
•
Library brochures/hand outs need to be preapared and circulated
to the users.
•
Website. All the necessary information and services to the users
may be made available online.
(iv)
Use of Information Technology (IT): Today the success of the
modern library is increasingly dependent on the most effective utilization
of new technologies in libraries. The impact of IT is prodigious in its
magnitude, and has a great impact on all aspects of the library operations,
information resources, services, staff skills requirements and users
expectations. By using technology, library can offer a variety of services
and enhance the quality and users’ satisfaction like –
•
Online information retrieval (Internet access facility)
•
Library home page for information dissemination
•
Access to e‐resources and digital repository
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•
•
•
•
•

CD mirror server facility
Digitization of manuscripts and rare books
Automation of in house services and web OPAC
Campus wide local area network (LAN) facility
Electronic surveillance system

Preparation of strategic planning for library
Most of us are being taught that planning, organization, staffing,
directing, and controlling are the basic components to the functioning of
management. In recent past, however, the focus has been shifted towards
the tactical management or strategic management to achieve desired
goals and to manage resources efficiently and effectively as well. The
quality, service, innovation and productivity are important for the libraries,
which are undergoing a dynamic phase of transformation. Basically,
planning is a management tools and a systematic approach to prepare for
a management tools and a systematic approach to prepare for a better
future. It is a continuous and proactive process, which assesses and adjusts
the organization in response to changing market opportunities in a
dynamic environment. Such type of planning would assist in articulating
the organization’s mandate and focus to achieve a better job by increasing
the level of commitment, communication and cohesiveness across the
organization. In this ever‐changing and competitive, strategic planning in
the library will be helpful in sharing the vision for the future of library
services.
There are some direct outcomes to be achieved by introducing
strategic planning for example, enhancement in credibility of the library
services, team building, improvement in library services and level of
customer satisfaction, creativity, better technology, better relationship
with stakeholders, job satisfaction, better financial planning, skill
development, sense of belonging, awareness of current trends, sharing a
vision, etc.
For effective strategic planning in the library, four basic questions
need to be answered:
•
Where is our library? (Context: The Environmental Scanning and
the SWOT Analysis)
•
Where do we want our library to be? (Objectives, mandates, goals)
•
How will we station our library there? (Actions: Strategies)
•
Did our library make it? (Source: Evaluation)
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Strategic management is more than a planning, which includes the
ability to implement the vision. Apart from this, other key elements like –
mission, values, environmental scanning, and actions required are crucial
for academic institutions and their libraries in particular. Moreover,
leadership is crucial to the effectiveness of strategic planning.
Developing digital library and repositories
The technology has given impetus to the library transactions and
activities. A diffusion of technologies have forced libraries to integrate
them and develop new methods of archiving and delivery like open access,
digital publishing, and self archiving and academic digital repositories.
Now, most of the good academic institutions have signed‐up en masse the
concept of digital library and archive. Institutional repositories are an
emerging trend among institutions of higher education as tool to make
knowledge bank of institution’s intellectual output to the global
community via the Internet. The academic institutions have found the way
to perform their social obligation to disseminate their research output to a
larger audience. So, developing digital repository system would be an
essential to make information resources more accessible. It would be a
collaborative effort of major stakeholders, who can play an important role
in developing institutional repositories.
Achieving professional excellence in cademic libraries
The good employee is always intellectually and emotionally bound
with the organization, and feels passionately about its goals and is
committed towards its value. In order to manage the existing trends and
change in the library properly, library staff must have some qualities and
practices which help them to manage libraries effectively and efficiently.
These qualities include:
•
Adaptability: Adapt to the work culture and environment along
with response to change by innovating and modifying tactics. In fact, we
must re‐engineer everything about library based on sound customer‐
driven assessment if we are to remain relevant.
•
Team player: Be able to work with others and build human relation
and team spirit, and seek ideas and inputs from all.This will help in
creating congenial work environment. Most of us have been advocates
and practitioners of shared governance for most of our careers. In fact,
academe is based on shared knowledge and leadership. Most of the
librarians should believe strongly in building management teams, in
developing new leaders within the organization, and in empowering every
one with the knowledge and freedom to develop leaders.
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•
Self‐development: A positive attitude towards self‐development,
you should learn as you breathe and don’t wait for formal training. Basic
attitude should be to learn, unlearn and relearn. Providing outstanding
services in the library should be our central mission, but knowing advocacy
and marketing techniques will add leverage to this mission.
•
Innovation and risk‐taking ability: The only real failure is not
learning from mistakes. Innovations come through experimentations and
trials. The problems articulate as the ways of opportunities by
incorporating news ideas to improve quality, service, and productivity with
initiative and innovative sprite.
•
Setting reasonable goals and reaching them: Everything can’t be
top priority, be decisive. Identify priorities and opportunities and develop
necessary plans align with the mandate, values and vision of the library.
•
Leadership quality: You don’t look at others for leadership, rather
look at yourself. A plan done by you is much better than a plan done for
you. Important skill for a leader is to motivate by keeping his ‘team‐up’.
•
Being flexible: If you are doing what you did two years ago, you are
doing your job. Libraries are truely assets and their success largely
depends upon the satisfaction of their clients. Understandably, their place
in our rapidly changing world is shifting with the advent of the internet.
Thus, libraries have to be not only to remain relevant but seek to create
ever greater levels of impact in the lives of their users and on society at
large.
•
Being a change agent and being creative: Don’t allow your
organization to move it at own pace, for instance; steer it judiciously in the
direction you think it ought to be taking, based on your future plans. The
adoption of new updated methods and technologies are the need of hour.
One must have an ability to search and find new solutions.
173. Write about (a) PHPMY Library (b) Openbiblio (c) Openisis (d)
PostgreSQL (e) MySQL (f) GNU Library Management System (GLIBMS)
(a)

PHPMY Library:
Description: PHPMY Library is a web‐based library automation
application meant for smaller libraries. The system consists of cataloguing,
circulation, and the OPAC module. The system also has an import feature.
It strictly follows the USMARC standard for adding materials.
Special features: The salient features are:
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•
Fully compatible with the Postnuke Content Management System
enabling easy integration with the Postnuke based portal;
•
Online reservation system for library patron with their own login
•
Supports import from ISIS database with an ISIS database with an
ISIS2MARC program
Project sponsors/administrators: Polerio Babao III, and Paolo Alexis
Falcone.
Dependency: Apache, PHP, MySQL, Python
Supported Platforms: Platform Independent
License: GNU General Public License
Availability: http://sourceforge.net/projects/phpmylibrary/
Project
Homepage:
Further
information:
http://phpmylibrary.sourceforge.net
(b)

Openbiblio: A library system that’s free
Description: Openbiblio is an easy to use open source, automated
library system written in PHP containing OPAC, circulation, cataloguing,
and staff administration functionality. The purpose of this project is to
provide a cost effective library automation solution for private collections,
clubs, churches, schools, or public libraries.
Special features: The goals of the project has been to achieve the
following:
•
Intuitive and easy to use
•
Well documented
•
Easy to install with minimal expertise
•
Designed with common library features to work with most library
workflows
It is fully compatible with the Postnuke Content Management
System.
History: Unknown
ProjectSponsors/Administrators: Dave Stevens
Dependency: Apache, PHP, MySQL
Supported Platforms: Platform Independent
License: GNU General Public License
Availability:
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=50071
Further
Information:
Project
Home
Page:
http://obiblio.sourceforge.net/
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(c)

Openisis:
Description: Openisis is the open source member of the CDS/ISIS
software family. It is well suited for bibliographic databases with variable
length fields and repeatable sub‐fields.
Special features: Some of the special features are
•
Highly flexible data structure: potentially unlimited numbers of
data fields in record
•
Highly efficient storage: unused data fields consume no space
•
Natural Modelling – ultra fast access: logically related data that
would be artificially separated in a relational database is stored in a
single record.
History: Developed since May 2001
Project Sponsors/Administrators: Openisis Verein, Berlin
Dependency: Unknown
Supported Platforms: Linux, UNIX, Windows, MacOS X
License: GNU General Public License. LGPL
Availability:
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=11257
Further information: Project Home Page: http://www.openisis.org
(d)

PostgreSQL:
Description: PostgreSQL is claimed to be the most advanced Open
Source database system in the world.
Special features: Some of the special features are
•
Exceptional performance and speed
•
World‐class security
•
Flexibility to be extended as required
•
Highly scalable design
•
Minimal administration requirements
History: The PostgreSQL software itself had its beginnings in 1986
inside the University of California at Berkeley as a research prototype, and
in the 16 years since has moved to its now globally distributed
development model, with central servers based in Canada.
Project Sponsors/Administrators: PostgreSQL Global Development
Group
Dependency: Perl, Python, Tcl/Tk, JDK/Ant, Flex & Bison
Supported Platforms: Linux, UNIX, Windows (under cygwin
environment)
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License: BSD License
(e)

MySQL
Description: The MySQL database server is the world’s most
popular open source database. Its architecture makes it extremely fast and
easy to customize. Extensive reuse of code within the software and a
minimalist approach to producing functionality‐rich features has resulted
in a database management system unmatched in speed, compactness,
stability and ease of deployment. The unique separation of the core server
from the storage engine makes it possible to run with strict transaction
control or with ultra‐fast transaction‐less disk access, whichever is most
appropriate for the situation.
Special features: Some of the major features are:
•
ANSI SQL syntax support
•
Cross‐platform support
•
Independent storage engines
•
Full‐text indexing and searching
•
Query caching
•
Flexible security system, including SSL support
•
Replication of database servers for robustness and speed
History: The project was started in 1995 and has become quite
mature in the last Five years. Undoubtedly it is the most popular open
source RDBMS primarily because of its speed.
Project Sponsors/Administrators: MySQL AB
Dependency: Unknown
Supported Platforms: linux, UNIX, Windows, MacOS X
License: GNU GPL and Commercial non‐GNU
Availability: http://www.mysql.com/downloads/index.html
Further information: Project Home page: http://www.mysql.com/
(f)

GNU Library Management System (GLIBMS)
Description: GLIBMS is library management software developed
using PHP and PostgreSQL to automate the different activities carried out
in the library. The project is currently inactive at Source forge. It is
renamed as Karuna and hosted at sarovar.org.
Special features: Unknown
History: Unknown
Project Sponsors/Administrative: Sharmad Naik, Gaurav Priyolkar
Dependency: Apache, PHP, Perl, PostgreSQL
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Supported Platforms: Linux, UNIX
License: GNU General Public License
Availability: http://sourceforge.net/projects/glibs
174. (a) Why adopt open source software in libraries? (b) Discuss the
impact of open source on learning. (c) Discuss the general purpose open
source softwares. (d) Explain the role of open source software for value
added services in library. (e) What are the contents of a library
website/portal?
(a)
The range and quality of software available for libraries is small
compared to other industrial applications. According in Chudnov (1999)
there are three factors pushing the use of Open Source Software (OSS) in
libraries:
•
OSS licenses allow libraries to cut budget on software and use it to
other issues needing more funds.
•
OSS product is not locked into a single vendor. Thus even if a
library buys an open source system from one vendor, it might choose to
buy technical support from another company or get it from in‐house
experts.
•
The entire library community might share the responsibility of
solving information systems accessibility issues.
(b)
Open source e‐learning software has emerged as a viable solution.
Many universities have opted for open source software and learning
management systems, in particular. Advantages that have tipped the
balance toward open source include the following:
•
The absence of a license fee: Most universities annually pay large
sums to software companies to use their products, but open source
licenses are free.
•
Flexibility: Open source products are customizable and can involve
third parties. New features and tools can be imported from the open
source community.
•
Service continuity: The huge collaborative network of the open
source community minimizes, although it does not eliminate, the risk of
discontinued service. Volunteer help is available through open source
support systems such as forums.
•
Continuous improvement: Extensive collaboration ensures that
softwares products keep improving. Programmers from different
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institutions and organiations, along with volunteers, contribute freely to
projects.
•
Tax benefits: Governments of many countries have implemented
tax‐exemption policies to boost open source projects, although the
governmental role in promoting open source software is controversial.
(c)
Following are some of the most widely used general purpose Open
Source Softwares:
•
Open Office: Open Office is a full fledged office suite from
OpenOffice.org. It includes full‐featured word processing, spreadsheet,
and presentation applications that can do the same thing that its Microsoft
counterparts can. It also has support for other file types, which means it
works seamlessly with Word, Excel and others. It also works on all major
platforms including Windows, MacOS X, and Linux. There are no licensing
fees nor support fees.
•
Linux: Without hesitation, Linux provides the success story in the
open source world and is a very powerful operating system. Linux’s
functionality, adaptability and robustness has made it the main alternative
for proprietary operating systems, especially where budgets are a main
concern. Red Hat Linux is the most popular distribution (version) of Linux
in the United States. Linux distribution come in many flavours like RedHat,
Ubuntu, Debian PCQ etc. Latest versions of Linux come with very good and
powerful user‐friendly interface for the individual who wants to accustom
himself from proprietary systems (such as MS Windows or Mac OS).
Adopting GNU/Linux and Open Office has following advantages:
(i)
It is freely shareable, no need to spend thousands of rupees now
and in future on purchasing MS Windows or MS Office.
(ii)
It is virus‐proof and hence anti‐virus software is not required to be
purchased.
(iii)
Along with GNU/Linux (such as Ubuntu GNU/Linux) additional very
useful software applications for image editing, pdf editing and creating etc.
can be freely installed.
•
Gimp: It is an image manipulation tool. It is an Open Source
counterpart to Adobe Photoshop. This popular tool has been rapidly
gaining features and support in the last year.
•
Apache: It is most widely known as a http server, which takes care
of hosting web sites. It was created by a few hobbyists who were not
happy with the closed‐source solutions available.
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•
Mozilla Firefox: This browser probably doesn’t need an
introduction or an argument as the success story for this category. But, to
be fair, it should be mentioned that all products offered through the
Mozilla Firefox Website are available free‐of‐charge for Windows, Mac,
and Linux computers in more than 35 languages. This compatibility and
availability meets all the standards suggested by the Open Source Ware
Consortium and its major supporter, the William and Flora Hewlett
Foundation.
(d)
Value addition is an important need for any service institution. The
libraries always need to improve the quality of services by adding value to
each of its products.
•
Library Website: It has become very important in modern libraries.
It is more than simply a library OPAC and can include library rules, subject
based directories, access to online resources, news items, as well as online
reservation.
•
Subject Guides: These are useful for academic libraries for
supporting the existing curriculum of the parent institution.
•
Reading Lists: It is the modern version of literature search services
on a specific topic.
•
Web Directories: These are used to organize Internet resources on
the basis of classification, often biased towards a particular subject.
(e)
The wide use of Internet by the users has made it imperative for
the libraries have a presence there. There can be three types of content in
a library website according to Morgan (2003):
•
Information about the library: staff directories, departmental
descriptions, maps of the building, hours, etc.
•
Electronic versions of traditional library services: online tutorials,
book renewals, interlibrary loan requests and status reports, requests for
purchase, online chat/reference, virtual tours of the building (s), etc.
•
Access to library content: catalogues, indexes, full‐text magazines
and journals, digitized special collections, free and commercial e‐books,
government documents, freely accessible Internet resources, electronic
encyclopaedias and dictionaries, licensed content from vendors, etc.
Simple website are fairly easy to maintain with little knowledge of
HTML editors. But as the size of the website grows the one needs to have
better searching and browsing interface. One must follow the usability
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guidelines in creating and maintaining the websites so that users are not
lost while navigating the site.
175. Discuss about the technical issues in development of multilingual
digital library.
1

Introduction
Due to information explosion, the amount of electronic textual
information has increased. Organization of such vast amount of
information, to support browsing, gained importance. Full text search
provided tremendous benefits in terms of information selection. The
Internet would not be very useful if communication were limited to textual
exchanges. Internet broke through national boundaries long ago, they
remain much more effective for textual communication than for exchange
of sound imaged or multimedia and more effective for communication in
English than for exchange in most other languages. Internet also helps to
people from multiple nations, speaking multiple languages in interacting
with each other.
2

Multilingual Digital Library (MDL)
Multilingual Digital Libraries are available on the Internet. This
means that users from all over the world can reach digital libraries and try
to use their contents. There is no doubt that English is the most popular
language on the Internet but other languages must be considered when
multilingual digital libraries are to be focus. Remember that multilingual
digital libraries, and more generally digital collections, are repositories of
culture, education, research results, science, law, etc.
When multilingual digital libraries are viewed as support to
distance education, it becomes clear that different languages have to be
considered because they are important components of the educational
process of each country.
2.1

Definition of MDL
In the context of the work that yielded this article, a multilingual
digital library is defined as:
“A multilingual digital library is a digital library that has all functions
implemented simultaneously in as many languages as desired and whose
search & retrieve functions are language independent.”
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The implementation of such a concept allows the user to choose
the language for the interfaces and to access cataloguing information in
any language (of the digital library) from the interface in the chosen
language regardless of the language (s) of the library items.
2.2
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Terms related to multilingual issues
Internationalization: enabling world‐wide communication, no
matter what the language is?
Localization: adapting to local needs.
Multilingaual Digital Library: contain documents in more than one
language.
Multilingual document: contain text in more than one language.
Cross‐language retrieval: retrieve any type of text composed or
indexed in one language via a query formulated in another
language.

2.3
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Issues of MDL
Multiuple language recognition, manipulation and display.
Multiple or cross‐langauge search and retrieval.
Multiple recognition and representation addresses the problem of
allowing digital library (DL) users to acess the system, no matter
where they are located, and no matter in what language the
information is stored, it is only the question of providing
appropriate technology.

2.3.1
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Key requirements of a multilingual application
Present the data meaningfully.
Manipulate multilingual data internally.
Support the character sets and encodings used to represent the
information being manipulated (Shivram, 2002).

3

Character sets and encoding
A character set is just that, a bunch of characters, in the way a
human would understand them. These characters are stored as actual
bytes in a computer and it might follow a different convention. The system
of taking these bytes and translating them into characters in a document’’s
charcter set is called a character encoding. In simple terms, a character set
is a list of characters that may appear in a document, and a character
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encoding is a way of storing characters on a computer as bits (Shivram,
2002).
Character set representation is a problem similar to that of
representing multimedia objects in digital libraries, yet is more significant
due to the massive volume of textual communication and data exchange
that takes place on computer networks. Culture plays a role here as well:
speakers of all languages wish to preserve their language in its complete
and authoritative form. Incomplete or incorrect data excahage results in
failures to find information, in failures to authenticate identities or
content, and in the permanaent loss of information. Handling character
sets for multiple languages is a pervasive problem in automation and one
of great concern to libraries, network developers, government agencies,
banks, and multi‐national companies (Borgman, 1997).
3.1

Character encoding
The creation of characters in electronic form involves hardware
and software to support input, storing, processing, sorting, displaying, and
printing. The internal representation of each character determines how it
is treated by the hardware (keyboard, printer, VDT, etc.) and the
application software. Two characters may appear the same on a screen
but be represented differently due to their different sorting positions in
multiple languages, for example. Conversely, the same key sequence on
two different keyboards may produce two different charcters, depending
upon the internal representation that is generated. Character encoding for
digital libraries includes all of these aspects (Borgman, 1997):
•
The keyboard commands used to generate characters, especially
charcters with diacritics, for building the digital library content;
The keyboard commands used to generate characters to search the
•
digital library;
•
Rules for sorting characters in correct alphabetic sequence, which
are dependent on the internal representation of the character, the
correct sequence varies by language;
•
Display of characters on computer screens; and
•
Output of characters on printers and other devices.
3.1.1 Different character sets
ASCII: American Stanadard Code fot Information Interchange is a
standard seven‐bit code that was proposed by ANSI in 1963, and finished
in 1968. ASCII character set consists of 128 decimal numbers ranging from
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zero through 127 assigned to letters, numbers, punctuation marks, and
the most common special characters. The Extended ASCII charcater set
also consists of 128 decimal numbers and ranges from 128 through 255
representing additional special, mathematical, geographical, etc.
ISO 8859: The ISO 8859 character set were designed in tthe mid‐
1980s by the European Computer Manufacturer’s Association (ECMA) and
endorsed by the International Standards Organization (ISO). ISO 8859 is a
full series of 10 (even more) standardized multilingual single‐byte coded (8
bit) graphic character sets for writing in alphabetic languages. ISO 8859‐1
standard which is commonly called “ISO Latin 1” contains the ASCII
character set as a subset, and the code numbers for those characters are
the same as in ASCII. The standard also specifies an encoding, which is
similar to that of ASCII: each code number is presented simply as one
octet. In addition to the ASCII characters, ISO Latin 1 contains various
accented characters and other letters needed for writing languages of
Western Europe, and some special characters. These characters occupy
code positions 160‐255, positions from 128‐159 are unused (reserved for
control characters).
ISO 10646: ISO/IEC 10646 is a relatively new character set
standard, published in 1993 by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO). It is a “Universal Multiple‐Octet Coded Character
Set” and also called as UCS. UCS is the first officially standardized coded
character set with the purpose to eventually include all characters used in
all the written languages in the world. To accommodate every character
set with the purpose to eventually include all characters used in all the
written languages in the world. To accommodate every character a unique
code UCS choose uniform encoding using bit sequence consisting of 16
and 31 bits UCS coding space is subdivided into 128 groups, each
containing 256 planes. The first 128 groups, each containing 256 planes.
The first octet in a character representation indicates the group number
and the second the plane number. The third and fourth octets give the
row number and the cell number of the character. Those characters that
can be represented by the 2‐octet form of UCS belong to plane 0 of group
0, which is called the Basic Multilingual Plane, BMP.
ISO 10646 can be often encoded in other ways too, such as the
following encodings:
UTF‐8: The codes in the first half of the first row of the BMP, i.e.
the characters that also can be found in ASCII are in this transformation
format replaced by their ASCII codes, which are octets in the range box 00‐
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7F. The other codes of UCS are transformed to between two and six octets
in the range hex 80‐FF. A text only containing characters in the BMP is
transformed to the same octet sequence, irrespective of whether it was
coded with UCS‐2 or UCS‐4. Simiularly utf‐7, utf‐16 (Shivram, 2002).
4

Unicode
Unicode is a universal character encoding standard used for
representation of text for computer processing. It is fully compatible and
synchronized with the corresponding versions of International Standard
ISO/IEC. Unicode is based on the simplicity and consistency of ASCII, but
goes far beyond ASCII and had a capacity to encode all characters used for
the written languages of the world. Unicode assigns each character a
unique numeric value and name. Unicode defines three encoding forms
that allow the same data to be transmitted in a byte, word or double word
oriented format (i.e. in 8.16 or 32 bits per character). But the original goal
was to use a single 16 bit encoding that provides code points for more
than 65,000 characters.
Unicode supports for European alphabetic scripts, Middle Eastern
right‐to‐left scripts, scripts of Asia and other characters like punctuation
marks, diactitics, mathematical symbols, technical symbols, arrows,
dingbats, etc. It also reserves some code points for future (Unicode
consortium, 2000).
5

Contribution of library community toward the development of MDL
The International Library Community began developing large,
multi‐language digital libraries in the 1960s. Standards for record structure
and character sets were established long before the Internet was created,
much less Unicode. Hundreds of millions of bibliographic records exist
around the world in variations of the MARC (MAchine Readable Catalogue)
standard, although in multiple character set encoding formats. OCLC
(Online Computer Library Center), the world’s largest cataloguing co‐
operative, serves more than 17,000 libraries in 52 countries and contains
over 30 million bibliographic records with over 500 million records of
ownership attached in more than 370 languages (OCLC Annual Report,
1993). OCLC uses the American Library Association (ALA) character set
standard, which extends the English language keyboard to include
diacritics from major languages.
The Library of Congress, which contributes its records in digital
form to OCLC, RLIN (Research Libraries Information Network) the other
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major US based bibliographic utility), and other co‐operatives, also do
original script cataloguing for the JACKPHY languages mentioned earlier.
RLIN pioneered the ability to encode the JACKPHY languages in their
original script form for bibliographic records, using available script‐specific
standards (Aliprand, 1992). Records encoded in full script form are
exchanged between the Library of Congress, RLIN, OCLC, other
bibliographic utilities in the US and elsewhere, and many digital libraries
maintained by research libraries. Catalogue cards are printed in script and
Romanized forms from these databases, but direct use of the records in
script form requires special equipment to create and display characters
properly. Records from OCLC, RLIN, and other sources are loaded into the
online catalogues of individual libraries, where they usually are searchable
only in transliterated forms. Some online catalogues support searching
with diacritics, while others support only the ASCII characters. Regardless
of the local input and output capabilities, if characters are represented
internally in their fullest form, they will be available for more sophisticated
uses in the future when the search and display technologies become more
widely available.
6

Summary and Conclusions
Multilingual Digital libraries will be ever‐present in the future and
will provide the basis for a very broad set of distributed living activities
including computer‐supported co‐operative work, distance learning,
electronic commerce and entertainment.
Libraries always have taken a long‐term perspective on preserving
and providing access to information. They manage content in many
languages and co‐operate as an international community to exchange data
in digital form. Thus it is not surprising that libraries were among the first
institutions to tackle the multi‐lingual character set problem. Over the last
30 years, libraries have created massive stores of digital data. Not only do
libraries create and maintain new bibliographic records in digital form, a
growing number of the world’s major research libraries have converted all
of their historical records – sometimes dating back several hundred years
– into a common record structure. By now, libraries have the expertise and
influence to affect future developments in standards for character sets
and other factors in data exchange.
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Advantages
Defined
Disadvantages
Historical development
Reader
E-databases
E-Interesting Development
E-Journal
Demerits
Issues and challenges
Meaning
Merits
Electronic exhibition
E-News
E-Newsletter
E-Reports
E-Studies
E-subject guides
E-Whitepapers
Web search tools
Wiki books/E-audios/E-music

E-Governance
E-learning

147
147-154
146-147

Environment
Factors for successful implementation
Meaning

Electronic Age
127-129

Role of Librarian

E-Mail
347
346-347
465-482

Important factors
Meaning

E-Resource
Experimental design

109-110

Four cell

Good Professor
145

Enablement

Human Resource Management
52-53
53

Meaning
Various elements in the context of LIS

Hypermedia
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24-25

Features and functions

Hypertext
23-24

Features and functions

Hypothesis
302-303
303-304
301
302
304-305

Characteristics
Criteria for formulation
Definition
Types
Utility and importance

Indexing
71
53-54
58-59
59-60
53
56-57
57-58
54-56

Assigned indexing & Derived indexing: Diff
Chain Indexing
KWIC
KWOC
Meaning
PRECIS
POPSI
Uniterm

Information
311-312
73-74
310-311
209-210
210
211
207
210
211
207
207-208
208

Characteristics
Economic and social implication
Meaning
Role in education & research
Role in Government activities
Role in managerial activities
Role in national development
Role for professionals
Role in technology transfer
Meaning/Defined
Need
Socio-economic development

Information and Comm. Technology
240-241
538-546

In information seeking and usage
Role of Librarian in ICT enabled library

Inf. and Lib. Network/Consortium
199
200-201

Defined
How does it work?
Major data networks in India
BTISNET
CALIBNET
CSIRNET
DELNET

247
247-248
113-114,248
248
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248
248
114
247
195-196
44-46
43-44
41-42
42
146
66
246-247
66-67
199-200
67-68
112-113

DESINET
ERNET
HELINET
INDONET
INFLIBNET
Activities
Functions
Introduction
Vision and Mission
MANLIBNET
Meaning
NICNET
Need
Reasons for consortia approach
Role of UGC in the development
UGC Infonet: main features
N-LIST
Accessing e-resource
Association membership programme
Beneficiary institutions
Components
Current status
E-resources
Establishment
Genesis
Governance
Jury choice award
Vision and Mission
Vidyanet
Vikram

373-374
371
372-373
371-372
370-371
373
369-370
369
372
370
370
248-249
247

Information Commons
661
661
661-663
660-661
664-665
664

Components
Development
Library perspectives
Need
Planning
Technology perspective

Information communication
314
314-315
313

Communicator barriers
Receiver barriers
System

Information Literacy
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158
162-164
164-165
156-157
165
157-158
161-162
159-161
158-159
157

Aims
Approaches
Benefits in libraries
Definition
Impact of IT
Importance
Methods
Medium
Needs
Skills

Information Needs
34-35
33
35-36
36
511-515

Factors
Meaning
Objectives
Problems encountered

Inf. Needs, Comm. Inf. & ISB
Information Retrieval

69-70
60-64

Different steps
Evaluation criteria

Information Seeking Behaviour
33
35

Features
Problems

Information Sources
Book not a primary source
Causes of dependency on traditional reference source

64
639-640

Information Transfer
38-39
312-313

Role of Abstracting & Indexing Services
Information transfer cycle

Institutional Repository
482-502

Through GSDL

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
318
318
315
318
317-318
29-30
319
320
318-319
316-317,503-505
315-316

Criminal jurisprudence: changing scenario
Cybercrime & IPR
Defined
Division of copyright law
Emergence & copyright
Implications on electronic information
Indian law dealing with copyright
Infringement
IT Act, 2000
IPR & copyright
Legislations covered
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319
318
316

Main changes in the new amendment act
Milestone of copyright law
Responsibility for administering

Internet
590
589-590
590-591
591

Architecture
Introduction
Requirements
Services

Internet Age
SWOT analysis for Librarians

Knowledge Management
Application in Lib. & Inf. Services
Development of management techniques
Introduction
Meaning
Strategic management for customer services

Knowledge Society
Library Association & Institution

117-121
343-346
244-246
343
241-243
342-343
243-244
143-144
131-132
132-133

Basic objectives
MLAI

OCLC
Introduction

253
254-267
254
100-104, 253-254
129-130
133-138

Global catalogue
Online database
Various services
SALIS
Strategies for self sustaining

Library Automation
626-628

Causes of failure

Library Science
1st Law
2nd Law
2nd Law: with reference to resource sharing
3rd Law
4th Law
5th Law
Application of five laws in digital era
Emerging competencies of profession
Laws: Introduction
Online access: 3rd & 4th law

330-332
332-333
36-38
333
333
333
204-207
127-129
330
617-620

Library and Information Centre
192-193

Role in culture
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191-192
193-194
194-195
191
114-115
107-109

Role in economy
Role in education
Role in politics
Role in society
Role of IT
Scope of outsourcing

Library Management Software
410
420-422
416-418
418-420
376-381
16-18

Koha & NewGenLib
Comparison
Koha
NewGenLib
Selection criteria
SOUL: salient features

Library services
154-156
1
186-191
19-21

Application of mobile technology

Evaluation of performance
Impact of IT
Need for time management in libraries

Managerial Skill
570-572
573-578
570

Importance of development
Managerial skills & quality management
Meaning

Marketing of Inf. Products & Services
586-587
582
587-589
585-586
582-585

Barriers
Meaning
Prerequisites
Professional skills
Products & services

Metadata
602
596-597
598-601
595
606-607
596
591-592
602-603
603-604
604-605
604
604
593-595

Aggregation
Conversion of metadata records
Data reuse & integration
Elements
Future
Interoperability improvement
Meaning
OAI-PMH
Key players
Major metadata harvesting services in India
Major software support
Software to run OAI repository
Purposes
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601
592-593

Repository supporting multiple format
Schema

M-Learning
641-642
643-644
642
642-643
640-641

Advantages
Challenges
Disadvantages
Libraries and mobile learner
Meaning

Multimedia
83
83-89

Define
Role in library

National Information Policy
172
175-176
172-173
173
173-174

Defined
Endeavours
Need
Objectives
Salient features

National Knowledge Commission
Recommendations on libraries

Network Security
Characteristics of secure network
Counter measures for external & Internal threats
Database security
Defenses against hackers
Defined
Internet, intranet and extranet security
Security measures for library network
Threats to network

267-268
273-274
272-273
277
280-281
278-279
271-272
277-278
276-277
274-276

Network topology
337
337
338
338
337-338
338
338

Bus network
Meaning
Mesh network
Ring network
Star network
Star Ring network
Tree network

Open Access (OA) Initiatives
168
171
515-530
168-170
170-171

OA defined
OA publishers Worldwide
OA publishing
OA Journals
Institutional repositories
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Open Source Software (OSS)

410-416
697-698
696
697
695-696
694
694-695
693-694
695
699
697
634-635
104-105

General purpose OSS
GNU Library Management System
Impact on learning
MySQL
Openbiblio
Openisis
PHPMy Library
PostgreSQL
Role for value added services
Why

Performance Appraisal
Criteria used

Performance Audit
25
27-28
26
25
26-27
25-26
26

Aims
Essentials
Ideas behind
Meaning
Process
Scope
Types

PERT/CPM
18-19
19-21
213-214

Meaning
Need for time management in library

Planning
Public library

293-294
289-290
281
96-98
530-537
562-568
607-608
281-282
292-293
283
76-78
282-283
283
294
285-287

Areas of library automation and networking
Automation in India
Automation, networking & digitization
As a mass media
As a community information centre
Changing face
Co-operation and networking
Defined
Factors advocating use of IT in LICs
Funding, legislation and networks
Legislation in India
Mission
Operation and management
Planning for library automation
Problems of infrastructure & services
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Proposal for design and development of Digital Network
Purpose of automation & networking
Role of lib network agencies in automation & networking
Services
Steps for improvement
Suggestions for improvement of public lib. in India
Types of library
Why should we automate?

296-301
292
294-295
284
295-296
287-289
284
290-292

Reference Source
RFID
390-391
50-52
388-389
391-393
389-390
386
387-388

Advantages
Application in libraries
Components
Disadvantages
Optional components
Technology behind
vs. Barcode

RRRLF
233-234

National policy for public library

Reading Habits
546-554

Stimulation Process

Research
Action Research
Defining the problems
Diagnosing the problems
Elements
Meaning
Phases
Data collection
Usefulness of questionnaire method
Definition
Design
Components
Objectives
Functions
Historical research method
Importance
Literature review
Competence of researcher
Conceptual framework
Data analysis tool
Data collection instrument

367
367-368
366-367
365-366
366
632-634
306
354
353-354
334
212-213
333
357
364-365
363
363
362
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Data source
Description/Location of the study area
Duration of the study
Financial assistance requirement
Hypothesis for the study
Implication of the study
Objectives of the study
Research design and methodology
Respondents contact method
Scope of the study
Selection of qualitative parameters
Selection of qualitative parameters
Selection of respondents
Year wise plan of research work
Problems
Proposal
Introduction
Different key components
Introduction to research problems
Significance of research problem
Need for the study/Statement of problem
Importance
Needs
Problems
Rationale
Reports
Characteristics
Components/Layouts
Meaning
Objectives
Parts
Precautions for writing
Methods
Significance (of research methods)
Significance/Need
Types
Applied
Pure

360
359
359-360
364
358
363-364
357-358
358-359
362-363
360
361
361
361-362
364
356-357
354-355
355
355-356
356
356
357
356-357
333-334
235
234-235
308
235-237
308-310
237-238
2-3
211-212
196-198
306-307
307-308
307-308

Retrospective Conversion
181-182
182-183

Need
Tool

Sampling
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230
230-231

Definition
Various techniques

Search strategy
3-4
4-5

Difference with search tactics/expression
Used in information retrieval

Selective Dissemination of Information
335-337
334
334-335

Computer based SDI
Defined
Pre-requisites and techniques

Semantic Web
654-656
659-660
645
644-645
649-654
646-649
656-659
645-646

Application in library services
Challenges
Definition
Introduction
Languages
Layers
Opportunities
Related works

Smart card
252-253
252
250-251
251-252
249-250

Advantages
Application in libraries
Devices
Features & characteristics
Meaning

Social Networking
630-632
629-630
629
93-96

Characteristics
Definition
History

Spiral of Scientific Method
Thesaurus

21-23

Use in information retrieval

TQM
Application in Lib. & Inf. Sc.
Barriers and problems
Benefits
Customer satisfaction
Implementation technique
Key principles for quality library management
Managerial skill and quality management
Quality management
Steps to implement

Trans Border Data Flow
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201-204
111-112
111
578-582
123-24
138-139
573-578
572-573
64-66
669-686

Translation Services
UNESCO

52
232-233

Role & function

University Library/Academic Library
Best practices
Contribution of agencies in the development
Factors for developing in digital era
Objectives and features
Services
Strategies for resource management

686-693
184-186
305-306
183-184
184
139-143

User Education Programme
615
615-616
568-570,616-7

Introduction
Objectives
Scope and need

User studies
71-73
638-639

Need and usefulness

Virtual Library
Web 2.0

383
382-383
381-382
382
383-386

Benefits
Characteristics
Definition
Features
Tools and techniques

Website/Electronic databases
46-48

Evaluation criteria

World Wide Web
13-16

Fundamental technology/genesis & dev.
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